OPERATIONS COMMITTEE
AGENDA
DATE: Wednesday, June 3, 2020

TIME: 6:30 p.m.

Notice: Pursuant to Governor Newsom’s Executive Orders N-29-20 and 33-20, which in
part, provide waivers to certain Brown Act provisions, meetings of the Board of Directors
will be held by teleconference. There will be no physical location from which members
of the public may participate. Instead, the public may listen and/or view the meeting
proceedings and provide public comment and comments on agenda items by following
these instructions:
To join via Zoom Webinar from a computer, tablet, or smartphone,
click on the link below:
https://zoom.us/j/91458023440
To join this meeting via telephone, please dial:
1-669- 900-6833 or 1-253-215-8782
Meeting ID: 914 5802 3440
If you are unable to access the meeting using this call-in information, please contact the
Board Secretary at (619) 409-6703 for assistance.
To provide public comment on non-agenda items or to provide public comment on any
item of the agenda:
Before the meeting:
-

Go to www.sweetwater.org; click on the “HOW DO I…” at the top of the page;
and then click on the “Public Comment” link in the Contact section.

OR
-

Physically deposit your public comment in the Authority’s payment drop box
located in the public parking lot at the Authority’s Administrative Office at 505
Garrett Avenue, Chula Vista.

OR
-

Mail your comments to 505 Garrett Avenue, Chula Vista, CA 91910 [Attention:
Public Comment].

All written public comment submissions must be received 1 hour in advance of the
meeting and will be read aloud to the Board during the appropriate portion of the
meeting with a reading limit of 3 minutes for each comment.
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During the meeting:
The Chair will inquire prior to Board discussion if there are any comments from the
public on each item.
-

Via Zoom Webinar go to Participants List, hover over your name and click on “Raise
Hand.” This will notify the moderator that you wish to speak during Oral
Communication or during a specific item on the agenda.

-

Via phone, you can raise your hand by pressing *9 to notify the moderator that you
wish to speak during the current item.

Any person with a disability who requires a modification or accommodation in order to
participate in a meeting should direct such request to the Board Secretary at (619) 4096703 at least forty-eight (48) hours before the meeting, if possible. The above public
comment procedures supersede any Authority standard public comment policies and
procedures to the contrary.
1. CALL MEETING TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL
2.
3.

ITEMS TO BE ADDED, WITHDRAWN, OR REORDERED IN THE AGENDA.
PUBLIC COMMENT.
Opportunity for members of the public to address the Committee. (Government Code Section 54954.3).

4.

ACTION AGENDA.
The following items on the Action Agenda call for discussion and action by the Committee. All items are
placed on the Agenda so that the Committee may discuss and take action on the item if the Committee is
so inclined, including items listed for information.

A. Consideration to Award On-Call General Construction Time and Materials
Contract
B. Consideration to Renew Existing As-Needed Consultant for Sweetwater and
Loveland Dams or Solicit Requests for Proposals
5.

CLOSED SESSION.
At any time during the regular session, the Committee may adjourn to closed session to discuss real
property matters within the attorney-client privilege, subject to the appropriate disclosures. (Government
Code Section 54956.8).

6.

NEXT MEETING DATE: Wednesday, June 17, 2020 at 6:30 p.m.

7.

ADJOURNMENT.

This agenda was posted at least seventy-two (72) hours before the meeting in a location freely accessible to the Public on the exterior
bulletin board at the main entrance to the Authority’s office and it is also posted on the Authority’s website at www.sweetwater.org.
No action may be taken on any item not appearing on the posted agenda, except as provided by California Government Code Section
54954.2. Any writings or documents provided to a majority of the members of the Sweetwater Authority Governing Board regarding
any item on this agenda will be made available for public inspection at the Authority Administration Office, located at 505 Garrett
Avenue, Chula Vista, CA 91910, during normal business hours. Upon request, this agenda will be made available in appropriate
alternative formats to persons with disabilities, as required by Section 202 of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. Any person
with a disability who requires a modification or accommodation in order to participate in a meeting should direct such request to the
Board Secretary at (619) 409-6703 at least forty-eight (48) hours before the meeting, if possible.
To e-subscribe to receive meeting agendas and other pertinent information, please visit www.sweetwater.org.
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TO:

Governing Board (Operations Committee)

FROM:

Management

DATE:

May 29, 2020

SUBJECT: Consideration to Award On-Call General Construction Time and Materials
Contract
SUMMARY
The Authority executed its first on-call Time and Materials (T&M) contract on January
31, 1991 with Paul Hansen, Inc. in response to the increasing need to respond in a
timely manner to City-funded and County-funded street improvements. Since that time,
City and County agencies have developed much higher expectations regarding
response time. Subsequent to Paul Hansen, Inc., the Authority contracted with Salzano
Engineering (1994 to 1995), Cass Construction, Inc. (Cass) (1995 to 2009), and El
Cajon Grading & Engineering Co., Inc. (ECG&E) (2009 to present). The number of
projects and the associated costs is variable from year to year, depending on the nature
of the work required. Below is a summary of the costs incurred by the current On-Call
Contractor over the past five years for reference:
Capital Projects
Chula Vista Street Improvement
County of SD Street Improvement
National City Street Improvement
Expense Projects
Developer Reimbursable Projects
Total

$1,905,091.59
451,624.13
15,849.74
329,840.07
264,426.25
1,217,400.79
$4,184,232.57

Because the T&M contractor is generally assigned “unplanned” work, a standard
construction bid document could not be developed; therefore, staff developed a
Request for Proposal (RFP) to select an on-call T&M contractor. The RFP included nine
areas requiring information, as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Responsiveness to RFP
Staff Experience
Public Works Project Experience
OSHA Reportable Accidents
Claims

•
•
•
•

Experience Modification Rate
Quality Assurance Plan
Response to Sample Job
Financial Standing
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Staff solicited interest from contractors by sending RFP packages to four contractors
that have performed work for the Authority in the past. The RFP was also advertised in
the San Diego Union-Tribune, The Star News, and The Daily Transcript. The RFP was
posted on Ebidboard and was sent to the Chula Vista Chamber of Commerce and the
National City Chamber of Commerce. Proposal packages were received from the
following four contractors:
•
•
•
•

Cass Arrieta
El Cajon Grading & Engineering Co., Inc.
J.R. Filanc Constructions Company, Inc.
Ortiz Corporation

The proposals received from the four contractors are provided for the review of the
Operations Committee. Staff has reviewed and analyzed the four proposal packages
received and is prepared to present its analyses at the June 3, 2020 Operations
Committee, if desired.
PAST BOARD ACTIONS
March 11, 2020

The Governing Board 1) waived the application of the Authority’s
Procurement Policy regarding competitive bidding for
Construction Projects in excess of $75,000; 2) approved the
Request for Proposals for On-call General Construction
Contractor(s), including a statement in the letter indicating the
Authority encourages participation of local contractors, subject to
review and revision by district legal counsel; and 3) directed staff
to bring proposals to the Operations Committee for consideration
and recommendation to the Governing Board.

February 13, 2020

The Operations Committee reviewed an Information Item
regarding the process and timeline for selection of the On-Call
General Construction Contractor(s).

January 8, 2020

The Board authorized an extension of the current On-call General
Construction Services contract with El Cajon Grading &
Engineering Company, Inc., Lakeside, CA for six months and
directed staff to begin the competitive process to select the next
On-call General Construction Service contractor and review the
process with the Operations Committee prior to advertisement.
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FISCAL IMPACT
As noted above, the fiscal impact cannot be determined, as this work is reactionary, and
will be based on the number of emergencies and street improvement projects that occur
during the year. Funding will be made available from Expense accounts, the Street
Improvements Capital Fund, or the Capital Contingency Fund.
POLICY
The Authority Procurement Policy and Procedures (Procurement Policy) requires that
contracts over $75,000 be awarded by the Board. The Procurement Policy allows for
contracts to be executed for up to five (5) years.
Strategic Plan Goal 2: System and Water Supply Reliability (SR) – Achieve an
uninterrupted, long-term water supply through investment, maintenance, innovation and
developing local water resources.
•

Objective SR6: Review plans submitted by Chula Vista, National City, and
County of San Diego for street improvement projects to identify potential
conflicts, then develop the most cost-effective facility modifications to avoid
known or potential conflicts.

•

Objective SR7: Review proposed development plans and install necessary
infrastructure to ensure the facilities meet the required demand, achieve code
compliance, avoid cross-connections, and have minimal-to-zero financial
impacts to the Authority's ratepayers.

•

Objective SR9: Cost-effectively maintain facilities and infrastructure to
optimize their useful life and performance.

The Authority’s Procurement Policy requires a competitive bid process for Construction
Projects over $75,000. Since the cumulative value of the contract will likely exceed
$75,000, but the nature of this on-call work does not lend itself to a competitive bid
process, the Board waived the application of this requirement for this procurement.
ALTERNATIVES
1. Select one or more contractors for the On-Call General Construction Time and
Materials contract based on review of the submitted proposals and/or staff’s
recommendation.
2. Other direction as determined by the Governing Board.
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STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff defers to the Governing Board.
ATTACHMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cass-Arrieta Proposal
El Cajon Grading & Engineering Co., Inc. Proposal
J.R. Filanc Construction Company, Inc. Proposal
Ortiz Corporation Proposal
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Note: The Attachments to
Agenda Item No. 4.A. have
been uploaded to our website.
Agenda Item No. 4. A. Attachments
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TO:

Governing Board (Operations Committee)

FROM:

Management

DATE:

May 29, 2020

SUBJECT: Consideration to Renew Existing As-Needed Consultant for Sweetwater
and Loveland Dams or Solicit Requests for Proposals
SUMMARY
The existing as-needed contract with GEI Consultants, Inc. (GEI) for providing
consulting services for Sweetwater and Loveland Dams is near the end of its five-year
term. The existing contract expires in September 2020.
Sweetwater Authority (Authority) and GEI initially executed a contract in August 2002 for
a defined scope of work regarding consulting services for Sweetwater Dam. In May
2003, the Authority and GEI executed a new contract for as-needed consulting services
related to both Sweetwater and Loveland Dams. The Authority and GEI subsequently
executed new contracts for as-needed consulting services in May 2010 and September
2015, which were sole-sourced both times.
In 2004, GEI performed the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) Analysis for Sweetwater
Dam and updated the PMF Analysis in 2013. The PMF is the basis for the proposed
Sweetwater Dam and South Dike Improvements Project to meet requirements from the
California Division of Safety of Dams (DSOD). GEI also prepared design plans and
specifications for the proposed project and a spillway condition assessment report, all of
which have been submitted to DSOD for their review and approval. In addition, GEI
prepared draft design plans and specifications for the stair replacement project at
Loveland Dam. This project at Loveland Dam has been on hold for some time due to
funding limitations, but the project is being proposed by staff for inclusion in the Draft FY
2020-21 Budget, along with an evaluation of corrosion and leakage issues at the outlet
structure for Loveland Dam.
Section 6.1 of the Authority’s Procurement Policy allows for sole-sourcing consulting
services to consultants with specific expertise and/or for the purpose of retaining such a
consultant for a specific project to maintain continuity. Also, Section 6.1 of the
Procurement Policy specifically lists consulting services for Sweetwater and Loveland
Dams as an example of consulting services that can be sole-sourced.
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On May 20, 2020, GEI submitted a letter to the Authority requesting to extend the asneeded contract for an additional five-year term. Due to GEI’s extensive knowledge of
Sweetwater and Loveland Dams, and to maintain continuity with existing projects at
both dams, staff recommends that a new five-year term as-needed contract for
consulting services related to Sweetwater and Loveland Dams be sole-sourced again to
GEI.
PAST BOARD ACTION
April 22, 2015 The Governing Board approved to sole-source an as-needed contract
with GEI for consulting services for Sweetwater and Loveland Dams.
FISCAL IMPACT
All tasks performed by the as-needed consultant are sent through the budgeting
process that is approved and authorized by the Governing Board.
POLICY
Strategic Plan Goal 2: System and Water Supply Reliability – Achieve an uninterrupted,
long-term water supply through investment, maintenance, innovation and developing
local water resources.
•

Objective SR5: Address DSOD and maintenance requirements to accommodate
PMF for Sweetwater Dam and stairs replacement at Loveland Dam.
o Task 001.00: Design, bid, and construct replacement stairs at Loveland
Dam (Bond funded)
o Task 002.00: Prepare design, environmental document, advertise for bids,
and construct Sweetwater Dam PMF and South Spillway Improvements
(Bond funded)

ALTERNATIVES
1. Direct staff to enter into a new five-year term contract to GEI for as-needed
consulting services for Sweetwater and Loveland Dams.
2. Direct staff to execute a two-year contract extension with GEI with an option for a
further contract extension for continued as-needed consulting services for
Sweetwater and Loveland Dams. A two-year contract extension would potentially
allow the Authority to retain GEI as the as-needed consultant for Sweetwater and
Loveland Dams during the construction of the proposed Sweetwater Dam and South
Dike Improvements Project. However, a construction start date for the proposed
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project is unclear at this time due to DSOD’s ongoing review of the spillway condition
assessment report for Sweetwater Dam. It is unclear if DSOD will require additional
data for the condition assessment of the spillways, which could further delay
construction, or if DSOD will require the Authority to initiate construction of the
proposed project once DSOD concludes its review of the spillway condition
assessment report.
3. Direct staff to issue a Request for Qualifications to seek qualifications from qualified
consultants for as-needed consulting services for Sweetwater and Loveland Dams.
4. Other direction as determined by the Governing Board.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Governing Board direct staff to enter into a new five-year
term contract to GEI Consultants, Inc., Carlsbad, California, for as-needed consulting
services for Sweetwater and Loveland Dams.
ATTACHMENT
Letter from GEI
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Consulting
Engineers and

May 20, 2020

Scientists

Ron R. Mosher, P.E.
Director of Engineering
Sweetwater Authority
505 Garrett Avenue
Chula Vista, CA 91912
Re:

Agreement for Services
As-Needed Engineering and Construction Support Services for
Projects Relating to Sweetwater and Loveland Dams

Dear Mr. Mosher:
GEI Consultants Inc. entered into an Agreement for Services with Sweetwater Authority
on September 4, 2015 to provide professional services for the subject project. The term
of the Agreement is for a period of five years, and ends on September 4, 2020.
This letter is a request to extend the subject Agreement for Services for an additional five
year period.
Please contact me if you have any questions regarding this request at 760-795-1972 or
tkeller@geiconsultants.com.
Sincerely,
GEI CONSULTANTS, INC.

Thomas O. Keller, P.E., G.E.
Vice President

www.geiconsultants.com

GEI Consultants, Inc.
5901 Priestly Drive, Suite 301, Carlsbad, CA 92008
760.795.1960 fax: 760.929.0836
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May 20, 2020

Mr. Mike Wallace
Engineering Manager
Sweetwater Authority
505 Garrett Avenue
Chula Vista, CA 91912
mwallace@sweetwater.org

Re: Request for Proposal for On Call Time and Materials General Construction Services

Mr. Wallace,
Cass Construction, Inc. dba Cass Arrieta (CA) is pleased to submit our proposal for the project
referenced above. Per the requirements of the RFP, Addendum 1, Section G:
1. Statement of Contractor’s Qualifications is included as Exhibit B
2. CA is staffed in a manner to execute the anticipated scope of services outlined in the RFP
3. The requested services will be provided as outlined by the RFP.
Addenda #1 and #2 are acknowledged.
CA is in agreement that Exhibit C rates may be adjusted annually per Caltrans.
In regards to our Exhibit C rate schedule, please note the following:
a. CA does not charge standby for our company owned equipment
b. There is no minimum hourly charge for company owned equipment. For
example, if you only use if for 1-hour then you only pay for 1 hour.
c. Because we have a large equipment fleet we can save the district money by
not having to rent equipment all the time. With equipment rentals you pay for
that machine no matter if its being used or not. With our company owned
equipment you only pay for what you use and if you look at the rate sheet
there are many items that are included free of charge or included free when
used with other pieces of equipment.
d. All Equipment and Labor Rates listed are inclusive of overhead and profit.

e. CA proposes a 10% Mark-Up on Subcontractors. If the project has a large
subcontractor presence (ie: Direction Drill, AC Overlay, etc.) we would be
happy to negotiate a lower mark-up so its fair for both parties.
f. CA proposes a 15% Mark-Up on Materials, Rentals, Vendors
g. CA has worked with Sweetwater Authority for many years. We work well
together and both parties have always been fair to each other.
4. Exhibit D is enclosed within.
We also included a sample billing from a recent 16” Land Outfall pipeline repair as our
comprehensive cost summary. The rates used in the sample billing are identical to the
rates you see listed in Exhibit C.
5. Exhibit E is enclosed within.
6. A brief company history has been provided in Exhibit B, Question #8.
There are no known past financial relationships with Cass Arrieta’s proposed
sub-consultants and the Authority’s current Board, Governing Staff, and entities for
which said members are employed, or have an interest both past and present.
7. Our most recent OSHA 300 log and Quality Insurance Plan (QAP) are enclosed within
8. A list of our current projects, contract dollar value, and percent complete is enclosed
within. See Exhibit B, Question #11
The types of work we are typically contracted for and self-perform is Public Works Wet
Utilities, Public Works Dry Utilities, Private Developer Wet & Dry Utilities, Structural
Concrete, Emergency Work, and Pipeline Assessment. All of these scopes are reflected
in our current project list.
I appreciate the opportunity to submit our proposal.
Sincerely,

Wes Wise
President

SWEETWATER AUTHORITY
505 GARRETT AVENUE
POST OFFICE BOX 2328
CHULA VISTA, CALIFORNIA 91912-2328
(619)420-1413
FAX(619)425-7469
www.sweetwater.org

GOVERNING BOARD
STEVE CASTANEDA, CHAIR
HECTOR MARTINEZ, VICE CHAIR
JOSIE CALDERON-scon
JERRY CANO
JOSE F. CERDA
JOSE PRECIADO
ALEJANDRA SOTELO-SOUS
TISH BERGE
GENERAL MANAGER

April 17, 2020
Subject:

JENNIFER H. SABINE
ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS FOR ON CALL TIME AND MATERIALS
GENERAL CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
SWA FILE: (GEN) TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT (GENERAL
CONTRACTOR)

To Whom It May Concern:
Sweetwater Authority (Authority) is currently seeking proposals from Class "A" general
contractors to provide as-needed time and materials general contracting services. The
Authority encourages participation by local contractors doing business within the
Authority's service area.
The required services include portions of the Authority's annual capital budget,
maintenance, water facility relocations due to street improvement work, potholing, flood
damage repair, tank cleaning, pump station work, concrete dam repairs and
modifications, plumbing, general concrete, general demolition, electrical, and other
construction activities as required throughout the water district.
The majority of work will take place within the Authority's service area, the Robert A.
Perdue Water Treatment Plant and Sweetwater Dam (100 Lakeview Avenue, Spring
Valley), the Richard A. Reynolds Desalination Facility (3066 North Second Avenue,
Chula Vista), and Loveland Dam (Sequan Truck Trail, Alpine). Enclosed is Exhibit A, a
map that reflects the Authority's service area boundary and Loveland Reservoir lands
boundary.
Persons or entities submitting a proposal in response to this Request for Proposals
(RFP) are referred to herein as "Proposer" or "Contractor."
A. PROJECT BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION
The Authority currently serves a population of nearly 200,000 in National City, the
western portion of Chula Vista, and the unincorporated areas of Bonita and Lincoln
Acres.
The Authority maintains approximately 400 miles of pipe, 18 storage tanks ranging from
100,000 to 18 million gallons, 21 pump stations, two surface water reservoirs and dams,
one surface water treatment plant, 14 production wells, one groundwater desalination
facility, and performs a number of street and capital improvement projects. On occasion,

A Public Water Agency
Serving National City, Chula Vista and Surrounding Areas
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EXHIBIT B

TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
STATEMENT OF CONTRACTOR’S QUALIFICATIONS
1.

Name of company:

Cass Construction, Inc. dba Cass Arrieta

2.

Business address:

1105 N. Marshall Ave., El Cajon, CA 92020

3.

When organized:

4.

Where incorporated: CA

5.

Length of time the company has been licensed to do business in San Diego
County: 46 years
Lic. Class A Lic. # 298336

6.

Length of time the company has had a contractor’s license:

7

How many years has the company engaged in the contracting business under the
present company name: 46 years

8.

Brief company history: (See Attached)

9.

List the company’s bonding capacity and general liability insurance for the last five
years: Bonding Capacity of $40,000,000 and $60,000,000 (See Attached Letter)
General Liability Insurance of $5,000,000 Each Occurrence and $10,000,000
General Aggregate

07/26/1974

46 years

10. List all applicable references, primarily from other public agencies that the
company has had as clients:
Sweetwater Authority - Mike Wallace, Engineering Manager - mwallace@sweetwater.org 619-409-6884
Helix Water District - Tim Ross, Engineer Manager - tim.ross@helixwater.org 619-596-1323
City of Oceanside - Lindsay Leahy, Senior Engineer - lleahy@oceansideca.org 760-435-5913
Vallecitos Water District - Lee Kirby, Inspection Supervisor - lkirby@vwd.org 760-744-0460
Otay Water District - Brandon DiPietro, Senior Inspector - BrandonD@otaywater.gov 619-987-6374

11. Contracts in progress with current completion schedule (percent of work
remaining) and gross dollar amount of each contract: (See Attached)

12. General character of work performed by your company: Wet Utilites, Dry Utilities,
Structural Concrete, Pipeline Assessment, Slope Repairs
1
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EXHIBIT B

TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
STATEMENT OF CONTRACTOR’S QUALIFICATIONS
13. Has the company ever failed to complete any work awarded to it:
If so, where and why:

No

N/A

14. Has the company ever defaulted on a contract: No
If so, where and why:

N/A

15. List of major facilities constructed by your company, including approximate cost:
Horse Creek Ridge Sewer Lift Station - $3,596,285.95
Sycuan EDR - $1,265,000.00
Sycuan Centrifuge - $635,000.00
Desert View SD Outfall and Slope Reconstruction - $5,185,729.05
16.! List your major equipment: Use Exhibit C (See Attached)

17. Experience in construction work similar to this time and materials project: (See Attached)
City of Oceanside - Haymar Easement Protection Project
Vallecitos Water District - 16" Failsafe Line Repair
City of San Diego - Catalina Transmission Pipeline Emergency
18. List names, background, and experience of the principal members of your
personnel, including the officers: Wes Wise, President, 27 years in Construction Industry
Shannon Burke, CFO, 18 years in Construction Industry
Steve Coker, Operations Manager, 40 years in Construction Industry
Buzz Birney, Project Manager, 8 years in Construction Industry
Vic Fejeran, Superintendent, 40 years in Construction Industry
19. List related project experience with names of assigned personnel: (See Attached)

20. Attach Résumés of all related personnel to be permanently assigned to the Authority’s
work.
21. Total number of employees:

180
2
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TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
STATEMENT OF CONTRACTOR’S QUALIFICATIONS
22. Total number of foremen:

33

23. How many office personnel:

29

24. Credit available. Furnish written evidence.
25. Complete the attached financial statement on accompanying form.
26. Attach banking and other references.
27. Statement of approach and understanding of the on-call services required under
this contract, with key personnel listed: (See Attached)

28. Attach the Contractor’s Safety Plan and reportable accident record.
29. Attach the Contractor’s Quality Assurance Plan (QAP) and Quality Control Plan
30. What percentage of your work do you subcontract:

9.8%

31. List all of your subcontractors: Rick Engineering, Inc., Payneco Specialties, Inc.,
R&C Structures, Inc., Cell Crete Corporation, Rap Engineering, Inc., Southwest
Traffic Signal Service, Inc., Sealright Paving, Inc., Koch General Engineering, Inc.,
Traffic Loops Crackfilling, Inc., G. Scott Asphalt, Inc., Statewide Stripes, Inc.,
Greenfield Fence, Inc., Golden Triangle Land Surveying, Inc., more available upon request
32. Acknowledge that you understand this is a prevailing wage contract by signing
here:
Wes Wise, President
(Signature)
(Name, printed legibly)
33. At any time during the last five (5) years has your company, or any of its owners or
officers, been convicted of a crime involving the awarding of a contract of a
government construction project, or the bidding or performance of a government
contract?
Yes
or No X

34. Is your company eligible to bid on or be awarded a public works contract or perform as
a subcontractor on a public works contract pursuant to either Labor Code section
1777.1 or Labor Code section 1777.7?
Yes X or No . If the answer is "No," state the beginning and ending dates of the
period or debarment.
35. Has your contractor's license been revoked at any time in the past five (5) years?
Yes
or No X

36. Has a surety company completed a contract on your behalf or paid for completion
because your company was default terminated by the project owner within the last five
(5) years? Yes
or No X
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STATEMENT OF CONTRACTOR’S QUALIFICATIONS
37. At any time in the past five (5) years, has your company been assessed and paid
liquidated damages after completion of a project under a construction contract with
either a public or private owner? Yes
or No X . If the answer is "Yes," explain on a
separate signed page, identifying all such projects by owner, owner's address, date of
project completion, amount of liquidated damages assessed, and all other information
necessary to fully explain the assessment of liquidated damages.
38. In the past five (5) years has any claim against your company concerning your
company's work on a construction project been filed in court or arbitration? Yes
or
No X . If the answer is "Yes," on separate signed sheet of paper, identify the claim(s)
by providing the project name, date of the claim, name of the claimant, a brief
description of the nature of the claim, the court in which the case was filed and a brief
description of the status of the claim (pending, or if resolved, a brief description of the
resolution).
39. In the past five (5) years, has your company made any claim against a project owner
concerning work on a project or payment for a contract and filed that claim in court or
arbitration? Yes
or No X . If the answer is "Yes," on a separate signed sheet(s) of
paper identify the claim by providing the project name, date of the claim, name of the
entity(ies) against whom the claim was filed, a brief description of the nature of the
claim, the court in which the case was filed and a brief description of the status of the
claim (pending, or if resolved, a brief description of the resolution).
40. In the past five (5) years, has any insurance carrier, for any form of insurance, refused
to renew the insurance policy for your company? Yes
or No X . If the answer is
"Yes," explain on a separate signed page, the name of the insurance carrier, the form
of insurance and the year of the refusal.
41. Has the CAL OSHA cited and assessed penalties against your company for any
"serious," "willful," or "repeat" violations of its safety or health regulations in the past
or No X . Note: If you have filed an appeal of a citation, and the
five (5) years? Yes
CAL OSHA Board has not yet ruled on your appeal, you need not include information
about it. If the answer is "Yes," attach a separate signed page describing the citations,
including information about the dates of the citations, the nature of the violation, the
project on which the citation(s) was/were issued, the amount of penalty paid, if any. If
the citation was appealed to the CAL OSHA Board and its decision has been issued,
state the case number and the date of the decision.
42. Has the federal OSHA cited and assessed penalties against your company in the past
or No X . Note: If you have filed an appeal of a citation and the
five (5) years? Yes
appeals board has not yet ruled on your appeal, or if there is a court appeal pending,
you need not include information about the citation. If the answer is "Yes," attach a
separate signed page describing each citation.
43. Has the Director of Industrial Relations or any governmental labor relations
department cited and assessed penalties against your company in the past five (5)
years? Yes
or No X . Note: If you have filed an appeal of a citation and the
4
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appeals board has not yet ruled on your appeal, or if there is a court appeal pending,
you need not include information about the citation. If the answer is "Yes," attach a
separate signed page describing each citation.
44. Has the EPA or any air quality management district or any regional water quality
control board cited and assessed penalties against either your company or the owner
of a project on which your company was the contractor in the past five (5) years?
Yes
or No X . Note: If you have filed an appeal of a citation and the appeals board
has not yet ruled on your appeal, or if there is a court appeal pending, you need not
include information about the citation. If the answer is "Yes," attach a separate signed
page describing each citation.
45. How often do you require documented safety meetings to be held for construction
employees and field supervisors during the course of a project? _______________
__________________________________________________________________
Weekly at a minimum and more often if necessary
46. List your company's Experience Modification Rate (EMR) (California Workers'
Compensation Insurance) for each of the past three (3) premium years. Note: An EMR
is issued to your company annually by your Workers' Compensation Insurance carrier.
Current Year:______
.75 Previous Year:______
.88
.80 Year Prior to Previous Year:_______.
If your EMR for any of these three (3) years is or was 1.00 or higher, you may, if you
wish, attach a letter of explanation.
47. Within the last five (5) years, has there ever been a period when your company had
employees but was without workers' compensation insurance or a state-approved selfor No X . If the answer is "Yes," please explain the reason for the
insurance? Yes
absence of workers' compensation insurance on a separate signed page. If the
answer is "No," please provide a statement by your current workers' compensation
insurance carrier that verifies periods of workers' compensation insurance coverage
for the past five (5) years. (If your company has been in the construction business for
less than five (5) years, provide a statement by your workers' compensation insurance
carrier verifying continuous workers' compensation insurance coverage for the period
that your company has been in the construction business.)
48. List the top five references in the following format:
Reference #1
District or Entity: Sweetwater Authority
Phone No.: 619-409-6884
Address: 744 "F" Street, Chula Vista, CA 91910
Name of Contact: Mike Wallace
Scope of Work: Main Water Replacement Projects
Dollar Amount: $6,300,000.00
Reference #2
District or Entity:

Vallecitos Water District
5
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Phone No.: 760-744-0460
Address: 201 Vallecitos De Oro, San Marcos, CA 92069
Name of Contact: Lee Kirby
Scope of Work: Sewer & Water Replacement Projects
Dollar Amount: $5,000,000.00
Reference #3
District or Entity: City of Oceanside
Phone No.: 760-435-5913
Address: 300 North Coast Highway, Oceanside, CA 92054
Name of Contact: Lindsay Leahy
Scope of Work: Sewer & Water Replacement Projects
Dollar Amount: $15,000,000.00
Reference #4
District or Entity: City of San Diego
Phone No.: 619- 929-4507
Address: 525 B Street Suite 750, MS 908A, San Diego, CA 92101
Name of Contact: Steve Lindsay
Scope of Work: Sewer, Water, and Storm Drain Replacement and Slope Repair Projects
Dollar Amount: $40,000,000.00
Reference #5
District or Entity: Otay Water District
Phone No.: 619-987-6374
Address: 2554 Sweetwater Springs Blvd., Spring Valley, CA 91978-2004
Name of Contact: Brandon DiPietro
Scope of Work Water and Sewer Replacement Projects
Dollar Amount: $10,000,000.00

6
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CONDENSED CURRENT FINANCIAL REPORT
Condition at close of business on: December 31,

20 19

1.

Cash: (a) On hand $ 0.00

(b) In bank $ 3,747,778 (c) Elsewhere $ 0.00

2.

Notes receivable: (a) Due within ninety (90) days $7,125,399.00
(b) Due after ninety (90) days $446,663.00
(c) Past due 0.00

3.

Accounts receivable from completed contracts, exclusive of claims not approved
for payment: N/A

4.

Sums earned on uncompleted contracts as shown by Engineer's or Architect's
estimate.
(a) Amount receivable after deducting retainage $7,572,059.00
(b) Retainage to date, due upon completion of contracts $2,594,025.00

5.

Accounts receivable from sources other than construction contracts: N/A

6.

Deposit for bids or other guarantees:
(a) Recoverable within ninety (90) days N/A
(b) Recoverable after ninety (90) days N/A

7.

Interest accrued on loans, securities, etc.:

8.

Real Estate:

9.

Stocks and Bonds: (a) Listed - Present market value N/A
(b) Unlisted - Present value N/A

0.00

(a) Used for business purposes N/A
(b) Not used for business purposes N/A

10. Materials in stock not included in Item 4:
(a) For uncompleted contracts (present value) N/A
(b) Other materials (present value) N/A
11. Equipment, book value: $95,006.00 (Company owned equipment held in separate entity so its not on these books)
12. Furniture and fixtures, book value: $88,689.00 (Company owned F&F held in separate entity so its not on these books)
13. Other assets: $1,614,445.00
TOTAL ASSETS: $15,712,002.00
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LIABILITIES
1.

Notes Payable:

(a) To banks regular $0.00
(b) To banks for certified checks $0.00
(c) To others for equipment obligations $0.00
(d) To others exclusive of equipment obligations $0.00

2.

Accts. Payable*: (a) Net past due $0.00
(b) Past due $0.00

3.

Real estate encumbrances

4.

Other liabilities*

$0.00

$12,262,691.00

*Includes all amounts owing subcontractors for all work in place and accepted or completed and
uncompleted contracts, including retainage.

5.

Reserves:

6.

Capital stock paid up: (a) Common
(b) Common
(c) Preferred

7.

0.00

Surplus (net worth)

$48,800.00
$0.00
$0.00

Earned $ 3,400,511.00
Unearned $

TOTAL LIABILITIES $ $15,712,002.00
CONTINGENT LIABILITIES

DOLLARS AND CENTS

1.

Liability on notes receivable, discounted, or sold

2.

Liability on accounts receivable, pledged, assigned, or sold

3.

Liability as bondsmen

4.

Liability as guarantor on contracts or on accounts of others $0.00

5.

Other contingent liabilities

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

TOTAL CONTINGENT LIABILITIES $0.00
*Attach additional sheets giving the information.
I:\engr\Gen\Time and Materials Contract\2014 General Contractor\Exhibit B - Statement of Contractor Qualifications.doc
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Question# 8
Brief Company History

Cass Arrieta is a General Engineering Contractor specializing in Wet Utilities, Dry Utilities,
Structural Concrete, and Associated scopes of work within the Public and Private markets.
Cass Construction, Inc. dba Cass Arrieta was formed in 1974 and over the next 45 years we
continued to revolutionize and expand. With offices in San Diego and Inland Empire, we are able
to provide local highly skilled personnel to serve our customer’s requirements. Our professional
staff and personnel take great pride in achieving the utmost in quality and production, knowing
that the company’s reputation directly reflects the capabilities and workmanship of our
employees.

EXHIBIT B
QUESTION #9
COMPANY'S BONDING CAPACITY

EXHIBIT B
QUESTION #11
CONTRACTS IN PROGRESS
EXHIBIT B: QUESTION #11 CONTRACTS IN PROGRESS
Contract
Amount

JOB NAME
FANITA RANCH
ROBERTSON RANCH PA 1-11 & 13
NEW HAVEN MODL CORRIDOR TRENCH
RANCHO SUMMIT
PROMONTORY-FRENCH VALLEY
OTAY RANCH VILLAGE 2-SOUTH
HIDDEN VALLEY MAJOR OFFSITES
NORTH MURRIETA COMMUNITY
BROOKFIELD TRACT #32290-1
O.R.V.III-HERITAGE RD STRM DRN
O.R.V.III-MAIN ST STORM DRAIN
AUDIE MURPHY RD PH1 TR 36485-1
VILLAGE 2 N-WTR LINE REPR-#610
HORSE CREEK RIDGE
OTAY 2ND PIPELINE PHS 2
OTAY RANCH (R-16) AKA STRATA
NEW HAVEN PHS 4 DRY UTILITIES
RMV AQ15 - SERVICE EXTENSIONS
PA-12 WEST
RMV AQ14-SERVICE EXTENSIONS
PA12-183 TOWN CTR WET UTILIT
AVENUE 228-WET UTILITIES
OTAY RANCH (R-14 & R-15)
TOVR (ANDEN)
SAVANNAH AT AUDIE MURPHY RANCH
KAPLAN
CAMDEN PLACE-MENIFEE TRC 37067
OTAY RANCH VILLAGE 3-HFOC18002
OTAY RANCH VILLAGE 3-HFOC18003
SD MISSION ROAD-HARLOW
PERSIMMON PLACE
CARA POINTE
WILLOWLEAF
GRAND PARK
KINGSTON @ AUDIE MURPHY RANCH
ALAY OTAY RANCH PLANNING AREA
SUMMERWIND
VAN DYKE STORM DRAIN REPLACE
AYRES HOTEL - VISTA
REGIONS BANK

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

283,917.00
8,623,326.00
2,386,753.00
2,302,037.00
4,527,923.00
8,141,557.00
4,224,538.00
5,041,886.00
5,094,015.00
2,335,200.00
1,216,918.00
4,070,107.00
226,024.00
5,687,517.00
14,559,154.00
634,091.00
1,959,300.00
91,811.00
578,017.00
113,114.00
938,682.00
6,180,694.00
1,173,849.00
876,780.00
661,697.00
3,707,266.00
2,038,250.00
1,340,143.00
1,036,849.00
749,766.00
63,398.00
76,271.00
40,165.00
206,208.00
96,129.00
806,917.00
504,980.00
1,056,547.00
146,063.00
5,779,164.00

Percent
Complete
96.50%
97.50%
95.90%
97.60%
92.40%
83.50%
98.50%
85.40%
97.70%
81.60%
73.60%
87.20%
52.60%
91.60%
61.90%
91.60%
90.90%
66.20%
85.00%
90.60%
98.80%
95.00%
92.90%
94.50%
83.20%
88.30%
95.60%
90.90%
80.90%
98.30%
98.90%
67.40%
86.90%
89.00%
46.40%
92.50%
87.90%
95.10%
84.20%
77.00%

TR37053-2 - SPENCER'S CROSSING
VISTA VEREDA WATER LINE REPLAC
SOLSTIC AT EMERALD PARK
HOLIDAY AT EMERALD PARK
THE AVENUE-TRACT #20012
RORIPAUGH LOOP ROAD
PLANNING AREA T-UNIT 8B
BELROSE-TRACT 18981
OTAY RANCH VILLAGE 2 R9A
OTAY RANCH VILLAGE 2 R-12B
ALIA/SPECIMEN HOUSE
LA STANCIA WOODCREST TRC 28767
WILLOW TREE PA8
WILDGROVE - VISTA
OTAY RANCH - VILLAGE 8W
SOMMERS BEND-TR #37341
THE LAKES UNIT 6
RANCHO SOLEO-CYPRESS RIDGE
ESPERANZA-TRACTS 18380 & 20233
CAMERON 56
R-12A CARPORT WET UTILITIES
OTAY 2ND PIPELINE PHASE I
CAMERON 56
CAST IRON WATERLINE REPLACMNT
VILLAGE 8-01419011
VILLAGE 8-01419012
ECO BLOCK
VILLAGE 8-RCP WITH GRADING
CITRUS AT CANVAS PARK
OTAY RANCH VILLAGE II SOUTH
SAN DIEGO POWDER COATING
HIGH POINT DD
TPM21140
SPENCERS CROSSING 37053-2
ORCHARD RUN
NEW HAVEN (LAND)
CASCADE-TRACT 18027
PIPELINE REPAIR & VALVE REPLAC
INDIGO AT CANVAS PARK
POPPY AT CANVAS PARK

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,142,718.00
3,070,774.00
204,197.00
59,036.00
1,410,925.00
5,499,363.00
66,407.00
106,803.00
9,787.00
1,564,907.00
447,766.00
1,059,961.00
155,781.00
912,835.00
10,921.00
4,785,159.00
520,464.00
1,075,888.00
217,160.00
172,148.00
13,600.00
10,770,054.00
12,500.00
797,630.00
3,326,068.00
395,462.00
350,833.00
919,564.00
180,743.00
42,901.00
2,085.00
51,066.00
1,134,852.00
118,612.00
4,727,834.00
39,439.00
1,187,488.00
115,163.00
170,845.00
229,772.00

60.60%
91.00%
98.40%
96.90%
96.70%
81.90%
51.40%
44.40%
98.50%
95.10%
88.80%
46.50%
85.30%
89.60%
80.00%
25.90%
94.10%
63.30%
88.20%
93.70%
98.40%
0.60%
58.80%
25.30%
1.80%
6.50%
11.10%
49.80%
24.30%
35.10%
95.30%
68.40%
0.10%
55.00%
0.00%
47.70%
10.30%
97.90%
3.80%
2.40%

EXHIBIT B
QUESTION #17 & 19
EXPERIENCE IN SIMILAR CONSTRUCTION WORK
&
RELATED PROJECT EXPERIENCE WITH LISTED PERSONNEL

Owner: City of Oceanside
Project: Emergency Project Haymar Easement Protection Project
Scope: Install Gabion Baskets, Import & Place Backfill, & Repair Easement as Directed by Owner
Cost: $839,000.00
Buzz Birney/ Vic Fejeran

Owner: Vallecitos Water District
Project: Emergency Project 16” Failsafe Line Repair
Scope: Emergency Repair 16” Recycled Water Main & Restore Surface Improvements
Amount: $132,000.00
Matt Goubeaux/ Vic Fejeran

Owner: City of San Diego
Project: Emergency Project Catalina Transmission Pipeline Emergency Repair
Scope: 24” Water Main Emergency
Amount: $3,609,832.96
Buzz Birney / Vic Fejeran

Owner: City of Carlsbad
Project: Emergency Project Pipeline Repair & Valve Replacement
Scope: Emergency Pipeline Repair & Valve Replacement
Amount: $180,425.00
Matt Goubeaux/ Vic Fejeran

Owner: City of San Diego
Project: Emergency Project Washington Street Bridge Emergency Project
Scope: R&R Failed Storm Drain Pipe, Reconstruct Failed Slope, & Bypassing
Amount: $750,000.00
Matt Goubeaux/ Vic Fejeran

EXHIBIT B
QUESTION #20
RESUMES OF RELATED PERSONNEL TO BE ASSIGNED TO
AUTHORITY'S WORK

Wes Wise

PRESIDENT – VALUE ENGINEERING

PROJECT ASSIGNMENT
Constructability and Value
Engineering

INDUSTRY TENURE
27 years

EXPERIENCE AND
QUALIFICATIONS

Wes Wise has more than 25 years experience as a General
Engineering Contractor. He has been involved with construction
projects in a variety of delivery methods that include DesignBuild, Progressive Design Build, Bid-Build, Construction Manager
at Risk (CMAR), Multiple Award Construction Contracts (MACC),
Emergency Services, As-Needed Services, and Consultant Services.
Over the course of his career he has built and managed a variety
of construction projects that include large diameter steel water
mains, pipeline assessment, water-sewer-storm drain projects
water pump stations, sewer lift stations, large diameter tunnel
projects, pipe bursting, pipe rehabilitation, HDD direction drilling,
jack & bore, micro-tunneling, flow control facilities, PRS stations,
portable crushing systems, road widening, and asphalt overlay
paving projects.
Mr. Wise is skilled in job cost estimating, project management, and
onsite construction management of large and complex projects.
He has proven his ability to manage and coordinate a variety
of projects, numerous vendors, subcontractors, and in-house
construction activities.
PROJECT EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION
• B.S.,Business Administration,
San Diego State University
CERTIFICATIONS
• Leed, AP
• Competent Persons
• OSHA 10-Hour
• Confined Space
• First Aid / CPR
• Asbestos Pipe Certified

Otay 2nd Pipeline Phase 2 and AC Woodman Street Pipeline Replacement, City
of San Diego, San Diego, CA: (Design-build project with Rick Engineering)
This project consisted of approximately 1.5 miles of new 48-inch CMLC&TW welded
steel transmission pipeline to replace the existing Otay 2nd Pipeline. Additionally,
approximately 1.4 miles of 8-inch to 16-inch distribution PVC waterlines were
designed to replace the existing AC distribution pipeline, abandonment of the
existing water mains, the upgrade and relocation of an existing pressure regulating
station, fiber optic conduit installation, flow meter installation, SCADA and telemetry
upgrades, road resurfacing, and ADA curb ramp upgrades. A multi-phased traffic
control design was developed after collaborating with the Contractor, City of San
Diego, and meeting with the surrounding community groups and schools to ensure
efficient construction work areas, traffic flow, and safety were provided.
Emergency Replacement Catalina Transmission Pipeline, City of San Diego,
San Diego, CA (Emergency Project)
This emergency project located in the community of Point Loma to replace
approximately 0.25 miles of a failing existing 24-inch cast iron transmission main
with a 24-inch PVC transmission main in a parallel trench. Coordinated and worked
with Cass Arietta to develop a preliminary design to develop a GMP that allowed
City staff to obtain funding from City Council. Project also included the installation

existing 24-inch cast iron transmission main, and the reconnection / replacement of multiple water meters and fire hydrants.
This project crossed a highly congested intersection of both traffic and existing utilities that required close coordination with the
City’s construction staff, Public Utilities Department, and the contractor to develop the design that was the most cost effective
and timely to install.
Upas Street Potable Water Pipeline, City of San Diego, CA
This City of San Diego project was their first public utilities project under a Construction Manager at Risk (CMAR) contract. The
CMAR scope included preconstruction services, construction management, coordination of subcontractors and city forces,
coordination of public outreach, scheduling, start-up, and close out services. The final GMP was the total of three separate
GMP phases that were scoped, estimated and bid in collaboration with the City. The phasing was required to address City
construction moratoria, phased funding, equal opportunity local business outreach and contracting.
Upas CMAR Park Blvd. Pipeline Replacement, City of San Diego, CA
Project Manager and Estimator. Remove existing 16-inch Cast Iron and replace with 16” PVC along Upas and Park Blvd
downtown
Upas CMAR 5th Ave Pipeline Replacement, City of San Diego, CA
Project Manager and Estimator. Remove existing 16-inch Cast Iron and replace with 16” PVC along Upas and 5th Ave
downtown.
Upas CMAR 7th Ave PRS Station Replacement, City of San Diego, CA
Project Manager and Estimator. Remove existing PRS Station and replace with new PRS Station for 24” Steel Pipe Zone
Inter-Connect.

Steve Coker

OPERATIONS AND QUALITY ASSURANCE MANAGER

PROJECT ASSIGNMENT
Pipeline Superintendent

INDUSTRY TENURE
36 years

EXPERIENCE AND
QUALIFICATIONS

CERTIFICATIONS
• Army Corp of Engineers QA/
QC Certification
• SWPPP -QSPCertification
PROFESSIONAL
AFFILIATIONS
• 2005-2013 President/
Partner of one of the largest
underground utility companies
in Southern California as
ranked by the ENR magazine
with over 400 employees
• AGC Board Member
2012-2014

Steve Coker has worked in the construction industry for over
35 years. He spent the first 10 years working as an iron worker
in the reinforcing steel industry. He then went on to a career in
general engineering construction where he gained over 20 years of
experience in all phases of underground construction (wet and dry),
paving, concrete structures, demolition, retaining walls, material
processing, erosion control, and design-build projects in both
private and public works.
Steve currently serves as the Operations and Quality Assurance
Manager for Cass Arrieta’s pipeline division performing the
installation of wet utility structures and facilities with experience
including sewer pipelines from 4-inch to 102-inch, water pipelines
1-inch to 108-inch, storm drain pipelines 4-inch to 144-inch,
storm drain structures, pump stations, waste water treatment
plants, sewer lift stations, and reservoirs. He is an expert in the
use of all types of pipe, including, PVC, steel, ductile iron, HDPE,
RCP, VCP, polyethylene, FRP, copper, stainless steel.
PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Upas Street Potable Water Pipeline Replacement Construction Manager at Risk,
City of San Diego, CA
Senior Pipeline Construction Manager. $28 million. Steve oversaw the
replacement of approximately six miles of aging 16-inch – 30-inch cast iron pipeline
through downtown San Diego. Construction included performance of horizontal
directional drilling (HDD) beneath the 163 Freeway and Interstate 5, replacement of
pressure reducing stations and installation of pedestrian curb-ramps to comply with
ADA requirements.
Padre Dam Eastern Service Area Secondary Connection, Padre Dam Municipal
Water District, Santee, CA
Pipeline Construction Manager. $14.9 million. The scope of work included
construction of a 12 million gallon per day (MGD) potable water pump station, 1.75
million gallon (MG) prestressed concrete reservoir, flow control facility, approximately
6,000 linear feet (LF) of 20-inch CML&C welded steel pipe, and a tunnel crossing
at Interstate 8, an 8-inch CML&C welded steel pipe inside an existing 16-inch steel
casing at Viewside Lane, and 36-inch CML&TC steel pipe at Woodside Avenue.
Raw Water Pipeline P-1220, US Navy Southwest Division NAVFAC, Camp
Pendleton, CA
Superintendent. $31.7 million. This design-bid-build project P-1220 Raw Water
Pipeline is in support of Public Law 111-11 at Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton
(MCBCP), California. The general scope of work is the construction of facilities
needed to implement and fulfill a joint water agreement between MCBCP and

the Fallbrook Public Utility District (FPUD), providing a “physical solution” to sixty years of water rights litigation. Construction
included facilities needed to effectively produce, diver, transport, store, measure and deliver raw water from the MCBCP
portions of the Santa Margarita River (SMR) to the FPUD service area boundary via a raw water pipeline.
P-1045 New Potable Water Conveyance (Design-Build), US Navy Southwest Division, Camp Pendleton, CA
Pipeline Construction Manager. $57 million. The project included design and construction of 24 miles of 20-inch and 12-inch
HDPE pipeline, three booster stations and a three MG pre-stressed concrete reservoir. This was an important water reliability
project for the Base, connecting their northern and southern water systems and providing means to reliably serve water in an
emergency condition such as a large wildfire or an earthquake. Technical challenges for the project included seven horizontal
directional drill (HDD) crossings of creeks, deep culverts, environmentally and culturally sensitive areas and Interstate 5. Many
institutional challenges inherent to working on an environmentally sensitive, active military facility were also present.
Beavercreek Pipeline Replacement Project, Fallbrook Public Utility District, CA
Superintendent. $1.5 million. Water pipeline replacement including but not limited to the construction of a new 16-inch
cement-mortar-lined and coated steel pipe (CML&C); abandon in place the existing 12-inch pipeline; construct new 16-inch
PRS valve vault and abandon in place existing 12-inch PRS valve vault. Other work includes traffic control, concrete anchor,
thrust blocks, reinstatement of sidewalk, curb and gutters, fencing, asphalt concrete paving, striping and markings.
Woods Valley Ranch WRF Expansion Project S. Village Collection System, Valley Center Municipal Water District, CA
Superintendent. $1.6 million. The company was selected to complete the construction of this water recycling facility expansion
project. This project involved crews to excavate, lay, and backfill 8,800 LF of low pressure wastewater pipe including thrust
restraints, fittings, encasements and cleanouts; excavate, lay, and backfill 5,300 LF of wastewater force main including thrust
restraints, fittings, encasements and cleanouts; furnish and install combination sewage air valves, complete and in place
in various locations; furnish and install clean outs, complete and in place in various locations; furnish and install blow offs,
complete and in place in various locations; furnish and install low pressure wastewater service laterals, complete and in place;
relocate existing water service lines; and traffic control.
Plant 2 Forcemain Replacement Project, Fallbrook Public Utility District, CA
Superintendent. $490,850. The company was selected to complete the construction of the Fallbrook Plant 2 Forcemain
Replacement project. Construction included the installation of 2,600 LF of 14-inch C905 sewer force main.
Emergency Services for La Jolla Beach Access Stair Replacement, City of San Diego, CA
(Emergency Project)
Project Manager. $250,000. The work consisted of the reconstruction of the stairway located within the existing City easement
between 100 and 202 Coast Boulevard that provides access to the beach. The company removed the existing stairway and
landings attached to the sea wall at 100 Coast Boulevard. Construction included the installation of a new stairway and the
appropriate number of landings to be determined during design. The company constructed the stairway and landing to current
building code and provided a traffic control plan working drawing and a WPCP plan that was approved by the City prior to
construction.
Emergency Replacement East Mission Bay Drive Potable Water Pipeline (Design-Build), City of San Diego, CA
(Emergency Project)
Project Manager. $750,000. Under an as-needed emergency repair contract with the City, the company completed the design
and construction of a replacement 16-inch potable water pipeline along Mission Bay Drive in San Diego, California. Elements of
the project included abandonment of a pipeline section beneath Interstate 5, installation of approximately one-half mile of
PVC pipeline, flexible couplings and steel pipeline beneath a bridge crossing a river entering Mission Bay.

Vic Fejeran

PIPELINE SUPERINTENDENT

PROJECT ASSIGNMENT
Superintendent

INDUSTRY TENURE
40 years

Vic Fejeran has more than 40 years’ experience as a General
Engineering Contractor. He has been involved with construction
projects in a variety of delivery methods that include Design-Build,
Progressive Design Build, Bid-Build, Multiple Award Construction
Contracts (MACC), Emergency Services, As-Needed Services, and
Consultant Services. Over the course of his career he has built
and supervised a variety of construction projects that include large
diameter steel water mains, pipeline assessment, water-sewerstorm drain projects water pump stations, sewer lift stations, large
diameter tunnel projects, pipe bursting, pipe rehabilitation, HDD
direction drilling, jack & bore, micro tunneling, flow control facilities,
and PRS stations projects.
Mr. Fejeran is skilled in the onsite construction management
of large and complex projects. He has proven his ability to
manage and coordinate a variety of projects, numerous vendors,
subcontractors, and in-house construction activities.

EXPERIENCE AND
QUALIFICATIONS

CERTIFICATIONS
• Competent Persons
• OSHA 10-Hour
• Confined Space
• First Aid / CPR
• Asbestos Pipe Certified

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
South San Diego Pipeline No. 2 – Segments K-L-M, City of San Diego, CA;
The design of South San Diego Pipeline No. 2 consisted of 11-miles of 30-inch to
48-inch CML&C welded steel transmission water pipeline serving the South San
Diego and Otay Mesa areas that traversed through natural areas, existing streets,
and a new proposed subdivision. The project included two pump stations, two
pressure-reducing stations, three state freeway crossings (with encroachment
permits) and a 280-feet trenchless crossing of the railroad. The project required
extensive traffic control plans with the goal of maximizing equipment work zone
and minimizing impacts to existing public streets and residential neighborhoods.
Additionally, the portion of the alignment adjacent to open space required
environmental permits with the permitting agencies. To accelerate the pipeline
installation, the project was separated into 16 segments that allowed for
construction to begin sooner, and for portions to be constructed concurrently, while
allowing the funding to occur over fiscal years. Vic served as the Pipeline
Superintendentl for the Cass Arrieta portion of the project, segments K-L-M.
Otay 2nd Pipeline Phase 2 and AC Woodman Street Pipeline Replacement, City
of San Diego, San Diego, CA
This project consisted of approximately 1.5 miles of new 48-inch CMLC&TW welded
steel transmission pipeline to replace the existing Otay 2nd Pipeline. Additionally,
approximately 1.4 miles of 8-inch to 16-inch distribution PVC waterlines were
designed to replace the existing AC distribution pipeline, abandonment of the
existing water mains, the upgrade and relocation of an existing pressure regulating

station, fiber optic conduit installation, flow meter installation, SCADA and telemetry upgrades, road resurfacing, and ADA curb
ramp upgrades. A multi-phased traffic control design was developed after collaborating with the Contractor, City of San Diego,
and meeting with the surrounding community groups and schools to ensure efficient construction work areas, traffic flow, and
safety were provided.
Otay 2nd Phase I, City of San Diego, CA
Installation of 48-inch & 36-inch Potable Steel Water Main (4778LF) within paved roads.
Emergency Replacement Catalina Transmission Pipeline, City of San Diego, San Diego, CA (Emergency Project)
Nick served as the Project Manager for the design of this emergency project located in the community of Point Loma to replace
approximately 0.25 miles of a failing existing 24-inch cast iron transmission main with a 24-inch PVC transmission main in a
parallel trench. Nick coordinated and worked with Cass Arietta to develop a preliminary design to develop a GMP that allowed
City staff to obtain funding from City Council. The project included the installation of 0.25 miles of 8-inch PVC distribution main,
the removal/abandonment of the existing 24-inch cast iron transmission main, and the reconnection / replacement of multiple
water meters and fire hydrants. This project crossed a highly congested intersection of both traffic and existing utilities that
required close coordination with the City’s construction staff, Public Utilities Department, and the contractor to develop the
design that was the most cost effective and timely to install. Nick also provided construction support, which included reviewing
RFIs and material submittals, attending construction meetings with the Contractor, and City’s Construction Staff and Water
Operations Staff, and preparation of As-Builts.
Miramar Trunk Sewer, City of San Diego, CA
Pipeline Superintendent. Installed 21-inch PVC pipeline (5460LF) for a difficult project due to; location in restricted area,
handling large volume sewer flows, and railroad ROW encroachment.
Fletcher Parkway Relief Sewer, City of El Cajon, CA
Pipeline Superintendent. Installed 24-inch PVC pipeline (1600LF) and 48-inch storm drain (120LF) for a difficult project due to;
location, handling large volume sewer flows, work hours between 9:00 pm and 5:30 am., depth of the sewer, and traffic
control.
Cottonwood Diversion Structure & Pipeline Replacement Project (JN 206034), Padre Dam Municipal Water District,
Santee, CA
Pipeline Superintendent Installed 30-inch & 18-inch PVC pipeline and structures including sewer bypassing.
Olympic Parkway 48-inch Steel Water Main, City of San Diego, CA
Pipeline Superintendent Install 48-inch potable steel water main within paved roads.
Sweetwater Authority Pipeline Construction 2017-2018, Chula Vista, CA
Pipeline Superintendent. Remove and Replace 3,300-lf of existing 6”-20” with new PVC pipeline.
Sweetwater Authority Pipeline Construction 2018-2019, Chula Vista, CA
Pipeline Superintendent. Remove and Replace 7,200-lf of existing 4”-16” with new PVC pipeline.
Upas CMAR 5th Ave Pipeline Replacement, City of San Diego, CA
Pipeline Superintendent. Remove existing 16-inch cast iron and replace with 16” PVC along Upas and 5th Ave downtown.

Buzz Birney

ESTIMATER AND PROJECT MANAGER

PROJECT ASSIGNMENT
Estimating and GMP Development

INDUSTRY TENURE
8 years

Buzz Birney has 8 years’ experience as a Project Manager/
Estimator for Cass Arrieta. He has been involved with construction
projects in a variety of delivery methods that include Design-Build,
Progressive Design Build, Bid-Build, Multiple Award Construction
Contracts (MACC), Emergency Services, As-Needed Services, and
Consultant Services. Over the course of his career he has built
and managed a variety of construction projects that include large
diameter steel water mains, pipeline assessment, water-sewerstorm drain projects, HDD direction drilling, jack & bore, and PRS
stations projects.
Buzz is skilled in job cost estimating, project management, and
onsite construction management of large and complex projects.
He has proven his ability to manage and coordinate a variety
of projects, numerous vendors, subcontractors, and in-house
construction activities.
PROJECT EXPERIENCE

EXPERIENCE AND
QUALIFICATIONS

REGISTRATION

Otay 2nd Pipeline Phase 2, City of San Diego, San Diego, CA:
Buzz served as Principal-in-Charge for this Design/Build project installing 48”
Potable Steel Water Main (7689LF) within paved roads.
Otay 2nd Phase 1, City of San Diego, CA

AGC Project Management
Competent Person

Buzz served as Principal-in-Charge for the installation of 48” & 36” Potable Steel
Water Main (4778LF) within paved roads.

First Aid / CPR Certified

Sweetwater Authority Pipeline Construction 2017-2018, Chula Vista, CA

Asbestos Pipe Certified

Estimator and Project Manager. Remove and Replace 3,300-lf of existing 6”-20” with
new PVC pipeline.
Sweetwater Authority Pipeline Construction 2018-2019, Chula Vista, CA
Estimator and Project Manager. Remove and Replace 7,200-lf of existing 4”-16” with
new PVC pipeline.
Upas CMAR Park Blvd. Pipeline Replacement, City of San Diego, CA
Buzz served as Cass Arrieta’s Project Manager. The project involved removal of
existing 16” Cast Iron and replacement with 16” PVC along Upas and Park
Boulevard in downtown San Diego.
Upas CMAR 7th Ave PRS Station Replacement, City of San Diego, CA
Buzz served as Cass Arrieta’s Project Manager. The project involved removal of
existing PRS Station and replacement with new PRS Station for 24” Steel Pipe Zone
Inter-Connect

EXHIBIT B
QUESTION #24 & 26
CREDIT AVAILABLE AND BANK REFERENCE

EXHIBIT B
QUESTION #26
OTHER REFERENCES

References:
Hawthorne Machinery Co.
16945 Camino San Bernardo
San Diego, CA 92127
Phone #: 858-674-7018
Fax#: 858-674-7175

Ferguson Enterprises, LLC
11909 Tech Center Ct
Poway, CA 92064
Phone: 858-391-3719
Fax: 858-391-5958

West Coast Sand & Gravel
P.O. Box 5267
Buena Park, CA 90622
Phone #: 800-522-0282
Fax#: 714-522-4524

Superior Ready Mix
1508 W. Mission Rd.
Escondido, CA 92029
Phone: 760-745-0556
Fax: 760-740-9557

EXHIBIT B
QUESTION #27
STATEMENT OF APPROACH

Cass Arrieta approaches Emergency projects with the mindset that we need to be flexible and
accommodating to Sweetwater Authority’s (SA) needs. Not all emergency jobs require the same
approach.
As the name suggests, emergency jobs generally are un-planned and catch the owner by surprise. Not
only does it take away from the general budget, it pulls away SA’s employees from planned projects and
now refocuses them on the emergency job which is a distraction and unproductive.
Cass Arrieta sees its role to take this burden away from SA so they can focus on operating the water
district. We generally only require minimal support services but encourage SA to get as involved as it
wants to.
We have been performing emergency work for a variety of public agencies for over four decades. In
that period of time we have gained the proper perspective on how to approach emergency projects.
Some Emergencies need to be taken care of right away so we would need to gather manpower,
equipment, and material resources from other local active jobs and move them to the emergency job
same day. Other emergencies can be planned out. The planning approach allows us more time at the
beginning of the job to collaborate, value engineer, solicit the most cost-effective sub/vendor for the
repair. Generally speaking, the more time we have to plan and value engineer as a team we can reduce
the costs to SA.
We have an experienced team that follows the approach described above. Vic Fejeran is our Pipeline
Superintendent responsible to coordinate and oversee the equipment and manpower needs. Buzz
Birney would be the Estimator-Project Manager to manage the project and its requirements. Steve
Coker would assist the team with QA/QC, Safety, and Permit Acquisitions. Wes Wise will provide the
necessary financial and resource support. Best of all, this team is familiar with SA specifications and
procedures. We have performed the last 2 annual pipeline projects for SA so we know your culture and
what you expect.

EXHIBIT B
QUESTION #28
RECORDABLE ACCIDENT RECORD

EXHIBIT B
QUESTION #28
CONTRACTOR'S SAFETY PLAN (COVID-19 PLAN)

CASS ARRIETA
COVID-19 Response and Prevention Plan
Introduction
Purpose
The purpose of the COVID-19 Response and Prevention Plan is to outline an effective response
to a potential exposure event, and to promote preventative workplace habits in order to mitigate
transmission of the virus between employees. This program shall provide direction to implement
safety requirements of the company and achieve compliance with CDC and local
recommendations for COVID-19 prevention and medical care. This plan is subject to change
per Federal and State guidelines.
Scope
This program applies to all employees (office and field) involved with a potential exposure event.
Exposure Assessment
COVID-19 Symptoms are Fever, Cough, and Shortness of Breath. The CDC also lists “close
contact with a person known to have COVID-19 or live in or have recently traveled from an area
with ongoing spread of COVID-19” as a symptom. https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/php/risk-assessment.html
Response for employee(s) who think they HAVE BEEN EXPOSED to the COVID-19 virus?
If an individual has had close contact (within 6 feet /2 meters) with someone who is confirmed to
have, or is being evaluated for COVID-19 infection they should:
Monitor their health starting from the day they first had close contact with the person and
continue for 14 days after they last had close contact with the person.
Watch for these signs and symptoms:
Fever of 100.4°F/38°C or higher — Take temperature twice a day.
Coughing.
Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing.
Other early symptoms to watch for are chills, body aches, sore throat, headache,
diarrhea, nausea/vomiting, and runny nose.
If they develop a fever or any of these symptoms, the affected person should call their
healthcare provider right away.
Before going to a medical appointment, be sure to tell the healthcare provider about their
close contact with someone who is confirmed to have or is being evaluated for COVID-19.
This will help the healthcare provider’s office take steps to keep other people from getting
infected.
If they do not have any symptoms, individuals can continue with their daily activities such as
going to work.
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
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Response for employee(s) who think they HAVE COVID-19?
If a person has traveled to an area affected by COVID-19* within the last 14 days or had close
contact (within 6 feet/2 meters) with someone who has been laboratory confirmed to have
COVID-19 and developed a fever and symptoms of respiratory illness, such as cough or
shortness of breath, they should:
• Call a healthcare provider and seek medical advice — It is important that you call ahead
before going to a doctor’s office or emergency room and tell them about your recent travel or
close contact and your symptoms.
• Avoid contact with others. Cover their mouth and nose with a tissue or their sleeve (not
hands) when coughing or sneezing and DO NOT GO TO WORK.
• Wash their hands with soap and water immediately after coughing, sneezing, or blowing
your nose. If soap and water are not available, use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer that
contains at least 60% or above alcohol. Always wash hands with soap and water if hands
are visibly dirty.
• Healthcare providers will work with the health department to determine if individuals need to
be tested for the COVID-19 virus.
Exposure Control Plan
•

Sick employees required to stay home:
o

o

o

o

Employees who have symptoms of respiratory illness are required to stay home
and not come to work until they are free of fever (100.4° F [37.8° C] or greater
using an oral thermometer), signs of a fever, and any other symptoms for at least
24 hours, without the use of fever-reducing or other symptom-altering medicines
(e.g. cough suppressants). Employees should notify their supervisor and stay
home if they are sick.
Do not require a healthcare provider’s note for employees who are sick with
acute respiratory illness to validate their illness or to return to work, as healthcare
provider offices and medical facilities may be extremely busy and not able to
provide such documentation in a timely way.
People with COVID-19 Who Are Home Isolating
If you will not have a test to determine if you are still contagious you can
discontinue home isolation if these 3 things have happened:
 You have had no fever for at least 72 hours (that is 3 full days of no fever
without the use of medicine that reduces fevers)
 Other symptoms have improved (for example, when your cough or
shortness of breath have improved)

At least 7 days have passed since symptoms first appeared.
In all cases, follow the guidance of your healthcare provider and local health
department.
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Separate sick employees:
o

•

Hygiene Procedures: respiratory etiquette and hand hygiene by all employees:
o

o
o

•

Routinely clean all frequently touched surfaces in the workplace, such as
workstations, countertops, and doorknobs. Use the cleaning agents that are
usually used in these areas and follow the directions on the label.

Advise employees before traveling to take certain steps:
o

o
o

•

Instruct employees to clean their hands often with an alcohol-based hand
sanitizer that contains at least 60% or above alcohol or wash their hands for at
least 20 seconds. Soap and water should be used preferentially if hands are
visibly dirty.
Provide necessary supplies so employees can wash their hands. Ensure that
adequate supplies are maintained.
Visit the coughing and sneezing etiquette and clean hands webpage for more
information. See Resources and Reference section at the end of this document

Perform routine environmental cleaning:
o

•

CDC recommends that employees who appear to have acute respiratory illness
symptoms (i.e. cough, shortness of breath) upon arrival to work or become sick
during the day should be separated from other employees and be sent home
immediately. Sick employees should cover their noses and mouths with a tissue
when coughing or sneezing (or an elbow or shoulder if no tissue is available).

Check the CDC’s Traveler’s Health Notices for the latest guidance and
recommendations for each country to which you will travel. Specific travel
information for travelers going to and returning from China and information for
aircrew can be found at on the CDC website.
Advise employees to check themselves for symptoms of acute respiratory illness
before starting travel and notify their supervisor and stay home if they are sick.
Ensure employees who become sick while traveling understand that they should
notify their supervisor and should promptly call a healthcare provider for advice if
needed.

Additional Measures in Response to Currently Occurring Sporadic Importations of the
COVID-19:
o Employees who are well but who have a sick family member at home with
COVID-19 should notify their supervisor and refer to CDC guidance for how to
conduct a risk assessment of their potential exposure.
o If an employee is confirmed to have COVID-19, employers should inform fellow
employees of their possible exposure to COVID-19 in the workplace but maintain
confidentiality as required by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
Employees exposed to a co-worker with confirmed COVID-19 should refer to
CDC guidance for how to conduct a risk assessment of their potential exposure.
o Follow Sate, County and City laws regarding Shelter in Place orders
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Hygiene/Best Practice - Preventative Measures
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Avoid physical contact with others (such as hand shaking).
Follow Social Distancing procedures (6 feet of separation) between workers at all times.
Ban gatherings of (10) or more at jobsite safety meetings, break areas, etc.
Practice good personal hygiene.
Wash your hands often (preferably with soap and water) for at least 20 seconds especially
after you have been in a public place or after blowing your nose, coughing, or sneezing.
If soap and water are not readily available, use a hand sanitizer that contains at least 60%
alcohol. Cover all surfaces of your hands and rub them together until they feel dry.
Avoid close contact with people who are sick.
Put distance between yourself and other people if COVID-19 is spreading in your
community. This is especially important for people who are at higher risk of getting very sick.
Clean AND disinfect frequently touched surfaces daily. This includes tables, doorknobs, light
switches, countertops, handles, desks, phones, keyboards, toilets, faucets, and sinks.
All field and shop employees are required to wear eye protection at all times. Personal
glasses, sunglasses or safety glasses are acceptable for this application.
All field and shop employees are required to wear gloves at all times.
All employees are required to wear a cloth face covering over the mouth and nose at all
times. Medical-grade mask should not be used but homemade masks, bandannas and or
neck gaiters are acceptable since the items can be washed and reused.

Incident Reporting
A potential exposure incident must be immediately reported. If a potential exposure incident
occurs while the employee is in a work setting or while working, the following steps should be
taken:
Employees shall notify their Supervisor as soon as possible following a potential exposure
incident. The Supervisor shall immediately notify the company’s President and Human
Resource Department.
• If the exposed employee desires medical treatment, arrangements shall be made to send
the worker to a healthcare facility in accordance with CDC and local health official
guidelines.
Training
•
•
•
•

Training shall be conducted prior to initial assessment, ongoing during the COVID-19
pandemic and annually thereafter.
Training records shall be kept for a minimum for 3 years.
Training shall consist of this plan’s contents and/or information from other sources such as
the CDC, local public health agencies, State/Federal OSHA, medical professionals.
Review of this procedure on an awareness level as an additional weekly safety meeting
topic.
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Resources and References
•

County of San Diego Health and Human Services Agency’s Public Health Services
department COVID 19 information page (San Diego 211)
https://211sandiego.org/resources/health-wellness/

•

San Diego County Corona Virus Information Page. This page has case count
statistics also.
https://www.sandiegocounty.gov/content/sdc/hhsa/programs/phs/community_epi
demiology/dc/2019-nCoV/status.html

•

CDC FAQ’s
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/faq.html

•

Directory of local health departments
https://www.naccho.org/membership/lhd-directory?searchType=standard&lhdstate=CA#card-filter

Revised: 041320
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EXHIBIT B
QUESTION #28
CONTRACTOR'S SAFETY PLAN

CASS ARRIETA
GENERAL ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS

SUPERVISOR FIELD
SAFETY MANUAL

WELCOME
Cass Arrieta was established in 1974 as a General Engineering Contractor.
Operations include new sewer, water and storm drain, dry utilities and concrete
structures associated with our type of construction.
Work is performed for public agencies as well as private industries.
Our employees take pride in not only job safety and the safety of our clients, but of
equal pride is the quality of work.
These factors along with our experience in the industry, our experienced employees,
specialized equipment and a system of merit recognition has made us a leader in our
field.
You will contribute to Cass Arrieta by following the guidelines set:
SAFETY + QUALITY = PRODUCTION
The safety rules in this manual do not cover all of the procedures that we may be
engaged in. If you have any questions concerning safety, ask your Supervisor before
you attempt the job. If you have any input that will add to our safety, please let us
know. Disregard for your personal safety or the safety of your co-workers or the
clients or public will not be tolerated and could be cause for dismissal.
Please take the time to read this manual and make sure you understand these basic
minimum safety requirements.

SUPERVISOR FIELD SAFETY MANUAL
TABLE OF CONTENTS

EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS AND ADDRESSES
LOSS CONTROL PROGRAM
Illness and Injury Prevention Program (IIPP)
Health and Safety Responsibilities
Code of Safe Work Practices
Heat Illness Prevention
Title 8, Section 3395 Heat Illness Prevention
Department of Labor Poster
Report of Group Meeting Form (Safety Meeting Report)
FIRST AID – MEDICAL
Cass Arrieta Procedures for Injuries
CAL/OSHA (“First Aid on the Job”)
Construction Safety Orders Section 1512 (“Emergency Medical Services”)
Injury Specific Guidelines
Supervisors Accident Investigation Report
EXCAVATING AND TRENCHING
Annual Excavation Permit
Planning for Safe Excavation & Trenching
Daily Trenching Log
Article 6 - Excavations
TRAFFIC CONTROL
Construction Safety Orders Article 11 (“Traffic Control”)
CALTRANS Manual of Traffic Controls (“Temporary Traffic Control”)
CONFINED SPACE ENTRY PROGRAM
Cass Arrieta Confines Space Entry Program
Confined Space Entry Permit
Confined Space Entry Checklist
Bump Test Log
Instruction Manual – G450 Multi-Gas Detector
Construction Safety Orders (“Confined Spaces”) Section 1950

Revised October, 2017
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RESPIRATORY PROTECTION
Cass Arrieta Respiratory Protection Program
Title 8, Section 5144 – 5144D, Respiratory Protection Equipment
Respirable Crystalline Silica Program
Written Exposure Control Plan
Title 8, Section 1532.3, Occupation Exposure to Respirable Crystalline Silica
SAFETY EQUIPMENT / PERSONAL PROTECTION
List of available Personal Protective Equipment
Construction Safety Orders (Various Sections on Personal Protective Equipment)
Construction Safety Orders Article 25 (“Fall Protection”)
Construction Safety Orders Article 24 (“Ladder Safety”)
Construction Safety Orders Article 27 (“Powder Actuated Tools”)
VEHICLE SAFETY
Off Highway Checklist
Highway Safety Checklist – Light Vehicles
Highway Safety Checklist – Heavy Vehicles
Equipment and Yard Security Checklist
Cass Arrieta Fleet Management Program
FIRE PREVENTION AND PROTECTION
Fire Extinguisher/Agent Characteristics Table
Classification of Fires
Use and Types of Fire Extinguishers
Construction Safety Order Article 32 (“Oxygen, Acetylene, Fuel and Gas”)
Construction Safety Order Article 36 (“Fire Protection and Prevention”)
CRANE AND RIGGING SAFETY
Crane Operator Requirements
Crane and Rigging Safety Manual
Recommended Crane Hand Signals
Construction Safety Orders (“Construction Hoists”)
Construction Safety Orders (“Hoisting”)
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT PLAN
HAZARD COMMUNICATION/RIGHT TO KNOW PROGRAM
Title 8, Section 5194 Hazard Communication
FALL PROTECTION
Fall Protection for the Construction Industry
Title 8, Section 1669 – Construction Safety Orders – Fall Protection
Revised October, 2017
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CASS ARRIETA
GENERAL ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS

Emergency Phone
Numbers

Cass Arrieta
P.O. Box 309
El Cajon, CA 92022

Cass Arrieta
26035 Palomar Rd
Menifee, CA 92585

Phone: 619-590-0929
Fax:
619-590-1202

Phone: 951-928-2596
Fax:
951-928-8174

Cass Arrieta
GENERAL ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS

Emergency Contact List
1/01/2017

Cass Arrieta
P.O. Box 309
El Cajon, CA 92022

Cass Arrieta
26035 Palomar Rd
Menifee, CA 92585

Phone: 619-590-0929
Fax:
619-590-1202

Phone: 951-928-2596
Fax:
951-928-8174

Name / Title

Position

Cell #

Wes Wise

President

619-777-3207

Jeff Goodfellow

Concrete Super

619-550-7142

Dave Zielinski

Superintendent

619-820-3872

Mike Kellerman

Superintendent

909-208-5151

Rob England

Superintendent

619-985-8224

Vic Fejeran

Superintendent

619-980-4444

Jai Cox

Equipment Super

619-971-8625

First Aid & Workers Comp Treatment Centers
* All Employees being seen for: Post Accident, Post Incident, First Aid & Workers Comp must be
given a Drug Test (gowned) at the time of treatment.

Urgent Care (Always send here first – unless an absolute Medical Emergency –
Notify Jonna Long – El Cajon Office @ 619-590-0929 x 113)
Worker Comp and First Aid
Inland Urgent Care – Drug Screens & Injury
27186 Newport Road, Suite 1.
Menifee, CA 92584
Phone: 951-291-2061
Monday – Friday: 7:00 am – 5:00 pm
Inland Urgent Care of Wildomar
36320 Inland Valley Drive # 307
Wildomar, CA 92595
Phone: 951-600-0110
Fax: 951-600-1489
Tax Id: 41-2050150
Monday – Sunday: 9:00 am – 9:00 pm
Lancaster:
Sierra Urgent Care
44469 10th Street West
Lancaster, CA 93534
Ph. (661)949-2035
U.S. HealthWorks - Murrieta
25285 Madison Ave, Suite 101
Murrieta, CA 92562
Phone: 951-600-9070
Monday – Friday: 8:00 am – 7:00 pm
Saturday – 9:00 am – 2:00 pm
U.S. HealthWorks – Moreno Valley
6485 Day Street, Suite 302
Riverside, CA 92507
Phone: 951-653-5291
Fax: 951-653-2440
Monday – Friday: 8:00 am – 5:00 pm

Tuesday for Injury or after 5:00 pm

27168 Newport Road, Suite 1
Menifee, CA 92584
Phone: 951-246-3033
Every Day: 9:00 am – 9:00 pm

U.S. HealthWorks – Riverside
1760 Chicago Ave., Suite J3
Riverside, CA 92507
Phone: 951-781-2200
Fax: 951-781-2220
Monday – Saturday: Open 24 Hours
Closed Sundays
U.S. HealthWorks – Colton
850 E. Washington Street
Colton, Ca 92324
Phone: 909-370-0572
Fax: 909-370-4389
Monday – Friday: 8:00 am – 5:00 pm
U.S. HealthWorks – San Bernardino
599 Inland Center Dr., Suite 105
San Bernardino, CA 92408
Phone: 909-889-2665
Fax: 909-884-4114
Open 24 Hours, 7 Days a Week

Emergency Treatment Centers (Not to be used for First Aid Treatment)
Banning:
Urgent Care of Banning
1034 W Ramsey St., Suite A
Banning, CA 92220
Ph. (951)849-2526
Hemet:
Hemet Global Urgent Care
2309 E Florida Ave., Suite #102
Hemet, CA 92544
Ph. (909)929-6777
Victorville:
Desert Valley Medical Group of Victorville
12401 Hesperia Rd., Suite # 9
Victorville, CA 92392
Ph. (760)242-8000

HOSPITAL LIST – Cass Arrieta – Riverside / San Bernardino

Banning:
San Gorgonio Memorial Hospital
600 N Highland Springs Avenue
Banning, CA 92220
Ph (951)845-1121

Corona:
Corona Regional Medical Center
800 S Main Street
Corona, CA 92882
Ph (951)737-4343

Lancaster:
Antelope Valley Hospital
1600 W. Avenue J
Lancaster, CA 93534
Ph. (661)949-5000

Redlands:
Redlands Community Hospital
350 Terracina Blvd.
Redlands, CA 92373
Ph (909)335-5500

Riverside:
Parkview Community Hospital
3865 Jackson Street
Riverside, CA 92503
Ph (951)688-2211
Riverside Community Hospital
4445 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, CA 92501
Ph (951)788-3000

San Bernardino:
Community Hospital of San Bernardino
1805 Medical Center Drive
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Ph (909)887-6333

Victorville:
Victor Valley Community Hospital
15248 11th Street
Victorville, CA 92392
(760)245-8691

Urgent Care Centers
SAN DIEGO COUNTY
US HealthWorks (Carlsbad)
5810 El Camino Real #A
Carlsbad, CA 92008
Phone: (760) 929-8269
Sharp Rees Stealy (Chula Vista)
525 Third Ave.
Chula Vista, CA 91910
Phone: (619) 585-4000
US HealthWorks (Chula Vista)
1111 Broadway, Suite 305
Chula Vista, CA
Phone: (619) 425-8212
East County Urgent Care (ECUC)
1625 E. Main Street
El Cajon, CA 92020
Phone: (619) 442-9896
North Coast Primary Care Med Ctr Inc
477 N. El Camino Real, Ste A100
Encinitas, CA 92024
Phone: (760) 943-9111
US HealthWorks (Escondido)
362 W. Mission Ave., Suite 104
Escondido, CA
Phone: (760) 747-2330
US HealthWorks (Escondido South)
860 W. Valley Parkway, #150
Escondido, CA 92243
Phone: (760) 740-0707
Sharp Rees Stealy (La Mesa)
5525 Grossmont Center Dr.
La Mesa, CA 91942
Phone: (619) 644-6625

US HealthWorks (Oceanside)
3910 Vista Way, Suite 106
Oceanside, CA
Phone: (760) 941-2000
Otay Mesa Outpatient Medical Center
4650 Palm Ave
San Diego, CA 92173
Phone: (619) 662-5000
Pacific Beach Urgent Care
4490 Fanuel St
San Diego, CA 92109
Phone: (858) 274-9116
Sharp Rees Stealy (Downtown)
2001 4th Ave
San Diego, CA 92101
Phone: (619) 446-1575
Sharp Rees Stealy (Mira Mesa)
8901 Activity Road
San Diego, CA 92126
Phone: (858) 853-6100
Sharp Rees Stealy (Kearny Mesa)
8008 Frost Street, Suite #106
San Diego, CA 92123
Phone: (858) 616-8400
Sharp Mission Park Urgent Care Center
130 Cedar Road
Vista, CA 92083
Phone: (760)806-5400
US HealthWorks (Kearny Mesa) Open 24/7
5575 Ruffin Rd, Suite 100
San Diego, CA 92123
Phone: (858) 277-2744

IMPERIAL / RIVERSIDE COUNTY
Paradise Valley Hospital
2400 E. 4th St.
National City, CA 92050
Phone: (619) 470-4141
US HealthWorks (National City)
102 Mile of Cars Way
National City, CA
Phone: (619) 474-9211
Quality Care Medical
3142 Vista Way #100
Oceanside, CA 92056
Phone: (760) 721-3200

US HealthWorks (Murrieta)
25285 Madison Ave #101
Murrieta, CA 92562
Phone: (951) 600-9070
Palm Desert Urgent Care
73345 Highway 111 #101
Palm Desert, CA 92260
Phone: (760) 340-5800
Desert Oasis Healthcare
275 N. El Cielo
Palm Springs, CA 92262
Revised: 02/20/14

Urgent Care Centers
(760) 320-8814

US HealthWorks (Moreno Valley)
6485 Day Street, Suite 302
Riverside, CA 92507
Phone: (951) 653-5291
US HealthWorks (Perris Valley)
16420 Perris Blvd, Suite Q
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Phone: (951) 571-2450
US HealthWorks (Riverside)
Open 24 Hours – Monday - Saturday
1760 Chicago Ave., Suite J3
Riverside, CA 92507
Phone: (951) 781-2200
Inland Urgent Care
27186 Newport Rd, Suite 1
Menifee, CA 92584
Phone: (951) 291-2061
First Care Ind Medicine Ctr
28991 Front St # 104
Temecula, CA 92590
Phone: (951) 699-8563

Inland Urgent Care –
For Tuesdays and after Hours
27168 Newport Rd., Suite 1
Menifee, CA 92584
Phone: (951) 246-3033

Inland Urgent Care (Wildomar)
36243 Inland Valley Dr #180
Wildomar, CA 92595
Phone: (951) 600-0110

Revised: 02/20/14

HOSPITALS
Kaiser Permanente Medical Care
Program
6860 Avenida Encinas
Carlsbad, CA
(619) 528-5000
Sharp Rees-Stealy Emergency
751 Medical Center Court
Chula Vista, CA 91911
(619) 502-5800
Scripps Memorial
354 Santa Fe Drive
Encinitas, CA 92024
(760) 633-6501
Palomar Medical Center
555 E. Valley Pkwy.
Escondido, CA 92025
(760) 739-3000
Scripps Memorial Hospital
9888 Genesee Ave
La Jolla, CA 92037
(858) 457-4123
Scripps Green Hospital
10666 North Torrey Pines Rd
La Jolla, CA
(858) 455-9100
Grossmont
5555 Grossmont Center Drive
La Mesa, CA 91942
(619) 740-6000
Paradise Valley Hospital
2400 East Fourth Street
National City, CA 91950
(619) 470-4321
Tri-City Medical Center
4002 Vista Way
Oceanside, CA 92056
(760) 724-8411
Pomerado Hospital
15615 Pomerado Rd
Poway, CA
(858) 613-4000

Sharp Cabrillo
3475 Kenyon Street
San Diego, CA 92110
(619) 221-3400
Sharp Memorial
7901 Frost Street
San Diego, CA 92123
(858) 939-3400
Scripps Mercy Hospital
4077 Fifth Ave
San Diego, CA
(619) 294-8111
Scripps Mercy Hospital
435 “H” Street
Chula Vista, CA
(619) 691-7000
Kaiser Permanente Hospital
4647 Zion Ave.
San Diego, CA 92120
(619) 528-5000

CASS ARRIETA
GENERAL ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS

Loss Control Program

Cass Arrieta
P.O. Box 309
El Cajon, CA 92022

Cass Arrieta
26035 Palomar Rd
Menifee, CA 92585

Phone: 619-590-0929
Fax:
619-590-1202

Phone: 951-928-2596
Fax:
951-928-8174

LOSS CONTROL PROGRAM

Illness and Injury Prevention Program (IIPP)
Health and Safety Responsibilities
Code of Safe Work Practices
Heat Illness Prevention
CAL/OSHA Poster
Department of Labor Poster
Report of Group Meeting Form (Safety Meeting Report)

ILLNESS AND INJURY PREVENTION PLAN
Introduction
Effective July 1, 2009, Cass Arrieta has revised portions of the overall safety
program to comply with Section 3203 of the CAL/OSHA General Industry
Safety Orders.
Wes Wise, President and CEO of Cass Arrieta has the authority and
ultimate responsibility for implementation of the program.
Employees will be recognized for their compliance and are encouraged
by management to guarantee the success of the Cass Arrieta Safety and
Health Program.
Employees will receive appropriate “in-house” and “field” safety training
and re-training. This will be the responsibility of each individual foreman
and/or superintendent. Employees who do not follow the guidelines
outlined in the safety program will face disciplinary action as outlined in
this plan.
Communications
A system of communication has been established and includes:
a) Policies and Safe Practices are issued to each employee at the
time of hire and reviewed with the supervisor. The employee
signs an acknowledgement sheet which is filed in their personnel
file.
b) Special safety rules for unusual of high-hazard jobs (confined
space, trench work, equipment operation, etc.) will be issued by
the supervisor. Employees who receive this training will have it
documented in their personnel file.
All employees are required to attend and participate at weekly job-site
“tailgate” safety meetings. Information concerning the job, procedures,
existing or anticipated hazards and general health and safety
requirements will be discussed. Information exchanged will be recorded
in the supervisor’s safety meeting report form (FSM 20).

There will be no reprisals against any employee who reports to
management, any unsafe or unhealthful job condition (FSM policy
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program). Employees who wish to remain anonymous when reporting
unsafe or unhealthy conditions must remain anonymous.
Periodic Scheduled, Unscheduled, and Follow-up Inspections
Each working job-site must be inspected at least once daily and after any
occurrence that might have compromised the safety or health of the
working site. The inspection must be done by the site foreman and
logged in the daily log.
The safety manager will complete daily
inspections of the site as well as unscheduled inspections with follow-up
inspections to ensure corrective action has been taken to correct
deficiencies. All inspection results will be recorded in the daily log.
Pre-job inspections will be conducted by assigned site superintendents,
foremen, and competent persons as required. Results shall be logged.
Special training shall be arranged for employees to make them aware of
specific hazards prior to work start.
Management recognizes a “competent person” as one who by
experience or special training can inspect and evaluate the job and the
safety and health requirements associated with the job. This could
include:
a)

Knowledge of soils.

b)

Authority to correct or stop work.

c)

Knowledge of protective systems.

d)

Ability to test for proper atmosphere.

e)

Knowledge of applicable safety and health standards.

An excavating check list must be completed prior to job start. Copies of
the completed check list must be on-site, on file, and readily available to
any interested agency.
Inspections conducted by co-workers, insurance companies, or other
agencies must be reviewed and the recommendations evaluated and
implemented when practical (FSM 21).
CAL/OSHA inspection reports must be posted at the job-site and reviewed
with all site employees. Copies of these inspections will be maintained at
the office.
Any new substances, processes, procedures, or equipment introduced or
anticipated must be thoroughly evaluated by management. Adequate
training or re-training must be conducted with all affected employees
Date Revised: 12/1/2015

prior to installation.
personnel file.

Training will be documented in the employee

Investigation of Occupational Injuries or Illnesses
All incidents or accidents (however minor) must be reported to the job-site
foreman. The foreman must investigate and record all relevant facts and
circumstances leading to the accident.
The supervisor’s report of
injury/illness must include what immediate corrective action is needed or
has been taken to prevent a reoccurrence. Copies of all injury/illness
reports will be turned in to the safety manager and kept on file available
for review at all times.
Hazard Assessment and Correction
The job-site general superintendent, safety manager, and foreman have
the authority and responsibility to identify, assess and correct any
condition that could possibly expose anyone on the job-site to injury or
illness. They are also required to investigate and correct any unsafe
condition reported by an employee, sub-contractor, or other agency.
If a situation exists that cannot be corrected or is considered an imminent
hazard, all employees and equipment will be removed from the danger
and not allowed near until the hazard has been corrected. In addition,
adequate warning systems will be implemented including visible warning
signs, lockout/tagout procedures, and controlled access to ensure proper
safety precautions.
Any questions regarding safety are strongly encouraged by the
management.
Employees must communicate any safety related
questions to the general superintendent, the safety manager, or the
foreman immediately.
Employee safety information forms (IIPP-8) will be readily accessible to
employees at the job-site and may be submitted without fear of reprisal at
any time. Supervisors will respond in a timely manner to all IIPP-8 forms.
Any hazard that the employee determines is imminently dangerous shall
be reported immediately verbally to their supervisor. The IIPP-8 forms will
be kept on file at the job-site by the safety manager and at the home
office.

Training
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The key to any effective safety program is training. Every employee must
be properly trained and thoroughly familiar with the safety and health
requirements of all aspects of their job.
Each supervisor will review the safety and health requirements with
employees for each site-specific job location before work commences.
Copies of all pertinent safety rules will be provided for the employee’s
guidance. Documentation of this training will be recorded and kept on
file at the job-site and at the home office.
Weekly “tailgate” safety training meetings will be held weekly. All
employees will attend this training. The training will be documented and
kept on file at the job-site and at the home office.
Training on any new chemicals, processes, procedures or equipment will
be the responsibility of the superintendent. No employee will be assigned
to any job in which they are not fully trained with regard to safety. Special
safety rules and provisions must be thoroughly reviewed before
proceeding. The training must be conducted by or with the site
superintendent or foreman present. The training will be documented and
kept on file at the job-site and at the home office.
Supervisor’s safety training will include monthly safety training meetings.
Additional training, seminars, and reference material will be made
available to the supervisors concerned. Attendance and certifications
will be kept on file at the job-site and at the main office.
The supervisors and employee safety manuals will be kept updated with
current safety policies and made available for additional information
whenever required or requested.
New Hire Safety Training Policy
All newly hired employees with Cass Arrieta are required to read and
thoroughly familiarize themselves with the “New Employee” safety training
packet. This initial training covers all safety policies, practices, and rules
for Cass Arrieta as well as introductory Hazard Communication training.
Upon completion of the training the supervisor will be available to answer
any questions regarding safety and health. The employee will then sign
an acknowledgement which will be filed with in the personnel record and
keep the safety manual.

Housekeeping Policy
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Good housekeeping on a construction site is very important to the overall
safety of the job. A site in which poor housekeeping practices are
exercised is highly likely to produce accidents.
The following
housekeeping practices will be implemented at the job-site.
a)

Constant effort will be made to keep the site free and clear
of debris and trash.

b)

Hoses, cables, ropes, and cords shall be kept coiled when
possible and placed as to not form a trip hazard.

c)

Tools will be kept in proper storage containers when not in
use.

d)

Hazardous materials will be stored according to all applicable
safety regulations.

Supervisors are responsible to ensure good housekeeping practices are
maintained throughout the project.
Disciplinary Action for Violating Safety Rules or Reporting Requirements
The following disciplinary action will be taken on for violations of safety
rules or reporting requirements by Cass Arrieta employees:
a)

First Offense:
Verbal warning, unpaid suspension, or
Termination with written notice indicating the nature of the
violation.
A copy of the notice will be issued or mailed to
the employee with a copy to the personnel file.

b)

Second Offense:
suspension.

c)

Third Offense:

Termination or minimum two work day
Termination.

The above disciplinary actions are subject to review and approval of Cass
Arrieta Management personnel and could be modified at Management’s
discretion depending on severity of the violation.
Any conflict or protest regarding the disciplinary action will be reviewed
by the Personnel Safety Committee and resolved.
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HEALTH AND SAFETY RESPONSIBILITIES
President
Wes Wise, President of Cass Arrieta has the authority and ultimate responsibility for
implementation of this plan and the health and safety of all employees.
Managers, Supervisors and Foremen
Implement the safety plan at the project level. Responsibilities include:
a) Ensure, by on-site inspection, that the necessary safety procedures and
techniques are correct and adequate for the work being performed.
b) Oversee the required safety training to ensure that topics are complete and
clearly presented
c) Ensure “new-hires” review and understand the safety rules presented in the
“new-hire” safety training packet.
d) Actively participate in safety meetings and training on a regular basis
e) Ensure accident reports are filled out correctly and submitted the same day
that the accident occurs.
f) Maintain lines of communication and a good working relationship with the
site safety manager.
g) Ensure that weekly “tailgate” meetings are conducted and documented
h) Report and initiate corrective action for any hazardous conditions encountered
on the job-site.
i) Ensure personnel are adequately trained on equipment operating procedures.

Employees
A Safety program can not be successful without active employee involvement.
Employee’s responsibilities include:
a) Attend all safety meetings.
b) Review and understand company employee safety plan.

c) Wear all required Personal Protective Equipment for the task at hand and
ensure compliance from other employees.
d) Report all incidents and injuries to supervisor immediately.
e) Follow code of safe work practices.
f) Keep constant look-out for unsafe working conditions and report them to the
supervisor immediately. Follow Company drug and alcohol policy.
g) Learn emergency action and evacuation procedures.
h) Only use hazardous chemicals for which you have reviewed the SDS.

LABORER/PIPELAYER SAFE PRACTICES
1. DO NOT enter any excavation before checking and/or securing the following:
a.

Trenches are properly shored or sloped

b. Trenches that are five (5) feet deep or more; make sure soil is placed at least
two (2) feet from edge and all loose rock, debris and materials, such as pipe,
are placed in a manner not to create a hazard.

c. Make sure there is safe access to enter and leave the excavation. Ladders are
to be placed every 25 feet of lateral travel for trenches four (4) feet or more in
depth. Face ladder and use both hands while climbing.
2. DO NOT enter any enclosed spaces and/or confined spaces until you have read and
understand the confined spaces requirements.
3. STAY ALERT at all times. Watch behind you for equipment backing up and falling
objects. Make eye contact with the equipment operator to make sure he is aware that you
are there.
4. Hard hats & safety vests are to be worn at all times.
5. DO NOT operate pumps, saws, or any equipment without proper training and without
authorization from your supervisor. Eye and ear protection MUST be worn when
operating equipment, along with any other personal protective devices:
Equipment

Protective Equipment

Wacker

Eye, foot ear plugs

Chain & Cut off saws

Eye, ear plugs, respirator

Powder Puffs

Eye, foot, ear plugs

Jack Hammer

Eye, foot, ear plugs

Grinder

Eye, ear plugs, respirator

Striking Hand Tool
(Hammer)

Eye

Sand Blaster

Hood, respirator, ear plugs, gloves

Power Drill

Eye

Skill Saws

Eye

Acetylene Torch

Welder’s eye, gloves
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6.

DO NOT jump across any trench. Walk around or provide access with a bridge or ramp
such as planking with hand rails.

7.

DO NOT hoist any objects with unsafe chains or slings. Check cable slings for fatigued
areas. Check chains for elongated (Stretched). Cracks, serious nicks, and gouges. If you
doubt the safety of a chain or cable, report the condition to your foreman.
a.

NEVER pick up materials that are heavier than the specified safe working load
limit of the sling, hook and hoist. If you don’t know the safe load limit, find
out. This practice can elongate links and cause fatigue in the sling even for a
short time.

b.

Loads should ALWAYS be raised vertically. DON’T try to drag heavy loads
with an overhead hoist. It puts a severe strain on the hook and the chain links.

c.

NEVER splice a chain by inserting a bolt between two (2) links. This will
damage the links and the bolts may fail under far less loads than the chain
would.

d.

NEVER put a strain on a kinked chain. Take up the slack slowly and be sure
that every link in the chain seats properly.

e.

DO NOT use a hammer to force a hook over a chain link. This could damage
both the hook and the link.

f.

ALWAYS be sure that the load is properly set in the bowl of the hook. Loading
on the point can overload the hook, causing it to spread.

g.

When working around hoist and slings, STAY ALERT. The major source of
injury is crushed fingers and hands that are placed into pinch points. Keep your
hands clear of pinch points and keep your mind on the job. NEVER stand
under a load or hoisting equipment.

8.

ALWAYS make certain that pipe is properly stored and handled, rolling pipe kills.

9.

Do not handle AC pipe unless certified to do so.

10.

NEVER walk outside a barricaded working area. When crossing traffic, ALWAYS look
before crossing.

11.

ALWAYS wear shirt, long pants (no shorts) and boots (no tennis shoes).

LOADER, BACKHOE & EXCAVATOR OPERATOR SAFE PRACTICES
1. BEFORE starting any equipment make a walk-around inspection for the following items:
a.

Check for vandalism

b. Fluid Loss
c. Cables
d. Blades and cutting edges
e. Oil, water and hydraulic levels
f. Back-up alarm
g. Hoses and belts
h. Tires; cuts and inflation or drive sprockets and tracks
If inspection is okay, after warm-up of machine check for oil, water or fuel leaks. Check
brakes to make sure they are operating properly before putting the machine to work.
ALWAYS fasten your safety belt.
2. NEVER operate a machine that is unsafe.
3. Review with your supervisor the work plans for the day. Know all areas you will be
working in. Thoroughly review all hazards such as trees, soil conditions, overhead utility
lines, etc.
Some of the items to check for are:
a. Utilities are marked out, pot-holed and depths recorded
b. Plan changes (size of pipe, elevations, locations, existing improvements.
c. Overhead voltage lines
d. Number of people working around you and their tasks.
e. You MUST inform your grade checker or helper of all the information you have
for the day. Alert him/her to monitor all surroundings for hazards that cannot be
observed by the operator. It is both of your responsibilities to know what is
going on around you.
4. Before excavation is started check to see what type of shoring will be used. If sloping is
used, find out how much slope will be needed. Check with Jobsite Foreman for job
specific trench slope configuration to be used prior to trenching.

Loader, Backhoe and Excavator Operator Safe Practices
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5. SPOIL: Dump excavated material far enough from the edge of the trench so that it does
NOT fall back. When trenches are five (5) feet deep or more, locate the spoil at least two
(2) feet from edge.
6. UNDERMINING: Do not excavate beneath the level of the base of any adjacent
foundation, retaining wall or other structure until a qualified person has determined that the
earth will NOT create a hazard to workers.
7. NEVER tamper with the back-up alarm when it is operating correctly. Disconnecting or
lowering the volume could subject you to immediate dismissal.
8. ALL boom-type equipment shall maintain a minimum clearance of 10 feet from overhead
high voltage lines.
9. NEVER operate a machine without proper training or authorization from your supervisor.
10.

NEVER start or operate a machine when a non-operation tag is on the machine.

11.

BEFORE backing up ALWAYS LOOK to see if there are any people or hazards in your
way. If people are working around your truck, know where they are. ALWAYS make eye
contact before backing toward them. Warn people to pay attention, not to turn their back
on your truck or any others. A back-up alarm is no guarantee against injury. Ask
people who have no business around your working area to leave the area. Inexperienced
people are the first to get injured.

12.

When using a spotter for hoisting or signaling, to avoid confusion leading to accidents, the
signals must be correct, they must be clearly seen by you and they must be given by only
one (1) person. Therefore, make sure that you and your signal person are both aware of the
proper signals before operation begins.

13.

NEVER lift over the load limits of the machine.

14.

NEVER work so close to a trench or excavation that it may endanger your life or someone
else’s. Make sure all workers are clear from danger of the machine tipping or falling into
the excavation.
When approaching the excavation check to see if the soil will hold the weight of the
machine plus the load. NEVER approach or dump materials in a trench not knowing what
is in it. If you do not have a spotter, park the machine and check out the trench before
approaching the edge.
When approaching an excavation where people are working, make them aware of your
presence. Have the spotter watch for shifting ground or cracks and make sure he/she lets
you know of any unsafe conditions.

Loader, Backhoe and Excavator Operator Safe Practices
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15.

When traveling between working areas, NEVER travel at speeds that may cause you to
lose control of the machine. Make sure you give yourself sufficient room to stop. If a tire
blows or someone steps or drives in front of you and you can’t stop, it could cause serious
damage and/or injury. DO NOT COAST. You must reduce travel speed and be careful to
avoid tripping when working on hills, banks, or slopes and when crossing ditches, ridges or
other obstructions.

16.

When operating a backhoe or excavator, make sure people are clear from the swing of the
boom or counterbalance before swinging. ALWAYS know where your oiler is at ALL
times. Be sure your oiler is aware NEVER to walk between a bank and the machine where
the machine could swing and crush him/her.

17.

If a backhoe is equipped with a quick coupler, make sure the safety locking device is secure
BEFORE working around people and/or loading trucks. Some machines require pins to
lock the coupler; make sure these are properly installed.

18.

ALWAYS wear eye and face protection when replacing teeth on buckets.

19.

NEVER load your machine on a low bed truck without authorization from your supervisor.

20.

NEVER leave your machine with the bucket or boom raised. Make sure to set brakes,
engage transmission lock lever, throttle back to idle and that ALL buckets are
lowered to the ground before dismounting the machine.

21.

When traveling with a front-end loader or backhoe loader, NEVER travel with the loader
bucket raised high. Place bucket as close to the ground as possible.

22.

When cleaning streets or dressing up backfill areas, make sure ALL utilities, manholes and
gate valves are clearly marked to avoid damage. When cleaning existing streets, NEVER
travel at high speeds with the bucket scraping the street.

23.

When lifting with chains or slings, make sure chains, slings, clevis’ or hooks are in good
and safe condition. Make sure to connect the chains or slings to the proper lifting area of
the machine with the proper hooks and clevis’. NEVER use the teeth of the bucket for
lifting, as the chain or slip may slip off.

24.

Make sure you have reviewed the safe operating procedure videos for the equipment
you are operating.

25.

ALWAYS wear shirt, long pants (no shorts) and boots (no tennis shoes).

STRUCTURAL CONCRETE SAFE PRACTICES
1. Before operating any power tools, check to see if all safety guards are in proper working
condition. NEVER remove or alter safety guards on saws or power equipment.
2. Check all electrical cords, plugs and power tools for damage. NEVER use power tools
or cords with exposed conductors. Make sure that the ground prong is in good condition
and that the cord provides a satisfactory ground for electrical tools being used.
3. DO NOT enter any excavation before checking and or securing the following:
a. Trenches are properly shored or sloped.
b. Trenches that are five (5) feet deep or more; make sure spoil is placed at least
two (2) feet from edge and all loose rock, debris and materials, such as pipe,
are placed in a manner not to create a hazard.
c. Make sure there is safe access to enter and leave the excavation. Ladders are
to be placed every 25 feet of lateral travel for trenches four (4) feet or more in
depth. Face ladder and use both hands while climbing.
4. DO NOT enter any enclosed spaces and/or confined spaces until you have read and
understand the confined space requirements.
5. STAY ALERT at all times. Watch behind you for equipment backing up and falling
objects. Make eye contact with the equipment operator to make sure he is aware that you
are there.
6. Hard hats & safety vests are to be worn at all time.
7. DO NOT operate pumps, saws, or any equipment without proper training and without
authorization from your supervisor. Eye and Ear protection must be worn when
operating equipment, along with any personal protective devices:
Equipment

Protective Equipment

Wacker

Foot, eye, ear plugs

Chain & Cut off Saws

Eye, Ear plugs, respirator

Powder Puffs

Foot

Jack Hammer

Foot, eye, ear plugs

Grinder

Eye, ear plugs, respirator

Striking Hand Tools
(Hammer)

Eye

Sand Blaster

Hood, respirator, ear plugs, gloves

Structural Concrete Safe Practices
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Power Drill

Eye

Skill Saws

Eye

Acetylene Torch

Welder’s Eye, Gloves

8. ALWAYS bend rebar over or cover the protruding ends.
9. When working in an excavation, ALWAYS make sure other workers are aware or your
location. Mark the excavation with a barricade or other device to signify you are working
in that area.
10. When forming or stripping structures, NEVER throw lumber or materials from the
excavation without bending nails over. Make sure other workers and obstacles are clear
before throwing anything out of an excavation.
11. ALWAYS wear eye protection when cutting lumber, rebar or any material that could
send particles into the eye.
12. NEVER jump from a structure. ALWAYS climb down in a safe manner.
13. When working on top of an excavation or structure, ALWAYS be aware of workers or
objects below. NEVER throw anything from above without looking first.
14. When backing the truck, ALWAYS have a person spotting for you.
15. ALWAYS wear gloves and eye protection when working with concrete.
16. DO NOT proceed with ANY work on structures until the foreman or competent person
determines what type, if any, fall protection is needed.
17. DO NOT hoist any objects with unsafe chains or slings. Check cable slings for fatigued
areas. Check chains for elongated (stretched), cracked, serious nicks, gouges. If you
doubt the safety of a chain or cable, report the condition to your foreman.
a.

NEVER pick up materials that are heavier than the specified safe working load
limit of the sling, hook and hoist. If you don’t know the safe load limit, find
out. This practice can elongate links and cause fatigue in the sling even for a
short time.

b.

Loads should ALWAYS be raised vertically. DON’T try to drag heavy loads
with an overhead hoist. It puts a severe strain on the hook and the chain links.

c.

NEVER splice a chain by inserting a bolt between two (2) links. This will
damage the links and the bolts may fail under far less loads than the chain
would.

Structural Concrete Safe Practices
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18.

d.

NEVER put a strain on a kinked chain. Take up the slack slowly and be sure
that every link in the chain seats properly.

e.

DO NOT use a hammer to force a hook over a chain link. This could damage
both the hook and the link.

f.

ALWAYS be sure that the load is properly set in the bowl of the hook. Loading
on the point can overload the hook, causing it to spread.

g.

When working around hoist and slings, STAY ALERT. The major source of
injury is crushed fingers and hands that are placed into pinch points. Keep your
hands clear of pinch points and keep your mind on the job. NEVER stand
under a load or hoisting equipment.

ALWAYS wear shirt, long pants (no shorts) and boots (no tennis shoes).

Cass Arrieta Water Truck Safety

1. Never operate a water truck without understanding the rules of the jobsite.
2. Never operate a water truck without understanding the operating procedures of the truck.
3. Always perform a preoperational check of the water truck.
 Walk around and check for vandalism
 Check tires.
 Close the brakes air tank valve.
 Check the oils.
 Check the fluid in the radiator.
 Check belts and hoses.
 Check under the truck for oil leaks or anything hanging down.
 Turn on the master battery switch.
 Check inside the cab for cleanliness.
 Check the seat belts.
 Check the windshield wipers.
 Test the horn and the backup alarm.
4. Start the engine.
 Check oil pressure gauge.
 Check the air pressure and vacuum gauge.
 Verify the warning alarm for low air is working.
 Adjust the mirrors and clean if necessary.
 Check the signal lights and the brake lights.
 Check the lights.
 Always wear the seat belt.
5. Fill the water truck, (review the company policy on “How to Fill a Water Truck”.
6. Be aware of liquid surge. Liquid surge results from movement of the liquid in a partially filled
tank. Example when stopping the liquid wants to continue moving forward and will surge back
and forth. When the wave hits the end of the tank it tends to push the truck in the direction the
wave was moving. Remember a half full truck is more dangerous than a full tank.
7. Baffled tanks have baffles that allow the liquid to flow through and aid in the control of the
forward and back liquid surge.
8. Drive slowly and be careful when taking curves or sharp turns while loaded of particularly
partially loaded water trucks. Side to side surge could cause a roll over.
9. Do not exceed speed limits or a safe speed if on a jobsite.
10. Allow extra stopping distance. A loaded truck will require a greater stopping distance.
11. Do not operate the pump system until the spraying location is reached.
12. Once at the spraying location, while at a low idle, engage the PTO.

13. After the PTO has been fully engaged adjust the idle to the proper working speed, (normally
around 1500 RPM’s) if using the hose outside the truck.
14. Set the parking brake before getting out of the cab.
15. When the truck runs out of water, drop the idle speed back down and disengage the PTO to
travel.
16. Never engage or disengage the PTO at a high idle speed.
17. At the end of the shift.
 Properly park the truck, chalk tires if necessary.
 Have the tank empty at the end of the shift and before parking.
 Open the brake air tank valve to drain the moisture build up.
 Park in a safe spot for night maintenance.
 Shut off the master switch for the batteries.
 Properly secure the vehicle.
18. Always report any problems to your foreman immediately.
19. Any truck with a GVWR greater than 26,000 a commercial license is required.

Water truck filling procedure

1. Pull adjacent to fire hydrant or water source in level position when
possible.
2. Set parking break.
3. Turn front tires toward curb if parking slightly downhill in street area. Turn
the tires away from the curb if parked slightly uphill. Chalk tires if
necessary.
4. Connect the swivel end of the fill hose to the metered hydrant or water
source.
5. Standing at ground level connect the cam-lock end of the fill hose to the
water truck fill tube located at the back of the tank.
6. Using a hydrant or spanner wrench slowly turn the hydrant counter clock
wise to the desired fill rate. The tank water level indicator tube located on
the back of the tank will indicate fill level in tank.
7. When the tank is full shut the fire hydrant off by slowly turning clockwise
until the hydrant is fully closed.
8. Standing at ground level disconnect the cam-lock fitting from the fill tube
located at the back of the tank. The check valve located on the fill tube
above the cam-lock connection will prevent backflow when disconnecting
the fill hose.

9. Do a quick walk around of the water truck and make sure the fill hose is
completely disconnected and the water truck can safely be moved.
10. When used remove wheel chalks.
11. Get back into cab, fasten seat belt and return to worksite.

TRUCK DRIVER SAFE PRACTICES
1. ALL Commercial drivers MUST have a valid Class A/B California driver’s license.
ALL drivers must have an up-to-date physical that meets ALL California law
requirements.
2. ALL drivers MUST report any traffic violations to the Personnel Department
IMMEDIATELY.
3. NEVER operate a vehicle if you are sick or your health is impaired where it may affect
your driving.
4. Before starting or operating any vehicle make a complete inspection using the Driver’s
Daily Vehicle Check List and review the previous day’s inspection.
5. ANY vehicle that is unsafe to operate should NOT be driven until the unsafe condition(s)
are corrected.
6. All Commercial drivers MUST have full knowledge of the current California
Commercial Drivers Handbook.
7. You are responsible for your truck and the condition of it. If a mud flap is missing or a
light is broken, repair it or see to it that the shop foreman has it repaired.
8. NEVER over-load your truck.
9. When connecting with a different trailer, ALWAYS check the air lines for leaks and
make sure that the fifth wheel is secure and that all safety chains and cables are securely
attached before operating. The driver MUST complete a new Vehicle Inspection form on
each trailer.
10.

Review with your supervisor the work plans for the day. Know ALL areas you will be
working in. Thoroughly review ALL hazards such as trees, soil conditions, overhead
utility lines, etc.

11.

NEVER tamper with the back-up alarm when it is operating correctly. Disconnecting or
lowering the volume could subject you to immediate dismissal. Any back-up alarms not
working properly must be reported immediately.

12.

Equipment shall maintain a minimum clearance of 10 feet from overhead power lines
ALWAYS look up before dumping.

13.

NEVER start or operate a machine or truck when a non-operation tag is on the machine
or truck.

14.

BEFORE backing up always LOOK to see if there are any people or hazards in your
way. If people are working around your truck, know where they are. ALWAYS make
eye contact before backing toward them. Warn people to pay attention, not to turn their
back on your truck or any others. A back-up alarm is no guarantee against injury.
Ask people who have no business around your working area to leave the area.
Inexperienced people are the first to get injured.

Truck Driver Safe Practices
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15.

NEVER operate a machine or truck without proper training or authorization from your
supervisor.

16.

When dumping dump trucks or dump trailers, ALWAYS make sure the ground is level
and stable. End dump trailers are very unstable in dumping. – Extreme caution MUST
be taken when dumping these trailers. Some causes of roll-overs are: material hanging
in front of trailers when dumping, unstable soil; such as rock, sand, mud and uneven
ground. DO NOT dump on a side hill or uphill.

17.

When hauling oversized loads, ALWAYS measure height and width of load before
traveling. ALWAYS verify that you have proper permits for equipment moves. Check
all oversize signs are securely fastened and chains are in good condition.

18.

NEVER travel with any load unless load is securely tied down.

19.

Verify emergency equipment is on the truck before operating vehicle.

20.

ALWAYS wear shirt, long pants (no shorts) and boots (no tennis shoes).

DOZER, COMPACTOR, SCRAPER, BLADE OPERATOR SAFE PRACTICES
1. BEFORE starting any equipment make a walk-around inspection for the following items:
a.

Check for vandalism

b. Fluid Loss
c. Cables
d. Blades and cutting edges
e. Oil, water and hydraulic levels
f. Back-up alarm
g. Hoses and belts
h. Tires; cuts and inflation or drive sprockets and tracks
If inspection is okay, after warm-up of machine check for oil, water or fuel leaks. Check
brakes to make sure they are operating properly before putting the machine to work.
ALWAYS fasten your safety belt.
2. NEVER operate a machine that is unsafe.
3. Review with your supervisor the work plans for the day. Know all areas you will be working
in. Thoroughly review all hazards such as trees, soil conditions, overhead utility lines, etc.
Some of the items to check for are:
a. Utilities are marked out, pot-holed and depths recorded
b. Plan changes (size of pipe, elevations, locations, existing improvements.
c. Overhead voltage lines
d. Number of people working around you and their tasks.
e. You MUST inform your grade checker or helper of all the information you have
for the day. Alert him/her to monitor all surroundings for hazards that cannot be
observed by the operator. It is both of your responsibilities to know what is going
on around you.
4. NEVER tamper with the back-up alarm when it is operating correctly. Disconnecting or
lowering the volume could subject you to immediate dismissal.
5. Equipment shall maintain a minimum clearance of 10 feet from overhead power lines.
6. NEVER start or operate a machine when a non-operation tag is on the machine.

DOZER, COMPACTOR, SCRAPER, BLADE OPERATOR Safe Practices
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7.

BEFORE backing up always LOOK to see if there are any people or hazards in your way.
If people are working around your truck, know where they are. ALWAYS make eye contact
before backing toward them. Warn people to pay attention, not to turn their back on your
truck or any others. A back-up alarm is no guarantee against injury. Ask people who
have no business around your working area to leave the area. Inexperienced people are the
first to get injured.

8.

NEVER operate a machine or truck without proper training or authorization from your
supervisor.

9.

When dismounting from the machine lower dozer, blade or bowl. Throttle engine to idle
speed, engage transmission lock lever and set parking brake before leaving seat.

10.

Before mounting, walk around the machine to check ALL blind spots for people or hazards.
Dozers and scrapers have many blind spots; pick-ups have been damaged, mechanics and
grade checkers have been injured just because the operator did not check before re-operation.

11.

When using a spotter for signaling such as a dump man or grade checker, NEVER operate
the machine in a manner to put the spotter or signal person on the blind side of the machine.
You MUST keep a direct line of site as well as eye contact so they may acknowledge your
presence. To avoid confusion leading to accidents, the signals must be correct, they must be
clearly seen by you and they must be given by only one (1) person. Therefore, make sure
that you and your signal person are both aware of the proper signals before operation begins.
Have an understanding with your grade checker or signal person where they will be at all
times and where your blind spots are on your machine, so they can avoid being in the wrong
place. NEVER allow the grade checker to be in a position between the machine and a bank
or slope.
12. When soil techs or survey parties are working on the job, make sure they understand where
and how you will be working. NEVER work with your blind side toward them. If they are
not working in a safe manner and are not wearing safety vests or flagging their location,
inform your supervisor or ask them to follow the safety standards.

13.

NEVER approach or backfill a hole or excavation without checking who or what is in it. If
you cannot see the bottom of the excavation from the machine, dismount from the machine
and look.

14.

NEVER work so close to a trench or excavation that it may endanger your life or someone
else’s. Make sure all workers are clear from danger of the machine tipping or falling into the
excavation.

15.

When traveling between working areas, NEVER travel at speeds that may cause you to loose
control of the machine. Make sure you give yourself sufficient room to stop. If a tire blows
or someone steps or drives in front of you and you can’t stop, it could cause serious damage
and/or injury.

16. ALWAYS wear eye and face protection when replacing teeth.
DOZER, COMPACTOR, SCRAPER, BLADE OPERATOR Safe Practices
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17.

NEVER load your machine on a low bed truck without authorization from your supervisor.

18.

NEVER operate a machine on slopes that exceed the recommended slope angle. ALWAYS
use caution when operating a machine on slopes. NEVER operate a machine at high speeds
or at such an angle that the machine may tip or slide. Excessive speed or sliding can cause
roll-overs with serious injury and damage to you and your machine.

19.

When pulling a sheep foot ALWAYS be sure that a safety cable is securely attached between
the pull equipment and the sheep foot compactor.

20.

ALWAYS allow engine to cool down prior to shut down.

21.

ALWAYS wear shirt, long pants (no shorts) and boots (no tennis shoes).

I Have Received:
Check one:
(

) EQUIPMENT OPERATOR

(

)

(

) STRUCTURAL CONCRETE LABORER / CARPENTER

LABORER / PIPELAYER

By signing below I acknowledge that this safety information set forth has been explained
to me and any questions that I have regarding safety have been answered. I also
acknowledge that I have read the safety information and that compliance with the safety
rules is a condition of continued employment.

____________________________________________
Employee Signature

________________
Date

CASS ARRIETA
GENERAL ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS

SAFE PRACTICES AND OPERATIONS CODE

1. All persons shall follow these safe practice rules, render every possible aid to safe
operating and report all unsafe conditions or practices to the proper authority.
2. Foremen shall insist on employees observing and obeying every rule, regulation, and
order as is necessary for the safe conduct of the work and shall take such action as is
necessary to obtain observance.
3. Job supervisors shall be responsible for regularly inspecting work areas at frequent
intervals for unsafe physical conditions, including methods and processes and the unsafe
actions of employees. They shall arrange for the correction of such conditions.
4. All employees shall be given accident prevention instructions, particularly those regarding
hazard and safety precautions applicable to the type of work in question. Instructions
should be given to correspond with the progress of the job.
5. “Toolbox” or “tailgate” safety meetings of all employees shall be conducted at least once
every ten days. Job supervision shall meet at least monthly for discussion of safety
problems and accidents that may have occurred.
6. No one shall knowingly be permitted or required to work while his ability or alertness is
so impaired by fatigue, illness, or other causes that it might unnecessarily expose him or
others to injury.
7. Company policy prohibits the use or possession of alcohol and/or illegal drugs on or
around jobsites and any Company premises or equipment. Employees who violate this
policy are subject to immediate termination.
8. Work shall be well planned and supervised to prevent injuries in the handling of heavy
materials and in working together with equipment.
9. Employees should be alert to see that all guards and other protective devices are in proper
working order and shall report deficiencies promptly to the foreman or superintendent.
10. All injuries shall be reported promptly to an authorized representative of the employer so
that arrangements can be made for medical or first aid treatment.
11. When lifting heavy objects, use the large muscles of the leg instead of the smaller muscles
of the back.

12. Shoes with thin or badly worn soles shall not be worn.
13. Face ladder and use both hands while climbing. Ladders to be placed every 25 feet of
lateral travel for trenches 4 feet or more in depth.
14. Gasoline shall not be used for cleaning purposes.
15. No burning, welding, or other source of ignition shall be applied to an enclosed tank or
vessel, even if there are some openings, until it has first been determined that no
possibility of explosions exist and authority for the work is obtained.
16. Employees shall not enter manholes, underground vaults, chambers, or other similar
places that receive little ventilation or have a potential accumulation of toxic gases prior to
confined space entry procedures.
Conditions must be determined by testing with a detector for oxygen deficiency,
combustible or toxic gases. Ventilate thoroughly and re-test.
Appropriate respiratory protective equipment shall be worn before entering confined
space.
A safety belt with an attached line shall be used with free end of line secured outside the
entry opening.
A top man or spotter is required to stand by outside of the confined space during an entry.
Testing shall be continued and recorded.
Respirators shall not be interchanged among employees until properly cleaned.
All respirators shall be returned to the Safety Department prior to re-use.
17. Shoring and sloping of excavations or trenches:
A system of shoring or sloping shall be provided prior to entering excavations 5 feet or
more in depth.
All spoil shall be placed no closer than 2 feet from the edge of any excavation 5 feet or
more in depth.
A Competent Person shall be available during excavation or placement of shoring.
Ladders shall be provided and located so as to require no more than 25 feet of lateral
travel.
Excavation 20 feet or more in depth, or alternates to CAL OSHA Construction Safety
Orders on shoring or sloping require that plans must be prepared by a registered civil
engineer.

All shoring systems shall be installed from top prior to entering excavation.
Shoring shall be installed and excavations sloped in compliance with enclosed shoring and
sloping tables.
18. Boom-type excavators and cranes
A check list shall be used prior to start of each day to thoroughly review all hazards such
as trees, soil conditions, overhead lines, etc.
All boom-type equipment shall maintain a minimum clearance of 10 feet from overhead
high-voltage lines.
Plans shall be reviewed with job foreman to determine if any underground utilities might
be encountered during trenching.
Oilers shall be instructed to monitor all surrounding area for hazards that cannot be
observed by the operating engineer.
19. Hard Hats.
Hard hats shall be worn on all jobsites. No employee shall enter a trench or excavation
without a hard hat.
20. Exhaust Gases.
Vehicle engines shall not be allowed to run in closed garages or enclosed places unless
vents are provided which effectively remove the exhaust gases from the enclosure.
21. Fueling.
No internal combustion engine fuel tank shall be refilled with a flammable liquid while the
engine is running.
22. Locate fire extinguishers on the jobsite and learn how to use them in case of fire.
23. Determine first aid kit locations on the jobsite.
24. Safety devices and personal protective equipment will be furnished as required. Safety
devices available through the foreman including gloves, goggles, foot guards, first aid kits,
fire extinguishers, safety vests and ear plugs. Other protective equipment required will be
provided as job exposure demands.
25. Return safety devices to the warehouse when no longer needed.
26. Loss or damage to personal protective equipment must be reported to the supervisor.
27. Seat belts must be worn at all time in Company trucks or equipment.

28. The only safe place to ride on heavy equipment is in the operator seat. Riders can fall off
and be injured if they are allowed to ride in buckets, steps, push-plates, cat walks or any
other place where an unexpected jolt could throw them off.
29. Shirts, long pants, and work boots must be worn on the job. No shorts or jogging shoes
will be permitted.
30. If your hair is longer than collar length it must be securely fastened in such a way as not to
become a safety hazard.
31. When working on a jobsite, you are responsible for your safety and the safety of your coworkers. Unsafe practices may not only injure the guilty party but also innocent persons
below or adjacent to the accident. If you set a good example, other may follow it; this may
save your life or the lives of others.

Field Safety

Remember safety is always the first concern at any Cass Arrieta job. Never engage in
any action that will endanger you or your fellow worker.
Never turn your back to any operating equipment.
Never allow yourself to work within the radius, reach or travel of any excavation or
moving machinery.
Never “Hitch a ride” on any equipment that does not have a safe passenger
accommodation.
Know what excavations are safe to enter. For example:
1. Shoring or sloping to prevent possible earth movement.
2. Spoil banks (Excavated earth) must be at least two feet from the edge of the
trench or excavation.
3. Traffic controlled by flagmen barricades.
4. Changing ground conditions caused by rain, water or vibrations.
5. Live existing utilities must be located and protected against contact or damage.
6. Exposure to possible contaminates from natural sources, sewer gasses,
contaminated earth or exhaust fumes.

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

Hard Hats
Hard Hats are required at all job sites without exception.

Proper Clothing
Proper clothing must be worn. i.e. shirts, full length pants with no cuffs and appropriate
work shoes or boots are minimum requirements. No tennis type shoes, thongs, sandals.

Eye Protection
Eye protection will be furnished and must be worn whenever there is an exposure to the
eyes. Sunglasses, regular prescription glasses, contact lenses are not to be used as safety
glasses. (Note: contact lenses should be avoided in areas where dust, fumes, vapors,
chemicals, excessive heat, arc, torch or radiations are present.)

Ear Protection
Ear plugs or ear muffs are required in areas of high noise. In general, if you have to
shout in order to communicate with a person close by, then you should protect your
hearing. – i.e. air compressors, pavement breakers, air hammers, excavation machinery,
etc, can produce excess noise.

Other Protective Equipment
Other Protective Equipment such as eye protection, rubber boots, gloves, respirators,
hoods, shields will be furnished as needed.

HEAT ILLNESS PREVENTION
The State of California (CAL OSHA) has adopted an Emergency Heat
Illness Prevention Regulation Title 8, Section 3395, adopted 8/12/05 and
will become effective starting 8/22/2005.
This new regulation requires employers to provide their employees with the
following:
1. One Quart of potable drinking water per employee per hour for
the entire shift;
2. A rest period and access to shade at times an employee is or
believes he/she is suffering from heat illness;
3. Heat illness training for all supervisory and non-supervisory
personnel.
According to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention, heat
exhaustion can develop after several days of exposure to hot temperatures
and inadequate or unbalanced replacement of fluids.
If the body becomes unable to regulate its temperature and rises above 103
degrees, a person can suffer from heat stroke, which could lead to
permanent body damage if the person does not receive immediate
emergency attention.
Prolonged exposure to high ambient temperatures can cause excessive fluid
loss and shock and may cause the body’s temperature-regulating mechanism
to fail causing dangerous elevations of body temperature. Head related
illnesses such as heat exhaustion and heat stroke can be serious and should
be treated immediately.
Heat stroke (or sun stroke) is the most severe form of heat-related illness
and causes several hundred deaths in the United States each year. Heat
stroke can occur when a person’s body temperature exceeds 103 degrees
Fahrenheit. Heat stroke is often accompanied by vomiting, headache, dry,
hot, red or pale skin, confusion, disorientation and can progress to coma and
death unless treated by rapidly lowering the body temperature.
If a worker is experiencing these symptoms, immediately contact your
supervisor and call for medical treatment or have the person taken to a
medical treatment center.
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Heat exhaustion and heat cramps are less severe forms of heat related
illnesses. Heat exhaustion may occur on excessively warm days when
workers are in a warm and humid environment where body fluids are lost
through heavy sweating. Heat exhaustion is characterized by cold, pale,
clammy skin, and may include headache, nausea, fainting, excessive thirst
and vomiting.
If someone appears to be suffering from heat exhaustion, he or she must be
moved to a cool area out of direct sunlight and sponged with cool water.
Give sips of water every 15 minutes for one hour.
Heat cramps are painful spasms, usually in the legs and abdomen that result
from heavy exertion and sweating. To relive heat cramps, apply firm
pressure on cramping muscles or gently massage them. As in the case of
heat exhaustion, give sips of water every 15 minutes for one hour.
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HEAT ILLNESS PREVENTION PLAN
1) Be prepared for hot weather conditions by monitoring weather reports and hot weather
advisories. Maintain an ample supply of fresh suitably cool drinking water for all crew
members for the entire shift in a location as close to the workers as practicable. This may
require the water jugs to be topped off throughout the work day to insure an ample water
supply. A plumbed potable water drinking source is generally available at the jobsite for
filling or topping off water containers. If a source is not available at the jobsite then the
company will provide potable drinking water by using one of or a combination of the
following methods:
(a) Ample supply of bottled water to be stored at the jobsite
(b) Potable water filling station used to refill water containers identified near
the jobsite
(c) Identify stores that sell potable water near the jobsite to refill water
containers
(d) Other potable water refill methods that the competent person identifies

2) Maintain Heat Illness prevention training and symptom detection alertness to all crew
members on a regular basis particular to new employees or new crew members. Heat
Illness Prevention and Awareness training can be a valuable Pre-shift safety meeting
topic to review high heat procedures. Training or conditioning new workers may require
acclimatization periods to insure that tolerances to heat and strenuous physical activities
are gradually accomplished. Acclimation procedures include close observation of all
employees during a heat wave or when temperatures are 80 degrees or above. New
employees should be closely observed for the first two weeks on the job. During this
acclimation period for new employees, alternate less strenuous activities may need to be
integrated into their daily work schedule. Employees are required to immediately report
symptoms of fatigue or signs of heat illness to their supervisor.
3) Provide employees access to a designated shade or “preventative cool down rest area”
when temperatures reach or exceed 80 degrees. Pop-up shade canopies are standard
issue safety equipment provided by the company. At 80 degrees shade must be provided
to accommodate rest periods, worker recovery, and for onsite meal periods. The shade or
cool down area should be located as close as practical to the employee work area.
Revised: 07/10/17
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Employees requiring a “preventative cool down rest” must be monitored for symptoms of
heat illness, encouraged to remain in the shade and not ordered back to work until
symptoms are gone. Regardless of the presence or signs of symptoms, employees on
“preventative cool down rest” are required to take a five-minute rest period and shall not
be ordered back to work until the five-minute rest period has expired. Hydrate and
provide appropriate first aid when symptoms are detected. If symptoms are severe
immediately call 911 for emergency response and contact your supervisor.
4) High Heat procedures (triggered at 95 degrees) will be implemented in the following
manner: Coordinate a pre-shift Tailgate Safety Meeting to review high heat procedures,
hydration and advise workers of cool down rest periods when necessary. Maintain
regular verbal or visual communication with workers especially employees working by
themselves. Observe for alertness, fatigue or for signs or symptoms of heat illness.
Establish a “buddy system” among workers with special attention given to new
employees. Remind workers to drink plenty of water throughout the shift and constantly
stay hydrated. Encourage workers to rest and cool down in the shaded area when
overheated or fatigued.
5) If heat illness symptoms are detected, move the affected person to a cool shaded area out
of direct sunlight and begin fluid replenishment or hydration procedures by giving the
heat impaired worker sips of water every 15 minutes for 1 hour. Common early signs
and symptoms of heat illness include headache, muscle cramps, and unusual fatigue. A
worker exhibiting signs or symptoms of heat illness shall be monitored and shall not be
left alone or sent home without being offered onsite first aid or medical services. If the
symptoms are severe immediately call 911 for emergency medical attention and
contact your supervisor. When calling for emergency assistance it is important to
reference exact directions including: City, street name, address (if available) and closest
cross street. If necessary designate a spotter at the jobsite entry to meet and assist in
guiding the emergency team to the proper onsite location. Insure that the emergency
vehicle has clear access to the worker needing emergency attention.
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Heat Illness Prevention Plan Receipt
This is to certify that I have received a copy of the Cass Construction, Inc. dba Cass
Arrieta Heat Illness Prevention Plan. I have read these instructions, understand them, and
will comply with them while working for the company.
I understand that failure to abide by these rules may result in disciplinary action and
possible termination of my employment with Cass Construction, Inc.
I also understand that I am to report any injury to my Supervisor or Manager immediately
and report all safety hazards.
I further understand that I have the following rights.





I am not required to work in any area I feel is not safe.
I am entitled to information on any hazardous material or chemical I am exposed
to while working.
I am entitled to see a copy of the Cass Construction, Inc. dba Cass Arrieta Safety
Manual and Injury and Illness Prevention Program.
I will not be discriminated against for reporting safety concerns.

Print Name

Sign Name
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HEATSTROKE
1. Cool the body of a heatstroke victim immediately.
2. If possible, put him in cool water; wrap him in cool wet clothes; or
sponge his skin with cool water, rubbing alcohol, ice, or cold packs.
3. Once the victim's temperature drops to about 101 F, you may lay
him in the recovery position in a cool room.
4. If the temperature begins to rise again, you will need to repeat the
cooling process.
5. If he/she is able to drink, you may give him some water.
6. DO NOT GIVE A HEATSTROKE VICTIM ANY KIND OF
MEDICATION.
7. You should watch for signs of shock while waiting for medical
attention.

QUICK

CARD

TM

Protect Yourself

Heat Stress
When the body is unable to cool itself
by sweating, several heat-induced illnesses such as
heat stress or heat exhaustion and the more severe
heat stroke can occur, and can result in death.
Factors Leading to Heat Stress
High temperature and humidity; direct sun or heat;
limited air movement; physical exertion; poor physical
condition; some medicines; and inadequate tolerance
for hot workplaces.
•
•
•
•

Symptoms of Heat Exhaustion
Headaches, dizziness, lightheadedness or fainting.
Weakness and moist skin.
Mood changes such as irritability or confusion.
Upset stomach or vomiting.

Symptoms of Heat Stroke
• Dry, hot skin with no sweating.
• Mental confusion or losing consciousness.
• Seizures or convulsions.
Preventing Heat Stress
• Know signs/symptoms of heat-related illnesses;
monitor yourself and coworkers.
• Block out direct sun or other heat sources.
• Use cooling fans/air-conditioning; rest regularly.
• Drink lots of water; about 1 cup every 15 minutes.
• Wear lightweight, light colored, loose-fitting clothes.
• Avoid alcohol, caffeinated drinks, or heavy meals.
What to Do for Heat-Related Illness
• Call 911 (or local emergency number) at once.
While waiting for help to arrive:
• Move the worker to a cool, shaded area.
• Loosen or remove heavy clothing.
• Provide cool drinking water.
• Fan and mist the person with water.

Occupational
Safety and Health
Administration

U.S. Department of Labor
www.osha.gov (800) 321-OSHA

OSHA 3154-07R-06

For more complete information:

DATOS
RÁPIDOS
Protéjase del

Estrés por calor
Cuando el cuerpo no puede bajar su
temperatura mediante el sudor, pueden ocurrir
varias enfermedades debido al calor, tales como estrés o
agotamiento por calor e insolación o golpe de calor, las
cuales pueden resultar en la muerte.
Factores que llevan al estrés por calor
Alta temperatura y humedad, calor o sol directo, movimiento limitado de aire, esfuerzo físico, pobre condición física,
algunas medicinas y tolerancia inadecuada para lugares de
trabajo calurosos.
Síntomas de agotamiento por calor
• Dolores de cabeza, mareos, vértigo o desmayo.
• Debilidad y piel húmeda.
• Cambios de humor como irritabilidad o confusión.
• Nauseas o vómitos.
Síntomas de insolación
• Piel seca y caliente sin sudor.
• Confusión mental o pérdida de conocimiento.
• Convulsiones o ataques.
Evita el estrés por calor
• Conozca las señales y los síntomas de las enfermedades
relacionadas al calor; obsérvese a si mismo y a sus colegas.
• Bloquee el sol directo u otras fuentes de calor.
• Utilice ventiladores (abanicos) o aire acondicionado; descanse con regularidad.
• Beba mucha agua, como 1 taza cada 15 minutos.
• Vístase con ropa ligera, de colores claros y no ajustada.
• Evite el alcohol, bebidas con cafeína o comidas pesadas.
Qué hacer en caso de enfermedades relacionadas al
calor
• Llame al 911 (u otro número local para emergencias)
inmediatamente.
Mientras espera por ayuda:
• Mueva a la persona a un lugar fresco y sombreado.
• Suéltele o quitele la ropa pesada.
• Ofrézcale agua fresca para beber.
• Abanique y rocíe con agua a la persona.

Para información más completa:
Administración de
Seguridad y Salud
Ocupacional

Departamento del Trabajo de EE.UU.
www.osha.gov (800) 321-OSHA

Warm weather means activities and fun under the sun! Whether you
love putting on shorts and feeling the warm outdoors, or find it hot and
sticky, everyone must be careful not to let a heat-related illness spoil
the day.
Normally, the body has ways of keeping itself cool, by letting heat
escape through the skin, and by evaporating sweat (perspiration). If the
body does not cool properly or does not cool enough, the victim may
suffer a heat-related illness. Anyone can be susceptible although the
very young and very old are at greater risk. Heat-related illnesses can
become serious or even deadly if unattended.





Preventing Heat-Related Illness
Know What These Heat-Related Terms Mean
Stages of Heat-Related Illness
General Care for Heat Emergencies

Preventing Heat-Related Illness


Dress for the heat. Wear lightweight, light-colored clothing.
Light colors will reflect away some of the sun's energy. It is also a
good idea to wear hats or to use an umbrella.

Drink water. Carry water or juice with you and drink
continuously even if you do not feel thirsty. Avoid alcohol and
caffeine, which dehydrate the body.

Eat small meals and eat more often. Avoid foods that are high
in protein which increase metabolic heat.

Avoid using salt tablets unless directed to do so by a
physician.

Slow down. Avoid strenuous activity. If you must do strenuous
activity, do it during the coolest part of the day, which is usually in the
morning between 4:00 a.m. and 7:00 a.m.

Stay indoors when possible.

Take regular breaks when engaged in physical activity on
warm days. Take time out to find a cool place. If you recognize that
you, or someone else, is showing the signals of a heat-related illness,
stop activity and find a cool place. Remember, have fun, but stay cool!
Know What These Heat-Related Terms Mean


Heat Wave: More than 48 hours of high heat (90oF or higher)
and high humidity (80 percent relative humidity or higher) are
expected.

Heat Index: A number in degrees Fahrenheit that tells how hot it
really feels with the heat and humidity. Exposure to full sunshine can
increase the heat index by 15o F.



Heat cramps: Heat cramps are muscular pains and spasms due
to heavy exertion. They usually involve the abdominal muscles or the
legs. It is generally thought that the loss of water and salt from heavy
sweating causes the cramps.

Heat Exhaustion: Heat exhaustion is less dangerous than heat
stroke. It typically occurs when people exercise heavily or work in a
warm, humid place where body fluids are lost through heavy sweating.
Fluid loss causes blood flow to decrease in the vital organs, resulting
in a form of shock. With heat exhaustion, sweat does not evaporate as
it should, possibly because of high humidity or too many layers of
clothing. As a result, the body is not cooled properly. Signals include
cool, moist, pale, flushed or red skin; heavy sweating; headache;
nausea or vomiting; dizziness; and exhaustion. Body temperature will
be near normal.

Heat Stroke: Also known as sunstroke, heat stroke is lifethreatening. The victim's temperature control system, which produces
sweating to cool the body, stops working. The body temperature can
rise so high that brain damage and death may result if the body is not
cooled quickly. Signals include hot, red and dry skin; changes in
consciousness; rapid, weak pulse; and rapid, shallow breathing. Body
temperature can be very high--sometimes as high as 105oF.
Stages of Heat-Related Illness
Heat-related illness usually comes in stages. The signal of the first
stage is heat cramps in muscles. These cramps can be very painful. If
you are caring for a person who has heat cramps, have him or her stop
activity and rest. If the person is fully awake and alert, have him or her
drink small amounts of cool water or a commercial sports drink.
Gently stretch the cramped muscle and hold the stretch for about 20
seconds, then gently massage the muscle. Repeat these steps if
necessary. If the victim has no other signals of heat-related illness, the
person may resume activity after the cramps stop.
The signals of the next, more serious stage of a heat-related illness
(often called heat exhaustion) include-

Cool, moist, pale skin (the skin may be red right after physical
activity).

Headache.

Dizziness and weakness or exhaustion.

Nausea.

The skin may or may not feel hot.
The signals of the late stage of a heat-related illness (often called heat
stroke) include-




Vomiting.
Decreased alertness level or complete loss of consciousness.
High body temperature (sometimes as high as 105oF).
Skin may still be moist or the victim may stop sweating and the
skin may be red, hot and dry.

Rapid, weak pulse.

Rapid, shallow breathing.

This late stage of a heat-related illness is life threatening. Call 9-1-1 or
the local emergency number.
General Care for Heat Emergencies
1.
2.
3.

Cool the Body
Give Fluids
Minimize Shock

For heat cramps or heat exhaustion: Get the person to a cooler place
and have him or her rest in a comfortable position. If the person is
fully awake and alert, give a half glass of cool water every 15 minutes.
Do not let him or her drink too quickly. Do not give liquids with
alcohol or caffeine in them, as they can make conditions worse.
Remove or loosen tight clothing and apply cool, wet cloths such as
towels or wet sheets. Call 9-1-1 or the local emergency number if the
person refuses water, vomits or loses consciousness.
For heat stroke: Heat stroke is a life-threatening situation! Help is
needed fast. Call 9-1-1 or your local EMS number. Move the person to
a cooler place. Quickly cool the body. Wrap wet sheets around the
body and fan it. If you have ice packs or cold packs, wrap them in a
cloth and place them on each of the victim's wrists and ankles, in the
armpits and on the neck to cool the large blood vessels. (Do not use
rubbing alcohol because it closes the skin's pores and prevents heat
loss.) Watch for signals of breathing problems and make sure the
airway is clear. Keep the person lying down.

WEEKLY SAFETY & TRAINING REPORT
STORM WATER & HEAT ILLNESS PREVENTION TRAINING

DATE ________________
SUPERVISOR/TRAINER

JOB #

SUBJECT

ATTENDEES
PRINTED NAME

SIGNATURE

1 __________________________________________________________________________________
2 __________________________________________________________________________________
3 __________________________________________________________________________________
4 __________________________________________________________________________________
5 __________________________________________________________________________________
6 __________________________________________________________________________________
7 __________________________________________________________________________________
8 __________________________________________________________________________________
9 __________________________________________________________________________________
10 __________________________________________________________________________________
11 __________________________________________________________________________________
12 __________________________________________________________________________________
13 __________________________________________________________________________________

DO NOT SIGN UNLESS YOU FULLY UNDERSTAND
AND COMPREHEND THE SAFETY INFORMATION
AND/OR TRAINING PROVIDED

ADDITIONAL
REMARKS:____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

CLAIMANT’S REPORT OF INJURY

STATE YOUR FULL NAME:
PRESENT ADDRESS:
NAME OF EMPLOYER:
DATE THAT YOU CLAIM INJURY:

a.m. p.m.

DESCRIBE WHAT HAPPENED TO YOU AT THE TIME OF INJURY. IF LIFTING, GIVE
ESTIMATED WEIGHT OF OBJECT LIFTED. GIVE FULL INFORMATION.

DATE OF BIRTH:

MARITAL STATUS:

MARRIED

SINGLE

LIST PREVIOUS PLACES OF EMPLOYMENT FOR THE LAST 5 YEARS. (NAME & ADDRESS)

WHERE WERE YOU AT THE TIME OF INJURY?

LIST ANYONE (OTHER THAN YOURSELF) WHO WAS PRESENT AT TIME OF INJURY:

DID YOU TELL ANYONE YOU WERE INJURED AT THE TIME YOU WERE HURT? IF SO,
WHO?
WHAT DID YOU TELL THEM?

DID YOU FEEL PAIN AT THE TIME OF INJURY? Y

N WHERE?

HOW LONG DID THE PAIN LAST?
DID YOU STOP WORK AT THE TIME OF INJURY?

Y

N

SUPERVISOR’S REPORT OF INJURY

EMPLOYER

SUPERVISOR

INJURED EMPLOYEE
DATE

JOB TITLE
TIME

LOCATION

NATURE OF INJURY
NAME & ADDRESS OF WITNESSES

CONDITIONS NEEDING CORRECTION
UNSAFE CONDITIONS NEEDING CORRECTION
EMPLOYEE TRAINING NEEDED? Y

N PERSONS OTHER THAN EMPLOYEE INVOLVED Y N

EXPLAIN
EQUIPMENT OTHER THAN EMPLOYER’S INVOLVED? Y

N

EXPLAIN

ORDER FOR MEDICAL, SURGICAL, OR HOSPITAL AID

TO
PLEASE RENDER NECESSARY FIRST AID TREATMENT TO
Name of Employee

and forward immediately

“Workers Compensation Doctor’s Report” together with this order to the office of:
GALLAGHER BASSETT SERVICES, INC.
PO BOX 23812
TUCSON, AZ 85734
Employer

Phone

By

PLEASE RETAIN A COPY OF THIS REPORT FOR YOUR RECORDS

DRIVER'S ON-SCENE VEHICLE ACCIDENT REPORT
THIS FORM MUST BE FILLED IN COMPLETELY
DATE AND LOCATION OF ACCIDENT:
Date:______________________
Time of Accident: _____________________
Location (nearest street or highway)
City
County
Private Property
___________________________________ _________________ ________ Yes __ No __
EMPLOYEE INFORMATION:
Name:_____________________ Birth date: _______________
Address:______________________________________________
Driver's License #:______________ Phone # _______________
Passenger(s) Name: _______________________________________________________
Vehicle (Equip #, Year, Make) _______________________________________________
Vehicle License Plate Number ________ State _____
Was vehicle Moving ___ Stopped in Traffic ___ Parked ___ Other_______________
OTHER PARTY INFORMATION:
Driver Name:_________________________ Birth date:________________
Address:______________________________________________
Driver's License #:______________ Phone # _______________
Passenger(s) Name: _______________________________________________________
Vehicle (Year, Make) _______________________________________________________
Vehicle License Plate Number ________ State _____
Was vehicle Moving ___ Stopped in Traffic ___ Parked ___ Other_______________
OTHER PARTY'S INSURANCE INFORMATION
Name of Insurance Company:________________________________________________
Policy Holder's Name and Address:___________________________________________
Policy #:____________________________ Policy Period:___________________
Damage over $500? Yes ___ No ___
Where there any injuries: Yes ___ No ___
Damage to other Property: Yes ___ No ___

Under age 18 Yes ___ No ___

WITNESSES:_____________________________________________________________
Specific description of damage to company Vehicle:
________________________________________________________________________
Specific description of damage to other party's vehicle or property:
________________________________________________________________________
Description of how accident occurred; be specific: ______________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Police Report? Yes ___ No ___

driver-report

DRIVER'S ON-SCENE VEHICLE ACCIDENT REPORT

Diagram accident to best of your ability.
1. List street names.
2. Number each vehicle (company vehicle #1, other #2).
3. Show direction by arrow.
4. Show stop signs and traffic signals.

Date

Signature of Person Completing Form

Date of Hire:

This section to be completed by Superintendent:

Yes
c

No
c

Don't Know
c

2. Was accident caused by company driver?

c

c

c

3. Was accident caused by third party?

c

c

c

4. Was accident preventable by company driver?

c

c

c

5. If preventable, has disciplinary action been taken?

c

c

c

1. Was driver interviewed?

Describe:
Signature/ Title

Date

driver-report

Supervisor’s Report of Accident
Employee’s name

Social Security No.

Job position/title

Supervisor’s name

Date and time of accident

Location

Task being performed when accident occurred
Date and time accident reported to you
Name(s) and witness(es)

Accident resulted in: Injury

Fatality

Property Damage

Describe how the accident occurred

What actions, events or conditions contributed most directly to this accident?

Could anything be done to prevent accidents of this type? If so, what?

Signature of Supervisor

Date

CASS ARRIETA
DISCIPLINARY ACTION FORM
Name:
Date:
Deficiencies Noted:

Action to be taken:

Employee Signature:

Date:

Supervisor Signature:

Date:

CASS ARRIETA
GENERAL ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS

First Aid - Medical

Cass Arrieta
P.O. Box 309
El Cajon, CA 92022

Cass Arrieta
26035 Palomar Rd
Menifee, CA 92585

Phone: 619-590-0929
Fax:
619-590-1202

Phone: 951-928-2596
Fax:
951-928-8174

FIRST AID – MEDICAL

Cass Arrieta Procedures for Injuries
CAL/OSHA (“First Aid on the Job”)
Construction Safety Orders Section 1512 (“Emergency Medical Services”)
Injury Specific Guidelines
Asphyxiation
Bleeding
Cuts & Abrasions
Dislocations
Electric Shock
Fractures
Hyperglycemia
Nose Bleeds
Shock
Snakebites
Sprains
Strains
Stroke
Supervisors Accident Investigation Report

RESPONSIBLE REACTIONS

HOW TO HANDLE AN EMERGENCY SITUATION
KEEP CALM. Remaining calm while helping the victim will help
him/her to keep calm and cooperate. If the victim becomes anxious or
excited the extent of the damage from the injury could be increased.
Call 911, getting help quickly could save a life.
BE AN ENCOURAGEMENT TO THE INJURED PERSON. Let the
victim know that help is on the way and try to make them as
comfortable as possible. Showing care and concern for the victim can
give them hope during their circumstances.

CASS ARRIETA
GENERAL ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS

PROCEDURES FOR INJURIES

1. When a serious injury occurs, call 911 and supervisor immediately.

2. When a non-serious injury occurs, call your Supervisor. The office will call ahead to
a medical clinic so that they will be ready for you. If you cannot make contact, go to
the nearest medical clinic on the list included in the Safety Manual. Call the office
when you get there, or have the injured employee call the office.

3. We would like to avoid having anyone go to the doctor or hospital outside of office
hours; but, if this becomes necessary, the office must be notified no later than 24
hours following the incident. The foreman is responsible to direct the injured
employee to the best place for treatment, either a medical clinic or a hospital.
Locations and addresses of the nearest medical facilities are included in your safety
manual. If you are in doubt as to where a person should be sent, call a
superintendent.

4. An accident report must be turned in to the office for every accident no later than
the day following the accident, even if no medical treatment is necessary. Accident
reports must be signed.

23120 OLEANDER AVENUE  PERRIS, CALIFORNIA 92570  LIC. NO. 298336
PHONE (951) 943-7043  FAX (951) 943-7006

FIRST AID ON THE JOB
What would happen today, if there were an accident at your workplace? Would
employees and management know what to do? Would the injured person get the
best possible care?
No one needs a first aid program until an accident happens. But, when an
accident does happen, a first aid program that meets the requirements of the law
and is tailored to the type and size of the workplace can literally make the
different between life and death, or between recovery and permanent
disablement.
SOME GENERAL POINTS
1.

Post-emergency information. The phone numbers and addresses of the
closest hospital should be posted at the jobsite field office. The amount
of time it takes to look up one of these important numbers can make a
big difference to a seriously injured person. The location of first aid
equipment should also be posted prominently.

2.

Provide adequate first aid equipment and supplies. First aid equipment
and supplies, including a variety of dressings and instruments, as well
as an up-to-date first aid manual, should be stored where they can be
reached quickly and easily in cast of an accident. Larger workplaces
may need more than one fully equipped first aid chest. This bulletin
has a list of recommended equipment and supplies.

3.

Have a person with first aid or medical training readily available in
cast of an accident. This is required by the law.

If you can answer “YES” to the following questions, all of the General Industry
Safety Order Requirements for emergency medical services and first aid are
being fulfilled at your workplace:


Are trained medical personnel readily available for advice and
consultation on matters of injury and illness?



If no hospital, clinic, or infirmary is nearby, is there a person on the
premises who is trained in first aid?



Are first aid materials adequate? Are they kept in sanitary and usable
condition?



Are first aid materials inspected frequently? Are they re-stocked as
soon as possible after use?



Where there is a possibility of exposure to corrosive materials, is there
an adequate means for quick drenching or flushing of the eyes and
body?



If ambulance service is unavailable within 30 minutes, are stretchers
and blankets or other warm coverings provided?



At isolated locations, are there either on-site facilities for serious
injuries, or can a doctor come without delay, or can the injured person
be promptly transported to an adequate medical facility?



At isolated work sites with over 20 persons employed, is there at least
one person trained in emergency first aid?

WHEN GIVING FIRST AID:
1.

Don’t move an injured person too fast, or into a position that will make
the injury worse. An injured person should never be moved without
adequate help, and then only after all suspected fractures have been
splinted.

2.

Don’t enter an enclosed space to give first aid to an unconscious person
without first testing the atmosphere of the enclosed space or confined
space.

3.

Don’t touch a person injured by electric shock without making sure that
the current is disconnected.

4.

Don’t apply ointments, greases, flour, or baking soda to burns. These
substances increase the chance of infection and may interfere with
subsequent medical treatment. Cold water relieves paid and can be
sued when the burn in not extensive.

5.

Wash eyes or skin immediately with lots of running water for 15
minutes after contact with an irritating chemical.

6.

Don’t give liquids or alcoholic beverages to a semi-conscious or
unconscious person.

7.

Follow-up first aid with additional medical attention when the situation
calls for it, such as when there is a puncture, eye would, or a possible
fracture.

8.

Maintain first aid materials and equipment in sanitary condition to
reduce the chance of causing infection when the materials and
equipment are used.

9.

Don’t apply ointments, spray antiseptics, or other remedies to wounds
or skin rashes. These substances may irritate the skin or cause allergic
reactions. Mild soap and water is the best and safest cleanser to use for
first aid.

10. Don’t overheat a person in shock by putting on too many blankets.

ASPHYXIATION
Asphyxiation is a loss of consciousness due to the presence of too little oxygen or
too much carbon dioxide in the blood. The victim may stop breathing for a
number of reasons (i.e. drowning, electric shock, heart failure, poisoning, or
suffocation). The flow of oxygen throughout the body stops within a matter of
minutes if a person's respiratory system fails. Heart failure, brain damage, and
eventual death will result if the victim's breathing cannot be restarted.
RESCUE BREATHING
RESPIRATORY RESTORATION
A person suffering from asphyxiation should be given rescue breathing. Before
you begin rescue breathing, be certain that the victim has actually stopped
breathing.
1. Kneel beside the victim, place your ear near his nose and mouth, and watch his
chest carefully. You should feel and hear the breaths and see his chest rise and
fall if he is breathing.

IF HE IS NOT BREATHING...
1. Provide an open airway. Carefully place the victim on his back and open his
mouth. If any material is blocking the airway, it must be cleared out.
2. Tilt the victim's head back by placing the heel of one hand on his forehead and
the other hand under the bony part of his chin to lift it slightly.
3. Straddle his thighs, placing one palm slightly above the navel but well below
the breastbone. Cover this hand with the other and interlace the fingers.
4. Without bending your elbows, press sharply on the victim's abdomen 6-10
times.
5. Turn the victim's head to one side and sweep out any contents in his mouth
with your fingers.
6. If the victim's breathing is not restored after removing the object, reposition
his head in the head-tilt/chin-lift position and continue breathing for him as long
as is necessary or until help arrives.
7. If there are no signs of breathing, pinch the victim's nostrils closed. Seal your
mouth over the victim's mouth and blow two full breaths. A rising chest indicates
that air is reaching the lungs. If the stomach is expanding instead, the victim's
neck and jaw are positioned improperly. Gently push on the victim's abdomen
with the palm of your hand until the air is expelled, because the extra air in the
stomach may cause vomiting.
8. Look, listen, and feel again for signs of breathing. If the victim is still not
breathing on his own, continue blowing into his mouth one breath every five
seconds until help arrives.
INFANTS:
If you are working with infants or a small child, position your mouth so that you
can blow through the child's nose and mouth at the same time. Give two puffs,
using your mouth and cheeks for breathing air into the infant's lungs (to keep
from over inflating the lungs). Administer one breath every 3-4 seconds.

BLEEDING
EXTERNAL BLEEDING:
1. Apply direct pressure. Place a clean, folded cloth over the injured area and firmly
apply pressure. If blood soaks through, do not remove it. Instead, cover that cloth with
another one and continue to apply pressure to the wound for 7-10 minutes. If the
bleeding is from the ear, place a clean bandage over the ear, lay the victim on his side,
and allow the blood to drain out through the bandage.
2. Elevate the injury. Position the wounded part of the body above the level of the heart
if possible while you apply direct pressure.
3. Know the pressure points. If direct pressure and elevation do not sufficiently slow the
blood flow, find a pressure point. Large arteries found close to the skin's surface supply
blood to the head and to each arm and leg. The most common pressure points used
during first aid are located in the upper arms and in the creases above the upper legs.
Apply pressure to the closest pressure point to the wound so that the artery is pressed
between your fingers and the bone directly behind the artery. If using the pressure point
on a leg, you may need to use the heel of your hand instead of your finger.
4. Resort to a tourniquet. On very rare occasions everything listed above may fail. To
prevent the victim from dying, you should apply a tourniquet. Once a tourniquet is
applied, it should not be loosened or removed until the victim has reached medical help.
Use a tourniquet ONLY if everything listed above has failed. If you use a tourniquet,
write down somewhere on the victim the time it was applied, so medical personnel will
know how long it has been in place.
INTERNAL BLEEDING:
Internal bleeding results when blood vessels rupture, allowing blood to leak into body
cavities. It could be a result of a direct blow to the body, a fracture, a sprain, or a
bleeding ulcer. If a victim receives an injury to the chest or abdomen, internal bleeding
should be suspected. He will probably feel pain and tenderness in the affected area.
Other symptoms to watch for:
1. cold, clammy skin
2. pale face and lips
3. weakness or fainting
4. dizziness
5. nausea
6. thirstiness
7. rapid, weak, irregular pulse
8. shortness of breath
9. dilated pupils
10. swelling or bruising at the site of injury
The more symptoms that are experienced, the more extensive the internal bleeding is.
WHAT TO DO FOR THE VICTIM:
1. Check for an open airway and begin rescue breathing if necessary.
2. Call for medical help as soon as possible and keep the victim comfortable until help
arrives.
3. The victim may rinse his mouth with water, but DO NOT give a victim of internal
bleeding anything to drink.

CUTS AND ABRASIONS
THE PROPER TREATMENT

CUTS:
1. Cleanse area thoroughly with soap and
warm water, carefully washing away any
dirt.
2. Apply direct pressure to wound until
bleeding stops.
3. Put sterile bandage on wound.
4. If cut is deep, get to a doctor as quickly as
possible.
ABRASIONS (SCRATCHES):
1. Wash thoroughly with soap and warm
water.
2. If it bleeds or oozes, bandage it to protect
it from infection.
SIGNS OF AN INFECTED WOUND:
1. swelling
2. redness
3. pain
4. may cause fever
5. presence of pus

DISLOCATIONS
WHAT TO LOOK FOR

The most common dislocations occur in the shoulder, elbow, finger, or
thumb.
LOOK FOR THESE SIGNS:
1. swelling
2. deformed look
3. pain and tenderness
4. possible discoloration of the affected area
IF A DISLOCATION IS SUSPECTED...
1. Apply a splint to the joint to keep it from moving.
2. Try to keep joint elevated to slow blood flow to the area
3. A doctor should be contacted to have the bone set back into its socket.

ELECTRIC SHOCK
1. Remove the victim from the source of electricity before you touch
him. Either turn off the master switch to disconnect the power, or use a
nonmetal, dry object such as a stick to pull the wire or electrical source
away from the victim's body.
2. If he is not breathing, begin rescue breathing immediately; a victim
whose heart has stopped breathing needs CPR.
3. If the person is unconscious, but is breathing and has a heartbeat, you
should place him in the recovery position and monitor his breathing and
heart rate until medical help arrives.

FRACTURES
A SIMPLE FRACTURE does not pierce through the skin. If it is not cared for
properly, it could become a compound fracture.
If a fracture is suspected...
1. check for swelling around the affected area
2. there may be discoloration of the skin
If the victim complains of tenderness and pain in the area or says that he felt or
heard a bone snap, see a doctor immediately.
A COMPOUND FRACTURE pierces through the skin. Serious bleeding may
occur with this kind of wound. Do not apply pressure to a compound fracture to
stop the bleeding.
What to do for a compound fracture:
1. Cover the injured part with a sterile pad
2. Apply a splint to keep the bone from causing further injury to the surrounding
tissues
3. Wait for medical help
4. Avoid moving the victim, but keep him warm, comfortable, and reassured.

Hyperglycemia
Hyperglycemia is most likely to occur in an undiagnosed
diabetic. Diabetes is generally first noticed in early adolescence
or in middle age. If left untreated, a high blood sugar level will
lead to unconsciousness and death. Onset may be gradual with
deterioration often happening over a number of days.
Treatment of Hyperglycemia
During the early stages, encourage immediate contact with the
local doctor. If this is difficult, or the condition deteriorates,
take or send the person to hospital. Monitor airway and
breathing and be prepared to resuscitate (see pages 30-33) if
necessary.
Signs and symptoms of Hyperglycemia
Early signs:




Wanting to drink a lot (the body is trying to flush sugar
from the system)
Passing water regularly (urine may smell sweet)
Lethargy

As the condition deteriorates:





Dry skin and rapid pulse
Deep, labored breathing
Increasing drowsiness
Breath or skin smells strongly of acetone (like nail-polish
remover) as the body tries to get rid of sugar

NOSEBLEEDS

CAUSES:
1. Nose injury
2. Strenuous activity
3. High blood pressure
4. Exposure to high altitudes
5. Blowing your nose too hard
WHAT TO DO IF YOU GET A NOSEBLEED:
1. Sit down
2. Lean slightly forward to prevent blood from running into your throat.
3. Place cold, wet cloths on your nose to constrict the blood vessels in your
nose and stop the bleeding.
4. If blood is coming from only one nostril, press firmly at the top of that
nostril.
5. If both nostrils are bleeding, pinch your nostrils together for at least 10
minutes.
6. If bleeding continues, apply pressure for another 10 minutes.
7. If the bleeding is the result of direct injury to the nose, only gentle pressure
should be applied.
8. If heavy bleeding persists or if nosebleeds recur frequently, consult a
physician.

SHOCK
The word shock can be used in a range of ways, but when used in a first aid context it
describes a physical condition that results from a loss of circulating body fluid. It should not be
confused with emotional shock that might occur, say, when a person has received bad news
(although the external signs are very similar).
What happens in cases of Shock
A severe loss of body fluid will lead to a drop in blood pressure. Eventually the blood's
circulation around the body will deteriorate and the remaining blood flow will be directed to
the vital organs such as the brain. Blood will therefore be directed away from the outer areas
of the body, so the casualty will appear paler than previously and the skin will feel cold and
clammy.
As blood flow slows, so does the amount of oxygen reaching the brain. The casualty may
appear to be confused, weak and dizzy, and may eventually deteriorate into unconsciousness.
To try to compensate for this lack of oxygen, the heart and breathing rates both speed up,
gradually becoming weaker, and may eventually cease.
Potential causes of shock include:






Severe internal or external bleeding.
Burns.
Severe vomiting and diarrhea especially in children and the elderly.
Problems with the heart.

Signs and symptoms of Shock









Pale cold and clammy skin.
Fast, weak pulse.
Fast, shallow breathing.
Dizziness and weakness.
Confusion.
Unconsciousness.
Breathing and heartbeat stopping

Shock kills, so it is vital that you can recognize these signs and symptoms. With internal
bleeding in particular, shock can occur some time after an accident, so if a person with a
history of injury starts to display these symptoms coupled with any of the symptoms of
internal bleeding, advise her to seek urgent medical attention.
Treatment and First-aid of Shock








Warmth - Keep the casualty warm but do not allow her to get overheated. If you are
outside, try to get something underneath the casualty if you can do so easily.
Air - Maintain a careful eye on the casualty's airway and be prepared to turn her into
the recovery position if necessary, or even to resuscitate if breathing stops.
Rest - Keep the casualty still and preferably sitting or lying down. If the casualty is
very giddy, lay her down with her legs raised to ensure that maximum blood and
therefore maximum oxygen is sent to the brain.
Mental rest - Reassure the casualty but keep your comments realistic. Do not say that
everything is going to be fine when it is obvious that there is something seriously
wrong.
Treatment - Treat the cause of the shock and aim to prevent further fluid loss.
Help - Ensure that appropriate medical help is on the way.

SNAKEBITES
1. Get the victim away from the snake.
2. Check the snakebite for puncture wounds. If one or two fang markings are
visible, the bite is from a poisonous pit viper.
3. Remember what the snake looks like. The doctor will need to know this to
provide the proper treatment.
4. Keep the victim calm, lying down, and with the bitten arm or leg below the
level of his heart to slow the blood flowing from the wound to the heart. The
more the victim moves, the faster the venom spreads through the body.
5. Clean the wound. Be sure to wipe away from the bite. This keeps any venom
on the unbroken skin aroung the bite from being wiped into the wound.
6. Watch for general symptom (i.e. sharp pain, bruising, swelling around the
bite, weakness, shortness of breath, blurred vision, drowsiness, or vomiting.
7. Get the victim to the hospital as soon as possible.
If any of the above mentioned symptoms occur within 30 minutes from the
time of the bite, and you are over two hours away from medical help, tie a
constricting band (3/4 to 1 1/2 inches wide) two inches above the bite or above
the swelling. The band needs to be loose enough to slip a finger underneath it.
The band slows blood flow away from the bite, keeping the venom from
reaching the heart. The band must be applied within 30 minutes after the time
of the bite to be effective. If the swelling spreads, move the band so that it is
two inches above the swelling

SPRAINS

SIGNS OF A STRAIN:
1. affected joint begins to swell immediately
2. Joint may also turn black and blue due to the escaped blood from torn blood vessels
3. Victim will experience excruciating, shooting pains at the time of the injury because
many nerves are injured in a sprain
TREATMENT:
1. RICE treatment
2. Thermotherapy (applying moist heat) promotes healing but should not be applied to a
muscle or ligament injury for at least 24 hours because heat will increase the swelling.
After the swelling has gone, you should alternate applying cold compresses and moist
heat to the injury.
3. To treat the injury with warm, wet packs, place a water-dampened towel in a
microwave oven for about 30 seconds. Check to make sure the towel is not too hot before
placing it on the skin. If a microwave oven is not available, run a towel under very hot
tap water, wring it out, and apply it to the injury.
4. A sprained arm should be placed in a sling.
Most sprains take at least 6-8 weeks to heal.

RICE TREATMENT
REST--Avoid using the affected part to avoid further discomfort or injury. Gradually
rebuild your exercise program once the injury has healed.
ICE--Apply ice (bags with crushed ice, cold packs, etc.) to the injured area for the first
24 to 48 hours to prevent or reduce swelling.
COMPRESSION--Wrap an elastic bandage around the injured area to secure the ice in
place. Do not wrap it so tightly that the circulation is cut off. After 10-15 minutes, loosen
the bandage and remove the ice. Ice may be reapplied for 15-20 minutes every one or
two hours for the first six hours after the injury. As long as the injury is swelling,
continue to apply ice 3-4 times a day.
ELEVATION--Elevate the injured area above the level of the heart to slow the blood
flow to the injury.

STRAINS
DIFFERENCE IN SPRAINS AND STRAINS:
SPRAIN--involves injury to the ligaments around a joint
STRAIN--involves injury to a muscle or tendon
TREATMENT:
1. At the time of the injury, begin the RICE treatment.
2. For lower back strain, rest will often bring relief to the strained muscle. If
not, alternate cold compresses with moist heat, allowing a time of rest between
the treatments.

RICE TREATMENT
REST--Avoid using the affected part to avoid further discomfort or injury.
Gradually rebuild your exercise program once the injury has healed.
ICE--Apply ice (bags with crushed ice, cold packs, etc.) to the injured area for
the first 24 to 48 hours to prevent or reduce swelling.
COMPRESSION--Wrap an elastic bandage around the injured area to secure
the ice in place. Do not wrap it so tightly that the circulation is cut off. After
10-15 minutes, loosen the bandage and remove the ice. Ice may be reapplied
for 15-20 minutes every one or two hours for the first six hours after the
injury. As long as the injury is swelling, continue to apply ice 3-4 times a day.
ELEVATION--Elevate the injured area above the level of the heart to slow the
bloodflow to the injury.

STROKE
A stroke occurs when a blood clot or bleeding cuts off the blood supply, and therefore the
oxygen, to part of the brain. The affected area of the brain will eventually die. The effect
of a stroke depends on how much of the brain is affected and where the clot or bleeding
is. Different parts of the brain control different functions, so a clot in the part of the brain
that controls speech, for example, will result in slurred or confused speech. Often the
signs will be confined to one side of the body.
Effects of Stroke
If the bleeding or clot is in one of the larger blood vessels supplying a large area of the brain,
then the stroke will often be immediately fatal. However, many people do survive such
strokes, some making a full recovery, while others may need extensive periods of
rehabilitation and support to manage stroke-related problems such as reduced mobility.
Signs and Symptoms of Stroke
Any combination of the following may be present. In minor strokes, the signs and symptoms
may be very limited.











History - the sufferer may have a history of smaller strokes over previous years, or
may have been feeling unwell for some days with no known cause.
Headache.
Blurred vision, partial loss of sight or seeing flashing lights.
Confusion and disorientation, often mistaken for drunkenness.
Signs of paralysis or weakness, often only down one side of the body.
Difficulty speaking; drooping mouth.
Dribbling from one side of the mouth.
Loss of consciousness (this can be gradual or sudden).
Sometimes the pulse will be full and throbbing, the person's breathing noisy and the
skin flushed.

Stroke Treatment
Monitor airway and breathing and be prepared to resuscitate if necessary. Place the person in
the recovery position if she becomes unconscious. If she is conscious, help her to lie down
with the head and shoulders slightly raised. Provide support and reassurance. The person will
often be disorientated and may be speaking nonsense if the speech centre is affected.
Equally, she may hear what you are saying but not understand it. Speak in a reassuring tone
with confidence. Call an ambulance. Wipe any dribbling away from the side of the face and be
prepared for the person to be sick.
Stroke Recovery and Prevention
Hospital treatments for a stroke have developed tremendously in recent years but their
effectiveness relies on early recognition and diagnosis of strokes. Friends and relatives of older
people, or those at higher risk of stroke, such as people with high blood pressure, should be
aware of the signs and symptoms of stroke listed in the box.
Confused behavior combined with headaches or vision problems are early warning signs, and if
noticed the sufferer should be encouraged to visit a doctor. In addition, there are a number of
simple home tests that may help identify a minor stroke:





Ask the person to smile. Minor strokes often cause minor paralysis. Look for an
uneven or drooping smile.
Ask the person to hold both arms out in front of her. Minor strokes often cause minor
weakness on one side. There may be damage or loss of sensation on one side. Look
for one arm drooping or shaking.
If you suspect signs of a stroke in a person who otherwise seems well, seek medical
advice quickly.

CASS ARRIETA
GENERAL ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS

Excavating and Trenching

Cass Arrieta
P.O. Box 309
El Cajon, CA 92022

Cass Arrieta
26035 Palomar Rd
Menifee, CA 92585

Phone: 619-590-0929
Fax:
619-590-1202

Phone: 951-928-2596
Fax:
951-928-8174

EXCAVATING AND TRENCHING

Annual Excavation Permit (Current Year)
NOTICE – Competent Person
Planning for Safe Excavation & Trenching
Article 6 - Excavations
Daily Trenching Log

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
DIVISION OF OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH

No:

2018- 901601

ANNUAL PERMIT
Permit Issued To
(Insert Contractor/Project Administrator’s Name, Address
and Telephone No.)

No.

Cass Construction Inc
Attn: Safety Mgr or Wes Wise
PO Box 309
El Cajon CA 92022-0309

Date

1/25/2018

Region

3

District

2

Tel.

(619) 767-2280

(619) 590-0929

Type of Permit

T1-ANNUAL TRENCH/EXCAVATION

Pursuant to Labor Code Sections 6500 and 6502, this Permit is issued to the above-named employer for the projects described below.
State Contractor’s License Number

Permit Valid through

298336

Description of Project

Location Address

City and County

January 25, 2019
Anticipated Dates
Starting
Completion

Various
Conditions of Issuance:

Statewide

Jan 25, 2018

Jan 25, 2019

This Permit is issued upon the following conditions:
1. That the work is performed by the same employer. If this is an annual permit the appropriate District Office shall be notified, in
writing, of dates and location of job site prior to commencement.
2. The employer will comply with all occupational safety and health standards or orders applicable to the above projects, and any
other lawful orders of the Division.
3. That if any unforeseen condition causes deviation from the plans or statements contained in the Permit Application Form the
employer will notify the Division immediately.
4. Any variation from the specification and assertions of the Permit Application Form or violation of safety orders may be cause
to revoke the permit.
5. This permit shall be posted at or near each place of employment as provided in 8 CCR 341.4
Received From

Wes Wise
Cash

X Check 683550

Received By

Permit Unit
Amount

$100.00

Date

1/25/18

Investigated by
Safety Engineer

Date

1/25/2018

Approved by
District Manager/Permit Unit

Date

PLANNING FOR SAFE EXCAVATION AND TRENCHING
EVALUATE SITE CONDITIONS


Existing & New Utilities - USA Digalert



Surface Encumbrances, Obstructions
Sidewalks, Paving, Signs, Lightpoles, etc.



Access / Egress
Ramps, Ladders, Hoists



Exposure to Traffic



Warning Systems
Barricades, Equipment Backup Alarms, Flagmen, etc.



Hazardous Atmospheres
methane, adjacent utilities (gaslines)



Water Accumulation in Trench



Stability of Adjacent Structures
Sidewalks, paving, buildings, vaults, etc.



Protection from Falling/Loose soil
Shoring Systems, Location of Spoil Piles



Fall Protection



DAILY INSPECTIONS BY COMPETENT PERSON
Daily OR as site conditions change

SOIL ANALYSIS


Type A Soils



Type B Soils - 1:1 maximum slope



Type C Soils - 1.5 : 1 maximum slope

PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS


Sloping & Benching



Shoring



Shields



Design By Engineer over 20’ Deep
“On Solid Ground” AGC Video - 3/98
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]^_ÿ̀KLa^bIÿIMbKcdL^MbIefÿghhÿeKLa^bIÿIMbKcdL^MbIeÿJi^Jÿ^LIÿhNb^JIPÿeNÿ^eÿJNÿbLI^JIÿ^ÿi^j^LPÿJNÿIckhNUIIeÿei^hh
dIÿLIcNlIPÿNLÿeKkkNLJIPmÿ^eÿMIbIee^LUmÿJNÿe^aInK^LPÿIckhNUIIef
]d_ÿ̀KdeKLa^bIÿOMeJ^hh^JONMef
]o_ÿpiIÿ^kkLNQOc^JIÿhNb^JONMÿNaÿeKdeKLa^bIÿOMeJ^hh^JONMemÿeKbiÿ^eÿeISILmÿJIhIkiNMImÿaKIhmÿIhIbJLObmÿS^JIL
hOMIemÿNLÿ^MUÿNJiILÿeKdeKLa^bIÿOMeJ^hh^JONMeÿJi^JÿLI^eNM^dhUÿc^UÿdIÿIQkIbJIPÿJNÿdIÿIMbNKMJILIPÿPKLOMn
IQb^l^JONMÿSNLqmÿei^hhÿdIÿPIJILcOMIPÿdUÿJiIÿIQb^l^JNLÿkLONLÿJNÿNkIMOMnÿ^MÿIQb^l^JONMf
]g_ÿrQb^l^JONMÿei^hhÿMNJÿbNccIMbIÿKMJOhs
ofÿpiIÿIQb^l^JONMÿ^LI^ÿi^eÿdIIMÿc^LqIPÿ^eÿekIbOaOIPÿOMÿtNlILMcIMJÿuNPIÿ̀IbJONMÿvwoxfwÿdUÿJiI
IQb^l^JNLyÿ^MP
wfÿpiIÿIQb^l^JNLÿi^eÿLIbIOlIPÿ^ÿkNeOJOlIÿLIekNMeIÿaLNcÿ^hhÿqMNSMÿNSMILzNkIL^JNLeÿNaÿeKdeKLa^bI
OMeJ^hh^JONMeÿSOJiOMÿJiIÿdNKMP^LOIeÿNaÿJiIÿkLNkNeIPÿkLN{IbJyÿJiNeIÿLIekNMeIeÿbNMaOLcÿJi^JÿJiI
NSMILzNkIL^JNLeÿi^lIÿhNb^JIPÿJiIOLÿOMeJ^hh^JONMemÿ^MPÿJiNeIÿLIekNMeIeÿIOJiILÿ^PlOeIÿJiIÿIQb^l^JNL
NaÿJiNeIÿhNb^JONMeÿNLÿ^PlOeIÿJiIÿIQb^l^JNLÿJi^JÿJiIÿNSMILzNkIL^JNLÿPNIeÿMNJÿNkIL^JIÿ^ÿeKdeKLa^bI
OMeJ^hh^JONMÿJi^JÿSNKhPÿdIÿ^aaIbJIPÿdUÿJiIÿkLNkNeIPÿIQb^l^JONMf
]|_ÿ}iIMÿJiIÿIQb^l^JONMÿOeÿkLNkNeIPÿSOJiOMÿo~ÿaIIJÿNaÿ^ÿiOniÿkLONLOJUÿeKdeKLa^bIÿOMeJ^hh^JONMmÿJiIÿIQb^l^JNL
ei^hhÿdIÿMNJOaOIPÿdUÿJiIÿa^bOhOJUÿNSMILzNkIL^JNLÿNaÿJiIÿIQOeJIMbIÿNaÿJiIÿiOniÿkLONLOJUÿeKdeKLa^bIÿOMeJ^hh^JONM
dIaNLIÿJiIÿhIn^hÿIQb^l^JONMÿeJ^LJÿP^JIÿ^MPÿJOcIÿOMÿ^bbNLP^MbIÿSOJiÿtNlILMcIMJÿuNPIÿ̀IbJONMÿvwoxfw]^_mÿ^MP
^MÿNMeOJIÿcIIJOMnÿOMlNhlOMnÿJiIÿIQb^l^JNLÿ^MPÿJiIÿeKdeKLa^bIÿOMeJ^hh^JONMÿNSMILzNkIL^JNLeÿLIkLIeIMJ^JOlI
ei^hhÿdIÿebiIPKhIPÿdUÿJiIÿIQb^l^JNLÿ^MPÿJiIÿNSMILzNkIL^JNLÿ^Jÿ^ÿcKJK^hhUÿ^nLIIPÿNMÿJOcIÿJNÿPIJILcOMIÿJiI
^bJONMÿNLÿ^bJOlOJOIeÿLITKOLIPÿJNÿlILOaUÿJiIÿhNb^JONMÿNaÿeKbiÿOMeJ^hh^JONMefÿOniÿkLONLOJUÿeKdeKLa^bIÿOMeJ^hh^JONMe
^LIÿiOniÿkLIeeKLIÿM^JKL^hÿn^eÿkOkIhOMIeÿSOJiÿMNLc^hÿNkIL^JOMnÿkLIeeKLIeÿnLI^JILÿJi^Mÿvoÿqgÿn^KnIÿ]x~
kfefOfnf_mÿkIJLNhIKcÿkOkIhOMIemÿkLIeeKLOjIPÿeIS^nIÿkOkIhOMIemÿbNMPKbJNLeÿNLÿb^dhIeÿJi^Jÿi^lIÿ^ÿkNJIMJO^hÿJN
nLNKMPÿNaÿx~m~~~ÿlNhJeÿNLÿcNLImÿNLÿi^j^LPNKeÿc^JILO^heÿkOkIhOMIeÿJi^Jÿ^LIÿkNJIMJO^hhUÿi^j^LPNKeÿJN
IckhNUIIemÿNLÿJiIÿkKdhObmÿOaÿP^c^nIPf
]u_ÿMhUÿTK^hOaOIPÿkILeNMeÿei^hhÿkILaNLcÿeKdeKLa^bIÿOMeJ^hh^JONMÿhNb^JOMnÿ^bJOlOJOIemÿ^MPÿ^hhÿeKbiÿ^bJOlOJOIe
ei^hhÿdIÿkILaNLcIPÿOMÿ^bbNLP^MbIÿSOJiÿJiOeÿeIbJONMÿ^MPÿtNlILMcIMJÿuNPIÿ̀IbJONMeÿvwoxÿJiLNKniÿvwoxff
ILeNMeÿSiNÿbNckhIJIÿ^ÿJL^OMOMnÿkLNnL^cÿOMÿ^bbNLP^MbIÿSOJiÿJiIÿLITKOLIcIMJeÿNaÿ̀IbJONMÿo~mÿM{KLUÿ^MP
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*+,-./012+,ÿ,=677ÿ67,2ÿB.ÿA6>.ÿ690.@ÿ.;.@8ÿ@61+ÿ,02@Aÿ2@ÿ20=.@ÿ=6E6@>ÿ1+/@.6,1+Hÿ2//C@@.+/.3ÿI=.,.
1+,-./012+,ÿ6@.ÿ2+78ÿ@.JC1@.>ÿG=.+ÿ.A-728..ÿ.:-2,C@.ÿ/6+ÿB.ÿ@.6,2+6B78ÿ6+01/1-60.>3
&K(ÿL=.@.ÿ0=.ÿ/2A-.0.+0ÿ-.@,2+ÿ91+>,ÿ.;1>.+/.ÿ29ÿ6ÿ,10C6012+ÿ0=60ÿ/2C7>ÿ@.,C70ÿ1+ÿ6ÿ-2,,1B7.ÿ/6;.D1+<
1+>1/6012+,ÿ29ÿ9617C@.ÿ29ÿ-@20./01;.ÿ,8,0.A,<ÿ=6E6@>2C,ÿ60A2,-=.@.,<ÿ2@ÿ20=.@ÿ=6E6@>2C,ÿ/2+>1012+,<ÿ.:-2,.>
.A-728..,ÿ,=677ÿB.ÿ@.A2;.>ÿ9@2Aÿ0=.ÿ=6E6@>2C,ÿ6@.6ÿC+017ÿ0=.ÿ+./.,,6@8ÿ-@./6C012+,ÿ=6;.ÿB..+ÿ06'.+ÿ02
.+,C@.ÿ0=.1@ÿ,69.083
&7(ÿM677ÿ-@20./012+3
&4(ÿL=.@.ÿ.A-728..,ÿ2@ÿ.JC1-A.+0ÿ6@.ÿ@.JC1@.>ÿ2@ÿ-.@A100.>ÿ02ÿ/@2,,ÿ2;.@ÿ.:/6;6012+,ÿ2;.@ÿND9..0ÿ1+ÿ>.-0=
6+>ÿG1>.@ÿ0=6+ÿOPÿ1+/=.,<ÿG67'G68,ÿ2@ÿB@1>H.,ÿG10=ÿ,06+>6@>ÿHC6@>@617,ÿ,=677ÿB.ÿ-@2;1>.>3
&K(ÿF>.JC60.ÿB6@@1.@ÿ-=8,1/67ÿ-@20./012+ÿ,=677ÿB.ÿ-@2;1>.>ÿ60ÿ677ÿ@.A20.78ÿ72/60.>ÿ.:/6;6012+,3ÿF77ÿG.77,<
-10,<ÿ,=690,<ÿ.0/3<ÿ,=677ÿB.ÿB6@@1/6>.>ÿ2@ÿ/2;.@.>3ÿQ-2+ÿ/2A-7.012+ÿ29ÿ.:-72@6012+ÿ6+>ÿ20=.@ÿ,1A176@
2-.@6012+,<ÿ0.A-2@6@8ÿG.77,<ÿ-10,<ÿ,=690,<ÿ.0/3<ÿ,=677ÿB.ÿB6/'9177.>3
R20.SÿFC0=2@108ÿ/10.>SÿT./012+ÿ4UK3O<ÿV6B2@ÿW2>.3ÿX.9.@.+/.SÿT./012+ÿ4UK3O<ÿV6B2@ÿW2>.Yÿ6+>ÿT./012+ÿUK4N<
Z2;.@+A.+0ÿW2>.3
[\]^_`a
43ÿX.-.67.@ÿ6+>ÿ+.Gÿ,./012+ÿ917.>ÿbDKODbKYÿ.99./01;.ÿ0=1@01.0=ÿ>68ÿ0=.@.690.@ÿ&X.H1,0.@ÿbK<ÿR23ÿOc(3ÿM2@ÿ-@12@
=1,02@8<ÿ,..ÿX.H1,0.@,ÿdc<ÿR23ÿK4YÿdU<ÿR23ÿOcYÿ6+>ÿdU<ÿR23ÿ4d3
K3ÿX.-.67.@ÿ6+>ÿ+.Gÿ,./012+ÿ917.>ÿbDKNDe4Yÿ2-.@601;.ÿeDKcDe4ÿ&X.H1,0.@ÿeK<ÿR23ÿ4O(3
O3ÿW=6+H.ÿG10=2C0ÿ@.HC7602@8ÿ.99./0ÿ6A.+>1+Hÿ,CB,./012+ÿ&=(&O(ÿ917.>ÿ4PDKKDeKÿ-C@,C6+0ÿ02ÿ,./012+ÿ4PP<ÿ0107.ÿ4<
W67192@+16ÿW2>.ÿ29ÿX.HC76012+,ÿ&X.H1,0.@ÿeK<ÿR23ÿUO(3
U3ÿFA.+>A.+0ÿ29ÿ,CB,./012+,ÿ&/(&K(ÿ6+>ÿ&7(&4(ÿ917.>ÿ4DKUDeUYÿ2-.@601;.ÿKDKODeUÿ&X.H1,0.@ÿeU<ÿR23ÿU(3
c3ÿW=6+H.ÿG10=2C0ÿ@.HC7602@8ÿ.99./0ÿ6A.+>1+Hÿ,CB,./012+ÿ&B(&K(ÿ917.>ÿKD4PDeUÿ-C@,C6+0ÿ02ÿ0107.ÿ4<ÿ,./012+ÿ4PP<
W67192@+16ÿW2>.ÿ29ÿX.HC76012+,ÿ&X.H1,0.@ÿeU<ÿR23ÿN(3
N3ÿf>102@167ÿ/2@@./012+ÿ@.,02@1+Hÿ6A.+>A.+0ÿ02ÿ,CB,./012+ÿ&7(&d(ÿ&X.H1,0.@ÿeU<ÿR23ÿ4N(3
d3ÿW=6+H.ÿG10=2C0ÿ@.HC7602@8ÿ.99./0ÿ6A.+>1+Hÿ,CB,./012+ÿ&7(&4(ÿ917.>ÿ44DODKPPUÿ-C@,C6+0ÿ02ÿ,./012+ÿ4PP<ÿ0107.ÿ4<
W67192@+16ÿW2>.ÿ29ÿX.HC76012+,ÿ&X.H1,0.@ÿKPPU<ÿR23ÿUc(3
b3ÿFA.+>A.+0ÿ29ÿ,CB,./012+,ÿ&B(D&B(&4(ÿ6+>ÿ&B(&K(D&U(ÿ6+>ÿ+.Gÿ,CB,./012+,ÿ&B(&4(&F(D&5(ÿ6+>ÿ&B(&c(ÿ917.>ÿOD4D
KPPdYÿ2-.@601;.ÿODO4DKPPdÿ&X.H1,0.@ÿKPPd<ÿR23ÿe(3
e3ÿR.Gÿ,CB,./012+ÿ&H(&O(ÿ917.>ÿcD4DKP4KYÿ2-.@601;.ÿcDO4DKP4Kÿ&X.H1,0.@ÿKP4K<ÿR23ÿ4b(3
ÿ
ÿ
Z2ÿg6/'ÿ02ÿF@01/7.ÿNÿI6B7.ÿ29ÿW2+0.+0,
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ÿ
,-./012345ÿ78ÿ9:;<35-/3=:;ÿ,1>43?ÿ@5A45<ÿ
B53=/C4ÿD8ÿEF/1G13=:;<
HIJKLMÿJNÿOMPIQÿÿ
RISÿTKILU
VWX7W8W8ÿY4Z-=54[4;3<ÿ>:5ÿ\5:34/3=G4ÿ,?<34[<8

]^_ÿ̀LNJIaJONMÿNbÿIcdeNUIIfÿOMÿIQa^g^JONMfh
ÿ
]i_ÿj^akÿIcdeNUIIÿOMÿ^MÿIQa^g^JONMÿfk^eeÿlIÿdLNJIaJIPÿbLNcÿa^gImOMfÿlUÿ^Mÿ^PITK^JIÿdLNJIaJOgIÿfUfJIc
PIfOnMIPÿOMÿ^aaNLP^MaIÿSOJkÿoIaJONMÿipqihi]l_ÿNLÿ]a_ÿIQaIdJÿSkIMr
ÿ
]s_ÿjQa^g^JONMfÿ^LIÿc^PIÿIMJOLIeUÿOMÿfJ^leIÿLNatuÿNL
ÿ
]v_ÿjQa^g^JONMfÿ^LIÿeIffÿJk^MÿpÿbIIJÿOMÿPIdJkÿ^MPÿIQ^cOM^JONMÿNbÿJkIÿnLNKMPÿlUÿ^ÿaNcdIJIMJÿdILfNM
dLNgOPIfÿMNÿOMPOa^JONMÿNbÿ^ÿdNJIMJO^eÿa^gImOMh
ÿ
]w_ÿ̀LNJIaJOgIÿfUfJIcfÿfk^eeÿk^gIÿJkIÿa^d^aOJUÿJNÿLIfOfJÿSOJkNKJÿb^OeKLIÿ^eeÿeN^PfÿJk^Jÿ^LIÿOMJIMPIPÿNLÿaNKeP
LI^fNM^leUÿlIÿIQdIaJIPÿJNÿlIÿ^ddeOIPÿNLÿJL^MfcOJJIPÿJNÿJkIÿfUfJIch
ÿ
]l_ÿxIfOnMÿNbÿfeNdOMnÿ^MPÿlIMakOMnÿfUfJIcfhÿykIÿfeNdIfÿ^MPÿaNMbOnKL^JONMfÿNbÿfeNdOMnÿ^MPÿlIMakOMnÿfUfJIcf
fk^eeÿlIÿfIeIaJIPÿ^MPÿaNMfJLKaJIPÿlUÿJkIÿIcdeNUILÿNLÿkOfÿPIfOnMIIÿ^MPÿfk^eeÿlIÿOMÿ^aaNLP^MaIÿSOJkÿJkI
LITKOLIcIMJfÿNbÿoIaJONMÿipqihi]l_]i_zÿoIaJONMÿipqihi]l_]w_zÿoIaJONMÿipqihi]l_]{_zÿNLÿoIaJONMÿipqihi]l_]q_zÿ^f
bNeeNSfr
ÿ
]i_ÿ|dJONMÿ]i_ÿmÿseeNS^leIÿaNMbOnKL^JONMfÿ^MPÿfeNdIfh
ÿ
]s_ÿjQa^g^JONMfÿfk^eeÿlIÿfeNdIPÿ^Jÿ^Mÿ^MneIÿMNJÿfJIIdILÿJk^MÿNMIÿ^MPÿNMImk^ebÿkNLO}NMJ^eÿJNÿNMIÿgILJOa^e
]{qÿPInLIIfÿcI^fKLIPÿbLNcÿJkIÿkNLO}NMJ^e_zÿKMeIffÿJkIÿIcdeNUILÿKfIfÿNMIÿNbÿJkIÿNJkILÿNdJONMfÿeOfJIP
lIeNSh
ÿ
]v_ÿoeNdIfÿfdIaObOIPÿOMÿoIaJONMÿipqihi]l_]i_]s_ÿfk^eeÿlIÿIQa^g^JIPÿJNÿbNLcÿaNMbOnKL^JONMfÿJk^Jÿ^LIÿOM
^aaNLP^MaIÿSOJkÿJkIÿfeNdIfÿfkNSMÿbNLÿyUdIÿ~ÿfNOeÿOMÿsddIMPOQÿvÿJNÿJkOfÿ^LJOaeIh
ÿ
]w_ÿ|dJONMÿ]w_ÿmÿxIJILcOM^JONMÿNbÿfeNdIfÿ^MPÿaNMbOnKL^JONMfÿKfOMnÿsddIMPOaIfÿsÿ^MPÿvhÿ^QOcKcÿ^eeNS^leI
feNdIfzÿ^MPÿ^eeNS^leIÿaNMbOnKL^JONMfÿbNLÿfeNdOMnÿ^MPÿlIMakOMnÿfUfJIcfzÿfk^eeÿlIÿPIJILcOMIPÿOMÿ^aaNLP^MaI
SOJkÿJkIÿaNMPOJONMfÿ^MPÿLITKOLIcIMJfÿfIJÿbNLJkÿOMÿsddIMPOaIfÿsÿ^MPÿvÿJNÿJkOfÿ^LJOaeIh
ÿ
]{_ÿ|dJONMÿ]{_ÿmÿxIfOnMfÿKfOMnÿNJkILÿJ^lKe^JIPÿP^J^h
ÿ
]s_ÿxIfOnMfÿNbÿfeNdOMnÿNLÿlIMakOMnÿfUfJIcfÿfk^eeÿlIÿfIeIaJIPÿbLNcÿ^MPÿlIÿOMÿ^aaNLP^MaIÿSOJkÿJ^lKe^JIP
P^J^zÿfKakÿ^fÿJ^leIfÿ^MPÿak^LJfh
ÿ
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()*ÿ,-.ÿ/01230/.4ÿ40/0ÿ5-033ÿ1.ÿ67ÿ896//.7ÿ:;9<ÿ074ÿ5-033ÿ67=324.ÿ033ÿ;:ÿ/-.ÿ:;33;867>?
ÿ
@AÿB4.7/6:6=0/6;7ÿ;:ÿ/-.ÿC090<./.95ÿ/-0/ÿ0::.=/ÿ/-.ÿ5.3.=/6;7ÿ;:ÿ0ÿ53;C67>ÿ;9ÿ1.7=-67>ÿ5D5/.<ÿ49087
:9;<ÿ52=-ÿ40/0E
ÿ
FAÿB4.7/6:6=0/6;7ÿ;:ÿ/-.ÿ36<6/5ÿ;:ÿ25.ÿ;:ÿ/-.ÿ40/0Gÿ/;ÿ67=324.ÿ/-.ÿ<0>76/24.ÿ074ÿ=;7:6>290/6;7ÿ;:ÿ53;C.5
4./.9<67.4ÿ/;ÿ1.ÿ50:.E
ÿ
HAÿIJC3070/;9Dÿ67:;9<0/6;7ÿ05ÿ<0Dÿ1.ÿ7.=.5509Dÿ/;ÿ064ÿ/-.ÿ25.9ÿ67ÿ<0K67>ÿ0ÿ=;99.=/ÿ5.3.=/6;7ÿ;:ÿ0
C9;/.=/6L.ÿ5D5/.<ÿ:9;<ÿ/-.ÿ40/0A
ÿ
MAÿN/ÿ3.05/ÿ;7.ÿ=;CDÿ;:ÿ/-.ÿ/01230/.4ÿ40/0ÿ8-6=-ÿ64.7/6:6.5ÿ/-.ÿ9.>65/.9.4ÿC9;:.556;703ÿ.7>67..9ÿ8-;
0CC9;L.4ÿ/-.ÿ40/0Gÿ5-033ÿ1.ÿ<067/067.4ÿ0/ÿ/-.ÿO;156/.ÿ42967>ÿ=;75/92=/6;7ÿ;:ÿ/-.ÿC9;/.=/6L.ÿ5D5/.<A
N:/.9ÿ/-0/ÿ/6<.ÿ/-.ÿ40/0ÿ<0Dÿ1.ÿ5/;9.4ÿ;::ÿ/-.ÿO;156/.Gÿ12/ÿ0ÿ=;CDÿ;:ÿ/-.ÿ40/0ÿ5-033ÿ1.ÿ<04.ÿ0L063013.ÿ/;
/-.ÿP6L656;7ÿ2C;7ÿ9.Q2.5/A
ÿ
(M*ÿRC/6;7ÿ(M*ÿSÿP.56>7ÿ1Dÿ0ÿ9.>65/.9.4ÿC9;:.556;703ÿ.7>67..9A
ÿ
(N*ÿT3;C67>ÿ074ÿ1.7=-67>ÿ5D5/.<5ÿ7;/ÿ2/636U67>ÿRC/6;7ÿ(@*ÿ;9ÿRC/6;7ÿ(F*ÿ;9ÿRC/6;7ÿ(H*ÿ274.9ÿT.=/6;7
@VM@A@(1*ÿ5-033ÿ1.ÿ5/0<C.4ÿ074ÿ56>7.4ÿ1Dÿ0ÿ9.>65/.9.4ÿC9;:.556;703ÿ.7>67..9A
ÿ
()*ÿP.56>75ÿ5-033ÿ1.ÿ67ÿ896//.7ÿ:;9<ÿ074ÿ5-033ÿ67=324.ÿ0/ÿ3.05/ÿ/-.ÿ:;33;867>?
ÿ
@Aÿ,-.ÿ<0>76/24.ÿ;:ÿ/-.ÿ53;C.5ÿ/-0/ÿ8.9.ÿ4./.9<67.4ÿ/;ÿ1.ÿ50:.ÿ:;9ÿ/-.ÿC09/6=2309ÿC9;O.=/E
ÿ
FAÿ,-.ÿ=;7:6>290/6;75ÿ/-0/ÿ8.9.ÿ4./.9<67.4ÿ/;ÿ1.ÿ50:.ÿ:;9ÿ/-.ÿC09/6=2309ÿC9;O.=/E
ÿ
HAÿ,-.ÿ64.7/6/Dÿ;:ÿ/-.ÿ9.>65/.9.4ÿC9;:.556;703ÿ.7>67..9ÿ0CC9;L67>ÿ/-.ÿ4.56>7A
ÿ
(W*ÿN/ÿ3.05/ÿ;7.ÿ=;CDÿ;:ÿ/-.ÿ4.56>7ÿ5-033ÿ1.ÿ<067/067.4ÿ0/ÿ/-.ÿO;156/.ÿ8-63.ÿ/-.ÿ53;C.ÿ65ÿ1.67>ÿ=;75/92=/.4A
N:/.9ÿ/-0/ÿ/6<.ÿ/-.ÿ4.56>7ÿ7..4ÿ7;/ÿ1.ÿ0/ÿ/-.ÿO;156/.Gÿ12/ÿ0ÿ=;CDÿ5-033ÿ1.ÿ<04.ÿ0L063013.ÿ/;ÿ/-.ÿP6L656;7
2C;7ÿ9.Q2.5/A
ÿ
(=*ÿP.56>7ÿ;:ÿ52CC;9/ÿ5D5/.<5Gÿ5-6.34ÿ5D5/.<5Gÿ074ÿ;/-.9ÿC9;/.=/6L.ÿ5D5/.<5AÿP.56>75ÿ;:ÿ52CC;9/ÿ5D5/.<5Gÿ5-6.34
5D5/.<5Gÿ074ÿ;/-.9ÿC9;/.=/6L.ÿ5D5/.<5ÿ5-033ÿ1.ÿ5.3.=/.4ÿ074ÿ=;75/92=/.4ÿ1Dÿ/-.ÿ.<C3;D.9ÿ;9ÿ-65ÿ4.56>7..ÿ074
5-033ÿ1.ÿ67ÿ0==;9407=.ÿ86/-ÿ/-.ÿ9.Q269.<.7/5ÿ;:ÿT.=/6;7ÿ@VM@A@(=*(@*Eÿ;9Gÿ67ÿ/-.ÿ03/.970/6L.GÿT.=/6;7ÿ@VM@A@(=*(F*E
;9Gÿ67ÿ/-.ÿ03/.970/6L.GÿT.=/6;7ÿ@VM@A@(=*(H*Eÿ;9Gÿ67ÿ/-.ÿ03/.970/6L.GÿT.=/6;7ÿ@VM@A@(=*(M*ÿ05ÿ:;33;85?
ÿ
(@*ÿRC/6;7ÿ(@*ÿSÿP.56>75ÿ2567>ÿNCC.746=.5ÿNGÿWÿ074ÿPAÿP.56>75ÿ:;9ÿ/6<1.9ÿ5-;967>ÿ67ÿ/9.7=-.5ÿ5-033ÿ1.
4./.9<67.4ÿ67ÿ0==;9407=.ÿ86/-ÿ/-.ÿ=;746/6;75ÿ074ÿ9.Q269.<.7/5ÿ5./ÿ:;9/-ÿ67ÿNCC.746=.5ÿNÿ074ÿWÿ/;ÿ/-65
09/6=3.AÿP.56>75ÿ:;9ÿ032<672<ÿ-D490236=ÿ5-;967>ÿ5-033ÿ1.ÿ67ÿ0==;9407=.ÿ86/-ÿT.=/6;7ÿ@VM@A@(=*(F*Gÿ12/ÿ6:
<072:0=/29.9X5ÿ/01230/.4ÿ40/0ÿ=077;/ÿ1.ÿ2/636U.4Gÿ4.56>75ÿ5-033ÿ1.ÿ67ÿ0==;9407=.ÿ86/-ÿNCC.746JÿPA
ÿ
(F*ÿRC/6;7ÿ(F*ÿSÿP.56>75ÿY567>ÿZ072:0=/29.9X5ÿ,01230/.4ÿP0/0A
ÿ
(N*ÿP.56>7ÿ;:ÿ52CC;9/ÿ5D5/.<5Gÿ5-6.34ÿ5D5/.<5Gÿ;9ÿ;/-.9ÿC9;/.=/6L.ÿ5D5/.<5ÿ/-0/ÿ09.ÿ49087ÿ:9;<
<072:0=/29.9X5ÿ/01230/.4ÿ40/0ÿ5-033ÿ1.ÿ67ÿ0==;9407=.ÿ86/-ÿ033ÿ5C.=6:6=0/6;75Gÿ9.=;<<.740/6;75Gÿ074
36<6/0/6;75ÿ6552.4ÿ;9ÿ<04.ÿ1Dÿ/-.ÿ<072:0=/29.9A
ÿ
()*ÿP.L60/6;7ÿ:9;<ÿ/-.ÿ5C.=6:6=0/6;75Gÿ9.=;<<.740/6;75Gÿ074ÿ36<6/0/6;75ÿ6552.4ÿ;9ÿ<04.ÿ1Dÿ/-.
<072:0=/29.9ÿ5-033ÿ;73Dÿ1.ÿ033;8.4ÿ0:/.9ÿ/-.ÿ<072:0=/29.9ÿ6552.5ÿ5C.=6:6=ÿ896//.7ÿ0CC9;L03A
ÿ
(W*ÿZ072:0=/29.9X5ÿ5C.=6:6=0/6;75Gÿ9.=;<<.740/6;75Gÿ074ÿ36<6/0/6;75Gÿ074ÿ<072:0=/29.9X5ÿ0CC9;L03ÿ/;
4.L60/.ÿ:9;<ÿ/-.ÿ5C.=6:6=0/6;75Gÿ9.=;<<.740/6;75Gÿ074ÿ36<6/0/6;75ÿ5-033ÿ1.ÿ67ÿ896//.7ÿ:;9<ÿ0/ÿ/-.ÿO;156/.
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)*+,-.ÿ01-23+*03,1-ÿ14ÿ356ÿ7+13603,86ÿ29236:;ÿ<436+ÿ35=3ÿ3,:6ÿ35,2ÿ)=3=ÿ:=9ÿ>6ÿ231+6)ÿ144ÿ356ÿ?1>2,36@ÿ>*3ÿ=
0179ÿ25=AAÿ>6ÿ:=)6ÿ=8=,A=>A6ÿ31ÿ356ÿB,8,2,1-ÿ*71-ÿ+6C*623;
ÿ
DEFÿG73,1-ÿDEFÿHÿB62,.-2ÿ*2,-.ÿ1356+ÿ3=>*A=36)ÿ)=3=;
ÿ
D<FÿB62,.-2ÿ14ÿ2*771+3ÿ29236:2@ÿ25,6A)ÿ29236:2@ÿ1+ÿ1356+ÿ7+13603,86ÿ29236:2ÿ25=AAÿ>6ÿ26A6036)ÿ4+1:ÿ=-)ÿ>6
,-ÿ=001+)=-06ÿI,35ÿ3=>*A=36)ÿ)=3=@ÿ2*05ÿ=2ÿ3=>A62ÿ=-)ÿ05=+32;
ÿ
DJFÿK56ÿ3=>*A=36)ÿ)=3=ÿ25=AAÿ>6ÿ,-ÿI+,336-ÿ41+:ÿ=-)ÿ,-0A*)6ÿ=AAÿ14ÿ356ÿ41AA1I,-.L
ÿ
M;ÿN)6-3,4,0=3,1-ÿ14ÿ356ÿ7=+=:636+2ÿ35=3ÿ=44603ÿ356ÿ26A603,1-ÿ14ÿ=ÿ7+13603,86ÿ29236:ÿ)+=I-ÿ4+1:ÿ2*05
)=3=O
ÿ
P;ÿN)6-3,4,0=3,1-ÿ14ÿ356ÿA,:,32ÿ14ÿ*26ÿ14ÿ356ÿ)=3=O
ÿ
E;ÿQR7A=-=31+9ÿ,-41+:=3,1-ÿ=2ÿ:=9ÿ>6ÿ-60622=+9ÿ31ÿ=,)ÿ356ÿ*26+ÿ,-ÿ:=S,-.ÿ=ÿ01++603ÿ26A603,1-ÿ14ÿ=
7+13603,86ÿ29236:ÿ4+1:ÿ356ÿ)=3=;
ÿ
DTFÿ<3ÿA6=23ÿ1-6ÿ0179ÿ14ÿ356ÿ3=>*A=36)ÿ)=3=@ÿI5,05ÿ,)6-3,4,62ÿ356ÿ+6.,236+6)ÿ7+14622,1-=Aÿ6-.,-66+ÿI51
=77+186)ÿ356ÿ)=3=@ÿ25=AAÿ>6ÿ:=,-3=,-6)ÿ=3ÿ356ÿ?1>2,36ÿ)*+,-.ÿ01-23+*03,1-ÿ14ÿ356ÿ7+13603,86ÿ29236:;ÿ<436+
35=3ÿ3,:6ÿ356ÿ)=3=ÿ:=9ÿ>6ÿ231+6)ÿ144ÿ356ÿ?1>2,36@ÿ>*3ÿ=ÿ0179ÿ14ÿ356ÿ)=3=ÿ25=AAÿ>6ÿ:=)6ÿ=8=,A=>A6ÿ31ÿ356
B,8,2,1-ÿ*71-ÿ+6C*623;
ÿ
DUFÿG73,1-ÿDUFÿHÿB62,.-ÿ>9ÿ=ÿ+6.,236+6)ÿ7+14622,1-=Aÿ6-.,-66+;
ÿ
D<FÿV*771+3ÿ29236:2@ÿ25,6A)ÿ29236:2@ÿ=-)ÿ1356+ÿ7+13603,86ÿ29236:2ÿ-13ÿ*3,A,W,-.ÿG73,1-ÿM@ÿG73,1-ÿP@ÿ1+
G73,1-ÿE@ÿ=>186@ÿ25=AAÿ>6ÿ=77+186)ÿ>9ÿ=ÿ+6.,236+6)ÿ7+14622,1-=Aÿ6-.,-66+;
ÿ
DJFÿB62,.-2ÿ25=AAÿ>6ÿ,-ÿI+,336-ÿ41+:ÿ=-)ÿ25=AAÿ,-0A*)6ÿ356ÿ41AA1I,-.L
ÿ
M;ÿ<ÿ7A=-ÿ,-),0=3,-.ÿ356ÿ2,W62@ÿ39762@ÿ=-)ÿ01-4,.*+=3,1-2ÿ14ÿ356ÿ:=36+,=A2ÿ31ÿ>6ÿ*26)ÿ,-ÿ356ÿ7+13603,86
29236:Oÿ=-)
ÿ
P;ÿK56ÿ,)6-3,39ÿ14ÿ356ÿ+6.,236+6)ÿ7+14622,1-=Aÿ6-.,-66+ÿ=77+18,-.ÿ356ÿ)62,.-;
ÿ
DTFÿ<3ÿA6=23ÿ1-6ÿ0179ÿ14ÿ356ÿ)62,.-ÿ25=AAÿ>6ÿ:=,-3=,-6)ÿ=3ÿ356ÿ?1>2,36ÿ)*+,-.ÿ01-23+*03,1-ÿ14ÿ356ÿ7+13603,86
29236:;ÿ<436+ÿ35=3ÿ3,:6@ÿ356ÿ)62,.-ÿ:=9ÿ>6ÿ231+6)ÿ144ÿ356ÿ?1>2,36@ÿ>*3ÿ=ÿ0179ÿ14ÿ356ÿ)62,.-ÿ25=AAÿ>6ÿ:=)6
=8=,A=>A6ÿ31ÿ356ÿB,8,2,1-ÿ*71-ÿ+6C*623;
ÿ
D)FÿX=36+,=A2ÿ=-)ÿ6C*,7:6-3;
ÿ
DMFÿX=36+,=A2ÿ=-)ÿ6C*,7:6-3ÿ*26)ÿ41+ÿ7+13603,86ÿ29236:2ÿ25=AAÿ>6ÿ4+66ÿ4+1:ÿ)=:=.6ÿ1+ÿ)646032ÿ35=3ÿ:,.53
,:7=,+ÿ356,+ÿ7+176+ÿ4*-03,1-;
ÿ
DPFÿX=-*4=03*+6)ÿ:=36+,=A2ÿ=-)ÿ6C*,7:6-3ÿ*26)ÿ41+ÿ7+13603,86ÿ29236:2ÿ25=AAÿ>6ÿ*26)ÿ=-)ÿ:=,-3=,-6)ÿ,-ÿ=
:=--6+ÿ35=3ÿ,2ÿ01-2,236-3ÿI,35ÿ356ÿ+601::6-)=3,1-2ÿ14ÿ356ÿ:=-*4=03*+6+@ÿ=-)ÿ,-ÿ=ÿ:=--6+ÿ35=3ÿI,AAÿ7+686-3
6:7A1966ÿ6R712*+6ÿ31ÿ5=W=+)2;
ÿ
DEFÿY56-ÿ:=36+,=Aÿ1+ÿ6C*,7:6-3ÿ35=3ÿ,2ÿ*26)ÿ41+ÿ7+13603,86ÿ29236:2ÿ,2ÿ)=:=.6)@ÿ=ÿ01:7636-3ÿ76+21-ÿ25=AA
6R=:,-6ÿ356ÿ:=36+,=Aÿ1+ÿ6C*,7:6-3ÿ=-)ÿ68=A*=36ÿ,32ÿ2*,3=>,A,39ÿ41+ÿ01-3,-*6)ÿ*26;ÿN4ÿ356ÿ01:7636-3ÿ76+210=--13ÿ=22*+6ÿ356ÿ:=36+,=Aÿ1+ÿ6C*,7:6-3ÿ,2ÿ=>A6ÿ31ÿ2*771+3ÿ356ÿ,-36-)6)ÿA1=)2ÿ1+ÿ,2ÿ1356+I,26ÿ2*,3=>A6ÿ41+ÿ2=46
*26@ÿ356-ÿ2*05ÿ:=36+,=Aÿ1+ÿ6C*,7:6-3ÿ25=AAÿ>6ÿ+6:186)ÿ4+1:ÿ26+8,06@ÿ=-)ÿ25=AAÿ>6ÿ68=A*=36)ÿ=-)ÿ=77+186)ÿ>9
=ÿ+6.,236+6)ÿ7+14622,1-=Aÿ6-.,-66+ÿ>641+6ÿ>6,-.ÿ+63*+-6)ÿ31ÿ26+8,06;
ÿ
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()*ÿ,-./0110/23-ÿ0-4ÿ5)63701ÿ38ÿ.9::35/.;
ÿ
(<*ÿ=)-)501;
ÿ
(>*ÿ?)6@)5.ÿ38ÿ.9::35/ÿ.A./)6.ÿ.B011ÿ@)ÿ.)C95)1AÿC3--)C/)4ÿ/3D)/B)5ÿ/3ÿ:5)7)-/ÿ.1242-DEÿ80112-DE
F2CF39/.Eÿ35ÿ3/B)5ÿ:5)42C/0@1)ÿ802195);
ÿ
(G*ÿH9::35/ÿ.A./)6.ÿ.B011ÿ@)ÿ2-./011)4ÿ0-4ÿ5)637)4ÿ2-ÿ0ÿ60--)5ÿ/B0/ÿ:53/)C/.ÿ)6:13A)).ÿ8536ÿC07)I2-.E
./59C/9501ÿC3110:.).Eÿ35ÿ8536ÿ@)2-Dÿ./59CFÿ@Aÿ6)6@)5.ÿ38ÿ/B)ÿ.9::35/ÿ.A./)6;
ÿ
(J*ÿ,-42724901ÿ6)6@)5.ÿ38ÿ.9::35/ÿ.A./)6.ÿ.B011ÿ-3/ÿ@)ÿ.9@K)C/)4ÿ/3ÿ1304.ÿ)LC))42-Dÿ/B3.)ÿMB2CBÿ/B3.)
6)6@)5.ÿM)5)ÿ4).2D-)4ÿ/3ÿM2/B./0-4;
ÿ
(N*ÿG)835)ÿ/)6:3505Aÿ5)63701ÿ38ÿ2-42724901ÿ6)6@)5.ÿ@)D2-.Eÿ0442/23-01ÿ:5)C09/23-.ÿ.B011ÿ@)ÿ/0F)-ÿ/3
)-.95)ÿ/B)ÿ.08)/Aÿ38ÿ)6:13A)).Eÿ.9CBÿ0.ÿ2-./0112-Dÿ3/B)5ÿ./59C/9501ÿ6)6@)5.ÿ/3ÿC055Aÿ/B)ÿ1304.ÿ26:3.)4ÿ3/B)ÿ.9::35/ÿ.A./)6;
ÿ
(O*ÿP)63701ÿ.B011ÿ@)D2-ÿ0/Eÿ0-4ÿ:53D5)..ÿ8536Eÿ/B)ÿ@3//36ÿ38ÿ/B)ÿ)LC070/23-;ÿ?)6@)5.ÿ.B011ÿ@)ÿ5)1)0.)4
.13M1Aÿ.3ÿ0.ÿ/3ÿ-3/)ÿ0-Aÿ2-42C0/23-ÿ38ÿ:3..2@1)ÿ802195)ÿ38ÿ/B)ÿ5)602-2-Dÿ6)6@)5.ÿ38ÿ/B)ÿ./59C/95)ÿ35
:3..2@1)ÿC07)I2-ÿ38ÿ/B)ÿ.24).ÿ38ÿ/B)ÿ)LC070/23-;
ÿ
(Q*ÿG0CF82112-Dÿ.B011ÿ:53D5)..ÿ/3D)/B)5ÿM2/Bÿ/B)ÿ5)63701ÿ38ÿ.9::35/ÿ.A./)6.ÿ8536ÿ)LC070/23-.;
ÿ
(R*ÿ>442/23-01ÿ5)S925)6)-/.ÿ835ÿ.9::35/ÿ.A./)6.ÿ835ÿ/5)-CBÿ)LC070/23-.;
ÿ
(>*ÿOLC070/23-ÿ38ÿ60/)5201ÿ/3ÿ0ÿ1)7)1ÿ-3ÿD5)0/)5ÿ/B0-ÿRÿ8))/ÿ@)13Mÿ/B)ÿ@3//36ÿ38ÿ/B)ÿ6)6@)5.ÿ38ÿ0ÿ.9::35/
.A./)6ÿ.B011ÿ@)ÿ:)562//)4Eÿ@9/ÿ3-1Aÿ28ÿ/B)ÿ.A./)6ÿ2.ÿ4).2D-)4ÿ/3ÿ5).2./ÿ/B)ÿ835C).ÿC01C910/)4ÿ835ÿ/B)ÿ8911
4):/Bÿ38ÿ/B)ÿ/5)-CBEÿ0-4ÿ/B)5)ÿ05)ÿ-3ÿ2-42C0/23-.ÿMB21)ÿ/B)ÿ/5)-CBÿ2.ÿ3:)-ÿ38ÿ0ÿ:3..2@1)ÿ13..ÿ38ÿ.321ÿ8536
@)B2-4ÿ35ÿ@)13Mÿ/B)ÿ@3//36ÿ38ÿ/B)ÿ.9::35/ÿ.A./)6;
ÿ
(G*ÿ,-./0110/23-ÿ38ÿ0ÿ.9::35/ÿ.A./)6ÿ.B011ÿ@)ÿC13.)1AÿC33542-0/)4ÿM2/Bÿ/B)ÿ)LC070/23-ÿ38ÿ/5)-CB).;
ÿ
(8*ÿH13:2-Dÿ0-4ÿ@)-CB2-Dÿ.A./)6.;ÿO6:13A)).ÿ.B011ÿ-3/ÿ@)ÿ:)562//)4ÿ/3ÿM35Fÿ3-ÿ/B)ÿ80C).ÿ38ÿ.13:)4ÿ35ÿ@)-CB)4
)LC070/23-.ÿ0/ÿ1)7)1.ÿ0@37)ÿ3/B)5ÿ)6:13A)).ÿ)LC):/ÿMB)-ÿ)6:13A)).ÿ0/ÿ/B)ÿ13M)5ÿ1)7)1.ÿ05)ÿ04)S90/)1Aÿ:53/)C/)4
8536ÿ/B)ÿB0T054ÿ38ÿ80112-DEÿ53112-DEÿ35ÿ.1242-Dÿ60/)5201ÿ35ÿ)S92:6)-/;
ÿ
(D*ÿHB2)14ÿ.A./)6.;
ÿ
(<*ÿ=)-)501;
ÿ
(>*ÿHB2)14ÿ.A./)6.ÿ.B011ÿ-3/ÿ@)ÿ.9@K)C/)4ÿ/3ÿ1304.ÿ)LC))42-Dÿ/B3.)ÿMB2CBÿ/B)ÿ.A./)6ÿM0.ÿ4).2D-)4ÿ/3
M2/B./0-4;
ÿ
(G*ÿHB2)14.ÿ.B011ÿ@)ÿ2-./011)4ÿ2-ÿ0ÿ60--)5ÿ/3ÿ5)./52C/ÿ10/)501ÿ35ÿ3/B)5ÿB0T05439.ÿ637)6)-/ÿ38ÿ/B)ÿ.B2)14ÿ2/B)ÿ)7)-/ÿ38ÿ/B)ÿ0::12C0/23-ÿ38ÿ.944)-ÿ10/)501ÿ1304.;
ÿ
(J*ÿO6:13A)).ÿ.B011ÿ@)ÿ:53/)C/)4ÿ8536ÿ/B)ÿB0T054ÿ38ÿC07)I2-.ÿMB)-ÿ)-/)52-Dÿ35ÿ)L2/2-Dÿ/B)ÿ05)0.
:53/)C/)4ÿ@Aÿ.B2)14.;
ÿ
(N*ÿO6:13A)).ÿ.B011ÿ-3/ÿ@)ÿ0113M)4ÿ2-ÿ.B2)14.ÿMB)-ÿ.B2)14.ÿ05)ÿ@)2-Dÿ2-./011)4Eÿ5)637)4Eÿ35ÿ637)4
7)5/2C011A;
ÿ
(R*ÿ>442/23-01ÿ5)S925)6)-/.ÿ835ÿ.B2)14ÿ.A./)6.ÿ9.)4ÿ2-ÿ/5)-CBÿ)LC070/23-.;ÿUB)ÿ.24).ÿ38ÿ/B)ÿ.B2)14ÿ.B011
)L/)-4ÿ0ÿ62-2696ÿ38ÿ<Vÿ2-CB).ÿ0@37)ÿ/B)ÿ7)5/2C01ÿM011.ÿ38ÿC36:39-4ÿ)LC070/23-.ÿ0.ÿ.B3M-ÿ2-ÿ>::)-42LÿGE
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()*+,-.ÿ0123ÿ01245ÿ678ÿ012494ÿ:7ÿ;-,<)=6>>?ÿ=+<ÿ<,-7=@-.3ÿ<@-ÿ.@)->8ÿ.@6>>ÿ-A<-78ÿ<Bÿ6<ÿ>-6.<ÿ<@-ÿ=6<=@ÿCB)7<ÿB(
<@-ÿ<,-7=@4ÿDA=6;6<)B7.ÿB(ÿ-6,<@ÿE6<-,)6>ÿ<Bÿ6ÿ>-;->ÿ7B<ÿ*,-6<-,ÿ<@67ÿ5ÿ(--<ÿF->BGÿ<@-ÿFB<<BEÿB(ÿ6ÿ.@)->8ÿ.@6>>
F-ÿC-,E)<<-83ÿF+<ÿB7>?ÿ)(ÿ<@-ÿ.@)->8ÿ).ÿ8-.)*7-8ÿ<Bÿ,-.).<ÿ<@-ÿ(B,=-.ÿ=6>=+>6<-8ÿ(B,ÿ<@-ÿ(+>>ÿ8-C<@ÿB(ÿ<@-ÿ<,-7=@3
678ÿ<@-,-ÿ6,-ÿ7Bÿ)78)=6<)B7.ÿG@)>-ÿ<@-ÿ<,-7=@ÿ).ÿBC-7ÿB(ÿ6ÿCB..)F>-ÿ>B..ÿB(ÿ.B)>ÿ(,BEÿF-@)78ÿB,ÿF->BGÿ<@FB<<BEÿB(ÿ<@-ÿ.@)->84
ÿ
H@IÿJC,)*@<.ÿ.@6>>ÿ-A<-78ÿ<Bÿ<@-ÿ<BCÿB(ÿ<@-ÿ<,-7=@ÿG)<@ÿ<@-ÿ>BG-,ÿ-78ÿB(ÿ<@-ÿ+C,)*@<ÿ7B<ÿEB,-ÿ<@67ÿ5ÿ(--<ÿ(,BEÿ<@FB<<BEÿB(ÿ<@-ÿ<,-7=@4
ÿ
KB<-LÿM+<@B,)<?ÿ=)<-8LÿN-=<)B7ÿ2O5493ÿP6FB,ÿQB8-4ÿR-(-,-7=-LÿN-=<)B7ÿ2O5493ÿP6FB,ÿQB8-4
ÿ
STNU:RV
ÿ
24ÿK-Gÿ.-=<)B7ÿ)7=>+8)7*ÿMCC-78)=-.ÿM1Wÿ()>-8ÿX15Y1Z2[ÿBC-,6<);-ÿZ15\1Z2ÿHR-*).<-,ÿZ53ÿKB4ÿ29I4
ÿ
54ÿQ@67*-ÿG)<@B+<ÿ,-*+>6<B,?ÿ-((-=<ÿ6E-78)7*ÿMCC-78)Aÿ03ÿ.+F.-=<)B7ÿH=IH9IHQIÿ()>-8ÿY15Z1Z5[ÿBC-,6<);-ÿ]15Z1
Z5ÿC+,.+67<ÿ<Bÿ.-=<)B7ÿ2^^3ÿ<)<>-ÿ23ÿQ6>)(B,7)6ÿQB8-ÿB(ÿR-*+>6<)B7.ÿHR-*).<-,ÿZ53ÿKB4ÿ5]I4
ÿ
94ÿQ@67*-ÿG)<@B+<ÿ,-*+>6<B,?ÿ-((-=<ÿ6E-78)7*ÿMCC-78)AÿM3ÿ.+F.-=<)B7ÿHFI3ÿNB)>ÿ=>6..)()=6<)B7ÿ.?.<-Eÿ()>-8ÿ2^1
551Z5ÿC+,.+67<ÿ<Bÿ.-=<)B7ÿ2^^3ÿ<)<>-ÿ23ÿQ6>)(B,7)6ÿQB8-ÿB(ÿR-*+>6<)B7.ÿHR-*).<-,ÿZ53ÿKB4ÿO9I4
ÿ
O4ÿQ@67*-ÿG)<@B+<ÿ,-*+>6<B,?ÿ-((-=<ÿ6E-78)7*ÿ.+F.-=<)B7ÿHFIH2IH0Iÿ()>-8ÿ2512X1Z\ÿC+,.+67<ÿ<Bÿ.-=<)B7ÿ2^^3ÿ<)<>23ÿQ6>)(B,7)6ÿQB8-ÿB(ÿR-*+>6<)B7.ÿHR-*).<-,ÿZ\3ÿKB4ÿ\2I4
ÿ
\4ÿD8)<B,)6>ÿ=B,,-=<)B7ÿ,-.<B,)7*ÿ.+F.-=<)B7ÿH*IH2IHMIÿHR-*).<-,ÿZ]3ÿKB4ÿYI4
ÿ
Y4ÿME-78E-7<ÿB(ÿ.+F.-=<)B7.ÿHFIÿ678ÿHFIHOIHMI3ÿ7-Gÿ.+F.-=<)B7ÿH*IH2IHMI3ÿ678ÿ6E-78E-7<ÿB(ÿ.+F.-=<)B7ÿH*IH5I
()>-8ÿ91\1Z][ÿBC-,6<);-ÿO1O1Z]ÿHR-*).<-,ÿZ]3ÿKB4ÿ2^I4
ÿ
]4ÿK-Gÿ.+F.-=<)B7ÿH@Iÿ678ÿ6E-78E-7<ÿB(ÿMCC-78)Aÿ_3ÿ.+F.-=<)B7ÿH*IH]Iÿ()>-8ÿO1Z15^^2[ÿBC-,6<);-ÿ\1Z15^^2
HR-*).<-,ÿ5^^23ÿKB4ÿ2\I4
ÿ
X4ÿQ@67*-ÿG)<@B+<ÿ,-*+>6<B,?ÿ-((-=<ÿ=>6,)(?)7*ÿ*,6C@)=.ÿ)7ÿMCC-78)=-.ÿ0ÿ678ÿDÿ()>-8ÿ]12O15^^XÿC+,.+67<ÿ<B
.-=<)B7ÿ2^^3ÿ<)<>-ÿ23ÿQ6>)(B,7)6ÿQB8-ÿB(ÿR-*+>6<)B7.ÿHR-*).<-,ÿ5^^X3ÿKB4ÿ5ZI4
ÿ
Z4ÿD8)<B,)6>ÿ=B,,-=<)B7ÿB(ÿMCC-78)AÿM3ÿ.+F.-=<)B7ÿH8IH2IH0IÿHR-*).<-,ÿ5^2^3ÿKB4ÿ9OI4
ÿ
2^4ÿD8)<B,)6>ÿ=B,,-=<)B7ÿB(ÿMCC-78)AÿM3ÿ.+F.-=<)B7ÿH8IH5IHDI54ÿHR-*).<-,ÿ5^2^3ÿKB4ÿ\^I4
ÿ
224ÿQ@67*-ÿG)<@B+<ÿ,-*+>6<B,?ÿ-((-=<ÿ6E-78)7*ÿMCC-78)AÿM3ÿ.+F.-=<)B7ÿH8IH5IH0Iÿ()>-8ÿ2512515^22ÿC+,.+67<ÿ<B
.-=<)B7ÿ2^^3ÿ<)<>-ÿ23ÿQ6>)(B,7)6ÿQB8-ÿB(ÿR-*+>6<)B7.ÿHR-*).<-,ÿ5^223ÿKB4ÿ\^I4
ÿ
ÿ
MCC-78)AÿMÿ
MCC-78)Aÿ0ÿ
MCC-78)AÿQÿ
MCC-78)Aÿ_ÿ
MCC-78)AÿDÿ
MCC-78)AÿW
`Bÿ06=aÿ<BÿM,<)=>-ÿYÿU6F>-ÿB(ÿQB7<-7<.
ÿ
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&ÿ 8ÿÿ$ !ÿÿ ÿ&8ÿ+"ÿ&ÿ,$8ÿ ÿ-89ÿ98ÿ ÿÿ(+ÿÿ8
(((8 !ÿ&ÿ98ÿ8ÿ ÿ&ÿ!ÿ ÿ&ÿÿ8ÿ ÿ$8ÿ ÿ(8 8"ÿÿ8
&8ÿ&ÿ 8ÿÿ ÿ ÿ88ÿÿ99ÿ98ÿ8ÿ&$'11(((8 !1)$+198&9

ÿ
./01234567ÿ9:ÿ;<=>57/15?<=ÿ.3@65AÿB7C67>ÿ
D75?1E6ÿF:ÿGH13I35?<=>
JKLMNOÿLPÿQORKSÿÿ
TKUÿVMKNW

XYZ9Y:Y:ÿ[6\/?76]6=5>ÿ@<7ÿ^7<5615?I6ÿ.A>56]>_ÿD446=C?HÿD

ÿ

`PQaÿbacddQeQfcLQPO
ÿ
gchÿ̀fPiKÿcORÿciiaQfcLQPOj
ÿ
gkhÿ̀fPiKjÿlmQdÿciiKORQSÿRKdfNQnKdÿcÿoKLmPRÿPeÿfacddQeWQOpÿdPQaÿcORÿNPfqÿRKiPdQLdÿncdKRÿPOÿdQLKÿcOR
KOrQNPOoKOLcaÿfPORQLQPOdsÿcORÿPOÿLmKÿdLNMfLMNKÿcORÿfPoiPdQLQPOÿPeÿLmKÿKcNLmÿRKiPdQLdjÿlmKÿciiKORQSÿfPOLcQOd
RKeQOQLQPOdsÿdKLdÿePNLmÿNKVMQNKoKOLdsÿcORÿRKdfNQnKdÿcffKiLcnaKÿrQdMcaÿcORÿocOMcaÿLKdLdÿePNÿMdKÿQOÿfacddQeWQOp
dPQadj
ÿ
gthÿuiiaQfcLQPOjÿlmQdÿciiKORQSÿciiaQKdÿUmKOÿcÿdaPiQOpÿPNÿnKOfmQOpÿdWdLKoÿQdÿRKdQpOKRÿQOÿcffPNRcOfKÿUQLmÿLmK
NKVMQNKoKOLdÿdKLÿePNLmÿQOÿ̀KfLQPOÿkvwkjkgnhgthÿcdÿcÿoKLmPRÿPeÿiNPLKfLQPOÿePNÿKoiaPWKKdÿeNPoÿfcrKxQOdjÿlmQd
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bcQdRPeÿfPSÿgLPhiRPe
jfkÿbhQdLÿfPSÿfddcRhfMRQPlÿmiRnÿfddLPSRTÿhQPMfRPnÿndLhRoRhfMRQPnÿoQOÿncQdRPeÿfPSÿpLPhiRPeÿViLPÿNnLSÿfnÿqLMiQSn
QoÿdOQMLhMRPeÿLqdcQXLLnÿVQOrRPeÿRPÿLThfsfMRQPnÿoOQqÿhfsLtRPnlÿmiLÿOLWNROLqLPMnÿQoÿMiRnÿfddLPSRTÿfddcXÿViLP
MiLÿSLnRePÿQoÿncQdRPeÿfPSÿpLPhiRPeÿdOQMLhMRsLÿnXnMLqnÿRnÿMQÿpLÿdLOoQOqLSÿRPÿfhhQOSfPhLÿVRMiÿMiLÿOLWNROLqLPMn
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xRnMOLnnÿqLfPnÿMifMÿMiLÿnQRcÿRnÿRPÿfÿhQPSRMRQPÿViLOLÿfÿhfsLtRPÿRnÿRqqRPLPMÿQOÿRnÿcRrLcXÿMQÿQhhNOlÿxRnMOLnnÿRn
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`QabKNÿcdPNQOeÿfPNÿ̀NKOgdKh
ijkÿcgPlKmÿ̀dQhÿjllKORQSÿgPOLjQOhÿQOfPNajLQPOÿLdjLÿgjOÿbKÿMhKRÿUdKOÿLQabKNÿhdPNQOeÿQhÿlNPnQRKRÿjhÿjÿaKLdPRÿPf
lNPLKgLQPOÿfNPaÿgjnKoQOhÿQOÿLNKOgdKhÿLdjLÿRPÿOPLÿKSgKKRÿpqÿfKKLÿQOÿRKlLdmÿ̀dQhÿjllKORQSÿaMhLÿbKÿMhKRÿUdKO
RKhQeOÿPfÿLQabKNÿhdPNQOeÿlNPLKgLQnKÿhWhLKahÿQhÿLPÿbKÿlKNfPNaKRÿQOÿjggPNRjOgKÿUQLdÿcKgLQPOÿrstrmrigkirkmÿuLdKN
LQabKNÿhdPNQOeÿgPOfQeMNjLQPOhvÿPLdKNÿhWhLKahÿPfÿhMllPNLÿhMgdÿjhÿdWRNjMwQgÿjORÿlOKMajLQgÿhWhLKahvÿjORÿPLdKN
lNPLKgLQnKÿhWhLKahÿhMgdÿjhÿhwPlQOexÿbKOgdQOexÿhdQKwRQOexÿjORÿfNKKyQOeÿhWhLKahÿaMhLÿbKÿRKhQeOKRÿQOÿjggPNRjOgK
UQLdÿLdKÿNKVMQNKaKOLhÿhKLÿfPNLdÿQOÿcKgLQPOÿrstrmribkÿjORÿrstrmrigkm
ibkÿcPQwÿzwjhhQfQgjLQPOmÿ{OÿPNRKNÿLPÿMhKÿLdKÿRjLjÿlNKhKOLKRÿQOÿLdQhÿjllKORQSxÿLdKÿhPQwÿLWlKÿPNÿLWlKhÿQOÿUdQgdÿLdK
KSgjnjLQPOÿQhÿajRKÿaMhLÿfQNhLÿbKÿRKLKNaQOKRÿMhQOeÿLdKÿhPQwÿgwjhhQfQgjLQPOÿaKLdPRÿhKLÿfPNLdÿQOÿ|NLQgwKÿ}m
igkÿ~NKhKOLjLQPOÿPfÿ{OfPNajLQPOm
{OfPNajLQPOÿQhÿlNKhKOLKRÿQOÿhKnKNjwÿfPNahÿjhÿfPwwPUh
irkÿ{OfPNajLQPOÿQhÿlNKhKOLKRÿQOÿLjbMwjNÿfPNaÿQOÿ̀jbwKhÿzormrxÿzormpÿjORÿzormxÿjORÿ̀jbwKhÿzopmrxÿzopmpÿjORÿzopm
fPwwPUQOeÿcKgLQPOÿiekÿPfÿ|llKORQSÿzmÿjgdÿLjbwKÿlNKhKOLhÿLdKÿaQOQaMaÿhQyKhÿPfÿLQabKNÿaKabKNhÿLPÿMhKÿQOÿj
hdPNQOeÿhWhLKaxÿjORÿKjgdÿLjbwKÿgPOLjQOhÿRjLjÿPOwWÿfPNÿLdKÿljNLQgMwjNÿhPQwÿLWlKÿQOÿUdQgdÿLdKÿKSgjnjLQPOÿPNÿlPNLQPO
PfÿLdKÿKSgjnjLQPOÿQhÿajRKmÿ̀dKÿRjLjÿjNKÿjNNjOeKRÿLPÿjwwPUÿLdKÿMhKNÿLdKÿfwKSQbQwQLWÿLPÿhKwKgLÿfNPaÿjaPOeÿhKnKNjw
jggKlLjbwKÿgPOfQeMNjLQPOhÿPfÿaKabKNhÿbjhKRÿPOÿnjNWQOeÿLdKÿdPNQyPOLjwÿhljgQOeÿPfÿLdKÿgNPhhbNjgKhmÿcLjbwKÿNPgÿQh
KSKalLÿfNPaÿhdPNQOeÿNKVMQNKaKOLhÿjORÿLdKNKfPNKxÿOPÿRjLjÿjNKÿlNKhKOLKRÿfPNÿLdQhÿgPORQLQPOm
ipkÿ{OfPNajLQPOÿgPOgKNOQOeÿLdKÿbjhQhÿPfÿLdKÿLjbMwjNÿRjLjÿjORÿLdKÿwQaQLjLQPOhÿPfÿLdKÿRjLjÿQhÿlNKhKOLKRÿQOÿcKgLQPOÿiRk
PfÿLdQhÿjllKORQSxÿjORÿPOÿLdKÿLjbwKhÿLdKahKwnKhm
ikÿ{OfPNajLQPOÿKSlwjQOQOeÿLdKÿMhKÿPfÿLdKÿLjbMwjNÿRjLjÿQhÿlNKhKOLKRÿQOÿcKgLQPOÿiKkÿPfÿLdQhÿjllKORQSm
itkÿ{OfPNajLQPOÿQwwMhLNjLQOeÿLdKÿMhKÿPfÿLdKÿLjbMwjNÿRjLjÿQhÿlNKhKOLKRÿQOÿcKgLQPOÿifkÿPfÿLdQhÿjllKORQSm
iskÿQhgKwwjOKPMhÿOPLjLQPOhÿNKejNRQOeÿ̀jbwKhÿzormrÿLdNPMedÿzormÿjORÿ̀jbwKhÿzopmrÿLdNPMedÿzopmÿjNKÿlNKhKOLKR
QOÿcKgLQPOÿiekÿPfÿLdQhÿjllKORQSm
iRkÿjhQhÿjORÿwQaQLjLQPOhÿPfÿLdKÿRjLjm
irkÿQaKOhQPOhÿPfÿLQabKNÿaKabKNhm
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ÿÿÿÿÿÿ,-------,-------,-------,-------,-------,-------,-------------ÿ
ÿ
ÿ5/ÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿ5/P5/ÿ,ÿÿÿOÿÿÿ,ÿÿdPeÿÿ,ÿÿNP5/ÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ,-------,-------,-------,-------,-------,-------,-------------ÿ
ÿ
ÿ:6ÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ,ÿ
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ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ,-.,/ÿ+ÿÿÿ0ÿÿÿ+ÿÿ1.2ÿÿ+ÿÿ3.,-ÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444444444ÿ
ÿ
ÿ,0ÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ
444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444444444ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿ5.,-ÿ+ÿÿÿ0ÿÿÿ+ÿ3.2ÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444444444ÿ
ÿ
ÿ,0ÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ,-.,/ÿ+ÿÿÿ0ÿÿÿ+ÿ3.2ÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444444444ÿ
ÿ
ÿ67ÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ,/.,/ÿ+ÿÿÿ0ÿÿÿ+ÿ3.2ÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444444444ÿ
ÿ
ÿ/-ÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ
444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444444444ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ
ÿ
ÿ789:ÿ+ÿÿÿ;99ÿ<769ÿ,ÿ
ÿÿ/-ÿÿ+ÿ
444444+4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ=ÿ>?@ABCDÿEFGÿ?GÿHI@FJCBHKLÿMFLNÿCÿOHKPFKAÿDLGHKALNÿK?LÿBHDDÿLNCKÿ
,0--ÿQDFRÿ
==ÿSCK@ECTL@GHPÿUHUOHGDÿ?EÿHI@FJCBHKLÿDLGHKALNÿUCVÿOHÿD@ODLFL@LHPÿE?Gÿ
M??PRÿ
ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ6WXY9ÿZ[/R1ÿ
ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ6\SX9:ÿ6:9<Z]ÿ;]7:\<^ÿ[[ÿS\<\S_Sÿ6\SX9:ÿ:9`_\:9S9<6;ÿ=ÿ
ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ;7\Yÿ6ab9ÿZÿÿbcCdÿeÿ5-ÿ.ÿ]ÿfÿg/ÿQDEÿc/ÿELÿ;@GTNCGAHdÿ
ÿ
44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ;\h9ÿc;3;dÿW<>ÿ;bWZ\<^ÿ7iÿS9SX9:;ÿ==ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444ÿ
>9b6]ÿ+ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿZ:7;;ÿX:WZ9;ÿ
ÿÿ7iÿÿ+4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ]7:\hR+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿj\>6]ÿ7iÿ6:9<Z]ÿci996dÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿ89:6Rÿ
6:9<Z]+;bWZ\<^+444444444444444444444444444444444444444+ÿÿ;bWZ\<^ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ_bÿ67ÿ+ÿ_bÿ67ÿ+ÿ_bÿ67ÿ+ÿ_bÿ67ÿ+ÿ_bÿ67ÿ+ÿ
ci996d+ÿci996d+ÿÿÿ3ÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿ2ÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿkÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿ,/ÿÿ+ÿÿÿ,0ÿÿ+ÿÿci996dÿ
444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444444444ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ_bÿ67ÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿ2ÿÿÿ+ÿÿ2.2ÿÿ+ÿ2.2ÿÿÿ+ÿ2.2ÿÿÿ+ÿÿ2.2ÿÿ+ÿÿ5.5ÿÿ+ÿÿÿ0ÿ
ÿÿ0ÿÿÿ+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444+4444444444444ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ+ÿ
ÿ
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ÿ+,ÿÿÿ-ÿ./ÿ+,ÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿ0ÿÿÿ-ÿÿ121ÿÿ-ÿ121ÿÿÿ-ÿ121ÿÿÿ-ÿÿ020ÿÿ-ÿÿ020ÿÿ-ÿÿÿ3ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444444444ÿ
ÿ
ÿ56ÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ./ÿ+,ÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿ56ÿÿ-ÿÿ121ÿÿ-ÿ121ÿÿÿ-ÿ020ÿÿÿ-ÿÿ020ÿÿ-ÿÿ020ÿÿ-ÿÿÿ3ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444444444ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ788ÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ9:;8ÿ5-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444444444ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ./ÿ+,ÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿ1ÿÿÿ-ÿ120ÿÿÿ-ÿ120ÿÿÿ-ÿ120ÿÿÿ-ÿÿ020ÿÿ-ÿÿ020ÿÿ-ÿÿÿ3ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444444444ÿ
ÿ
ÿ56ÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ./ÿ+,ÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿ0ÿÿÿ-ÿ020ÿÿÿ-ÿ020ÿÿÿ-ÿ020ÿÿÿ-ÿÿ020ÿÿ-ÿÿ020ÿÿ-ÿÿÿ3ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444444444ÿ
ÿ
ÿ+,ÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ788ÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ9:;8ÿ5-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444444444ÿ
ÿ
ÿ53ÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ788ÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ9:;8ÿ5-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444444444ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ./ÿ+,ÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿ1ÿÿÿ-ÿ020ÿÿÿ-ÿ020ÿÿÿ-ÿ020ÿÿÿ-ÿ0256ÿÿ-ÿ0256ÿÿ-ÿÿÿ3ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444444444ÿ
ÿ
ÿ53ÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ788ÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ9:;8ÿ5-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444444444ÿ
ÿ
ÿ+,ÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ788ÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ9:;8ÿ5-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444-4444444444444ÿ
ÿ
ÿ<6ÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ788ÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
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abMcQOMcÿdWRNeMbQfÿghPNQOiÿjPNÿkNKOfhKl
menÿgfPoKpÿkhQlÿeooKORQSÿfPOLeQOlÿQOjPNceLQPOÿLheLÿfeOÿqKÿMlKRÿUhKOÿebMcQOMcÿhWRNeMbQfÿlhPNQOiÿQlÿoNPrQRKRÿel
eÿcKLhPRÿPjÿoNPLKfLQPOÿeieQOlLÿferKsQOlÿQOÿLNKOfhKlÿLheLÿRPÿOPLÿKSfKKRÿtuÿjKKLÿQOÿRKoLhpÿkhQlÿeooKORQSÿcMlLÿqK
MlKRÿUhKOÿRKlQiOÿPjÿLhKÿebMcQOMcÿhWRNeMbQfÿoNPLKfLQrKÿlWlLKcÿfeOOPLÿqKÿoKNjPNcKRÿQOÿeffPNReOfKÿUQLhÿgKfLQPO
vwxvpvmfnmtnp
mqnÿgPQbÿybellQjQfeLQPOpÿzOÿPNRKNÿLPÿMlKÿReLeÿoNKlKOLKRÿQOÿLhQlÿeooKORQS{ÿLhKÿlPQbÿLWoKÿPNÿLWoKlÿQOÿUhQfhÿLhK
KSfereLQPOÿQlÿceRKÿcMlLÿjQNlLÿqKÿRKLKNcQOKRÿMlQOiÿLhKÿlPQbÿfbellQjQfeLQPOÿcKLhPRÿlKLÿjPNLhÿQOÿaooKORQSÿaÿPjÿLhQl
aNLQfbKp
mfnÿ|NKlKOLeLQPOÿPjÿzOjPNceLQPOpÿzOjPNceLQPOÿQlÿoNKlKOLKRÿQOÿlKrKNebÿjPNclÿelÿjPbbPUl}
mvnÿzOjPNceLQPOÿQlÿoNKlKOLKRÿQOÿLeqMbeNÿjPNcÿQOÿkeqbKlÿ~svpv{ÿ~svpt{ÿ~svpÿeORÿ~svpxpÿefhÿLeqbKÿoNKlKOLlÿLhK
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FIGURE 1. ALUMINUM HYDRAULIC SHORING

FIGURE 2. PNEUMATIC/HYDRAULIC SHORING
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ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿHJ0K3L4ÿM7J7N17OÿPMÿ1Q7ÿ.ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿÿR71Q0Oÿ0SÿK6017N130Lÿÿÿ.ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.-------------------------.ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-----------.--------------ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿT3JJÿM03JÿNJPMM3S3NP130Lÿ.ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿÿÿU7ÿRPO7ÿ3LÿPNN06OPLN7ÿÿ.ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿÿV31Qÿ>WX>Y>ZU[\ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.--------------------------.ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿE=Hÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿCIÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ----------------------.----------------------ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
ÿ
ÿ--------.--------------------ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-----------------.--------ÿ
.ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
.ÿ=]NP^P130LÿR5M1ÿN0RKJ_ÿV31Qÿ.ÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ=]NP^P130LMÿR5M1ÿN0RKJ_ÿÿ.ÿ
.ÿ0L7ÿ0Sÿ1Q7ÿS0JJ0V3L4ÿ1Q677ÿÿ.ÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿV31Qÿ>WX>Y>ZU[Z>[ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
.ÿ0K130LM`ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿVQ3NQÿ67a5367MÿPÿMJ0K7ÿÿÿ.ÿ
.-----------------------------.ÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ0Sÿ>ÿ>b8ÿc`>dÿZ9XÿO74Y[Yÿ.ÿ
.ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿÿÿÿÿÿ.--------------------------.ÿ
.ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿIK130Lÿ>`ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
.ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
.ÿ>WX>Y>ZU[Z8[ÿVQ3NQÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
.ÿ67a5367MÿDKK7LO3N7MÿDÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
.ÿPLOÿeÿ10ÿU7ÿS0JJ0V7Oÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
.ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
.ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
.ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿIK130Lÿ8`ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
.ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
.ÿ>WX>Y>ZU[Z9[ÿVQ3NQÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
.ÿ67a5367Mÿ01Q76ÿ1PU5JP17Oÿÿÿÿ.ÿÿÿÿ2:/;<=ÿ8ÿ?ÿHAI@:C/ÿI@f:ICHÿ
.ÿOP1PÿZM77ÿO7S3L3130L[ÿ10ÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
.ÿU7ÿS0JJ0V7OYÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
.ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
.ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
.ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿIK130Lÿ9`ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
.ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
.ÿ>WX>Y>ZU[ZX[ÿVQ3NQÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
.ÿ67a5367Mÿ1Q7ÿ7]NP^P130Lÿ10ÿÿ.ÿ
.ÿU7ÿO7M34L7OÿU_ÿPÿ6743M1767Oÿ.ÿ
.ÿK60S7MM30LPJÿ7L43L776Yÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
.-----------------------------.ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ------------------------------------ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿÿÿHQ063L4ÿ06ÿMQ37JO3L4ÿM7J7N17Oÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿÿÿPMÿ1Q7ÿR71Q0Oÿ0SÿK6017N130LYÿÿÿÿÿ.ÿ
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ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-....................................-ÿ
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ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ?@;9ÿ5@0:19Aÿ0:ÿ5@1;2>19Aÿ15ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ=5;>BÿC@;ÿ;D74E48109ÿF=58ÿ70FG2Hÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ?18@ÿ09;ÿ06ÿ8@;ÿ60220?19Aÿ60=:ÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ0G81095Iÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
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ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿJG8109ÿKÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿKLMKBKN7ONKOÿ?@17@ÿ:;<=1:;5ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿPGG;9>17;5ÿPÿ49>ÿ3ÿ80ÿQ;ÿ60220?;>ÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿN;BABÿ81FQ;:ÿ5@0:19AOBÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿJG8109ÿRÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿKLMKBKN7ONROÿ?@17@ÿ:;<=1:;5ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿF49=6478=:;:5ÿ>484ÿ80ÿQ;ÿ60220?;>ÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿN;BABÿ@H>:4=217ÿ5@0:19ASÿ8:;97@ÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿT47U5Sÿ41:ÿ5@0:;5Sÿ5@1;2>5OBÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿJG8109ÿVÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿKLMKBKN7ONVOÿ?@17@ÿ:;<=1:;5ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ84Q=248;>ÿ>484ÿN5;;ÿ>;61918109Oÿ80ÿ-ÿ
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ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿG;:ÿ8@;ÿ84Q=248;>ÿ>484OBÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
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ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿKLMKBKN7ONMOÿ?@17@ÿ:;<=1:;5ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ8@;ÿ;D74E48109ÿ80ÿQ;ÿ>;51A9;>ÿQHÿ4ÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ:;A158;:;>ÿG:06;5510942ÿ;9A19;;:ÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿN;BABÿ49Hÿ>;51A9;>ÿ5H58;FOBÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ-....................................-ÿ
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YZ[ÿ\HLHKZ]^
Y_[ÿ̀]]ÿRH]]aÿMKÿabZcIaÿMdHKÿeÿcHHIÿNLÿOHfIbÿNLIMÿRbNgbÿHhf]MTHHaÿZKHÿfHKhNIIHOÿIMÿHLIHKÿabZ]]ÿiHÿKHIZNLHOÿRNIb
]ZjjNLjkÿafN]NLjkÿMKÿgZaNLj^
lmnlopqrQsÿlPf]MKZINMLÿabZcIatÿaHHÿuHgINMLÿ_evwÿYO[^
Yw[ÿpbHÿ]ZjjNLjkÿafN]NLjÿMKÿgZaNLjÿabZ]]ÿHPIHLOÿZIÿ]HZaIÿMLHÿcMMIÿZiMdHÿjKMJLOÿ]HdH]ÿZLOÿabZ]]ÿiHÿfKMdNOHOÿIbHÿcJ]]
OHfIbÿMcÿIbHÿabZcIÿMKÿZIÿ]HZaIÿcNdHÿcHHIÿNLIMÿaM]NOÿKMgxÿNcÿfMaaNi]H^
Yy[ÿ̀]]ÿRH]]akÿfNIakÿabZcIakÿgZNaaMLakÿHIg^ÿabZ]]ÿiHÿiZKKNgZOHOÿMKÿaHgJKH]TÿgMdHKHO^
Yv[ÿzfMLÿgMhf]HINMLÿMcÿHPf]MKZINMLÿZLOÿaNhN]ZKÿMfHKZINMLakÿIHhfMKZKTÿRH]]akÿfNIakÿabZcIakÿHIg^kÿabZ]]ÿiHÿiZgxcN]]HO^
Yi[ÿuhZ]]ÿubZcIaÿNLÿ{ZKOÿnMhfZgIÿuMN]^
pRM|NLgbÿYLMhNLZ][ÿgKNiiNLjÿhZTÿiHÿJaHOÿNLÿaSJZKHÿabZcIaÿLMIÿMdHKÿvÿcHHIÿaSJZKHÿNLÿbZKOÿgMhfZgIÿaMN]^ÿlZgb
hHhiHKÿabZ]]ÿiHÿgJIÿ_}wÿRZTÿIbKMJjbÿIbHÿRNOIbÿMcÿIbHÿhHhiHKÿZLOÿOMdHIZN]HOÿNLIMÿfMaNINMLÿaMÿHZgbÿhHhiHKÿRN]]
ZgIÿZaÿZÿabMKHÿZaÿRH]]ÿZaÿ]ZjjNLj^ÿuIKNfaÿabZ]]ÿiHÿLZN]HOÿNLÿHZgbÿgMKLHKÿIMÿfKHdHLIÿIbHÿiMZKOaÿcKMhÿOKMffNLjÿOMRL^
Yg[ÿubZcIaÿNLÿrIbHKÿpbZLÿ{ZKOÿnMhfZgIÿuMN]^
Y_[ÿ̀ÿaTaIHhÿMcÿ]ZjjNLjÿaJffMKIHOÿiTÿiKZgHaÿZLOÿgMKLHKÿfMaIaÿabZ]]ÿiHÿJaHOÿcMKÿaSJZKHÿMKÿKHgIZLjJ]ZKÿabZcIa^
nMKLHKÿfMaIaÿMcÿv|NLgbÿiTÿv|NLgbÿhZIHKNZ]ÿZKHÿLMKhZ]]TÿZggHfIZi]HÿNLÿabZcIaÿvÿcHHIÿaSJZKHkÿMKÿahZ]]HKkÿNcÿIbHTÿZKH
iKZgHOÿNLÿHZgbÿONKHgINMLÿRNIbÿbMKN~MLIZ]ÿv|NLgbÿiTÿv|NLgbÿhHhiHKaÿZIÿNLIHKdZ]aÿLMIÿHPgHHONLjÿvÿcHHI^ÿKZgHaÿZLO
gMKLHKÿfMaIaÿNLÿ]ZKjHKÿabZcIaÿabZ]]ÿiHÿgMKKHafMLONLj]Tÿ]ZKjHKÿZaÿOHIHKhNLHOÿiTÿZÿgNdN]ÿHLjNLHHK^
Yw[ÿGMJLOÿabZcIaÿabZ]]ÿiHÿgMhf]HIH]Tÿ]ZjjHOÿRNIbÿw|NLgbÿhZIHKNZ]ÿRbNgbÿNaÿaJffMKIHOÿZIÿNLIHKdZ]aÿLMIÿjKHZIHKÿIbZL
vÿcHHIÿiTÿhHZLaÿMcÿZOJaIZi]HÿKNLjaÿMcÿhHIZ]ÿMKÿINhiHKÿIbZIÿZKHÿOHaNjLHOÿIMÿKHaNaIÿIbHÿgM]]ZfaNLjÿcMKgHkÿMKÿgZaHOÿNL
ZÿhZLLHKÿIbZIÿfKMdNOHaÿHSJNdZ]HLIÿfKMIHgINML^
YO[ÿlPf]MKZINMLÿubZcIa^ÿrL]TÿZÿjHMIHgbLNgZ]ÿafHgNZ]NaIÿabZ]]ÿiHÿfHKhNIIHOÿIMÿHLIHKÿZLÿHPf]MKZINMLÿabZcIÿRNIbMJI
]ZjjNLjkÿafN]NLjÿMKÿgZaNLjÿcMKÿIbHÿfJKfMaHÿMcÿaJiaJKcZgHÿNLdHaINjZINMLaÿJLOHKÿIbHÿcM]]MRNLjÿgMLONINMLas
Y_[ÿqLNINZ]ÿqLafHgINML^ÿpbHÿITfHÿMcÿhZIHKNZ]aÿZLOÿaIZiN]NITÿgbZKZgIHKNaINgaÿMcÿIbHÿHPf]MKZINMLÿabZcIÿabZ]]ÿiH
fHKaMLZ]]TÿMiaHKdHOÿZLOÿKHgMKOHOÿiTÿIbHÿjHMIHgbLNgZ]ÿafHgNZ]NaIÿOJKNLjÿIbHÿOKN]]NLjÿMfHKZINML^ÿoMIHLINZ]]TÿJLaZcH
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Z[\ÿ]^ÿM_HKIM``NLaÿM^ÿIbHÿcM^^HKO[dÿeTÿbNabÿR[IHKfÿNfÿ̀MffNegHhÿdH[Lfÿfb[ggÿeHÿ̀KM_NOHOÿ^MKÿcMLIKMggHOÿ^gMMONLaÿM^
IbHÿRMKiÿ[KH[j
Ze\ÿk[KLNLaÿfNaLfÿ^MKÿH_[cJ[INMLÿM^ÿHd`gMTHHfÿNLÿc[fHÿM^ÿHdHKaHLcTÿfb[ggÿeHÿOH_HgM`HOÿ[LOÿ̀MfIHOj
Zc\ÿlM^^HKO[dÿR[giR[TfhÿeKNOaHfhÿMKÿK[d`fÿRNIbÿ[IÿgH[fIÿIRMÿdH[LfÿM^ÿK[`NOÿHPNIhÿfb[ggÿeHÿ̀KM_NOHOÿRNIb
aJ[KOK[Ngfÿ[fÿf`HcN^NHOÿNLÿmHcINMLÿnopqj
ZO\ÿlM^^HKO[dfÿgMc[IHOÿcgMfHÿIMÿL[_Na[egHÿfbǸ`NLaÿcb[LLHgfÿfb[ggÿeHÿ̀KMIHcIHOÿ^KMdÿ_HffHgfÿNLÿIK[LfNIhÿRbHKH
`MffNegHj
QrstuÿvJIbMKNITÿcNIHOuÿmHcINMLÿnwpjxhÿy[eMKÿlMOHjÿGH^HKHLcHuÿmHcINMLnwpjxhÿy[eMKÿlMOHj
z]msrG{
njÿQHRÿfHcINMLÿ^NgHOÿn|nx|}~ÿH^^HcIN_HÿIbNKINHIbÿO[TÿIbHKH[^IHKÿZGHaNfIHKÿ}~hÿQMjÿx\jÿMKÿbNfIMKTÿM^ÿ^MKdHKÿfHcINMLh
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Daily Trenching Log
DATE: _______________________________________ SIGNATURE: ________________________
WEATHER: ___________________________________ PROJECT:

________________________

Was One Call System Contacted: Yes _____ No _____
Protective system: Trench shield (Box)_____ Hydraulic shoring _____ Sloping _____ Other _____
Purpose of trenching: Drainage _____ Water _____ Sewer _____ Gas _____ Other _____
Was visual soil test made: Yes _____ No _____ If yes what type? __________
If Yes, what type?
Observe soil samples
Observe soil as it is excavated
Observe opened excavation for cracks, etc
Observe for previously disturbed soil (as existing utilities, etc.)
Observe excavation to identify layered systems
Observe for evidence of surface water, water seeping, ground water, etc.
Observe for sources of vibration
Was manual soil test made: Yes _____ No _____
If yes, type:
Plasticity
Drying Test
Type of soil:

A ______

Soil strength:

_____ 1.5 TSF or greater

Dry Strength
Penetrometer

B _______

Thumb Penetration
Other

C _______
_____ .5 - 1.5 TSF

_____ .5 TSF or less

Surface encumbrances? Yes _____ No _____ If yes, what type? ________________
Water conditions: Wet _____ Dry _____ Submerged _____
Hazardous atmsophere exist: Yes _____ No _____
If yes, follow confined space entry procedures policy, complete Confined Space Entry Permit,
monitor for toxic gas(es).
Is trenching or excavation exposed to public vehicular traffic (exhaust emission):
Yes _____ No _____
If yes, follow confined space entry procedures policy, complete Confined Space Entry Permit,
monitor for toxic gas(es).
Measurements of trench: Depth _________ Length _________ Width _________
Is ladder within 25 feet of all workers: Yes _____ No _____
Is excavated material stored two (2) feet or more from edge of excavation: Yes _____ No _____
Are employees exposed to public vehicular traffic: Yes _____ No _____
(If yes, warning vests required)
Are other utilities protected: Yes _____ No _____ Not required _____
(Water, sewer, gas, or other structures)
Periodic inspection: Yes _____ No _____ Last (date) ___________
Did employees receive training in excavating: Yes _____ No _____
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CHAPTER 6A. GENERAL
Section 6A.01 General
Support:
Whenever the acronym “TTC” is used in this Chapter, it refers to “temporary traffic control”.
Standard:
The needs and control of all road users (motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians within the highway,
including persons with disabilities in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990
(ADA), Title II, Paragraph 35.130) through a TTC zone shall be an essential part of highway
construction, utility work, maintenance operations, and the management of traffic incidents.
Support:
When the normal function of the roadway is suspended, TTC planning provides for continuity of the
movement of motor vehicle, bicycle, and pedestrian traffic (including accessible passage); transit operations;
and access (and accessibility) to property and utilities.
The primary function of TTC is to provide for the reasonably safe and efficient movement of road users
through or around TTC zones while reasonably protecting workers, responders to traffic incidents, and
equipment.
Of equal importance to the public traveling through the TTC zone is the safety of workers performing the
many varied tasks within the work space. TTC zones present constantly changing conditions that are
unexpected by the road user. This creates an even higher degree of vulnerability for the workers and incident
management responders on or near the roadway (see Section 6D.03). At the same time, the TTC zone
provides for the efficient completion of whatever activity interrupted the normal use of the roadway.
Consideration for road user safety, worker and responder safety, and the efficiency of road user flow is
an integral element of every TTC zone, from planning through completion. A concurrent objective of the
TTC is the efficient construction and maintenance of the highway and the efficient resolution of traffic
incidents.
No one set of TTC devices can satisfy all conditions for a given project or incident. At the same time,
defining details that would be adequate to cover all applications is not practical. Instead, Part 6 displays
typical applications that depict common applications of TTC devices. The TTC selected for each situation
depends on type of highway, road user conditions, duration of operation, physical constraints, and the
nearness of the work space or incident management activity to road users.
Improved road user performance might be realized through a well-prepared public relations effort that
covers the nature of the work, the time and duration of its execution, the anticipated effects upon road users,
and possible alternate routes and modes of travel. Such programs have been found to result in a significant
reduction in the number of road users traveling through the TTC zone, which reduces the possible number of
conflicts.
Standard:
TTC plans and devices shall be the responsibility of the authority of a public body or official
having jurisdiction for guiding road users. There shall be adequate statutory authority for the
implementation and enforcement of needed road user regulations, parking controls, speed zoning, and
the management of traffic incidents. Such statutes shall provide sufficient flexibility in the application
of TTC to meet the needs of changing conditions in the TTC zone.
Support:
Temporary facilities, including reasonably safe pedestrian routes around work sites, are also covered by
the accessibility requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) (Public Law 101-336,
104 Stat. 327, July 26, 1990. 42 USC 12101-12213 (as amended)).
Guidance:
The TTC plan should start in the planning phase and continue through the design, construction, and
restoration phases. The TTC plans and devices should follow the principles set forth in Part 6. The
management of traffic incidents should follow the principles set forth in Chapter 6I.
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Option:
TTC plans may deviate from the typical applications described in Chapter 6H to allow for conditions and
requirements of a particular site or jurisdiction.
Support:
The criteria of Part 6 apply to both rural and urban areas. A rural highway is normally characterized by
lower volumes, higher speeds, fewer turning conflicts, and less conflict with pedestrians. An urban street is
typically characterized by relatively low speeds, wide ranges of road user volumes, narrower roadway lanes,
frequent intersections and driveways, significant pedestrian activity, and more businesses and houses.
Per the provisions of the Construction Safety Orders in the California Code of Regulations (Title 8, Division 1,
Chapter 4, Subchapter 4, Article 11, Sections 1598 and 1599), this Part of the California MUTCD is incorporated by
reference as part of those regulations.
It is the responsibility of the Contractor or Organization performing work on, or adjacent to, a highway to install and
maintain such devices which are necessary to provide passage for the traveling public (including pedestrians and
bicyclists) through the work, as well as for the safeguard of workers.
Standard:
Before work begins, traffic control plans, when developed for handling traffic through a construction or
maintenance project, shall be approved by the Engineer of the public agency or authority having jurisdiction
over the highway.
Support:
The following references from the California Vehicle Code relate to TTC:
• Section 112 – Amber.
• Section 165 – Authorized Emergency Vehicle.
• Section 291 – Department of Transportation.
• Section 385 – Local Authorities.
• Section 21351.3 – Use of Metric System Designations.
• Section 21363 – Detour Signs.
• Section 21367 – Traffic Control: Highway Construction.
• Section 21466.5 – Light Impairing Driver’s Vision.
• Section 22362 – Speed Limit Where Persons at Work.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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CHAPTER 6B. FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES
Section 6B.01 Fundamental Principles of Temporary Traffic Control
Support:
Whenever the acronym “TTC” is used in this Chapter, it refers to “temporary traffic control”.
Standard:
The needs and control of all road users (motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians within the highway,
including persons with disabilities in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990
(ADA), Title II, Paragraph 35.130) through a TTC zone shall be an essential part of highway
construction, utility work, maintenance operations, and the management of traffic incidents.
Support:
Construction, maintenance, utility, and incident zones can all benefit from TTC to compensate for the
unexpected or unusual situations faced by road users. When planning for TTC in these zones, it can be
assumed that it is appropriate for road users to exercise caution. Even though road users are assumed to be
using caution, special care is still needed in applying TTC techniques.
Special plans preparation and coordination with transit, other highway agencies, law enforcement and
other emergency units, utilities, schools, and railroad companies might be needed to reduce unexpected and
unusual road user operation situations.
During TTC activities, commercial vehicles might need to follow a different route from passenger
vehicles because of bridge, weight, clearance, or geometric restrictions. Also, vehicles carrying hazardous
materials might need to follow a different route from other vehicles. The Hazardous Materials and National
Network signs are included in Sections 2B.52 and 2B.53, respectively.
Experience has shown that following the fundamental principles of Part 6 will assist road users and help
protect workers in the vicinity of TTC zones.
Guidance:
Road user and worker safety and accessibility in TTC zones should be an integral and high-priority
element of every project from planning through design and construction. Similarly, maintenance and utility
work should be planned and conducted with the safety and accessibility of all motorists, bicyclists,
pedestrians (including those with disabilities), and workers being considered at all times. If the TTC zone
includes a highway-rail grade crossing, early coordination with the railroad company should take place.
Support:
Formulating specific plans for TTC at traffic incidents is difficult because of the variety of situations that
can arise.
Guidance:
General plans or guidelines should be developed to provide safety for motorists, bicyclists, pedestrians,
workers, enforcement/emergency officials, and equipment, with the following factors being considered:
A. The basic safety principles governing the design of permanent roadways and roadsides should also
govern the design of TTC zones. The goal should be to route road users through such zones using
roadway geometrics, roadside features, and TTC devices as nearly as possible comparable to those
for normal highway situations.
B. A TTC plan, in detail appropriate to the complexity of the work project or incident, should be
prepared and understood by all responsible parties before the site is occupied. Any changes in the
TTC plan should shall be approved by an official knowledgeable (for example, trained and/or
certified) in proper TTC practices the Engineer of the public agency or authority having jurisdiction over the
highway.
Road user movement should be inhibited as little as practical, based on the following considerations:
A. TTC at work and incident sites should be designed on the assumption that drivers will only reduce
their speeds if they clearly perceive a need to do so (see Section 6C.01).
B. Frequent and abrupt changes in geometrics such as lane narrowing, dropped lanes, or main roadway
transitions that require rapid maneuvers, should be avoided.
C. Provisions should be made for the reasonably safe operation of work, particularly on high-speed, high
volume roadways.
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D. Road users should be encouraged to use alternative routes that do not include TTC zones.
E. Bicyclists and pedestrians, including those with disabilities, should be provided with access and
reasonably safe passage through the TTC zone.
F. Roadway occupancy should be scheduled during off-peak hours and, if necessary, night work should
be considered.
G. Early coordination with officials having jurisdiction over the affected cross streets and providing
emergency services should occur before roadway or ramp closings.
Motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians should be guided in a clear and positive manner while approaching
and traversing TTC zones and incident sites. The following principles should be applied:
A. Adequate warning, delineation, and channelization should be provided to assist in guiding road users
in advance of and through the TTC zone or incident site by using proper pavement marking, signing,
or other devices that are effective under varying conditions. Providing information that is in usable
formats by pedestrians with visual disabilities should also be considered.
B. TTC devices inconsistent with intended travel paths through TTC zones should be removed or
covered. However, in intermediate-term stationary, short-term, and mobile operations, where visible
permanent devices are inconsistent with intended travel paths, devices that highlight or emphasize
the appropriate path should be used. Providing traffic control devices that are accessible to and
usable by pedestrians with disabilities should be considered.
C. Flagging procedures, when used, should provide positive guidance to road users traversing the TTC
zone.
To provide acceptable levels of operations, routine day and night inspections of TTC elements should be
performed as follows:
A. Individuals who are knowledgeable (for example, trained and/or certified) in the principles of proper
TTC should be assigned responsibility for safety in TTC zones. The most important duty of these
individuals should be to check that all TTC devices of the project are reasonably consistent with the
TTC plan and are effective in providing reasonably safe conditions for motorists, bicyclists,
pedestrians, and workers.
B. As the work progresses, temporary traffic controls and/or working conditions should be modified in
order to provide reasonably safe and efficient road user movement and to provide worker safety. The
individual responsible for TTC should have the authority to halt work until applicable or remedial
safety measures are taken.
C. TTC zones should be carefully monitored under varying conditions of road user volumes, light, and
weather to check that applicable TTC devices are effective, clearly visible, clean, and in compliance
with the TTC plan.
D. When warranted, an engineering study should be made (in cooperation with law enforcement
officials) of reported crashes occurring within the TTC zone. Crash records in TTC zones should be
monitored to identify the need for changes in the TTC zone.
Attention should be given to the maintenance of roadside safety during the life of the TTC zone by
applying the following principles:
A. To accommodate run-off-the-road incidents, disabled vehicles, or emergency situations,
unencumbered roadside recovery areas or clear zones should be provided where practical.
B. Channelization of road users should be accomplished by the use of pavement markings, signing, and
crashworthy, detectable channelizing devices.
C. Work equipment, workers' private vehicles, materials, and debris should be stored in such a manner to
reduce the probability of being impacted by run-off-the-road vehicles.
Each person whose actions affect TTC zone safety, from the upper-level management through the field
workers, should receive training appropriate to the job decisions each individual is required to make. Only
those individuals who are trained in proper TTC practices and have a basic understanding of the principles
(established by applicable standards and guidelines, including those of this Manual) should supervise the
selection, placement, and maintenance of TTC devices used for TTC zones and for incident management.
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Good public relations should be maintained by applying the following principles:
A. The needs of all road users should be assessed such that appropriate advance notice is given and
clearly defined alternative paths are provided.
B. The cooperation of the various news media should be sought in publicizing the existence of and
reasons for TTC zones because news releases can assist in keeping the road users well informed.
C. The needs of abutting property owners, residents, and businesses should be assessed and appropriate
accommodations made.
D. The needs of emergency service providers (law enforcement, fire, and medical) should be assessed
and appropriate coordination and accommodations made.
E. The needs of railroads and transit should be assessed and appropriate coordination and
accommodations made.
F. The needs of operators of commercial vehicles such as buses and large trucks should be assessed and
appropriate accommodations made.
Standard:
Before any new detour or temporary route is opened to traffic, all necessary signs shall be in place.
All TTC devices shall be removed as soon as practical when they are no longer needed. When work
is suspended for short periods of time, TTC devices that are no longer appropriate shall be removed or
covered.
Support:
Refer to Department of Transportation’s Highway Design Manual Section 110.7 for Traffic Control Plans. See
Section 1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
Standard:
On State highways, covers for TTC signs shall be of sufficient size and density to completely block out the
message so that it is not visible either during the day or at night. Covers shall be fastened securely to prevent
movement caused by wind action. Refer to Department of Transportation’s Standard Specifications Section 123.06. See Section 1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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CHAPTER 6C. TEMPORARY TRAFFIC CONTROL ELEMENTS
Section 6C.01 Temporary Traffic Control Plans
Support:
Whenever the acronym “TTC” is used in this Chapter, it refers to “temporary traffic control”.
Standard:
The needs and control of all road users (motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians within the highway,
including persons with disabilities in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990
(ADA), Title II, Paragraph 35.130) through a TTC zone shall be an essential part of highway
construction, utility work, maintenance operations, and the management of traffic incidents.
Support:
A TTC plan describes TTC measures to be used for facilitating road users through a work zone or an
incident area. TTC plans play a vital role in providing continuity of reasonably safe and efficient road user
flow when a work zone, incident, or other event temporarily disrupts normal road user flow. Important
auxiliary provisions that cannot conveniently be specified on project plans can easily be incorporated into
Special Provisions within the TTC plan.
TTC plans range in scope from being very detailed to simply referencing typical drawings contained in
this Manual, standard approved highway agency drawings and manuals, or specific drawings contained in the
contract documents. The degree of detail in the TTC plan depends entirely on the nature and complexity of
the situation.
Guidance:
TTC plans should be prepared by persons knowledgeable (for example, trained and/or certified) about
the fundamental principles of TTC and work activities to be performed. The design, selection and placement
of TTC devices for a TTC plan should be based on engineering judgment.
Coordination should be made between adjacent or overlapping projects to check that duplicate signing is
not used and to check compatibility of traffic control between adjacent or overlapping projects.
Traffic control planning should be completed for all highway construction, utility work, maintenance
operations, and incident management including minor maintenance and utility projects prior to occupying the
TTC zone. Planning for all road users should be included in the process.
Provisions for effective continuity of accessible circulation paths for pedestrians should be incorporated
into the TTC process. Where existing pedestrian routes are blocked or detoured, information should be
provided about alternative routes that are usable by pedestrians with disabilities, particularly those who have
visual disabilities. Access to temporary bus stops, reasonably safe travel across intersections with accessible
pedestrian signals (see Section 4E.06), and other routing issues should be considered where temporary
pedestrian routes are channelized. Barriers and channelizing devices that are detectable by people with visual
disabilities should be provided.
Option:
Provisions may be incorporated into the project bid documents that enable contractors to develop an
alternate TTC plan.
Modifications of TTC plans may be necessary because of changed conditions or a determination of better
methods of safely and efficiently handling road users.
Guidance:
This alternate or modified plan should have the approval of the responsible highway agency prior to
implementation.
Provisions for effective continuity of transit service should be incorporated into the TTC planning
process because often public transit buses cannot efficiently be detoured in the same manner as other
vehicles (particularly for short-term maintenance projects). Where applicable, the TTC plan should provide
for features such as accessible temporary bus stops, pull-outs, and satisfactory waiting areas for transit
patrons, including persons with disabilities, if applicable (see Section 10A.05 for additional light rail transit
issues to consider for TTC).
Provisions for effective continuity of railroad service and acceptable access to abutting property owners
and businesses should also be incorporated into the TTC planning process.
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Reduced speed limits should be used only in the specific portion of the TTC zone where conditions or
restrictive features are present. However, frequent changes in the speed limit should be avoided. A TTC plan
should be designed so that vehicles can reasonably safely travel through the TTC zone with a speed limit
reduction of no more than 16 km/h (10 mph).
A reduction of more than 16 km/h (10 mph) in the speed limit should be used only when required by
restrictive features in the TTC zone. Where restrictive features justify a speed reduction of more than 16
km/h (10 mph), additional driver notification should be provided. The speed limit should be stepped down in
advance of the location requiring the lowest speed, and additional TTC warning devices should be used.
Reduced speed zoning (lowering the regulatory speed limit) should be avoided as much as practical
because drivers will reduce their speeds only if they clearly perceive a need to do so.
Support:
Research has demonstrated that large reductions in the speed limit, such as a 50 km/h (30 mph)
reduction, increase speed variance and the potential for crashes. Smaller reductions in the speed limit of up to
16 km/h (10 mph) cause smaller changes in speed variance and lessen the potential for increased crashes. A
reduction in the regulatory speed limit of only up to 16 km/h (10 mph) from the normal speed limit has been
shown to be more effective.
Support:
See Section 2B.116(CA) for more information on speed limits and zones.
See Section 2B.13 for Speed Limit and Speed Zone signs.
See Section 6F.104(CA) for Road Work/Speed Zone (C17(CA)) sign.
Construction Speed Zones:
Construction speed zones are established on roads under construction where reduced speed is necessary to limit
the risk of an accident to workers and the traveling public during all hours of the day and night. Protection of workers
during working hours is provided for under CVC Section 22362.
Guidance:
Construction speed zones should be avoided if traffic can be controlled by other means. Speed restrictions should
be imposed on the public only when necessary for worker or public safety.
Standard:
Where traffic obstructions exist only during the hours of construction, the speed zone signs shall be
covered during non-working hours.
Guidance:
The traveled way should be signed and delineated to communicate physical conditions to the motorists such as
curvature, narrow roadways, detours, rough roads, dips or humps, etc.
Option:
The Advisory Speed (W13-1) plaque may be used in combination with various warning type signs to decrease
speed at a particular location.
Guidance:
To preserve the effectiveness of the W13-1 plaque, it should not be used unless the condition to which it applies is
immediate and will be experienced by all motorists.
Option:
Reduced speed limits in construction zones may be established by an engineering analysis, which may include a
traffic and engineering survey.
Guidance:
The speed limit should not be lowered more than 16 km/h (10 mph) below the posted or maximum speed.
Option:
If the project falls within an established 105 km/h (65 mph) zone, and a 70 km/h (45 mph) speed limit is considered
necessary, it may be posted only if the approaching speed limits are lowered in two stages (i.e., first to a 90 km/h (55
mph) speed limit followed by a reduction to the desired 70 km/h (45 mph).
Guidance:
Speed Limit and End Zone signs should be installed at locations jointly agreed upon by the Traffic Engineer and the
Construction Engineer. The speed zone should be verified by an engineering and traffic survey.
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Support:
Orders for construction speed zones are ordinarily issued for the entire length of the construction project. This
avoids the necessity and resulting delay of obtaining a new order each time the speed restriction signs require relocation
to fit the conditions. It is not the intention, however, that the entire length be posted for the duration of the contract.
Standard:
Speed restriction signs shall be posted only in areas where the traveling public is affected by construction
operations.
Guidance:
As the construction progresses, signs should be moved as appropriate.
Standard:
Signs shall be removed immediately following completion of the construction or change in the conditions
for which they were installed. When the construction is completed or the speed restriction is no longer
necessary, the formal speed zone orders shall be revoked.
Section 6C.02 Temporary Traffic Control Zones
Support:
A TTC zone is an area of a highway where road user conditions are changed because of a work zone or
an incident through the use of TTC devices, uniformed law enforcement officers, or other authorized
personnel.
A work zone is an area of a highway with construction, maintenance, or utility work activities. A work
zone is typically marked by signs, channelizing devices, barriers, pavement markings, and/or work vehicles.
It extends from the first warning sign or high-intensity rotating, flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights on a
vehicle to the END ROAD WORK sign or the last TTC device.
An incident area is an area of a highway where temporary traffic controls are imposed by authorized
officials in response to a traffic incident, natural disaster, or special event. It extends from the first warning
device (such as a sign, light, or cone) to the last TTC device or to a point where road users return to the
original lane alignment and are clear of the incident.
Section 6C.03 Components of Temporary Traffic Control Zones
Support:
Most TTC zones are divided into four areas: the advance warning area, the transition area, the activity
area, and the termination area. Figure 6C-1 illustrates these four areas. These four areas are described in
Sections 6C.04 through 6C.07.
Section 6C.04 Advance Warning Area
Support:
The advance warning area is the section of highway where road users are informed about the upcoming
work zone or incident area.
Option:
The advance warning area may vary from a single sign or high-intensity rotating, flashing, oscillating, or
strobe lights on a vehicle to a series of signs in advance of the TTC zone activity area.
Guidance:
Typical distances for placement of advance warning signs on freeways and expressways should be longer
because drivers are conditioned to uninterrupted flow. Therefore, the advance warning sign placement should
extend on these facilities as far as 800 m (0.5 mi) or more.
On urban streets, the effective placement of the first warning sign in meters (feet) should range from 0.75 to
1.5 times the speed limit in km/h (4 to 8 times the speed limit in mph), with the high end of the range being
used when speeds are relatively high. When a single advance warning sign is used (in cases such as lowspeed residential streets), the advance warning area can be as short as 30 m (100 ft). When two or more
advance warning signs are used on higher-speed streets, such as major arterials, the advance warning area
should extend a greater distance (see Table 6C-1).
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Since rural highways are normally characterized by higher speeds, the effective placement of the first
warning sign in meters (feet) should be substantially longer—from 1.5 to 2.25 times the speed limit in km/h
(8 to 12 times the speed limit in mph). Since two or more advance warning signs are normally used for these
conditions, the advance warning area should extend 450 m (1,500 ft) or more for open highway conditions
(see Table 6C-1).
Option:
Advance warning may be eliminated when the activity area is sufficiently removed from the road users’
path behind a barrier, more than 600 mm (24 in) behind the curb, or 4.6 m (15 ft) or more from the edge of any roadway
so that it does not interfere with the normal flow.
Section 6C.05 Transition Area
Support:
The transition area is that section of highway where road users are redirected out of their normal path.
Transition areas usually involve strategic use of tapers, which because of their importance are discussed
separately in detail.
Standard:
When redirection of the road users’ normal path is required, they shall be channelized from the
normal path to a new path.
Support:
In mobile operations, the transition area moves with the work space.
Section 6C.06 Activity Area
Support:
The activity area is the section of the highway where the work activity takes place. It is comprised of the
work space, the traffic space, and the buffer space.
The work space is that portion of the highway closed to road users and set aside for workers, equipment,
and material, and a shadow vehicle if one is used upstream. Work spaces are usually delineated for road
users by channelizing devices or, to exclude vehicles and pedestrians, by temporary barriers.
Option:
The work space may be stationary or may move as work progresses.
Guidance:
Since there might be several work spaces (some even separated by several kilometers or miles) within
the project limits, each work space should be adequately signed to inform road users and reduce confusion.
Support:
The traffic space is the portion of the highway in which road users are routed through the activity area.
The buffer space is a lateral and/or longitudinal area that separates road user flow from the work space or
an unsafe area, and might provide some recovery space for an errant vehicle.
Guidance:
Neither work activity nor storage of equipment, vehicles, or material should occur within a buffer space.
Option:
Buffer spaces may be positioned either longitudinally or laterally with respect to the direction of road
user flow. The activity area may contain one or more lateral or longitudinal buffer spaces.
A longitudinal buffer space may be placed in advance of a work space.
The longitudinal buffer space may also should be used to separate opposing road user flows that use
portions of the same traffic lane, as shown in Figure 6C-2 6C-2(CA).
If a longitudinal buffer space is used, the values shown in Table 6C-2 may be used to determine the
length of the longitudinal buffer space.
Support:
Typically, the buffer space is formed as a traffic island and defined by channelizing devices.
When a shadow vehicle, arrow panel, or changeable message sign is placed in a closed lane in advance
of a work space, only the area upstream of the vehicle, arrow panel, or changeable message sign constitutes
the buffer space.
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Option:
The lateral buffer space may be used to separate the traffic space from the work space, as shown in
Figures 6C-1 and 6C-2 6C-2(CA), or such areas as excavations or pavement-edge drop-offs. A lateral buffer
space also may be used between two travel lanes, especially those carrying opposing flows.
Guidance:
The width of a lateral buffer space should be determined by engineering judgment.
Option:
When work occurs on a high-volume, highly congested facility, a vehicle storage or staging space may
be provided for incident response and emergency vehicles (for example, tow trucks and fire apparatus) so
that these vehicles can respond quickly to road user incidents.
Guidance:
If used, an incident response and emergency-vehicle storage area should not extend into any portion of
the buffer space.
Section 6C.07 Termination Area
Standard:
The termination area shall be used to return road users to their normal path. The termination area
shall extend from the downstream end of the work area to the last TTC device such as END ROAD
WORK signs, if posted.
Option:
An END ROAD WORK sign, a Speed Limit sign, or other signs may be used to inform road users that
they can resume normal operations.
A longitudinal buffer space may be used between the work space and the beginning of the downstream
taper.
Section 6C.08 Tapers
Option:
Tapers may be used in both the transition and termination areas. Whenever tapers are to be used in close
proximity to an interchange ramp, crossroads, curves, or other influencing factors, the length of the tapers
may be adjusted.
Support:
Tapers are created by using a series of channelizing devices and/or pavement markings to move traffic
out of or into the normal path. Types of tapers are shown in Figure 6C-2 6C-2(CA).
Longer tapers are not necessarily better than shorter tapers (particularly in urban areas with
characteristics such as short block lengths or driveways) because extended tapers tend to encourage sluggish
operation and to encourage drivers to delay lane changes unnecessarily. The test concerning adequate lengths
of tapers involves observation of driver performance after TTC plans are put into effect.
Guidance:
The appropriate taper length (L) should be determined using the criteria shown in Tables 6C-3, and 6C-4
or 6C-3(CA).
The maximum distance in meters (feet) between devices in a taper should not exceed 0.2 times the speed
limit in km/h (1.0 times the speed limit in mph).
Support:
A merging taper requires the longest distance because drivers are required to merge into common road
space.
Guidance:
A merging taper should be long enough to enable merging drivers to have adequate advance warning and
sufficient length to adjust their speeds and merge into a single lane before the end of the transition.
Support:
A shifting taper is used when a lateral shift is needed. When more space is available, a longer than
minimum taper distance can be beneficial. Changes in alignment can also be accomplished by using
horizontal curves designed for normal highway speeds.
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Guidance:
A shifting taper should have a length of approximately 0.5 L (see Tables 6C-3, and 6C-4 or 6C-3(CA)).
Support:
A shoulder taper may be beneficial on a high-speed roadway where shoulders are part of the activity area
and are closed, or when improved shoulders might be mistaken as a driving lane. In these instances, the same
type, but abbreviated, closure procedures used on a normal portion of the roadway can be used.
Guidance:
If used, shoulder tapers should have a length of approximately 0.33 L (see Tables 6C-3, and 6C-4 or 6C3(CA).). If a shoulder is used as a travel lane, either through practice or during a TTC activity, a normal
merging or shifting taper should be used.
Option:
A downstream taper may be useful in termination areas to provide a visual cue to the driver that access is
available back into the original lane or path that was closed.
Guidance:
When used, a downstream taper should have a length of approximately 30 m (100 ft) per lane with
devices placed at a spacing of approximately 6.1 m (20 ft).
Support:
The one-lane, two-way taper is used in advance of an activity area that occupies part of a two-way
roadway in such a way that a portion of the road is used alternately by traffic in each direction.
Guidance:
Traffic should be controlled by a flagger or temporary traffic control signal (if sight distance is limited),
or a STOP or YIELD sign. A short taper having a maximum length of 30 m (100 ft) with channelizing
devices at approximately 6.1 m (20 ft) spacings should be used to guide traffic into the one-way section.
Support:
An example of a one-lane, two-way traffic taper is shown in Figure 6C-3.
Standard:
On State highways, Department of Transportation’s Standard Plans for Traffic Control Systems (Standard
Plans T10 through T17) shall be used. See Section 1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
Section 6C.09 Detours and Diversions
Support:
A detour is a temporary rerouting of road users onto an existing highway in order to avoid a TTC zone.
Guidance:
Detours should be clearly signed over their entire length so that road users can easily use existing
highways to return to the original highway.
Support:
A diversion is a temporary rerouting of road users onto a temporary highway or alignment placed around
the work area.
Standard:
The detour route shall be evaluated for height, weight, and size restrictions. Appropriate signs shall be
posted along the route to advise motorists of any restrictions. Refer to CVC 21363 for detour signs.
Option:
Advance signs may be necessary to give trucks an opportunity to turn around and retrace their path or select
another route.
Section 6C.10 One-Lane, Two-Way Traffic Control
Standard:
When traffic in both directions must use a single lane for a limited distance, movements from each
end shall be coordinated.
Guidance:
Provisions should be made for alternate one-way movement through the constricted section via methods
such as flagger control, a flag transfer, a pilot car, traffic control signals, or stop or yield control.
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Control points at each end should be chosen to permit easy passing of opposing lanes of vehicles.
If traffic on the affected one-lane roadway is not visible from one end to the other, then flagging
procedures, a pilot car with a flagger used as described in Section 6F.54, or a traffic control signal should be
used to control opposing traffic flows.
Support:
At a spot constriction, such as an isolated pavement patch on highways with lower speeds and adequate
sight distance, the movement of traffic through one-lane, two-way constrictions tends to be self-regulating.
Section 6C.11 Flagger Method of One-Lane, Two-Way Traffic Control
Option:
When a one-lane, two-way TTC zone is short enough to allow a flagger to see from one end of the zone
to the other, traffic may be controlled by either a single flagger or by a flagger at each end of the section.
Guidance:
When a single flagger is used, the flagger should be stationed on the shoulder opposite the constriction or
work space, or in a position where good visibility and traffic control can be maintained at all times. When
good visibility and traffic control cannot be maintained by one flagger station, traffic should be controlled by
a flagger at each end of the section. One of the flaggers should be designated as the coordinator. Flaggers
should be able to communicate with each other orally, electronically, or with manual signals. These manual
signals should not be mistaken for flagging signals.
Section 6C.12 Flag Transfer Method of One-Lane, Two-Way Traffic Control
Support:
The driver of the last vehicle proceeding into the one-lane section is given a red flag (or other token) and
instructed to deliver it to the flagger at the other end. The opposite flagger, upon receipt of the flag, then
knows that it is reasonably safe to allow traffic to move in the other direction. A variation of this method is to
replace the use of a flag with an official pilot car that always follows the last road user vehicle proceeding
through the section.
Guidance:
The flag transfer method should be employed only where the one-way traffic is confined to a relatively
short length of a road, usually not more than 1.6 km (1 mi) in length.
Section 6C.13 Pilot Car Method of One-Lane, Two-Way Traffic Control
Option:
A pilot car may be used to guide a queue of vehicles through the TTC zone or detour.
Guidance:
The operation of the pilot vehicle should be coordinated with flagging operations or other controls at
each end of the one-lane section. The pilot car should have the name of the contractor or contracting
authority prominently displayed.
Standard:
The PILOT CAR FOLLOW ME (G20-4) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 4 of 4) shall be mounted at a
conspicuous location on the rear of the vehicle.
Option:
Two or more pilot cars may be used to guide two-way traffic through a particularly complex detour.
Section 6C.14 Temporary Traffic Control Signal Method of One-Lane, Two-Way Traffic Control
Option:
Traffic control signals may be used to control vehicular traffic movements in one-lane, two-way TTC
zones (see Figure 6H-12 6H-12(CA) and Chapter 4G).
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Section 6C.15 Stop or Yield Control Method of One-Lane, Two-Way Traffic Control
Option:
STOP or YIELD signs may be used to control traffic on low-volume roads at a one-lane, two-way TTC
zone when drivers are able to see the other end of the one-lane, two-way operation and have sufficient
visibility of approaching vehicles.
Guidance:
If the STOP or YIELD sign is installed for only one direction, then the STOP or YIELD sign should face
road users who are driving on the side of the roadway that is closed for the work activity area.
Standard:
The approach to the side that is not closed shall be visible (for a distance equal to the safe passing sight
distance for that approach) to the driver who must yield or stop.
Support:
See Section 3B.02 and Figure 6H-11.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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Table 6C-3(CA). Taper Length Criteria for Temporary Traffic Control Zones
for 3.6 m (12 ft) Offset Width
Minimum Taper Length**
Speed*
S
(km/h)
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110

for Width of Offset 3.6 m (W)
Merging
L
(m)
21
37
58
84
158
180
203
225
248

Shifting
L/2
(m)
10
19
29
42
79
90
101
113
124

Shoulder
L/3
(m)
7
12
19
28
53
60
68
75
83

Down
Stream
(m)
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

Minimum Taper Length**
Speed*
S
(mph)
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70

for Width of Offset 12 ft (W)
Merging
L
(ft)
80
125
180
245
320
540
600
660
720
780
840

Shifting
L/2
(ft)
40
63
90
123
160
270
300
330
360
390
420

Shoulder
L/3
(ft)
27
42
60
82
107
180
200
220
240
260
280

Down
Stream
(ft)
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

* - Posted Speed, off-peak 85th percentile speed prior to work starting, or the anticipated
operating speed.
** - For other offsets use the following merging taper length formula for L:
For speeds of 65 km/h (40 mph) or less, L=WSS/155 (L=WSS/60)
For speeds of 70 km/h (45 mph) or more, L=WS/1.6 (L=WS)
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CHAPTER 6D. PEDESTRIAN AND WORKER SAFETY
Section 6D.01 Pedestrian Considerations
Support:
Whenever the acronym “TTC” is used in this Chapter, it refers to “temporary traffic control”.
Standard:
The needs and control of all road users (motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians within the highway,
including persons with disabilities in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990
(ADA), Title II, Paragraph 35.130) through a TTC zone shall be an essential part of highway
construction, utility work, maintenance operations, and the management of traffic incidents.
Support:
A wide range of pedestrians might be affected by TTC zones, including the young, elderly, and people
with disabilities such as hearing, visual, or mobility. These pedestrians need a clearly delineated and usable
travel path. Considerations for pedestrians with disabilities are addressed in Section 6D.02.
The most desirable way to provide information to pedestrians with visual disabilities that is equivalent to
visual signage for notification of sidewalk closures is a speech message provided by an audible information
device. Devices that provide speech messages in response to passive pedestrian actuation are the most
desirable. Other devices that continuously emit a message, or that emit a message in response to use of a
pushbutton, are also acceptable. Signage information can also be transmitted to personal receivers, but
currently such receivers are not likely to be carried or used by pedestrians with visual disabilities in TTC
zones. Audible information devices might not be needed if detectable channelizing devices make an alternate
route of travel evident to pedestrians with visual disabilities.
Guidance:
If a pushbutton is used to provide equivalent TTC information to pedestrians with visual disabilities, the
pushbutton should be equipped with a locator tone to notify pedestrians with visual disabilities that a special
accommodation is available, and to help them locate the pushbutton.
Standard:
The various TTC provisions for pedestrian and worker safety set forth in Part 6 shall be applied
by knowledgeable (for example, trained and/or certified) persons after appropriate evaluation and
engineering judgment.
Advance notification of sidewalk closures shall be provided to the maintaining agency. Where
pedestrians with visual disabilities normally use the closed sidewalk, a barrier that is detectable by a
person with a visual disability traveling with the aid of a long cane shall be placed across the full width
of the closed sidewalk.
Support:
It must be recognized that pedestrians are reluctant to retrace their steps to a prior intersection for a
crossing or to add distance or out-of-the-way travel to a destination.
Guidance:
Adequate provisions should be made for persons with disabilities as determined by an engineering study
or by engineering judgment. Because printed signs and surface delineation are not usable by pedestrians with
visual disabilities, blocked routes, alternate crossings, and sign and signal information should be
communicated to pedestrians with visual disabilities by providing audible information devices, accessible
pedestrian signals, and barriers and channelizing devices that are detectable to pedestrians traveling with the
aid of a long cane or who have low vision.
The following three items should be considered when planning for pedestrians in TTC zones:
A. Pedestrians should not be led into conflicts with work site vehicles, equipment, and operations.
B. Pedestrians should not be led into conflicts with vehicles moving through or around the work site.
C. Pedestrians should be provided with a reasonably safe, convenient, and accessible path that replicates
as nearly as practical the most desirable characteristics of the existing sidewalk(s) or footpath(s).
Where pedestrians who have visual disabilities encounter work sites that require them to cross the
roadway to find an accessible route, instructions should be provided using an audible information
device. Accessible pedestrian signals (see Section 4E.06) with accessible pedestrian detectors (see
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Section 4E.09) might be needed to enable pedestrians with visual disabilities to cross wide or heavily
traveled roadways.
A pedestrian route should not be severed and/or moved for nonconstruction activities such as parking for
vehicles and equipment.
Consideration should be made to separate pedestrian movements from both work site activity and
vehicular traffic. Unless a reasonably safe route that does not involve crossing the roadway can be provided,
pedestrians should be appropriately directed with advance signing that encourages them to cross to the
opposite side of the roadway. In urban and suburban areas with high vehicular traffic volumes, these signs
should be placed at intersections (rather than midblock locations) so that pedestrians are not confronted with
midblock work sites that will induce them to attempt skirting the work site or making a midblock crossing.
Support:
Figures 6H-28 and 6H-29 show typical TTC device usage and techniques for pedestrian movement
through work zones.
Guidance:
When pedestrian movement through or around a work site is necessary, a separate usable footpath should
be provided. If the previous pedestrian facility was accessible to pedestrians with disabilities, the footpath
provided during temporary traffic control should also be accessible. There should not be any abrupt changes
in grade or terrain that could cause a tripping hazard or could be a barrier to wheelchair use. Barriers and
channelizing devices should be detectable to pedestrians who have visual disabilities (see Section 6F.68).
Option:
Whenever it is feasible, closing off the work site from pedestrian intrusion may be preferable to
channelizing pedestrian traffic along the site with TTC devices.
Support:
Maintaining a detectable, channelized pedestrian route is much more useful to pedestrians who have
visual disabilities than closing a walkway and providing audible directions to an alternate route involving
additional crossings and a return to the original route. Braille is not useful in conveying such information
because it is difficult to find. Audible instructions might be provided, but the extra distance and additional
street crossings might add complexity to a trip.
Guidance:
Fencing should not create sight distance restrictions for road users. Fences should not be constructed of
materials that would be hazardous if impacted by vehicles.
Wooden railing, fencing, and similar systems placed immediately adjacent to motor vehicle traffic
should not be used as substitutes for crashworthy temporary traffic barriers.
Standard:
TTC devices used to delineate a TTC zone pedestrian walkway shall be crashworthy and, when
struck by vehicles, present a minimum threat to pedestrians, workers, and occupants of impacting
vehicles.
Guidance:
Ballast for TTC devices should be kept to the minimum amount needed and should be mounted low to
prevent penetration of the vehicle windshield.
Movement by work vehicles and equipment across designated pedestrian paths should be minimized and,
when necessary, should be controlled by flaggers or TTC. Staging or stopping of work vehicles or equipment
along the side of pedestrian paths should be avoided, since it encourages movement of workers, equipment,
and materials across the pedestrian path.
Access to the work space by workers and equipment across pedestrian walkways should be minimized
because the access often creates unacceptable changes in grade, and rough or muddy terrain, and pedestrians
will tend to avoid these areas by attempting nonintersection crossings where no curb ramps are available.
Option:
A canopied walkway may be used to protect pedestrians from falling debris, and to provide a covered
passage for pedestrians.
Guidance:
Covered walkways should be sturdily constructed and adequately lighted for nighttime use.
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When pedestrian and vehicle paths are rerouted to a closer proximity to each other, consideration should
be given to separating them by a temporary traffic barrier.
If a temporary traffic barrier is used to shield pedestrians, it should be designed to accommodate site
conditions.
Support:
Depending on the possible vehicular speed and angle of impact, temporary traffic barriers might deflect
upon impact by an errant vehicle. Guidance for locating and designing temporary traffic barriers can be
found in Chapter 9 of AASHTO’s “Roadside Design Guide” (see Section 1A.11).
Standard:
Short intermittent segments of temporary traffic barrier shall not be used because they nullify the
containment and redirective capabilities of the temporary traffic barrier, increase the potential for
serious injury both to vehicle occupants and pedestrians, and encourage the presence of blunt, leading
ends. All upstream leading ends that are present shall be appropriately flared or protected with
properly installed and maintained crashworthy cushions. Adjacent temporary traffic barrier segments
shall be properly connected in order to provide the overall strength required for the temporary traffic
barrier to perform properly.
Normal vertical curbing shall not be used as a substitute for temporary traffic barriers when
temporary traffic barriers are clearly needed.
Option
Temporary traffic barriers or longitudinal channelizing devices may be used to discourage pedestrians
from unauthorized movements into the work space. They may also be used to inhibit conflicts with vehicular
traffic by minimizing the possibility of midblock crossings.
Support:
A major concern for pedestrians is urban and suburban building construction encroaching onto the
contiguous sidewalks, which forces pedestrians off the curb into direct conflict with moving vehicles.
Guidance:
If a significant potential exists for vehicle incursions into the pedestrian path, pedestrians should be
rerouted or temporary traffic barriers should be installed.
Support:
TTC devices, jersey barriers, and wood or chainlink fencing with a continuous detectable edging can
satisfactorily delineate a pedestrian path.
Guidance:
Tape, rope, or plastic chain strung between devices are not detectable, do not comply with the design
standards in the “Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities
(ADAAG)” (see Section 1A.11), and should not be used as a control for pedestrian movements.
The extent of pedestrian needs should be determined through engineering judgment for each TTC zone
situation. In general, pedestrian routes should be preserved in urban and commercial suburban areas.
Alternative routing should be discouraged.
The highway agency in charge of the TTC zone should regularly inspect the activity area so that
effective pedestrian TTC is maintained.
Section 6D.02 Accessibility Considerations
Support:
Additional information on the design and construction of accessible temporary facilities is found in
publications listed in Section 1A.11 (see Documents 10 and 29 through 31).
Guidance:
The extent of pedestrian needs should be determined through engineering judgment or by the individual
responsible for each TTC zone situation. This individual should be aware that the absence of a continuous
pathway, including curb ramps and other accessible features, might preclude the use of the facility by
pedestrians with disabilities.
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Standard:
When existing pedestrian facilities are disrupted, closed, or relocated in a TTC zone, the
temporary facilities shall be detectable and include accessibility features consistent with the features
present in the existing pedestrian facility.
Guidance:
To accommodate the needs of pedestrians, including those with disabilities, the following considerations
should be addressed when temporary pedestrian pathways in TTC zones are designed or modified:
A. Provisions for continuity of accessible paths for pedestrians should be incorporated into the TTC
process. Pedestrians should be provided with a reasonably safe, convenient, and accessible path that
replicates as much as practical the desirable characteristics of the existing pedestrian facilities.
B. Access to temporary transit stops should be provided.
C. Blocked routes, alternate crossings, and sign and signal information should be communicated to
pedestrians with visual disabilities by providing devices such as audible information devices,
accessible pedestrian signals, or barriers and channelizing devices that are detectable to the
pedestrians traveling with the aid of a long cane or who have low vision. Where pedestrian traffic is
detoured to a TTC signal, engineering judgment should be used to determine if pedestrian signals or
accessible pedestrian signals should be considered for crossings along an alternate route.
D. When channelization is used to delineate a pedestrian pathway, a continuous detectable edging should
be provided throughout the length of the facility such that pedestrians using a long cane can follow it.
These detectable edgings should adhere to the provisions of Section 6F.68.
E. A smooth, continuous hard surface should be provided throughout the entire length of the temporary
pedestrian facility. There should be no curbs or abrupt changes in grade or terrain that could cause
tripping or be a barrier to wheelchair use. The geometry and alignment of the facility should meet the
applicable requirements of the “Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for
Buildings and Facilities (ADAAG)” (see Section 1A.11).
F. The width of the existing pedestrian facility should be provided for the temporary facility if practical.
Traffic control devices and other construction materials and features should not intrude into the usable
width of the sidewalk, temporary pathway, or other pedestrian facility. When it is not possible to
maintain a minimum width of 1500 mm (60 in) throughout the entire length of the pedestrian
pathway, a 1500 x 1500 mm (60 x 60 in) passing space should be provided at least every 60 m (200
ft), to allow individuals in wheelchairs to pass.
G. Signs and other devices mounted lower than 2.1 m (7 ft) above the temporary pedestrian pathway
should not project more than 100 mm (4 in) into accessible pedestrian facilities.
Section 6D.03 Worker Safety Considerations
Support:
Equally as important as the safety of road users traveling through the TTC zone is the safety of workers.
TTC zones present temporary and constantly changing conditions that are unexpected by the road user. This
creates an even higher degree of vulnerability for workers on or near the roadway.
Maintaining TTC zones with road user flow inhibited as little as possible, and using TTC devices that get
the road user's attention and provide positive direction are of particular importance. Likewise, equipment and
vehicles moving within the activity area create a risk to workers on foot. When possible, the separation of
moving equipment and construction vehicles from workers on foot provides the operator of these vehicles
with a greater separation clearance and improved sight lines to minimize exposure to the hazards of moving
vehicles and equipment.
Guidance:
The following are the key elements of worker safety and TTC management that should be considered to
improve worker safety:
A. Training—all workers should be trained on how to work next to motor vehicle traffic in a way that
minimizes their vulnerability. Workers having specific TTC responsibilities should be trained in TTC
techniques, device usage, and placement.
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B. Worker Safety Apparel—all workers exposed to the risks of moving roadway traffic or construction
equipment should wear high-visibility safety apparel meeting the requirements of ISEA “American
National Standard for High-Visibility Safety Apparel” (see Section 1A.11), or equivalent revisions,
and labeled as ANSI 107-1999 standard performance for Class 1, 2, or 3 risk exposure. A competent
person designated by the employer to be responsible for the worker safety plan within the activity area
of the job site should make the selection of the appropriate class of garment. Refer to Construction
Safety Order in the California Code of Regulations (Title 8, Division 1, Chapter 4, Subchapter 4, Article 3, Section
1523 - Illumination). See See Section 1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
C. Temporary Traffic Barriers—temporary traffic barriers should be placed along the work space
depending on factors such as lateral clearance of workers from adjacent traffic, speed of traffic,
duration and type of operations, time of day, and volume of traffic.
D. Speed Reduction—reducing the speed of vehicular traffic, mainly through regulatory speed zoning,
funneling, lane reduction, or the use of uniformed law enforcement officers or flaggers, should be
considered. The use of regulatory speed zone signing tends to be more effective when law enforcement is
present.
E. Activity Area—planning the internal work activity area to minimize backing-up maneuvers of
construction vehicles should be considered to minimize the exposure to risk.
F. Worker Safety Planning—a competent person designated by the employer should conduct a basic
hazard assessment for the work site and job classifications required in the activity area. This safety
professional should determine whether engineering, administrative, or personal protection measures
should be implemented. This plan should be in accordance with the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970, as amended, “General Duty Clause” Section 5(a)(1) - Public Law 91-596, 84 Stat. 1590,
December 29, 1970, as amended, and with the requirement to assess worker risk exposures for each
job site and job classification, as per 29 CFR 1926.20 (b)(2) of “Occupational Safety and Health
Administration Regulations, General Safety and Health Provisions ” (see Section 1A.11).
Option:
The following are additional elements of TTC management that may be considered to improve worker
safety:
A. Shadow Vehicle—in the case of mobile and constantly moving operations, such as pothole patching
and striping operations, a shadow vehicle, equipped with appropriate lights and warning signs, may be
used to protect the workers from impacts by errant vehicles. The shadow vehicle may be equipped
with a rear-mounted impact attenuator.
B. Road Closure—if alternate routes are available to handle road users, the road may be closed
temporarily. This may also facilitate project completion and thus further reduce worker vulnerability.
C. Law Enforcement Use—in highly vulnerable work situations, particularly those of relatively short
duration, law enforcement units may be stationed to heighten the awareness of passing vehicular
traffic and to improve safety through the TTC zone.
D. Lighting—for nighttime work, the TTC zone and approaches may be lighted. Care should be taken to
ensure that the lighting used for nighttime work does not cause blinding. Refer to CVC 21466.5 for light impairing
driver’s vision.
E. Special Devices—these include rumble strips, changeable message signs, hazard identification
beacons, flags, and warning lights. Intrusion warning devices may be used to alert workers to the
approach of errant vehicles.
F. Public Information - Improved driver performance may be realized through a well-prepared and complete public
relations effort that covers the nature of the work, the time and duration of its execution, its anticipated effects on
traffic, and possible alternate routes and modes of travel. Such programs can encourage the use of alternate
routes, thus allowing consideration of temporary lane closures for additional buffer space.
Support:
Judicious use of the special devices described in Item E above might be helpful for certain difficult TTC
situations, but misuse or overuse of special devices or techniques might lessen their effectiveness.
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Section 6D.101(CA) Bicycle Considerations
Support:
There are several considerations in planning for bicyclists in TTC zones on highways and streets:
• A travel route that replicates the most desirable characteristics of a wide paved shoulder or bikeway
through or around the traffic control zone is desirable for bicyclists.
• If the traffic control zone interrupts the continuity of an existing bikeway system, signs directing bicyclists
through or around the zone and back to the bikeway is desirable.
• Unless a separate bike path through or around the traffic control zone is provided, adequate roadway lane
width to allow bicyclists and motor vehicles to travel side by side through or around the zone is desirable.
• Bicyclists should not be led into direct conflicts with mainline traffic, work site vehicles, or equipment
moving through or around the traffic control zone.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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CHAPTER 6E. FLAGGER CONTROL
Section 6E.01 Qualifications for Flaggers
Support:
Whenever the acronym “TTC” is used in this Chapter, it refers to “temporary traffic control”.
Standard:
A flagger shall be a person who provides TTC.
Guidance:
Because flaggers are responsible for public safety and make the greatest number of contacts with the
public of all highway workers, they should be trained in safe traffic control practices and public contact
techniques. Flaggers should be able to satisfactorily demonstrate the following abilities:
A. Ability to receive and communicate specific instructions clearly, firmly, and courteously;
B. Ability to move and maneuver quickly in order to avoid danger from errant vehicles;
C. Ability to control signaling devices (such as paddles and flags) in order to provide clear and positive
guidance to drivers approaching a TTC zone in frequently changing situations;
D. Ability to understand and apply safe traffic control practices, sometimes in stressful or emergency
situations; and
E. Ability to recognize dangerous traffic situations and warn workers in sufficient time to avoid injury.
Support:
Refer to Construction Safety Order in the California Code of Regulations (Title 8, Division 1, Chapter 4, Subchapter
4, Article 3, Section 1599 - Flaggers) for flagger training. See See Section 1A.11 for information regarding this
publication.
Section 6E.02 High-Visibility Safety Apparel
Standard:
For daytime and nighttime activity, flaggers shall wear safety apparel meeting the requirements of
ISEA “American National Standard for High-Visibility Apparel” (see Section 1A.11) and labeled as
meeting the ANSI 107-1999 standard performance for Class 2 risk exposure. The apparel background
(outer) material color shall be either fluorescent orange-red or fluorescent yellow-green as defined in
the standard. The retroreflective material shall be either orange, yellow, white, silver, yellow-green, or
a fluorescent version of these colors, and shall be visible at a minimum distance of 300 m (1,000 ft).
The retroreflective safety apparel shall be designed to clearly identify the wearer as a person.
Guidance:
For nighttime activity, safety apparel meeting the requirements of ISEA “American National Standard
for High-Visibility Apparel” (see Section 1A.11) and labeled as meeting the ANSI 107-1999 standard
performance for Class 3 risk exposure should be considered for flagger wear (instead of the Class 2 safety
apparel in the Standard above).
When uniformed law enforcement officers are used, high-visibility safety apparel as described in this
Section should be worn by the law enforcement officer.
Standard:
The retroreflective clothing, or the retroreflective material added to the clothing, shall have a minimum of
one horizontal stripe around the torso.
Option:
White outer garments with retroreflective material may be worn during hours of darkness in lieu of colored vests,
jackets and/or shirts.
Section 6E.03 Hand-Signaling Devices
Support:
Hand-signaling devices, such as STOP/SLOW paddles, lights, and red flags, are used to control road
users through TTC zones.
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Guidance:
The STOP/SLOW paddle should shall be the primary and preferred hand-signaling device because the
STOP/SLOW paddle gives road users more positive guidance than red flags. Use of flags should shall be
limited to emergency situations.
Standard:
The STOP/SLOW paddle shall have an octagonal shape on a rigid handle. STOP/SLOW paddles
shall be at least 450 mm (18 in) wide with letters at least 150 mm (6 in) high and should be fabricated
from light semirigid material. The background of the STOP face shall be red with white letters and
border. The background of the SLOW face shall be orange with black letters and border. When used
at night, the STOP/SLOW paddle shall be retroreflectorized.
Option:
The STOP/SLOW paddle may be modified to improve conspicuity by incorporating either white or red
flashing lights on the STOP face, and either white or yellow flashing lights on the SLOW face. The flashing
lights may be arranged in any of the following patterns:
A. Two white or red lights, one centered vertically above and one centered vertically below the STOP
legend; and/or two white or yellow lights, one centered vertically above and one centered vertically
below the SLOW legend; or
B. Two white or red lights, one centered horizontally on each side of the STOP legend; and/or two white
or yellow lights, one centered horizontally on each side of the SLOW legend; or
C. One white or red light centered below the STOP legend; and/or one white or yellow light centered
below the SLOW legend; or
D. A series of eight or more small white or red lights no larger than 6 mm (0.25 in) in diameter along the
outer edge of the paddle, arranged in an octagonal pattern at the eight corners of the border of the
STOP face; and/or a series of eight or more small white or yellow lights no larger than 6 mm (0.25 in)
in diameter along the outer edge of the paddle, arranged in a diamond pattern along the border of the
SLOW face.
E. A series of white lights forming the shapes of the letters in the legend.
Standard:
If flashing lights are used on the STOP face of the paddle, their colors shall be all white or all red.
If flashing lights are used on the SLOW face of the paddle, their colors shall be all white or all yellow.
If more than eight flashing lights are used, the lights shall be arranged such that they clearly
convey the octagonal shape of the STOP face of the paddle and/or the diamond shape of the SLOW
face of the paddle.
If flashing lights are used on the STOP/SLOW paddle, the flash rate shall be at least 50, but not
more than 60, flashes per minute.
Flags, when used, shall be a minimum of 600 mm (24 in) square, made of a good grade of red
material, and securely fastened to a staff that is approximately 900 mm (36 in) in length.
Guidance:
The free edge of a flag should be weighted so the flag will hang vertically, even in heavy winds.
Standard:
When used at nighttime, flags shall be retroreflectorized red.
Option:
The STOP/SLOW (C28A(CA) and C28B(CA)) paddle may be used with either a 300 mm (12 in) short handle or
1650 mm (66 in) long handle.
The 600 x 600 mm (24 x 24 in) size of the STOP/SLOW paddle may be used where greater emphasis is needed
and speeds are 50 km/h (30 mph) or more.
Support:
Details for the short and long handle of the STOP/SLOW paddle are shown in Department of Transportation’s
California Sign Specifications under C28C(CA) code.
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Section 6E.04 Flagger Procedures
Support:
The use of paddles and flags by flaggers is illustrated in Figure 6E-1.
Standard:
The following methods of signaling with paddles shall be used:
A. To stop road users, the flagger shall face road users and aim the STOP paddle face toward road
users in a stationary position with the arm extended horizontally away from the body. The free
arm shall be held with the palm of the hand above shoulder level toward approaching traffic.
B. To direct stopped road users to proceed, the flagger shall face road users with the SLOW
paddle face aimed toward road users in a stationary position with the arm extended
horizontally away from the body. The flagger shall motion with the free hand for road users to
proceed.
C. To alert or slow traffic, the flagger shall face road users with the SLOW paddle face aimed
toward road users in a stationary position with the arm extended horizontally away from the
body.
Option:
To further alert or slow traffic, the flagger holding the SLOW paddle face toward road users may motion
up and down with the free hand, palm down.
Standard:
The following methods of signaling with a flag shall be used:
A. To stop road users, the flagger shall face road users and extend the flag staff horizontally across
the road users’ lane in a stationary position so that the full area of the flag is visibly hanging
below the staff. The free arm shall be held with the palm of the hand above the shoulder level
toward approaching traffic.
B. To direct stopped road users to proceed, the flagger shall stand parallel to the road user
movement and with flag and arm lowered from the view of the road users, and shall motion
with the free hand for road users to proceed. Flags shall not be used to signal road users to
proceed.
C. To alert or slow traffic, the flagger shall face road users and slowly wave the flag in a sweeping
motion of the extended arm from shoulder level to straight down without raising the arm above
a horizontal position. The flagger shall keep the free hand down.
Section 6E.05 Flagger Stations
Standard:
Flagger stations shall be located such that approaching road users will have sufficient distance to
stop at an intended stopping point.
Option:
The distances shown in Table 6E-1, which provides information regarding the stopping sight distance as
a function of speed, may be used for the location of a flagger station. These distances may be increased for
downgrades and other conditions that affect stopping distance.
Guidance:
Flagger stations should be located such that an errant vehicle has additional space to stop without
entering the work space.
Standard:
Except in emergency situations, flagger stations shall be preceded by an advance warning sign or
signs. Except in emergency situations, flagger stations shall be illuminated at night.
Support:
Refer to Construction Safety Orders in the California Code of Regulations (Title 8, Division 1, Chapter 4, Subchapter
4, Article 3, Section 1523 – Illumination and Section 1599 - Flaggers). See Section 1A.11 for information regarding this
publication.
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Guidance:
The flagger should stand either on the shoulder adjacent to the road user being controlled or in the closed
lane prior to stopping road users. A flagger should only stand in the lane being used by moving road users
after road users have stopped. The flagger should be clearly visible to the first approaching road user at all
times. The flagger also should be visible to other road users. The flagger should be stationed sufficiently in
advance of the workers to warn them (for example, with audible warning devices such as horns or whistles)
of approaching danger by out-of-control vehicles. The flagger should stand alone, never permitting a group
of workers to congregate around the flagger station.
Option:
At a spot constriction, the flagger may have to take a position on the shoulder opposite the closed section
in order to operate effectively.
At spot lane closures where adequate sight distance is available for the reasonably safe handling of
traffic, the use of one flagger may be sufficient.
Option:
The distances shown in Table 6E-1 may be increased for downgrades, as shown in Table 6E-101(CA).
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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Table 6E-101(CA). Longitudinal Buffer Space on Downgrades*
Speed
(km/h)

% Downgrade (Buffer Space)
-3%
(m)

-6%
(m)

-9%
(m)

30

35

35

35

40

50

50

53

50

66

70

74

60

87

92

97

70

110

116

124

80

136

144

154

90

164

174

187

100

194

207

223

110

227

243

262

Speed
(mph)

% Downgrade (Buffer Space)
-3%
(ft)

-6%
(ft)

-9%
(ft)

20

116

120

126

25

158

165

173

30

205

215

227

35

257

271

287

40

315

333

354

45

378

400

427

50

446

474

507

55

520

553

593

60

598

638

686

65

682

728

785

70

771

825

891

* Exhibit 3-2. A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, AASHTO, 2001, p.115.
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CHAPTER 6F. TEMPORARY TRAFFIC CONTROL ZONE DEVICES
Section 6F.01 Types of Devices
Support:
Whenever the acronym “TTC” is used in this Chapter, it refers to “temporary traffic control”.
Standard:
The needs and control of all road users (motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians within the highway,
including persons with disabilities in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990
(ADA), Title II, Paragraph 35.130) through a TTC zone shall be an essential part of highway
construction, utility work, maintenance operations, and the management of traffic incidents.
Guidance:
The design and application of TTC devices used in TTC zones should consider the needs of all road
users (motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians), including those with disabilities.
Support:
FHWA policy requires that all roadside appurtenances such as traffic barriers, barrier terminals and crash
cushions, bridge railings, sign and light pole supports, and work zone hardware used on the National
Highway System meet the crashworthy performance criteria contained in the National Cooperative Highway
Research Program (NCHRP) Report 350, “Recommended Procedures for the Safety Performance Evaluation
of Highway Features”. The FHWA website at “http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/programs/roadside_hardware.htm”
identifies all such hardware and includes copies of FHWA acceptance letters for each of them. In the case of
proprietary items, links are provided to manufacturers' websites as a source of detailed information on
specific devices. The website also contains an “Ask the Experts” section where questions on roadside design
issues can be addressed. State Departments of Transportation and local agencies might also have expanded
the NCHRP Report 350 crashworthy criteria to apply to other highways in addition to the National Highway
System.
Crashworthiness and crash testing information on devices described in Part 6 are found in AASHTO’s
“Roadside Design Guide” (see Section 1A.11).
As stated in Definition 17 in Section 1A.13, “crashworthy” is a characteristic of a roadside appurtenance
that has been successfully crash tested in accordance with a national standard such as the National
Cooperative Highway Research Program Report 350, “Recommended Procedures for the Safety Performance
Evaluation of Highway Features.”
Standard:
Traffic control devices shall be defined as all signs, signals, markings, and other devices used to
regulate, warn, or guide road users, placed on, over, or adjacent to a street, highway, pedestrian
facility, or bikeway by authority of a public body or official having jurisdiction.
All traffic control devices used on street and highway construction, maintenance, utility, or
incident management operations shall conform to the applicable provisions of this Manual.
The Department of Transportation shall implement NCHRP 350 criteria for crashworthy TTC devices in TTC
zones on all State highways effective as of December 1, 2005. Crashworthiness of TTC devices shall be
substantiated. When no longer needed, TTC devices shall be removed from the TTC zone.
Crashworthiness of TTC devices shall be substantiated as follows:
Category 1 devices purchased after October 1, 1998 shall be employed based on the vendor's selfcertification. Self-certification shall be based on crash testing, crash testing of similar devices, or years
of demonstrable safe performance.
Category 2 devices shall be on FHWA's list of Acceptable Crashworthy Category 2 Hardware for Work
Zones which meet NCHRP Report 350 criteria for crashworthiness. Category 2 devices that have not
received FHWA acceptance and were purchased before October 1, 2000, shall not be used. Category 2
devices in use that have received FHWA acceptance shall be labeled with the FHWA acceptance letter
number and the name of the manufacturer by the start of the project. The label shall be readable and
permanently affixed by the manufacturer. Category 2 devices without a label shall not be used in
highway work zones.
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Category 3 devices shall be crash tested in accordance with NCHRP Report 350 criteria. The Department
shall include Standard Special Provision (SSP) 12-000, Standard Plans and construction details in all
contract documents.
Support:
For Category 3, the compliance date was October 1, 1998 for truck mounted attenuators and work zone crash
cushions. The compliance date for other Category 3 devices was October 1, 2002.
Option:
Type III barricades may be used as sign supports if the barricades have been successfully crash tested as one unit
with a construction area sign attached.
Support:
Category 1 self-certification form can be obtained at the following Internet address (see last page):
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/traffops/signtech/signdel/policy/05-09.pdf

Category 2 devices are listed on the "Acceptable Crashworthy Category 2 Hardware for Work Zones" list maintained
by both, FHWA and Department of Transportation, available at the following internet addresses:
http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/fourthlevel/hardware/listing.cfm?code=workzone
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/traffops/signtech/signdel/pdf/Category2.pdf .

Category 3 TTC devices are shown in the Standard Plans, on project plans or listed on the Department's Highway
Safety Features list at the following Internet address:
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/esc/approved_products_list/HighwaySafe.htm .
Section 6F.02 General Characteristics of Signs
Support:
TTC zone signs convey both general and specific messages by means of words or symbols and have the
same three categories as all road user signs: regulatory, warning, and guide.
Standard:
The colors for regulatory signs shall follow the Standards for regulatory signs in Table 2A-4 2A4(CA) and Chapter 2B. Warning signs in TTC zones shall have a black legend and border on an orange
background, except for the Highway-Rail Grade Crossing Advance Warning (W10-1) sign which shall
have a black legend and border on a yellow background, and except for signs that are permitted in
Parts 2 or 7 to have fluorescent yellow-green backgrounds. Colors for guide signs shall follow the
Standards in Table 2A-4 2A-4(CA) and Chapter 2D, except for guide signs as noted in Section 6F.50.
Option:
Where the color orange is required, fluorescent red-orange or fluorescent yellow-orange colors may also
be used.
Support:
The fluorescent versions of orange provide higher conspicuity than standard orange, especially during
twilight.
Option:
Warning and guide signs used for TCC TTC incident management situations (see Chapter 6I) may have a
black legend and border on a fluorescent pink background.
Existing warning signs that are still applicable may remain in place.
In order to maintain the systematic use of yellow or fluorescent yellow-green background for pedestrian,
bicycle, and school warning signs in a jurisdiction, the yellow or fluorescent yellow-green background for
pedestrian, bicycle, and school warning signs may be used in TTC zones.
Standard orange flags or flashing warning lights may be used in conjunction with signs.
Standard:
When standard orange flags or flashing warning lights are used in conjunction with signs, they
shall not block the sign face.
The sizes for TTC signs shall be as shown in Table 6F-1 or 6F-1(CA).
Option:
The dimensions of signs shown in Table 6F-1 or 6F-1(CA) may be increased wherever necessary for
greater legibility or emphasis, such as on freeways and expressways.
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Standard:
Deviations from standard sizes as prescribed herein shall be in 150 mm (6 in) increments.
Support:
Sign design details are contained in the “Standard Highway Signs” book (see Section 1A.11).
Standard:
All signs used at night shall be either retroreflective with a material that has a smooth, sealed outer
surface or illuminated to show the same shape and similar color both day and night.
The requirement for sign illumination shall not be considered to be satisfied by street, highway, or
strobe lighting.
Option:
Sign illumination may be either internal or external.
Signs may be made of rigid or flexible material.
Support:
Sign design details are contained in FHWA’s Standard Highway Signs book and Department of Transportation’s
California Sign Specifications. See Section 1A.11 for information regarding these publications.
Table 6F-101(CA) shows a list of California TTC Signs.
Figure 6F-101(CA) shows California TTC Signs.
Section 6F.03 Sign Placement
Guidance:
Signs should be located on the right side of the roadway unless otherwise specified in this Manual.
Option:
Where special emphasis is needed, signs may be placed on both the left and right sides of the roadway.
Signs mounted on portable supports may be placed within the roadway itself. Signs may also be mounted on
or above barricades.
Support:
The Provisions of this section regarding mounting height apply unless specifically stated otherwise for a
particular sign elsewhere in this Manual.
Guidelines for height and lateral clearance of temporary ground-mounted signs are shown in Figure 6F1.
Standard:
Ground-mounted signs installed at the side of the road in rural areas shall be mounted at a height
at least 1.5 m (5 ft), measured from the bottom of the sign to the near edge of the pavement. In
business, commercial, and residential districts where parking and/or bicycle or pedestrian movement
is likely to occur, or where there are other obstructions to view, the distance between the bottom of the
sign and the top of the near edge of the traveled way shall be at least 2.1 m (7 ft).
Signs mounted on barricades and barricade/sign combinations shall be crashworthy.
Where it has been determined that the accommodation of pedestrians with disabilities is necessary,
signs shall be mounted and placed in accordance with Section 4.4 of the “Americans with Disabilities
Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities (ADAAG)” (see Section 1A.11).
Guidance:
Neither portable nor permanent sign supports should be located on sidewalks, bicycle facilities, or areas
designated for pedestrian or bicycle traffic. Sign supports should be located so as to accommodate pedestrians and
bicyclists in areas designated for their use. A minimum lateral width of 1.2 m (4 ft) should be maintained for pedestrian
pathways. Signs mounted lower than 2.1 m (7 ft) should not project more than 100 mm (4 in) into pedestrian
facilities.
Option:
A 2.1 m (7 ft) mounting height may be used in rural areas for increased visibility.
The height to the bottom of a secondary sign mounted below another sign may be 0.3 m (1 ft) less than
the appropriate height specified above.
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Guidance:
Except as noted in the Option, signs mounted on portable supports should not be used for a duration of
more than 3 days.
Option:
The R9-8 through R9-11a series, R11 series, W1-6 through W1-8 series, M4-10, E5-1, or other similar
type signs (see Figures 6F-3, 6F-4, and 6F-5) may be used on portable supports for longer than 3 days.
Support:
Methods of mounting signs other than on posts are illustrated in Figure 6F-2.
Guidance:
Signs mounted on Type III barricades should not cover more than 50 percent of the top two rails or 33
percent of the total area of the three rails.
Standard:
Sign supports shall be crashworthy. Large signs having an area exceeding 5 square meters (50
square feet) that are installed on multiple breakaway posts shall be mounted a minimum of 2.1 m (7 ft)
above the ground.
Signs mounted on barricades, or other portable supports, shall be no less than 0.3 m (1 ft) above
the traveled way.
Option:
For mobile operations, a sign may be mounted on a work vehicle, a shadow vehicle, or a trailer stationed
in advance of the TTC zone or moving along with it. The work vehicle, the shadow vehicle, or the trailer
may or may not have an impact attenuator.
Guidance:
Unshielded sign posts placed in the clear zone should yield or breakaway upon impact to minimize
obstructions to road users.
Support:
If alterations are made to specific traffic control device supports that have been successfully crash tested
in accordance with NCHRP Report 350 (see Section 1A.11), the altered supports might not be considered to
be crashworthy.
Section 6F.04 Sign Maintenance
Standard:
Signs shall be properly maintained for cleanliness, visibility, and correct positioning.
Signs that have lost significant legibility shall be promptly replaced.
Section 6F.05 Regulatory Sign Authority
Support:
Regulatory signs such as those shown in Figure 6F-3 inform road users of traffic laws or regulations and
indicate the applicability of legal requirements that would not otherwise be apparent.
Standard:
Regulatory signs shall be authorized by the public agency or official having jurisdiction and shall
conform with Chapter 2B.
Support:
Some of the California regulatory signs used in TTC zones are shown in Figure 6F-101(CA) and Table 6F-101(CA).
Section 6F.06 Regulatory Sign Design
Standard:
TTC regulatory signs shall conform to the Standards for regulatory signs presented in Part 2 and
in the FHWA’s “Standard Highway Signs” book (see Section 1A.11).
Support:
Regulatory signs are generally rectangular with a black legend and border on a white background.
Exceptions include the STOP, YIELD, DO NOT ENTER, WRONG WAY, and ONE WAY signs.
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Option:
The ONE WAY sign may be either a horizontal or vertical rectangular sign.
Section 6F.07 Regulatory Sign Applications
Standard:
If a TTC zone requires regulatory measures different from those existing, the existing permanent
regulatory devices shall be removed or covered and superseded by the appropriate temporary
regulatory signs. This change shall be made in conformance with applicable ordinances or statutes of
the jurisdiction.
Section 6F.08 ROAD (STREET) CLOSED Sign (R11-2)
Guidance:
The ROAD (STREET) CLOSED (R11-2) sign (see Figure 6F-3, Sheet 2 of 2) should be used when the
roadway is closed to all road users except contractors' equipment or officially authorized vehicles. The R11-2
sign should be accompanied by appropriate warning and detour signing.
Option:
The words BRIDGE OUT (or BRIDGE CLOSED) word BRIDGE CLOSED may be substituted for ROAD
(STREET) CLOSED where applicable.
Guidance:
The ROAD (STREET) CLOSED sign should be installed at or near the center of the roadway on or
above a Type III barricade that closes the roadway (see Section 6F.63).
Standard:
The ROAD (STREET) CLOSED sign shall not be used where road user flow is maintained or
where the actual closure is some distance beyond the sign.
Option:
The word RAMP may be substituted for ROAD or STREET where applicable.
Section 6F.09 Local Traffic Only Signs (R11-3a, R11-4)
Guidance:
The Local Traffic Only signs (see Figure 6F-3, Sheet 2 of 2) should be used where road user flow
detours to avoid a closure some distance beyond the sign, but where local road users can use the roadway to
the point of closure. These signs should be accompanied by appropriate warning and detour signing.
In rural applications, the Local Traffic Only sign should have the legend ROAD CLOSED XX km
(MILES)AHEAD, LOCAL TRAFFIC ONLY (R11-3a).
Option:
In urban areas, the legend ROAD (STREET) CLOSED TO THRU TRAFFIC (R11-4) or ROAD
CLOSED, LOCAL TRAFFIC ONLY may be used.
The words BRIDGE OUT (or BRIDGE CLOSED) may be substituted for the words ROAD (STREET)
CLOSED on the R11-3a or R11-4 sign where applicable.
Option:
The word RAMP may be substituted for ROAD or STREET where applicable.
Section 6F.10 Weight Limit Signs (R12-1, R12-2, R12-5)
Standard:
A Weight Limit sign (see Figure 6F-3, Sheet 2 of 2), which shows the gross weight or axle weight
that is permitted on the roadway or bridge, shall be consistent with State or local regulations and shall
not be installed without the approval of the authority having jurisdiction over the highway.
When weight restrictions are imposed because of the activity in a TTC zone, a marked detour shall
be provided for vehicles weighing more than the posted limit.
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Section 6F.11 STAY IN LANE Sign (R4-9)
Option:
A STAY IN LANE (R4-9) sign (see Figure 6F-3, Sheet 1 of 2) may be used where a multi-lane shift has
been incorporated as part of the TTC on a highway to direct road users around road work that occupies part
of the roadway on a multi-lane highway.
Section 6F.12 PEDESTRIAN CROSSWALK Sign (R9-8)
Option:
The PEDESTRIAN CROSSWALK (R9-8) sign (see Figure 6F-3, Sheet 1 of 2) may be used to indicate
where a temporary crosswalk has been established.
Standard:
If a temporary crosswalk is established, it shall be accessible to pedestrians with disabilities in
accordance with Section 6D.02.
Section 6F.13 SIDEWALK CLOSED Signs (R9-9, R9-10, R9-11, R9-11a)
Guidance:
SIDEWALK CLOSED signs (see Figure 6F-3, Sheet 2 of 2) should be used where pedestrian flow is
restricted. Bicycle/Pedestrian Detour (M4-9a) signs or Pedestrian Detour (M4-9b) signs should be used
where pedestrian flow is rerouted (see Section 6F.53).
The SIDEWALK CLOSED (R9-9) sign should be installed at the beginning of the closed sidewalk, at
the intersections preceding the closed sidewalk, and elsewhere along the closed sidewalk as needed.
The SIDEWALK CLOSED, (ARROW) USE OTHER SIDE (R9-10) sign should be installed at the
beginning of the restricted sidewalk when a parallel sidewalk exists on the other side of the roadway.
The SIDEWALK CLOSED AHEAD, (ARROW) CROSS HERE (R9-11) sign should be used to indicate
to pedestrians that sidewalks beyond the sign are closed and to direct them to open crosswalks, sidewalks, or
other travel paths.
The SIDEWALK CLOSED, (ARROW) CROSS HERE (R9-11a) sign should be installed just beyond
the point to which pedestrians are being redirected.
Support:
These signs are typically mounted on a detectable barricade to encourage compliance and to
communicate with pedestrians that the sidewalk is closed. Printed signs are not useful to many pedestrians
with visual disabilities. A barrier or barricade detectable by a person with a visual disability is sufficient to
indicate that a sidewalk is closed. If the barrier is continuous with detectable channelizing devices for an
alternate route, accessible signage might not be necessary. An audible information device is needed when the
detectable barricade or barrier for an alternate channelized route is not continuous.
Section 6F.14 Special Regulatory Signs
Option:
Special regulatory signs may be used based on engineering judgment consistent with regulatory
requirements.
Guidance:
Special regulatory signs should conform to the general requirements of color, shape, and alphabet size
and series. The sign message should be brief, legible, and clear.
Support:
Section 2B.17 contains information regarding the use of FINES HIGHER signs (see Figure 6F-3, Sheet 1
of 2).
See Section 6F.106(CA) for Traffic Fines Signs.
Section 6F.15 Warning Sign Function, Design, and Application
Support:
TTC zone warning signs (see Figure 6F-4) notify road users of specific situations or conditions on or
adjacent to a roadway that might not otherwise be apparent.
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Standard:
TTC warning signs shall conform to the Standards for warning signs presented in Part 2 and in
FHWA’s “Standard Highway Signs” book (see Section 1A.11). Except as noted in the Option below,
TTC warning signs shall be diamond-shaped with a black legend and border on an orange
background, except for the W10-1 sign which shall have a black legend and border on a yellow
background, and except for signs that are permitted in Parts 2 or 7 to have fluorescent yellow-green
backgrounds.
Option:
Warning signs used for TCC incident management situations may have a black legend and border on a
fluorescent pink background.
Mounting or space considerations may justify a change from the standard diamond shape.
In emergencies, available warning signs having yellow backgrounds may be used if signs with orange or
fluorescent pink backgrounds are not at hand.
Guidance:
Where roadway or road user conditions require greater emphasis, larger than standard size warning signs
should be used, with the symbol or legend enlarged approximately in proportion to the outside dimensions.
Where any part of the roadway is obstructed or closed by work activities or incidents, advance warning
signs should be installed to alert road users well in advance of these obstructions or restrictions.
Where road users include pedestrians, the provision of supplemental audible information or detectable
barriers or barricades should be considered for people with visual disabilities.
Support:
Detectable barriers or barricades communicate very clearly to pedestrians who have visual disabilities
that they can no longer proceed in the direction that they are traveling.
Option:
Advance warning signs may be used singly or in combination.
Standard:
Because of their importance, advance warning signs for higher-speed locations shall have a size of
1200 x 1200 mm (48 x 48 in) (see Part 2).
For freeways and expressways, the size of diamond shaped TTC warning signs shall be a minimum
of 1200 x 1200 mm (48 x 48 in).
Option:
Where speeds and volumes are moderately low, a minimum size of 900 x 900 mm (36 x 36 in) may be
used for advance warning signs.
On secondary roads or City streets where speeds are very low, signs smaller than the standard size, but
not less than 600 x 600 mm (24 x 24 in), may be used for warning signs having short word messages or clear
symbols.
Standard:
The previous paragraphs are deleted for application and shall not be used in California as “higher-speed”,
“moderately low” and “very low” are not defined in the MUTCD. Use Table 2C-2 in Part 2 for size of warning
signs.
Option:
Advance warning signs larger than the minimum standards may be used for additional emphasis of the
TTC zone (see Part 2).
Where distances are not shown on warning signs as part of the message, a supplemental plaque with the
distance legend may be mounted immediately below the sign on the same support.
Support:
Some of the California warning signs used in TTC zones are shown in Figure 6F-101(CA) and Table 6F-101(CA).
Section 6F.16 Position of Advance Warning Signs
Guidance:
Where highway conditions permit, warning signs should be placed in advance of the TTC zone at
varying distances depending on roadway type, condition, and posted speed. Table 6C-1 contains information
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regarding the spacing of advance warning signs. Where a series of two or more advance warning signs is
used, the closest sign to the TTC zone should be placed approximately 30 m (100 ft) for low-speed urban
streets to 300 m (1,000 ft) or more for freeways and expressways.
Support:
Various conditions, such as limited sight distance or obstructions that might require a driver to reduce
speed or stop, might require additional advance warning signs.
Option:
As an alternative to a specific distance on advance warning signs, the word AHEAD may be used.
Support:
At TTC zones on lightly-traveled roads, all of the advance warning signs prescribed for major
construction might not be needed.
Option:
Utility work, maintenance, or minor construction can occur within the TTC zone limits of a major
construction project, and additional warning signs may be needed.
Guidance:
Utility, maintenance, and minor construction signing and TTC should be coordinated with appropriate
authorities so that road users are not confused or misled by the additional TTC devices.
Section 6F.17 ROAD (STREET) WORK Sign (W20-1)
Guidance:
The ROAD (STREET) WORK (W20-1) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 3 of 4), which serves as a general
warning of obstructions or restrictions, should be located in advance of the work space or any detour, on the
road where the work is taking place.
Where traffic can enter a TTC zone from a crossroad or a major (high-volume) driveway, an advance
warning sign should be used on the crossroad or major driveway.
Standard:
The ROAD (STREET) WORK (W20-1) sign shall have the legend ROAD (STREET) WORK, XX
m (FT), XX km (MILES), or AHEAD.
Option:
The word RAMP may be substituted for ROAD or STREET where applicable.
The ROAD (STREET) WORK Informational Plaque (C23B(CA)) may be used with ROAD (STREET) WORK (W201) sign.
Standard:
The message displayed on the ROAD (STREET) WORK Informational Plaque (C23B(CA)) shall be worded in
terms common to motorists, as shown in examples below. The height and width of the plate will vary according
to the lettering size and message. The width of the plate shall not exceed the overall width of the W20-1 sign.
Support:
Following are some example messages:
• BRIDGE REPLACEMENT
• BRIDGE WIDENING
• BRIDGE REPAIR
• CURVE IMPROVEMENT
• HIGHWAY REALIGNMENT
• HIGHWAY WIDENING
• HIGHWAY WIDENING AND PAVING
• HIGHWAY REHABILITATION
• STORM REPAIR
• PAVING
• SIGNING IMPROVEMENT
• PAVEMENT MAINTENANCE
• SAFETY IMPROVEMENT
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Guidance:
The SPECIAL EVENT AHEAD (SC5(CA)) sign should be used in lieu of the ROAD (STREET) WORK (W20-1) sign
for special events, such as bike races, movie filming, etc., where the event is on the travel way or close enough or of
such a nature as to cause a potential danger to motorists.
Section 6F.18 DETOUR Sign (W20-2)
Guidance:
The DETOUR (W20-2) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 3 of 4) should shall be used in advance of a road
user detour over a different roadway or route. Refer to CVC 21363 for detour signs.
Standard:
The DETOUR sign shall have the legend DETOUR, XX m (FT), XX km (MILES), or AHEAD.
Section 6F.19 ROAD (STREET) CLOSED Sign (W20-3)
Guidance:
The ROAD (STREET) CLOSED (W20-3) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 3 of 4) should be used in advance
of the point where a highway is closed to all road users, or to all but local road users.
Standard:
The ROAD (STREET) CLOSED sign shall have the legend ROAD (STREET) CLOSED, XX m
(FT), XX km (MILES), or AHEAD.
Option:
The word RAMP may be substituted for ROAD or STREET, where applicable.
Section 6F.20 ONE LANE ROAD Sign (W20-4)
Standard:
The ONE LANE ROAD (W20-4) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 3 of 4) shall be used only in advance
of that point where motor vehicle traffic in both directions must use a common single lane (see Section
6C.10). It shall have the legend ONE LANE ROAD, XX m (FT), XX km (MILES), or AHEAD.
Section 6F.21 Lane(s) Closed Signs (W20-5, W20-5a)
Standard:
The Lane(s) Closed sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 3 of 4) shall be used in advance of that point where
one or more through lanes of a multi-lane roadway are closed.
For a single lane closure, the Lane Closed (W20-5) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 3 of 4) shall have
the legend RIGHT (LEFT) LANE CLOSED, XX m (FT), XX km (MILES), or AHEAD. Where two
adjacent lanes are closed, the W20-5a sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 3 of 4) shall have the legend RIGHT
(LEFT) TWO LANES CLOSED, XX m (FT), XX km (MILES), or AHEAD.
Option:
The Lane Closed (W20-5 or C20(CA)) sign by itself, or in combination with LEFT (C20A(CA)) plaque and/or
Numeral (C20B(CA)) plaque may be used.
The LANE CLOSED (C30(CA)) sign may be used within a closed lane of a multilane highway as follow-up
information to the appropriate advance warning signs. The C30(CA) sign may be repeated at intervals, throughout long
lane closures, as a reminder to motorists.
The words RAMP CLOSED may be used as an alternate message on the C30(CA) signs on surface streets to warn
that the upcoming freeway/expressway on ramp is closed.
Section 6F.22 CENTER LANE CLOSED AHEAD Signs (W9-3, W9-3a)
Guidance:
The CENTER LANE CLOSED AHEAD (W9-3) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 2 of 4) should be used in
advance of that point where work occupies the center lane(s) and approaching motor vehicle traffic is
directed to the right or left of the work zone in the center lane.
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Option:
The Center Lane Closed Ahead (W9-3a) symbol sign (see Figure 6H-38) may be substituted for the
CENTER LANE CLOSED AHEAD (W9-3) word message sign.
Support:
For moving lane closures on State highways, see Department of Transportation’s Standard Plan T-16. See Section
1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
Do not use the CENTER LANE CLOSED AHEAD (W9-3) and Center Lane Closed Ahead (W9-3a) signs for moving
lane closures on State highways.
Section 6F.23 THRU TRAFFIC MERGE LEFT (RIGHT) Sign (W4-7)
Guidance:
The THRU TRAFFIC MERGE LEFT (RIGHT) (W4-7) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 1 of 4) should be
used in advance of an intersection where one or more lane closures on the far side of a multi-lane intersection
require through vehicular traffic on the approach to the intersection to use the left (right) lane to proceed
through the intersection.
Support:
Refer to Section 2C.33 for Lane Ends (W4-2, W9-1) signs and 2C.109 for Lane Drop (W73(CA), W73A(CA) and W47) signs.
Section 6F.24 Lane Ends Sign (W4-2)
Option:
The Lane Ends (W4-2) symbol sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 1 of 4) may should be used to warn drivers of
the reduction in the number of lanes for moving motor vehicle traffic in the direction of travel on a multi-lane
roadway.
Section 6F.25 ON RAMP Plaque (W13-4)
Guidance:
When work is being done on a ramp, but the ramp remains open, the ON RAMP (W13-4) plaque (see
Figure 6F-4, Sheet 3 of 4) should be used to supplement the advance ROAD WORK sign.
Standard:
The ON RAMP (W13-4) plaque shall not be used in California due to the potential for conflict if it is used
when the work is being done on an off ramp.
Section 6F.26 RAMP NARROWS Sign (W5-4)
Guidance:
The RAMP NARROWS (W5-4) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 1 of 4) should be used in advance of the
point where work on a ramp reduces the normal width of the ramp along a part or all of the ramp.
Standard:
The RAMP NARROWS (W5-4) sign shall not be used in California. The ROAD NARROWS (W5-1) sign or
NARROW LANE(S) (C12(CA)) sign, as appropriate, shall be used instead. See Sections 2C.15 and 6F.103(CA).
Section 6F.27 SLOW TRAFFIC AHEAD Sign (W23-1)
Option:
The SLOW TRAFFIC AHEAD (W23-1) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 4 of 4) may be used on a shadow
vehicle, usually mounted on the rear of the most upstream shadow vehicle, along with other appropriate signs
for mobile operations to warn of slow moving work vehicles. A ROAD (STREET) WORK (W20-1) sign may
also be used with the SLOW TRAFFIC AHEAD sign.
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Section 6F.28 EXIT OPEN, EXIT CLOSED, EXIT ONLY Signs (E5-2, E5-2a, E5-3)
Option:
An EXIT OPEN (E5-2), EXIT CLOSED (E5-2a), or EXIT ONLY (E5-3) sign (see Figure 6F-5) may be
used to supplement other warning signs where work is being conducted in the vicinity of an exit ramp and
where the exit maneuver for motor vehicle traffic using the ramp is different from the normal condition.
Guidance:
When an exit ramp is closed, an EXIT CLOSED panel with a black legend and border on an orange
background should be placed diagonally across the interchange/intersection guide signs.
Option:
The USE NEXT EXIT (C38(CA)) sign may be used with the RAMP CLOSED (R11-2, alternate message per Section
6F.08) sign on freeways if the next exit provides access to destinations from the closed ramp.
Guidance:
The RAMP CLOSED (Not more than one day) (SC6-3(CA)) sign should be used to inform motorists of the temporary
closing of a freeway or expressway entrance or exit ramp for not more than one day.
The RAMP CLOSED (More than one day) (SC6-4(CA)) sign should be used to inform motorists of the temporary
closing of a freeway or expressway entrance or exit ramp for more than one day.
The SC6-3(CA) and SC6-4(CA) signs should be removed when the ramp is reopened to traffic.
Standard:
The SC6-3(CA) and SC6-4(CA) signs shall display the correct day of the week, month, calendar day and
times the ramp is closed.
Support:
The Day/Month (SC6A(CA)) plaque is used on the RAMP CLOSED (SC6-3(CA) and SC6-4(CA)) signs, to provide
the appropriate day of the week and month a freeway or expressway entrance or exit ramp is closed.
The Time (SC6B(CA)) plaque is used on the RAMP CLOSED (SC6-3(CA) and SC6-4(CA)) signs, to provide the
appropriate time of the day a freeway or expressway entrance or exit ramp is closed.
Option:
The RAMP CLOSED, USE RAMP AT ___ (SC7(CA)) sign may be used in lieu of the RAMP CLOSED (R11-2 sign,
alternate message per Section 6F.08) sign and USE NEXT EXIT (C38(CA)) signs as shown on Department of
Transportation’s Standard Plan T-14 to inform motorists of a closed entrance or exit ramp and to provide an alternate
route. See Section 1A.11 for information regarding these publication.
Guidance:
The ___ EXIT – RAMP CLOSED (SC8(CA)) sign should be used to inform motorists of a closed exit ramp.
Standard:
The SC8(CA) sign shall be placed on the right shoulder, upstream of the preceding exit ramp.
Section 6F.29 Flagger Sign (W20-7a, W20-7)
Guidance:
The Flagger (20-7a) symbol sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 3 of 4) California Flagger symbol (C9A(CA)) sign
should be used in advance of any point where a flagger is stationed to control road users.
Option:
A distance legend may be displayed on a supplemental plaque below the Flagger sign. The sign may be
used with appropriate legends or in conjunction with other warning signs, such as the BE PREPARED TO
STOP (W3-4) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 1 of 4).
The FLAGGER (W20-7) word message sign with distance legends may be substituted for the Flagger
(W20-7a) symbol sign California Flagger symbol (C9A(CA)) sign.
Standard:
The Flagger sign shall be removed, covered, or turned away from road users when the flagging
operations are not occurring.
The MUTCD Flagger symbol (W20-7a) sign shall not be used, the California Flagger symbol (C9A(CA)) sign
shall be used, instead.
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Section 6F.30 Two-Way Traffic Sign (W6-3)
Guidance:
When one roadway of a normally divided highway is closed, with two-way vehicular traffic maintained
on the other roadway, the Two-Way Traffic (W6-3) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 2 of 4) should be used at the
beginning of the two-way vehicular traffic section and at intervals to remind road users of opposing vehicular
traffic.
Guidance:
The Two-Way Traffic (W6-3) sign should also be used at locations where motorists could perceive that they are on a
one-way roadway when, in fact, they are on a two lane, two-way highway.
Support:
Following are some typical situations:
• Construction sites where a two-lane highway is being converted to a freeway or an expressway.
• Two-lane, two-way highways where ultimate freeway or expressway right-of-way has been purchased and
grading for the full width has been completed.
• Two-lane, two-way highways following long sections of multi-lane freeway or expressway.
Section 6F.31 Workers Sign (W21-1, W21-1a)
Option:
A Workers (W21-1a) symbol sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 3 of 4) may be used to alert road users of
workers in or near the roadway.
Guidance:
In the absence of other warning devices, a Workers symbol sign should be used when workers are in the
roadway.
Option:
The WORKERS (W21-1) word message sign may be used as an alternate to the Workers (W21-1a)
symbol sign.
Section 6F.32 FRESH OIL (TAR) Sign (W21-2)
Guidance:
The FRESH OIL (TAR) (W21-2) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 3 of 4) should be used to warn road users
of the surface treatment.
Section 6F.33 ROAD MACHINERY AHEAD Sign (W21-3)
Option:
The ROAD MACHINERY AHEAD (W21-3) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 3 of 4) may be used to warn
of machinery operating in or adjacent to the roadway.
Section 6F.34 Motorized Traffic Signs (W8-6, W11-10)
Option:
Motorized Traffic (W8-6, W11-10) signs may be used to alert road users to locations where unexpected
travel on the roadway or entries into or departures from the roadway by construction vehicles might occur.
The TRUCK CROSSING (W8-6) word message sign may be used as an alternate to the Truck Crossing
symbol (W11-10) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 2 of 4) where there is an established construction vehicle
crossing of the roadway.
Support:
These locations might be relatively confined or might occur randomly over a segment of roadway.
Section 6F.35 Shoulder Work Signs (W21-5, W21-5a,)
Support:
Shoulder Work signs (see Figure 6F-4, Sheets 3 and 4 of 4) warn of maintenance, reconstruction, or
utility operations on the highway shoulder where the roadway is unobstructed.
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Standard:
The Shoulder Work sign shall have the legend SHOULDER WORK (W21-5), RIGHT (LEFT)
SHOULDER CLOSED (W21-5a), or RIGHT (LEFT) SHOULDER CLOSED XXX m (FT) or AHEAD
(W21-5b) or SHOULDER WORK AHEAD (C24(CA)).
Option:
The Shoulder Work sign may be used in advance of the point on a nonlimited access highway where
there is shoulder work. It may be used singly or in combination with a ROAD WORK NEXT X km (MILES)
or ROAD WORK AHEAD sign.
Guidance:
On freeways and expressways, the RIGHT (LEFT) SHOULDER CLOSED XXX m (FT) or AHEAD
(W21-5b) sign followed by RIGHT (LEFT) SHOULDER CLOSED (W21-5a) sign should be used in
advance of the point where the shoulder work occurs and should be preceded by a ROAD WORK AHEAD
sign.
Option:
The SHOULDER WORK AHEAD (C24(CA)) sign may be used in advance of the point where maintenance,
reconstruction, or utility operations involve the shoulder but the roadway is unobstructed.
The SHOULDER CLOSED (C30A(CA)) sign may be used within a shoulder area that has been closed due to work
near the traveled way. The C30A(CA) sign is supplemental to appropriate advance warning signs.
Section 6F.36 SURVEY CREW Sign (W21-6)
Guidance:
The SURVEY CREW (W21-6) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 4 of 4) should be used to warn of surveying
crews working in or adjacent to the roadway.
Section 6F.37 UTILITY WORK Sign (W21-7)
Option:
The UTILITY WORK (W21-7) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 4 of 4) may be used as an alternate to the
ROAD (STREET) WORK (W20-1) sign for utility operations on or adjacent to a highway.
Support:
Typical examples of where the UTILITY WORK sign is used appear in Figures 6H-4 6H-4(CA), 6H-6,
6H-10 6H-10(CA), 6H-15, 6H-18, 6H-21, 6H-22, 6H-26, and 6H-33.
Standard:
The UTILITY WORK sign shall carry the legend UTILITY WORK, XX m (FT), XX km
(MILES), or AHEAD.
Section 6F.38 Signs for Blasting Areas
Support:
Radio-Frequency (RF) energy can cause the premature firing of electric detonators (blasting caps) used
in TTC zones.
Standard:
Road users shall be warned to turn off mobile radio transmitters and cellular telephones where
blasting operations occur. A sequence of signs shall be prominently displayed to direct operators of
mobile radio equipment, including cellular telephones, to turn off transmitters in a blasting area.
These signs shall be covered or removed when there are no explosives in the area or the area is
otherwise secured.
Section 6F.39 BLASTING ZONE AHEAD Sign (W22-1)
Standard:
The BLASTING ZONE AHEAD (W22-1) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 4 of 4) shall be used in
advance of any TTC zone where explosives are being used. The TURN OFF 2-WAY RADIO AND
CELL PHONE and END BLASTING ZONE signs shall be used in sequence with this sign.
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Section 6F.40 TURN OFF 2-WAY RADIO AND CELL PHONE Sign (W22-2)
Standard:
The TURN OFF 2-WAY RADIO AND CELL PHONE (W22-2) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 4 of 4)
shall follow the BLASTING ZONE AHEAD sign and shall be placed at least 300 m (1,000 ft) before
the beginning of the blasting zone.
Section 6F.41 END BLASTING ZONE Sign (W22-3)
Standard:
The END BLASTING ZONE (W22-3) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 4 of 4) shall be placed a
minimum of 300 m (1,000 ft) past the blasting zone.
Option:
The END BLASTING ZONE sign may be placed either with or preceding the END ROAD WORK sign.
Section 6F.42 Shoulder Signs (W8-4, W8-9, W8-9a)
Option:
The SOFT SHOULDER (W8-4) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 2 of 4) may be used to warn of a soft
shoulder condition.
The LOW SHOULDER (W8-9) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 2 of 4) may be used to warn of a shoulder
condition where there is an elevation difference of less than 75 mm (3 in) between the shoulder and the travel
lane.
Guidance:
The SHOULDER DROP OFF (W8-9a) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 2 of 4) should be used when an
unprotected shoulder drop-off, adjacent to the travel lane, exceeds 75 mm (3 in) in depth for a continuous
length along the roadway, based on engineering judgment.
Option:
The NO SHOULDER (C31A(CA)) sign may be used where no earth, gravel or paved shoulders are available for
vehicles to pull off the roadway.
Section 6F.43 UNEVEN LANES Sign (W8-11)
Guidance:
The UNEVEN LANES (W8-11) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 2 of 4) should be used during operations
that create a difference in elevation between adjacent lanes that are open to travel of 50 mm (2 in) or more.
Section 6F.44 NO CENTER STRIPE Sign (W8-12)
Guidance:
The NO CENTER STRIPE (W8-12) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 2 of 4) should be used when the work
obliterates the centerline pavement markings. This sign should be placed at the beginning of the TTC zone
and repeated at 3.2 km (2 mi) intervals in long TTC zones.
Standard:
The NO CENTER STRIPE (W8-12) sign shall not be used on State highways. Whenever construction or
maintenance work causes obliteration of center stripe, temporary or permanent center stripe shall be in place
prior to opening the State highway to public traffic.
Section 6F.45 Double Reverse Curve Signs (W24 Series)
Option:
The Double Reverse Curve (W24-1, W24-1a, or W24-1b) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 4 of 4) may be
used when the tangent distance between two reverse curves is less than 180 m (600 ft), thus making it
difficult for a second Reverse Curve (W1-4 Series) sign to be placed between the curves.
Standard:
If a Double Reverse Curve sign is used, the number of lanes illustrated on the sign shall be the
same as the number of through lanes available to road users, and the direction of the double reverse
curve shall be appropriately illustrated.
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Section 6F.46 Other Warning Signs
Option:
Advance warning signs may be used by themselves or with other advance warning signs.
Besides the warning signs specifically related to TTC zones, several other warning signs in Part 2 may
apply in TTC zones.
Standard:
Except as noted in Section 6F.02, other warning signs that are used in TTC zones shall have black
legends and borders on an orange background.
Section 6F.47 Special Warning Signs
Option:
Special warning signs may be used based on engineering judgment.
Guidance:
Special warning signs should conform to the general requirements of color, shape, and alphabet size and
series. The sign message should be brief, legible, and clear.
Section 6F.48 Advisory Speed Plaque (W13-1)
Option:
In combination with a warning sign, an Advisory Speed (W13-1) plaque (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 2 of 4)
may be used to indicate a recommended safe speed through the TTC zone.
Standard:
The Advisory Speed plaque shall not be used in conjunction with any sign other than a warning
sign, nor shall it be used alone. When used with orange TTC zone signs, this plaque shall have a black
legend and border on an orange background. The sign shall be at least 600 x 600 mm (24 x 24 in) in
size when used with a sign that is 900 x 900 mm (36 x 36 in) or larger. Except in emergencies, an
Advisory Speed plaque shall not be mounted until the recommended speed is determined by the
highway agency.
Section 6F.49 Supplementary Distance Plaque (W7-3a)
Option:
In combination with a warning sign, a Supplementary Distance (W7-3a) plaque with the legend NEXT
XX km (MILES) may be used to indicate the length of highway over which a work activity is being
conducted, or over which a condition exists in the TTC zone.
In long TTC zones, Supplementary Distance plaques with the legend NEXT XX km (MILES) may be
placed in combination with warning signs at regular intervals within the zone to indicate the remaining
length of highway over which the TTC work activity or condition exists.
Standard:
The Supplementary Distance plaque with the legend NEXT XX km (MILES) shall not be used in
conjunction with any sign other than a warning sign, nor shall it be used alone. When used with
orange TTC zone signs, this plaque shall have a black legend and border on an orange background.
The sign shall be at least 750 x 600 mm (30 x 24 in) in size when used with a sign that is 900 x 900 mm
(36 x 36 in) or larger.
Guidance:
When used in TTC zones, the Supplementary Distance plaque with the legend NEXT XX km (MILES)
should be placed below the initial warning sign designating that, within the approaching zone, a temporary
work activity or condition exists.
Option:
The XXX FT (C29(CA)) plaque may be used on the face of a warning sign to indicate the length of highway over
which a work activity is being conducted, or over which a condition exists in the TTC zone.
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Section 6F.50 Guide Signs
Support:
Guide signs along highways provide road users with information to help them along their way through
the TTC zone. The design of guide signs is presented in Part 2.
Guidance:
The following guide signs should be used in TTC zones as needed:
A. Standard route markings, where temporary route changes are necessary;
B. Directional signs and street name signs; and
C. Special guide signs relating to the condition or work being done.
Standard:
If additional temporary guide signs are used in TTC zones, they shall have a black legend and
border on an orange background.
Option:
Guide signs used in TTC incident management situations may have a black legend and border on a
fluorescent pink background.
When directional signs and street name signs are used in conjunction with detour routing, these signs
may have a black legend and border on an orange background.
When permanent directional signs or permanent street name signs are used in conjunction with detour
signing, they may have a white legend on a green background.
Section 6F.51 ROAD WORK NEXT XX km (MILES) Sign (G20-1)
Guidance:
The ROAD WORK NEXT XX km (MILES) (G20-1) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 4 of 4) should be
installed in advance of TTC zones that are more than 3.2 km (2 mi) in length.
Option:
The ROAD WORK NEXT XX km (MILES) sign may be mounted on a Type III barricade. The sign
may also be used for TTC zones of shorter length.
Standard:
The distance shown on the ROAD WORK NEXT XX km (MILES) sign shall be stated to the
nearest whole kilometer (or mile).
Option:
The word STATE HIGHWAY may be substituted for ROAD, where applicable.
The word CONSTRUCTION may be substituted for WORK, where applicable.
Section 6F.52 END ROAD WORK Sign (G20-2)
Guidance:
When used, the END ROAD WORK (G20-2) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 4 of 4) should be placed near
the end of the termination area, as determined by engineering judgment.
Option:
The END ROAD WORK sign may be installed on the back of a warning sign facing the opposite
direction of road users or on the back of a Type III barricade.
Option:
The END ROAD WORK (G20-2) sign may not be used if the end of the work zone is obvious to motorists or falls
within a larger project’s limits.
Conditions may be such that posting of END ROAD WORK (G20-2) signs is not helpful. For example, they should
normally not be used if other TTC zones begin within 1.6 km (1 mi) of the end of the workspace in rural areas, or about
0.4 km (0.25 mi) within urban areas. For normal daytime maintenance operations, the G20-2 sign is optional.
Section 6F.53 Detour Signs (M4-8, M4-8a, M4-8b, M4-9, M4-9a, M4-9b, M4-9c, and M4-10)
Standard:
Each detour shall be adequately marked with standard temporary route signs and destination
signs.
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Option:
Detour signs in TTC incident management situations may have a black legend and border on a
fluorescent pink background.
The Detour Arrow (M4-10) sign (see Figure 6F-5) may be used where a detour route has been
established.
The DETOUR (M4-8) sign (see Figure 6F-5) may be mounted at the top of a route sign assembly to
mark a temporary route that detours from a highway, bypasses a section closed by a TTC zone, and rejoins
the highway beyond the TTC zone.
Guidance:
The Detour Arrow (M4-10) sign should normally be mounted just below the ROAD CLOSED (R11-2,
R11-3a, or R11-4) sign. The Detour Arrow sign should include a horizontal arrow pointed to the right or left
as required.
The DETOUR (M4-9) sign (see Figure 6F-5) should be used for unnumbered highways, for emergency
situations, for periods of short durations, or where, over relatively short distances, road users are guided
along the detour and back to the desired highway without route signs.
A Street Name sign should be placed above, or the street name should be incorporated into, a DETOUR
(M4-9) sign to indicate the name of the street being detoured.
Option:
The END DETOUR (M4-8a) or END (M4-8b) sign (see Figure 6F-5) may be used to indicate that the
detour has ended.
Guidance:
When the END DETOUR sign is used on a numbered highway, the sign should be mounted above a sign
after the end of the detour.
The Pedestrian/Bicycle Detour (M4-9a) sign (see Figure 6F-5) should be used where a pedestrian/bicycle
detour route has been established because of the closing of a pedestrian/bicycle facility to through traffic.
Standard:
If used, the Pedestrian/Bicycle Detour sign shall have an arrow pointing in the appropriate
direction.
Option:
The arrow on a Pedestrian/Bicycle Detour sign may be on the sign face or on a supplemental plaque.
The Pedestrian Detour (M4-9b) sign or Bicycle Detour (M4-9c) sign (see Figure 6F-5) may be used
where a pedestrian or bicycle detour route (not both) has been established because of the closing of the
pedestrian or bicycle facility to through traffic.
Guidance:
The DETOUR (M4-8) sign should be placed on tangent sections at intervals not to exceed 400 m (1300 ft) and at
major intersections.
Option:
In urban areas, the M4-8 signs may be placed at every intersection.
Guidance:
The DETOUR with Arrow (SC3(CA)) sign should be used for unnumbered highways, for emergency situations, for
periods of short duration, or where, over relatively short distances, road users are guided along the detour and back to
the desired highway without route markers.
The FWY DETOUR with Arrow (SC9(CA)) sign should be used to inform motorists of the direction to follow for a
freeway detour.
Section 6F.54 PILOT CAR FOLLOW ME Sign (G20-4)
Standard:
The PILOT CAR FOLLOW ME (G20-4) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 4 of 4) shall be mounted in a
conspicuous position on the rear of a vehicle used for guiding one-way vehicular traffic through or
around a TTC zone. A flagger shall be stationed on the approach to the activity area to stop vehicular
traffic until the pilot vehicle is available.
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Guidance:
The TRAFFIC CONTROL – WAIT AND FOLLOW PILOT CAR (C37(CA)) sign should be used at intersecting
approaches to a work zone when pilot cars are controlling reversible lane traffic.
Section 6F.55 Portable Changeable Message Signs
Standard:
Portable Changeable Message signs shall be TTC devices with the flexibility to display a variety of
messages. Each message shall consist of either one or two phases. A phase shall consist of up to three
lines of eight characters per line. Each character module shall use at least a five wide and seven high
pixel matrix.
Support:
Portable Changeable Message signs are used most frequently on high-density urban freeways, but have
applications on all types of highways where highway alignment, road user routing problems, or other
pertinent conditions require advance warning and information.
Portable Changeable Message signs have a wide variety of applications in TTC zones including:
roadway, lane, or ramp closures, crash or emergency incident management, width restriction information,
speed control or reductions, advisories on work scheduling, road user management and diversion, warning of
adverse conditions or special events, and other operational control.
The primary purpose of Portable Changeable Message signs in TTC zones is to advise the road user of
unexpected situations. Some typical applications include the following:
A. Where the speed of vehicular traffic is expected to drop substantially;
B. Where significant queuing and delays are expected;
C. Where adverse environmental conditions are present;
D. Where there are changes in alignment or surface conditions;
E. Where advance notice of ramp, lane, or roadway closures is needed;
F. Where crash or incident management is needed; and/or
G. Where changes in the road user pattern occur.
Guidance:
The components of a Portable Changeable Message sign should include: a message sign panel, control
systems, a power source, and mounting and transporting equipment.
Portable Changeable Message signs should subscribe to the principles established in Section 2A.07 and
other sections of this Manual and, to the extent practical, with the design (that is, color, letter size and shape,
and borders) and applications prescribed in this Manual, except that the reverse colors for the letters and the
background are considered acceptable.
The front face of the sign should be covered with a protective material. The color of the elements should
be yellow or orange on a black background.
Portable Changeable Message signs should be visible from 800 m (0.5 mi) under both day and night
conditions. For a trailer or large truck mounted sign, the letter height should be a minimum of 450 mm (18
in). For Changeable Message signs mounted on service patrol trucks, the letter height should be a minimum
of 250 mm (10 in).
The message panel should have adjustable display rates (minimum of 3 seconds per phase), so that the
entire message can be read at least twice at the posted speed, the off-peak 85th-percentile speed prior to work
starting, or the anticipated operating speed.
Messages should be designed taking into account the following factors:
A. Each phase should convey a single thought.
B. If the message can be displayed in one phase, the top line should present the problem, the center line
should present the location or distance ahead, and the bottom line should present the recommended
driver action.
C. The message should be as brief as possible.
D. When a message is longer than two phases, additional Portable Changeable Message signs should be
used.
E. When abbreviations are used, they should be easily understood (see Section 1A.14).
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Option:
The message sign panel may vary in size.
Smaller letter sizes may be used on a Portable Changeable Message sign mounted on a trailer or large
truck provided that the message is legible from at least 200 m (650 ft), or mounted on a service patrol truck
provided that the message is legible from at least 100 m (330 ft).
Two Portable Changeable Message signs may be used for the purpose of allowing the entire message to
be read twice at the posted speed.
Standard:
Portable Changeable Message signs shall automatically adjust their brightness under varying light
conditions, to maintain legibility.
The control system shall include a display screen upon which messages can be reviewed before
being displayed on the message sign. The control system shall be capable of maintaining memory when
power is unavailable.
Portable Changeable Message signs shall be equipped with a power source and a battery back-up
to provide continuous operation when failure of the primary power source occurs.
The mounting of Portable Changeable Message signs on a trailer, a large truck, or a service patrol
truck shall be such that the bottom of the message sign panel shall be a minimum of 2.1 m (7 ft) above
the roadway in urban areas and 1.5 m (5 ft) above the roadway in rural areas when it is in the
operating mode.
The text of the messages shall not scroll or travel horizontally or vertically across the face of the
sign.
Guidance:
Portable Changeable Message signs should be used as a supplement to and not as a substitute for
conventional signs and pavement markings.
When Portable Changeable Message signs are used for route diversion, they should be placed far enough
in advance of the diversion to allow road users ample opportunity to perform necessary lane changes, to
adjust their speed, or to exit the affected highway.
The Portable Changeable Message signs should be sited and aligned to provide maximum legibility.
Multiple Portable Changeable Message signs should be placed on the same side of the roadway, separated
from each other at distances based on Table 6C-1.
Portable Changeable Message signs should be placed on the shoulder of the roadway or, if practical,
further from the traveled lane. They should be delineated with retroreflective TTC devices. When Portable
Changeable Message signs are not being used, they should be removed; if not removed, they should be
shielded; or if the previous two options are not feasible, they should be delineated with retroreflective TTC
devices.
Portable Changeable Message sign trailers should be delineated on a permanent basis by affixing
retroreflective material, known as conspicuity material, in a continuous line on the face of the trailer as seen
by oncoming road users. If the sign trailer is located within 4.6 m (15 ft) of the edge of the traveled way, it should be
delineated with a taper consisting of 9 cones placed at a spacing of 7.5 m (25 ft) apart.
Standard:
On State highways, the message displayed on Portable Changeable Message signs shall be visible from a
distance of 460 m (1500 ft) and shall be legible from a distance of 230 m (750 ft), at noon on a cloudless day, by
persons with vision of or corrected to 20/20.
Guidance:
On local roads, the message displayed on Portable Changeable Message signs should be visible from a distance of
460 m (1500 ft) and shall be legible from a distance of 230 m (750 ft), at noon on a cloudless day, by persons with vision
of or corrected to 20/20.
Support:
Refer to Department of Transportation’s Standard Specifications Section 12-3.12 for visibility criteria cited. See
Section 1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
Refer to Section 2B.13 for Vehicle Speed Feedback Signs.
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Section 6F.56 Arrow Panels
Standard:
An arrow panel shall be a sign with a matrix of elements capable of either flashing or sequential
displays. This sign shall provide additional warning and directional information to assist in merging
and controlling road users through or around a TTC zone.
Guidance:
An arrow panel in the arrow or chevron mode should be used to advise approaching traffic of a lane
closure along major multi-lane roadways in situations involving heavy traffic volumes, high speeds, and/or
limited sight distances, or at other locations and under other conditions where road users are less likely to
expect such lane closures.
If used, an arrow panel should be used in combination with appropriate signs, channelizing devices, or
other TTC devices.
An arrow panel should be placed on the shoulder of the roadway or, if practical, further from the traveled
lane. It should be delineated with retroreflective TTC devices. When an arrow panel is not being used, it
should be removed; if not removed, it should be shielded; or if the previous two options are not feasible, it
should be delineated with retroreflective TTC devices.
Standard:
Arrow panels shall meet the minimum size, legibility distance, number of elements, and other
specifications shown on Figure 6F-6.
Support:
Type A arrow panels are appropriate for use on low-speed urban streets. Type B II arrow panels are
appropriate for intermediate-speed facilities and for maintenance or mobile operations on high-speed
roadways. Type C I arrow panels are intended to be used on high-speed, high-volume motor vehicle traffic
control projects. Type D arrow panels are intended for use on authorized vehicles.
Standard:
Type A, B II, and C I arrow panels shall have solid rectangular appearances. A Type D arrow panel
shall conform to the shape of the arrow.
All arrow panels shall be finished in nonreflective black. The arrow panel shall be mounted on a
vehicle, a trailer, or other suitable support.
Guidance:
The minimum mounting height of an arrow panel should be 2.1 m (7 ft) from the roadway to the bottom
of the panel, except on vehicle-mounted panels, which should be as high as practical.
A vehicle-mounted arrow panel should be provided with remote controls.
Standard:
Arrow panel elements shall be capable of at least a 50 percent dimming from full brilliance. The
dimmed mode shall be used for nighttime operation of arrow panels.
Guidance:
Full brilliance should be used for daytime operation of arrow panels.
Standard:
The arrow panel shall have suitable elements capable of the various operating modes. The color
presented by the elements shall be yellow.
Guidance:
If an arrow panel consisting of a bulb matrix is used, the elements should be recess-mounted or equipped
with an upper hood of not less than 180 degrees.
Standard:
The minimum element on-time shall be 50 percent for the flashing mode, with equal intervals of 25
percent for each sequential phase. The flashing rate shall be not less than 25 nor more than 40 flashes
per minute.
An arrow panel shall have the following three mode selections:
A. A Flashing Arrow, Sequential Arrow, or Sequential Chevron mode; and
B. A flashing Double Arrow mode; and
C. A flashing Caution mode.
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An arrow panel in the arrow or chevron mode shall be used only for stationary or moving lane
closures on multi-lane roadways.
For shoulder work, blocking the shoulder, for roadside work near the shoulder, or for temporarily
closing one lane on a two-lane, two-way roadway, an arrow panel shall be used only in the caution
mode.
Guidance:
For a stationary lane closure, the arrow panel should be located on the shoulder at the beginning of the
merging taper.
Where the shoulder is narrow, the arrow panel should be located in the closed lane.
Standard:
When arrow panels are used to close multiple lanes, a separate arrow panel shall be used for each
closed lane.
Guidance:
When arrow panels are used to close multiple lanes, if the first arrow panel is placed on the shoulder, the
second arrow panel should be placed in the first closed lane at the beginning of the second merging taper (see
Figure 6H-37). When the first arrow panel is placed in the first closed lane, the second arrow panel should be
placed in the second closed lane at the downstream end of the second merging taper.
For mobile operations where a lane is closed, the arrow panel should be located to provide adequate
separation from the work operation to allow for appropriate reaction by approaching drivers.
Standard:
A vehicle displaying an arrow panel shall be equipped with high-intensity rotating, flashing,
oscillating, or strobe lights.
Arrow panel(s) shall not be used to laterally shift traffic.
Option:
A portable changeable message sign may be used to simulate an arrow panel display.
Standard:
The arrow panel shall be located behind any channelizing devices used to transition traffic from the closed
lane.
Support:
Department of Transportation’s Standard Specifications for flashing arrow panels are in Section 12-3.03. See
Section 1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
Standard:
The minimum legibility distance is the distance at which flashing arrow panels shall be legible at noon on a
cloudless day and at night by persons with vision of or corrected to 20/20.
Support:
Refer to Department of Transportation’s Standard Specifications Section 12-3.03 for visibility criteria cited. See
Section 1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
Section 6F.57 High-Level Warning Devices (Flag Trees)
Option:
A high-level warning device (flag tree) may supplement other TTC devices in TTC zones.
Support:
A high-level warning device is designed to be seen over the top of typical passenger cars. A typical highlevel warning device is shown in Figure 6F-2.
Standard:
A high-level warning device shall consist of a minimum of two flags with or without a Type B highintensity flashing warning light. The distance from the roadway to the bottom of the lens of the light
and to the lowest point of the flag material shall be not less than 2.4 m (8 ft). The flag shall be 400 mm
(16 in) square or larger and shall be orange or fluorescent red-orange in color.
Option:
An appropriate warning sign may be mounted below the flags.
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Support:
High-level warning devices are most commonly used in high-density road user situations to warn road
users of short-term operations.
Section 6F.58 Channelizing Devices
Standard:
Designs of various channelizing devices shall be as shown in Figure 6F–7.
Support:
The function of channelizing devices is to warn road users of conditions created by work activities in or
near the roadway and to guide road users. Channelizing devices include cones, tubular markers, vertical
panels, drums, barricades, and temporary raised islands.
Channelizing devices provide for smooth and gradual vehicular traffic flow from one lane to another,
onto a bypass or detour, or into a narrower traveled way. They are also used to separate vehicular traffic from
the work space, pavement drop-offs, pedestrian or shared-use paths, or opposing directions of vehicular
traffic.
Standard:
Devices used to channelize pedestrians shall be detectable to users of long canes and visible to
persons having low vision.
Where barricades are used to channelize pedestrians, there shall be continuous detectable bottom
and top rails with no gaps between individual barricades to be detectable to users of long canes. The
bottom of the bottom rail shall be no higher than 150 mm (6 in) above the ground surface. The top of
the top rail shall be no lower than 900 mm (36 in) above the ground surface.
Option:
A gap not exceeding 150 mm (6 in) between the bottom rail and the ground surface may be used to
facilitate drainage.
Standard:
If drums, cones, or tubular markers are used to channelize pedestrians, they shall be located such
that there are no gaps between the bases of the devices, in order to create a continuous bottom, and the
height of each individual drum, cone, or tubular marker shall be no less than 900 mm (36 in) to be
detectable to users of long canes.
Guidance:
Channelizing devices should be constructed and ballasted to perform in a predictable manner when
inadvertently struck by a vehicle. Channelizing devices should be crashworthy. Fragments or other debris
from the device or the ballast should not pose a significant hazard to road users or workers.
The spacing of channelizing devices should not exceed a distance in meters (feet) equal to 0.2 times the
speed limit in km/h (1.0 times the speed limit in mph) when used for taper channelization, and a distance in
meters (feet) equal to 0.4 times the speed limit in km/h (2.0 times the speed limit in mph) when used for
tangent channelization.
When channelizing devices have the potential of leading vehicular traffic out of the intended vehicular
traffic space as shown in Figure 6H-39, the channelizing devices should be extended a distance in meters
(feet) of 0.4 times the speed limit in km/h (2.0 times the speed limit in mph) beyond the end of the transition
area.
The spacing of channelizing devices should not exceed the maximum distances shown in Table 6F-102(CA).
Option:
Warning lights may be added to channelizing devices in areas with frequent fog, snow, or severe
roadway curvature, or where visual distractions are present.
Standard:
Warning lights shall flash when placed on channelizing devices used alone or in a cluster to warn
of a condition. Warning lights placed on channelizing devices used in a series to channelize road users
shall be steady-burn.
The retroreflective material used on channelizing devices shall have a smooth, sealed outer surface
that will display a similar color day or night.
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Option:
The name and telephone number of the highway agency, contractor, or supplier may be shown on the
nonretroreflective surface of all types of channelizing devices.
Standard:
The letters and numbers of the name and telephone number shall be nonretroreflective and not
over 50 mm (2 in) in height.
Guidance:
Particular attention should be given to maintaining the channelizing devices to keep them clean, visible,
and properly positioned at all times.
Standard:
Devices that are damaged or have lost a significant amount of their retroreflectivity and
effectiveness shall be replaced.
Section 6F.59 Cones
Standard:
Cones (see Figure 6F-7, Sheet 1 of 2) shall be predominantly orange and shall be made of a
material that can be struck without causing damage to the impacting vehicle. For daytime and lowspeed roadways, cones shall be not less than 450 mm (18 in) in height. When cones are used on
freeways and other high-speed highways or at night on all highways, or when more conspicuous
guidance is needed, cones shall be a minimum of 700 mm (28 in) in height.
For nighttime use, cones shall be retroreflectorized or equipped with lighting devices for maximum
visibility. Retroreflectorization of cones that are 700 to 900 mm (28 to 36 in) in height shall be
provided by a 150 mm (6 in) wide white band located 75 to 100 mm (3 to 4 in) from the top of the cone
and an additional 100 mm (4 in) wide white band located approximately 50 mm (2 in) below the 150
mm (6 in) band.
Retroreflectorization of cones that are more than 900 mm (36 in) in height shall be provided by
horizontal, circumferential, alternating orange and white retroreflective stripes that are 100 to 150
mm (4 to 6 in) wide. Each cone shall have a minimum of two orange and two white stripes with the top
stripe being orange. Any nonretroreflective spaces between the orange and white stripes shall not
exceed 75 mm (3 in) in width.
Support:
The 900 mm (36 in) and 1050 mm (42 in) high cones provide additional conspicuity in visually complex
environments and for older road users.
Option:
Traffic cones may be used to channelize road users, divide opposing vehicular traffic lanes, divide lanes
when two or more lanes are kept open in the same direction, and delineate short duration maintenance and
utility work.
Guidance:
Steps should be taken to minimize the possibility of cones being blown over or displaced by wind or
moving vehicular traffic.
Cones should not be used for pedestrian channelization or as pedestrian barriers in TTC zones on or
along sidewalks unless they are continuous between individual devices and detectable to users of long canes.
Option:
Cones may be doubled up to increase their weight.
Support:
Some cones are constructed with bases that can be filled with ballast. Others have specially weighted
bases, or weight such as sandbag rings that can be dropped over the cones and onto the base to provide added
stability.
Guidance:
Ballast should be kept to the minimum amount needed.
Option:
Retroreflectorization of 700 mm (28 in) or larger cones may be provided by a 325 mm (13 in) band (sleeve).
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Standard:
On State highways, the retroreflectorized bands shall be visible at 300 m (1000 ft) at night under illumination
of legal high beam headlights, by persons with vision of or corrected to 20/20.
Guidance:
On local roads, the retroreflectorized bands should be visible at 300 m (1000 ft) at night under illumination of legal
high beam headlights, by persons with vision of or corrected to 20/20.
Support:
Refer to Department of Transportation’s Standard Specifications Section 12-3.10 for visibility criteria cited. See
Section 1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
Section 6F.60 Tubular Markers
Standard:
Tubular markers (see Figure 6F-7, Sheet 1 of 2) shall be predominantly orange and shall be not
less than 450 mm (18 in) high and 50 mm (2 in) wide facing road users. They shall be made of a
material that can be struck without causing damage to the impacting vehicle.
Tubular markers shall be a minimum of 700 mm (28 in) in height when they are used on freeways
and other high-speed highways, on all highways during nighttime, or whenever more conspicuous
guidance is needed.
For nighttime use, tubular markers shall be retroreflectorized. Retroreflectorization of 700 mm
(28 in) or larger tubular markers shall be provided by two 75 mm (3 in) wide white bands placed a
maximum of 50 mm (2 in) from the top with a maximum of 150 mm (6 in) between the bands.
Support:
The 1050 mm (42 in) high tubular markers provide additional conspicuity in visually complex environments and for
older road users.
Guidance:
Tubular markers should not be used for pedestrian channelization or as pedestrian barriers in TTC zones
on or along sidewalks unless they are continuous between individual devices and detectable to users of long
canes.
Tubular markers have less visible area than other devices and should be used only where space
restrictions do not allow for the use of other more visible devices.
Tubular markers should be stabilized by affixing them to the pavement, by using weighted bases, or
weights such as sandbag rings that can be dropped over the tubular markers and onto the base to provide
added stability. Ballast should be kept to the minimum amount needed.
Option:
Tubular markers may be used effectively to divide opposing lanes of road users, divide vehicular traffic
lanes when two or more lanes of moving motor vehicle traffic are kept open in the same direction, and to
delineate the edge of a pavement drop off where space limitations do not allow the use of larger devices.
Standard:
When a noncylindrical tubular marker is used, it shall be attached to the pavement in a manner
such that the width facing road users meets the minimum requirements.
A tubular marker shall be attached to the pavement to display the minimum 50 mm (2 in) width to
the approaching road users.
On State highways, the retroreflectorized bands shall be visible at 300 m (1000 ft) at night under illumination
of legal high beam headlights, by persons with vision of or corrected to 20/20.
Guidance:
On local roads, the retroreflectorized bands should be visible at 300 m (1000 ft) at night under illumination of legal
high beam headlights, by persons with vision of or corrected to 20/20.
Support:
Refer to Department of Transportation’s Standard Specifications Section 12-3.04 for visibility criteria cited. See
Section 1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
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Section 6F.61 Vertical Panels
Standard:
Vertical panels (see Figure 6F-7, Sheet 1 of 2) shall be 200 to 300 mm (8 to 12 in) in width and at
least 600 mm (24 in) in height. They shall have orange and white diagonal stripes and be
retroreflectorized.
Vertical panels shall be mounted with the top a minimum of 900 mm (36 in) above the roadway.
Where the height of the vertical panel itself is 900 mm (36 in) or greater, a panel stripe width of
150 (6 in) shall be used.
Guidance:
Vertical panels should be a minimum of 300 mm (12 in) in width.
Option:
Where the height of the vertical panel itself is less than 900 mm (36 in), a panel stripe width of 100 mm
(4 in) may be used.
Standard:
Markings for vertical panels shall be alternating orange and white retroreflective stripes, sloping
downward at an angle of 45 degrees in the direction vehicular traffic is to pass. Vertical panels used on
freeways, expressways, and other high-speed roadways shall have a minimum of 169,000 mm2 (270 in2)
retroreflective area facing vehicular traffic.
Option:
Where space is limited, vertical panels may be used to channelize vehicular traffic, divide opposing
lanes, or replace barricades.
Section 6F.62 Drums
Standard:
Drums (see Figure 6F-7, Sheet 1 of 2) used for road user warning or channelization shall be
constructed of lightweight, deformable materials. They shall be a minimum of 900 mm (36 in) in height
and have at least a 450 mm (18 in) minimum width regardless of orientation. Metal drums shall not be
used. The markings on drums shall be horizontal, circumferential, alternating orange and white
retroreflective stripes 100 to 150 mm (4 to 6 in) wide. Each drum shall have a minimum of two orange
and two white stripes with the top stripe being orange. Any nonretroreflectorized spaces between the
orizontal orange and white stripes shall not exceed 75 mm (3 in) wide. Drums shall have closed tops
that will not allow collection of construction debris or other debris.
Support:
Drums are highly visible, have good target value, give the appearance of being formidable obstacles and,
therefore, command the respect of road users. They are portable enough to be shifted from place to place
within a TTC zone in order to accommodate changing conditions, but are generally used in situations where
they will remain in place for a prolonged period of time.
Option:
Although drums are most commonly used to channelize or delineate road user flow, they may also be
used alone or in groups to mark specific locations.
Guidance:
Drums should not be used for pedestrian channelization or as pedestrian barriers in TTC zones on or
along sidewalks unless they are continuous between individual devices and detectable to users of long canes.
Drums should not be weighted with sand, water, or any material to the extent that would make them
hazardous to road users or workers when struck. Drums used in regions susceptible to freezing should have
drain holes in the bottom so that water will not accumulate and freeze causing a hazard if struck by a road
user.
Standard:
Ballast shall not be placed on the top of a drum.
On State highways, the retroreflectorized bands shall be visible at 300 m (1000 ft) at night under illumination
of legal high beam headlights, by persons with vision of or corrected to 20/20.
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Guidance:
On local roads, the retroreflectorized bands should be visible at 300 m (1000 ft) at night under illumination of legal
high beam headlights, by persons with vision of or corrected to 20/20.
Support:
Refer to Department of Transportation’s Standard Specifications Section 12-3.04 for visibility criteria cited. See
Section 1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
Section 6F.63 Type I, II, or III Barricades
Support:
A barricade is a portable or fixed device having from one to three rails with appropriate markings and is
used to control road users by closing, restricting, or delineating all or a portion of the right-of-way.
As shown in Figure 6F-7, Sheet 2 of 2, barricades are classified as either Type I, Type II, or Type III.
Standard:
Stripes on barricade rails shall be alternating orange and white retroreflective stripes sloping
downward at an angle of 45 degrees in the direction road users are to pass. Except as noted in the
Option, the stripes shall be 150 mm (6 in) wide.
Guidance:
Stripes on barricade rails should slope downward at an angle of 45 degrees in the direction road users are to pass.
Option:
When rail lengths are less than 900 mm (36 in), 100 mm (4 in) wide stripes may be used.
Standard:
The minimum length for Type I and Type II Barricades shall be 600 mm (24 in), and the minimum
length for Type III Barricades shall be 1200 mm (48 in). Each barricade rail shall be 200 to 300 mm (8
to 12 in) wide. Barricades used on freeways, expressways, and other high-speed roadways shall have a
minimum of 169,000 mm2 (270 in2) of retroreflective area facing road users.
Support:
The Type I and Type II Barricades, 900 mm (36 in) in length with each rail 300 mm (12 in) wide, provide additional
conspicuity in visually complex environments and for older road users.
Guidance:
Where barricades extend entirely across a roadway, the stripes should slope downward in the direction
toward which road users must turn.
Where both right and left turns are provided, the barricade stripes should slope downward in both
directions from the center of the barricade or barricades.
Where no turns are intended, the stripes should be positioned to slope downward toward the center of the
barricade or barricades.
Barricade rails should be supported in a manner that will allow them to be seen by the road user, and in a
manner that provides a stable support that is not easily blown over or displaced.
The width of the existing pedestrian facility should be provided for the temporary facility if practical.
Traffic control devices and other construction materials and features should not intrude into the usable width
of the sidewalk, temporary pathway, or other pedestrian facility. When it is not possible to maintain a
minimum width of 1500 mm (60 in) throughout the entire length of the pedestrian pathway, a 1500 x 1500
mm (60 x 60 in) passing space should be provided at least every 60 m (200 ft) to allow individuals in
wheelchairs to pass.
Barricade rail supports should not project into pedestrian circulation routes more than 100 mm (4 in)
from the support between 675 mm (27 in) and 2000 mm (80 in) from the surface as described in Section
4.4.1 of the “Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities
(ADAAG)” (see Section 1A.11).
Option:
For Type I Barricades, the support may include other unstriped horizontal panels necessary to provide
stability.
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Guidance:
Barricades should be crashworthy as they are located adjacent to vehicular traffic flow and are subject to
impact by errant vehicles.
On high-speed expressways or in other situations where barricades may be susceptible to overturning in
the wind, ballasting should be used.
Option:
Sandbags may be placed on the lower parts of the frame or the stays of barricades to provide the required
ballast.
Standard:
Ballast shall not be placed on top of any striped rail. Barricades shall not be ballasted by
nondeformable objects such as rocks or chunks of concrete. Ballast shall not extend into the accessible
passage width of 1500 mm (60 in).
Support:
Type I or Type II Barricades are intended for use in situations where road user flow is maintained
through the TTC zone.
Option:
Barricades may be used alone or in groups to mark a specific condition or they may be used in a series
for channelizing road users.
Type I Barricades may be used on conventional roads or urban streets.
Guidance:
Type II or Type III Barricades should be used on freeways and expressways or other high-speed
roadways. Type III Barricades should be used to close or partially close a road.
Option:
Type III Barricades used at a road closure may be placed completely across a roadway or from curb to
curb.
Guidance:
Where provision is made for access of authorized equipment and vehicles, the responsibility for Type III
Barricades should be assigned to a person who will provide proper closure at the end of each work day.
Support:
When a highway is legally closed but access must still be allowed for local road users, barricades usually
are not extended completely across the roadway.
Standard:
A sign (see Section 6F.09) shall be installed with the appropriate legend concerning permissible use
by local road users. Adequate visibility of the barricades from both directions shall be provided.
Option:
Signs may be installed on barricades (see Section 6F.03).
Section 6F.64 Direction Indicator Barricades
Standard:
The Direction Indicator Barricade (see Figure 6F-7, Sheet 2 of 2) shall consist of a One-Direction
Large Arrow (W1-6) sign mounted above a diagonal striped, horizontally aligned, retroreflective rail.
The One-Direction Large Arrow (W1-6) sign shall be black on an orange background. The stripes
on the bottom rail shall be alternating orange and white retroreflective stripes sloping downward at an
angle of 45 degrees in the direction road users are to pass. The stripes shall be 100 mm (4 in) wide. The
One- Direction Large Arrow (W1-6) sign shall be 600 x 300 mm (24 x 12 in). The bottom rail shall
have a length of 600 mm (24 in) and a height of 200 mm (8 in).
Guidance:
The Direction Indicator Barricade, including any associated ballast or lights, should be crashworthy.
Option:
The Direction Indicator Barricade may be used in tapers, transitions, and other areas where specific
directional guidance to drivers is necessary.
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Guidance:
If used, Direction Indicator Barricades should be used in series to direct the driver through the transition
and into the intended travel lane.
Section 6F.65 Temporary Traffic Barriers as Channelizing Devices
Support:
Temporary traffic barriers are not TTC devices in themselves; however, when placed in a position
identical to a line of channelizing devices and marked and/or equipped with appropriate channelization
features to provide guidance and warning both day and night, they serve as TTC devices.
Standard:
Temporary traffic barriers serving as TTC devices shall conform to requirements for such devices
as set forth throughout Part 6.
Temporary traffic barriers shall not be used solely to channelize road users, but also to protect the
work space (see Section 6F.81). If used to channelize vehicular traffic, the temporary traffic barrier
shall be supplemented with delineation, pavement markings, or channelizing devices for improved
daytime and nighttime visibility.
Guidance:
Temporary traffic barriers should not be used for a merging taper except in low-speed urban areas.
Temporary traffic barriers should not be used for a constricted/restricted TTC zone.
When it is necessary to use a temporary traffic barrier for a merging taper in low-speed urban areas or for
a constricted/restricted TTC zone, the taper shall be delineated and the taper length should be designed to
optimize road user operations considering the available geometric conditions.
When used for channelization, temporary traffic barriers should be of a light color for increased
visibility.
Option:
Side reflectors with cube-corner lenses or top mounted reflectors (facing the driver) may be used on temporary
traffic barriers.
Guidance:
If used, the spacing of these reflectors should not exceed a distance in meters (feet) equal to 0.2 times the speed
limit in km/h (1.0 times the speed limit in mph) through the TTC zone.
Section 6F.66 Longitudinal Channelizing Barricades
Support:
Longitudinal channelizing barricades are lightweight, deformable channelizing devices that can be used
singly as Type I, II, or III barricades, or connected so they are highly visible and have good target value.
Guidance:
When used as a barricade, longitudinal channelizing barricades should conform to the general size, color,
stripe pattern, retroreflectivity, and placement characteristics established for the devices described in Chapter
6F.
Option:
Longitudinal channelizing barricades may be used instead of a line of cones, drums, or barricades.
Longitudinal channelizing barricades may be hollow and filled with water as a ballast.
Guidance:
If used, longitudinal channelizing barricades should be interlocked to delineate or channelize flow
including pedestrian traffic control. The interlocking barricade wall should not have gaps that allow
pedestrians or vehicles to stray from the channelizing path.
Support:
Longitudinal channelizing barricades are often located adjacent to traffic and therefore are subject to
impact by errant vehicles.
Guidance:
Because of their vulnerable position, longitudinal channelizing barricades should be constructed of
lightweight materials and be crashworthy.
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Although longitudinal channelizing barricades might give the appearance of being formidable obstacles,
they have not met the crashworthy requirements for temporary traffic barriers and, therefore, should not be
used to shield pedestrians, including workers, from vehicle impacts or obstacles.
Option:
Longitudinal channelizing barricades may be used to channelize pedestrians.
Section 6F.67 Other Channelizing Devices
Option:
Channelizing devices other than those described in this Chapter may be used in special situations based
on an engineering study.
Guidance:
Other channelizing devices should conform to the general size, color, stripe pattern, retroreflection, and
placement characteristics established for the devices described in this Chapter.
Section 6F.68 Detectable Edging for Pedestrians
Support:
Individual channelizing devices, tape or rope used to connect individual devices, other discontinuous
barriers and devices, and pavement markings are not detectable by persons with visual disabilities and are
incapable of providing detectable path guidance on temporary or realigned sidewalks or other pedestrian
facilities.
Guidance:
When it is determined that a facility should be accessible to and detectable by pedestrians with visual
disabilities, a continuously detectable edging should be provided throughout the length of the facility such
that it can be followed by pedestrians using long canes for guidance. This edging should protrude at least 150
mm (6 in) above the surface of the sidewalk or pathway, with the bottom of the edging a maximum of 62 mm
(2.5 in) above the surface. This edging should be continuous throughout the length of the facility except for
gaps at locations where pedestrians or vehicles will be turning or crossing. This edging should consist of a
prefabricated or formed-in-place curbing or other continuous device that is placed along the edge of the
sidewalk or walkway. This edging should be firmly attached to the ground or to other devices. Adjacent
sections of this edging should be interconnected such that the edging is not displaced by pedestrian or
vehicular traffic or work operations, and such that it does not constitute a hazard to pedestrians, workers, or
other road users.
Support:
Examples of detectable edging for pedestrians include:
A. Prefabricated lightweight sections of plastic, metal, or other suitable materials that are interconnected
and fixed in place to form a continuous edge.
B. Prefabricated lightweight sections of plastic, metal, or other suitable materials that are interconnected,
fixed in place, and placed at ground level to provide a continuous connection between channelizing
devices located at intervals along the edge of the sidewalk or walkway.
C. Sections of lumber interconnected and fixed in place to form a continuous edge.
D. Formed-in-place asphalt or concrete curb.
E. Prefabricated concrete curb sections that are interconnected and fixed in place to form a continuous
edge.
F. Continuous temporary traffic barrier or longitudinal channelizing barricades placed along the edge of
the sidewalk or walkway that provides a pedestrian edging at ground level.
G. Chain link or other fencing equipped with a continuous bottom rail.
Guidance:
Detectable pedestrian edging should be orange, white, or yellow and should match the color of the
adjacent channelizing devices or traffic control devices, if any are present.
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Section 6F.69 Temporary Raised Islands
Standard:
Temporary raised islands shall be used only in combination with pavement striping and other
suitable channelizing devices.
Option:
A temporary raised island may be used to separate vehicular traffic flows in two-lane, two-way
operations on roadways having a vehicular traffic volume range of 4,000 to 15,000 average daily traffic
(ADT) and on freeways having a vehicular traffic volume range of 22,000 ADT to 60,000 ADT.
Temporary raised islands also may be used in other than two-lane, two-way operations where physical
separation of vehicular traffic from the TTC zone is not required.
Guidance:
Temporary raised islands should have the basic dimensions of 100 mm (4 in) high by at least 450 mm
(18 in) wide and have rounded or chamfered corners.
The temporary raised islands should not be designed in such a manner that they would cause a motorist
to lose control of the vehicle if the vehicle inadvertently strikes the temporary raised island. If struck, pieces
of the island should not be dislodged to the extent that they could penetrate the occupant compartment or
involve other vehicles.
Standard:
At pedestrian crossing locations, temporary raised islands shall have an opening or be shortened to
provide at least a 1500 mm (60 in) wide pathway for the crossing pedestrian.
Section 6F.70 Opposing Traffic Lane Divider
Support:
Opposing traffic lane dividers are delineation devices used as center lane dividers to separate opposing
vehicular traffic on a two-lane, two-way operation.
Standard:
Opposing traffic lane dividers shall not be placed across pedestrian crossings.
The Opposing Traffic Lane Divider (W6-4) sign (see Figure 6F-4, Sheet 2 of 4) is an upright,
retroreflective orange-colored sign placed on a flexible support and sized at least 300 mm (12 in) wide
by 450 mm (18 in) high.
Guidance:
The Opposing Traffic Lane Divider (W6-4) sign should only be used to supplement a channelizing device that is
being used to separate opposing traffic in a maintenance or construction work zone.
Section 6F.71 Pavement Markings
Standard:
The provisions of this Section shall not be considered applicable for short-term, mobile, or incident
management TTC zones.
Pavement markings shall be maintained along paved streets and highways in all long- and
intermediate-term stationary (see Section 6G.02) TTC zones. All pavement markings shall be in
accordance with Chapters 3A and 3B, except as indicated in Section 6F.72. Pavement markings shall
match the markings in place at both ends of the TTC zone. Pavement markings shall be placed along
the entire length of any surfaced detour or temporary roadway prior to the detour or roadway being
opened to road users.
Warning signs, channelizing devices, and delineation shall be used to indicate required road user
paths in TTC zones where it is not possible to provide a clear path by pavement markings. All
pavement markings and devices used to delineate road user paths shall be carefully reviewed during
daytime and nighttime periods.
For long-term stationary operations, pavement markings in the temporary traveled way that are
no longer applicable shall be removed or obliterated as soon as practical. Pavement marking
obliteration shall leave a minimum of pavement scars and shall remove old marking material. Painting
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over existing pavement markings with black paint or spraying with asphalt shall not be accepted as a
substitute for removal or obliteration.
Guidance:
Road users should be provided pavement markings within a TTC zone comparable to the pavement
markings normally maintained along such roadways, particularly at either end of the TTC zone.
The intended vehicle path should be defined in day, night, and twilight periods under both wet and dry
pavement conditions.
The work should be planned and staged to provide for the placement and removal of the pavement
markings.
Markings should be provided in intermediate-term stationary work zones.
Option:
Removable, nonreflective, preformed tape may be used where markings need to be covered temporarily.
Guidance:
Centerlines and lane lines should be placed, replaced, or delineated where appropriate before the roadway is
opened to traffic.
Section 6F.72 Temporary Pavement Markings
Support:
Temporary pavement markings are those that are allowed to remain in place until the earliest date when
it is practical and possible to install pavement markings that meet the Part 3 standards for pavement
markings.
Guidance:
Temporary pavement markings should not be in place for more than 2 weeks unless justified by an
engineering study.
Standard:
All temporary pavement markings, including pavement markings for no-passing zones, shall
conform to the requirements of Chapters 3A and 3B. All temporary broken-line pavement markings
shall use the same cycle length as permanent markings and be at least 0.6 m (2 ft) long.
Option:
Half-cycle lengths with a minimum of 0.6 m (2 ft) stripes may be used on roadways with severe
curvature (see Section 3A.05) for centerlines in passing zones and for lane lines.
For temporary situations of 3 calendar days or less, for a two- or three-lane road, no-passing zones may
be identified by using DO NOT PASS (R4-1), PASS WITH CARE (R4-2), and NO PASSING ZONE (W143) signs (see Sections 2B.29, 2B.30, and 2C.35) rather than pavement markings. Also, DO NOT PASS,
PASS WITH CARE, and NO PASSING ZONE signs may be used instead of pavement markings on roads
with low volumes for longer periods in accordance with the State's or highway agency's policy.
Guidance:
If used, the DO NOT PASS, PASS WITH CARE, and NO PASSING ZONE signs should be placed in
accordance with Sections 2B.29, 2B.30, and 2C.35.
The temporary use of edge lines, channelizing lines, lane reduction transitions, gore markings, and other
longitudinal markings, and the various nonlongitudinal markings (such as stop lines, railroad crossings,
crosswalks, words or symbols) should be in accordance with the State's or highway agency's policy.
Standard:
Temporary lane lines and/or centerlines shall consist of retroreflectorized lines approximately 600 mm (24
in) long, 100 mm (4 in) wide, spaced approximately 7.3 m (24 ft) apart.
Option:
Day/night raised retroreflectorized pavement markers, approved by the Department of Transportation, may be used
in lieu of 600 mm (24 in) lines, spaced approximately 7.3 m (24 ft) apart.
Guidance:
Right edge lines should not be simulated with dashed lines or raised pavement markers because they could confuse
motorists.
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Option:
Portable delineators, permanent type delineators, etc., may be used where it is considered desirable to enhance the
edge of traveled way due to curvilinear alignment, narrowing pavement, etc.
Standard:
Locations on two-lane conventional highways where no-passing zone centerline delineation has been
obliterated shall be posted with a sign package consisting of a ROAD (STREET) WORK (W20-1) sign and a DO
NOT PASS (R4-1) sign.
Guidance:
The R4-1 sign should be posted at 600 m (2000 ft) intervals throughout the extended no-pass zone. A PASS WITH
CARE (R4-2) sign should also be placed at the end of the zone.
Section 6F.73 Raised Pavement Markers
Standard:
If raised pavement markers are used to substitute for broken line segments, at least two
retroreflective markers shall be placed, one at each end of a segment of 0.6 to 1.5 m (2 to 5 ft) in length.
For segments longer than 1.5 m (5 ft), a group of at least three retroreflective markers shall be equally
spaced at no greater than N/8 (see Section 3B.11). The value of N for a broken or dotted line shall
equal the length of one line segment plus one gap. The value of N referenced for solid lines shall equal
the N for the broken or dotted lines that might be adjacent to or might extend the solid lines (see
Sections 3B.13 and 3B.14).
If raised pavement markers are used to substitute for broken line segments, at least two retroreflective
markers shall be placed, one at each end of a segment of 0.9 m (3 ft). For segments over 2.4 m (8 ft), a group of
at least three retroreflective markers shall be equally spaced at no greater than 1.2 m (4 ft). See Section 3A.05
for more details.
Guidance:
Raised pavement markers should be considered for use along surfaced detours or temporary roadways,
and other changed or new travel-lane alignments.
Option:
Retroreflective or internally illuminated raised pavement markers, or nonretroreflective raised pavement
markers supplemented by retroreflective or internally illuminated markers, may replace or supplement
markings prescribed in Chapters 3A and 3B.
Section 6F.74 Delineators
Standard:
When used, delineators shall combine with or supplement other TTC devices. They shall be
mounted on crashworthy supports so that the reflecting unit is approximately 1.2 m (4 ft) above the
near roadway edge. The standard color for delineators used along both sides of two-way streets and
highways and the right side of one-way roadways shall be white. Delineators used along the left side of
one-way roadways shall be yellow.
Guidance:
Spacing along roadway curves should be as set forth in Section 3D.04 and should be such that several
delineators are always visible to the driver.
Option:
Delineators may be used in TTC zones to indicate the alignment of the roadway and to outline the
required vehicle path through the TTC zone.
Standard:
On State highways, the retroreflectorized bands shall be visible at 300 m (1000 ft) at night under illumination
of legal high beam headlights, by persons with vision of or corrected to 20/20.
The delineators shall be placed 0.6 m (2 ft) to 1.8 m (6 ft) outside the outer edge of the shoulder. They shall
be 75 x 300 mm (3 x 12 in) minimum size.
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Guidance:
On local roads, the retroreflectorized bands should be visible at 300 m (1000 ft) at night under illumination of legal
high beam headlights, by persons with vision of or corrected to 20/20.
Support:
Refer to Department of Transportation’s Standard Specifications Section 12-3.04 for visibility criteria cited. See
Section 1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
Section 6F.75 Lighting Devices
Guidance:
Lighting devices should be provided in TTC zones based on engineering judgment.
When used to supplement channelization, the maximum spacing for warning lights should be identical to
the channelizing device spacing requirements.
Support:
Four types of lighting devices are commonly used in TTC zones. They are floodlights, flashing warning
beacons, warning lights, and steady-burn electric lamps.
Option:
Lighting devices may be used to supplement retroreflectorized signs, barriers, and channelizing devices.
During normal daytime maintenance operations, the functions of flashing warning beacons may be
provided by high-intensity rotating, flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights on a maintenance vehicle.
Standard:
Although vehicle hazard warning lights are permitted to be used to supplement high-intensity
rotating, flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights, they shall not be used instead of high-intensity rotating,
flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights.
Section 6F.76 Floodlights
Support:
Utility, maintenance, or construction activities on highways are frequently conducted during nighttime
periods when vehicular traffic volumes are lower. Large construction projects are sometimes operated on a
double-shift basis requiring night work (see Section 6G.20).
Guidance:
When nighttime work is being performed, floodlights should be used to illuminate the work area,
equipment crossings, and other areas.
Standard:
When nighttime work is being performed, floodlights shall be used to illuminate the work area.
Except in emergency situations, flagger stations shall be illuminated at night.
Floodlighting shall not produce a disabling glare condition for approaching road users, flaggers, or
workers.
Guidance:
The adequacy of the floodlight placement and elimination of potential glare should be determined by
driving through and observing the floodlighted area from each direction on all approaching roadways after
the initial floodlight setup, at night, and periodically.
Support:
Desired illumination levels vary depending upon the nature of the task involved. An average horizontal
luminance of 50 lux (5 foot candles) 108 lux (10 foot candles) can be adequate for general activities. Tasks
requiring high levels of precision and extreme care can require an average horizontal luminance of 216 lux
(20 foot candles).
Refer to Construction Safety Orders in the California Code of Regulations (Title 8, Division 1, Chapter 4, Subchapter
4, Article 3, Section 1523 – Illumination and Section 1599 - Flaggers) for the above modifications. See See Section
1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
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Section 6F.77 Flashing Warning Beacons
Support:
Flashing warning beacons are often used to supplement a TTC device.
Standard:
Flashing warning beacons shall comply with the provisions of Chapter 4K. A flashing warning
beacon shall be a flashing yellow light with a minimum nominal diameter of 200 mm (8 in) 300 mm (12
in).
Guidance:
Flashing warning beacons should be operated 24 hours per day.
Support:
The temporary terminus of a freeway is an example of a location where flashing warning beacons alert
drivers to the changing roadway conditions and the need to reduce speed in transitioning from the freeway to
another roadway type.
Standard:
The beacon lens shall have a visible diameter of 300 mm (12 in) and shall conform to Department of
Transportation’s standards for signal lenses, and the lighting unit shall have a visor and back plate or other
suitable means of providing adequate contrast.
The mounting height shall be between 1.8 m (6 ft) and 3 m (10 ft), measured from the bottom of the base to
the center of the lens.
Section 6F.78 Warning Lights
Support:
Type A, Type B, Type C, and Type D 360-degree warning lights are portable, powered, yellow, lensdirected, enclosed lights.
Standard:
Warning lights shall be in accordance with the current ITE “Purchase Specification for Flashing
and Steady-Burn Warning Lights” (see Section 1A.11).
When warning lights are used, they shall be mounted on signs or channelizing devices in a manner
that, if hit by an errant vehicle, they will not be likely to penetrate the windshield.
Guidance:
The maximum spacing for warning lights should be identical to the channelizing device spacing
requirements.
Support:
The light weight and portability of warning lights are advantages that make these devices useful as
supplements to the retroreflectorization on signs and channelizing devices. The flashing lights are effective in
attracting road users' attention.
Option:
Warning lights may be used in either a steady-burn or flashing mode.
Standard:
Flashing warning lights shall not be used for delineation, as a series of flashers fails to identify the
desired vehicle path.
Type A Low-Intensity Flashing warning lights, Type C Steady-Burn warning lights, and Type D
360- degree Steady-Burn warning lights shall be maintained so as to be capable of being visible on a
clear night from a distance of 900 m (3,000 ft). Type B High-Intensity Flashing warning lights shall be
maintained so as to be capable of being visible on a sunny day when viewed without the sun directly on
or behind the device from a distance of 300 m (1,000 ft).
Warning lights shall have a minimum mounting height of 750 mm (30 in) to the bottom of the lens.
Support:
Type A Low-Intensity Flashing warning lights are used to warn road users during nighttime hours that
they are approaching or proceeding in a potentially hazardous area.
Option:
Type A warning lights may be mounted on channelizing devices.
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Support:
Type B High-Intensity Flashing warning lights are used to warn road users during both daylight and
nighttime hours that they are approaching a potentially hazardous area.
Option:
Type B warning lights are designed to operate 24 hours per day and may be mounted on advance
warning signs or on independent supports.
Type C Steady-Burn warning lights and Type D 360-degree Steady-Burn warning lights may be used
during nighttime hours to delineate the edge of the traveled way.
Guidance:
When used to delineate a curve, Type C and Type D 360-degree warning lights should only be used on
devices on the outside of the curve, and not on the inside of the curve.
Section 6F.79 Steady-Burn Electric Lamps
Support:
Steady-Burn electric lamps are a series of low-wattage, yellow, electric lamps, generally hard-wired to a
110-volt external power source.
Option:
Steady-Burn electric lamps may be used in place of Type C Steady-Burn warning lights (see Section
6F.78).
Section 6F.80 Temporary Traffic Control Signals
Standard:
Temporary traffic control signals (see Section 4D.20) used to control road user movements through
TTC zones and in other TTC situations shall meet the applicable provisions of Part 4 and for State
highways, the Department of Transportation’s Standard Plans and/or Special Provisions. See Section 1A.11 for
information regarding this publication.
Support:
Temporary traffic control signals are typically used in TTC zones such as temporary haul road crossings;
temporary one-way operations along a one-lane, two-way highway; temporary one-way operations on
bridges, reversible lanes, and intersections.
Standard:
One-lane, two-way vehicular traffic flow (see Chapter 4G) requires an all-red interval of sufficient
duration for road users to clear the portion of the TTC zone controlled by the traffic control signals.
Safeguards shall be incorporated to avoid the possibility of conflicting signal indications at each end of
the TTC zone.
Guidance:
Where pedestrian traffic is detoured to a temporary traffic control signal, engineering judgment should
be used to determine if pedestrian signals or accessible pedestrian signals (see Section 4E.06) are needed for
crossing along an alternate route.
When temporary traffic control signals are used, conflict monitors typical of traditional traffic control
signal operations should be used.
Option:
Temporary traffic control signals may be portable or temporarily mounted on fixed supports.
Standard:
The supports for temporary traffic control signals shall not encroach into the minimum required
width of a “pedestrian access route” of 1200 mm (48 in) or an “alternate circulation path” of 900 mm
(36 in).
Guidance:
Temporary traffic control signals should only be used in situations where temporary traffic control
signals are preferable to other means of traffic control, such as changing the work staging or work zone size
to eliminate one-way vehicular traffic movements, using flaggers to control one-way or crossing movements,
using STOP or YIELD signs, and using warning devices alone.
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Support:
Factors related to the design and application of temporary traffic control signals include the following:
A. Safety and road user needs;
B. Work staging and operations;
C. The feasibility of using other TTC strategies (for example, flaggers, providing space for two lanes, or
detouring road users, including bicyclists and pedestrians);
D. Sight distance restrictions;
E. Human factors considerations (for example, lack of driver familiarity with temporary traffic control
signals);
F. Road-user volumes including roadway and intersection capacity;
G. Affected side streets and driveways;
H. Vehicle speeds;
I. The placement of other TTC devices;
J. Parking;
K. Turning restrictions;
L. Pedestrians;
M. The nature of adjacent land uses (such as residential or commercial);
N. Legal authority;
O. Signal phasing and timing requirements;
P. Full-time or part-time operation;
Q. Actuated, fixed-time, or manual operation;
R. Power failures or other emergencies;
S. Inspection and maintenance needs;
T. Need for detailed placement, timing, and operation records; and
U. Operation by contractors or by others.
Although temporary traffic control signals can be mounted on trailers or lightweight portable supports,
fixed supports offer superior resistance to displacement or damage by severe weather, vehicle impact, and
vandalism.
Guidance:
Other TTC devices should be used to supplement temporary traffic control signals, including warning
and regulatory signs, pavement markings, and channelizing devices.
The design and placement of temporary traffic control signals should include interconnection to other
traffic control signals along the subject roadway.
Temporary traffic control signals not in use should be covered or removed.
Section 6F.81 Temporary Traffic Barriers
Support:
Temporary traffic barriers are devices designed to help prevent penetration by vehicles while minimizing
injuries to vehicle occupants, and are designed to protect workers, bicyclists, and pedestrians.
The four primary functions of temporary traffic barriers are:
A. To keep vehicular traffic from entering work areas, such as excavations or material storage sites;
B. To separate workers, bicyclists, and pedestrians from motor vehicle traffic;
C. To separate opposing directions of vehicular traffic; and
D. To separate vehicular traffic, bicyclists, and pedestrians from the work area such as false work for
bridges and other exposed objects.
Option:
Temporary traffic barriers, including shifting portable or movable barrier installations to accommodate
varying directional vehicular traffic demands, may be used to separate two-way vehicular traffic.
Guidance:
Because the protective requirements of a TTC situation have priority in determining the need for
temporary traffic barriers, their use should be based on an engineering study. When serving the additional
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function of channelizing vehicular traffic (see Section 6F.65), temporary traffic barriers should be a light
color for increased visibility.
Standard:
Temporary traffic barriers shall be supplemented with standard delineation, pavement markings,
or channelizing devices for improved daytime and nighttime visibility if they are used to channelize
vehicular traffic. The delineation color shall match the applicable pavement marking color.
In order to mitigate the effect of striking the end of a temporary traffic barrier, the end shall be
installed in accordance with AASHTO’s “Roadside Design Guide” (see Section 1A.11) by flaring until
the end is outside the acceptable clear zone or by providing crashworthy end treatments.
Option:
Warning lights or steady-burn electric lamps may be mounted on temporary traffic barrier installations.
Side reflectors with cube-corner lenses or top mounted reflectors (facing the driver) may be used on temporary
traffic barriers.
Guidance:
If used, the spacing of these reflectors should not exceed a distance in meters (feet) equal to 0.2 times the speed
limit in km/h (1.0 times the speed limit in mph) through the TTC zone.
Support:
A movable barrier is a linear system of connected barrier segments that can rapidly be shifted laterally by
using a specially designed transfer vehicle. The transfer is accomplished in a manner that does not interfere
with vehicular traffic in adjacent lanes. Applications of movable barriers include the following:
A. Closing an additional lane during work periods while maintaining the advantage of having the travel
way separated from the work space by a barrier;
B. Closing an additional lane during off-peak periods to provide extra space for work activities without
adversely impacting vehicular traffic flow; and
C. Creating a temporary reversible lane, thus providing unbalanced capacity favoring the major direction
of vehicular traffic flow.
More specific information on the use of temporary traffic barriers is contained in Chapters 8 and 9 of
AASHTO’s “Roadside Design Guide” (see Section 1A.11).
Support:
More specific information on the use of portable barriers and crash cushions can be obtained from the Department
of Transportation’s Standard Plans and Standard Specifications. See Section 1A.11 for information regarding this
publication.
Section 6F.82 Crash Cushions
Support:
Crash cushions are systems that mitigate the effects of errant vehicles that strike obstacles, either by
smoothly decelerating the vehicle to a stop when hit head-on, or by redirecting the errant vehicle. The two
types of crash cushions that are used in TTC zones are stationary crash cushions and truck-mounted
attenuators. Crash cushions in TTC zones help protect the drivers from the exposed ends of barriers, fixed
objects, shadow vehicles, and other obstacles. Specific information on the use of crash cushions can be found
in AASHTO’s “Roadside Design Guide” (see Section 1A.11).
Standard:
Crash cushions shall be crashworthy. They shall also be designed for each application to stop or
redirect errant vehicles under prescribed conditions. Crash cushions shall be periodically inspected to
verify that they have not been hit or damaged. Damaged crash cushions shall be promptly repaired or
replaced to maintain their crashworthiness.
Support:
Stationary crash cushions are used in the same manner as permanent highway installations to protect
drivers from the exposed ends of barriers, fixed objects, and other obstacles.
Standard:
Stationary crash cushions shall be designed for the specific application intended.
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Truck-mounted attenuators shall be energy-absorbing devices attached to the rear of shadow
trailers or trucks. If used, the shadow vehicle with the attenuator shall be located in advance of the
work area, workers, or equipment to reduce the severity of rear-end crashes from errant vehicles.
Support:
Trucks or trailers are often used as shadow vehicles to protect workers or work equipment from errant
vehicles. These shadow vehicles are normally equipped with flashing arrows, changeable message signs,
and/or high-intensity rotating, flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights located properly in advance of the
workers and/or equipment that they are protecting. However, these shadow vehicles might themselves cause
injuries to occupants of the errant vehicles if they are not equipped with truck-mounted attenuators.
Guidance:
The shadow truck should be positioned a sufficient distance in advance of the workers or equipment
being protected so that there will be sufficient distance, but not so much so that errant vehicles will travel
around the shadow truck and strike the protected workers and/or equipment.
Support:
Chapter 9 of AASHTO’s “Roadside Design Guide” (see Section 1A.11) contains additional information
regarding the use of shadow vehicles.
Guidance:
If used, the truck-mounted attenuator should be used in accordance with the manufacturer’s
specifications.
Support:
Information about designs and types of crash cushions currently approved for use on State highways is available
from Department of Transportation’s Division of Traffic Operations in Sacramento. A list of approved products is
available on the Internet at the following web address:
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/esc/approved_products_list/HighwaySafe.htm
Section 6F.83 Vehicle-Arresting Systems
Support:
Vehicle-arresting systems are designed to prevent penetration into activity areas while providing for
smooth, reasonably safe deceleration for the errant vehicles. They can consist of portable netting, cables, and
energy absorbing anchors.
Guidance:
When used, a vehicle-arresting system should be used in accordance with the manufacturer’s
specifications, and should be located so that vehicles are not likely to penetrate the location that the system is
designed to protect.
Section 6F.84 Rumble Strips
Support:
Transverse rumble strips consist of intermittent narrow, transverse areas of rough-textured or slightly
raised or depressed road surface that extend across the travel lanes to alert drivers to unusual vehicular traffic
conditions. Through noise and vibration they attract the driver’s attention to such features as unexpected
changes in alignment and to conditions requiring a stop.
Longitudinal rumble strips consist of a series of rough-textured or slightly raised or depressed road
surfaces located along the shoulder to alert road users that they are leaving the travel lanes.
Standard:
If it is desirable to use a color other than the color of the pavement for a longitudinal rumble strip,
the color of the rumble strip shall be the same color as the longitudinal line the rumble strip
supplements.
If the color of a transverse rumble strip used within a travel lane is not the color of the pavement,
the color of the rumble strip shall be white.
Option:
Intervals between transverse rumble strips may be reduced as the distance to the approached conditions
is diminished in order to convey an impression that a closure speed is too fast and/or that an action is
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imminent. A sign warning drivers of the onset of rumble strips may be placed in advance of any transverse
rumble strip installation.
Guidance:
Transverse rumble strips should be placed transverse to vehicular traffic movement. They should not
adversely affect overall pavement skid resistance under wet or dry conditions.
In urban areas, even though a closer spacing might be warranted, transverse rumble strips should be
designed in a manner that does not promote unnecessary braking or erratic steering maneuvers by road users.
Transverse rumble strips should not be placed on sharp horizontal or vertical curves.
Rumble strips should not be placed through pedestrian crossings or on bicycle routes.
Transverse rumble strips should not be placed on roadways used by bicyclists unless a minimum clear
path of 1.2 m (4 ft) is provided at each edge of the roadway or on each paved shoulder as described in
AASHTO’s “Guide to the Development of Bicycle Facilities” (see Section 1A.11).
Longitudinal rumble strips should not be placed on the shoulder of a roadway that is used by bicyclists
unless a minimum clear path of 1.2 m (4 ft) is also provided on the shoulder.
Support:
Rumble strips are not suitable as a riding surface for bicycles and motorcycles.
Refer to Section 3B.106(CA) for more details on rumble strips.
Guidance:
Where cyclists are permitted, provisions should be made to allow passage through or around the rumble strips.
Section 6F.85 Screens
Support:
Screens are used to block the road users’ view of activities that can be distracting. Screens might
improve safety and motor vehicle traffic flow where volumes approach the roadway capacity because they
discourage gawking and reduce headlight glare from oncoming motor vehicle traffic.
Guidance:
Screens should not be mounted where they could adversely restrict road user visibility and sight distance
and adversely affect the reasonably safe operation of vehicles.
Option:
Screens may be mounted on the top of temporary traffic barriers that separate two-way motor vehicle
traffic.
Temporary traffic screen may be mounted on top of temporary traffic barriers, when barriers are used in transition
and crossover areas for glare-control on high-volume roadways.
Guidance:
If used, temporary traffic screen panels should be contiguous without gaps, minimum 813 mm (32 in) in height, and
orange or red-orange in color.
Guidance:
Design of screens should be in accordance with Chapter 9 of AASHTO’s “Roadside Design Guide” (see
Section 1A.11).
Section 6F.86 Future and Experimental Devices
Support:
The States, FHWA, AASHTO, the Transportation Research Board, and other organizations conduct
research and experimentation on new traffic control and safety devices. Users of this Manual are encouraged
to stay abreast of these current efforts and to use such devices with care so as to avoid presenting road users
with unusual or confusing situations that might be abnormal or unexpected.
Standard:
New traffic control devices shall conform to the provisions for design, use, and application set forth
in this Manual. New traffic control devices that do not conform with the provisions in this Manual
shall be subject to experimentation, documentation, and adoption following the provisions of Section
1A.10.
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Section 6F.101(CA) Channelizers (Permanent type, flexible post)
Support:
Channelizers are implanted in the ground or affixed to the pavement, and are not susceptible to displacement, and
are capable of normally withstanding numerous vehicular impacts.
Channelizers are generally used in series to create a visual fence/barrier, to provide additional guidance and/or
restriction to traffic.
Option:
They also may be used in lieu of cones, portable delineators, or drums, to channelize traffic, divide opposing lanes
of traffic, etc.
Standard:
The design of a channelizer shall be as shown in Figure 6F-102(CA).
The height shall be 900 mm (36 in) minimum (700 mm (28 in) where speeds are 65 km/h (40 mph) or less),
the width of the post shall be 56 mm (2 ¼ in) minimum and the color predominantly orange. The 75 x 300 mm (3
x 12 in) minimum retroreflective unit shall be visible at 300 m (1000 ft) at night under illumination of legal high
beam headlights, by persons with vision of or corrected to 20/20.
The color of the channelizer retroreflective unit shall be white and posts shall be orange.
Support:
Refer to Department of Transportation’s Standard Specifications Section 12-3.07 for visibility criteria cited. See
Section 1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
Refer Chapter 3F for other details and requirements of channelizers.
Section 6F.102(CA) LOOSE GRAVEL Sign (W8-7)
Guidance:
The LOOSE GRAVEL (W8-7) sign should be used on chip seal jobs or other areas to warn motorists that there is
loose gravel on the roadway.
Standard:
When used, the W8-7 sign shall be placed at the beginning of work and at maximum 610 m (2000 ft)
intervals.
Option:
The Advisory Speed (W13-1) plaque may be used in combination with the W8-7 sign to indicate the need to
decrease speed at a particular location.
Guidance:
The advisory speed should be reasonable or prudent, considering weather, visibility, traffic, surface condition and
width of the roadway.
Standard:
On State highways for seal coat projects, the W13-1 (35) plaque shall supplement the W8-7 sign during
placing and/or brooming of screenings.
Section 6F.103(CA) NARROW LANE(S) Sign (C12(CA))
Option:
The NARROW LANE(S) (C12(CA)) sign may be used, when appropriate, to warn the approaching motorist of a
narrow lane condition.
Guidance:
When used, the C12(CA) sign should be used in conjunction with an Advisory Speed (W13-1) plaque. See Section
2C.46.
Section 6F.104(CA) Road Work/Speed Limit Sign (C17(CA))
Standard:
The Road Work/Speed Limit (C17(CA)) sign shall not be used on State highways.
The C17(CA) sign shall only be used in conjunction with appropriate advance warning signs.
The C17(CA) signs shall be removed promptly when no longer applicable.
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Support:
The C17(CA) sign is authorized for use by CVC Section 22362. This section provides authority to post a speed limit
of not less than 40 km/h (25 mph) at locations where employees of any contractor, or of the agency in charge of the job,
are engaged in work upon the roadway.
Posting unrealistically low speed limits will result in loss of sign credibility and a high violation rate.
Guidance:
Before using a C17(CA) sign, work zone conditions should be analyzed to determine what maximum speed limit
would be appropriate for that particular location.
The C17(CA) sign should be placed within 120 m (400 ft) of the zone where workers are on the roadway or so
nearly adjacent as to be endangered by traffic.
Option:
The C17(CA) sign may be provided by the agency having jurisdiction over the street or road.
Section 6F.105(CA) OPEN TRENCH Sign (C27(CA))
Standard:
The OPEN TRENCH (C27(CA)) sign shall be used in advance of open trenches in/or adjacent to roadway.
The edge of the traveled way shall be defined by edge line delineation consisting of appropriate markers or
striping. Edge line delineation shall be white when located on the right of traffic and yellow when located on the
left of traffic.
Support:
The 900 x 900 mm (36 x 36 in) size is for conventional state highways and the 1200 x 1200 mm (48 x 48 in) size is
for use on freeways and expressways.
Guidance:
Trenches in excess of 46 mm (0.15 ft) in depth but not exceeding 76 mm (0.25 ft) in depth that are less than 2.4 m
(8 ft) from the edge of traveled way should be identified by LOW SHOULDER (W8-9) portable signs on Type II
barricades set in the trench adjacent to the edge of pavement at intervals not to exceed 610 m (2,000 ft).
Option:
Portable delineators may be placed at intervals not to exceed 30 m (100 ft) in lieu of edge line delineation.
Standard:
Trenches in excess of 76 mm (0.25 ft) in depth that are less than 2.4 m (8 ft) from the edge of traveled way
shall be identified by C27(CA) and NO SHOULDER (C31A(CA)) portable signs on Type II or Type III barricades
alternately set in the trench at intervals not to exceed 610 m (2,000 ft).
Guidance:
Channelizers or delineators should be placed 0.6 m (2 ft) to 1.8 m (6 ft) outside of the edge line at 30 m (100 ft)
intervals.
Trenches in excess of 76 mm (0.25 ft) in depth but not exceeding 762 mm (2.5 ft) in depth that are 2.4 m (8 ft) to 4.6
m (15 ft) from the edge of traveled way should be identified by C27(CA) portable signs on Type II or Type III barricades
set in the trench at intervals not to exceed 610 m (2,000 ft). Delineators should be placed at 60 m (200 ft) intervals within
0.6 m (2 ft) from the edge of the trench and at 30 m (100 ft) intervals for edge conditions exceeding 152 mm (0.5 ft) in
depth.
Trenches in excess of 152 mm (0.5 ft) in depth but not exceeding 762 mm (2.5 ft) in depth that are more than 4.6 m
(15 ft) from the edge of traveled way at locations where a recovery area was available prior to construction should be
identified by placing delineators at 60 m (200 ft) intervals within 0.6 m (2 ft) from the edge of the trench and by placing
C27(CA) signs in the trench at intervals not to exceed 610 m (2,000 ft).
Standard:
Signing for trenches in excess of 762 mm (2.5 ft) in depth shall be based upon engineering judgment or
studies (as noted in Section 1A.09) to ensure proper visibility of barricades and signing.
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Section 6F.106(CA) Traffic Fines Signs (C40(CA) and C40A(CA))
Option:
The TRAFFIC FINES DOUBLED IN CONSTRUCTION ZONES (C40(CA)) and TRAFFIC FINES DOUBLED IN
WORK ZONES (C40A(CA)) signs may be placed approximately 150 m (500 ft) in advance of the first required TTC
sign(s). The placement of the C40(CA) and C40A(CA) signs is at the discretion of the responsible person(s) in charge of
the work zone.
Guidance:
The C40A(CA) sign is intended to be manufactured as a fabric sign and should be used on a short term (daily) basis
only. Longer term situations should use the C40(CA) sign.
Section 6F.107(CA) Moving Lane Closure Signs (W23-1 and SC10(CA), SC11(CA), SC13(CA), SC15(CA))
Standard:
On State highways, the following signs shall be used as shown in the Department of Transportation’s
Standard Plans T15, T16 and T17 for moving lane closures. See Section 1A.11 for information regarding this
publication.
LANE CLOSED AHEAD or ROAD WORK AHEAD (SC10(CA)).
LANE CLOSED (SC11(CA)).
SLOW TRAFFIC AHEAD (W23-1).
DO NOT PASS (SC13(CA)).
CAUTION (SC15(CA)).
The Moving Lane Closure signs shall have a black legend on either a white or an orange background.
If used, the SC10(CA) sign and a Type II flashing arrow sign shall be mounted on the rear of the designated
sign vehicle.
The SC11(CA) sign and a Type II flashing arrow sign shall be mounted on the rear of the designated sign
vehicle.
If used, the W23-1 sign shall be mounted on the rear of the designated sign vehicle.
The SC13(CA) sign shall be mounted on the rear and/or the front of the designated sign vehicle.
If used, the SC15(CA) sign shall be mounted on the front of the designated sign vehicle.
Section 6F.108(CA) Object Markers
Standard:
When used in work zones, the Type N-3(CA) or OM1-3 object markers shall have an orange retroreflective
background.
When used in work zones, the Type P(CA), R(CA), OM-3L, OM-3R and OM-3C object marker shall have
alternating retroreflective orange and white stripes.
Support:
Figure 6F-103(CA) shows examples of object markers in TTC zones.
See Chapter 3C for more details.
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Use CA Flagger symbol
sign shown below

C9A(CA)
6F.57
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R11-3b
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1800 x 900 mm (72 x 36 in)

Standard:
* - For State highways, the panel type B shall mean type II and the panel type C shall mean type I.
* - For State highways, the panel type B (or type II) shall have a minimum size of 1800 x 900 mm (72 x 36 in).
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to 900 mm
(36 in.) MAX
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(Also see C2(CA) Sign Size)

(See W1-4 Sign Size)
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(See W5-1 or C12(CA) Sign Sizes)
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(Also See C23(CA) Sign Size)
(Also See C19(CA) Sign Size)
(Also See C20(CA) Sign Size)
(See C9A(CA) Sign Size)
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(Also See SC12(CA) Sign Size)
(See W24-1 Sign Size)
(See W24-1 Sign Size)
(Also See C11(CA) Sign Size)
(Also See C14(CA) Sign Size)
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Table 6F-1(CA). Sizes of California Temporary Traffic Control Signs
Sign
(MUTCD Code, if any)
Flagger Symbol
NARROW LANE(S)
Road Work/Speed Limit
RIGHT LANE CLOSED AHEAD
LEFT Plaque
Numeral Plaque
ROAD (STREET) WORK
Informational Plaque
SHOULDER WORK AHEAD
OPEN TRENCH
XXXX FT
LANE CLOSED
SHOULDER CLOSED
NO SHOULDER
TRAFFIC CONTROL - WAIT AND
FOLLOW PILOT CAR
USE NEXT EXIT
TRAFFIC FINES DOUBLED IN
CONSTRUCTION ZONES
TRAFFIC FINES DOUBLED IN
WORK ZONES
DETOUR with Arrow
SPECIAL EVENT AHEAD
RAMP CLOSED
(Not more than one day)
RAMP CLOSED
(More than one day)
XXX month
XX day
RAMP CLOSED,
USE RAMP AT ___
___ EXIT - RAMP CLOSED
FWY DETOUR with Arrow
LANE CLOSED AHEAD
LANE CLOSED
DO NOT PASS
CAUTION
RAMP CLOSED (R11-2)
ROAD CONSTRUCTION
NEXT XX MILES (G20-1)
END ROAD WORK (G20-2)
RAMP CLOSED AHEAD (W20-3)
RAMP WORK AHEAD (W20-1)
SLOW TRAFFIC AHEAD (W23-1)

California
Code
C9A(CA)
C12(CA)
C17(CA)
C20(CA)
C20A(CA)
C20B(CA)

Conventional
Expressway
Road
36 x 36
48 x 48
36 x 36
48 x 48
24 x 24
24 x 24
36 x 36
48 x 48
16 x 7
19 x 8
6x8
8 x 10

Oversized

Freeway

Minimum

48 x 48
48 x 48
24 x 24
48 x 48
19 x 8
8 x 10

-------------

------72 x 72
33 x 10
10 x 12

C23B(CA)

Var x 18

Var x 24

Var x 24

---

---

C24(CA)
C27(CA)
C29(CA)
C30(CA)
C30A(CA)
C31A(CA)

30 x 30
36 x 36
20 x 7
30 x 30
30 x 30
36 x 36

48 x 48
48 x 48
36 x 9
48 x 48
48 x 48
48 x 48

48 x 48
48 x 48
36 x 9
48 x 48
48 x 48
48 x 48

-------------

-------------

C37(CA)

36 x 42

36 x 42

36 x 42

---

---

C38(CA)

48 x 36

48 x 36

48 x 36

---

---

C40(CA)

108 x 42

144 x 60

144 x 60

---

---

C40A(CA)

36 x 36

48 x 48

48 x 48

---

---

SC3(CA)
SC5(CA)

36 x 12
36 x 36

--48 x 48

--48 x 48

-----

48 x 18
---

SC6-3(CA)

48 x 48

48 x 48

48 x 48

---

---

SC6-4(CA)

48 x 60

48 x 60

48 x 60

---

---

SC6A(CA)
SC6B(CA)

12 x 6
6x6

12 x 6
6x6

12 x 6
6x6

-----

-----

SC7(CA)

84 x 42

84 x 42

84 x 42

---

---

SC8(CA)
SC9(CA)
SC10(CA)
SC11(CA)
SC13(CA)
SC15(CA)
C2(CA)

84 x 42
36 x 36
48 x 30
42 x 30
42 x 30
42 x 18
48 x 30

84 x 42
--66 x 36
54 x 42
54 x 42
54 x 24
48 x 30

84 x 42
--66 x 36
54 x 42
54 x 42
54 x 24
48 x 30

---------------

---------------

C11(CA)

60 x 36

90 x 48

90 x 48

---

---

C14(CA)
C19(CA)
C23(CA)
SC12(CA)

36 x 18
36 x 36
30 x 30
54 x 30

48 x 24
48 x 48
48 x 48
72 x 42

48 x 24
48 x 48
48 x 48
72 x 42

---------

---------
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Table 6F-101(CA). California Temporary Traffic Control Signs (Sheet 1 of 2)
California
Code
C1(CA)
C2(CA)
C3(CA)
C3A(CA)
C4(CA)
C5(CA)
C5A(CA)
C6(CA)
C7(CA)
C8(CA)
C9A(CA)
C11(CA)
C12(CA)
C14(CA)
C16(CA)
C17(CA)
C19(CA)
C20(CA)
C20A(CA)
C20B(CA)
C22B(CA)
C22C(CA)
C23(CA)
C23B(CA)
C24(CA)
C25(CA)
C26(CA)
C27(CA)
C28A(CA)
C28B(CA)
C28C(CA)
C29(CA)
C30(CA)
C30A(CA)
C30B(CA)
C31(CA)
C31A(CA)
C33(CA)
C34(CA)
C35(CA)
C36(CA)
C37(CA)
C38(CA)

MUTCD
Code
W20-2
R11-2

Title of Sign

DETOUR
ROAD (STREET) CLOSED
ROAD CLOSED XX MILES AHEAD, LOCAL TRAFFIC
R11-3a
ONLY
R11-4
ROAD (STREET) CLOSED TO THRU TRAFFIC
W21-2
FRESH OIL (TAR)
M4-10
Detour Arrow
M4-8
DETOUR
W8-7
LOOSE GRAVEL
M4-8a
END DETOUR
W21-3
ROAD MACHINERY AHEAD
None
Flagger Symbol
G20-1
ROAD WORK NEXT XX MILES
None
NARROW LANE(S)
G20-2
END ROAD WORK
W20-4
ONE LANE ROAD
None
Road Work/Speed Limit
W20-3
ROAD (STREET) CLOSED
None
RIGHT LANE CLOSED AHEAD
None
LEFT Plaque
None
Numeral Plaque
W21-1a
Workers
W21-1
WORKERS
W20-1
ROAD (STREET) WORK
None
ROAD (STREET) WORK Informational Plaque
None
SHOULDER WORK AHEAD
W21-6
SURVEY CREW
G20-4
PILOT CAR FOLLOW ME
None
OPEN TRENCH
Not Assigned STOP Paddle
Not Assigned SLOW Paddle
None
Short and Long Handle (for STOP/SLOW Paddle) Details
None
XXX FT
None
LANE CLOSED
None
SHOULDER CLOSED
W21-5b
RIGHT (LEFT) SHOULDER CLOSED XXX FT
W8-9
LOW SHOULDER
None
NO SHOULDER
W22-1
BLASTING ZONE AHEAD
W22-2
TURN OFF 2-WAY RADIO AND PHONE
W22-3
END BLASTING ZONE
W3-4
BE PREPARED TO STOP
None
TRAFFIC CONTROL – WAIT AND FOLLOW PILOT CAR
None
USE NEXT EXIT
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Section
6F.18
6F.08, 6F.28, 6F.53, 2B.48
6F.09, 6F.53, 2B.48
6F.09, 6F.53, 2B.48
6F.32
6F.03, 6F.53
6F.53, 6G.10
6F.102(CA)
6F.53
6F.33
6F.29
6F.51
6F.26, 6F.103(CA)
6F.52
6F.20
6F.104(CA)
6F.19
6F.21
6F.21
6F.21
6F.31, 6G.06
6F.31
6F.17, 6F.27, 6F.37, 6F.72
6F.17
6F.35
6F.36
6C.13, 6F.54
6F.105(CA)
6E.03, 6E.04, 7E.05, 7E.09
6E.03, 6E.04
6E.03, 7E.05
6F.49
6F.21
6F.35
6F.35
6F.42, 6F.105(CA), 2C.26
6F.42, 6F.105(CA)
6F.39
6F.40
6F.41
6F.29, 2C.29
6F.54
6F.28
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Table 6F-101(CA). California Temporary Traffic Control Signs (Sheet 2 of 2)
California
Code
C40(CA)
C40A(CA)
C42(CA)
SC3(CA)
SC5(CA)
SC6A(CA)
SC6B(CA)
SC6-3(CA)
SC6-4(CA)
SC7(CA)
SC8(CA)
SC9(CA)
SC10(CA)
SC11(CA)
SC12(CA)
SC13(CA)
SC15(CA)
SC16(CA)

MUTCD
Code
None
None
R9-11a
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
W23-1
None
None
W8-12

Title of Sign
TRAFFIC FINES DOUBLED IN CONSTRUCTION ZONES
TRAFFIC FINES DOUBLED IN WORK ZONES
SIDEWALK CLOSED, (ARROW) CROSS HERE
DETOUR with Arrow
SPECIAL EVENT AHEAD
Day/Month Plaque
Time Plaque
RAMP CLOSED (Not more than one day)
RAMP CLOSED (More than one day)
RAMP CLOSED, USE RAMP AT ___
___ EXIT – RAMP CLOSED
FWY DETOUR with Arrow
LANE CLOSED AHEAD
LANE CLOSED
SLOW TRAFFIC AHEAD
DO NOT PASS
CAUTION
NO CENTER STRIPE

California MUTCD
Section
6F.106(CA)
6F.106(CA)
6F.103(CA), 6F.13
6F.53
6F.17
6F.28
6F.28
6F.28
6F.28
6F.28
6F.28
6F.53
6F.107(CA)
6F.107(CA)
6F.107(CA), 6F.27
6F.107(CA)
6F.107(CA)
6F.44
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Table 6F-102(CA). Maximum Spacing of Channelizing Devices
Speed
(km/h)

Maximum Channelizer Spacing
Taper*
(m)

Tangent
(m)

Conflict**
(m)

30

6

12

3

40

8

16

4

50

10

20

5

60

12

24

6

70

14

28

7

80

16

32

8

90

18

36

9

100

20

40

10

110

22

44

11

Speed
(mph)

Maximum Channelizer Spacing
Taper*
(ft)

Tangent
(ft)

Conflict**
(ft)

20

20

40

10

25

25

50

12

30

30

60

15

35

35

70

17

40

40

80

20

45

45

90

22

50

50

100

25

55

55

110

27

60

60

120

30

65

65

130

32

70

70

140

35

* Maximum channelizer spacing for all speeds on one-lane/two-way tapers is 6.1 m (20 ft).
Maximum channelizer spacing for all speeds on downstream tapers is 6.1 m (20 ft).
All other tapers are as shown.
** Use on intermediate and short-term projects for taper and tangent sections where there are no
pavement markings or where there is a conflict between existing pavement markings and
channelizers
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CHAPTER 6G. TYPE OF TEMPORARY TRAFFIC
CONTROL ZONE ACTIVITIES
Section 6G.01 Typical Applications
Support:
Whenever the acronym “TTC” is used in this Chapter, it refers to “temporary traffic control”.
Standard:
The needs and control of all road users (motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians within the highway,
including persons with disabilities in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990
(ADA), Title II, Paragraph 35.130) through a TTC zone shall be an essential part of highway
construction, utility work, maintenance operations, and the management of traffic incidents.
Support:
Each TTC zone is different. Many variables, such as location of work, highway type, geometrics, vertical
and horizontal alignment, intersections, interchanges, road user volumes, road vehicle mix (buses, trucks, and
cars), and road user speeds affect the needs of each zone. The goal of TTC in work zones is safety with
minimum disruption to road users. The key factor in promoting TTC zone safety is proper judgment.
Typical applications (TAs) of TTC zones are organized according to duration, location, type of work,
and highway type. Table 6H-1 is an index of these typical applications. These typical applications include the
useof various TTC methods, but do not include a layout for every conceivable work situation.
Guidance:
Typical applications should be altered, when necessary, to fit the conditions of a particular TTC zone.
Option:
Other devices may be added to supplement the devices shown in the typical applications, while others
may be deleted. The sign spacings and taper lengths may be increased to provide additional time or space for
driver response.
Support:
Decisions regarding the selection of the most appropriate typical application to use as a guide for a
specific TTC zone require an understanding of each situation. Although there are many ways of categorizing
TTC zone applications, the four factors mentioned earlier (work duration, work location, work type, and
highway type) are used to characterize the typical applications illustrated in Chapter 6H.
Section 6G.02 Work Duration
Support:
Chapter 6D and Sections 6F.68 and 6G.05 contain additional information regarding the steps to follow
when pedestrian or bicycle facilities are affected by the worksite.
Work duration is a major factor in determining the number and types of devices used in TTC zones. The
duration of a TTC zone is defined relative to the length of time a work operation occupies a spot location.
Standard:
The five categories of work duration and their time at a location shall be:
A. Long-term stationary is work that occupies a location more than 3 days.
B. Intermediate-term stationary is work that occupies a location more than one daylight period up
to 3 days, or nighttime work lasting more than 1 hour.
C. Short-term stationary is daytime work that occupies a location for more than 1 hour within a
single daylight period.
D. Short duration is work that occupies a location up to 1 hour.
E. Mobile is work that moves intermittently or continuously.
Support:
At long-term stationary TTC zones, there is ample time to install and realize benefits from the full range
of TTC procedures and devices that are available for use. Generally, larger channelizing devices, temporary
roadways, and temporary traffic barriers are used.
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Standard:
Since long-term operations extend into nighttime, retroreflective and/or illuminated devices shall
be used in long-term stationary TTC zones.
Guidance:
Inappropriate markings in long-term stationary TTC zones should be removed and replaced with
temporary markings.
Support:
In intermediate-term stationary TTC zones, it might not be feasible or practical to use procedures or
devices that would be desirable for long-term stationary temporary traffic control zones, such as altered
pavement markings, temporary traffic barriers, and temporary roadways. The increased time to place and
remove these devices in some cases could significantly lengthen the project, thus increasing exposure time.
In other instances, there might be insufficient pay-back time to economically justify more elaborate TTC
measures.
Standard:
Since intermediate-term operations extend into nighttime, retroreflective and/or illuminated
devices shall be used in intermediate-term stationary TTC zones.
Support:
Most maintenance and utility operations are short-term stationary work.
As compared to stationary operations, mobile and short-duration operations are activities that might
involve different treatments. Devices having greater mobility might be necessary such as signs mounted on
trucks. Devices that are larger, more imposing, or more visible can be used effectively and economically.
The mobility of the TTC zone is important.
Maintaining reasonably safe work and road user conditions is a paramount goal in carrying out mobile
operations.
Guidance:
Safety in short-duration or mobile operations should not be compromised by using fewer devices simply
because the operation will frequently change its location.
Option:
Appropriately colored or marked vehicles with high-intensity rotating, flashing, oscillating, or strobe
lights may be used in place of signs and channelizing devices for short-duration or mobile operations. These
vehicles may be augmented with signs or arrow panels.
Support:
During short-duration work, it often takes longer to set up and remove the TTC zone than to perform the
work. Workers face hazards in setting up and taking down the TTC zone. Also, since the work time is short,
delays affecting road users are significantly increased when additional devices are installed and removed.
Option:
Considering these factors, simplified control procedures may be warranted for short-duration work. A
reduction in the number of devices may be offset by the use of other more dominant devices such as highintensity rotating, flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights on work vehicles.
Support:
Mobile operations often involve frequent short stops for activities such as litter cleanup, pothole
patching, or utility operations, and are similar to short-duration operations.
Guidance:
Warning signs, high-intensity rotating, flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights on a vehicle, flags, and/or
channelizing devices should be used and moved periodically to keep them near the mobile work area.
Option:
Flaggers may be used for mobile operations that often involve frequent short stops.
Support:
Mobile operations also include work activities where workers and equipment move along the road
without stopping, usually at slow speeds. The advance warning area moves with the work area.
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Guidance:
When mobile operations are being performed, a shadow vehicle equipped with an arrow panel or a sign
should follow the work vehicle, especially when vehicular traffic speeds or volumes are high. Where
feasible, warning signs should be placed along the roadway and moved periodically as work progresses.
Under high-volume conditions, consideration should be given to scheduling mobile operations work
during off-peak hours.
If there are mobile operations on a high-speed travel lane of a multi-lane divided highway, arrow panels
should be used.
Option:
For mobile operations that move at speeds less than 5 km/h (3 mph), mobile signs or stationary signing
that is periodically retrieved and repositioned in the advance warning area may be used.
At higher speeds, vehicles may be used as components of the TTC zones for mobile operations.
Appropriately colored and marked vehicles with signs, flags, high-intensity rotating, flashing, oscillating, or
strobe lights, truck-mounted attenuators, and arrow panels or portable changeable message signs may follow
a train of moving work vehicles.
For some continuously moving operations, such as street sweeping and snow removal, a single work
vehicle with appropriate warning devices on the vehicle may be used to provide warning to approaching road
users.
Standard:
Mobile operations that move at speeds greater than 30 km/h (20 mph), such as pavement marking
operations, shall have appropriate devices on the equipment (that is, high-intensity rotating, flashing,
oscillating, or strobe lights, signs, or special lighting), or shall use a separate vehicle with appropriate
warning devices.
Section 6G.03 Location of Work
Support:
Chapter 6D and Sections 6F.68 and 6G.05 contain additional information regarding the steps to follow
when pedestrian or bicycle facilities are affected by the worksite.
The choice of TTC needed for a TTC zone depends upon where the work is located. As a general rule,
the closer the work is to road users (including bicyclists and pedestrians), the greater the number of TTC
devices that are needed. Procedures are described later in this Chapter for establishing TTC zones in the
following locations:
A. Outside the shoulder;
B. On the shoulder with no encroachment;
C. On the shoulder with minor encroachment;
D. Within the median; and
E. Within the traveled way.
Standard:
When the work space is within the traveled way, except for short-duration and mobile operations,
advance warning shall provide a general message that work is taking place and shall supply
information about highway conditions. TTC devices shall indicate how vehicular traffic can move
through the TTC zone.
Section 6G.04 Modifications To Fulfill Special Needs
Support:
Chapter 6D and Sections 6F.68 and 6G.05 contain additional information regarding the steps to follow
when pedestrian or bicycle facilities are affected by the worksite.
The typical applications in Chapter 6H illustrate commonly encountered situations in which TTC devices
are employed.
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Option:
Other devices may be added to supplement the devices indicated in the typical applications, and device
spacing may be adjusted to provide additional reaction time. When conditions are less complex than those
depicted in the typical applications, fewer devices may be needed.
Guidance:
When conditions are more complex, typical applications should be modified by giving particular
attention to the provisions set forth in Chapter 6B and by incorporating appropriate devices and practices
from the following list:
A. Additional devices:
1. Signs
2. Arrow panels
3. More channelizing devices at closer spacing (see Section 6F.68 for information regarding
detectable edging for pedestrians)
4. Temporary raised pavement markers
5. High-level warning devices
6. Portable changeable message signs
7. Temporary traffic control signals (including pedestrian signals and accessible pedestrian signals).
8. Temporary traffic barriers
9. Crash cushions
10. Screens
11. Rumble strips
12. More delineation
B. Upgrading of devices:
1. A full complement of standard pavement markings
2. Brighter and/or wider pavement markings
3. Larger and/or brighter signs
4. Channelizing devices with greater conspicuity
5. Temporary traffic barriers in place of channelizing devices
C. Improved geometrics at detours or crossovers
D. Increased distances:
1. Longer advance warning area
2. Longer tapers
E. Lighting:
1. Temporary roadway lighting
2. Steady-burn lights used with channelizing devices
3. Flashing lights for isolated hazards
4. Illuminated signs
5. Floodlights
Where pedestrian or bicycle usage is high, typical applications should also be modified by giving
particular attention to the provisions set forth in Chapter 6D, Section 6F.68, and other Sections of Part 6
related to accessibility and detectability provisions in TTC zones.
Section 6G.05 Work Affecting Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities
Support:
It is not uncommon, particularly in urban areas, that road work and the associated TTC will affect
existing pedestrian or bicycle facilities. It is essential that the needs of all road users, including pedestrians
with disabilities, are considered in TTC zones.
In addition to specific provisions identified in Sections 6G.06, 6G.07, 6G.08, 6G.10, 6G.11, 6G.12, and
6G.13, there are a number of provisions that might be applicable for all of the types of activities identified in
this Chapter.
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Guidance:
Where pedestrian or bicycle usage is high, the typical applications should be modified by giving
particular attention to the provisions set forth in Chapters 6D and 6G, Section 6F.68, and in other Sections of
Part 6 related to accessibility and detectability provisions in TTC zones.
Pedestrians should be separated from the worksite by appropriate devices that maintain the accessibility
and detectability for pedestrians with disabilities.
Bicyclists and pedestrians should not be exposed to unprotected excavations, open utility access,
overhanging equipment, or other such conditions.
Except for short duration and mobile operations, when a highway shoulder is occupied, a SHOULDER
WORK sign should be placed in advance of the activity area. When work is performed on a paved shoulder
2.4 m (8 ft) or more in width, channelizing devices should be placed on a taper having a length that conforms
to the requirements of a shoulder taper. Signs should be placed such that they do not narrow any existing
pedestrian passages to less than 1200 mm (48 in).
Pedestrian detours should be avoided since pedestrians rarely observe them and the cost of providing
accessibility and detectability might outweigh the cost of maintaining a continuous route. Whenever possible,
work should be done in a manner that does not create a need to detour pedestrians from existing routes or
crossings.
Standard:
Where pedestrian routes are closed, alternate pedestrian routes shall be provided.
When existing pedestrian facilities are disrupted, closed, or relocated in a TTC zone, the
temporary facilities shall be detectable and shall include accessibility features consistent with the
features present in the existing pedestrian facility.
Section 6G.06 Work Outside of Shoulder
Support:
Chapter 6D and Sections 6F.68 and 6G.05 contain additional information regarding the steps to follow
when pedestrian or bicycle facilities are affected by the worksite.
When work is being performed off the roadway (beyond the shoulders, but within the right-of-way), little
or no TTC might be needed. TTC generally is not needed where work is confined to an area 4.6 m (15 ft) or
more from the edge of the traveled way. However, TTC is appropriate where distracting situations exist, such
as vehicles parked on the shoulder, vehicles accessing the work site via the highway, and equipment
traveling on or crossing the roadway to perform the work operations (for example, mowing). For work
beyond the shoulder, see Figure 6H-1 6H-1(CA).
Guidance:
Where the above situations exist, a single warning sign, such as ROAD WORK AHEAD, Workers (W211a) sign, should be used. If the equipment travels on the roadway, the equipment should be equipped with
appropriate flags, high-intensity rotating, flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights, and/or a SLOW MOVING
VEHICLE sign.
Support:
Refer to Section 6F.31 for Workers (W21-1a) sign.
Option:
If work vehicles are on the shoulder, a SHOULDER WORK sign may be used. For mowing operations,
the sign MOWING AHEAD may be used.
Where the activity is spread out over a distance of more than 3.2 km (2 mi), the SHOULDER WORK
sign may be repeated every 1.6 km (1 mi).
A supplementary plaque with the message NEXT X km (MILES) may be used.
Guidance:
A general warning sign like ROAD MACHINERY AHEAD should be used if workers and equipment
must occasionally move onto the shoulder.
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Section 6G.07 Work on the Shoulder with No Encroachment
Support:
Chapter 6D and Sections 6F.68 and 6G.05 contain additional information regarding the steps to follow
when pedestrian or bicycle facilities are affected by the worksite.
The provisions of this Section apply to short-term through long-term stationary operations.
Standard:
When paved shoulders having a width of 2.4 m (8 ft) or more are closed, at least one advance
warning sign shall be used. In addition, channelizing devices shall be used to close the shoulder in
advance to delineate the beginning of the work space and direct motor vehicle traffic to remain within
the traveled way.
Guidance:
When paved shoulders having a width of 2.4 m (8 ft) or more are closed on freeways and expressways,
road users should be warned about potential disabled vehicles that cannot get off the traveled way. An initial
general warning sign (such as ROAD WORK AHEAD) should be used, followed by a RIGHT or LEFT
SHOULDER CLOSED sign. Where the end of the shoulder closure extends beyond the distance which can
be perceived by road users, a supplementary plaque bearing the message NEXT X METERS (FEET) or km
(MILES) should be placed below the SHOULDER CLOSED sign. On multi-lane, divided highways, signs
advising of shoulder work or the condition of the shoulder should be placed only on the side of the affected
shoulder.
When an improved shoulder is closed on a high-speed roadway, it should be treated as a closure of a
portion of the road system because road users expect to be able to use it in emergencies. Road users should
be given ample advance warning that shoulders are closed for use as refuge areas throughout a specified
length of the approaching TTC zone. The sign(s) should read SHOULDER CLOSED with distances
indicated. The work space on the shoulder should be closed off by a taper or channelizing devices with a
length of 0.33 L using the formulas in Table 6C-3.
When the shoulder is not occupied but work has adversely affected its condition, the LOW SHOULDER
or SOFT SHOULDER sign should be used, as appropriate.
Where the condition extends over a distance in excess of 1.6 km (1 mi), the sign should be repeated at
1.6 km (1 mi) intervals.
Option:
In addition, a supplementary plaque bearing the message NEXT X km (MILES) may be used.
Temporary traffic barriers may be needed to inhibit encroachment of errant vehicles into the work space and
to protect workers.
Standard:
When used for shoulder work, arrow panels shall operate only in the caution mode.
Support:
A typical application for stationary work operations on shoulders is shown in Figure 6H-3. Short
duration or mobile work on shoulders is shown in Figure 6H-4 6H-4(CA). Work on freeway shoulders is
shown in Figure 6H-5 6H-5(CA).
Section 6G.08 Work on the Shoulder with Minor Encroachment
Support:
Chapter 6D and Sections 6F.68 and 6G.05 contain additional information regarding the steps to follow
when pedestrian or bicycle facilities are affected by the worksite.
Guidance:
When work takes up part of a lane, vehicular traffic volumes, vehicle mix (buses, trucks, cars, and
bicycles), speed, and capacity should be analyzed to determine whether the affected lane should be closed.
Unless the lane encroachment permits a remaining lane width of 3 m (10 ft), the lane should be closed.
Truck off-tracking should be considered when determining whether the minimum lane width of 3 m (10
ft) is adequate.
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Option:
A lane width of 2.7 m (9 ft) may be used for short-term stationary work on low-volume, low-speed
roadways when vehicular traffic does not include longer and wider heavy commercial vehicles.
Support:
Figure 6H-6 illustrates a method for handling vehicular traffic where the stationary or short duration
work space encroaches slightly into the traveled way.
Section 6G.09 Work Within the Median
Support:
Chapter 6D and Sections 6F.68 and 6G.05 contain additional information regarding the steps to follow
when pedestrian or bicycle facilities are affected by the worksite.
Guidance:
If work in the median of a divided highway is within 4.6 m (15 ft) from the edge of the traveled way for
either direction of travel, TTC should be used through the use of advance warning signs and channelizing
devices.
Section 6G.10 Work Within the Traveled Way of Two-Lane Highways
Support:
Chapter 6D and Sections 6F.68 and 6G.05 contain additional information regarding the steps to follow
when pedestrian or bicycle facilities are affected by the worksite.
Detour signs are used to direct road users onto another roadway. At diversions, road users are directed
onto a temporary roadway or alignment placed within or adjacent to the right-of-way. Typical applications
for detouring or diverting road users on two-lane highways are shown in Figures 6H-7 6H-7(CA), 6H-8, and
6H-9. Figure 6H-7 6H-7(CA) illustrates the controls around an area where a section of roadway has been
closed and a diversion has been constructed. Channelizing devices and pavement markings are used to
indicate the transition to the temporary roadway.
Guidance:
When a detour is long, Detour (M4-8, M4-9) signs should be installed to remind and reassure road users
periodically that they are still successfully following the detour.
When an entire roadway is closed, as illustrated in Figure 6H-8, a detour should be provided and road
users should be warned in advance of the closure, which in this example is a closure 16 km (10 mi) from the
intersection. If local road users are allowed to use the roadway up to the closure, the ROAD CLOSED
AHEAD, LOCAL TRAFFIC ONLY sign should be used. The portion of the road open to local road users
should have adequate signing, marking, and delineation.
Detours should be signed so that road users will be able to traverse the entire detour route and back to the
original roadway as shown in Figure 6H-9.
Support:
Techniques for controlling vehicular traffic under one-lane, two-way conditions are described in Section
6C.10.
Option:
Flaggers may be used as shown in Figure 6H-10 6H-10(CA).
STOP/YIELD sign control may be used on roads with low traffic volumes as shown in Figure 6H-11.
A temporary traffic control signal may be used as shown in Figure 6H-12 6H-12(CA).
Support:
Refer to CVC 21363 for detour signs.
Section 6G.11 Work Within the Traveled Way of Urban Streets
Support:
Chapter 6D and Sections 6F.68 and 6G.05 contain additional information regarding the steps to follow
when pedestrian or bicycle facilities are affected by the worksite.
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In urban TTC zones, decisions are needed on how to control vehicular traffic, such as how many lanes
are required, whether any turns need to be prohibited at intersections, and how to maintain access to
business, industrial, and residential areas.
Pedestrian traffic needs separate attention. Chapter 6D contains information regarding pedestrian
movements near TTC zones.
Standard:
If the TTC zone affects the movement of pedestrians, adequate pedestrian access and walkways
shall be provided. If the TTC zone affects an accessible and detectable pedestrian facility, the
accessibility and detectability shall be maintained along the alternate pedestrian route.
If the TTC zone affects the movement of bicyclists, adequate access to the roadway or shared-use
paths shall be provided (see Part 9).
Where transit stops are affected or relocated because of work activity, access to temporary transit
stops shall be provided.
Guidance:
If a designated bicycle route is closed because of the work being done, a signed alternate route should be
provided. Bicyclists should not be directed onto the path used by pedestrians.
Work sites within the intersection should be protected against inadvertent pedestrian incursion by
providing detectable channelizing devices.
Support:
Utility work takes place both within and outside the roadway to construct and maintain services such as
power, gas, light, water, or telecommunications. Operations often involve intersections, since that is where
many of the network junctions occur. The work force is usually small, only a few vehicles are involved, and
the number and types of TTC devices placed in the TTC zone is usually minimal.
Standard:
All TTC devices shall be retroreflective or illuminated if utility work is performed during
nighttime hours.
Guidance:
As discussed under short-duration projects, however, the reduced number of devices in utility work
zones should be offset by the use of high-visibility devices, such as high-intensity rotating, flashing,
oscillating, or strobe lights on work vehicles or high-level warning devices.
Support:
Figures 6H-6, 6H-10 6H-10(CA), 6H-15, 6H-18, 6H-21, 6H-22, 6H-23, 6H-26, and 6H-33 are examples of
typical applications for utility operations. Other typical applications might apply as well.
Section 6G.12 Work Within the Traveled Way of Multi-lane, Nonaccess Controlled Highways
Support:
Chapter 6D and Sections 6F.68 and 6G.05 contain additional information regarding the steps to follow
when pedestrian or bicycle facilities are affected by the worksite.
Work on multi-lane (two or more lanes of moving motor vehicle traffic in one direction) highways is
divided into right-lane closures, left-lane closures, interior-lane closures, multiple-lane closures, and closures
on five-lane roadways.
Standard:
When a lane is closed on a multi-lane road for other than a mobile operation, a transition area
containing a merging taper shall be used.
Guidance:
When justified by an engineering study, temporary traffic barriers should be used to prevent incursions
of errant vehicles into hazardous areas or work space.
Standard:
When temporary traffic barriers are placed immediately adjacent to the traveled way, they shall
be equipped with appropriate channelizing devices, delineation, and/or other TTC devices. For lane
closures, the merging taper shall use channelizing devices and the temporary traffic barrier shall be
placed beyond the transition area.
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Support:
It must be recognized that although temporary traffic barriers are shown in several of the typical
applications of Chapter 6H, they are not considered to be TTC devices in themselves.
Figure 6H-34 illustrates a lane closure in which temporary traffic barriers are used.
Option:
When the right lane is closed, TTC similar to that shown in Figure 6H-33 may be used for undivided or
divided four-lane roads.
Guidance:
If morning and evening peak hour vehicular traffic volumes in the two directions are uneven and the
greater volume is on the side where the work is being done in the right lane, consideration should be given to
closing the inside lane for opposing vehicular traffic and making the lane available to the side with heavier
vehicular traffic, as shown in Figure 6H-31 6H-31(CA).
If the larger vehicular traffic volume changes to the opposite direction at a different time of the day, the
TTC should be changed to allow two lanes for opposing vehicular traffic by moving the devices from the
opposing lane back to the centerline. When it is necessary to create a temporary centerline that is not
consistent with the pavement markings, channelizing devices should be used and closely spaced.
Option:
When closing a left lane on a multi-lane undivided road, as vehicular traffic flow permits, the two
interior lanes may be closed, as shown in Figure 6H-30, to provide drivers and workers additional lateral
clearance and to provide access to the work space.
Standard:
When only the left lane is closed on undivided roads, channelizing devices shall be placed along the
centerline as well as along the adjacent lane.
Guidance:
When an interior lane is closed, an adjacent lane should also be considered for closure to provide
additional space for vehicles and materials and to facilitate the movement of equipment within the work
space.
When multiple lanes in one direction are closed, a capacity analysis should be made to determine the
number of lanes needed to accommodate motor vehicle traffic needs. Vehicular traffic should be moved over
one lane at a time. As shown in Figure 6H-37, tThe tapers should be separated by a distance of 2L, with L
being determined by the formulas in Table 6C-3.
Standard:
When a directional roadway is closed, inapplicable WRONG WAY signs and markings, and other
existing traffic control devices at intersections within the temporary two-lane, two-way operations
section shall be covered, removed, or obliterated.
Option:
When half the road is closed on an undivided highway, both directions of vehicular traffic may be
accommodated as shown in Figure 6H-32 6H-32(CA). When both interior lanes are closed, temporary traffic
controls may be used as indicated in Figure 6H-30. When a roadway must be closed on a divided highway, a
median crossover may be used (see Section 6G.15 6G.16).
Support:
TTC for lane closures on five-lane roads is similar to other multi-lane undivided roads. Figure 6H-32 6H32(CA) can be adapted for use on five-lane roads. Figure 6H-35 can be used on a five-lane road for short
duration and mobile operations.
Guidance:
When multiple lanes in one direction are closed, traffic should be moved over one lane at a time as shown in
Department of Transportation’s Standard Plan T10. See Section 1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
Section 6G.13 Work Within the Traveled Way at an Intersection
Support:
Chapter 6D and Sections 6F.68 and 6G.05 contain additional information regarding the steps to follow
when pedestrian or bicycle facilities are affected by the worksite.
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The typical applications for intersections are classified according to the location of the work space with
respect to the intersection area (as defined by the extension of the curb or edge lines). The three
classifications are near side, far side, and in-the-intersection. Work spaces often extend into more than one
portion of the intersection. For example, work in one quadrant often creates a near-side work space on one
street and a far-side work space on the cross street. In such instances, an appropriate TTC plan is obtained by
combining features shown in two or more of the intersection and pedestrian typical applications.
TTC zones in the vicinity of intersections might block movements and interfere with normal road user
flows. Such conflicts frequently occur at more complex signalized intersections having such features as
traffic signal heads over particular lanes, lanes allocated to specific movements, multiple signal phases,
signal detectors for actuated control, and accessible pedestrian signals and detectors.
Guidance:
The effect of the work upon signal operation should be considered, such as signal phasing for ensuring
adequate capacity, maintaining or adjusting signal detectors, and ensuring the appropriate visibility of signal
heads.
Standard:
When work will occur near an intersection where operational, capacity, or pedestrian accessibility
problems are anticipated, the highway agency having jurisdiction shall be contacted.
Guidance:
For work at an intersection, advance warning signs, devices, and markings should be used on all cross
streets, as appropriate. The typical applications depict urban intersections on arterial streets. Where the
posted speed limit, the off-peak 85th-percentile speed prior to the work starting, or the anticipated speed
exceeds 60 km/h (40 mph), additional warning signs should be used in the advance warning area.
Pedestrian crossings near TTC sites should be separated from the worksite by appropriate barriers that
maintain the accessibility and detectability for pedestrians with disabilities.
Support:
Near-side work spaces, as depicted in Figure 6H-21, are simply handled as a midblock lane closure. A
problem that might occur with near-side lane closure is a reduction in capacity, which during certain hours of
operation could result in congestion and backups.
Option:
When near-side work spaces are used, an exclusive turn lane may be used for through vehicular traffic.
Where space is restricted in advance of near-side work spaces, as with short block spacings, two warning
signs may be used in the advance warning area, and a third action-type warning or a regulatory sign (such as
Keep Left) may be placed within the transition area.
Support:
Far-side work spaces, as depicted in Figures 6H-22 through 6H-25, involve additional treatment because
road users typically enter the activity area by straight-through and left- or right-turning movements.
Guidance:
When a lane through an intersection must be closed on the far side, it should also be closed on the nearside approach to preclude merging movements within the intersection.
Option:
If there are a significant number of vehicles turning from a near-side lane that is closed on the far side,
the near-side lane may be converted to an exclusive turn lane.
Support:
Figures 6H-26 and 6H-27 provide guidance on applicable procedures for work performed within the
intersection.
Option:
If the work is within the intersection, any of the following strategies may be used:
A. A small work space so that road users can move around it, as shown in Figure 6H-26;
B. Flaggers or uniformed law enforcement officers to direct road users, as shown in Figure 6H-27;
C. Work in stages so the work space is kept to a minimum; and
D. Road closures or upstream diversions to reduce road user volumes.
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Guidance:
Depending on road user conditions, a flagger(s) and/or a uniformed law enforcement officer(s) should be
used to control road users.
Section 6G.14 Work Within the Traveled Way of Freeways and Expressways
Support:
Problems of TTC might occur under the special conditions encountered where vehicular traffic must be
moved through or around TTC zones on high-speed, high-volume roadways. Although the general principles
outlined in the previous Sections of this Manual are applicable to all types of highways, high-speed, accesscontrolled highways need special attention in order to reasonably safely and efficiently accommodate
vehicular traffic while also protecting work forces. The road user volumes, road vehicle mix (buses, trucks,
cars, and bicycles, if permitted), and speed of vehicles on these facilities require that careful TTC procedures
be implemented, for example, to induce critical merging maneuvers well in advance of work spaces and in a
manner that creates minimum turbulence and delay in the vehicular traffic stream. These situations often
require more conspicuous devices than specified for normal rural highway or urban street use. However, the
same important basic considerations of uniformity and standardization of general principles apply for all
roadways.
Work under high-speed, high-volume vehicular traffic on a controlled access highway is complicated by
the roadway design and operational features. The presence of a median that establishes separate roadways for
directional vehicular traffic flow might prohibit the closing of one of the roadways or the diverting of
vehicular traffic to the other roadway. Lack of access to and from adjacent roadways prohibits rerouting of
vehicular traffic away from the work space in many cases. Other conditions exist where work must be
limited to night hours, thereby necessitating increased use of warning lights, illumination of work spaces, and
advance warning systems.
TTC for a typical lane closure on a divided highway is shown in Figure 6H-33. Temporary traffic
controls for short duration and mobile operations on freeways are shown in Figure 6H-35. A typical
application for shifting vehicular traffic lanes around a work space is shown in Figure 6H-36. TTC for
multiple and interior lane closures on a freeway is shown in Figures 6H-37 and 6H-38 Department of
Transportation’s Standard Plan T10. See Section 1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
Guidance:
The method for closing an interior lane when the open lanes have the capacity to carry vehicular traffic
should be as shown in Figure 6H-37. When the capacity of the other lanes is needed, the method shown in
Figure 6H-38 should be used.
Support:
The temporary traffic controls for short duration and mobile operations on State highways are shown in Department
of Transportation’s Standard Plans T15, T16 and T17.
A typical layout of closing lanes to direct traffic around a workspace is shown in Department of Transportation’s
Standard Plan T10.
See Section 1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
Section 6G.15 Two-Lane, Two-Way Traffic on One Roadway of a Normally Divided Highway
Support:
Two-lane, two-way operation on one roadway of a normally divided highway is a typical procedure that
requires special consideration in the planning, design, and work phases, because unique operational problems
(for example, increasing the risk of head-on crashes) can arise with the two-lane, two-way operation.
Standard:
When two-lane, two-way traffic control must be maintained on one roadway of a normally divided
highway, opposing vehicular traffic shall be separated with either temporary traffic barriers (concrete
safety-shape or approved alternate) or with channelizing devices throughout the length of the two-way
operation. The use of markings and complementary signing, by themselves, shall not be used.
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Support:
Figure 6H-39 shows the procedure for two-lane, two-way operation. Treatments for entrance and exit
ramps within the two-way roadway segment of this type of work are shown in Figures 6H-40 and 6H-41.
Support:
Treatments for entrance and exit ramps within the two-way roadway segment of this type of work are shown in
Department of Transportation’s Standard Plans T10 and T14. See Section 1A.11 for information regarding this
publication.
Section 6G.16 Crossovers
Guidance:
The following are considered good guiding principles for the design of crossovers:
A. Tapers for lane drops should be separated from the crossovers, as shown in Figure 6H-39.
B. Crossovers should be designed for speeds no lower than 16 km/h (10 mph) below the posted speed,
the off-peak 85th-percentile speed prior to the work starting, or the anticipated operating speed of the
roadway, unless unusual site conditions require that a lower design speed be used.
C. A good array of channelizing devices, delineators, and full-length, properly placed pavement
markings should be used to provide drivers with a clearly defined travel path.
D. The design of the crossover should accommodate all vehicular traffic, including trucks and buses.
Support:
Temporary traffic barriers and the excessive use of TTC devices cannot compensate for poor geometric
and roadway cross-section design of crossovers.
Section 6G.17 Interchanges
Guidance:
Access to interchange ramps on limited-access highways should be maintained even if the work space is
in the lane adjacent to the ramps. Access to exit ramps should be clearly marked and delineated with
channelizing devices. For long-term projects, conflicting pavement markings should be removed and new
ones placed. Early coordination with officials having jurisdiction over the affected cross streets and
providing emergency services should occur before ramp closings.
Option:
If access is not possible, ramps may be closed by using signs and Type III barricades. As the work space
changes, the access area may be changed, as shown in Figure 6H-42. A TTC zone in the exit ramp may be
handled as shown in Figure 6H-43.
When a work space interferes with an entrance ramp, a lane may need to be closed on the freeway (see
Figure 6H-44). A TTC zone in the entrance ramp may require shifting ramp vehicular traffic (see Figure 6H44).
Option:
A temporary traffic control zone in the entrance and exit ramps may be handled as shown in Department of
Transportation’s Standard Plans T10 and T14. See Section 1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
Section 6G.18 Movable Barriers
Support:
Figure 6H-45 shows a temporary reversible lane using movable barriers.
Option:
If the work activity in Figure 6H-34 permits, a movable barrier may be used and relocated to the
shoulder during nonwork periods or peak-period vehicular traffic conditions.
Section 6G.19 Work in the Vicinity of Highway-Rail Grade Crossings
Standard:
When highway-rail grade crossings exist either within or in the vicinity of a TTC zone, lane
restrictions, flagging, or other operations shall not create conditions where vehicles can be queued
across the railroad tracks. If the queuing of vehicles across the tracks cannot be avoided, a uniformed
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law enforcement officer or flagger shall be provided at the crossing to prevent vehicles from stopping
on the tracks, even if automatic warning devices are in place.
Support:
Figure 6H-46 shows work in the vicinity of a highway-rail grade crossing.
Guidance:
Early coordination with the railroad company should occur before work starts.
Section 6G.20 Temporary Traffic Control During Nighttime Hours
Standard:
Highway construction work lighting shall be as per Construction Safety Order 1523 (California Code of
Regulations Title 8, Division 1, Chapter 4, Subchapter 4, Article 3, Section 1523 - Illumination). See See Section
1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
Support:
Chapter 6D and Sections 6F.68 and 6G.05 contain additional information regarding the steps to follow
when pedestrian or bicycle facilities are affected by the worksite.
Conducting highway construction and maintenance activities during night hours could provide an
advantage when traditional daytime traffic control strategies cannot achieve an acceptable balance between
worker and public safety, traffic and community impact, and constructability. The two basic advantages of
working at night are reduced traffic congestion and less involvement with business activities. However, the
two basic conditions that must normally be met for night work to offer any advantage are reduced traffic
volumes and easy set up and removal of the traffic control patterns on a nightly basis.
Shifting work activities to night hours, when traffic volumes are lower and normal business is less active,
might offer an advantage in some cases, as long as the necessary work can be completed and the work site
restored to essentially normal operating conditions to carry the higher traffic volume during non-construction
hours.
Although working at night might offer advantages, it also includes safety issues. Reduced visibility
inherent in night work impacts the performance of both drivers and workers. Because traffic volumes are
lower and congestion is minimized, speeds are often higher at night necessitating greater visibility at a time
when visibility is reduced. Finally, the incidence of impaired (alcohol or drugs), fatigued, or drowsy drivers
might be higher at night.
Working at night also involves other factors, including construction productivity and quality, social
impacts, economics, and environmental issues. A decision to perform construction or maintenance activities
at night normally involves some consideration of the advantages to be gained compared to the safety and
other issues that might be impacted.
Guidance:
Considering the safety issues inherent to night work, consideration should be given to enhancing traffic
controls (see Section 6G.04) to provide added visibility and driver guidance, and increased protection for
workers.
In addition to the enhancements listed in Section 6G.04, consideration should be given to providing
additional lights and retroreflective markings to workers, work vehicles, and equipment.
Option:
Where reduced traffic volumes at night make it feasible, the entire roadway may be closed by detouring
traffic to alternate facilities, thus removing the traffic risk from the activity area.
Guidance:
Because typical street and highway lighting is rarely adequate to provide sufficient levels of illumination
for work tasks, temporary lighting should be provided where workers are active to supply sufficient
illumination to reasonably safely perform the work tasks.
Temporary lighting for night work should be designed such that glare does not interfere with driver
visibility, or create visibility problems for truck drivers, equipment operators, flaggers, or other workers.
Consideration should also be given to stationing uniformed law enforcement officers and lighted patrol
cars at night work locations where there is a concern that high speeds or impaired drivers might result in
undue risks for workers or other drivers.
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Standard:
Except in emergencies, temporary lighting shall be provided at all flagger stations.
Support:
Refer to Construction Safety Order in the California Code of Regulations (Title 8, Division 1, Chapter 4, Subchapter
4, Article 11, Section 1599 - Flaggers). See See Section 1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
Desired illumination levels vary depending upon the nature of the task involved. An average horizontal
luminance of 50 lux (5 foot candles) can be adequate for general activities. An average horizontal luminance
of 108 lux (10 foot candles) can be adequate for activities around equipment. Tasks requiring high levels of
precision and extreme care can require an average horizontal luminance of 216 lux (20 foot candles).
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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CHAPTER 6H. TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
Section 6H.01 Typical Applications
Support:
Whenever the acronym “TTC” is used in this Chapter, it refers to “temporary traffic control”.
Standard:
The needs and control of all road users (motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians within the highway,
including persons with disabilities in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990
(ADA), Title II, Paragraph 35.130) through a TTC zone shall be an essential part of highway
construction, utility work, maintenance operations, and the management of traffic incidents.
Support:
Chapter 6G contains discussions of typical TTC activities. Chapter 6H presents typical applications for a
variety of situations commonly encountered. While not every situation is addressed, the information
illustrated can generally be adapted to a broad range of conditions. In many instances, an appropriate TTC
plan is achieved by combining features from various typical applications. For example, work at an
intersection might present a near-side work zone for one street and a far-side work zone for the other street.
These treatments are found in two different typical applications, while a third typical application shows how
to handle pedestrian crosswalk closures. For convenience in using the typical application diagrams, Tables
6C-1 and 6C-4 are reproduced in this Chapter as Tables 6H-3 and 6H-4, respectively.
Procedures for establishing TTC zones vary with such conditions as road configuration, location of the
work, work activity, duration of work, road user volumes, road vehicle mix (buses, trucks, cars, motorcycles,
and bicycles), and road user speeds. Examples are presented in this Chapter showing how to apply principles
and standards. Applying these guidelines to actual situations and adjusting to field conditions requires
judgment. In general, the procedures illustrated represent minimum solutions for the situations depicted.
Option:
Other devices may be added to supplement the devices and device spacing may be adjusted to provide
additional reaction time or delineation. Fewer devices may be used based on field conditions.
Support:
Figures and tables found throughout Part 6 provide information for the development of TTC plans. Also,
Table 6H-3 is used for the determination of sign spacing and other dimensions for various area and roadway
types.
Table 6H-1 is an index of the 46 typical applications. Typical applications are shown on the right page
with notes on the facing page to the left. The legend for the symbols used in the typical applications is
provided in Table 6H-2. In many of the typical applications, sign spacings and other dimensions are
indicated by letters using the criteria provided in Table 6H-3. The formulas for determining taper lengths are
provided in Table 6H-4.
Most of the typical applications show TTC devices for only one direction.
Guidance:
The spacing of channelizing devices should not exceed the maximum distances shown in Table 6F-102(CA).
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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Notes for Figure 6H-1 6H-1(CA)—Typical Application 1
Work Beyond the Shoulder
Guidance:
1. If the work space is in the median of a divided highway, an advance warning sign should also be
placed on the left side of the directional roadway.
Option:
2. The ROAD WORK AHEAD sign Workers (W21-1a) sign may be replaced with other appropriate signs
such as the SHOULDER WORK sign. The SHOULDER WORK sign may be used for work adjacent
to the shoulder.
3. The ROAD WORK AHEAD sign Workers (W21-1a) sign may be omitted where the work space is
behind a barrier, more than 600 mm (24 in) behind the curb, or 4.6 m (15 ft) or more from the edge of
any roadway.
4. For short-term, short-duration or mobile operation, all signs and channelizing devices may be
eliminated if a vehicle with activated high-intensity rotating, flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights is
used.
5. Vehicle hazard warning signals may be used to supplement high-intensity rotating, flashing,
oscillating, or strobe lights.
Standard:
6. Vehicle hazard warning signals shall not be used instead of the vehicle’s high-intensity rotating,
flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights.
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Notes for Figure 6H-2—Typical Application 2
Blasting Zone
Standard:
1. Whenever blasting caps are used within 300 m (1,000 ft) of a roadway, the signing shown shall
be used.
2. The signs shall be covered or removed when there are no explosives in the area or the area is
otherwise secure.
3. Whenever a side road intersects the roadway between the BLASTING ZONE AHEAD sign and
the END BLASTING ZONE sign, or a side road is within 300 m (1,000 ft) of any blasting cap,
similar signing, as on the mainline, shall be installed on the side road.
4. Prior to blasting, the blaster in charge shall determine whether road users in the blasting zone
will be endangered by the blasting operation. If there is danger, road users shall not be
permitted to pass through the blasting zone during blasting operations.
Guidance:
5. On a divided highway, the signs should be mounted on both sides of the directional roadways.
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Notes for Figure 6H-3—Typical Application 3
Work on Shoulders
Guidance:
1. A SHOULDER WORK sign should be placed on the left side of the roadway for a divided or one-way
street only if the left shoulder is affected.
Option:
2. The Workers symbol signs may be used instead of SHOULDER WORK signs.
3. The SHOULDER WORK AHEAD sign on an intersecting roadway may be omitted where drivers
emerging from that roadway will encounter another advance warning sign prior to this activity area.
4. For short-duration operations of 60 minutes or less, all signs and channelizing devices may be
eliminated if a vehicle with activated high-intensity rotating, flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights is
used.
5. Vehicle hazard warning signals may be used to supplement high-intensity rotating, flashing,
oscillating, or strobe lights.
Standard:
6. Vehicle hazard warning signals shall not be used instead of the vehicle’s high-intensity rotating,
flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights.
7. When paved shoulders having a width of 2.4 m (8 ft) or more are closed, at least one advance
warning sign shall be used. In addition, channelizing devices shall be used to close the shoulder
in advance to delineate the beginning of the work space and direct vehicular traffic to remain
within the traveled way.
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(Optional)
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Notes for Figure 6H-4 6H-4(CA)—Typical Application 4
Short-Duration or Mobile Operation on Shoulder
Guidance:
1. In those situations where multiple work locations within a limited distance make it practical to place
stationary signs, the distance between the advance warning sign and the work should not exceed 8 km
(5 mi).
2. In those situations where the distance between the advance signs and the work is 3.2 km (2 mi) to 8
km (5 mi), a Supplemental Distance plaque should be used with the ROAD WORK AHEAD
SHOULDER WORK (W21-5) sign.
Option:
3. The ROAD WORK NEXT XX km (MILES) sign may be used instead of the ROAD WORK AHEAD
sign The Next Distance (W7-3a) plaque may be used with the SHOULDER WORK (W21-5) sign if the work
locations occur over a distance of more than 3.2 km (2 mi).
4. Warning signs may be omitted when the work vehicle displays high-intensity rotating, flashing,
oscillating, or strobe lights if the distance between work locations is 1.6 km (1 mile) or more, and if
the work vehicle travels at vehicular traffic speeds between locations.
5. Vehicle hazard warning signals may be used to supplement high-intensity rotating, flashing,
oscillating, or strobe lights.
Standard:
6. Vehicle hazard warning signals shall not be used instead of the vehicle’s high-intensity rotating,
flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights.
7. If an arrow panel is used for an operation on the shoulder, the caution mode shall be used.
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Notes for Figure 6H-5 6H-5(CA)—Typical Application 5
Shoulder Closure on Freeway
Guidance:
1. SHOULDER CLOSED signs should be used on limited-access highways where there is no
opportunity for disabled vehicles to pull off the roadway.
2. If drivers cannot see a pull-off area beyond the closed shoulder, information regarding the length of
the shoulder closure should be provided in meters or kilometers (feet or miles), as appropriate.
3. The use of a temporary traffic barrier should be based on engineering judgment.
Standard:
4. Where temporary traffic barriers are installed, the ends of the barrier shall be treated in
accordance with the provisions of Section 6F.81.
Option:
5. The barrier shown in this typical application is an example of one method that may be used to close a
shoulder of a long-term project.
6. The warning lights shown on the barrier may be used.
Standard:
7. The minimum offset from the upstream end of the barrier to the edge of the traveled way shall be at least
4.6 m (15 ft) unless shielded by a crash cushion.
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Notes for Figure 6H-6—Typical Application 6
Shoulder Work with Minor Encroachment
Guidance:
1. All lanes should be a minimum of 3 m (10 ft) in width as measured to the near face of the channelizing
devices.
2. The treatment shown should be used on a minor road having low speeds. For higher-speed traffic
conditions, a lane closure should be used.
Option:
3. For short-term use on low-volume, low-speed roadways with vehicular traffic that does not include
longer and wider heavy commercial vehicles, a minimum lane width of 2.7 m (9 ft) may be used.
4. Where the opposite shoulder is suitable for carrying vehicular traffic and of adequate width, lanes may
be shifted by use of closely spaced channelizing devices, provided that the minimum lane width of 3
m (10 ft) is maintained.
5. Additional advance warning may be appropriate, such as a ROAD NARROWS sign.
6. Temporary traffic barriers may be used along the work space.
7. The shadow vehicle may be omitted if a taper and channelizing devices are used.
8. A truck-mounted attenuator may be used on the shadow vehicle.
9. For short-duration work, the taper and channelizing devices may be omitted if a shadow vehicle with
activated high-intensity rotating, flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights is used.
10. Vehicle hazard warning signals may be used to supplement high-intensity rotating, flashing,
oscillating, or strobe lights.
Standard:
11. Vehicle hazard warning signals shall not be used instead of the vehicle’s high-intensity rotating,
flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights.
12. Note 3 shall not be applicable to State highways. Note 1 shall be used instead for State
highways.
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Notes for Figure 6H-7 6H-7(CA)—Typical Application 7
Road Closure with Diversion
Support:
1. Signs and object markers are shown for one direction of travel only.
Standard:
2. Devices similar to those depicted shall be placed for the opposite direction of travel.
3. Pavement markings no longer applicable shall be removed or obliterated as soon as practicable.
4. Temporary barriers and end treatments shall be crashworthy.
Guidance:
5. If the tangent distance along the temporary diversion is more than 180 m (600 ft), a Reverse Curve
sign, left first, should be used instead of the Double Reverse Curve sign, and a second Reverse Curve
sign, right first, should be placed in advance of the second reverse curve back to the original
alignment.
6. When the tangent section of the diversion is more than 180 m (600 ft), and the diversion has sharp
curves with recommended speeds of 50 km/h (30 mph) or less, Reverse Turn signs should be used.
7. Where the temporary pavement and old pavement are different colors, the temporary pavement should
start on the tangent of the existing pavement and end on the tangent of the existing pavement.
Option:
8. Flashing warning lights and/or flags may be used to call attention to the warning signs.
9. On sharp curves, large arrow signs may be used in addition to other advance warning signs.
10. Delineators or channelizing devices may be used along the diversion.
11. If the tangent distance along the temporary diversion is less than 180 m (600 ft), additional One-Direction Large
Arrow (W1-6) and Chevron Alignment (W1-8) signs may be used.
12. When recommended speeds are the same for each curve, one Double Reverse Curve (W24-1) sign may be
used, instead of two Reverse Curve (W1-4) signs, in advance of the first curve.
Support:
13. Use crash cushions, wherever applicable.
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Notes for Figure 6H-8—Typical Application 8
Road Closure with Off-Site Detour
Guidance:
1. Regulatory traffic control devices should be modified as needed for the duration of the detour.
Option:
2. If the road is opened for some distance beyond the intersection and/or there are significant
origin/destination points beyond the intersection, the ROAD CLOSED and DETOUR signs on Type
III Barricades may be located at the edge of the traveled way.
3. A Route Sign Directional assembly may be placed on the far left corner of the intersection to augment
or replace the one shown on the near right corner.
4. Flashing warning lights and/or flags may be used to call attention to the advance warning signs.
5. Cardinal direction plaques may be used with route signs.
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Notes for Figure 6H-9—Typical Application 9
Overlapping Routes with Detour
Support:
1. TTC devices are shown for one direction of travel only.
Standard:
2. Devices similar to those depicted shall be placed for the opposite direction of travel.
Guidance:
3. STOP signs displayed to side roads should be installed as needed along the temporary route.
Option:
4. Flashing warning lights and/or flags may be used to call attention to the advance warning signs.
5. Flashing warning lights may be used on the Type III Barricades.
6. Cardinal direction plaques may be used with route signs.
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Notes for Figure 6H-10 6H-10(CA)—Typical Application 10
Lane Closure on Two-Lane Road Using Flaggers
Option:
1. For low-volume situations with short work zones on straight roadways where the flagger is visible to
road users approaching from both directions, a single flagger, positioned to be visible to road users
approaching from both directions, may be used (see Chapter 6E).
2. The ROAD WORK AHEAD and the END ROAD WORK signs may be omitted for short-duration
operations.
3. Flashing warning lights and/or flags may be used to call attention to the advance warning signs. A BE
PREPARED TO STOP sign may be added to the sign series.
Guidance:
4. The buffer space should be extended so that the two-way traffic taper is placed before a horizontal (or
crest vertical) curve to provide adequate sight distance for the flagger and a queue of stopped
vehicles.
Standard:
5. At night, flagger stations shall be illuminated, except in emergencies.
Guidance:
6. When used, the BE PREPARED TO STOP sign should be located between after the Flagger sign and
the ONE LANE ROAD sign.
7. When a highway-rail grade crossing exists within or upstream of the transition area and it is
anticipated that queues resulting from the lane closure might extend through the highway-rail grade
crossing, the TTC zone should be extended so that the transition area precedes the highway-rail grade
crossing.
8. When a highway-rail grade crossing equipped with active warning devices exists within the activity
area, provisions should be made for keeping flaggers informed as to the activation status of these
warning devices.
9. When a highway-rail grade crossing exists within the activity area, drivers operating on the left side of
the normal centerline should be provided with comparable warning devices as for drivers operating on
the right side of the normal centerline.
10. Early coordination with the railroad company should occur before work starts.
Option:
11. A flagger or a uniformed law enforcement officer may be used at the highway-rail grade crossing to
minimize the probability that vehicles are stopped within 4.6 m (15 ft) of the highway-rail grade
crossing, measured from both sides of the outside rails.
Support:
12. For State highways, see Department of Transportation’s Standard Plan T13. See Section 1A.11 for information
regarding this publication.
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Notes for Figure 6H-11—Typical Application 11
Lane Closure on Two-Lane Road with Low Traffic Volumes
Option:
1. This TTC zone application may be used as an alternate to the TTC application shown in Figure 6H-10
6H-10(CA) (using flaggers) when the following conditions exist:
a. Vehicular traffic volume is such that sufficient gaps exist for vehicular traffic that must yield.
b. Road users from both directions are able to see approaching vehicular traffic through and beyond
the work site and have sufficient visibility of approaching vehicles.
2. The Type B flashing warning lights may be placed on the ROAD WORK AHEAD and the ONE
LANE ROAD AHEAD signs whenever a night lane closure is necessary.
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Notes for Figure 6H-12 6H-12(CA)—Typical Application 12
Lane Closure on Two-Lane Road Using Traffic Control Signals
Standard:
1. TTC signals shall be installed and operated in accordance with the provisions of Part 4. TTC
signals shall meet the physical display and operational requirements of conventional traffic
control signals.
2. TTC signal timing shall be established by authorized officials. Durations of red clearance
intervals shall be adequate to clear the one-lane section of conflicting vehicles.
3. When the TTC signal is changed to the flashing mode, either manually or automatically, red
signal indications shall be flashed to both approaches.
4. Stop lines shall be installed with TTC signals for intermediate and long-term closures. Existing
conflicting pavement markings and raised pavement marker reflectors between the activity
area and the stop line shall be removed. After the TTC signal is removed, the stop lines and
other temporary pavement markings shall be removed and the permanent pavement markings
restored.
5. Safeguards shall be incorporated to avoid the possibility of conflicting signal indications at each
end of the TTC zone.
Guidance:
6. Where no-passing lines are not already in place, they should be added.
7. Adjustments in the location of the advance warning signs should be made as needed to accommodate
the horizontal or vertical alignment of the roadway, recognizing that the distances shown for sign
spacings are minimums. Adjustments in the height of the signal heads should be made as needed to
conform to the vertical alignment.
Option:
8. Flashing warning lights shown on the ROAD WORK AHEAD and the ONE LANE ROAD AHEAD
signs may be used.
9. Removable pavement markings may be used.
Support:
10. TTC signals are preferable to flaggers for long-term projects and other activities that would require
flagging at night.
11. The maximum length of activity area for one-way operation under TTC signal control is determined
by the capacity required to handle the peak demand.
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Notes for Figure 6H-13 6H-13(CA)—Typical Application 13
Temporary Road Closure
Support:
1. Conditions represented are a planned closure not exceeding 20 minutes during the daytime.
Standard:
2. A flagger or uniformed law enforcement officer shall be used for this application. The flagger, if
used for this application, shall follow the procedures noted in Sections 6E.04 and 6E.05.
Guidance:
3. The uniformed law enforcement officer, if used for this application, should follow the procedures
noted in Sections 6E.04 and 6E.05.
Option:
4. A BE PREPARED TO STOP sign may be added to the sign series.
Guidance:
5. When used, the BE PREPARED TO STOP sign should be located before after the Flagger symbol
sign.
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Notes for Figure 6H-14 6H-14(CA)—Typical Application 14
Haul Road Crossing
Guidance:
1. Floodlights should be used to illuminate haul road crossings where existing light is inadequate.
2. Where no passing lines are not already in place, they should be added.
Standard:
3. The traffic control method selected shall be used in both directions.
Flagging Method
4. When a road used exclusively as a haul road is not in use, the haul road shall be closed with
Type III barricades and the Flagger symbol signs covered.
5. The flagger shall follow the procedures noted in Sections 6E.04 and 6E.05.
6. At night, flagger stations shall be illuminated, except in emergencies.
Signalized Method
7. When a road used exclusively as a haul road is not in use, Type III barricades shall be in place.
The signals shall either flash yellow on the main road or be covered, and the Signal Ahead and
STOP HERE ON RED signs shall be covered or hidden from view.
8. The TTC signals shall control both the highway and the haul road and shall meet the physical
display and operational requirements of conventional traffic control signals as described in Part
4. Traffic control signal timing shall be established by authorized officials.
9. Stop lines shall be used on existing highway with TTC signals.
10. Existing conflicting pavements markings between the stop lines shall be removed. After the
TTC signal is removed, the stop lines and other temporary pavement markings shall be
removed and the permanent pavement markings restored.
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Notes for Figure 6H-15—Typical Application 15
Work in Center of Road with Low Traffic Volumes
Guidance:
1. The lanes on either side of the center work space should have a minimum width of 3 m (10 ft) as
measured from the near edge of the channelizing devices to the edge of pavement or the outside edge
of paved shoulder.
2. Workers in the roadway should wear high-visibility safety apparel as described in Section 6D.03.
Option:
3. Flashing warning lights and/or flags may be used to call attention to the advance warning signs.
4. If the closure continues overnight, warning lights may be used on the channelizing devices.
5. A lane width of 2.7 m (9 ft) may be used for short-term stationary work on low-volume, low-speed
roadways when motor vehicle traffic does not include longer and wider heavy commercial vehicles.
Standard:
Note 5 is not applicable for State highways. Note #1 shall be used instead for State highways.
Option:
6. A work vehicle displaying high-intensity rotating, flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights may be used
instead of the channelizing devices forming the tapers or the high-level warning devices.
7. Vehicle hazard warning signals may be used to supplement high-intensity rotating, flashing,
oscillating, or strobe lights.
Standard:
8. Vehicle hazard warning signals shall not be used instead of the vehicle’s high-intensity rotating,
flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights.
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Notes for Figure 6H-16—Typical Application 16
Surveying Along Centerline of Road with Low Traffic Volumes
Guidance:
1. Cones should be placed 150 mm (6 in) to 300 mm (12 in) on either side of the centerline.
2. When using metric units, spacing of channelizing devices should not exceed a distance in meters equal
to 1/5 of the speed limit (km/h) when used for taper channelization and a distance in meters equal to
2/5 of the speed limit (km/h) when used for tangent channelization. When using English units,
spacing of channelizing devices should not exceed a distance in feet equal to the speed limit (mph)
when used for the taper channelization and a distance in feet of 2 times the speed limit (mph) when
used for tangent channelization.
3. A flagger should be used to warn workers who cannot watch road users.
4. Workers in the roadway should wear high-visibility safety apparel as described in Section 6D.03.
Standard:
5. For surveying on the centerline of a high-volume road, one lane shall be closed using the
information illustrated in Figure 6H-10 6H-10(CA).
Option:
6. A high-level warning device may be used to protect a surveying device, such as a target on a tripod.
7. Cones may be omitted for a cross-section survey.
8. ROAD WORK AHEAD signs may be used in place of the SURVEY CREW AHEAD signs.
9. Flags may be used to call attention to the advance warning signs.
10. If the work is along the shoulder, the flagger may be omitted.
11. For a survey along the edge of the road or along the shoulder, cones may be placed along the edge
line.
12. A BE PREPARED TO STOP sign may be added to the sign series.
Guidance:
13. When used, the BE PREPARED TO STOP sign should be located before after the Flagger symbol
sign.
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Notes for Figure 6H-17—Typical Application 17
Mobile Operations on Two-Lane Road
Standard:
1. Vehicle-mounted signs shall be mounted in a manner such that they are not obscured by
equipment or supplies. Sign legends on vehicle-mounted signs shall be covered or turned from
view when work is not in progress.
2. Shadow and work vehicles shall display high-intensity rotating, flashing, oscillating, or strobe
lights.
3. If an arrow panel is used, it shall be used in the caution mode.
Guidance:
4. Where practical and when needed, the work and shadow vehicles should pull over periodically to
allow vehicular traffic to pass.
5. Whenever adequate stopping sight distance exists to the rear, the shadow vehicle should maintain the
minimum distance from the work vehicle and proceed at the same speed. The shadow vehicle should
slow down in advance of vertical or horizontal curves that restrict sight distance.
6. The shadow vehicles should also be equipped with two high-intensity flashing lights mounted on the
rear, adjacent to the sign.
Option:
7. The distance between the work and shadow vehicles may vary according to terrain, paint drying time,
and other factors.
8. Additional shadow vehicles to warn and reduce the speed of oncoming or opposing vehicular traffic
may be used. Law enforcement vehicles may be used for this purpose.
9. A truck-mounted attenuator may be used on the shadow vehicle or on the work vehicle.
10. If the work and shadow vehicles cannot pull over to allow vehicular traffic to pass frequently, a DO
NOT PASS sign may be placed on the rear of the vehicle blocking the lane.
Support:
11. Shadow vehicles are used to warn motor vehicle traffic of the operation ahead.
Standard:
12. Vehicle hazard warning signals shall not be used instead of the vehicle’s high-intensity rotating,
flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights.
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Notes for Figure 6H-18—Typical Application 18
Lane Closure on Minor Street
Standard:
1. This TTC shall be used only for low-speed facilities having low traffic volumes.
Option:
2. Where the work space is short, where road users can see the roadway beyond, and where volume is
low, vehicular traffic may be self-regulating.
Standard:
3. Where vehicular traffic cannot effectively self-regulate, one or two flaggers shall be used as
illustrated in Figure 6H-10 6H-10(CA).
Option:
4. Flashing warning lights and/or flags may be used to call attention to the advance warning signs.
5. A truck-mounted attenuator may be used on the work vehicle and the shadow vehicle.
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Notes for Figure 6H-19—Typical Application 19
Detour for One Travel Direction
Guidance:
1. This plan should be used for streets without posted route numbers.
2. On multi-lane streets, Detour signs with an Advance Turn Arrow should be used in advance of a turn.
Option:
3. The STREET CLOSED legend may be used in place of ROAD CLOSED.
4. Additional DO NOT ENTER signs may be used at intersections with intervening streets.
5. Warning lights may be used on Type III Barricades.
6. Detour signs may be located on the far side of intersections.
7. A Street Name sign may be mounted with the Detour sign. The Street Name sign may be either white
on green or black on orange.
Standard:
8. When used, the Street Name sign shall be placed above the Detour sign.
Guidance:
9. The DETOUR (M4-8) sign should be placed on tangent sections at intervals not to exceed 400 m (1300 ft) and at
major intersections.
Option:
10. In urban areas, the M4-8 signs may be placed at every intersection.
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Notes for Figure 6H-20—Typical Application 20
Detour for Closed Street
Guidance:
1. This plan should be used for streets without posted route numbers.
2. On multi-lane streets, Detour signs with an Advance Turn Arrow should be used in advance of a turn.
Option:
3. Flashing warning lights and/or flags may be used to call attention to the advance warning signs.
4. Flashing warning lights may be used on Type III Barricades.
5. Detour signs may be located on the far side of intersections. A Detour sign with an advance arrow may
be used in advance of a turn.
6. A Street Name sign may be mounted with the Detour sign. The Street Name sign may be either white
on green or black on orange.
Standard:
7. When used, the Street Name sign shall be placed above the Detour sign.
Support:
8. See Figure 6H-9 for the information for detouring a numbered highway.
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Notes for Figure 6H-21—Typical Application 21
Lane Closure on Near Side of Intersection
Standard:
1. The merging taper shall direct vehicular traffic into either the right or left lane, but not both.
Guidance:
2. In this typical application, a left taper should be used so that right-turn movements will not impede
through motor vehicle traffic. However, the reverse should be true for left-turn movements.
3. If the work space extends across a crosswalk, the crosswalk should be closed using the information
and devices shown in Figure 6H-29.
Option:
4. Flashing warning lights and/or flags may be used to call attention to the advance warning signs.
5. A shadow vehicle with a truck-mounted attenuator may be used.
6. A work vehicle with high-intensity rotating, flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights may be used with the
high-level warning device.
7. Vehicle hazard warning signals may be used to supplement high-intensity rotating, flashing,
oscillating, or strobe lights.
Standard:
8. Vehicle hazard warning signals shall not be used instead of the vehicle’s high-intensity rotating,
flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights.
Option:
9. A vehicle-mounted arrow panel may be used to supplement this package.
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Notes for Figure 6H-22—Typical Application 22
Right Lane Closure on Far Side of Intersection
Guidance:
1. If the work space extends across a crosswalk, the crosswalk should be closed using the information
and devices shown in Figure 6H-29.
Option:
2. The normal procedure is to close on the near side of the intersection any lane that is not carried
through the intersection. However, when this results in the closure of a right lane having significant
right turning movements, then the right lane may be restricted to right turns only, as shown. This
procedure increases the through capacity by eliminating right turns from the open through lane.
3. For intersection approaches reduced to a single lane, left-turning movements may be prohibited to
maintain capacity for through vehicular traffic.
4. Flashing warning lights and/or flags may be used to call attention to the advance warning signs.
5. Where the turning radius is large, it may be possible to create a right-turn island using channelizing
devices or pavement markings.
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Notes for Figure 6H-23—Typical Application 23
Left Lane Closure on Far Side of Intersection
Guidance:
1. If the work space extends across a crosswalk, the crosswalk should be closed using the information
and devices shown in Figure 6H-29.
Option:
2. Flashing warning lights and/or flags may be used to call attention to the advance warning signs.
3. The normal procedure is to close on the near side of the intersection any lane that is not carried
through the intersection. However, when this results in the closure of a left lane having significant
left-turning movements, then the left lane may be reopened as a turn bay for left turns only, as shown.
Support:
4. By first closing off the left lane and then reopening it as a turn bay, an island is created with
channelizing devices that allows the LEFT LANE MUST TURN LEFT sign to be repeated on the left
adjacent to the lane that it controls.
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Notes for Figure 6H-24—Typical Application 24
Half Road Closure on Far Side of Intersection
Guidance:
1. If the work space extends across a crosswalk, the crosswalk should be closed using the information
and devices shown in Figure 6H-29.
2. When turn prohibitions are implemented, two turn prohibition signs should be used, one on the near
side and, space permitting, one on the far side of the intersection.
Option:
3. A buffer space may be used between opposing directions of vehicular traffic as shown in this
application.
4. The normal procedure is to close on the near side of the intersection any lane that is not carried
through the intersection. However, if there is a significant right-turning movement, then the right lane
may be restricted to right turns only, as shown.
5. Where the turning radius is large, a right-turn island using channelizing devices or pavement markings
may be used.
6. There may be insufficient space to place the back-to-back Keep Right sign and No Left Turn symbol
signs at the end of the row of channelizing devices separating opposing vehicular traffic flows. In this
situation, the No Left Turn symbol sign may be placed on the right and the Keep Right sign may be
omitted.
7. For intersection approaches reduced to a single lane, left-turning movements may be prohibited to
maintain capacity for through vehicular traffic.
8. Flashing warning lights and/or flags may be used to call attention to advance warning signs.
9. Temporary pavement markings may be used to delineate the travel path through the intersection.
Support:
10. Keeping the right lane open increases the through capacity by eliminating right turns from the open
through lane.
11. A temporary turn island reinforces the nature of the temporary exclusive right-turn lane and enables a
second RIGHT LANE MUST TURN RIGHT sign to be placed in the island.
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Notes for Figure 6H-25—Typical Application 25
Multiple Lane Closures at Intersection
Guidance:
1. If the work space extends across a crosswalk, the crosswalk should be closed using the information
and devices shown in Figure 6H-29.
2. If the left through lane is closed on the near-side approach, the LEFT LANE MUST TURN LEFT sign
should be placed in the median to discourage through vehicular traffic from entering the left-turn bay.
Option:
3. The normal procedure is to close on the near side of the intersection any lane that is not carried
through the intersection. If the left-turning movement that normally uses the closed turn bay is small
and/or the gaps in opposing vehicular traffic are frequent, left turns may be permitted on that
approach.
4. Flashing warning lights and/or flags may be used to call attention to the advance warning signs.
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Notes for Figure 6H-26—Typical Application 26
Closure in Center of Intersection
Guidance:
1. All lanes should be a minimum of 3 m (10 ft) in width as measured to the near face of the channelizing
devices.
Option:
2. A high-level warning device may be placed in the work space, if there is sufficient room.
3. For short-term use on low-volume, low-speed roadways with vehicular traffic that does not include
longer and wider heavy commercial vehicles, a minimum lane width of 2.7 m (9 ft) may be used.
Standard:
Note #3 is not applicable for State highways. Note #1 shall be used instead for State highways.
Option:
4. Flashing warning lights and/or flags may be used to call attention to advance warning signs.
5. Unless the streets are wide, it may be physically impossible to turn left, especially for large vehicles.
Left turns may be prohibited as required by geometric conditions.
6. For short-duration work operations, the channelizing devices may be eliminated if a vehicle displaying
high-intensity rotating, flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights is positioned in the work space.
7. Vehicle hazard warning signals may be used to supplement high-intensity rotating, flashing,
oscillating, or strobe lights.
Standard:
8. Vehicle hazard warning signals shall not be used instead of the vehicle’s high-intensity rotating,
flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights.
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Notes for Figure 6H-27—Typical Application 27
Closure at Side of Intersection
Guidance:
1. The situation depicted can be simplified by closing one or more of the intersection approaches. If this
cannot be done, and/or when capacity is a problem, through vehicular traffic should be directed to
other roads or streets.
2. Depending on road user conditions, flagger(s) or uniformed law enforcement officer(s) should be used
to direct road users within the intersection.
Standard:
3. At night, flagger stations shall be illuminated, except in emergencies.
Option:
4. ONE LANE ROAD AHEAD signs may also be used to provide adequate advance warning.
5. Flashing warning lights and/or flags may be used to call attention to the advance warning signs.
6. For short-duration work operations, the channelizing devices may be eliminated if a vehicle displaying
high-intensity rotating, flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights is positioned in the work space.
7. A BE PREPARED TO STOP sign may be added to the sign series.
Guidance:
8. When used, the BE PREPARED TO STOP sign should be located before after the Flagger symbol
sign.
Support:
9. Turns can be prohibited as required by vehicular traffic conditions. Unless the streets are wide, it
might be physically impossible to make certain turns, especially for large vehicles.
Option:
10. Vehicle hazard warning signals may be used to supplement high-intensity rotating, flashing,
oscillating, or strobe lights.
Standard:
11. Vehicle hazard warning signals shall not be used instead of the vehicle’s high-intensity rotating,
flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights.
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Notes for Figure 6H-28—Typical Application 28
Sidewalk Closures and Bypass Sidewalks
Standard:
1. When crosswalks or other pedestrian facilities are closed or relocated, temporary facilities shall
be detectable and shall include accessibility features consistent with the features present in the
existing pedestrian facility.
Guidance:
2. Where high speeds are anticipated, a temporary traffic barrier and, if necessary, a crash cushion should
be used to separate the temporary sidewalks from vehicular traffic.
3. Audible information devices should be considered where midblock closings and changed crosswalk
areas cause inadequate communication to be provided to pedestrians who have visual disabilities.
Option:
4. Street lighting may be considered.
5. Only the TTC devices related to pedestrians are shown. Other devices, such as lane closure signing or
ROAD NARROWS signs, may be used to control vehicular traffic.
6. For nighttime closures, Type A Flashing warning lights may be used on barricades that support signs
and close sidewalks.
7. Type C Steady-Burn or Type D 360-degree Steady-Burn warning lights may be used on channelizing
devices separating the temporary sidewalks from vehicular traffic flow.
8. Signs, such as KEEP RIGHT (LEFT), may be placed along a temporary sidewalk to guide or direct
pedestrians.
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Notes for Figure 6H-29—Typical Application 29
Crosswalk Closures and Pedestrian Detours
Standard:
1. When crosswalks or other pedestrian facilities are closed or relocated, temporary facilities shall
be detectable and shall include accessibility features consistent with the features present in the
existing pedestrian facility.
2. Curb parking shall be prohibited for at least 15 m (50 ft) in advance of the midblock crosswalk.
Guidance:
2. Parking should be prohibited in advance of mid-block crosswalks. Mid-block crosswalks should be avoided, when
possible. See Section 3B.17.
3. Audible information devices should be considered where midblock closings and changed crosswalk
areas cause inadequate communication to be provided to pedestrians who have visual disabilities.
4. Pedestrian traffic signal displays controlling closed crosswalks should be covered or deactivated.
Option:
5. Street lighting may be considered.
6. Only the TTC devices related to pedestrians are shown. Other devices, such as lane closure signing or
ROAD NARROWS signs, may be used to control vehicular traffic.
7. For nighttime closures, Type A Flashing warning lights may be used on barricades supporting signs
and closing sidewalks.
8. Type C Steady-Burn warning lights may be used on channelizing devices separating the work space
from vehicular traffic.
9. In order to maintain the systematic use of the fluorescent yellow-green background for pedestrian,
bicycle, and school warning signs in a jurisdiction, the fluorescent yellow-green background for
pedestrian, bicycle, and school warning signs may be used in TTC zones.
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Notes for Figure 6H-30—Typical Application 30
Interior Lane Closure on Multi-lane Street
Guidance:
1. This information applies to low-speed, low-volume urban streets. Where speed or volume is higher,
additional signing such as LEFT LANE CLOSED XX m (FT) should be used between the signs
shown.
Option:
2. The closure of the adjacent interior lane in the opposing direction may not be necessary, depending
upon the activity being performed and the work space needed for the operation.
3. Shadow vehicles with a truck-mounted attenuator may be used.
Guidance:
4. When a highway-rail grade crossing exists within or upstream of the transition area and it is
anticipated that backups resulting from the lane closure might extend through the highway-rail grade
crossing, the TTC zone should be extended so that the transition area precedes the highway-rail grade
crossing.
5. Early coordination with the railroad company should occur before work starts.
Option:
6. The RIGHT (LEFT) LANE(S) CLOSED (W20-5) sign may be used instead of the Lane Reduction (W4-2) sign.
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Notes for Figure 6H-31 6H-31(CA)—Typical Application 31
Lane Closure on Street with Uneven Directional Volumes
Standard:
1. The illustrated information shall be used only when the vehicular traffic volume indicates that
two lanes of vehicular traffic shall be maintained in the direction of travel for which one lane is
closed.
Option:
2. The procedure may be used during a peak period of vehicular traffic and then changed to provide two
lanes in the other direction for the other peak.
Guidance:
3. For high speeds, a LEFT LANE CLOSED XX m (FT) sign should be added for vehicular traffic
approaching the lane closure, as shown in Figure 6H-32 6H-32(CA).
4. Conflicting pavement markings should be removed for long-term projects. For short-term and
intermediate-term projects where this is not practical, the channelizing devices in the area where the
pavement markings conflict should be placed at a maximum spacing of 0.1 S m (0.5 S ft) where S is
the speed in km /h (mph). Temporary markings should be installed where needed. The spacing of
channelizing devices should not exceed the maximum distances shown in Table 6F-102(CA). Refer to Section
6F.58 for spacing of channelizing devices.
5. If the lane shift has curves with recommended speeds of 50 km/h (30 mph) or less, Reverse Turn signs
should be used.
6. Where the shifted section is long, a Reverse Curve sign should be used to show the initial shift and a
second sign should be used to show the return to the normal alignment.
7. If the tangent distance along the temporary diversion is less than 180 m (600 ft), the Double Reverse
Curve sign should be used at the location of the first Two Lane Reverse Curve sign. The second Two
Lane Reverse Curve sign should be omitted. Use the Reverse Curve (W1-4) signs for both locations instead
of the Double Reverse Curve or Two Lane Reverse Curve signs.
Option:
8. A longitudinal buffer space may be used in the activity area to separate opposing vehicular traffic.
9. An ALL LANES THRU supplemental plaque may be used to emphasize the point that all lanes shift
and no lanes are closed. Use Reverse Curve (W1-4) sign instead of ALL LANES THRU Plaque.
10. A work vehicle or a shadow vehicle may be equipped with a truck-mounted attenuator.
Guidance:
11. On State highways a spacing of 3 m (10 ft) should be used for taper and tangent sections.
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Notes for Figure 6H-32 6H-32(CA)—Typical Application 32
Half Road Closure on Multi-lane, High-Speed Highway
Standard:
1. Pavement markings no longer applicable shall be removed or obliterated as soon as practical.
Except for intermediate-term and short-term situations, temporary markings shall be provided
to clearly delineate the temporary travel path. For short-term and intermediate-term situations
where it is not feasible to remove and restore pavement markings, channelization shall be made
dominant by using a very close device spacing.
Guidance:
2. When paved shoulders having a width of 2.4 m (8 ft) or more are closed, channelizing devices should
be used to close the shoulder in advance of the merging taper to direct vehicular traffic to remain
within the traveled way.
3. Where channelizing devices are used instead of pavement markings, the maximum spacing should be
0.1 S meters where S is the speed in km/h (0.5 S feet where S is the speed in mph). The spacing of
channelizing devices should not exceed the maximum distances shown in Table 6F-102(CA). Refer to Section
6F.58 for spacing of channelizing devices.
4. If the tangent distance along the temporary diversion is more than 180 m (600 ft), a Reverse Curve
sign, left first, should be used instead of the Double Reverse Curve sign, and a second Reverse Curve
sign, right first, should be placed in advance of the second reverse curve back to the original
alignment.
Option:
5. Warning lights may be used to supplement channelizing devices at night.
Guidance:
6. When a highway-rail grade crossing exists within or upstream of the merging taper and it is
anticipated that backups resulting from the lane closure might extend through the highway-rail grade
crossing, the TTC zone should be extended so that the merging taper precedes the highway-rail grade
crossing.
7. When a highway-rail grade crossing exists within the activity area, provisions should be made to
provide road users operating on the left side of the normal centerline with comparable warning
devices as supplied for road users operating on the right side of the normal centerline.
8. When a highway-rail grade crossing exists within the activity area, early coordination with the railroad
company should occur before work starts.
Option:
9. When a highway-rail grade crossing exists within the activity area, a flagger may be used at the
highway-rail grade crossing to minimize the probability that vehicles are stopped within 4.6 m (15 ft)
of the highway-rail grade crossing, measured from both sides of the outside rails.
10. A truck-mounted attenuator may be used on the work vehicle and/or the shadow vehicle.
Guidance:
11. On State highways a spacing of 3 m (10 ft) should be used for taper and tangent sections.
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Notes for Figure 6H-33—Typical Application 33
Stationary Lane Closure on Divided Highway
Standard:
1. This information also shall be used when work is being performed in the lane adjacent to the
median on a divided highway. In this case, the LEFT LANE CLOSED signs and the
corresponding Lane Ends signs shall be substituted.
2. When a side road intersects the highway within the TTC zone, additional TTC devices shall be
placed as needed.
Guidance:
3. When paved shoulders having a width of 2.4 m (8 ft) or more are closed, channelizing devices should
be used to close the shoulder in advance of the merging taper to direct vehicular traffic to remain
within the traveled way.
Option:
4. A truck-mounted attenuator may be used on the work vehicle and/or shadow vehicle.
Support:
5. Where conditions permit, restricting all vehicles, equipment, workers, and their activities to one side
of the roadway might be advantageous.
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Notes for Figure 6H-34—Typical Application 34
Lane Closure with Temporary Traffic Barrier
Standard:
1. This information also shall be used when work is being performed in the lane adjacent to the
median on a divided highway. In this case, the LEFT LANE CLOSED signs and the
corresponding Lane Ends signs shall be substituted.
Guidance:
2. For long-term lane closures on facilities with permanent edge lines, a temporary edge line should be
installed from the start of the merging taper to the far end of the downstream taper, and conflicting
pavement markings should be removed.
3. The use of a barrier should be based on engineering judgment.
Standard:
4. Where temporary traffic barriers are installed, the ends of the barrier shall be treated in
accordance with the provisions of Section 6F.81
5. The barrier shall not be placed along the merging taper. The lane shall first be closed using
channelizing devices and pavement markings.
Option:
6. The barrier shown in this typical application is an example of one method that may be used to close a
lane for a long-term project. If the work activity permits, a movable barrier may be used and relocated
to the shoulder during nonwork periods or peak-period vehicular traffic conditions, as appropriate.
7. Type C Steady-Burn warning lights may be placed on channelizing devices and the barrier parallel to
the edge of pavement for nighttime lane closures.
Standard:
8. If a movable barrier is used, the temporary white edge line shown in the typical application shall
not be used. During the period when the right lane is opened, the sign legends and the
channelization shall be changed to indicate that only the shoulder is closed, as illustrated in
Figure 6H-5 6H-5(CA). The arrow panel, if used, shall be placed at the end of the shoulder taper
and shall display the caution mode.
Guidance:
9. If a movable barrier is used, the shift should be performed in the following manner. When closing the
lane, the lane should be initially closed with channelizing devices placed along a merging taper using
the same information employed for a stationary lane closure. The lane closure should then be
extended with the movable-barrier transfer vehicle moving with vehicular traffic. When opening the
lane, the movablebarrier transfer vehicle should travel against vehicular traffic from the termination
area to the transition area. The merging taper should then be removed using the same information
employed for a stationary lane closure.
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Notes for Figure 6H-35—Typical Application 35
Mobile Operation on Multi-lane Road
Standard:
1. Arrow panels shall, as a minimum, be Type B, with a size of 1500 x 750 mm (60 x 30 in). For State
highways, the arrow panels shall, as a minimum, be type B (or type II), with a size of 1800 x 900 mm (72 x
36 in). Refer to Department of Transportation’s Standard Specifications Section 12-3.03 for minimum size
and type of arrow panels cited above. See Section 1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
Guidance:
2. Vehicles used for these operations should be made highly visible with appropriate equipment, such as:
high-intensity rotating, flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights, flags, signs, or arrow panels.
3. Shadow Vehicle 1 should be equipped with an arrow panel and truck-mounted attenuator.
4. Shadow Vehicle 2 should be equipped with an arrow panel. An appropriate lane closure sign should be
placed on Shadow Vehicle 2 so as not to obscure the arrow panel.
5. Shadow Vehicle 2 should travel at a varying distance from the work operation so as to provide
adequate sight distance for vehicular traffic approaching from the rear.
6. The spacing between the work vehicles and the shadow vehicles, and between each shadow vehicle
should be minimized to deter road users from driving in between.
7. Work should normally be accomplished during off-peak hours.
8. When the work vehicle occupies an interior lane (a lane other than the far right or far left) of a
directional roadway having a right shoulder 3 m (10 ft) or more in width, Shadow Vehicle 2 should
drive the right shoulder with a sign indicating that work is taking place in the interior lane.
Option:
9. A truck-mounted attenuator may be used on Shadow Vehicle 2.
10. On high-speed roadways, a third shadow vehicle (not shown) may be used with Shadow Vehicle 1 in
the closed lane, Shadow Vehicle 2 straddling the edge line, and Shadow Vehicle 3 on the shoulder.
11. Where adequate shoulder width is not available, Shadow Vehicle 3 may drive partially in the lane.
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Notes for Figure 6H-36—Typical Application 36
Lane Shift on Freeway
Guidance:
1. The lane shift should be used when the work space extends into either the right or left lane of a divided
highway and it is not practical, for capacity reasons, to reduce the number of available lanes.
2. When a lane shift is accomplished by using (1) geometry that meets the design speed at which the
permanent highway was designed, (2) full normal cross-section (full lane width and full shoulders),
and (3) complete pavement markings, then only the initial general work-zone warning sign is
required.
3. When the conditions in Note 2 are not met, the information shown in the typical application should be
employed and all the following notes apply.
Standard:
4. Where temporary traffic barriers are installed, the ends of the barrier shall be treated in
accordance with the provisions of Section 6F.81.
5. A warning sign shall be used to show the changed alignment.
Guidance:
6. Where the shifted section is longer than 180 m (600 ft), one set of Reverse Curve signs should be used
to show the initial shift and a second set should be used to show the return to the normal alignment. If
the tangent distance along the temporary diversion is less than 180 m (600 ft), the Double Reverse
Curve sign should be used instead of the first Reverse Curve sign. The second Reverse Curve sign
should be omitted. Use the Reverse Curve (W1-4) signs for both locations instead of the Double Reverse
Curve (W24-1) sign.
7. If a STAY IN LANE sign is used, then solid white lane lines should be used.
Standard:
8. The minimum width of the shoulder lane shall be 3 m (10 ft).
9. For long-term stationary work, existing conflicting pavement markings shall be removed and
temporary markings shall be installed before traffic patterns are changed.
Option:
10. For short-term stationary work, lanes may be delineated by channelizing devices or removable
pavement markings instead of temporary pavement markings.
11. Three Lane Reverse Curve signs may be used in place of the Reverse Curve signs. ALL LANES
THRU supplemental plaques may be used to emphasize the point that all lanes shift and no lanes are
closed. Use the Reverse Curve (W1-4) signs instead of the Reverse Curve (W1-4a & W1-4b) signs which show
the number of lanes or ALL LANES THRU Plaque.
12. If the shoulder cannot adequately accommodate trucks, trucks may be directed to use the travel lanes.
13. The barrier shown in this typical application is one method that may be used to close a lane for a
longterm project.
Guidance:
14. The use of a barrier should be based on engineering judgment.
Option:
15. Type C Steady-Burn warning lights may be placed on channelizing devices and the barrier parallel to
the edge of pavement for nighttime lane closures.
16. Detail 11 (see Figure 3A-102(CA)) may be used instead of the temporary solid white lane line, which is shown in
Figure 6H-36.
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Notes for Figure 6H-37—Typical Application 37
Double Lane Closure on Freeway
Guidance:
1. Ordinarily, the preferred position for the second arrow panel is in the closed exterior lane at the
beginning of the second merging taper. However, the second arrow panel should be placed in the
closed interior lane at the end of the second merging taper in the following situations:
a. When a shadow vehicle is used in the interior closed lane, and the second arrow panel is mounted
on the shadow vehicle;
b. If alignment or other conditions create any confusion as to which lane is closed by the second
arrow panel; and
c. When the first arrow panel is placed in the closed exterior lane at the end of the first merging taper
(the alternative position when the shoulder is narrow).
Option:
2. Flashing warning lights and/or flags may be used to call attention to the initial warning signs.
3. A truck-mounted attenuator may be used on the shadow vehicle.
4. If a paved shoulder having a minimum width of 3 m (10 ft) and sufficient strength is available, the left
and adjacent interior lanes may be closed and vehicular traffic carried around the work space on the
right lane and a right shoulder.
5. When a shoulder lane is used that cannot adequately accommodate trucks, trucks may be directed to
use the normal travel lanes.
Standard:
This typical application is deleted for application and shall not be used in California. Department of
Transportation’s Standard Plan T10 shall be used instead.
Support:
See Section 1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
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Notes for Figure 6H-38—Typical Application 38
Interior Lane Closure on Freeway
Guidance:
1. For a long-term closure, a barrier should be used to provide additional safety to the operation in the
closed interior lane. A buffer space should be used at the upstream end of the closed interior lane.
2. The first arrow panel displaying a right arrow should be on the left shoulder at the beginning of the
taper. The arrow panel displaying a double arrow should be centered in the closed interior lane and
placed at the downstream end of the shifting taper.
3. The placement of signs should not obstruct or obscure arrow panels.
4. For long-term use, the dashed lane lines should be made solid white in the two-lane section.
Option:
5. As the arrow panel with a double arrow displayed is key, the arrow panel closing the exterior lane may
be moved or omitted if the alignment is such that the two panels create confusion.
6. As an alternative to initially closing the left lane, as shown in the typical application, the right lane
may be closed in advance of the interior lane closure with appropriate channelization and signs.
7. A short, single row of channelizing devices in advance of the vehicular traffic split to restrict vehicular
traffic to their respective lanes may be added.
8. DO NOT PASS signs may be used.
9. If a paved shoulder having a minimum width of 3 m (10 ft) and sufficient strength is available, the left
and center lanes may be closed and motor vehicle traffic carried around the work space on the right
lane and a right shoulder.
10. When a shoulder lane is used that cannot adequately accommodate trucks, trucks may be directed to
use the normal travel lanes.
Standard:
This typical application is deleted for application and shall not be used on freeways in California.
Department of Transportation’s Standard Plan T-16 for moving lane closures shall be used instead.
Support:
See Section 1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
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Notes for Figure 6H-39—Typical Application 39
Median Crossover on Freeway
Standard:
1. Channelizing devices or temporary traffic barriers shall be used to separate opposing vehicular
traffic.
Guidance:
2. For long-term work on high-speed, high-volume highways, consideration should be given to using a
temporary traffic barrier to separate opposing vehicular traffic.
Option:
3. When a temporary traffic barrier is used to separate opposing vehicular traffic, the Two-Way Traffic,
DO NOT PASS, KEEP RIGHT, and DO NOT ENTER signs may be eliminated.
4. The alignment of the crossover may be designed as a reverse curve.
Guidance:
5. When the crossover follows a curved alignment, the design criteria contained in the AASHTO “Policy
on the Geometric Design of Highways and Streets” should be used (see Section 1A.11).
6. When channelizing devices have the potential of leading vehicular traffic out of the intended traffic
space, the channelizing devices should be extended a distance in meters (feet) of 0.4 times the speed
limit in km/h (2 times the speed limit in mph) beyond the end of the transition area as depicted.
7. Where channelizing devices are used, the Two-Way Traffic signs should be repeated every 1.6 km (1
mi).
Option:
8. NEXT X km (MILES) Supplemental Distance plaques may be used with the Two-Way Traffic signs,
where X is the distance to the end of the two-way section.
Support:
9. When the distance is sufficiently short that road users entering the section can see the far end of the
section, they are less likely to forget that there is opposing vehicular traffic.
10. The sign legends for the four pairs of signs approaching the lane closure for the noncrossover
direction of travel are not shown. They are similar to the series shown for the crossover direction,
except that the left lane is closed.
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Notes for Figure 6H-40—Typical Application 40
Median Crossover for Entrance Ramp
Guidance:
1. The typical application illustrated should be used for carrying an entrance ramp across a closed
directional roadway of a divided highway.
2. A temporary acceleration lane should be used to facilitate merging.
3. When used, the YIELD or STOP sign should be located far enough forward to provide adequate sight
distance of oncoming mainline vehicular traffic to select a reasonably safe gap. If needed, YIELD or
STOP lines should be installed across the ramp to indicate the point at which road users should
YIELD or STOP. Also, a longer acceleration lane should be provided beyond the sign to reduce the
gap size needed.
Option:
4. If vehicular traffic conditions allow, the ramp may be closed.
5. A broken edge line may be carried across the temporary entrance ramp to assist in defining the
through vehicular traffic lane.
6. When a temporary traffic barrier is used to separate opposing vehicular traffic, the Two-Way Traffic
signs and the DO NOT ENTER signs may be eliminated.
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Notes for Figure 6H-41—Typical Application 41
Median Crossover for Exit Ramp
Guidance:
1. This typical application should be used for carrying an exit ramp across a closed directional roadway
of a divided highway. The design criteria contained in the AASHTO “Policy on the Geometric Design
of Highways and Streets” (see Section 1A.11) should be used for determining the curved alignment.
2. The guide signs should indicate that the ramp is open, and where the temporary ramp is located.
Conversely, if the ramp is closed, guide signs should indicate that the ramp is closed.
3. When the exit is closed, a black on orange EXIT CLOSED panel should be placed diagonally across
the interchange/intersection guide signs.
4. In the situation (not shown) where channelizing devices are placed along the mainline roadway, the
devices’ spacing should be reduced in the vicinity of the off ramp to emphasize the opening at the
ramp itself. Channelizing devices and/or temporary pavement markings should be placed on both
sides of the temporary ramp where it crosses the median and the closed roadway.
5. Advance guide signs providing information related to the temporary exit should be relocated or
duplicated adjacent to the temporary roadway.
Standard:
6. A temporary EXIT sign shall be located in the temporary gore. For better visibility, it shall be
mounted a minimum of 2.1 m (7 ft) from the pavement surface to the bottom of the sign.
Option:
7. Guide signs referring to the exit may need to be relocated to the median.
8. The temporary EXIT sign placed in the temporary gore may be either black on orange or white on
green.
9. In some instances, a temporary deceleration lane may be useful in facilitating the exiting maneuver.
10. When a temporary traffic barrier is used to separate opposing vehicular traffic, the Two-Way Traffic
signs may be omitted.
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Notes for Figure 6H-42—Typical Application 42
Work in Vicinity of Exit Ramp
Guidance:
1. The guide signs should indicate that the ramp is open, and where the temporary ramp is located.
However, if the ramp is closed, guide signs should indicate that the ramp is closed.
2. When the exit ramp is closed, a black on orange EXIT CLOSED panel should be placed diagonally
across the interchange/intersection guide signs.
3. The design criteria contained in the AASHTO “Policy on the Geometric Design of Highways and
Streets” should be used for determining the alignment (see Section 1A.11).
Standard:
4. A temporary EXIT sign shall be located in the temporary gore. For better visibility, it shall be
mounted a minimum of 2.1 m (7 ft) from the pavement surface to the bottom of the sign.
Option:
5. An alternative procedure that may be used is to channelize exiting vehicular traffic onto the right
shoulder and close the lane as necessary.
Option:
The Department of Transportation’s Standard Plan T10 may be used instead of this typical application.
Support:
See Section 1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
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Notes for Figure 6H-43—Typical Application 43
Partial Exit Ramp Closure
Guidance:
1. Truck off-tracking should be considered when determining whether the minimum lane width of 3 m
(10 ft) is adequate (see Section 6G.07).
Standard:
2. The RAMP NARROWS (W5-4) sign shall not be used in California. The ROAD NARROWS (W5-1) sign or
NARROW LANE(S) (C12(CA)) sign, as appropriate, shall be used instead. See Sections 2C.15 and
6F.103(CA).
Guidance:
3. For planned partial ramp closure, consideration should be given to closing the entire exit ramp. Refer to
Department of Transportation’s Standard Plan T14. See Section 1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
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Notes for Figure 6H-44—Typical Application 44
Work in Vicinity of Entrance Ramp
Guidance:
1. An acceleration lane of sufficient length should be provided whenever possible as shown on the left
diagram.
Standard:
2. For the information shown on the diagram on the right side of the typical application, where
inadequate acceleration distance exists for the temporary entrance, the YIELD sign shall be
replaced with STOP signs (one on each side of the approach).
Guidance:
3. When used, the YIELD or STOP sign should be located so that ramp vehicular traffic has adequate
sight distance of oncoming mainline vehicular traffic to select a reasonably safe gap in the mainline
vehicular traffic flow. Also, a longer acceleration lane should be provided beyond the sign to reduce
the gap size needed. If insufficient gaps are available, consideration should be given to closing the
ramp.
4. Where STOP signs are used, a temporary stop line should be placed across the ramp at the desired stop
location.
5. The mainline merging taper with the arrow panel at its starting point should be located sufficiently in
advance so that the arrow panel is not confusing to drivers on the entrance ramp, and so that the
mainline merging vehicular traffic from the lane closure has the opportunity to stabilize before
encountering the vehicular traffic merging from the ramp.
6. If the ramp curves sharply to the right, warning signs with Advisory Speed Limits located in advance
of the entrance terminal should be placed in pairs (one on each side of the ramp).
Option:
7. A Type B high-intensity warning flasher with a red lens may be placed above the STOP sign.
8. Where the acceleration distance is significantly reduced, a supplemental plaque may be placed below
the YIELD AHEAD sign reading NO MERGE AREA.
Option:
The Department of Transportation’s Standard Plan T10 may be used instead of this typical application.
Support:
See Section 1A.11 for information regarding this publication.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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Notes for Figure 6H-45—Typical Application 45
Temporary Reversible Lane Using Movable Barriers
Support:
1. This application addresses one of several uses for movable barriers in highway work zones. In this
example, one side of a 6-lane divided highway is closed to perform the work operation, and vehicular
traffic is carried in both directions on the remaining 3-lane roadway by means of a median crossover.
To accommodate unbalanced peak-period vehicular traffic volumes, the direction of travel in the
center lane is switched to the direction having the greater volume, with the transfer typically being
made twice daily. Thus, there are four vehicular traffic phases described as follows:
a. Phase A—two travel lanes northbound and one lane southbound;
b. Transition A to B—one travel lane in each direction;
c. Phase B—one travel lane northbound and two lanes southbound; and
d. Transition B to A—one travel lane in each direction.
The typical application on the left illustrates the placement of devices during Phase A. The typical
application on the right shows conditions during the transition (Transition A to B) from Phase A to
Phase B.
Guidance:
2. For the reversible-lane situation depicted, the ends of the movable barrier should terminate in a
protected area or a crash cushion should be provided. During Phase A, the transfer vehicle should be
parked behind the end of the movable barrier. During Phase B, the transfer vehicle should be parked
behind the end of the movable barrier.
The transition shift from Phase A to B should be as follows:
a. Change the signs in the northbound advance warning area and transition area from a LEFT LANE
CLOSED AHEAD to a LEFT TWO LANES CLOSED AHEAD. Change the mode of the second
northbound arrow panel from Caution to Right Arrow.
b. Place channelizing devices to close the northbound center lane.
c. Move the transfer vehicle from south to north to shift the movable barrier from the west side to the
east side of the reversible lane.
d. Remove the channelizing devices closing the southbound center lane.
e. Change the signs in the southbound transition area and advance warning area from a LEFT TWO
LANES CLOSED AHEAD to LEFT LANE CLOSED AHEAD. Change the mode of the second
southbound arrow panel from Right Arrow to Caution.
3. Where the lane to be opened and closed is an exterior lane (adjacent to the edge of the traveled way or
the work space), the lane closure should begin by closing the lane with channelizing devices placed
along a merging taper using the same information employed for a stationary lane closure. The lane
closure should then be extended with the movable-barrier transfer vehicle moving with vehicular
traffic. When opening the lane, the transfer vehicle should travel against vehicular traffic. The
merging taper should be removed in a method similar to a stationary lane closure.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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Notes for Figure 6H-46—Typical Application 46
Work in Vicinity of Highway-Rail Grade Crossing
Guidance:
1. When highway-rail grade crossings exist either within or in the vicinity of roadway work activities,
extra care should be taken to minimize the probability of conditions being created, either by lane
restrictions, flagging or other operations, where vehicles might be stopped within the highway-rail
grade crossing, considered as being 4.6 m (15 ft) on either side of the closest and farthest rail.
Standard:
2. If the queuing of vehicles across active rail tracks cannot be avoided, a uniformed law
enforcement officer or flagger shall be provided at the highway-rail grade crossing to prevent
vehicles from stopping within the highway-rail grade crossing (as described in Note 1), even if
automatic warning devices are in place.
Guidance:
3. Early coordination with the railroad company should occur before work starts.
4. In the example depicted, the buffer space of the activity area should be extended upstream of the
highway-rail grade crossing (as shown) so that a queue created by the flagging operation will not
extend across the highway-rail grade crossing.
5. The DO NOT STOP ON TRACKS sign should be used on all approaches to a highway-rail grade
crossing within the limits of a TTC zone.
Option:
6. Flashing warning lights and/or flags may be used to call attention to the advance warning signs.
7. A BE PREPARED TO STOP sign may be added to the sign series.
Guidance:
8. When used, the BE PREPARED TO STOP sign should be located before after the Flagger symbol
sign.
Standard:
9. At night, flagger stations shall be illuminated, except in emergencies.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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CHAPTER 6I. CONTROL OF TRAFFIC THROUGH TRAFFIC INCIDENT
MANAGEMENT AREAS
Section 6I.01 General
Support:
Whenever the acronym “TTC” is used in this Chapter, it refers to “temporary traffic control”.
Standard:
The needs and control of all road users (motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians within the highway,
including persons with disabilities in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990
(ADA), Title II, Paragraph 35.130) through a TTC zone shall be an essential part of highway
construction, utility work, maintenance operations, and the management of traffic incidents.
Support:
A traffic incident is an emergency road user occurrence, a natural disaster, or other unplanned event that
affects or impedes the normal flow of traffic.
A traffic incident management area is an area of a highway where temporary traffic controls are imposed
by authorized officials in response to a road user incident, natural disaster, hazardous material spill, or other
unplanned incident. It is a type of TTC zone and extends from the first warning device (such as a sign, light,
or cone) to the last TTC device or to a point where vehicles return to the original lane alignment and are clear
of the incident.
Traffic incidents can be divided into three general classes of duration, each of which has unique traffic
control characteristics and needs. These classes are:
A. Major—expected duration of more than 2 hours;
B. Intermediate—expected duration of 30 minutes to 2 hours; and
C. Minor—expected duration under 30 minutes.
The primary functions of TTC at a traffic incident management area are to move road users reasonably
safely and expeditiously past or around the traffic incident, to reduce the likelihood of secondary traffic
crashes, and to preclude unnecessary use of the surrounding local road system. Examples include a stalled
vehicle blocking a lane, a traffic crash blocking the traveled way, a hazardous material spill along a highway,
and natural disasters such as floods and severe storm damage.
Guidance:
In order to reduce response time for traffic incidents, highway agencies, appropriate public safety
agencies (law enforcement, fire and rescue, emergency communications, emergency medical, and other
emergency management), and private sector responders (towing and recovery and hazardous materials
contractors) should mutually plan for occurrences of traffic incidents along the major and heavily traveled
highway and street system.
On-scene responders should be trained in safe practices for accomplishing their tasks in and near traffic.
Responders should always be aware of their visibility to oncoming traffic and take measures to move the
traffic incident as far off the traveled roadway as possible or to provide for appropriate warning.
Responders arriving at a traffic incident should, within 15 minutes of arrival on-scene, estimate the
magnitude of the traffic incident, the expected time duration of the traffic incident, and the expected vehicle
queue length, and then should set up the appropriate temporary traffic controls for these estimates.
Option:
Warning and guide signs used for TTC traffic incident management situations may have a black legend
and border on a fluorescent pink background (see Figure 6I-1).
Support:
While some traffic incidents might be anticipated and planned for, emergencies and disasters might pose
more severe and unpredictable problems. The ability to quickly install proper temporary traffic controls
might greatly reduce the effects of an incident, such as secondary crashes or excessive traffic delays. An
essential part of fire, rescue, spill clean-up, highway agency, and enforcement activities is the proper control
of road users through the traffic incident management area in order to protect responders, victims, and other
personnel at the site while providing reasonably safe traffic flow. These operations might need corroborating
legislative authority for the implementation and enforcement of appropriate road user regulations, parking
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controls, and speed zoning. It is desirable for these statutes to provide sufficient flexibility in the authority
for, and implementation of, TTC to respond to the needs of changing conditions found in traffic incident
management areas.
Option:
For traffic incidents, particularly those of an emergency nature, TTC devices on hand may be used for
the initial response as long as they do not themselves create unnecessary additional hazards.
Section 6I.02 Major Traffic Incidents
Support:
Major traffic incidents are typically traffic incidents involving hazardous materials, fatal traffic crashes
involving numerous vehicles, and other natural or man-made disasters. These traffic incidents typically
involve closing all or part of a roadway facility for a period exceeding 2 hours.
Guidance:
If the traffic incident is anticipated to last more than 24 hours, applicable procedures and devices set
forth in other Chapters of Part 6 should be used.
Support:
A road closure can be caused by a traffic incident such as a road user crash that blocks the traveled way.
Road users are usually diverted through lane shifts or detoured around the traffic incident and back to the
original roadway. A combination of traffic engineering and enforcement preparations is needed to determine
the detour route, and to install, maintain or operate, and then to remove the necessary traffic control devices
when the detour is terminated. Large trucks are a significant concern in such a detour, especially when
detouring them from a controlled-access roadway onto local or arterial streets.
During traffic incidents, large trucks might need to follow a route separate from that of automobiles
because of bridge, weight, clearance, or geometric restrictions. Also, vehicles carrying hazardous material
might need to follow a different route from other vehicles.
Some traffic incidents such as hazardous material spills might require closure of an entire highway.
Through road users must have adequate guidance around the traffic incident. Maintaining good public
relations is desirable. The cooperation of the news media in publicizing the existence of, and reasons for,
traffic incident management areas and their TTC can be of great assistance in keeping road users and the
general public well informed.
The establishment, maintenance, and prompt removal of lane diversions can be effectively managed by
interagency planning that includes representatives of highway and public safety agencies.
Guidance:
All traffic control devices needed to set up the TTC at a traffic incident should be available so that they
can be readily deployed for all major traffic incidents. The TTC should include the proper traffic diversions,
tapered lane closures, and upstream warning devices to alert approaching traffic of the end of a queue.
Attention should be paid to the end of the traffic queue such that warning is given to road users
approaching the end of the queue.
If manual traffic control is needed, it should be provided by qualified flaggers or uniformed law
enforcement officers.
Option:
If flaggers are used to provide traffic control for an incident management situation, the flaggers may use
appropriate traffic control devices that are readily available or that can be brought to the traffic incident scene
on short notice.
Guidance:
When flares are used to initiate TTC at traffic incidents, more permanent traffic control devices should
replace them as soon as practical. Both the flare and its supporting device should then be removed from the
roadway.
On-scene responders should be trained in safe practices for accomplishing their tasks in and near traffic.
Responders should always be aware of their visibility to oncoming traffic and take measures to move the
traffic incident as far off the traveled roadway as possible or to provide for appropriate warning.
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Section 6I.03 Intermediate Traffic Incidents
Support:
Intermediate traffic incidents typically affect travel lanes for a time period of 30 minutes to 2 hours, and
usually require traffic control on the scene to divert road users past the blockage. Full roadway closures
might be needed for short periods during traffic incident clearance to allow traffic incident responders to
accomplish their tasks.
The establishment, maintenance, and prompt removal of lane diversions can be effectively managed by
interagency planning that includes representatives of highway and public safety agencies.
Guidance:
All traffic control devices needed to set up the TTC at a traffic incident should be available so that they
can be readily deployed for intermediate traffic incidents. The TTC should include the proper traffic
diversions, tapered lane closures, and upstream warning devices to alert approaching traffic of the end of a
queue.
Attention should be paid to the end of the traffic queue such that warning is given to road users
approaching the end of the queue.
If manual traffic control is needed, it should be provided by qualified flaggers or uniformed law
enforcement officers.
Option:
If flaggers are used to provide traffic control for an incident management situation, the flaggers may use
appropriate traffic control devices that are readily available or that can be brought to the traffic incident scene
on short notice.
Guidance:
When flares are used to initiate TTC at traffic incidents, more permanent traffic devices should replace
them as soon as practical. Both the flare and its supporting device should then be removed from the roadway.
On-scene responders should be trained in safe practices for accomplishing their tasks in and near traffic.
Responders should always be aware of their visibility to oncoming traffic and take measures to move the
traffic incident as far off the traveled roadway as possible or to provide for appropriate warning.
Section 6I.04 Minor Traffic Incidents
Support:
Minor traffic incidents are typically disabled vehicles and minor crashes that result in lane closures of
less than 30 minutes. On-scene responders are typically law enforcement and towing companies, and
occasionally highway agency service patrol vehicles.
Diversion of traffic into other lanes is often not needed or is needed only briefly. It is not generally
possible or practical to set up a lane closure with traffic control devices for a minor traffic incident. Traffic
control is the responsibility of on-scene responders.
Guidance:
When a minor traffic incident blocks a travel lane, it should be removed from that lane to the shoulder as
quickly as possible.
Section 6I.05 Use of Emergency-Vehicle Lighting
Support:
The use of emergency-vehicle lighting (such as high-intensity rotating, flashing, oscillating, or strobe
lights) is essential, especially in the initial stages of a traffic incident, for the safety of emergency responders
and persons involved in the traffic incident, as well as road users approaching the traffic incident.
Emergency-vehicle lighting, however, provides warning only and provides no effective traffic control. It is
often confusing to road users, especially at night. Road users approaching the traffic incident from the
opposite direction on a divided facility are often distracted by emergency-vehicle lighting and slow their
vehicles to look at the traffic incident posing a hazard to themselves and others traveling in their direction.
The use of emergency-vehicle lighting can be reduced if good traffic control has been established at a
traffic incident scene. This is especially true for major traffic incidents that might involve a number of
emergency vehicles. If good traffic control is established through placement of advanced warning signs and
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traffic control devices to divert or detour traffic, then public safety agencies can perform their tasks on scene
with minimal emergency-vehicle lighting.
Guidance:
Public safety agencies should examine their policies on the use of emergency-vehicle lighting, especially
after a traffic incident scene is secured, with the intent of reducing the use of this lighting as much as possible
while not endangering those at the scene. Special consideration should be given to reducing or extinguishing
forward facing emergency-vehicle lighting, especially on divided roadways, to reduce distractions to oncoming road users.
Vehicle headlights not needed for illumination, or to provide notice to other road users of the incident
response vehicle being in an unexpected location, should be turned off at night.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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CASS ARRIETA CONFINED SPACE ENTRY PROGRAM
General
The type of work performed by Cass Arrieta mainly excavation, trenching, and pipe
installation, requires frequent access and exposure to confined spaces. Extreme caution must
be exercised when dealing with confined spaces to avoid injury or death to employees.
A confined space is defined as:
1. Large enough and so configured that that an employee can bodily enter and perform
assigned work; and
2. Has limited or restructured means for entry or exit; and
3. Is not designed for continuous employee occupancy
It is the objective of the confined space entry program to establish strict procedures that will
eliminate unexpected exposure to hazardous materials, oxygen deficient/rich or toxic gaseous
atmospheres while working in a confined space. It will also provide adequate safeguards for
response during a confined space entry emergency.
Testing
Prior to entry into a confined space by any Cass Arrieta employee, the following tests must be
performed by a competent person with a calibrated gas testing instrument that can accurately
test for the following conditions:
1. Dangerous air contamination due to the flammability of a gas or vapor that is defined
as an atmosphere containing the gas or vapor at a concentration greater than 20
percent of its lower explosive limit.
2. Dangerous air contamination due to a combustible particulate that is defined as
concentration greater than 20 percent of the minimum explosive concentration of the
particulate.
3. Dangerous air contamination due to the toxicity of a substance that is defined as the
atmospheric concentration immediately hazardous to life or health.
4. Oxygen Deficiency – An atmosphere containing oxygen at a concentration of less than
19.5 percent by volume.
5. Oxygen Enrichment – An atmosphere containing more than 23.5 percent oxygen by
volume.
Bump testing of the gas testing instrument is to be performed on a minimum 30-day interval
schedule to demonstrate proper calibration and performance of the unit.
If the instrument has been dropped, damaged or exposed to contaminants that might adversely
affect the calibration of the unit, or if the operator of the unit has any doubt about the
calibration of the sensors the unit should be bump tested prior to use.
Readings or results of the bump test will be recorded on the Cass Arrieta “Bump Test Log”.
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After testing the confined space, the time, location and exact numeric reading will be recorded
on a Confined Space Checklist. No person shall be allowed to enter a confined space
without a safe indicator reading on all tests.
The tests must be performed at the entrance and at various levels throughout the space,
including the top, bottom, and any compartments within the space.
Periodic tests of the confined space must be conducted every hour. The frequency will be
increased as the possibility of contamination increases. If there is a high possibility of
contamination, the tests will be constant.
Confined Space Entry Procedure
If tests indicate a non-permit confined space, then entry to the confined space can proceed
after the following actions:
a. A direct reading from a calibrated confined space meter.
b. Inspect and survey the area to assure the confined space is free of obstructions of
substances that might affect ventilation.
c. Removal of all manhole covers and place protectors around each opening.
d. Test the space at the top, middle, and bottom of the space.
e. Complete the confined space checklist. Checklist to be onsite at all times for all
employees, developer, and inspectors to review before they enter the confined space.
f. If the confined space meter shows unacceptable atmosphere readings, or if a situation
could constitute a hazard, everyone must exit the confined space and repeats steps a –
e before re-entry.
If the tests indicate an unsafe condition, the following space preparation, entry procedures,
and safety considerations must be followed:
a. Mechanically ventilate the space with a NFDA blower until an acceptable reading can
be read in all areas tested. All measures taken to ventilate the area including location
of blower, and location of ventilation hose, must be documented on the confined space
checklist. Continue to mechanically ventilate and test and ensure test results are
recorded.
b. If the possibility of unsafe conditions exists, the space is to be considered a “permit
required” space. The permit (Cass Arrieta Confined Space Entry Permit) will be filled
out correctly by a competent person and posted in an easily visible place. All permitrequired confined spaces must be identified as permit required confined spaces and
have warning signs posted as well as barricades, as appropriate.
c. If acceptable atmospheric levels cannot be achieved by mechanical ventilation
ENTRY TO THE SPACE WILL NOT BE ALLOWED!
d. All lock-out/block-out or isolation procedures taken will be correctly documented on
the permit.
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e. A safety harness and safety line will be worn unless it can be shown that it would
endanger the life of the employee. Never tie the safety line to a piece of equipment
that can be moved.
f. At least one employee shall stand by on the outside of the confined space that is ready
to give assistance in case of emergency.
g. A hoisting device or other effective means for lifting employees out of the space shall
be provided.
h. Work involving the use of flammable arc, spark, or any other source of ignition is
prohibited.
i. Testing of the space shall be conducted first to measure oxygen, then flammability,
then toxic gases before entry and tested frequently and recorded on the confined space
entry permit.
j. Only approved lighting and electrical equipment that is in accordance with the low
voltage electrical safety orders shall be used in a space subject to contamination by
flammable or explosive substances.
k. Effective means of communication between employees in a confined space shall be
established and maintained.
l. Lines in the space that have the possibility of contaminating the space must be
disconnected or blocked.
m. Ensure safe access to and from the space is maintained.
n. Internal combustion engines, compressed gas cylinders, heaters, welders, and any
other oxygen consuming equipment will not be allowed into the space.
o. No equipment should be parked near the entrance to a confined space as to not
contaminate the air with exhaust fumes.
p. If at any time someone suspects that the conditions in the confined space are not
correct or safe, all employees must exit the space immediately and the space retested.
q. Anyone who enters a permit required space shall:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Know hazards and signs of exposure.
Properly use equipment during entry.
Maintain continuous communication with attendant.
Alert attendant when warning signs or prohibited conditions exist.
5. Exit quickly when ordered to by the attendant or supervisor or when
warning/danger signs are recognized or an evacuation alarm is activated.
r. The entry supervisor of the permit required space shall:
1. Know hazards – modes, signs, symptoms, and consequences of exposure.
2. Verify permit complete and all procedures and equipment is at the site.
3. Terminate and cancel permit when a problem is noted or the entry is
completed.
4. Verify all entry operations and procedures are fully complied with.
5. If acceptable atmospheric levels cannot be achieved by mechanical ventilation
ENTRY TO THE SPACE WILL NOT BE ALLOWED!
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s. The attendant of the permit-required space shall:
1. Know hazards – modes, signs, symptoms and consequences of exposure.
2. Be aware of possible behavioral effects of hazard on entrants.
3. Continuously maintain an accurate identification and accounting of authorized
entrants.
4. Remain outside of the permit-required space during entry operations until
relieved by another attendant.
5. Maintain continuous communication with entrant.
6. Monitor activities and conditions inside and outside the permit space and order
evacuation of the space when:
i. A prohibited condition exists.
ii. Entrant’s behavior indicates effects of hazard.
iii. A situation outside of space could endanger entrant.
iv. If attendant can’t perform required duties.
v. Initiate rescue conditions when entrants may need assistance and
summon additional rescue services if required.
vi. Keep unauthorized persons away from the space. Notify entrant and
supervisor of unauthorized persons.
vii. Perform non-entry rescue.
viii. Perform no duties that might interfere with the primary duty of
protecting the entrant.
Training
All supervisors will be trained with the latest confined space entry procedures. An update
will occur annually or as new procedures are introduced, whichever is the shortest time span.
All supervisors will be trained in confined space testing, First Aid/CPR training, procedures,
and confined space documentation. All supervisors shall train their employees of the duties of
the attendant and the entrants before any entry to any confined space.
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Emergency Plan
In the even of an accident or injury in a confined space, a procedure has been developed to
facilitate the recover of the injured person. The standby person will have the responsibility
for the implementation of this plan. The following procedures are to be used:
a. Assess what the danger is inside the confined space.
b. Alert anyone around that there is an emergency in the space. Have them notify the
supervisor.
c. Enter the space if and only if there is no danger to the rescuer. Only proper protective
equipment shall be worn. If entry is not possible, use the safety line to pull the victim
out of the confined space.
d. Administer first aid as appropriate and call for an ambulance if necessary.
e. Secure the confined space from entry until testing procedures determine the space is
safe for re-entry.
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CASS ARRIETA
CONFINED SPACE and/or ENTRY PERMIT

LOCATION

DATE:

EMPLOYEES ASSIGNED

TIME ISSUED:
TIME COMPLETED

HAVE THE FOLLOWING PRE-CAUTIONS
BEEN TAKEN?

CHECK
YES/NO

1. Were possible hazards, testing methods and
emergency procedures explained to employees
assigned?
2. Are intersecting lines and inlets that could
contain contaminated feeds disconnected,
blinded or broken off (excluding utilities)?

3. Is the space area emptied, flushed or
otherwise purged of contaminating
substances?
4. Is there proper access (ladder, ramp or stairs)
to the space?
5. Was the air tested at all levels? DO NOT
IMMERSE TESTING EQUIPMENT IN
ANY LIQUID.
6. Is a sufficient frequency of testing scheduled
7. Are safety harnesses and life lines available if
they are needed?
8. Is N.F.P.A. ventilation equipment available if
needed?

___ ___

BUMP TEST (IF REQUIRED)

Date of Bump Test:

__________________________

Detector Model:

__________________________

Detector Serial #:

__________________________

___ ___
Last Calibration Date: __________________________

___ ___

Test:

___ ___

Name of known gas

% of gas

Meter Reading
% ____________

___ ___
___ ___

________________

_______% ____________

___ ___

________________

_______% ____________

___ ___

Expiration date of gases from bottle: ____________

NOTE: If you cannot get a proper (clear) reading then DO NOT ENTER, refer to “Confined and Enclosed Space Entry
Procedures” in your Supervisors Safety Manual.
TESTS CONDUCTED
TIME / STATION

0-2 DEFICIENCY

COMBUSTIBLITY

TOXICITY

SAFETY EQUIPMENT USED:
______________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
FOREMAN or SUPERVISOR SIGNATURE
DATE

Revised: 02/27/14

CASS ARRIETA
BUMP TEST LOG

Date of Bump Test:

__________________________________

Detector Model :

__________________________________

Detector Serial #:

__________________________________

Last Calibration Date:

__________________________________

Test:
Name of known gas

% of gas

Meter Reading

____________________

_________%

_____________

____________________

_________%

_____________

____________________

_________%

_____________

Expiration date of gases from bottle: ____________________________

STANDARDS PRESENTATION
Page 1 of 26
TO
CALIFORNIA OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH STANDARDS BOARD
PROPOSED STATE STANDARD,
TITLE 8, CHAPTER 4
Add New Article 37. Confined Spaces in Construction
Add New Section 1950 as follows:
§1950. Scope.
(a) This standard sets forth requirements for practices and procedures to protect employees engaged
in construction activities at a worksite with one or more confined spaces, subject to the exceptions
in subsection (b) of this section.
NOTE to Section 1950(a): Examples of locations where confined spaces may occur include, but are
not limited to, the following: Bins; boilers; pits (such as elevator, escalator, pump, valve or other
equipment); manholes (such as sewer, storm drain, electrical, communication, or other utility);
tanks (such as fuel, chemical, water, or other liquid, solid or gas); incinerators; scrubbers; concrete
pier columns; sewers; transformer vaults; heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) ducts;
storm drains; water mains; precast concrete and other pre-formed manhole units; drilled shafts;
enclosed beams; vessels; digesters; lift stations; cesspools; silos; air receivers; sludge gates; air
preheaters; step up transformers; turbines; chillers; bag houses; and/or mixers/reactors.
(b) EXCEPTIONS: This standard does not apply to:
(1) Construction work regulated by Construction Safety Orders, Article 6, Excavations.
(2) Construction work regulated by the Tunnel Safety Orders.
(3) Construction work regulated by General Industry Safety Orders, Group 26, Diving Operations.
(4) Construction work regulated by the General Industry Safety Orders, Article 154, Pressurized
Worksite Operations.
(c) Where this standard applies and there is a provision that addresses a confined space hazard in
another applicable Title 8 standard, the employer shall comply with both that requirement and the
applicable provisions of this standard.
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, Labor Code.
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Add New Section 1951 as follows:
§1951. Definitions.
The following terms are defined for the purposes of this Article only:
Acceptable entry conditions means the conditions that shall exist in a permit space, before an
employee may enter that space, to ensure that employees can safely enter into, and safely work
within, the space.
Attendant means an individual stationed outside one or more permit spaces who assesses the status
of authorized entrants and who shall perform the duties specified in Section 1958.
Authorized entrant means an employee who is authorized by the entry supervisor to enter a permit
space.
Barrier means a physical obstruction that blocks or limits access.
Blanking or blinding means the absolute closure of a pipe, line, or duct by the fastening of a solid
plate (such as a spectacle blind or a skillet blind) that completely covers the bore and that is capable
of withstanding the maximum pressure of the pipe, line, or duct with no leakage beyond the plate.
Competent person. See Section 1504 for the definition of competent person.
Confined space means a space that:
(1) Is large enough and so configured that an employee can bodily enter it;
(2) Has limited or restricted means for entry and exit; and
(3) Is not designed for continuous employee occupancy.
Control means the action taken to reduce the level of any hazard inside a confined space using
engineering methods (for example, by ventilation), and then using these methods to maintain the
reduced hazard level. Control also refers to the engineering methods used for this purpose. Personal
protective equipment is not a control.
Controlling contractor - See Section 336.10(c), Controlling employer.
NOTE: If the controlling contractor owns or manages the property, then it is both a controlling
employer and a host employer.
Double block and bleed means the closure of a line, duct, or pipe by closing and locking or tagging
two in-line valves and by opening and locking or tagging a drain or vent valve in the line between
the two closed valves.
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Early-warning system means the method used to alert authorized entrants and attendants that an
engulfment hazard may be developing. Examples of early-warning systems include, but are not
limited to: alarms activated by remote sensors; and lookouts with equipment for immediately
communicating with the authorized entrants and attendants.
Emergency means any occurrence (including any failure of power, hazard control or monitoring
equipment) or event, internal or external, to the permit space that could endanger entrants.
Engulfment means the surrounding and effective capture of a person by a liquid or finely divided
(flowable) solid substance that can be aspirated to cause death by filling or plugging the respiratory
system or that can exert enough force on the body to cause death by strangulation, constriction,
crushing, or suffocation.
Entry means the action by which any part of a person passes through an opening into a permitrequired confined space. Entry includes ensuing work activities in that space and is considered to
have occurred as soon as any part of the entrant’s body breaks the plane of an opening into the
space, whether or not such action is intentional or any work activities are actually performed in the
space.
Entry employer means any employer who decides that an employee it directs will enter a permit
space.
NOTE: An employer cannot avoid the duties of the standard merely by refusing to decide whether
its employees will enter a permit space, and the Division will consider the failure to so decide to be
an implicit decision to allow employees to enter those spaces if they are working in the proximity of
the space.
Entry permit (permit) means the written or printed document that is provided by the employer who
designated the space a permit space to allow and control entry into a permit space and that contains
the information specified in Section 1955.
Entry rescue occurs when a rescue service enters a permit space to rescue one or more employees.
Entry supervisor means the qualified person (such as the employer, foreman, or crew chief)
responsible for determining if acceptable entry conditions are present at a permit space where entry
is planned, for authorizing entry and overseeing entry operations, and for terminating entry as
required by this standard.
NOTE: An entry supervisor also may serve as an attendant or as an authorized entrant, as long as
that person is trained and equipped as required by this standard for each role he or she fills. Also,
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the duties of entry supervisor may be passed from one individual to another during the course of an
entry operation.
Hazard means a physical hazard or hazardous atmosphere. See definitions below.
Hazardous atmosphere means an atmosphere that may expose employees to the risk of death,
incapacitation, impairment of ability to self-rescue (that is, escape unaided from a permit space),
injury, or acute illness from one or more of the following causes:
(1) Flammable gas, vapor, or mist in excess of 10 percent of its lower flammable limit (LFL);
(2) Airborne combustible dust at a concentration that meets or exceeds its LFL;
NOTE to subsection (2): This concentration may be approximated as a condition in which the
combustible dust obscures vision at a distance of 5 feet (1.52 meters) or less.
(3) Atmospheric oxygen concentration below 19.5 percent or above 23.5 percent;
(4) Atmospheric concentration of any substance for which a dose or a permissible exposure limit is
published in Article 4 of the Construction Safety Orders and Group 16 of the General Industry
Safety Orders;
NOTE to subsection (4): An atmospheric concentration of any substance that is not capable of
causing death, incapacitation, impairment of ability to self-rescue, injury, or acute illness due to its
health effects is not covered by this definition.
(5) Any other atmospheric condition that is immediately dangerous to life or health.
NOTE to subsection (5): For air contaminants for which the Division has not determined a dose or
permissible exposure limit, other sources of information, such as Safety Data Sheets that comply
with the Hazard Communication Standard, Section 5194, published information, and internal
documents can provide guidance in establishing acceptable atmospheric conditions.
Host employer means the employer that owns or manages the property where the construction work
is taking place.
NOTE: If the owner of the property on which the construction activity occurs has contracted with
an entity for the general management of that property, and has transferred to that entity the
information specified in Section 1952(h)(1), the Division will treat the contracted management
entity as the host employer for as long as that entity manages the property. Otherwise, the Division
will treat the owner of the property as the host employer. In no case will there be more than one
host employer.
Hot work means operations capable of providing a source of ignition (for example, riveting,
welding, cutting, burning, and heating).
Immediately dangerous to life or health (IDLH) means any condition that would interfere with an
individual’s ability to escape unaided from a permit space and that poses a threat to life or that
would cause irreversible adverse health effects.
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NOTE: Some materials—hydrogen fluoride gas and cadmium vapor, for example—may produce
immediate transient effects that, even if severe, may pass without medical attention, but are
followed by sudden, possibly fatal collapse 12-72 hours after exposure. The victim "feels normal"
after recovery from transient effects until collapse. Such materials in hazardous quantities are
considered to be “immediately” dangerous to life or health.
Inerting means displacing the atmosphere in a permit space by a noncombustible gas (such as
nitrogen) to such an extent that the resulting atmosphere is noncombustible.
NOTE: This procedure produces an IDLH oxygen-deficient atmosphere.
Isolate or isolation means the process by which employees in a confined space are completely
protected against the release of energy and material into the space, and contact with a physical
hazard, by such means as: blanking or blinding; misaligning or removing sections of lines, pipes, or
ducts; a double block and bleed system; lockout or tagout of all sources of energy; blocking or
disconnecting all mechanical linkages; or placement of barriers to eliminate the potential for
employee contact with a physical hazard.
Limited or restricted means for entry or exit means a condition that has a potential to impede an
employee’s movement into or out of a confined space. Such conditions include, but are not limited
to, trip hazards, poor illumination, slippery floors, inclining surfaces and ladders.
Line breaking means the intentional opening of a pipe, line, or duct that is or has been carrying
flammable, corrosive, or toxic material, an inert gas, or any fluid at a volume, pressure, or
temperature capable of causing injury.
Lockout means the placement of a lockout device on an energy isolating device, in accordance with
an established procedure, ensuring that the energy isolating device and the equipment being
controlled cannot be operated until the lockout device is removed.
Lower flammable limit or lower explosive limit means the minimum concentration of a substance
in air needed for an ignition source to cause a flame or explosion.
Monitor or monitoring means the process used to identify and evaluate the hazards after an
authorized entrant enters the space. This is a process of checking for changes that is performed in a
periodic or continuous manner after the completion of the initial testing or evaluation of that space.
Non-entry rescue occurs when a rescue service, usually the attendant, retrieves employees in a
permit space without entering the permit space.
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Non-permit confined space means a confined space that meets the definition of a confined space but
does not meet the requirements for a permit-required confined space, as defined in this Article.
Oxygen deficient atmosphere means an atmosphere containing less than 19.5 percent oxygen by
volume.
Oxygen enriched atmosphere means an atmosphere containing more than 23.5 percent oxygen by
volume.
Permit-required confined space (permit space) means a confined space that has one or more of the
following characteristics: (1) Contains or has a potential to contain a hazardous atmosphere; (2)
Contains a material that has the potential for engulfing an entrant; (3) Has an internal configuration
such that an entrant could be trapped or asphyxiated by inwardly converging walls or by a floor
which slopes downward and tapers to a smaller cross-section; or (4) Contains any other recognized
serious safety or health hazard.
Permit-required confined space program (permit space program) means the employer’s overall
program for controlling, and, where appropriate, for protecting employees from, permit space
hazards and for regulating employee entry into permit spaces.
Physical hazard means an existing or potential hazard that can cause death or serious physical
damage. Examples include, but are not limited to: explosives (as defined by Section 5237,
definition of “explosive”); mechanical, electrical, hydraulic and pneumatic energy; radiation;
temperature extremes; engulfment; noise; and inwardly converging surfaces. Physical hazard also
includes chemicals that can cause death or serious physical damage through skin or eye contact
(rather than through inhalation).
Prohibited condition means any condition in a permit space that is not allowed by the permit during
the period when entry is authorized. A hazardous atmosphere is a prohibited condition unless the
employer can demonstrate that personal protective equipment (PPE) will provide effective
protection for each employee in the permit space and provides the appropriate PPE to each
employee.
Qualified person means one who, by possession of a recognized degree, certificate, or professional
standing, or who by extensive knowledge, training, and experience, has successfully demonstrated
the ability to solve or resolve problems relating to the subject matter, the work, or the project.
Representative permit space means a mock-up of a confined space that has entrance openings that
are similar to, and is of similar size, configuration, and accessibility to, the permit space that
authorized entrants enter.
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Rescue means retrieving, and providing medical assistance to, one or more employees who are in a
permit space.
Rescue service means the personnel designated to rescue employees from permit spaces.
Retrieval system means the equipment (including a retrieval line, chest or full body harness,
wristlets or anklets, if appropriate, and a lifting device or anchor) used for non-entry rescue of
persons from permit spaces.
Serious physical damage means an impairment or illness in which a body part is made functionally
useless or is substantially reduced in efficiency. Such impairment or illness may be permanent or
temporary and includes, but is not limited to, loss of consciousness, disorientation, or other
immediate and substantial reduction in mental efficiency. Injuries involving such impairment would
usually require treatment by a physician or other licensed health-care professional.
Tagout means:
(1) Placement of a tagout device on a circuit or equipment that has been deenergized, in accordance
with an established procedure, to indicate that the circuit or equipment being controlled may not be
operated until the tagout device is removed; and
(2) The employer ensures that:
(A) tagout provides equivalent protection to lockout, or
(B) that lockout is infeasible and the employer has relieved, disconnected, restrained and otherwise
rendered safe stored (residual) energy.
Test or testing means the process by which the hazards that may confront entrants of a permit space
are identified and evaluated. Testing includes specifying the tests that are to be performed in the
permit space.
NOTE: Testing enables employers both to devise and implement adequate control measures for the
protection of authorized entrants and to determine if acceptable entry conditions are present
immediately prior to, and during, entry.
Ventilate or ventilation means controlling a hazardous atmosphere using continuous forced-air
mechanical systems that meet the requirements of Section 1530, General Requirements for
Mechanical Ventilation Systems.
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, Labor Code.
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Add New Section 1952 as follows:
§1952. General Requirements.
(a) Before it begins work at a worksite, each employer shall ensure that a competent person
identifies all confined spaces in which one or more of the employees it directs may work, and
identifies each space that is a permit space, through consideration and evaluation of the elements of
that space, including testing as necessary.
(b) If the workplace contains one or more permit spaces, the employer who identifies, or who
receives notice of, a permit space shall:
(1) Inform exposed employees by posting danger signs or by any other equally effective means, of
the existence and location of, and the danger posed by, each permit space; and
NOTE to Section 1952(b)(1): A sign reading “DANGER -- PERMIT-REQUIRED CONFINED
SPACE, DO NOT ENTER” or using other similar language would satisfy the requirement for a
sign.
(2) Inform, in a timely manner and in a manner other than posting, its employees’ authorized
representatives and the controlling contractor of the existence and location of, and the danger posed
by, each permit space.
(c) Each employer who identifies, or receives notice of, a permit space and has not authorized
employees it directs to work in that space shall take effective measures to prevent those employees
from entering that permit space, in addition to complying with all other applicable requirements of
this standard.
(d) If any employer decides that employees it directs will enter a permit space, that employer shall
have a written permit space program that complies with Section 1953 implemented at the
construction site. The written program shall be made available prior to and during entry operations
for inspection by employees and their authorized representatives.
(e) An employer may use the alternate procedures specified in Section 1952(e)(2) for entering a
permit space only under the conditions set forth in Section 1952(e)(1).
(1) An employer whose employees enter a permit space need not comply with Sections 1953
through 1955 and Sections 1957 through 1960, provided that all of the following conditions are
met:
(A) The employer can demonstrate that all physical hazards in the space are eliminated or isolated
through engineering controls so that the only hazard posed by the permit space is an actual or
potential hazardous atmosphere;
(B) The employer can demonstrate that continuous forced air ventilation alone is sufficient to
maintain that permit space safe for entry, and that, in the event the ventilation system stops
working, entrants can exit the space safely;
(C) The employer develops monitoring and inspection data that supports the demonstrations
required by Section 1952(e)(1)(A) and (e)(1)(B);
(D) If an initial entry of the permit space is necessary to obtain the data required by Section
1952(e)(1)(C), the entry is performed in compliance with Sections 1953 through 1960;
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(E) The determinations and supporting data required by Section 1952(e)(1)(A), Section
1952(e)(1)(B), and Section 1952(e)(1)(C) are documented by the employer and are made available
to each employee who enters the permit space under the terms of Section 1952(e) or to that
employee’s authorized representative; and
(F) Entry into the permit space under the terms of Section 1952(e)(1) is performed in accordance
with the requirements of Section 1952(e)(2).
NOTE to Section 1952(e)(1): See Section 1952(g) for reclassification of a permit space after all
hazards within the space have been eliminated.
(2) The following requirements apply to entry into permit spaces that meet the conditions set forth
in Section 1952(e)(1):
(A) Any conditions making it unsafe to remove an entrance cover shall be eliminated before the
cover is removed.
(B) When entrance covers are removed, the opening shall be immediately guarded by a railing,
temporary cover, or other temporary barrier that will prevent an accidental fall through the opening
and that will protect each employee working in the space from foreign objects entering the space.
(C) Before an employee enters the space, the internal atmosphere shall be tested, with a calibrated
direct-reading instrument, for oxygen content, for flammable gases and vapors, and for potential
toxic air contaminants, in that order. Any employee who enters the space, or that employee’s
authorized representative, shall be provided an opportunity to observe the pre-entry testing required
by subsection (e).
(D) No hazardous atmosphere is permitted within the space whenever any employee is inside the
space.
(E) Continuous forced air ventilation shall be used, as follows:
1. An employee shall not enter the space until the forced air ventilation has eliminated any
hazardous atmosphere;
2. The forced air ventilation shall be so directed as to ventilate the immediate areas where an
employee is or will be present within the space and shall continue until all employees have left the
space;
3. The air supply for the forced air ventilation shall be from a clean source and shall not increase the
hazards in the space.
(F) The atmosphere within the space shall be continuously monitored unless the entry employer can
demonstrate that equipment for continuous monitoring is not commercially available or periodic
monitoring is sufficient. If continuous monitoring is used, the employer shall ensure that the
monitoring equipment has an alarm that will notify all entrants if a specified atmospheric threshold
is achieved, or that an employee will check the monitor with sufficient frequency to ensure that
entrants have adequate time to escape. If continuous monitoring is not used, periodic monitoring is
required. All monitoring shall ensure that the continuous forced air ventilation is preventing the
accumulation of a hazardous atmosphere. Any employee who enters the space, or that employee’s
authorized representative, shall be provided with an opportunity to observe the testing required by
subsection (e)(2)(F).
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(G) If a hazard is detected during entry:
1. Each employee shall leave the space immediately;
2. The space shall be evaluated to determine how the hazard developed; and
3. The employer shall implement measures to protect employees from the hazard before any
subsequent entry takes place.
(H) The employer shall ensure a safe method of entering and exiting the space. If a hoisting system
is used, it shall be designed and manufactured for personnel hoisting; however, a job-made hoisting
system is permissible if it is approved for personnel hoisting by a registered professional engineer,
in writing, prior to use.
(I) The employer shall verify that the space is safe for entry and that the pre-entry measures
required by Section 1952(e)(2) have been taken, through a written certification that contains the
date, the location of the space, and the signature of the person providing the certification. The
certification shall be made before entry and shall be made available to each employee entering the
space or to that employee’s authorized representative.
(f) When there are changes in the use or configuration of a non-permit confined space that might
increase the hazards to entrants, or some indication that the initial evaluation of the space may not
have been adequate, each entry employer shall have a competent person reevaluate that space and,
if necessary, reclassify it as a permit-required confined space.
(g) A space classified by an employer as a permit-required confined space may only be reclassified
as a non-permit confined space when a competent person determines that all of the applicable
requirements in Section 1952(g)(1) through (g)(4) have been met:
(1) If the permit space poses no actual or potential atmospheric hazards and if all hazards within the
space are eliminated or isolated without entry into the space (unless the employer can demonstrate
that doing so without entry is infeasible), the permit space may be reclassified as a non-permit
confined space for as long as the non-atmospheric hazards remain eliminated or isolated;
(2) The entry employer shall eliminate or isolate the hazards without entering the space, unless it
can demonstrate that this is infeasible. If it is necessary to enter the permit space to eliminate or
isolate hazards, such entry shall be performed under Sections 1953 through 1960. If testing and
inspection during that entry demonstrate that the hazards within the permit space have been
eliminated or isolated, the permit space may be reclassified as a non-permit confined space for as
long as the hazards remain eliminated or isolated;
NOTE to Section 1952(g)(2): Control of atmospheric hazards through forced air ventilation does
not constitute elimination or isolation of the hazards. Section 1952(e) covers permit space entry
where the employer can demonstrate that forced air ventilation alone will control all hazards in the
space.
(3) The entry employer shall document the basis for determining that all hazards in a permit space
have been eliminated or isolated, through a certification that contains the date, the location of the
space, and the signature of the person making the determination. The certification shall be made
available to each employee entering the space or to that employee’s authorized representative; and
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(4) If hazards arise within a permit space that has been reclassified as a non-permit space under
Section 1952(g), each employee in the space shall exit the space. The entry employer shall then
reevaluate the space and reclassify it as a permit space as appropriate in accordance with all other
applicable provisions of this standard.
(h) Permit Space Entry Communication and Coordination.
(1) Before entry operations begin, the host employer shall provide the following information, if it
has it, to the controlling contractor:
(A) The location of each known permit space;
(B) The hazards or potential hazards in each space or the reason it is a permit space; and
(C) Any precautions that the host employer or any previous controlling contractor or entry
employer implemented for the protection of employees in the permit space.
(2) Before entry operations begin, the controlling contractor shall:
(A) Obtain the host employer’s information about the permit space hazards and previous entry
operations; and
(B) Provide the following information to each entity entering a permit space and any other entity at
the worksite whose activities could foreseeably result in a hazard in the permit space:
1. The information received from the host employer;
2. Any additional information the controlling contractor has about the subjects listed in Section
1952(h)(1); and
3. The precautions that the host employer, controlling contractor, or other entry employers
implemented for the protection of employees in the permit spaces.
(3) Before entry operations begin, each entry employer shall:
(A) Obtain all of the controlling contractor’s information regarding permit space hazards and entry
operations; and
(B) Inform the controlling contractor of the permit space program that the entry employer will
follow, including any hazards likely to be confronted or created in each permit space.
(4) The controlling contractor and entry employer(s) shall coordinate entry operations when:
(A) More than one entity performs permit space entry at the same time; or
(B) Permit space entry is performed at the same time that any activities that could foreseeably result
in a hazard in the permit space are performed.
(5) After entry operations:
(A) The controlling contractor shall debrief each entity that entered a permit space regarding the
permit space program followed and any hazards confronted or created in the permit space(s) during
entry operations;
(B) The entry employer shall inform the controlling contractor in a timely manner of the permit
space program followed and of any hazards confronted or created in the permit space(s) during
entry operations; and
(C) The controlling contractor shall apprise the host employer of the information exchanged with
the entry entities pursuant to subsection (h)(5).
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NOTE to Section 1952(h): Unless a host employer or controlling contractor has or will have
employees in a confined space, it is not required to enter any confined space to collect the
information specified in Section 1952(h).
(i) If there is no controlling contractor present at the worksite, the requirements for, and role of,
controlling contactors in Section 1952 shall be fulfilled by the host employer or other employer
who arranges to have employees of another employer perform work that involves permit space
entry.
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, Labor Code.
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Add New Section 1953 as follows:
§1953. Permit-Required Confined Space Program.
(a) Each entry employer shall:
(1) Implement the measures necessary to prevent unauthorized entry;
(2) Identify and evaluate the hazards of permit spaces before employees enter them;
(3) Develop and implement the means, procedures, and practices necessary for safe permit space
entry operations, including, but not limited to, the following:
(A) Specifying acceptable entry conditions;
(B) Providing each authorized entrant or that employee’s authorized representative with the
opportunity to observe any monitoring or testing of permit spaces;
(C) Isolating the permit space and physical hazard(s) within the space;
(D) Purging, inerting, flushing, or ventilating the permit space as necessary to eliminate or control
atmospheric hazards;
NOTE to Section 1953(a)(3)(D): When an employer is unable to reduce the atmosphere below 10
percent LFL, the employer may only enter if the employer inerts the space so as to render the entire
atmosphere in the space non-combustible, and the employees use PPE to address any other
atmospheric hazards (such as oxygen deficiency), and the employer eliminates or isolates all
physical hazards in the space.
(E) Determining that, in the event the ventilation system stops working, the monitoring procedures
will detect an increase in atmospheric hazard levels in sufficient time for the entrants to safely exit
the permit space;
(F) Providing pedestrian, vehicle, or other barriers as necessary to protect entrants from external
hazards;
(G) Verifying that conditions in the permit space are acceptable for entry throughout the duration of
an authorized entry, and ensuring that employees are not allowed to enter into, or remain in, a
permit space with a hazardous atmosphere unless the employer can demonstrate that personal
protective equipment (PPE) will provide effective protection for each employee in the permit space
and provides the appropriate PPE to each employee; and
(H) Eliminating any conditions (for example, high pressure) that could make it unsafe to remove an
entrance cover.
(4) Provide the following equipment (specified in Section 1953(a)(4)(A) through (a)(4)(I)) at no
cost to each employee, maintain that equipment properly, and ensure that each employee uses that
equipment properly:
(A) Testing and monitoring equipment needed to comply with Section 1953(a)(5);
(B) Ventilating equipment needed to obtain acceptable entry conditions;
(C) Communications equipment necessary for compliance with Section 1957(a)(3) and Section
1958(a)(5), including any necessary electronic communication equipment for attendants assessing
entrants’ status in multiple spaces;
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(D) Personal protective equipment insofar as feasible engineering and work-practice controls do not
adequately protect employees;
NOTE to Section 1953(a)(4)(D): The requirements of Article 3 of the Construction Safety Orders,
Article 10 of the General Industry Safety Orders, and other PPE requirements continue to apply to
the use of PPE in a permit space. For example, if employees use respirators, then the respirator
requirements in Section 5144 (Respiratory protection) shall be met.
(E) Lighting equipment that meets the minimum illumination requirements in Section 1523, that is
approved for the ignitable or combustible properties of the specific gas, vapor, dust, or fiber that
will be present, and that is sufficient to enable employees to see well enough to work safely and to
exit the space quickly in an emergency;
(F) Barriers and shields as required by Section 1953(a)(3)(F);
(G) Equipment, such as ladders, needed for safe ingress and egress by authorized entrants;
(H) Rescue and emergency equipment needed to comply with Section 1953(a)(9), except to the
extent that the equipment is provided by rescue services; and
(I) Any other equipment necessary for safe entry into, safe exit from, and rescue from, permit
spaces.
(5) Evaluate permit space conditions in accordance with the following Section 1953(a)(5)(A)
through (a)(5)(F) when entry operations are conducted:
(A) Test conditions in the permit space to determine if acceptable entry conditions exist before
changes to the space’s natural ventilation are made, and before entry is authorized to begin, except
that, if an employer demonstrates that isolation of the space is infeasible because the space is large
or is part of a continuous system (such as a sewer), the employer shall:
1. Perform pre-entry testing to the extent feasible before entry is authorized; and,
2. If entry is authorized, continuously monitor entry conditions in the areas where authorized
entrants are working, except that employers may use periodic monitoring in accordance with
Section 1953(a)(5)(B) for monitoring an atmospheric hazard if they can demonstrate that equipment
for continuously monitoring that hazard is not commercially available;
3. Provide an early-warning system that continuously monitors for non-isolated engulfment
hazards. The system shall alert authorized entrants and attendants in sufficient time for the
authorized entrants to safely exit the space.
(B) Continuously monitor atmospheric hazards unless the employer can demonstrate that the
equipment for continuously monitoring a hazard is not commercially available or that periodic
monitoring is of sufficient frequency to ensure that the atmospheric hazard is being controlled at
safe levels. If continuous monitoring is not used, periodic monitoring is required with sufficient
frequency to ensure that acceptable entry conditions are being maintained during the course of entry
operations;
(C) When testing for atmospheric hazards, test first for oxygen, then for combustible gases and
vapors, and then for toxic gases and vapors;
(D) Provide each authorized entrant or that employee’s authorized representative an opportunity to
observe the pre-entry and any subsequent testing or monitoring of permit spaces;
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(E) Re-evaluate the permit space in the presence of any authorized entrant or that employee’s
authorized representative who requests that the employer conduct such reevaluation because there is
some indication that the evaluation of that space may not have been adequate; and
(F) Immediately provide each authorized entrant or that employee’s authorized representative with
the results of any testing conducted in accordance with Section 1953.
(6) Provide at least one attendant outside the permit space into which entry is authorized for the
duration of entry operations;
(A) Attendants may be assigned to more than one permit space provided the duties described in
Section 1958 can be effectively performed for each permit space.
(B) Attendants may be stationed at any location outside the permit space as long as the duties
described in Section 1958 can be effectively performed for each permit space to which the attendant
is assigned.
(7) If multiple spaces are to be assigned to a single attendant, include in the permit program the
means and procedures to enable the attendant to respond to an emergency affecting one or more of
those permit spaces without distraction from the attendant’s responsibilities under Section 1958;
(8) Designate each person who is to have an active role (as, for example, authorized entrants,
attendants, entry supervisors, or persons who test or monitor the atmosphere in a permit space) in
entry operations, identify the duties of each such employee, and provide each such employee with
the training required by Section 1956;
(9) Develop and implement procedures for summoning rescue and emergency services (including
procedures for summoning emergency assistance in the event of a failed non-entry rescue), for
rescuing entrants from permit spaces, for providing necessary emergency services to rescued
employees, and for preventing unauthorized personnel from attempting a rescue;
(10) Develop and implement a system for the preparation, issuance, use, and cancellation of entry
permits as required by this standard, including the safe termination of entry operations under both
planned and emergency conditions;
(11) Develop and implement procedures to coordinate entry operations, in consultation with the
controlling contractor, when employees of more than one employer are working simultaneously in a
permit space or elsewhere on the worksite where their activities could, either alone or in
conjunction with the activities within a permit space, foreseeably result in a hazard within the
confined space, so that employees of one employer do not endanger the employees of any other
employer;
(12) Develop and implement procedures (such as closing off a permit space and canceling the
permit) necessary for concluding the entry after entry operations have been completed;
(13) Review entry operations when the measures taken under the permit space program may not
protect employees and revise the program to correct deficiencies found to exist before subsequent
entries are authorized; and
NOTE to Section 1953(a)(13): Examples of circumstances requiring the review of the permit space
program include, but are not limited to: any unauthorized entry of a permit space, the detection of a
permit space hazard not covered by the permit, the detection of a condition prohibited by the
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permit, the occurrence of an injury or near-miss during entry, a change in the use or configuration
of a permit space, and employee complaints about the effectiveness of the program.
(14) Review the permit space program, using the canceled permits retained under Section 1954(f),
within 1 year after each entry and revise the program as necessary to ensure that employees
participating in entry operations are protected from permit space hazards.
NOTE to Section 1953(a)(14): Employers may perform a single annual review covering all entries
performed during a 12-month period. If no entry is performed during a 12-month period, no review
is necessary.
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, Labor Code.
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Add New Section 1954 as follows:
§1954. Permitting Process.
(a) Before entry is authorized, each entry employer shall document the completion of measures
required by Section 1953(a)(3) by preparing an entry permit.
(b) Before entry begins, the entry supervisor identified on the permit shall sign the entry permit to
authorize entry.
(c) The completed permit shall be made available at the time of entry to all authorized entrants or
their authorized representatives, by posting it at the entry portal or by any other equally effective
means, so that the entrants can confirm that pre-entry preparations have been completed.
(d) The duration of the permit may not exceed the time required to complete the assigned task or
job identified on the permit in accordance with Section 1955(a)(2).
(e) The entry supervisor shall terminate entry and take the following action when any of the
following apply:
(1) Cancel the entry permit when the entry operations covered by the entry permit have been
completed; or
(2) Suspend or cancel the entry permit and fully reassess the space before allowing reentry when a
condition that is not allowed under the entry permit arises in or near the permit space and that
condition is temporary in nature and does not change the configuration of the space or create any
new hazards within it; and
(3) Cancel the entry permit when a condition that is not allowed under the entry permit arises in or
near the permit space and that condition is not covered by Section 1954(e)(2).
(f) The entry employer shall retain each canceled entry permit for at least 1 year to facilitate the
review of the permit-required confined space program required by Section 1953(a)(14). Any
problems encountered during an entry operation shall be noted on the pertinent permit so that
appropriate revisions to the permit space program can be made.
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, Labor Code.
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Add New Section 1955 as follows:
§1955. Entry Permit.
(a) The entry permit that documents compliance with this section and authorizes entry to a permit
space shall identify:
(1) The permit space to be entered;
(2) The purpose of the entry;
(3) The date and the authorized duration of the entry permit;
(4) The authorized entrants within the permit space, by name or by such other means (for example,
through the use of rosters or tracking systems) as will enable the attendant to determine quickly and
accurately, for the duration of the permit, which authorized entrants are inside the permit space;
NOTE to Section 1955(a)(4): This requirement may be met by inserting a reference on the entry
permit as to the means used, such as a roster or tracking system, to keep track of the authorized
entrants within the permit space.
(5) Means of detecting an increase in atmospheric hazard levels in the event the ventilation system
stops working;
(6) Each person, by name, currently serving as an attendant;
(7) The individual, by name, currently serving as entry supervisor, and the signature or initials of
each entry supervisor who authorizes entry;
(8) The hazards of the permit space to be entered;
(9) The measures used to isolate the permit space and to eliminate or control permit space hazards
before entry;
NOTE to Section 1955(a)(9): Those measures can include, but are not limited to, the lockout or
tagging of equipment and procedures for purging, inerting, ventilating, and flushing permit spaces.
(10) The acceptable entry conditions;
(11) The results of tests and monitoring performed under Section 1953(a)(5), accompanied by the
names or initials of the testers and by an indication of when the tests were performed;
(12) The rescue and emergency services that can be summoned and the means (such as the
equipment to use and the numbers to call) for summoning those services;
(13) The communication procedures used by authorized entrants and attendants to maintain contact
during the entry;
(14) Equipment, such as personal protective equipment, testing equipment, communications
equipment, alarm systems, and rescue equipment, to be provided for compliance with this standard;
(15) Any other information necessary, given the circumstances of the particular confined space, to
ensure employee safety; and
(16) Any additional permits, such as for hot work, that have been issued to authorize work in the
permit space.
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, Labor Code.
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Add New Section 1956 as follows:
§1956. Training.
(a) The employer shall provide training to each employee whose work is regulated by this standard,
at no cost to the employee, and ensure that the employee possesses the understanding, knowledge,
and skills necessary for the safe performance of the duties assigned under this standard. This
training shall result in an understanding of the hazards in the permit space and the methods used to
isolate, control or in other ways protect employees from these hazards, and for those employees not
authorized to perform entry rescues, in the dangers of attempting such rescues.
(b) Training required by this section shall be provided to each affected employee:
(1) In both a language and vocabulary that the employee can understand;
(2) Before the employee is first assigned duties under this standard;
(3) Before there is a change in assigned duties;
(4) Whenever there is a change in permit space entry operations that presents a hazard about which
an employee has not previously been trained; and
(5) Whenever there is any evidence of a deviation from the permit space entry procedures required
by Section 1953(a)(3) or there are inadequacies in the employee’s knowledge or use of these
procedures.
(c) The training shall establish employee proficiency in the duties required by this standard and
shall introduce new or revised procedures, as necessary, for compliance with this standard.
(d) The employer shall maintain training records to show that the training required by Section
1956(a) through (c) has been accomplished. The training records shall contain each employee’s
name, the name of the trainers, and the dates of training. The documentation shall be available for
inspection by employees and their authorized representatives, for the period of time the employee is
employed by that employer.
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, Labor Code.
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Add New Section 1957 as follows:
§1957. Duties of Authorized Entrants.
(a) The entry employer shall ensure that all authorized entrants:
(1) Are familiar with and understand the hazards that may be faced during entry, including
information on the mode, signs or symptoms, and consequences of the exposure;
(2) Properly use equipment as required by Section 1953(a)(4);
(3) Communicate with the attendant as necessary to enable the attendant to assess entrant status and
to enable the attendant to alert entrants of the need to evacuate the space as required by Section
1958(a)(6);
(4) Alert the attendant whenever:
(A) There is any warning sign or symptom of exposure to a dangerous situation; or
(B) The entrant detects a prohibited condition; and
(5) Exit from the permit space as quickly as possible whenever:
(A) An order to evacuate is given by the attendant or the entry supervisor;
(B) There is any warning sign or symptom of exposure to a dangerous situation;
(C) The entrant detects a prohibited condition; or
(D) An evacuation alarm is activated.
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, Labor Code.
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Add New Section 1958 as follows:
§1958. Duties of Attendants.
(a) The entry employer shall ensure that each attendant:
(1) Is familiar with and understands the hazards that may be faced during entry, including
information on the mode, signs or symptoms, and consequences of the exposure;
(2) Is aware of possible behavioral effects of hazard exposure in authorized entrants;
(3) Continuously maintains an accurate count of authorized entrants in the permit space and ensures
that the means used to identify authorized entrants under Section 1955(a)(4) accurately identifies
who is in the permit space;
(4) Remains outside the permit space during entry operations until relieved by another attendant;
NOTE to Section 1958(a)(4): Once an attendant has been relieved by another attendant, the relieved
attendant may enter a permit space to attempt a rescue when the employer’s permit space program
allows attendant entry for rescue and the attendant has been trained and equipped for rescue
operations as required by Section 1960(a).
(5) Communicates with authorized entrants as necessary to assess entrant status and to alert entrants
of the need to evacuate the space under Section 1957(a)(5);
(6) Assesses activities and conditions inside and outside the space to determine if it is safe for
entrants to remain in the space and orders the authorized entrants to evacuate the permit space
immediately under any of the following conditions:
(A) If there is a prohibited condition;
(B) If the behavioral effects of hazard exposure are apparent in an authorized entrant;
(C) If there is a situation outside the space that could endanger the authorized entrants; or
(D) If the attendant cannot effectively and safely perform all the duties required under Section
1958;
(7) Summons rescue and other emergency services as soon as the attendant determines that
authorized entrants may need assistance to escape from permit space hazards;
(8) Takes the following actions when unauthorized persons approach or enter a permit space while
entry is underway:
(A) Warns the unauthorized persons that they shall stay away from the permit space;
(B) Advises the unauthorized persons that they shall exit immediately if they have entered the
permit space; and
(C) Informs the authorized entrants and the entry supervisor if unauthorized persons have entered
the permit space;
(9) Performs non-entry rescues as specified by the employer’s rescue procedure; and
(10) Performs no duties that might interfere with the attendant’s primary duty to assess and protect
the authorized entrants.
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, Labor Code.
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Add New Section 1959 as follows:
§1959. Duties of Entry Supervisors.
(a) The entry employer shall ensure that each entry supervisor:
(1) Is familiar with and understands the hazards that may be faced during entry, including
information on the mode, signs or symptoms, and consequences of the exposure;
(2) Verifies, by checking that the appropriate entries have been made on the permit, that all tests
specified by the permit have been conducted and that all procedures and equipment specified by the
permit are in place before endorsing the permit and allowing entry to begin;
(3) Terminates the entry and cancels or suspends the permit as required by Section 1954(e);
(4) Verifies that rescue services are available and that the means for summoning them are operable,
and that the employer will be notified as soon as the services become unavailable;
(5) Removes unauthorized individuals who enter or who attempt to enter the permit space during
entry operations; and
(6) Determines, whenever responsibility for a permit space entry operation is transferred, and at
intervals dictated by the hazards and operations performed within the space, that entry operations
remain consistent with terms of the entry permit and that acceptable entry conditions are
maintained.
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, Labor Code.
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Add New Section 1960 as follows:
§1960. Rescue and Emergency Services.
(a) An employer who designates rescue and emergency services, pursuant to Section 1953(a)(9),
shall:
(1) Evaluate a prospective rescuer’s ability to respond to a rescue summons in a timely manner,
considering the hazard(s) identified;
NOTE to Section 1960(a)(1): What will be considered timely will vary according to the specific
hazards involved in each entry. For example, Section 5144, Respiratory Protection requires that
employers provide a standby person or persons capable of immediate action to rescue employee(s)
wearing respiratory protection while in work areas defined as IDLH atmospheres.
(2) Evaluate a prospective rescue service’s ability, in terms of proficiency with rescue-related tasks
and equipment, to function appropriately while rescuing entrants from the particular permit space or
types of permit spaces identified;
(3) Select a rescue team or service from those evaluated that:
(A) Has the capability to reach the victim(s) within a time frame that is appropriate for the permit
space hazard(s) identified;
(B) Is equipped for, and proficient in, performing the needed rescue services;
(C) Agrees to notify the employer immediately in the event that the rescue service becomes
unavailable;
(4) Inform each rescue team or service of the hazards they may confront when called on to perform
rescue at the site; and
(5) Provide the rescue team or service selected with access to all permit spaces from which rescue
may be necessary so that the rescue team or service can develop appropriate rescue plans and
practice rescue operations.
(b) An employer whose employees have been designated to provide permit space rescue and/or
emergency services shall take the following measures and provide all equipment and training at no
cost to those employees:
(1) Provide each affected employee with the personal protective equipment (PPE) needed to
conduct permit space rescues safely and train each affected employee so the employee is proficient
in the use of that PPE;
(2) Train each affected employee to perform assigned rescue duties. The employer shall ensure that
such employees successfully complete the training required and establish proficiency as authorized
entrants, as provided by Sections 1956 and 1957;
(3) Train each affected employee in basic first aid and cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). The
employer shall ensure that at least one member of the rescue team or service holding a current
certification in basic first aid and CPR is available; and
(4) Ensure that affected employees practice making permit space rescues before attempting an
actual rescue, and at least once every 12 months, by means of simulated rescue operations in which
they remove dummies, manikins, or actual persons from the actual permit spaces or from
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representative permit spaces, except practice rescue is not required where the affected employees
properly performed a rescue operation during the last 12 months in the same permit space the
authorized entrant will enter, or in a similar permit space. Representative permit spaces shall, with
respect to opening size, configuration, and accessibility, simulate the types of permit spaces from
which rescue is to be performed.
(c) Non-entry rescue is required unless the retrieval equipment would increase the overall risk of
entry or would not contribute to the rescue of the entrant. The employer shall designate an entry
rescue service whenever non-entry rescue is not selected. Whenever non-entry rescue is selected,
the entry employer shall ensure that retrieval systems or methods are used whenever an authorized
entrant enters a permit space, and shall confirm, prior to entry, that emergency assistance would be
available in the event that non-entry rescue fails. Retrieval systems shall meet the following
requirements:
(1) Each authorized entrant shall use a chest or full body harness, with a retrieval line attached at
the center of the entrant’s back near shoulder level, above the entrant’s head, or at another point
which the employer can establish presents a profile small enough for the successful removal of the
entrant. Wristlets or anklets may be used in lieu of the chest or full body harness if the employer
can demonstrate that the use of a chest or full body harness is infeasible or creates a greater hazard
and that the use of wristlets or anklets is the safest and most effective alternative.
(2) The other end of the retrieval line shall be attached to a mechanical device or fixed point outside
the permit space in such a manner that rescue can begin as soon as the rescuer becomes aware that
rescue is necessary. A mechanical device shall be available to retrieve personnel from vertical type
permit spaces more than 5 feet (1.52 meters) deep.
(3) Equipment that is unsuitable for retrieval shall not be used, including, but not limited to,
retrieval lines that have a reasonable probability of becoming entangled with the retrieval lines used
by other authorized entrants, or retrieval lines that will not work due to the internal configuration of
the permit space.
(d) If an injured entrant is exposed to a substance for which a Safety Data Sheet (SDS) or other
similar written information is required to be kept at the worksite, that SDS or written information
shall be made available to the medical facility treating the exposed entrant.
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, Labor Code.
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Add New Section 1961 as follows:
§1961. Employee Participation.
(a) Employers shall consult with affected employees and their authorized representatives on the
development and implementation of all aspects of the permit space program required by Section
1952.
(b) Employers shall make available to each affected employee and his/her authorized
representatives all information required to be developed by this standard.
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, Labor Code.
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Add New Section 1962 as follows:
§1962. Provision of Documents to the Chief of the Division of Occupational Safety and Health.
(a) For each document required to be retained in this standard, the retaining employer shall make
the document available on request to the Chief of the Division of Occupational Safety and Health or
designee.
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, Labor Code.
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CASS ARRIETA
GENERAL ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS

Respiratory Protection

Cass Arrieta
P.O. Box 309
El Cajon, CA 92022

Cass Arrieta
26035 Palomar Rd
Menifee, CA 92585

Phone: 619-590-0929
Fax:
619-590-1202

Phone: 951-928-2596
Fax:
951-928-8174

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION
Cass Arrieta Respiratory Protection Program
Title 8, Section 5144, Respiratory Protection Equipment
Respirable Crystalline Silica Program
Written Exposure Control Plan
Title 8, Section 1532.3, Occupation Exposure to Respirable Crystalline Silica

Respiratory Protection Program

The intent and objective of the Cass Arrieta Respirator Safety Program related to
the control of potential occupational diseases caused by breathing air
contaminated with harmful dusts, fogs, fumes, mists, gases, smokes, sprays or
vapors is to prevent atmospheric contamination through effective engineered
control measures, work practices without the use of respiratory protection.
Engineered controls include; dust control, dust collection systems, exhaust
ventilation, vacuum filtering, integrated water spraying, and task rotation of
personnel to reduce allowable exposure limits and eliminate the need for
respiratory protection.
Prior to confined space entry, ventilation and proper calibrated atmospheric
instrumentation must be used to ensure that all atmospheric hazards have been
eliminated prior to entry. Entry into a confined space is only allowed if the
atmospheric hazard has been eliminated.
Appropriate surveillance of work tasks and environmental conditions at the work
place will be monitored by the Foreman or Competent Person throughout the
work day.
This program prohibits employees from engaging in any task or activity that
exposes themselves or others to harmful dust emissions that requires the use of
respiratory protection per section 5144. This program requires strict
conformance with the Cass Arrieta Respirable Crystalline Silica and Exposure
Control Plan to insure effective engineered control plans are implemented to
reduce or eliminate harmful silica emissions.
Voluntary respirator use is permissible. In accordance with Appendix D, N-95
filtering facepiece respirators will be provided to employees at no cost upon
request.

Cass Arrieta
Last Revision:
9/28/2017
RESPIRABLE CRYSTALLINE SILICA PROGRAM

Respirable Crystalline Silica Program
PURPOSE
This Respirable Crystalline Silica Program was developed to prevent employee exposure to
hazardous levels of Respirable Crystalline Silica that could result through construction activities
or nearby construction activities occurring on worksites. Respirable Crystalline Silica exposure
at hazardous levels can lead to lung cancer, silicosis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,
and kidney disease. It is intended to meet the requirements of the Respirable Crystalline Silica
Construction Standard (29 CFR 1926.1153) established by the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA).
All work involving chipping, cutting, drilling, grinding, or similar activities on materials
containing Crystalline Silica can lead to the release of respirable-sized particles of Crystalline
Silica (i.e. Respirable Crystalline Silica). Crystalline Silica is a basic component of soil, sand,
granite and many other minerals. Quartz is the most common form of Crystalline Silica. Many
materials found on constructions sites include Crystalline Silica; including but not limited to –
cement, concrete, asphalt, pre-formed structures (inlets, pipe, etc.) and others. Consequently,
this program has been developed to address and control these potential exposures to prevent
our employees from experiencing the effects of occupational illnesses related to Respirable
Crystalline Silica exposure.

SCOPE
This Respirable Crystalline Silica Program applies to all employees who have the potential to be
exposed to Respirable Crystalline Silica when covered by the CAL/OSHA Standard. The
CAL/OSHA Respirable Crystalline Silica Construction Standard applies to all occupational
exposures to Respirable Crystalline Silica in construction work, except where employee
exposure will remain below 25 micrograms of Respirable Crystalline Silica per cubic meter of air
(25 μg/m3) as an 8-hour time-weighted average (TWA) under any foreseeable conditions.

RESPONSIBILITIES
Cass Arrieta firmly believes protecting the health and safety of our employees is everyone’s
responsibility. This responsibility begins with upper management providing the necessary
support to properly implement this program. However, all levels of the organization assume
some level of responsibility for this program including the following positions.
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Select and implement into the project’s ECP the appropriate control measures in
accordance with the Construction Tasks identified in CAL/OSHA’s Construction Standard
Table 1; and potentially including (but not limited to) - a written Exposure Control Plan
(ECP), exposure monitoring, Hazard Communication training, medical surveillance,
housekeeping and others.
NOTE: The CAL/OSHA Construction Standard Table 1 is a list of 18 common construction
tasks along with acceptable exposure control methods and work practices that limit
exposure for those tasks.



Ensure that the materials, tools, equipment, personal protective equipment (PPE), and
other resources (such as worker training) required to fully implement and maintain this
Respirable Crystalline Silica Program are in place and readily available if needed.



Ensure that Site Managers, Superintendents, Foreman/Competent Persons, and
employees are educated in the hazards of Silica exposure and trained to work safely
with Silica in accordance with the CAL/OSHA Respirable Crystalline Silica Construction
Standard.



Maintain written records of training (for example, proper use of respirators), ECPs,
inspections (for equipment, PPE, and work methods/practices).



Conduct an annual review (or more often if conditions change) of the effectiveness of
this program and any active project ECP’s that extend beyond a year. This includes a
review of available dust control technologies to ensure these are selected and used
when practical.



Coordinate work with other employers and contractors to ensure a safe work
environment relative to Silica exposure.



Ensure all applicable elements of this Respirable Crystalline Silica Program are
implemented on the project including the selection of a Competent Person.



Assist in the selection and implementation of the appropriate control measures in
accordance with the Construction Tasks identified in OSHA’s Construction Standard
Table 1; and potentially including (but not limited to) - a written Exposure Control Plan
(ECP), Hazard Communication, housekeeping and others.
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Ensure that work is conducted in a manner that minimizes and adequately controls the
risk to workers and others. This includes ensuring that workers use appropriate
engineering controls, work practices, and wear the necessary PPE.



Where there is risk of exposure to Silica dust, verify employees are properly trained on
the applicable contents of this program, the project-specific ECP, and the applicable
CAL/ OSHA Standards (such as Hazard Communication). Ensure employees are provided
appropriate PPE when conducting such work.

Competent Person and/or Site Manager (Superintendent, Foreman, etc.)


Make frequent and regular inspections of job sites, materials, and equipment to
implement the written ECP.



Identify existing and foreseeable Respirable Crystalline Silica hazards in the workplace
and take prompt corrective measures to eliminate or minimize them.



Notify the Superintendent of any deficiencies identified during inspections in order to
coordinate and facilitate prompt corrective action.

Employees:


Follow recognized work procedures (such as the Construction Tasks identified in
CAL/OSHA’s Construction Standard Table 1) as established in the project’s ECP and this
program.



Use the assigned PPE in an effective and safe manner.



Report any unsafe conditions or acts to the Foreman/Competent Person.



Report any exposure incidents or any signs or symptoms of Silica illness.

DEFINITIONS
If a definition is not listed in this section, please contact your supervisor. If your supervisor is
unaware of what the term means, please contact the Competent Person or your Safety
Department.
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Action Level means a concentration of airborne Respirable Crystalline Silica of 25 μg/m3,
calculated as an 8-hour TWA.



Competent Person means an individual who is capable of identifying existing and
foreseeable Respirable Crystalline Silica hazards in the workplace and who has
authorization to take prompt corrective measures to eliminate or minimize them.



Employee Exposure means the exposure to airborne Respirable Crystalline Silica that
would occur if the employee were not using a respirator.



High-Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) Filter means a filter that is at least 99.97 percent
efficient in removing monodispersed particles of 0.3 micrometers in diameter.



Objective Data means information, such as air monitoring data from industry-wide
surveys or calculations based on the composition of a substance, demonstrating
employee exposure to Respirable Crystalline Silica associated with a particular product
or material or a specific process, task, or activity. The data must reflect workplace
conditions closely resembling or with a higher exposure potential than the processes,
types of material, control methods, work practices, and environmental conditions in the
employer's current operations.



Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL) means the employer shall ensure that no employee is
exposed to an airborne concentration of Respirable Crystalline Silica in excess of 50
μg/m3, calculated as an 8-hour TWA.



Physician or Other Licensed Health Care Professional (PLHCP) means an individual
whose legally permitted scope of practice (i.e., license, registration, or certification)
allows him or her to independently provide or be delegated the responsibility to provide
some or all of the particular health care services required by the Medical Surveillance
Section of the OSHA Respirable Crystalline Silica Standard.



Respirable Crystalline Silica means Quartz, Cristobalite, and/or Tridymite contained in
airborne particles that are determined to be respirable by a sampling device designed to
meet the characteristics for respirable-particle size- selective samplers specified in the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 7708:1995: Air Quality-Particle Size
Fraction Definitions for Health-Related Sampling.



Specialist means an American Board Certified Specialist in Pulmonary Disease or an
American Board Certified Specialist in Occupational Medicine.
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REQUIREMENTS
Specified Exposure Control Methods
Cass Arrieta will conduct activities with potential Silica exposure to be consistent with
CAL/OSHA’s Construction Standard Table 1. Supervisors will ensure each employee under their
supervision and engaged in a task identified on CAL/OSHA’s Construction Standard Table 1 have
fully and properly implemented the engineering controls, work practices, and respiratory
protection specified for the task on Table 1.

Any procedure or activity deviated from Table 1 is strictly prohibited by this
plan.
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Table 1: Specified Exposure Control Methods When
Working With Materials Containing Crystalline Silica
Construction Task or
Equipment Operation

Engineering and Work Practice
Control Methods


1

Handheld power saws
(any blade diameter)
when used outdoors





2

Handheld grinders for
uses other than mortar
removal performed
outdoors only.





2A

Handheld grinders
for uses other than
mortar removal
when used indoors
or in an enclosed
area.




3

Walk-behind saws
when used outdoors




4

Drivable saws for tasks
performed outdoors
only





5

Handheld and standmounted drills
(including impact and
rotary hammer drills)




Use saw equipped with integrated water
delivery system that continuously feeds water
to the blade.
Operate and maintain tool in accordance with
manufacturer's instructions to minimize dust
emissions.
Use grinder equipped with commercially
available shroud and dust collection system.
Operate and maintain tool in accordance with
manufacturer’s instructions to minimize dust
emissions.
Dust collector must provide 25 cubic feet per
minute (CFM) or greater of airflow per inch of
wheel diameter and have a filter with 99% or
greater efficiency and a cyclonic pre-separator
or filter-cleaning mechanism.
Use grinder equipped with commercially
available shroud and dust collection system.
Operate and maintain tool in accordance with
manufacturer’s instructions to minimize dust
emissions.
Dust collector must provide 25 cubic feet per
minute (CFM) or greater of airflow per inch of
wheel diameter and have a filter with 99% or
greater efficiency and a cyclonic pre-separator
or filter-cleaning mechanism.
Use saw equipped with integrated water
delivery system that continuously feeds water
to the blade.
Operate and maintain tool in accordance with
manufacturer's instructions to minimize dust
emissions.
Use saw equipped with integrated water
delivery system that continuously feeds water
to the blade.
Operate and maintain tool in accordance with
manufacturer's instructions to minimize dust
emissions.
Use drill equipped with commercially available
shroud or cowling with dust collection system.
Operate and maintain tool in accordance with
manufacturer's instructions to minimize dust
emissions.
Dust collector must provide the air flow
recommended by the tool manufacturer, or
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Required Respiratory
Protection
≤4
>4
hours/shift hours/shift

None

APF 10

None

APF 10

None

N95

None

None

None

None

None

None
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Construction Task or
Equipment Operation

Engineering and Work Practice
Control Methods



6

Jackhammers and
handheld powered
chipping tools when
used outdoors





6A

7

7A

7B

Jackhammers and
handheld powered
chipping tools when
used outdoors



Heavy equipment and
utility vehicles used to
abrade or fracture
silica-containing
materials (e.g., hoeramming, rock ripping)
or used during
demolition activities
involving silicacontaining materials



Heavy equipment and
utility vehicles used to
abrade or fracture
silica-containing
materials (e.g., hoeramming, rock ripping)
or used during
demolition activities
involving silicacontaining materials



Heavy equipment and
utility vehicles for tasks
such as grading and
excavating but not
including demolishing,
abrading, or fracturing



greater, and have a filter with 99% or greater
efficiency and a filter-cleaning mechanism.
Use a HEPA-filtered vacuum when cleaning
holes.
Use tool with water delivery system that
supplies a continuous stream or spray of water
at the point of impact.

Use tool equipped with commercially available
shroud and dust collection system.
Operate and maintain tool in accordance with
manufacturer's instructions to minimize dust
emissions.
Dust collector must provide the air flow
recommended by the tool manufacturer, or
greater, and have a filter with 99% or greater
efficiency and a filter-cleaning mechanism.

Required Respiratory
Protection
≤4
>4
hours/shift hours/shift

None

APF 10

None

APF 10

None

None

None

None

None

None

Operate equipment from within an enclosed
cab.

When employees outside of the cab are
engaged in the task, apply water and/or dust
suppressants as necessary to minimize dust
emissions.

Apply water and/or dust suppressants as
necessary to minimize dust emissions.
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Construction Task or
Equipment Operation

Engineering and Work Practice
Control Methods

Required Respiratory
Protection
≤4
>4
hours/shift hours/shift

silica-containing
materials

7C

Heavy equipment and
utility vehicles for tasks
such as grading and
excavating but not
including demolishing,
abrading, or fracturing
silica-containing
materials



When the equipment operator is the only
employee engaged in the task, operate
equipment from within an enclosed cab.
None

None



For tasks performed indoors or in enclosed areas, provide a means of exhaust as needed
to minimize the accumulation of visible airborne dust;



For tasks performed using wet methods, apply water at flow rates sufficient to minimize
release of visible dust;



For measures implemented that include an enclosed cab or booth, ensure that the
enclosed cab or booth:
o Is maintained as free as practicable from settled dust;
o Has door seals and closing mechanisms that work properly;
o Has gaskets and seals that are in good condition and working properly;
o Is under positive pressure maintained through continuous delivery of fresh air;
o Has intake air that is filtered through a filter that is 95% efficient in the 0.3-10.0 μm
range (e.g., MERV-16 or better); and
o Has heating and cooling capabilities.



Where an employee performs more than one task included on CAL/OSHA’s Construction
Standard Table 1 during the course of a shift, and the total duration of all tasks
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combined is more than four hours, the required respiratory protection for each task is
the respiratory protection specified for more than four hours per shift. If the total
duration of all tasks on Table 1 combined is less than four hours, the required
respiratory protection for each task is the respiratory protection specified for less than
four hours per shift.
The Cass Arrieta ECP (Exposure Control Plan) restricts covered employee work hours
to 4 hours or less per task when respiratory protection is required for the specific task
after a 4 hour work period Per Table 1.

Respiratory Protection
Where respiratory protection is required by this program, Cass Arrieta will provide each
employee an appropriate respirator that complies with the requirements of the company’s
Respiratory Protection Program and the CAL/OSHA Respiratory Protection Standard (29 CFR
1910.134).

With the intent to minimize employee exposure; this program prohibits Cass Arrieta employees to
exceed the non-respirator required 4 hour limit for Table 1 tasks that require respirator protection
after 4 hours per day. This program requires the employee to be rotated to a non-respirator required
task to prevent exceeding the 4 hour per day limit for such tasks.

Housekeeping
Cass Arrieta does not allow dry sweeping or dry brushing where such activity could contribute
to employee exposure to Respirable Crystalline Silica unless wet sweeping, HEPA-filtered
vacuuming, or other methods that minimize the likelihood of exposure are not feasible.

Cass Arrieta does not allow compressed air to be used to clean clothing or surfaces where such
activity could contribute to employee exposure to Respirable Crystalline Silica unless:
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The compressed air is used in conjunction with a ventilation system that effectively
captures the dust cloud created by the compressed air; or



No alternative method is feasible.

Written Exposure Control Plan
When employee exposure on a construction project is expected to be at or above the Action
Level, a Written Exposure Control Plan (ECP) will be established and implemented. This ECP will
contain at least the following elements:


A description of the tasks in the workplace that involve exposure to Respirable
Crystalline Silica;



A description of the engineering controls, work practices, and respiratory protection
used to limit employee exposure to Respirable Crystalline Silica for each task;



A description of the housekeeping measures used to limit employee exposure to
Respirable Crystalline Silica; and



A description of the procedures used to restrict access to work areas, when necessary,
to minimize the number of employees exposed to Respirable Crystalline Silica and their
level of exposure, including exposures generated by other employers or sole
proprietors.

The written ECP will designate a Competent Person to make frequent and regular inspections of
job sites, materials, and equipment to ensure the ECP is implemented.
The written ECP will be reviewed at least annually to evaluate the effectiveness of it and update
it as necessary. Having said this, ECP’s are project specific and most project durations do not
exceed a year. The written ECP will be readily available for examination and copying, upon
request, to each employee covered by this program and/or ECP, their designated
representatives, and OSHA. Cass Arrieta will make a copy of the OSHA Respirable Crystalline
Silica Construction Standard readily available without cost to any employee who requests it.

PROGRAM EVALUATION
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This program will be reviewed and evaluated on an annual basis unless changes to operations,
the OSHA Respirable Crystalline Silica Construction Standard (29 CFR 1926.1153), or another
applicable OSHA Standard require an immediate re-validation of this program.
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Written Exposure Control Plan

Description of Task:
Cutting RCP, concrete or asphalt outdoors using a handheld power cut off saw.
Engineered Control Description:
Use cut off saw equipped with integrated water delivery system that continuously feeds water to the
blade in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions to minimize emissions
Work practices:
Check hose and water source to make sure they are not damaged before starting.
Make sure hose does not become kinked or bent when working.
If visible dust increases, check controls and adjust as needed.
Respiratory protection:
Not required
Housekeeping:
Sweep or vacuum wet material containing silica and properly dispose.
Do not use compressed air to remove silica from tool or work area.
Procedures Used to Restrict Access to Work Areas:
Schedule work so that only workers who are engaged in the task are in the immediate area.

1

Written Exposure Control Plan
(Continued)

Description of Task:
Drilling in concrete with handheld rotary impact or hammer drill.
Engineered Control Description:
Use roto hammer equipped with appropriate commercially available dust collection system with the
flow rate recommended by the manufacturer, a filter that is at least 99% efficient and a filter cleaning
mechanism.
Work practices:
Check shrouds and hoses to make sure they are not damaged before starting work.
Make sure the hoses do not become kinked or bent while working.
Replace vacuum bags as needed to prevent overfilling.
Use the roto hammer and vacuum controls according to manufacturer’s instructions for reducing the
release of visible dust.
If visible dust increases, check controls and adjust as needed.
Use HEPA-filtered vacuum when cleaning holes.
Respiratory protection:
None Required.
Housekeeping:
Dust containing silica on work surfaces and equipment must be cleaned up using wet methods or a
HEPA-filtered vacuum.
Do not use compressed air or dry sweeping for removing dust and debris containing silica from work
surfaces.
Dispose of vacuum bags in a container and keep the container sealed.
Procedures Used to Restrict Access to Work Areas:
Schedule the work so that only employees who are engaged in the task and employees helping the
operator are in the area.

2

Written Exposure Control Plan
(continued)

Description of Task:
Demolishing concrete or asphalt outdoors using a jackhammer or handheld powered chipping tool.
Engineered Control Description:
Use of tool with water delivery system that supplies a continuous stream of spray of water at the point
of impact.
Work practice:
Check hose and water supply system and make sure they are not damaged before starting work.
Make sure hose does not become kinked or bent while working.
*Cass Arrieta ECP (Exposure Control Plan), restricts covered employees to operate jackhammer and
handheld powered chipping tools to maximum of 4 hours or less per work day to minimize silica
exposure. Tool operator rotation or changing of work task may be required to enforce the maximum 4
hour per day restriction.
Respiratory protection:
None Required when operating tool for 4 hours or less.
*AFP 10 required if operating tool for over 4 hours. (see above Cass Arrieta ECP restriction)
Housekeeping:
Dust containing silica on work surfaces and equipment must be cleaned up using vacuum or wet
methods. Do not use compressed air to clean up work area.
Procedures Used to Restrict Access to Work Areas:
Schedule the work to that only employees who are engaged in the task and employees helping the
operator are in the area.

3

Written Exposure Control Plan
(continued)

Description of Task:
Cutting trench through asphalt or concrete in paved roadways using a drivable saw (Asphalt Zipper or
Rock Saw).
Engineered Control Description:
Asphalt/concrete saw equipped with integrated water delivery system that continuously feeds water to
the blade.
Work practices:
Check lines and fittings on integrated continuous tool water delivery system to insure watering system is
in proper working order to minimize dust emissions.
Operate and maintain tool in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions to minimize dust emissions.
Respiratory Protection:
Not Required.
Housekeeping:
Do not dry sweep work area containing silica dust.
Dust containing silica on work surfaces and equipment must be cleaned up using wet methods.
Procedure Used to Restrict Access to Work Areas:
Use proper construction signs and barricades to delineate the work zone and restrict the public or other
trades from entering the work zone.

4

Written Exposure Control Plan
(continued)

Description of Task:
Task is related to breaking concrete, asphalt or rock with a hoe-ram or “breaker” mounted on an
excavator or backhoe.
Engineered Control Description:
Operate equipment from inside an enclosed or environmental cab equipped with heating and cooling
capabilities.
Is under positive pressure maintained through continuous delivery of fresh air.
Has intake air that is filtered through a filter that is 95% efficient in the 0.3-10.0 um range (MERV-16 or
better).
Dust suppressants as necessary to minimize dust emissions.
Work practices:
Operate equipment from within an enclosed cab. When employees outside of the cab are engaged in
the task, apply water and or dust suppressants as necessary to minimize dust emissions.
Inspect door seals and closing mechanisms that work properly.
Make sure cab gaskets and seals are in good condition and working properly.
Keep cab clean and free as practicable from settled dust.
Respiratory protection:
Not Required.
Housekeeping:
Maintain cab free of excess loose dirt or dust as much as possible.
Procedures Used to Restrict Access to Work Areas:
Schedule work so that only workers who are engaged in the task are in the immediate work area.

5

Written Exposure Control plan
(Continued)

Description of Task:
Operation of heavy equipment for tasks such as trenching, excavation and grading.
Engineered Control Description:
Apply water and dust suppressants as necessary to minimize dust emissions.
Operate equipment from an enclosed cab when equipment operator is the only employee engaged in
the task.
Work practices:
When the equipment operator is the only employee engaged in the task, operate equipment from
within an enclosed cab.
Maintain cab as free as practicable from settled dust.
Inspect door seals and closing mechanisms for working properly.
Respiratory protection:
None Required
Housekeeping:
Maintain proper dust control with proper watering of soil.
Procedure Used to Restrict Access to Work Areas:
Construction signage and barricades to public access or other trades into the work area.

6

Written Exposure Control Plan
(Continued)

Description of Task:
Outdoor grinding of concrete (no grinding of mortar) with handheld grinder.
Engineered Control Description:
Use handheld grinder equipped with commercially available shroud and dust control system.
Operate and maintain tool in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions to minimize dust emissions.
Dust collector must provide 25 cubic feet per minute (CFM) or greater of airflow per inch of wheel
diameter and have a filter with 99% or greater efficiency and a cyclonic pre-separator or filter-cleaning
mechanism.
Work Practice:
Check shrouds and hoses to make sure they are not damaged before starting work.
Make sure hoses do not become kinked or bent while working.
Replace vacuum bags as needed to prevent overfilling.
*Cass Arrieta ECP (Exposure Control Plan), restricts covered employees to operate grinder to maximum
of 4 hours or less per work day to minimize silica exposure. Tool operator rotation or changing of the
work task may be required to enforce the maximum 4 hour per day restriction.
Respiratory protection:
*AFP-10 when operating tool over 4 hours per day.
Housekeeping:
Dust containing silica on wok surfaces and equipment must be cleaned up using wet methods or a HEPAfiltered vacuum.
Do not use compressed air or dry sweeping for removing dust and debris containing silica from work
surface.
Dispose of vacuum bags in a container and keep container sealed.
Procedures Used to Restrict Access to Work Areas:
Schedule work so that only employees or workers who are engaged in the task and employees helping
the operator are in the area.
7

Written Exposure Control Plan
(Continued)

Description of Task:
Grinding of concrete indoors or in an enclosed space (no grinding of mortar) with handheld grinder.
Engineered Control Description:
Use grinder equipped with commercially available shroud and dust collection system.
Operate and maintain tool in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions to minimize dust emissions.
Dust collector must provide 25 cubic feet per minute (CFM) or greater of airflow per inch of wheel
diameter and have a filter with 99% or greater efficiency and a cyclonic pre-separator or filter-cleaning
mechanism.
Work Practice:
Check shrouds and hoses to make sure they are not damaged before starting work.
Make sure hoses do not become kinked or bent while working.
Replace vacuum bags as needed to prevent overfilling.
*Cass Arrieta ECP (Exposure Control Plan) restricts covered employees to operate handheld grinder
indoors or in an enclosed space to a maximum of 4 hours or less per work day to minimize silica
exposure. Tool operator rotation or changing of work task may be required to enforce the maximum 4
hour per day restriction.
Respirator protection:
None required when using tool for 4 hours per day or less.
*APF-10 if operating the tool for over 4 hours per day.
Housekeeping:
Dust containing silica on work surfaces and equipment must be cleaned up using vacuum or wet
methods.
Do not use compressed air to clean up work area.
Dispose of used vacuum bags in a container and keep the container sealed.
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Safety Equipment
Personal Protection

Cass Arrieta
P.O. Box 309
El Cajon, CA 92022

Cass Arrieta
26035 Palomar Rd
Menifee, CA 92585

Phone: 619-590-0929
Fax:
619-590-1202

Phone: 951-928-2596
Fax:
951-928-8174

SAFETY EQUIPMENT / PERSONAL PROTECTION
List of available Personal Protective Equipment
Construction Safety Orders (Various Sections on Personal Protective Equipment)
Construction Safety Orders Article 24 (“Fall Protection”)
Construction Safety Orders Article 25 (“Ladder Safety”)
Construction Safety Orders Article 27 (“Powder Actuated Tools”)

SAFETY EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE

Safety devices and personal protective equipment will be furnished as required.
Hard hats and safety vests will be issued to all employees and must be worn at all
job sites during working hours.
Other protective equipment will be required as job exposure demands.
Safety devices available include:










Gloves
Eye Protection
Hearing Protection
Foot Guards
First Aid Kits
Fire Extinguishers
Shoring
Traffic Control
Flagging Vest

To order, contact materials order desk personnel.
Return safety Devices to the shop when no longer needed.
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Vehicle Safety

Cass Arrieta
P.O. Box 309
El Cajon, CA 92022

Cass Arrieta
26035 Palomar Rd
Menifee, CA 92585

Phone: 619-590-0929
Fax:
619-590-1202

Phone: 951-928-2596
Fax:
951-928-8174

VEHICLE SAFETY
Off Highway Equipment Checklist
Highway Safety Checklist – Light Vehicles
Highway Safety Checklist – Heavy Vehicles
Equipment and Yard Security Checklist
Cass Arrieta Fleet Management Program

OFF HIGHWAY EQUIPEMNT CHECKLIST

Seat Belts
Pre-Start up
Walk around and check for vandalism
Fluid Loss
Cables
Blades
Cutting edges
Backup alarm
Brakes – Controls
Oil levels
Water levels
Hydraulic levels
Hoses
Windows
When securing equipment
Properly parked – Vandal proof
Safe access for night maintenance
Starting mechanisms locked or secured
Fire extinguishers if required

SAFETY CHECKLIST

HIGHWAY EQUIPMENT
Drivers license (proper class – valid)
Seat belts
Horn / Backup alarm
Brakes
Lights
Tires
Wheels
Fluid leaks
Oil
Water Fuel
Windshield
Mechanical condition
Towing safety chain or cable
Security – locking and prevention of vandalism or malicious mischief
Off work use (personal use)

EQUIPMENT AND YARD SECURITY CHECKLIST
Purchasing Agents / Yards Men:
immediately.

New equipment and tools should be stamped

Lumber: Place heavy concrete blocks on top of stack to deter theft or use heavy industrial
chain to secure. Order lumber on an as-used basis. If you must take a large delivery,
consider temporary security guards or employee sleep-in arrangements.
Deter Jobsite Thefts: Use case-hardened, steel padlocks with steel shackles on steel tool
shacks if possible. If you use a lock that has a serial number listed on the bottom of the
lock, remember to record the serial number and scratch it out so that other can’t duplicate
the keys. IF POSSIBLE, HAVE YOUR FOREMAN TAKE TOOLS HOME EVERY
NIGHT FROM JOBSITES FOR OVERNIGHT STORAGE IN LOCKED GARAGES.
Lock all padlocks during the day too! Thieves have been known to visit sites to replace
your lock with theirs and clean you out at night at replace your lock and you end up
wondering how thieves broke in.
Extra Protection: Equip trailer and storage windows with bars to deter break-ins.
Consider welding door hinges rather than just bolting them.
Site surveillance: Ask law enforcement for site surveillance particularly during the night
and weekends. Sometimes police will use your site as a command post. Or, give them a
key and ask them to go in and check on your job at irregular intervals.
Crime Prevention – Management and Employees Working Together: Assign a key
employee the responsibility of crime prevention, property inventories, key control,
shipping and receiving. Vehicles should always be checked in and out of your site. Top
management must make a commitment in order for crime prevention to be successful.
There should be regular jobsite security meetings, which can be a part of regular safety
meetings. Large contractors should section off yards and make different employees
responsible for different sections. Educate employees about your losses.
Neighbors: Visit your Neighbors and Ask Them to Help Watchdog Your Site! Tell them
about a possible reward and give them the home phone number of your project manager.
Fencing & Gate: If possible, use a six-foot high chain link fence with barbed wire.
Secure the fence bottom with a line or wire to prevent it from being bent up so thieves
can’t take materials or tools out under the fence. Make double certain all gates are locked
at night. If fencing is not possible, then storage and security areas within your site should
be fenced. Weld hinges on gates.
Idle Equipment: Immobilize equipment at night. Consider double switching, fuel cut off
switches, instrument panel shields, locking gas caps, board up cabs and park equipment
close together. Consider removing an essential part of an engine mechanism to resist hot
wiring attempts.

Employee Tools: Urge employees to mark their own tools.
Inventories: All tool and equipment serial numbers and markings should be recorded on
some kind of property inventory record and available for reporting to law enforcement
and your insurance company. Keeping phones of heavy equipment is a good idea.
Lighting: Lighting should be adequate enough so that all areas are visible from all sides
of the site. Thieves do not like to work in the spotlight.
Security Systems: Consider security systems….alarms….security patrol.
Signs: “Warning” ….. “No Trespassing” ….. “Reward” ….. and “Alarm”: signs should
be prominently displayed.
MAKE SURE YOUR COMPANY NAME AND
EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS ARE POSED ON A SIGN READABLE FROM
OUTSIDE YOUR SITE.
Parking: Plan a designated parking area so that all equipment is visible. Employee
parking should be separated from your site, if possible.
Proper Reporting: If any item is stolen or you presume it’s stolen, MAKE A POLICE
REPORT! Your insurance company will probably request a copy of the police report.
Quick, vigilant reporting is your only chance to get your equipment back. Make sure
your losses are properly and quickly entered in local police computers and the FBI
National Crime Information computer, if appropriate.
“Such a Deal”: If you are ever approached with a terrific deal that you think might
involve stolen property, try to detain the person and get someone else to call law
enforcement, take down his license number or give him an excuse to get him to come
back at a later time to pick up the money.

CASS ARRIETA
FLEET MANAGEMENT
PROGRAM
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CASS ARRIETA
FLEET MANAGEMENT STATEMENT OF POLICY

The operation of motor vehicles is a significant part of our business. This creates a
tremendous amount of responsibility for safety of the driver as well as the motoring public.
Cass Arrieta takes this responsibility very seriously.
Vehicle accidents account for needless injury and property damage. It is our policy to assure
that only skilled, safe drivers operate company vehicles. To accomplish this, we are
assigning the responsibility of performing his or her job in a safe and efficient manner.
The success of this program depends on the sincere, constant and cooperative effort of all our
employees. If you see a hazard, report it immediately; the accident you prevent may be your
own.

________________________________
Wes Wise, President

__________________
Date

P.O. BOX 309  EL CAJON, CALIFORNIA 92022  LIC. NO. 298336
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Phone: (619) 590-0929
Fax: (619) 590-1202

COMPANY VEHICLE FLEET POLICY
Overview
As a driver of a company vehicle, the authorized driver has been given certain privileges. He/she assumes
the duty of obeying all motor vehicle laws, maintaining the vehicle properly at all times and, otherwise,
following the policies and procedures outlined in the following.
Wes Wise – President______________________________________________________________
Vehicle Fleet Purpose
Company vehicles are provided to support business activities and are to be used only by qualified
and authorized employees. They are not to be considered a part of an employee’s compensation and
must not be used as an inducement for employment. In all cases, these vehicles are to be operated in strict
compliance with motor vehicle laws of the jurisdiction in which they are driven and with the utmost
regard for their care and cost-efficient use.
 Company vehicles may not be used for business activities of other companies.
 Company vehicles may not be driven to Mexico.
Driver Licensing
Company drivers and anyone authorized to drive the company vehicles must have a valid driver’s license
issued in the state of residence for the class of the vehicle being operated and must be able to drive a
vehicle. Obtaining a driver’s license is a personal expense.
Driver Qualifications
Driver qualifications are as follows:
1. Authorized employee of company.
2. Must be at least 18 years of age.
3. Have at least one year of experience in the class of vehicle operated.
4. Must meet licensing requirements.
5. Will not qualify for a company vehicle if, during the last 36 months, the driver had any of the
following experiences:


Been convicted of a felony.



Been convicted of sale, handling or use of drugs.



Been convicted of an alcohol- or drug-related offense while driving.



Had driver’s license suspended or revoked.



Been convicted of three or more speeding violations or one or more other serious violations.



Been involved in two or more chargeable accidents.

Review of Motor Vehicle Record

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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State Motor Vehicle Records (MVRs) will be used as the source for verifying driver history. MVRs will
be obtained and reviewed at least annually. Driving privileges may be withdrawn or suspended and/or the
company vehicles removed for any authorized driver not meeting the above requirements. In addition,
appropriate disciplinary action may be taken.
Personal Use
Company vehicles are provided primarily for business purposes; however, occasional personal use is
permitted. Personal use is a privilege extended only to the employee with written authorization
from senior management.
Maintenance
Authorized drivers are required to immediately notify Cass Arrieta shop supervisor on any maintenance
and safety deficiencies. Vehicles should not be operated with any defect that would inhibit safe operation
during current and foreseeable weather and lighting conditions.
Preventive vehicle inspections such as tire pressure and fluid checks to be performed on a daily basis in
order to insure you will have a reliable safety vehicle to drive and support work activities.
Traffic Violations
Fines for parking or moving violations are the personal responsibility of the assigned operator. The
company will not condone nor excuse ignorance of traffic citations that result in court summons being
directed to itself as owner of the vehicle.
Each driver is required to report all moving violations to their respected supervisor within 24 hours. This
requirement applies to violations involving the use of any company vehicle while on company business.
Failure to report violations will result in appropriate disciplinary action.
Please be aware that traffic violations incurred during non-business (personal use) hours will affect your
driving status as well and are subject to review.
Accidents Involving Company Vehicles
In the event of an accident:
 Contact supervisor immediately.


Do not admit negligence or liability.



Do not attempt settlement, regardless of how minor.



Get name, address and phone number of injured person and witnesses if possible.



Exchange vehicle identification, insurance company name and policy numbers with the other
driver.



Take a photograph of the scene of accident if possible.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Call the police if injury to others is involved. You may want to call police even if there are no
injuries.



Complete the accident report in your vehicle.



Turn all information over to your immediate supervisor with in 24 hours.

Thefts
In the event of the theft of a company vehicle, notify local police and immediate supervisor immediately.
Driver Responsibilities
Each driver is responsible for the actual possession, care and use of the company vehicle in their
possession. Therefore, a driver’s responsibilities include, but are not limited to, the following:
 Secure loads, clean off any loose debris that could cause a road hazard.


Operation of the vehicle in a manner consistent with reasonable practices that avoid abuse, theft,
neglect or disrespect of the equipment.



Obey all traffic laws.



The use of seat belts and shoulder harness is mandatory for driver and passengers.



Adhering to manufacturer’s recommendations regarding service, maintenance and inspection.
Vehicles should not be operated with any defect that would prevent safe operation.



Attention to and practice of safe driving techniques and adherence to current safety requirements.



Restricting the use of vehicles to authorized driver only.



Reporting the occurrence of moving violations.



Accurate, comprehensive and timely reporting of all accidents by an authorized driver and thefts
of a company vehicle to the company immediate supervisor.

Driver Responsibilities for Towed Vehicles
 Always drive in safe lane.
 Secure cement mixers, trailers, compressors, etc.
 Secure chain properly to the towed vehicle.
 Observe all speed and load limits.
 Obey all traffic loads referring to towed vehicle.
Failure to comply with any of these responsibilities will result in disciplinary action.

Preventable Accidents
A preventable accident is defined as any accident involving a company vehicle – whether being used for
company or personal use that results in property damage and/or personal injury, and in which the driver
in question failed to exercise every reasonable precaution to prevent the accident.
1. Classification of preventable accidents
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Following too close



Driving too fast for conditions



Failure to observe clearances



Failure to obey signs



Improper turns



Failure to observe signals from other drivers



Failure to reduce speed



Improper parking



Improper passing



Failure to yield



Improper backing



Failure to obey traffic signals or directions



Exceeding the posted speed limit



Driving While Intoxicated (DWI) or Driving Under the Influence (DUI) or similar charges.

I have read and will abide by the conditions as stated in this document regarding the operation of any
vehicle for company business.
Name (Print) ___________________________________________________________________
Signature _________________________________________

Today’s date ________________

Witness __________________________________________

Today’s date ________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Cass Arrieta
Guidelines for Using Company Vehicle
Only those employees whose names appear on the Cass Arrieta Company’s list of authorized
drivers and have a supervisor’s permission shall operate a company owned or leased vehicle.
Company owned vehicles are to be used for company business only. Personal use of a company
vehicle is prohibited unless approved by management. Company vehicles that are driven to and
parked at employee residences must be secured when not occupied and have contents reasonably
safeguarded.

Acknowledgment and Consent Agreement
I have read, or have had read to me, the entire contents of Cass Arrieta Company Vehicle
Usage Policy and agree to comply with all requirements. I have been given an opportunity to ask
questions and fully understand the meaning of the policy. Additionally, I understand that I should
contact a company supervisor should I have any future questions or concerns. By signing below,
I acknowledge having receipt of this policy and consent to agree to abide by the contents.
Name
(Print)________________________________________________________________________
Signature__________________________________ Date________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Motor Vehicle Report (MVR) Authorization Form
From a liability standpoint, it is necessary for Cass Arrieta to periodically review driving
records of those employees operating a company vehicle for company business.
Therefore, please review, complete and return the following at your earliest convenience.
Should you have any questions regarding this request, feel free to discuss your concerns
with your immediate supervisor.
***
Please PRINT the following:

Name:________________________________________________________________
First
Middle Initial
Last Name

Driver’s License Number:________________________ State of Residency:________

Date of Birth:________________

Office Location:__________________________

***
I hereby authorize that my motor vehicle records may be requested by and released to my
employer, Cass Arrieta at anytime during my employment.

Employee’s Signature_____________________________ Date:____________________

Please complete and return your original to the Fleet Administrator

CASS ARRIETA
General Engineering Contractors

P.O. Box 309
El Cajon, CA 92022
Phone: (619) 590-0929
Fax: (619) 590-1202

Motor Vehicle Record Policy
It is Cass Arrieta policy and requirement for employment that every employee position with driving
duties requires a motor vehicle record (MVR) meeting the grading requirements stated below.
MVRs will be examined prior to the employee becoming eligible for driving a company vehicle and at
least annually thereafter. Any job offer made to an employee-candidate for a position with driving duties
shall be contingent upon an MVR meeting the required standards; continued employment in a position
with driving duties also requires an MVR meeting the standards outlined below.
The standards for MVRs are as follows:
1. All operators must have a valid driver’s license for at least three years.
2. No new driver will be hired with a “borderline” or “poor” MVR. MVRs will be graded based on the
table below, as minimum requirements.
3. Driving records must remain “acceptable” or “clear,” as graded on the table below, for continued
employment in positions with driving duties.
Any exceptions to these guidelines must be referred to senior management for written approval. The auto
insurance carrier will be consulted on any/all MVRs not meeting the minimum criteria.
Motor Vehicle Grading Criteria (last three years)
Number of Minor
Violations

Number of at-fault accidents
0

1

2

3

0

Clear

Acceptable

Borderline

Poor

1

Acceptable

Acceptable

Borderline

Poor

2

Acceptable

Borderline

Poor

Poor

3

Borderline

Poor

Poor

Poor

4

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Any major
violation

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor
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Minor Violation:

Major Violations

Any minor violation other than a major except:


Motor vehicle equipment, load or size
requirement



Driving under influence of alcohol/drugs





Failure to stop/report an accident

Improper/failure to display license plates





Reckless driving/speeding contest

Failure to sign or display registration





Driving while impaired

Failure to have driver’s license in
possession (if valid license exists)



Making a false accident report



Homicide, manslaughter or assault arising
out of the use of a vehicle



Driving while license is suspended/revoked



Careless driving



Attempting to elude a police officer

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Fire Prevention
And Protection

Cass Arrieta
P.O. Box 309
El Cajon, CA 92022

Cass Arrieta
26035 Palomar Rd
Menifee, CA 92585

Phone: 619-590-0929
Fax:
619-590-1202

Phone: 951-928-2596
Fax:
951-928-8174

FIRE PREVENTION AND PROTECTION
Fire Extinguisher/Agent Characteristics Table
Classification of Fires
Use and Types of Fire Extinguishers
Construction Safety Order Article 32 (“Oxygen, Acetylene, Fuel and Gas”)
Construction Safety Order Article 36 (“Fire Protection and Prevention”)

All You Ever Wanted to Know
About Fire Extinguishers . . .
There are basically four different types or classes of fire extinguishers, each of which extinguishes
specific types of fire. Newer fire extinguishers use a picture/labeling system to designate which
types of fires they are to be used on. Older fire extinguishers are labeled with colored geometrical
shapes with letter designations. Both of these types of labels are shown below with the description
of the different classes of extinguishers.
Additionally, Class A and Class B fire extinguishers have a numerical rating which is based on tests
conducted by Underwriter’s Laboratories that are designed to determine the extinguishing potential
for each size and type of extinguisher. Click on any of the topics listed below for additional
information that may be helpful to know.

Fire Extinguisher Ratings
Multi-Class Ratings
Types of Fire Extinguishers
How to Use a Fire Extinguisher

Fire Extinguisher Ratings
Class A Extinguishers will put out fires in ordinary combustibles,
such as wood and paper. The numerical rating for this class of fire
extinguisher refers to the amount of water the fire extinguisher
holds and the amount of fire it will extinguish.
Class B Extinguishers should be used on fires involving
flammable liquids, such as grease, gasoline, oil, etc. The numerical
rating for this class of fire extinguisher states the approximate
number of square feet of a flammable liquid fire that a non-expert
person can expect to extinguish.
Class C Extinguishers are suitable for use on electrically
energized fires. This class of fire extinguishers does not have a
numerical rating. The presence of the letter “C” indicates that the
extinguishing agent is non-conductive.
Class D Extinguishers are designed for use on flammable metals
and are often specific for the type of metal in question. There is no
picture designator for Class D extinguishers. These extinguishers
generally have no rating nor are they given a multi-purpose rating
for use on other types of fires.
Return to top of this page | Return to main FAQ page

Multi-Class Ratings
Many extinguishers available today can be used on
different types of fires and will be labeled with more
than one designator, e.g. A-B, B-C, or A-B-C. Make
sure that if you have a multi-purpose extinguisher it is
properly labeled.

This is the old style of labeling indicating suitability for
use on Class A, B, and C fires.

This is the new style of labeling that shows this
extinguisher may be used on Ordinary Combustibles,
Flammable Liquids, or Electrical Equipment fires.
This is the new labeling style with a diagonal red line
drawn through the picture to indicate what type of fire
this extinguisher is NOT suitable for. In this example,
the fire extinguisher could be used on Ordinary
Combustibles and Flammable Liquids fires, but not
for Electrical Equipment fires.
Return to top of this page | Return to main FAQ page

Types of Fire Extinguishers

(Select images for a closer view)

Dry Chemical extinguishers are usually rated for multiple purpose use. They
contain an extinguishing agent and use a compressed, non-flammable gas as a
propellant.

Halon extinguishers contain a gas that interrupts the chemical reaction that takes
place when fuels burn. These types of extinguishers are often used to protect
valuable electrical equipment since them leave no residue to clean up. Halon
extinguishers have a limited range, usually 4 to 6 feet. The initial application of
Halon should be made at the base of the fire, even after the flames have been
extinguished.

Water These extinguishers contain water and compressed gas and should only be
used on Class A (ordinary combustibles) fires.

Carbon Dioxide (CO2) extinguishers are most effective on Class B and C (liquids
and electrical) fires. Since the gas disperses quickly, these extinguishers are only
effective from 3 to 8 feet. The carbon dioxide is stored as a compressed liquid in
the extinguisher; as it expands, it cools the surrounding air. The cooling will often
cause ice to form around the “horn” where the gas is expelled from the
extinguisher. Since the fire could re-ignite, continue to apply the agent even after
the fire appears to be out

How to Use a Fire
Extinguisher
P A S S
PULL

AIM

SQUEEZE

SWEEP
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dNK``MNK`ÿ_ORÿLaKÿLWdK`ÿPeÿ]_`K`ÿePNÿUaQbaÿLaKWÿUKNKÿRK`Q]OKRjÿJK]M^_LPN`ÿ_NKÿNKVMQNKRÿePNÿQO`L_^^_LQPO`ÿUaKNKÿ_
eMK^ÿ]_`ÿaP`KÿQ̀ÿiKLUKKOÿeMK^ÿ̀PMNbKÿ_ORÿiMNOKNj
TmknoÿpMLaPNQLWÿbQLKRoÿqKbLQPOÿrsgjtuÿv_iPNÿwPRKjÿJKeKNKObKoÿqKbLQPOÿrsgjtuÿv_iPNÿwPRKj
xyqkmJz
rjÿTKUÿTmknÿeQ^KRÿrl{l|}~ÿKeeKbLQcKÿLaQNLQKLaÿR_WÿLaKNK_eLKNÿJK]Q̀LKNÿ|}uÿTPjÿgj
Pÿ_bÿLPÿpNLQb^Kÿtgÿk_i^KÿPeÿwPOLKOL̀
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JKLMNOÿLPÿQORKSÿÿ
TKUÿVMKNW
XYZ6D7ÿ[9;3ÿ0:@ÿ89::3.2<9:;7

ÿ
\]^ÿ_MKÿ̀a]bÿcPbKÿ]ORÿPSWaKOÿcPbKÿbc]`ÿ̀dKÿK]bQ̀WÿRQbLQOaMQbcKRÿeNPfÿK]gcÿPLcKNh
ÿ
TPLKiÿjcKÿgPOLN]bLÿf]WÿdKÿf]RKÿdWÿRQeeKNKOLÿgPP̀NbÿPNÿdWÿbMNe]gKÿgc]N]gLKNQbLQgbÿNK]RQ̀WÿRQbLQOaMQbc]dK̀ÿdWÿLcK
bKObKÿPeÿLPMgch
ÿ
\d^ÿkÿbQOaK̀ÿcPbKÿc]lQOaÿfPNKÿLc]Oÿmÿa]bÿn]bb]aKÿbc]`ÿ̀OPLÿdKÿMbKRÿ]bÿ]ÿgPOOKgLQPOÿdKLUKKOÿLPNgcÿ]ORÿa]bÿPML̀KL
Qeÿ]ÿU]`ÿ̀e]Q̀MNKÿUPMR̀ÿnKNfQLÿLcKÿeP̀UÿPeÿKQLcKNÿa]bÿQOLPÿLcKÿPLcKNÿn]bb]aKh
ÿ
\g^ÿoPbKbÿMbKRÿePNÿ̀QVMKeQKRÿnKLNPK̀Mfÿa]bpÿbMgcÿ]bÿdML]OKÿPNÿnNPn]OKpÿbc]`ÿ̀dKÿPepÿPNÿ̀QOKRÿUQLcpÿf]LKNQ]b̀ÿLc]L
]NKÿNKbQbL]OLÿLPÿLcKÿ]gLQPOÿPeÿqrst]bhÿjcKWÿbc]`ÿ̀dKÿRKbQaOKRÿePNÿ]ÿdMNbLQOaÿnNKbbMNKÿPeÿ]Lÿ̀K]bLÿmpuvwÿnbQpÿ]OR
bc]`ÿ̀dKÿf]NxKRÿKlKNWÿvÿeKKLÿUQLcÿLcKÿ̀KLLKNbÿyqrthzÿoPbKbÿPlKNÿm{uÿQOgcÿRQ]fKLKNÿbc]`ÿ̀]b̀PÿdKÿf]NxKRÿUQLcÿLcK
f]OMe]gLMNKN|bÿO]fKh
ÿ
\R^ÿjcKÿgPOOKgLQPOÿdKLUKKOÿeMKÿ̀bPMNgKÿ]ORÿdMNOKNÿbc]`ÿ̀dKÿUQLcÿKSLN]ÿcK]lWÿbLKKÿ̀nQnKÿ\}gcKRMK̀ÿ~w^pÿeK̀SQdK̀
fKL]`Q̀gÿLMdQOaÿPNÿcPbKÿbMQL]dK̀ÿePNÿLcKÿbKNlQgKpÿ]ORÿUcKNKÿKSnPbKRÿbc]`ÿ̀dKÿnNPLKgLKRÿ]a]QObLÿncWbQg]ÿ̀R]f]aKh
ÿ
\K^ÿcKOÿOPLÿQOÿMbKpÿf]OQePR̀ÿ]ORÿcK]RKNÿcPbKÿgPOOKgLQPObÿbc]`ÿ̀dKÿg]nnKRhÿkbÿMbKRÿQOÿLcQbÿbMdbKgLQPOp
yf]OQePR̀zÿfK]Obÿ]ÿRKlQgKÿMbKRÿLPÿgPOOKgLÿLcKÿPML̀KLbÿPeÿPOKÿPNÿfPNKÿa]bÿgWQ̀ORKNbÿLPÿ]ÿgKOLN]ÿ̀nQnQOaÿbWbLKfp
]ORÿycK]RKNzÿfK]Obÿ]ÿnQnKÿPNÿRMgLÿLcNPMacÿUcQgcÿ̀QVMQRÿPNÿa]bÿQbÿgPOlKWKRÿ]ORÿbMnnQ̀KRÿLPÿPNÿNKgKQlKRÿeNPf
fML̀QnK̀ÿdN]OgcKbh
ÿ
\e^ÿcKOÿn]N]`K̀ÿ̀bKgLQPObÿPNÿPSWaKOÿ]ORÿeMKÿ̀a]bÿcPbKÿ]NKÿL]nKRÿLPaKLcKNpÿOPLÿfPNKÿLc]OÿÿQOgcKbÿPMLÿPeÿmu
QOgcKbÿbc]`ÿ̀dKÿgPlKNKRÿdWÿL]nKh
ÿ
\a^ÿoPbKÿgPMnQ̀Oabÿbc]`ÿ̀dKÿPeÿLcKÿLWnKÿLc]Lÿg]OOPLÿdKÿMOP̀gxKRÿPNÿRQbgPOOKgLKRÿdWÿfK]ObÿPeÿ]ÿbLN]QacLÿnM``
UQLcPMLÿNPL]NWÿfPLQPOh
ÿ
TPLKiÿkMLcPNQLWÿgQLKRiÿ}KgLQPOÿmuhpÿq]dPNÿPRKhÿJKeKNKOgKiÿ}KgLQPOÿmuhpÿq]dPNÿPRKh
ÿ
o}jJ
ÿ
mhÿTKUÿbMdbKgLQPObÿ\K^s\a^ÿeQ̀KRÿvsumsvÿKeeKgLQlKÿLcQNLQKLcÿR]WÿLcKNK]eLKNÿ\JKaQbLKNÿvpÿTPhÿum^h
ÿ
uhÿkfKORfKOLÿPeÿbMdbKgLQPObÿ\]^pÿ\d^ÿ]ORÿ\R^ÿeQ̀KRÿmsvs~ÿKeeKgLQlKÿLcQNLQKLcÿR]WÿLcKNK]eLKNÿ\JKaQbLKNÿ~pÿTPhÿu^h
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ÿ
-./0123456ÿ89ÿ:;<=46.04>;<ÿ-2?54@ÿA6B56=ÿ
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^_`ÿVRÿTMaSbMÿRPÿ_NN_bcdMQNÿe_bSfSN_NSQgÿRPÿhMPdSNNSQgÿdSUNOPMÿReÿ_SPÿRPÿRUYgMQÿWSNcÿbRdiOjNSifMÿg_jMjÿhPSRPÿNR
bRQjOdhNSRQkÿMUbMhNÿ_NÿNcMÿiOPQMPÿRPÿSQÿ_ÿjN_QT_PTÿNRPbcÿRPÿifRWhShMkÿjc_ffÿiMÿ_ffRWMTÿOQfMjjÿ_hhPRaMTÿeRPÿNcM
hOPhRjMl
^i`ÿmbMNYfMQMÿjc_ffÿQRNÿiMÿgMQMP_NMTÿRPÿONSfSnMTÿ_Nÿ_ÿhPMjjOPMÿSQÿMUbMjjÿReÿopÿhROQTjÿhMPÿjXO_PMÿSQbcÿg_OgM
hPMjjOPMl
qrsqtuvwVxÿmbMNYfMQMÿTSjjRfaMTÿSQÿjOSN_ifMÿjRfaMQNÿ_QTÿjNRPMTÿSQÿbYfSQTMPjÿd_QOe_bNOPMTÿ_bbRPTSQgÿNR
vQNMPjN_NMÿsRddMPbMÿsRddSjjSRQÿPMXOSPMdMQNjl
^b`ÿwUYgMQÿbYfSQTMPjÿ_QTÿeSNNSQgjÿjc_ffÿiMÿyMhNÿ_W_YÿePRdÿRSfÿRPÿgPM_jMlÿsYfSQTMPjkÿbYfSQTMPÿb_hjÿ_QTÿa_faMjk
bROhfSQgjkÿPMgOf_NRPjkÿcRjMkÿ_QTÿ_hh_P_NOjÿjc_ffÿiMÿyMhNÿePMMÿePRdÿRSfÿRPÿgPM_jYÿjOijN_QbMjÿ_QTÿjc_ffÿQRNÿiM
c_QTfMTÿWSNcÿRSfYÿc_QTjÿRPÿgfRaMjlÿwUYgMQÿjc_ffÿQRNÿiMÿTSPMbNMTÿ_NÿRSfYÿjOPe_bMjkÿgPM_jYÿbfRNcMjkÿRPÿWSNcSQÿ_ÿeOMf
RSfÿRPÿRNcMPÿjNRP_gMÿN_QyÿRPÿaMjjMfl
^T`ÿzRjMÿhShSQgÿjYjNMdjkÿ_hh_P_NOjkÿ_QTÿeSNNSQgjÿjc_ffÿQRNÿiMÿOjMTl
^M`ÿwUYgMQÿjc_ffÿQMaMPÿiMÿOjMTÿePRdÿ_ÿbYfSQTMPÿRPÿbYfSQTMPÿd_QSeRfTÿOQfMjjÿ_ÿhPMjjOPM{PMTObSQgÿTMaSbMÿSQNMQTMT
eRPÿOjMÿWSNcÿRUYgMQkÿ_QTÿjRÿd_PyMTkÿSjÿhPRaSTMTl
^e`ÿmbMNYfMQMÿjc_ffÿQMaMPÿiMÿiPROgcNÿSQNRÿbRQN_bNÿWSNcÿOQ_ffRYMTÿbRhhMPÿMUbMhNÿSQÿ_ÿifRWhShMÿRPÿNRPbcl
^g`ÿsYfSQTMPjÿQRNÿc_aSQgÿeSUMTÿc_QTÿWcMMfjÿjc_ffÿc_aMÿyMYjkÿc_QTfMjÿRPÿQRQ_T|OjN_ifMÿWPMQbcMjÿRQÿa_faMÿjNMdj
WcSfMÿNcMjMÿbYfSQTMPjÿ_PMÿSQÿjMPaSbMlÿvQÿdOfNShfMÿbYfSQTMPÿSQjN_ff_NSRQjÿRQfYÿRQMÿyMYÿRPÿc_QTfMÿSjÿPMXOSPMTÿeRPÿM_bc
d_QSeRfTl
^c`ÿsYfSQTMPjÿjc_ffÿQMaMPÿiMÿOjMTÿ_jÿPRffMPjÿRPÿjOhhRPNjÿWcMNcMPÿeOffÿRPÿMdhNYl
^S̀ÿsRdhPMjjMTÿRUYgMQÿjc_ffÿQRNÿiMÿOjMTÿeRPÿaMQNSf_NSRQkÿNMjNSQgkÿRPÿjSdSf_PÿhOPhRjMjÿTSeeMPMQNÿePRdÿSNjÿSQNMQTMT
eOQbNSRQÿSQÿWMfTSQgÿ_QTÿiOPQSQgl
^|`ÿmÿTPYÿbcMdSb_fÿRPÿb_PiRQÿTSRUSTMÿeSPMÿMUNSQgOSjcMPÿP_NMTÿ_NÿfM_jNÿo}ÿ~xsÿjc_ffÿiMÿyMhNÿQM_PÿRhMP_NSRQjÿWcMPM
iRNNfMTÿeOMfÿg_jMjÿ_PMÿiMSQgÿOjMTl
^y`ÿt{_jÿaMjjMfjÿjc_ffÿiMÿyMhNÿSQÿ_ÿhRjSNSRQÿjRÿNc_NÿNcMÿj_eMNYÿPMfSMeÿa_faMÿSjÿSQÿTSPMbNÿbRQN_bNÿWSNcÿNcMÿa_hRP
jh_bMÿSQÿNcMÿaMjjMfÿ_Nÿ_ffÿNSdMjl
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GHIJKLÿIMÿNLOHPÿÿ
QHRÿSJHKT
UVWXY6ÿZ2923/Aÿ[2\+;32]291:6

^_`ÿabHÿHcdeMTHKÿfb_eeÿgHÿKHfdMLfNgeHÿhMKÿIbHÿOHiHeMdcHLIÿMhÿ_ÿhNKHÿdKMIHjINMLÿdKMkK_cÿIMÿgHÿhMeeMRHO
IbKMJkbMJIÿ_eeÿdb_fHfÿMhÿIbHÿjMLfIKJjINMLÿRMKlmÿ_LOÿbHÿfb_eeÿdKMiNOHÿhMKÿIbHÿhNKHÿhNkbINLkÿHSJNdcHLIÿ_fÿfdHjNhNHO
NLÿIbNfÿnKINjeHoÿnfÿhNKHÿb_p_KOfÿMjjJKqÿIbHKHÿfb_eeÿgHÿLMÿOHe_TÿNLÿdKMiNONLkÿIbHÿLHjHff_KTÿhNKHÿdKMIHjINMLÿ_LOrMK
dKHiHLINMLÿHSJNdcHLIo
QsatuÿvLÿj_fHfÿRbHKHÿMKOHKfÿMhÿeMj_eÿwJKNfONjINMLÿ_KHÿcMKHÿKHfIKNjINiHqÿIbMfHÿMKOHKfÿfb_eeÿdKHi_Neo
^g`ÿnÿf_hHÿ_LOÿJLMgfIKJjIHOÿ_jjHffÿIMÿ_eeÿ_i_Ne_geHÿhNKHÿhNkbINLkÿHSJNdcHLIÿfb_eeÿgHÿc_NLI_NLHOÿ_Iÿ_eeÿINcHfo
^j`ÿneeÿhNKHÿhNkbINLkÿHSJNdcHLIqÿdKMiNOHOÿgTÿIbHÿHcdeMTHKqÿfb_eeÿgHÿjMLfdNjJMJfeTÿeMj_IHOÿMKÿIbHÿeMj_INML
jMLfdNjJMJfeTÿc_KlHOo
^O`ÿneeÿhNKHÿhNkbINLkÿHSJNdcHLIÿfb_eeÿgHÿc_NLI_NLHOÿNLÿMdHK_INLkÿjMLONINMLoÿxHhHjINiHÿHSJNdcHLIÿfb_eeÿgH
NccHON_IHeTÿKHde_jHOo
QsatuÿnJIbMKNITÿjNIHOuÿyHjINMLÿz{|o}qÿ~_gMKÿMOHoÿGHhHKHLjHuÿyHjINMLÿz{|o}qÿ~_gMKÿMOHo
vyasG
zoÿQHRÿnKINjeHÿ}ÿ^yHjINMLfÿz|z}qÿLMIÿjMLfHjJINiH`ÿhNeHOÿzzz{mÿHhhHjINiHÿIbNKINHIbÿO_TÿIbHKH_hIHK
^GHkNfIHKÿqÿQMoÿ{`o
|oÿncHLOcHLIÿMhÿfJgfHjINMLÿ^O`ÿhNeHOÿzmÿHhhHjINiHÿIbNKINHIbÿO_TÿIbHKH_hIHKÿ^GHkNfIHKÿqÿQMoÿ{}`o
Mÿ_jlÿIMÿnKINjeHÿ}ÿa_geHÿMhÿMLIHLIf
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FGHIJKÿHLÿMKNGOÿÿ
PGQÿRIGJS
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YZ[ÿ\ÿHG]^LJZJSÿLJÿ^GJ]ZKGKHÿQZHGJÿ_I^^S̀aÿLbÿ_IbbMcMGKHÿdLÌ]GaÿNIJZHMLKaÿZKNÿ^JG__IJGaÿJGRIMJGNÿHLÿ^JL^GJS̀
L^GJZHGÿHeGÿbMJGÿbMfeHMKfÿGRIM^]GKHÿZ_ÿJGRIMJGNÿgSÿHeG_GÿLJNGJ_ÿ_eZ`ÿ̀gGÿ]ZNGÿZdZM̀ZgG̀ÿZ_ÿ_LLKÿZ_ÿcL]gI_HMgG̀
]ZHGJMZ`_ÿZccI]IZ̀HGh
Yg[ÿieGJGÿIKNGJfJLIKNÿQZHGJÿ_I^^S̀ÿ̀MKG_ÿZJGÿHLÿgGÿ^JLdMNGNaÿHeGSÿ_eZ`ÿ̀gGÿMK_HZ`G̀NaÿcL]^G̀HGNaÿZKNÿ]ZNG
ZdZM̀ZgG̀ÿbLJÿI_GÿZ_ÿ_LLKÿZ_ÿ^JZcHMcZgG̀h
Pjklmÿ\IHeLJMHSÿcMHGNmÿnGcHMLKÿopqhraÿsZgLJÿtLNGhÿFGbGJGKcGmÿnGcHMLKÿopqhraÿsZgLJÿtLNGh
uvnkjFw
ohÿPGQÿPjklÿbM̀GNÿoxyzy{|}ÿGbbGcHMdGÿHeMJHMGHeÿNZSÿHeGJGZbHGJÿYFGfM_HGJÿ{|aÿPLhÿpr[h
~LÿZcÿHLÿ\JHMcG̀ÿr|ÿkZgG̀ÿLbÿtLKHGKH_
ÿ
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_`aÿbPMJÿcRKPNdLPefJMeÿ̀NQÿgh`iiÿjOeJÿkPNJel
_maÿnÿoPMJÿJRKPNdLPefJMpÿM`KJQÿNOKÿiJeeÿKf`Nÿqnpÿef`iiÿrJÿsMOtPQJQÿoOMÿJ`ufÿvpwwwÿeUL`MJÿoJJKÿOoÿKfJÿoiOOMÿ̀MJ`pÿOM
oM`uKPONÿKfJMJOolÿxfJMJÿKfJÿoiOOMÿ̀MJ`ÿPeÿiJeeÿKf`NÿvpwwwÿeUL`MJÿoJJKÿ̀KÿiJ`eKÿONJÿJRKPNdLPefJMÿef`iiÿrJÿsMOtPQJQl
yM`tJiÿQPeK̀NuJÿoMOhÿ̀NVÿsOPNKÿOoÿKfJÿsMOKJuKJQÿ̀MJ`ÿKOÿKfJÿNJ`MJeKÿoPMJÿJRKPNdLPefJMÿef`iiÿNOKÿJRuJJQÿz{ÿoJJKl
|NJÿ{{}d`iiONÿOsJNÿuONK̀PNJMÿOoÿT`KJMÿTPKfÿKTOÿoPMJÿs`Pieÿh`VÿrJÿeLreKPKLKJQÿoOMÿ̀ÿoPMJÿJRKPNdLPefJMÿf`tPNdÿ̀ÿqn
M`KPNdl
nÿv~}PNufÿQP̀hJKJMÿd`MQJN}KVsJÿfOeJÿiPNJpÿNOKÿKOÿJRuJJQÿz{ÿoJJKÿPNÿiJNdKfÿ̀NQÿJULPssJQÿTPKfÿ̀Nÿ̀QLeK̀riJ
NOiJpÿh`VÿrJÿeLreKPKLKJQÿoOMÿ̀ÿqn}M`KJQÿoPMJÿJRKPNdLPefJMpÿsMOtPQJQÿPKÿPeÿuONNJuKJQÿKOÿ̀ÿMJiP̀riJÿT`KJMÿsMJeeLMJ
eVeKJhÿu`s`riJÿOoÿQPeuf`MdPNdÿ̀ÿhPNPhLhpÿuONKPNLOLeÿoiOTÿOoÿ{ÿd`iiONeÿsJMÿhPNLKJÿTPKfÿ̀ÿhPNPhLhÿfOeJÿeKMJ`h
M`NdJÿOoÿvwÿoJJKÿfOMPONK̀iiVlÿyfJÿd`MQJN}KVsJÿfOeJÿiPNJeÿef`iiÿrJÿhOLNKJQÿONÿuONtJNKPON`iÿM`ueÿOMÿMJJielÿyfJ
NLhrJMÿ̀NQÿiOu`KPONÿOoÿfOeJÿM`ueÿOMÿMJJieÿef`iiÿrJÿeLufÿKf`Kÿ̀KÿiJ`eKÿONJÿfOeJÿeKMJ`hÿu`NÿrJÿ̀ssiPJQÿKOÿ̀iiÿsOPNKe
PNÿKfJÿoiOOMÿ̀MJ`l
nKÿiJ`eKÿONJÿoPMJÿJRKPNdLPefJMÿM`KJQÿNOKÿiJeeÿKf`Nÿqnpÿef`iiÿrJÿsMOtPQJQÿONÿJ`ufÿoiOOMlÿNÿhLiKP}eKOMVÿrLPiQPNdepÿ̀K
iJ`eKÿONJÿoPMJÿJRKPNdLPefJMÿef`iiÿrJÿiOu`KJQÿ̀Q`uJNKÿKOÿKfJÿeK̀PMT`Vÿ̀KÿJ`ufÿoiOOMÿiJtJil
c cy|SÿgPNdiJÿo`hPiVÿMJePQJNKP̀iÿQTJiiPNdeÿOKfJMÿKf`Nÿ̀s`MKhJNKepÿiOQdPNdÿfOLeJepÿfOKJieÿOMÿQOMhPKOMPJe
sMOtPQJQÿKf`KÿKfJMJÿPeÿ̀KÿiJ`eKÿONJÿoPMJÿJRKPNdLPefJMÿM`KJQÿNOKÿiJeeÿKf`NÿqnpÿOMÿKfJÿJULPt`iJNKpÿ̀t`PìriJÿ̀KÿKfJÿOr
ePKJÿQLMPNdÿTOMPNdÿfOLMel
_qaÿcRKPNdLPefJMeÿ̀NQÿT`KJMÿuONK̀PNJMeÿeLrJuKÿKOÿoMJJPNdÿef`iiÿrJÿsMOKJuKJQÿoMOhÿoMJJPNdl
_vaÿnÿoPMJÿJRKPNdLPefJMpÿM`KJQÿNOKÿiJeeÿKf`Nÿmwpÿef`iiÿrJÿsMOtPQJQÿTPKfPNÿ{wÿoJJKÿOoÿTfJMJtJMÿhOMJÿKf`Nÿ{ÿd`iiONe
Ooÿoìhh`riJÿOMÿuOhrLeKPriJÿiPULPQeÿOMÿ{ÿsOLNQeÿOoÿoìhh`riJÿd`eÿ̀MJÿrJPNdÿLeJQÿONÿKfJÿOrÿePKJlÿyfPe
MJULPMJhJNKÿQOJeÿNOKÿ̀ssiVÿKOÿKfJÿPNKJdM`iÿoLJiÿK̀NeÿOoÿhOKOMÿtJfPuiJel
_aÿOMK̀riJÿoPMJÿJRKPNdLPefJMeÿef`iiÿrJÿPNesJuKJQÿhONKfiVpÿOMÿ̀KÿhOMJÿoMJULJNKÿPNKJMt`iepÿ̀NQÿeJMtPuJQÿ̀KÿiJ`eK
`NNL`iiVÿrVÿ̀ÿsJMeONÿiPuJNeJQÿOMÿMJdPeKJMJQÿrVÿKfJÿgK̀KJÿbPMJÿ`Mef`iÿ̀eÿMJULPMJQÿrVÿKfJÿjJ`iKfÿ̀NQÿg`oJKVÿOQJp
PtPePONÿmqpÿ`MKÿqpÿf`sKJMÿml{pÿnMKPuiJeÿqpÿvpÿ̀NQÿl
S|ycÿNesJuKPONÿPeÿ̀ÿULPuÿufJuÿKf`Kÿ̀NÿJRKPNdLPefJMÿPeÿ̀t`PìriJÿ̀NQÿTPiiÿOsJM`KJlÿKÿPeÿPNKJNQJQÿKOÿdPtJ
MJ`eON`riJÿ̀eeLM`NuJÿKf`KÿKfJÿJRKPNdLPefJMÿPeÿoLiiVÿuf`MdJQÿ̀NQÿOsJM`riJlÿyfPeÿPeÿQONJÿrVÿeJJPNdÿKf`KÿPKÿPeÿPNÿPKe
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abcÿdeNQOfgKNÿhNPLKiLQPOj
akcÿlmÿLnKÿmbiQgQLWÿoKQOpÿiPOqLNMiLKRÿQOigMRKqÿLnKÿQOqLbggbLQPOÿPmÿbMLPrbLQiÿqeNQOfgKNÿeNPLKiLQPOÿUnQinÿQqÿeNPePqKR
LPÿoKÿMqKRÿQOÿgQKMÿPmÿLKrePNbNWÿeNPLKiLQPOsÿLnKÿQOqLbggbLQPOÿqnbggÿigPqKgWÿmPggPUÿLnKÿiPOqLNMiLQPOÿbORÿoKÿegbiKRÿQO
qKNtQiKÿbqÿqPPOÿbqÿbeegQibogKÿgbUqÿeKNrQLÿmPggPUQOpÿiPregKLQPOÿPmÿKbinÿqLPNWj
aucÿvMNQOpÿRKrPgQLQPOÿPNÿbgLKNbLQPOqsÿKSQqLQOpÿbMLPrbLQiÿqeNQOfgKNÿQOqLbggbLQPOqÿqnbggÿoKÿNKLbQOKRÿQOÿqKNtQiKÿbqÿgPOp
bqÿNKbqPObogKjÿwnKÿPeKNbLQPOÿPmÿqeNQOfgKNÿiPOLNPgÿtbgtKqÿqnbggÿoKÿeKNrQLLKRÿPOgWÿoWÿVMbgQmQKRÿeKNqPOqj
xPRQmQibLQPOÿPmÿqeNQOfgKNÿqWqLKrqÿLPÿeKNrQLÿbgLKNbLQPOqÿPNÿbRRQLQPObgÿRKrPgQLQPOÿqnPMgRÿoKÿKSeKRQLKRÿqPÿLnbLÿLnK
bMLPrbLQiÿeNPLKiLQPOÿrbWÿoKÿNKLMNOKRÿLPÿqKNtQiKÿbqÿVMQifgWÿbqÿePqqQogKjÿdeNQOfgKNÿiPOLNPgÿtbgtKqÿqnbggÿoKÿinKifKR
RbQgWÿLPÿbqiKNLbQOÿLnbLÿLnKÿeNPLKiLQPOÿQqÿQOÿqKNtQiKj
aycÿvMNQOpÿLnKÿiPOqLNMiLQPOÿPmÿbÿoMQgRQOpÿbORÿMOLQgÿLnKÿeKNrbOKOLÿmQNKÿKSLQOpMQqnQOpÿqWqLKrÿnbqÿoKKOÿQOqLbggKR
bORÿQOÿqKNtQiKsÿmQNKÿeNPLKiLQPOÿqnbggÿoKÿeNPtQRKRÿQOÿbiiPNRbOiKÿUQLnÿLnKqKÿPNRKNqj
aocÿdLbOReQeKqj
akcÿlOÿbggÿqLNMiLMNKqÿQOÿUnQinÿqLbOReQeKqÿbNKÿNKVMQNKRsÿPNÿUnKNKÿqLbOReQeKqÿKSQqLÿQOÿqLNMiLMNKqÿoKQOpÿbgLKNKRsÿLnKW
qnbggsÿMOgKqqÿNKegbiKRÿoWÿLKrePNbNWÿiPOqLNMiLQPOÿeNPLKiLQPOsÿoKÿoNPMpnLÿMeÿbqÿqPPOÿbqÿbeegQibogKÿgbUqÿeKNrQLsÿbOR
qnbggÿoKÿrbQOLbQOKRÿbqÿiPOqLNMiLQPOÿeNPpNKqqKqÿQOÿqMinÿbÿrbOOKNÿLnbLÿLnKWÿbNKÿbgUbWqÿNKbRWÿmPNÿmQNKÿeNPLKiLQPO
MqKjÿwnKÿqLbOReQeKqÿqnbggÿoKÿeNPtQRKRÿUQLnÿdQbrKqKÿmQNKÿRKebNLrKOLÿiPOOKiLQPOqÿPOÿLnKÿPMLqQRKÿPmÿLnKÿqLNMiLMNKs
bLÿLnKÿqLNKKLÿgKtKgÿbORÿqnbggÿoKÿiPOqeQiMPMqgWÿrbNfKRÿbORÿbiiKqqQogKjÿwnKNKÿqnbggÿoKÿbLÿgKbqLÿPOKÿqLbORbNRÿnPqK
PMLgKLÿbLÿKbinÿmgPPNjÿwnKqKÿQOqLbggbLQPOqsÿUnKOÿegbOOKRÿbqÿebNLÿPmÿLnKÿeKNrbOKOLÿQOqLbggbLQPOsÿqnbggÿrKKLÿLnK
beegQibogKÿNKVMQNKrKOLqÿPmÿzNLQigKqÿk{|ÿbORÿk{}ÿPmÿLnKÿ~KOKNbgÿlORMqLNWÿdbmKLWÿNRKNqj
aucÿtKNWÿoMQgRQOpÿqQSÿacÿqLPNQKqÿPNÿrPNKÿQOÿnKQpnLÿqnbggÿoKÿeNPtQRKRÿUQLnÿOPLÿgKqqÿLnbOÿPOKÿPeKNbogKÿqLbOReQeKj
dMinÿqLbOReQeKqÿqnbggÿoKÿQOqLbggKRÿUnKOÿLnKÿeNPpNKqqÿPmÿiPOqLNMiLQPOÿQqÿOPLÿrPNKÿLnbOÿ{ÿmKKLÿQOÿnKQpnLÿboPtK
pNbRKjÿdMinÿqLbOReQeKqÿqnbggÿoKÿeNPtQRKRÿUQLnÿmQNKÿRKebNLrKOLÿPMLgKLÿiPOOKiLQPOqÿbLÿbiiKqqQogKÿgPibLQPOqÿbRbiKOL
LPÿMqbogKÿqLbQNqjÿdMinÿqLbOReQeKÿqWqLKrqÿqnbggÿoKÿKSLKORKRÿbqÿiPOqLNMiLQPOÿeNPpNKqqKqÿLPÿUQLnQOÿPOKÿmgPPNÿPmÿLnK
nQpnKqLÿePQOLÿPmÿiPOqLNMiLQPOÿnbtQOpÿqKiMNKRÿRKifQOpÿPNÿmgPPNQOpj
nKNKÿeKNrbOKOLÿmQNKÿeNPLKiLQPOÿKVMQerKOLÿQqÿNKVMQNKRÿoWÿgPibgÿMNQqRQiLQPOsÿQLÿrbWÿoKÿMqKRÿRMNQOpÿiPOqLNMiLQPO
eNPtQRKRÿQLÿQqÿiPOqLNMiLKRÿiPOiMNNKOLgWÿbORÿeNPpNKqqQtKgWÿUQLnÿLnKÿqLNMiLMNKÿbORÿQqÿrbQOLbQOKRÿPeKNbLQPObgÿbOR
biiKqqQogKj
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abcÿdbMLeQOXÿfgÿhÿQOÿiÿjkbllbmkLÿkRWNRSnÿnobkkÿmLÿpLqMÿRPÿrkQnLSÿrQPMbRPLOnÿVoLPÿPQMÿbrMNbkkXÿRPÿNnLs
amcÿtLbpbeLÿQOÿnqRkkbeLÿQjÿjkbllbmkLÿQOÿrQlmNnMRmkLÿkRWNRSnÿnobkkÿmLÿSRnqQnLSÿQjÿqOQlqMkXÿbPSÿnbjLkXs
arcÿdbMLeQOXÿfgÿhÿQOÿiÿjkbllbmkLÿkRWNRSnÿlbXÿmLÿNnLSÿQPkXÿVoLOLÿMoLOLÿbOLÿPQÿQqLPÿjkblLnÿQOÿQMoLOÿnQNOrLnÿQj
RePRMRQPÿVRMoRPÿuvÿjLLMÿQjÿMoLÿQqLObMRQPgÿNPkLnnÿrQPSRMRQPnÿVbOObPMÿeOLbMLOÿrkLbObPrLs
UQMLwÿxNMoQORMXÿrRMLSwÿyLrMRQPÿfzhsigÿtbmQOÿdQSLsÿKLjLOLPrLwÿyLrMRQPÿfzhsigÿtbmQOÿdQSLs
{|.}B~
fsÿxlLPSlLPMÿjRkLSÿfvÿLjjLrMRLÿMoROMRLMoÿSbXÿMoLOLbjMLOÿaKLeRnMLOÿgÿUQsÿzics
hsÿxlLPSlLPMÿjRkLSÿuuhvfzÿQqLObMRLÿuhvfzÿqNOnNbPMÿMQÿQLOPlLPMÿdQSLÿnLrMRQPÿffiziszamcaicÿaKLeRnMLO
hvfzgÿUQsÿfcs
QÿbrpÿMQÿxOMRrkLÿiÿbmkLÿQjÿdQPMLPMnÿÿ
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Z[\ÿ]^[__[`^Hÿ^NSJNOaÿab[^^ÿ̀HÿaIMKHOÿNLÿ[ccKMdHOÿe^MaHOÿeMLI[NLHKafÿNLÿ[ccKMdHOÿI[Lgaÿ^Me[IHOÿJLOHKhKMJLOfÿMK
NLÿ[ccKMdHOÿ[`MdHhKMJLOÿcMKI[`^HÿI[Lgai
Z`\ÿjNacHLaMNLhÿOHdNMeHaÿkMKÿl[IHhMKTÿmÿMKÿnÿk^[__[`^Hÿ^NSJNOafÿMKÿl[IHhMKTÿoÿk^[__[`^Hÿ^NSJNOaÿRNIbÿ[ÿk^[abcMNLI
`H^MRÿmpp]ÿZoqirl\ÿab[^^ÿ̀HÿMkÿ[ccKMdHOÿITcHiÿsbHÿONacHLaNLhÿLMtt^Hÿab[^^ÿ̀HÿMkÿ[Lÿ[ccKMdHOÿ[JIM_[INeu
e^MaNLhÿITcHÿRNIbMJIÿ[ÿ^[IebuMcHLÿOHdNeHi
Ze\ÿvLOHKhKMJLOÿI[LgaÿI[gHLÿMJIÿMkÿaHKdNeHÿab[^^ÿ̀Hÿa[kHhJ[KOHOÿMKÿONacMaHOÿMkÿ̀Tÿ[LTÿMLHÿMkÿIbHÿIbKHHÿkM^^MRNLh
_H[Law
Zm\ÿx^[eHOÿNLÿ[ÿyIH_cMK[KN^TÿMJIÿMkÿaHKdNeHzÿeMLONINMLiÿs[LgaÿabMJ^Oÿ̀HÿKHLOHKHOÿyIH_cMK[KN^TÿMJIÿMk
aHKdNeHzÿML^TÿRbHLÿNIÿNaÿc^[LLHOÿIb[IÿIbHTÿRN^^ÿ̀HÿKHIJKLHOÿIMÿ[eINdHÿaHKdNeHÿRNIbNLÿ[ÿKH[aML[`^HÿcHKNMOÿMK
cHLONLhÿKH_Md[^ÿMKÿ[`[LOML_HLIÿRNIbNLÿ{pÿO[Tai
Zn\ÿ|`[LOMLHOÿNLÿc^[eHÿRNIbÿcKMcHKÿa[kHhJ[KONLhÿIMÿKHLOHKÿIbH_ÿNL[eINdHÿIMÿHPc^MaNMLÿ[LO}MKÿeM^^[caHi
Zo\ÿGH_MdHOi
ZO\ÿ]MKÿH_HKhHLeTÿcMRHKÿeJIMkkfÿ[ÿe^H[K^TÿNOHLINkNHOÿ[LOÿH[aN^Tÿ[eeHaaǸ^HÿaRNIebZHa\ÿMKÿeNKeJNIÿ̀KH[gHKZa\ÿab[^^ÿ̀H
cKMdNOHOÿ[Iÿ[ÿ^Me[INMLÿKH_MIHÿkKM_ÿONacHLaNLhÿOHdNeHafÿNLe^JONLhÿKH_MIHÿcJ_cNLhÿaTaIH_afÿIMÿabJIÿMkkÿIbHÿcMRHK
IMÿ[^^ÿONacHLaNLhÿOHdNeHaÿNLÿIbHÿHdHLIÿMkÿ[LÿH_HKhHLeTi
ZH\ÿ~H[INLhÿHSJNc_HLIÿMkÿ[Lÿ[ccKMdHOÿITcHÿ_[Tÿ̀HÿNLaI[^^HOÿNLÿIbHÿ^J`KNe[INMLÿMKÿaHKdNeHÿ[KH[ÿRbHKHÿIbHKHÿNaÿLM
ONacHLaNLhÿMKÿIK[LakHKMKNLhÿMkÿl[
MKTÿmÿMKÿnÿk^[__[`^Hÿ^NSJNOaÿMKÿl[IHhMKTÿoÿk^[__[`^Hÿ^NSJNOaÿRNIbÿ[
MIHhÿc
k^[abcMNLIÿ̀H^MRÿmpp]
ÿZoqirl\
KMdNOHOÿIbHÿ̀MIIM_ÿMkÿIbHÿbH[INLhÿJLNIÿNaÿ[Iÿ^H[aIÿmrÿNLebHaÿ[`MdHÿIbHÿk^MMK
[LOÿIbHÿbH[INLhÿHSJNc_HLIÿNaÿcKMIHeIHOÿkKM_ÿcbTaNe[^ÿO[_[hHi
Zk\ÿ~H[INLhÿHSJNc_HLIÿNLaI[^^HOÿNLÿ^J`KNe[INMLÿMKÿaHKdNeHÿ[KHM[afÿRbHKMHÿl[IHhMKTÿmÿMKÿnÿk^[__[`^Hÿ^NSJNOafÿMK
l[IHhMKTÿoÿk^[__[`^Hÿ^NSJNOaÿRNIbÿ[ÿk^[abcMNLIÿ̀H^MRÿmpp]ÿZoqirl\ÿ[KHÿONacHLaHOfÿab[^^ÿ̀HÿMkÿ[Lÿ[ccKMdHO
ITcHÿkMKÿh[K[hHafÿ[LOÿab[^^ÿ̀HÿNLaI[^^HOÿ[Iÿ^H[aIÿrÿkHHIÿ[`MdHÿIbHÿk^MMKi
Zh\ÿ_MgNLhÿMKÿMcHLÿk^[_Haÿab[^^ÿLMIÿ̀HÿcHK_NIIHOÿNLÿIbHÿ[KH[aÿJaHOÿkMKÿkJH^NLhfÿaHKdNeNLhÿkJH^ÿaTaIH_aÿkMK
NLIHKL[^ÿeM_`JaINMLÿHLhNLHafÿKHeHNdNLhÿMKÿONacHLaNLhÿMkÿk^[__[`^Hÿ^NSJNOaiÿlMLacNeJMJaÿ[LOÿ^HhǸ^HÿaNhLa
cKMbǸNINLhÿa_MgNLhÿab[^^ÿ̀HÿcMaIHOÿRNIbNLÿaNhbIÿMkÿIbHÿcHKaMLÿ̀HNLhÿaHKdHOiÿsbHÿ_MIMKaÿMkÿ[^^ÿHSJNc_HLIÿ̀HNLh
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bcdÿVRÿPMecSPfÿRPÿcgNMPcNSRQfÿSQhRghSQiÿjgckMlÿcPmlÿRPÿRNnMPÿkMNnRTÿRjÿWMgTSQilÿfncggÿoMÿkcTMÿRQÿcQYÿNcQpl
mYgSQTMPlÿRPÿfYfNMkÿOQgMffÿfOmnÿNcQplÿmYgSQTMPlÿRPÿfYfNMkÿfncggÿjSPfNÿnchMÿoMMQÿmMPNSjSMTÿcfÿjPMMÿRjÿmRkoOfNSogM
icfMfÿoYÿmRkeMNMQNÿeMPfRQQMgq
bodÿVRÿPMecSPÿRPÿcgNMPcNSRQÿcjjMmNSQiÿNnMÿfcjMNYÿRjÿNnMÿNcQpÿRPÿmYgSQTMPÿfncggÿoMÿkcTMÿNRÿcQYÿrstucfÿNcQpÿRP
mYgSQTMPÿOQNSgÿNnMÿmRQNMkegcNMTÿPMecSPÿRPÿcgNMPcNSRQÿncfÿoMMQÿceePRhMTÿoYÿcÿXOcgSjSMTÿSQfeMmNRPqÿVRNnSQiÿSQÿNnSf
RPTMPÿfncggÿePRnSoSNÿNnMÿMUmncQiMÿRPÿSQNMPmncQiMÿRjÿhcghMflÿjSNNSQiflÿcQTÿcmmMffRPSMfÿSQNMQTMTÿjRPÿNnMÿfckM
eOPeRfMq
bmdÿvggÿPMecSPfÿcjjMmNSQiÿNnMÿfcjMNYÿRjÿrstucfÿNcQpfÿfncggÿoMÿPMeRPNMTÿNRÿNnMÿwShSfSRQÿWSNnSQÿNWMQNYtRQMÿTcYfÿbxy
TcYfdÿoYÿNnMÿXOcgSjSMTÿSQfeMmNRPÿcONnRPSzSQiÿfOmnÿPMecSPfq
bTdÿvQYÿWMgTSQiÿQMmMffcPYÿWnMQÿkcpSQiÿPMecSPfÿRPÿcgNMPcNSRQfÿNRÿNcQpfÿfncggÿoMÿTRQMÿoYÿcÿWMgTMPÿXOcgSjSMTÿSQ
cmmRPTcQmMÿWSNnÿ{MmNSRQÿ|}ÿRjÿNnMÿv{~ÿRTMÿSQÿNnMÿeRfSNSRQÿRPÿeRfSNSRQfÿOfMTÿSQÿkcpSQiÿNnMÿPMecSPqÿLMecSPfÿNR
wÿmYgSQTMPfÿfncggÿoMÿkcTMÿOQTMPÿwÿPMiOgcNSRQfÿcQTÿmRQNPRgq
VÿvONnRPSNYÿmSNMTÿ{MmNSRQÿyxqlÿrcoRPÿRTMqÿLMjMPMQmMÿ{MmNSRQÿyxqlÿrcoRPÿRTMq
|{L
yqÿVMWÿVÿjSgMTÿyttÿMjjMmNShMÿNnSPNSMNnÿTcYÿNnMPMcjNMPÿbLMiSfNMPÿlÿVRqÿdq
uRÿcmpÿNRÿvPNSmgMÿÿcogMÿRjÿRQNMQNf
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[\]ÿ^LIHKL\_ÿ̀MabJcINMLÿHLdNLHÿeMRHKHOÿHSJNeaHLIÿcf\__ÿbHÿcMÿ_M`\IHOÿIf\IÿIfHÿHPf\JcIcÿ\KHÿRH__ÿ\R\TÿgKMa
`MabJcINb_Hÿa\IHKN\_chÿifHLÿIfHÿHPf\JcIcÿ\KHÿeNeHOÿIMÿMJIcNOHÿIfHÿbJN_ONLdÿJLOHKÿ̀MLcIKJ`INMLjÿ\ÿ̀_H\K\L`HÿMgÿ\I
_H\cIÿkÿNL`fHcÿcf\__ÿbHÿa\NLI\NLHOÿbHIRHHLÿcJ`fÿeNeNLdÿ\LOÿ̀MabJcINb_Hÿa\IHKN\_h
[b]ÿlHaeMK\KTÿbJN_ONLdch
[m]ÿQMÿIHaeMK\KTÿbJN_ONLdÿcf\__ÿbHÿHKH`IHOÿRfHKHÿNIÿRN__ÿ\OnHKcH_Tÿ\ggH`Iÿ\LTÿaH\LcÿMgÿHPNIh
[o]ÿlHaeMK\KTÿbJN_ONLdcjÿRfHLÿ_M`\IHOÿRNIfNLÿ\LMIfHKÿbJN_ONLdÿMKÿcIKJ`IJKHjÿcf\__ÿbHÿMgÿHNIfHK
LML`MabJcINb_Hÿ̀MLcIKJ`INMLÿMKÿMgÿ̀MabJcINb_Hÿ̀MLcIKJ`INMLÿf\nNLdÿ\ÿgNKHÿKHcNcI\L`HÿMgÿLMIÿ_HccÿIf\LÿmÿfMJKh
[p]ÿlHaeMK\KTÿbJN_ONLdcjÿ_M`\IHOÿMIfHKÿIf\LÿNLcNOHÿ\LMIfHKÿbJN_ONLdÿ\LOÿLMIÿJcHOÿgMKÿIfHÿcIMK\dHjÿf\LO_NLdj
MKÿJcHÿMgÿg_\aa\b_HÿMKÿ̀MabJcINb_Hÿ_NSJNOcjÿg_\aa\b_Hÿd\cHcjÿHPe_McNnHcjÿMKÿb_\cINLdÿ\dHLIcjÿMKÿcNaN_\K
f\q\KOMJcÿM``Je\L`NHcjÿcf\__ÿbHÿ_M`\IHOÿ\Iÿ\ÿONcI\L`HÿMgÿLMIÿ_HccÿIf\LÿmrÿgHHIÿgKMaÿ\LMIfHKÿbJN_ONLdÿMK
cIKJ`IJKHhÿsKMJecÿMgÿIHaeMK\KTÿbJN_ONLdcjÿLMIÿHP`HHONLdÿojrrrÿcSJ\KHÿgHHIÿNLÿ\ddKHd\IHjÿcf\__jÿgMKÿIfH
eJKeMcHcÿMgÿIfNcÿcH`INMLjÿbHÿ̀MLcNOHKHOÿ\ÿcNLd_HÿIHaeMK\KTÿbJN_ONLdh
QMIHtÿuJIfMKNITÿ̀NIHOtÿvH`INMLÿmwohpjÿx\bMKÿyMOHhÿGHgHKHL`HtÿvH`INMLÿmwohpjÿx\bMKÿyMOHh
z{*|>}~
mhÿQHRÿcH`INMLÿgN_HOÿmmpÿHggH`INnHÿIfNKINHIfÿO\TÿIfHKH\gIHKÿ[GHdNcIHKÿjÿQMhÿw]h
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CASS ARRIETA
GENERAL ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS

Crane and Rigging
Safety

Cass Arrieta
P.O. Box 309
El Cajon, CA 92022

Cass Arrieta
26035 Palomar Rd
Menifee, CA 92585

Phone: 619-590-0929
Fax:
619-590-1202

Phone: 951-928-2596
Fax:
951-928-8174

CRANE AND RIGGING SAFETY

Crane Operator Requirements
Rigging Inspection Checklist
Crane and Rigging Safety Manual
Recommended Crane Hand Signals
Construction Safety Orders (“Construction Hoists”)
General Industry Safety Orders (“Hoisting”)

CASS ARRIETA
GENERAL ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS

CRANE OPERATOR REQUIREMENTS
Effective June 1st 2005, only Cass Arrieta employees or operators who have been fully
certified and possess a valid and current Crane Operation Certificate in conformance with
Cal Osha Regulation Title 8 Section 5006.1 will be permitted to operate a crane or boom
truck having a boom length exceeding 25’ or a rated capacity exceeding 15,000 lbs.
Under an Amendment to Article 98 of the California General Industry Safety Orders,
Section 5006.1 has been added which regulates operators to hold valid Certificate of
Competency for the type of crane operated. This Certificate includes passing the following
requirements.
1. Passing a physical examination
2. Pass a substance abuse test
3. Pass a written examination developed, validated and administered in accordance
with the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing.
4. Pass a “hands-on” examination to demonstrate proficiency in operating the specific
type of crane.
Recertification is required every five (5) years.

Exceptions to Section 5006
(1) Mobile cranes having a boom length of less than 25 feet or a maximum rated
lifting capacity of less than 15,000 pounds.
(2) Operations of electric line trucks (derrick trucks) as defined in Section 2700 of
the Electrical Safety Orders, used by public utilities and regulated by Section
2940.7
(3) Marine terminal operations regulated by Article 14 of these orders.
Supervisors and Foremen are required to strictly implement and enforce the new OSHA
requirements by allowing only certified crane operators to operate cranes on Cass
Projects.

P.O. BOX 309  EL CAJON, CALIFORNIA 92022-0309  LIC. NO. 298336
PHONE (619) 590-0929  FAX (619) 590-1202

RIGGING INSPECTION CHECKLIST

Inspection of rigging equipment is required throughout the work shift and may be required
more frequently under extreme use conditions such as shoring removal operations.
FOREMAN
JOB #
DATE

TIME: AM

PM

RIGGING HOOKS
Identification tag
Cracks, nicks, gouges
Deformation
Damage or malfunction of latch
Evidence of heat damage
Excess wear

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES

NO

SYNTHETIC WEB SLINGS
Identification tag
Evidence of melting or charring
Snags or punctures
Broken worn stitches
Distortion of fittings

SHACKLES
Shackle pins fit freely
Deformation / elongation
Excess wear
Stress cracks

WIRE ROPE SLINGS
Identification tag
Ten broken wires in one rope lay
Kinking crushing
Heat damage
Five broken wires in one strand
Wear/scraping of 1/3rd original diameter of
Outside original wire

Signature

CASS ARRIETA
CRANE & RIGGING
SAFETY MANUEL

CASS ARRIETA
GENERAL ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS

Hazardous Material
Control & Management

Cass Arrieta
P.O. Box 309
El Cajon, CA 92022

Cass Arrieta
26035 Palomar Rd
Menifee, CA 92585

Phone: 619-590-0929
Fax:
619-590-1202

Phone: 951-928-2596
Fax:
951-928-8174

HAZARDOUS MATERIAL CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT PLAN
General
It is important to exercise good, clear control and management practices with hazardous
materials to ensure the safest possible working environment. If not managed properly,
hazardous materials and chemicals on the jobsite can be extremely dangerous. The
Hazardous Material Control and Management (HMC&M) Plan establishes procedures for
procurement, storage, use, waster, disposal and sill contingency. All employees of Cass
Arrieta shall know and follow these procedures and all applicable Federal, State and
Local laws and regulations.
Hazardous Material Procurement, Storage and Use
Good management practices begin at the time of initial procurement. As the need for
new hazardous materials of chemicals arise, employees will research options that will
complete the job effectively using the least hazardous materials possible.
Upon receipt of any hazardous material on the jobsite, the employee will inform the
foreman of the quantity and type of material. The employee will review the SDS and
give copies to the foreman and superintendent.
When new hazardous materials are received the foreman will ensure labeling
requirements are in accordance with the hazard communication standard and that the SDS
is available to all employees.
No employee will use a hazardous material that has improper or unreadable labeling or
the SDS is not available.
Any materials brought onsite will be in containers that meet the standards outlines in
Title 49 of the code of Federal Regulations.
Fuel brought onsite will be in trucks. Care will be taken to ensure no release of fuel
occurs into the environment during fueling operations.
The recommended personal protective equipment shall be worn while using or with the
handling of hazardous materials.
Prior to storage of any hazardous material the labels must be reviewed with the respect to
compatibility. Incompatible materials will not be stored together.

Hazardous Waste Management
Any hazardous waste that is generated on a project site will be disposed of by an
authorized hazardous waste hauler to an approved storage site. Documentation will be
kept on file as the “cradle to grave” handling of the waste. All procedures associated
with the handling of hazardous waste will conform to the strictest Federal, State and
Local regulations.
Any storage areas for hazardous waste on project sites must conform to the specifications
outlined in title 22 of the Code of Federal Regulations.
Hazardous Substance Spill Contingency Procedures
The most effective way to minimize the danger to employees and the environment is to
implement and practice quick, safe and efficient spill control and clean-up procedures. It
is imperative that all employees know the proper actions to take in the event of a release
into the environment.
There are two types of spills, minor and major. A minor spill is considered a spill that
does not present any potential to harm personnel or the environment (under 25 gallons).
A major spill is one that is inherently dangerous to personnel or the environment (over 25
gallons). A major spill is also considered and emergency spill.
In the event of a minor spill, the following steps will be taken.
a. Secure the source of the spill.
b. Secure all possible ignition sources.
c. Prevent migration of spill to any waters (i.e. storm drains, drainage ditches, etc.)
d. Review SDS for hazard information and clean-up procedures.
e. Clean up the spill using the proper personal protective equipment.
f. Dispose of any hazardous waste generated by the clean up procedure properly in
accordance with the hazardous waste management section of this plan.

In the event of a major or “emergency” spill, the following procedures will be performed.
a. Secure the source of the spill (if possible).
b. Evacuate the area.
c. Secure any possible ignition sources.
d. Notify the fire Department and the City Hazardous Materials Emergency
Response Team. Dial 911
e. Implement any possible measures to keep the spill from entering water.
f. Identify type of spill and retrieve SDS for response personnel.
g. Assist in the spill clean up procedure in any way possible under the direction of
the response team leader.
h. Ensure any hazardous waste generated during the clean up is disposed of in
accordance with the hazardous waste management section of this plan.

CASS ARRIETA
GENERAL ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS

Hazardous
Communication

Cass Arrieta
P.O. Box 309
El Cajon, CA 92022

Cass Arrieta
26035 Palomar Rd
Menifee, CA 92585

Phone: 619-590-0929
Fax:
619-590-1202

Phone: 951-928-2596
Fax:
951-928-8174

HAZARD COMMUNICATION / RIGHT TO KNOW PROGRAM
General
CAL/OSHA General Industry Safety Order (GISO) 5194 mandates the Hazard
Communication Standard (HCS). Based on the employees “right to know” what hazards
are present in their workplace, the HCS places the responsibility on the employer to
evaluate hazards of all types and inform their employees of them and provide training on
how to protect themselves from them.
Labeling Requirements for Hazardous Materials
The Safety Manager shall ensure that all hazardous materials are properly labeled and
marked with the appropriate hazards warning in accordance with GISO 5194 (f) (4). The
containers shall also display the proper hazard index codes for health, flammability,
reactivity and personal protection.
No hazardous materials shall be used without the proper labeling present.
Inventory of Hazardous Materials
Cass Arrieta supervisors will keep SDS of hazardous materials that will be used on their
projects and will make them available to employees upon request. The SDS can be used
by employees to identify hazards on the job site. In the initial new hire, the employee
will receive preliminary training on hazard communication.
Safety Data Sheet (SDS) Requirements
Copes of current SDS for all hazardous materials will be maintained on-site. The Safety
Manager and Supervisors will ensure that they are readily available to employees and that
any questions are answered prior to use of the hazardous material. When a new
hazardous material is introduced to the job-site, the supervisors will ensure that the
employees are familiar with the SDS prior to use.
Hazardous materials for which the SDS is not readily available will not be used under
any circumstances.

Employee Information and Training

In accordance with GISO 5197 (h), Cass Arrieta provides its employees with hazard
communication training at the time of initial assignment, periodically during weekly
“tailgate” safety meetings and when new hazards are introduced into the workplace.
The initial hazard communication training for Cass Arrieta employees is included in the
“New Hire” safety-training packet. The training includes the following topics:
a. Inventory review of hazardous materials found in the workplace.
b. Video on how to read the SDS
c. Review of the SDS for specific hazardous materials found in the workplace.
d. Location and availability of SDS in the workplace.
e. Methods of detection of hazardous substances in the workplace.
f. Physical and health hazards of chemicals in the workplace.
g. Personal protective equipment available and proper usage.
h. Overview and summary of hazard communication program and questions.
Upon completion of the training the employee will sign an acknowledgement page stating
that they understand the training. The documentation will be maintained at the home
office and the job and be available for review.
Supervisors have the responsibility to ensure the training is completed correctly and
thoroughly.

CASS ARRIETA
GENERAL ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS

Fall Protection

Cass Arrieta
P.O. Box 309
El Cajon, CA 92022

Cass Arrieta
26035 Palomar Rd
Menifee, CA 92585

Phone: 619-590-0929
Fax:
619-590-1202

Phone: 951-928-2596
Fax:
951-928-8174

QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN (QAP)
The Cass Arrieta Team has established a Quality Assurance/Quality Control Plan (QA/QC)
specifically for emergency projects that has proven successful. T he effectiveness of this plan has been
demonstrated by the success of our past emergency projects and reputation for value engineering and
functional construction. Our team adheres to a continuous emphasis and commitment to quality
control through every phase of the project, from design (if required) through construction. This is
facilitated by utilizing Cass Arrieta’s quality control standards and complying with Sweetwater
Authority requirements.
Scopes of work requiring QA/QC would include submittal reviews, verify proper equipment
maintenance, project safety requirements, traffic control plans/permits, shoring plans, materials,
permit acquisitions, and review all T&M tickets for accuracy before submitting for payment to
Sweetwater Authority.
Cass Arrieta will utilize Steve Coker as the QA/QC. Mr. Coker has worked as a QA/QC Manager
for over 25 years in the construction industry and is certified by the Army Corp of Engineers as a
QA/QC Manager. That experience will be needed due to the quick pace required on the emergency
projects.
Mr. Coker will complete a full analysis of the project approach, constructability, and coordinate the
documentation between Cass Arrieta’s General Superintendent Vic Fejeran, Project Manager Buzz
Birney, and the Sweetwater Authority.

EXHIBIT C
TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
COMPANY EQUIPMENT AND LABOR RATE SCHEDULE
HOURLY
MAINTAINED &
OPERATED
QTY

EXCAVATORS

1
3
4
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1

385 CAT
349 CAT
345 CAT
336 CAT
330 CAT
300 KOMATSU
328 CAT
235 VOLVO
321 CAT
320 CAT
158 KOMATSU
314 CAT
905 KOBELCO
120 KOMATSU
308 CAT
305.5 CAT
305 CAT
50 KOMATSU

QTY
2
1
4
1
numerous
numerous
1
3
1
1
3

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

499.00
364.00
353.00
298.00
290.00
290.00
278.00
244.00
244.00
233.00
210.00
210.00
204.00
204.00
199.00
182.00
182.00
182.00

EXCAVATOR/BACKHOE ATTACHMENTS
Auger Motor & Drill for Mini Excavator
4500# Breaker
500# to 750# Breaker
Blade Attachment
Compaction Wheel (Excavator)
Compaction Wheel (Backhoe)
Ripper Single Shank for 385 Excavator
Ripper Single Shank for 345/349 Size Excavator
Multi Ripper 35K# Excavator
Multi Ripper 60K# Excavator
Skeleton Bucket

Page 1

$
30.00
$
100.00
$
75.00
Included with Machine
Included with Machine
Inlcuded with Machine
Included with Machine
Included with Machine
Included with Machine
Included with Machine
Included with Machine

DAILY RATE
(BARE)

EXHIBIT C
TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
COMPANY EQUIPMENT AND LABOR RATE SCHEDULE
HOURLY
MAINTAINED &
OPERATED
QTY
1
12
3
1
1
QTY
9
5
QTY
1
3
2
3
10
3
QTY
3
3
1
1
1

WHEEL LOADERS
966 CAT
950 CAT
938 CAT
928 CAT
IT14G CAT

420 CAT
430 CAT

263.00
230.00
208.00
200.00
174.00

$
$

187.00
198.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

154.00
161.00
180.00
195.00
39.00
60.00

$
$
$

139.00
101.00
167.00

$

229.00

SKID STEERS
226 CAT
248 CAT
262 CAT
289 CAT Rubber Tracks
Sweeper Attachment
Asphalt Grinder Attachment
COMPACTION EQUIPMENT
Excavator Vibratory Plate (Large Ex)
Excavator Vibratory Plate (Small Ex)
84" Vibratory Sheeps Foot Roller
4X4 Sheepsfoot
5X5 Sheepsfoot
BLADES

1

12G CAT

3
1
2
4

$
$
$
$
$

RUBBER TIRE BACKHOES

QTY

QTY

DAILY RATE
(BARE)

$
$

230.00
293.00

ASPHALT ROLLERS & PAVING
Tack Trailer (with Oil)
39" Smooth Drum Roller
34" Smooth Drum Roller
Paving Push Box

$
$
157.00
$
157.00
Included with Paving Crew

Page 2

350.00

EXHIBIT C
TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
COMPANY EQUIPMENT AND LABOR RATE SCHEDULE
HOURLY
MAINTAINED &
OPERATED
QTY
2
13
2
1

QTY
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
38
3
2
QTY
1
1

WATER TRUCKS & EQUIPMENT
2500 Gallon (2 axle)
2000 Gallon (2 axle)
500 Gallon Water Buffalo
10,000 Water Tower

$
$

194.00
150.00

$
$

225.00
200.00

$

550.00

TRUCKS AND TRAILERS
Truck & Pup (No Min / Onsite Trucking)
10 Wheel Dump (No Min / Onsite Trucking)
Semi-End Dump / Side Dump (No Min / Onsite Trucking)
Booster Truck (No Min / Onsite Trucking)
Truck Tractor w/ 40' Flat (Delivery Only / Non-PW Offsite
Trash Container Truck (Offsite / Dump Fees Extra)
Bobtail Dump Truck (No Min / Onsite Trucking)
16' Flat Bed (Delivery Only / Non-PW Offsite)
1 Ton Work Truck w/ Small Tools & Gen Set
Tilt Bed Equipment Trailer
20' Utility Trailer

$
150.00
$
140.00
$
150.00
$
150.00
$
130.00
$
130.00
$
120.00
$
95.00
$
45.00
Included with Truck
Included with Truck

LOW BEDS
5 Axle Tractor Trailer (Delivery Only / Non-PW Offsite)
7 Axle Tractor Trailer (Delivery Only / Non-PW Offsite)

numerous Pilot Car (Delivery Only / Non-PW Offsite)
5 Axle Move Within San Diego County (ea)
** Additional charge for moving permits

QTY

DAILY RATE
(BARE)

$
$

140.00
200.00

$
$

80.00
-

OTHER EQUIPMENT

1
2

Asphalt Zipper (Includes Normal Teeth Wear)
Vermer Rock Saw (Includes Normal Teeth Wear)

$
$

355.00
342.00

1

Skytrak Telescopic Forklift

$

170.00
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EXHIBIT C
TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
COMPANY EQUIPMENT AND LABOR RATE SCHEDULE
HOURLY
MAINTAINED &
OPERATED
QTY
1
2
numerous
numerous
numerous
numerous
numerous
3
2
QTY

GENERATORS & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
** All Generator Rates Based on 8-hr Days **
60 KW Generator
25 KW Generator
3.5 KW Generator
(included on Truck)
3 Phase Cord (50')
(100' included with rental)
1 Phase Cord (50')
(100' included with rental)
Temp Power Cord (50')
(100' included with rental)
Temp Power Box
(1ea inlcuded with rental)
Light Tower
Air Blowers (Trailer Mounted)

** All Pumps & Accessories Based on 8-hr Days **
6" Trash Pump Dry Prime
4" Trash Pump
2"-3" Trash Pump
2" Submersible Pump
(1ea included with 1 ton truck)

numerous
numerous
8,000-lf
numerous
4

1 1/2" - 2" 1/2" Submersible Pump
(100' included with pump)
1 1/2" - 2 1/2" Fire Hose (50' Rolls)
(100' included with pump)
2" Yellowmine Highline (20' Section)
(free rental included)
HDPE Highline (numerous sizes)
Water Test Pump
(1ea included with 1 ton truck)

9
3
numerous
numerous
numerous
3,000-lf

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

392.00
246.00
29.00
12.00
29.00
29.00
212.00
45.00

$
$
$
$

680.00
259.00
141.00
-

$
$
$

65.00
19.00
-

$

-

$
$
$
$
$
$

172.00
212.00
19.00
1.00
3.00
10.00

PUMPS AND ACCESSORIES

1
2
8
numerous

QTY

DAILY RATE
(BARE)

TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES
Arrow Board
Light Tower
Steel Plates (ea)
Traffic Cones (ea)
Traffic Signs (ea)
K-Rail Barrier (ea)

Page 4

EXHIBIT C
TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
COMPANY EQUIPMENT AND LABOR RATE SCHEDULE
HOURLY
MAINTAINED &
OPERATED
QTY

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT

8
1
1
numerous
3
numerous
numerous
1
numerous
numerous
numerous
3
2

Air Compressor 100-185 cfm w/ Tools
Air Piercing Tool (Various Sizes)
Bedding Box
Cement Mixer
Chain Saw
Concrete Hopper
Concrete Vibrator
Concrete Hydraulic Saw + Chain Wear
Cutoff Saw + Blades
Fall Safety equipment w/ tripod
Gas Detector
Grizzly Screen (non-power)
Hydrualic Torque Wrench

numerous
numerous
numerous
3

Laser & Accessories
Metal Detector
Pipe Locater
Power Trowel

Price Upon Request
(1ea included with 1 ton truck)
(1ea included with 1 ton truck)

(1ea included with 1 ton truck)
(1ea included with 1 ton truck)

1
Rock Blaster Including Shots
numerous Rotohammer + bits

3
numerous
2
numerous
1

DAILY RATE
(BARE)

(1ea included with 1 ton truck)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

360.00
237.00
156.00
85.00
99.00
115.00
54.00

$
$
$
$
$

92.00
242.00
86.00
200.00
275.00

$
$
$
$

161.00
34.00
250.00
90.00

$
$

725.00
68.00

Sea Container (Does not include delivery/removal)
Sewer Leak Testing Equipment

Free On Job
$
200.00

Vibrating Plate
Wacker Tamper
Water Service Freeze Kit
Wayne Ball Equipment

(1ea included with 1 ton truck)
(1ea included with 1 ton truck)
(1ea included with 1 ton truck)

$
$
$
$

135.00
135.00
200.00
45.00

1"-2" Wet Tapping Machine (Hand Power)

(1ea included with 1 ton truck)

$

58.00
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EXHIBIT C
TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
COMPANY EQUIPMENT AND LABOR RATE SCHEDULE
HOURLY
MAINTAINED &
OPERATED
LABOR AND EQUIPMENT
Superintendent with Truck
Foreman with Truck & Small Tools
Foreman (no truck)
Operator / Oiler
Labor / Pipelayer
Truck Driver
Carpenter (no truck)
Concrete Structure Truck w/ Tools (no labor)
1 Ton Work Truck w/ Small Tools (no labor)
Pick-up (no labor)
Mechanic / Welder with Truck
Mechanic / Welder Shop Rate

Page 6

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

180.00
175.00
130.00
125.00
95.00
96.00
106.00
40.00
45.00
20.00
184.00
105.00

DAILY RATE
(BARE)

EXHIBIT D
TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
SAMPLE JOB DESCRIPTION
It is 10:00 p.m. on Thursday, December 24, and the 16-inch asbestos cement (AC) pipe
in National City Boulevard has developed a major leak located just north of the
westbound SR-54 off ramp, flooding the entire street and covering it with mud. Your
company receives a phone call from Sweetwater Authority’s Construction Manager
asking you to mobilize, repair the leak and reactivate the main.
Response:
We are familiar with these types of calls. Recently we received a call from
Vallecitos Water District (VWD) on Saturday April 11th, 2020 (Easter Weekend) to repair
their 16” Land Outfall Failsafe DIP pipeline. They were worried because this was the
day before Easter and everyone was dealing with the rainy weather and COVID-19
issues. We have repaired this line four other times in the last 5 years.
They contacted our Pipeline Superintendent Vic Fejeran. Vic then proceeded to call
our Shop Superintendent, Jai Cox, and asked him to call the truck drivers to start
bringing in equipment.
Vic has the company wide employee phone list so he proceeded to call the necessary
operators, pipelayers, and laborers to get the job done. Vic handles all of our Public
Works construction so he knows what equipment and manpower it takes to get the job
done in the street.
We received the phone call around 11am on Saturday and we were mobilized with
equipment, shoring, manpower, and started to dig around 2pm that afternoon. We
continued to work until 11pm that evening to expose the line so we could see what
materials were needed for the repair the following day which was Easter Sunday.
Once we started digging, we had to get the pipe exposed on Saturday or else we would
have lost another day.
As we were digging, Vic called Ferguson supply who is one of our main pipe and fitting
suppliers. Because we do so much emergency work, Ferguson gives us their personal
cell and home phone numbers in case of we need them after hours. Vic wanted to
make sure we had the materials we need for the repair on Easter Sunday. Mike
Johnson with Ferguson located a piece of 16” PVC CL 305 pipe and 2 repair couplings.
He opened up the store on Easter Sunday so we could get what we needed. We were
able to cut out the bad section of line and get the new section in place so VWD could
turn on the pump station by later afternoon Easter Sunday. Their emergency storage
ponds were hours away from overflowing so it was critical we got this line repaired.

Now that the line was back in service, we went back to normal work hours to selfperform all the surface improvements. The line break caused extensive mud flow
damage/clean-up, asphalt street and parking lot damage, curb-gutter-sidewalk repairs,
striping repairs, and landscape replacement. For the following couple weeks we
repaired all the damage.
It’s an advantage to us and a benefit to the owner that we are a larger company with
numerous active jobsites in San Diego County that we can pull our resources to perform
emergency work. For example, even though quarries may be shut down on
weekends/nights/holidays we can go to one of our local jobsites to grab a load of rock,
sand, cold mix, etc. to fulfill our emergency work goal. Having an extensive list of
company owned equipment also allows us to react immediately with the correct piece of
equipment to get the job done in a cost effective and timely manner and not wait on
rental yards to call back. Over the years we have built trusted relationships with our
vendors, suppliers, and sub-contractors. Without them answering our calls on a
holiday, weekend, or night we wouldn’t be able to perform to the level that we currently
do. Quite often it takes all of these assets to come together to get the job done. Cass
Arrieta has the knowledge, skills, and contacts to make sure your emergency is as
painless as possible.
______________________________________________________________________
You have requested that we include a comprehensive cost summary of the repairs
describe above including all personnel, equipment, and other services. We have
attached the actual cost summary invoice package submitted to VWD.
The costs may seem high, however we actually had to repair the line twice. Once we
connected the line Easter Sunday, VWD started to energize the line the next day. The
line is in such bad shape that as they were filling the line it broke in another section so
VWD had us fix the line for a second time.
The scope of work for both repairs included: Prevailing Wage overtime and double-time
(per the DIR rules), groundwater dewatering, 12-15’ deep excavation, shield and plate
shoring , curb-gutter-sidewalk repairs, landscape repairs, replace a large section of
asphalt parking lot, striping, replace sections of the street, and clean up the damage
from mud flows.

EXHIBIT D
SAMPLE BILLING

CASS CONSTRUCTION, INC.
GENERAL ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS
P.O. BOX 309, EL CAJON, CA 92022
PHONE (619) 590-0929
LIC. NO. 298336

P2682-00001
NAME: VALLECITOS WATER DISTRICT
ADDRESS: 201 VALLECITOS DE ORO
SAN MARCOS, CA 92069

PROJECT: 16" FAILSAFE LINE REPAIR
OUR JOB #: 20-2682-00
YOUR ACCT #: 22005

DATE: 04/30/20

==============================================================================
CONTRACT #: WO# 229191

PROGRESS BILLING #:

1

LESS RETENTION:
LESS PREVIOUS BILLINGS:

TOTAL DUE------------------>

131,038.23
.00
.00
___________________
131,038.23

Vallecitos Water District
DATE
PERIOD

May 18, 2020
04/01/20-04/30/20

INVOICE SUMMARY FORM
JOB NAME

CONTRACT #/P.O. #
2682

Palomar Oaks Way

QUANTITY

UNIT

DESCRIPTION

UNIT PRICE

LINE TOTAL

1

LS

T&M 55795 & 55683, Dated 04/11/20

18,339.27

18,339.27

1

LS

T&M 55684 & 55685, Dated 04/12/20

24,155.52

24,155.52

1

LS

T&M 55689 & 55686, Dated 04/13/20

29,902.96

29,902.96

1

LS

T&M 55687, Dated 04/14/20

17,861.61

17,861.61

1

LS

T&M 56722, Dated 04/15/20

6,709.73

6,709.73

1

LS

T&M 55690, Dated 04/16/20

7,340.09

7,340.09

1

LS

T&M 56251, Dated 04/17/20

2,069.02

2,069.02

1

LS

T&M 56249, Dated 04/20/20

5,377.80

5,377.80

1

LS

T&M 56246 & 56245, Dated 04/22/20

4,208.72

4,208.72

1

LS

T&M 56243 & 56244, Dated 04/23/20

8,676.04

8,676.04

1

LS

T&M 56242, Dated 04/24/20

3,488.97

3,488.97

1

LS

T&M 56241, Dated 04/27/20

2,908.50

2,908.50

Total: $

131,038.23

EXHIBIT E
TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
Include the completed forms from this Exhibit E with the submittal in response to the
Request for Proposals:
•

Contractor’s Certificate Regarding Workers’ Compensation form.

•

Iran Contracting Act Certification form.

•

Public Works Contractor Registration Certification form.

•

Noncollusion Declaration

1

EXHIBIT E

EXHIBIT E
TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
CONTRACTOR’S CERTIFICATE
REGARDING WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
I am aware of the provisions of section 3700 of the Labor Code which require every
employer to be insured against liability for workers’ compensation or to undertake selfinsurance in accordance with the provisions of that code, and I will comply with such
provisions before commencing the performance of the work of this Contract.
Name of Contractor Cass Construction, Inc. dba Cass Arrieta
Signature
Name

Wes Wise

Title

President

Dated

05/19/2020

END OF CONTRACTOR’S CERTIFICATE REGARDING WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

CONTRACTOR’S CERTIFICATE REGARDING W ORKERS’ COMPENSATION

2

EXHIBIT E

EXHIBIT E
TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
IRAN CONTRACTING ACT CERTIFICATION
(Public Contract Code section 2200 et seq.)
As required by California Public Contract Code section 2204, the Contractor certifies
subject to penalty for perjury that the option checked below relating to the Contractor's
status in regard to the Iran Contracting Act of 2010 (Public Contract Code section 2200
et seq.) is true and correct:
□
x

The Contractor is not:
(i)
identified on the current list of persons and entities engaging in
investment activities in Iran prepared by the California Department of
General Services in accordance with subdivision (b) of Public Contract
Code section 2203; or
(ii)
a financial institution that extends, for forty-five (45) days or more,
credit in the amount of $20,000,000 or more to any other person or entity
identified on the current list of persons and entities engaging in investment
activities in Iran prepared by the California Department of General Services
in accordance with subdivision (b) of Public Contract Code section 2203, if
that person or entity uses or will use the credit to provide goods or services
in the energy sector in Iran.

□
The Authority has exempted the Contractor from the requirements of the
Iran Contracting Act of 2010 after making a public finding that, absent the exemption, the
Authority will be unable to obtain the goods and/or services to be provided pursuant to
the Contract.
□
The amount of the Contract payable to the Contractor for the Project does
not exceed $1,000,000.
Signed:
Titled: Wes Wise, President
Firm: Cass Construction, Inc. dba Cass Arrieta
Date: 05/19/20
Note: In accordance with Public Contract Code section 2205, false certification of this form shall be reported
to the California Attorney General and may result in civil penalties equal to the greater of $250,000 or twice
the Contract amount, termination of the Contract and/or ineligibility to bid on contracts for three years.

END OF IRAN CONTRACTING ACT CERTIFICATION

IRAN CONTRACTING ACT CERTIFICATION

3

EXHIBIT E

EXHIBIT E
TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
PUBLIC WORKS CONTRACTOR REGISTRATION CERTIFICATION
Pursuant to Labor Code sections 1725.5 and 1771.1, all contractors and subcontractors that
wish to bid on, be listed in a bid proposal, or enter into a contract to perform public work
must be registered with the Department of Industrial Relations.
See
http://www.dir.ca.gov/Public-Works/PublicWorks.html for additional information.
No bid will be accepted nor any contract entered into without proof of the contractor’s and
subcontractors’ current registration with the Department of Industrial Relations to perform
public work.
Bidder hereby certifies that it is aware of the registration requirements set forth in Labor
Code sections 1725.5 and 1771.1 and is currently registered as a contractor with the
Department of Industrial Relations. 1
Name of Bidder: Cass Construction, Inc. dba Cass Arrieta
DIR Registration Number: 1000010675
Small Project Exemption: ________ Yes or ________
No
X
Bidder further acknowledges:
1. Bidder shall maintain a current DIR registration for the duration of the
project.
2. Bidder shall include the requirements of Labor Code sections 1725.5 and
1771.1 in its contract with subcontractors and ensure that all subcontractors
are registered at the time of bid opening and maintain registration status for
the duration of the project.
3. Failure to submit this form or comply with any of the above requirements
may result in a finding that the bid is non-responsive.
Name of Bidder Cass Construction, Inc. dba Cass Arrieta
Signature
Name and Title Wes Wise, President
Dated

05/19/2020

1

If the Project is exempt from the contractor registration requirements pursuant to the small project exemption
under Labor Code sections 1725.5 and 1771.1, please mark “Yes” in response to “Small Project Exemption.”
PUBLIC W ORKS CONTRACTOR REGISTRATION CERTIFICATION
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EXHIBIT E
TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
NONCOLLUSION DECLARATION
The undersigned declares:
Cass Construction, Inc.
I am the ___________________
of ___________________,
the party making the
President
dba Cass Arrieta
foregoing Proposal.

The Proposal is not made in the interest of, or on behalf of, any undisclosed
person, partnership, company, association, organization, or corporation. The Proposal is
genuine and not collusive or sham. The Proposer has not directly or indirectly induced or
solicited any other Proposer to put in a false or sham proposal. The Proposer has not
directly or indirectly colluded, conspired, connived, or agreed with any Proposer or
anyone else to put in a sham proposal, or to refrain from proposing. The Proposer has
not in any manner, directly or indirectly, sought by agreement, communication, or
conference with anyone to fix the Proposal pricing of the Proposer or any other Proposer,
or to fix any overhead, profit, or cost element of the Proposal pricing, or of that of any
other Proposer. All statements contained in the Proposal are true. The Proposer has not,
directly or indirectly, submitted his or her Proposal pricing or any breakdown thereof, or
the contents thereof, or divulged information or data relative thereto, to any corporation,
partnership, company association, organization, Proposal depository, or to any member
or agent thereof to effectuate a collusive or sham proposal, and has not paid, and will not
pay, any person or entity for such purpose.
Any person executing this declaration on behalf of a Proposer that is a corporation,
partnership, joint venture, limited liability company, limited liability partnership, or any
other entity, hereby represents that he or she has full power to execute, and does execute,
this declaration on behalf of the Proposer.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the
foregoing is true and correct and that this declaration is executed on
May 19th, 2020
____________________[date],
at ___________________[city],
El Cajon
________________[state].
CA
Name of Proposer Cass Construction, Inc. dba Cass Arrieta
Signature
Name

Wes Wise

Title

President
EXHIBIT E

NONCOLLUSION DECLARATION
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EXHIBIT B

TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
STATEMENT OF CONTRACTOR’S QUALIFICATIONS
1.

Name of company: J.R. Filanc Construction Company, Inc.

2.

Business address: 740 North Andreasen Drive, Esccondido, CA 92029

3.

When organized: 10/1/1952

4.

Where incorporated:

5.

Length of time the company has been licensed to do business in San Diego
County: 67 years*
Lic. Class A Lic. # 134877

6.

Length of time the company has had a contractor’s license: 67 years*

7

How many years has the company engaged in the contracting business under the
present company name: 67 years*

8.

Brief company history:

9.

California

Founded in 1952, J.R. Filanc Construction is an award-winning and innovative general contractor and
design-builder providing quality construction services in the water, wastewater and environmental
infrastructure industries. Filanc has leveraged its nearly six-decade legacy of partnership and
performance to successfully complete more than 300 diverse infrastructure projects for both the
private and public sectors throughout California and the Southwest.

List the company’s bonding capacity and general liability insurance for the last five
years: Please see Attachment A

10. List all applicable references, primarily from other public agencies that the
company has had as clients: Please see Attachment B

11. Contracts in progress with current completion schedule (percent of work
remaining) and gross dollar amount of each contract:
Please see Attachment C

12. General character of work performed by your company: Filanc typically self-performs 70%
of the work primarily in the areas of civil, concrete, piping, and mechanical construction.

*J.R. Filanc Construction Company, Inc. has been in business for 67 years; 38 years as Weardco Corp.
and 29 as J.R. Filanc Construction Company, Inc.

1
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EXHIBIT B

TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
STATEMENT OF CONTRACTOR’S QUALIFICATIONS
13. Has the company ever failed to complete any work awarded to it: No.
If so, where and why: N/A

14. Has the company ever defaulted on a contract: No.
If so, where and why: N/A

15. List of major facilities constructed by your company, including approximate cost:
Please see Attachment D

16. List your major equipment: Use Exhibit D
Please see Exhibit C

17. Experience in construction work similar to this time and materials project: Filanc R&M was created
over 20 years ago to provide our clients with an efficient means to contract for “first responder” on-call,
repair, maintenance, and small construction projects. We specifically offer the speedy response and
flexibility that the Authority needs for on-call and smaller projects and when necessary, can bring the full
resources of our Construction Services Division. Please see Attachment E more information.

18. List names, background, and experience of the principal members of your
personnel, including the officers:
Please see Attachment F

19. List related project experience with names of assigned personnel:
Project Principal: David Kiess; General Manager: Jim Roessling; Project Manager: John
Mabon; Project Engineer: Mark Filanc Jr.; Foreman: Hector Garcia

20. Attach Résumés of all related personnel to be permanently assigned to the Authority’s
work. Please see Attachment G
21. Total number of employees: 185
2
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EXHIBIT B

TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
STATEMENT OF CONTRACTOR’S QUALIFICATIONS
22. Total number of foremen: 24
23. How many office personnel: 38
24. Credit available. Furnish written evidence. Please see Attachment H
25. Complete the attached financial statement on accompanying form. Please see completed
26. Attach banking and other references. Please see Attachment I

financial statement.

27. Statement of approach and understanding of the on-call services required under
this contract, with key personnel listed:
Please see Attachment J

28. Attach the Contractor’s Safety Plan and reportable accident record. Please see Attachment K
29. Attach the Contractor’s Quality Assurance Plan (QAP) and Quality Control Plan
Please see Attachment L

30. What percentage of your work do you subcontract: 30%
31. List all of your subcontractors: Filanc does not identify any subcontractors at this time.
Once awarded a contract we implement a prequalification process to select subcontractors and
vendors that meets or exceeds Sweetwater Authority's requirements. The process proceeds logically t
hrough the principal steps of scope definition, skills/risk assessment (qualifications only vs. qualifications
and cost), subcontractor outreach and solicitation, prequalification and bidding.

32. Acknowledge that you understand this is a prevailing wage contract by signing
David J. Kiess, Vice President
here:
(Signature)
(Name, printed legibly)
33. At any time during the last five (5) years has your company, or any of its owners or
officers, been convicted of a crime involving the awarding of a contract of a
government construction project, or the bidding or performance of a government
contract?
Yes
or No X
34. Is your company eligible to bid on or be awarded a public works contract or perform as
a subcontractor on a public works contract pursuant to either Labor Code section
1777.1 or Labor Code section 1777.7?
Yes X or No . If the answer is "No," state the beginning and ending dates of the
period or debarment.
35. Has your contractor's license been revoked at any time in the past five (5) years?
Yes
or No X
36. Has a surety company completed a contract on your behalf or paid for completion
because your company was default terminated by the project owner within the last five
(5) years? Yes
or No X
3
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EXHIBIT B

TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
STATEMENT OF CONTRACTOR’S QUALIFICATIONS
37. At any time in the past five (5) years, has your company been assessed and paid
liquidated damages after completion of a project under a construction contract with
either a public or private owner? Yes
or No X . If the answer is "Yes," explain on a
separate signed page, identifying all such projects by owner, owner's address, date of
project completion, amount of liquidated damages assessed, and all other information
necessary to fully explain the assessment of liquidated damages. N/A
38. In the past five (5) years has any claim against your company concerning your
company's work on a construction project been filed in court or arbitration? Yes
or
No X . If the answer is "Yes," on separate signed sheet of paper, identify the claim(s)
by providing the project name, date of the claim, name of the claimant, a brief
description of the nature of the claim, the court in which the case was filed and a brief
description of the status of the claim (pending, or if resolved, a brief description of the
resolution). N/A
39. In the past five (5) years, has your company made any claim against a project owner
concerning work on a project or payment for a contract and filed that claim in court or
arbitration? Yes X or No . If the answer is "Yes," on a separate signed sheet(s) of
paper identify the claim by providing the project name, date of the claim, name of the
entity(ies) against whom the claim was filed, a brief description of the nature of the
claim, the court in which the case was filed and a brief description of the status of the
claim (pending, or if resolved, a brief description of the resolution).
40. In the past five (5) years, has any insurance carrier, for any form of insurance, refused
to renew the insurance policy for your company? Yes
or No X . If the answer is
"Yes," explain on a separate signed page, the name of the insurance carrier, the form
of insurance and the year of the refusal. N/A
41. Has the CAL OSHA cited and assessed penalties against your company for any
"serious," "willful," or "repeat" violations of its safety or health regulations in the past
or No X . Note: If you have filed an appeal of a citation, and the
five (5) years? Yes
CAL OSHA Board has not yet ruled on your appeal, you need not include information
about it. If the answer is "Yes," attach a separate signed page describing the citations,
including information about the dates of the citations, the nature of the violation, the
project on which the citation(s) was/were issued, the amount of penalty paid, if any. If
the citation was appealed to the CAL OSHA Board and its decision has been issued,
state the case number and the date of the decision. N/A
42. Has the federal OSHA cited and assessed penalties against your company in the past
or No X . Note: If you have filed an appeal of a citation and the
five (5) years? Yes
appeals board has not yet ruled on your appeal, or if there is a court appeal pending,
you need not include information about the citation. If the answer is "Yes," attach a
separate signed page describing each citation. N/A
43. Has the Director of Industrial Relations or any governmental labor relations
department cited and assessed penalties against your company in the past five (5)
years? Yes
or No X . Note: If you have filed an appeal of a citation and the
4
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TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
STATEMENT OF CONTRACTOR’S QUALIFICATIONS
appeals board has not yet ruled on your appeal, or if there is a court appeal pending,
you need not include information about the citation. If the answer is "Yes," attach a
separate signed page describing each citation. N/A
44. Has the EPA or any air quality management district or any regional water quality
control board cited and assessed penalties against either your company or the owner
of a project on which your company was the contractor in the past five (5) years?
Yes
or No X . Note: If you have filed an appeal of a citation and the appeals board
has not yet ruled on your appeal, or if there is a court appeal pending, you need not
include information about the citation. If the answer is "Yes," attach a separate signed
page describing each citation. N/A
45. How often do you require documented safety meetings to be held for construction
employees and field supervisors during the course of a project? _______________
__________________________________________________________________
Craft workers - daily; all other employees including subs - weekly.
46. List your company's Experience Modification Rate (EMR) (California Workers'
Compensation Insurance) for each of the past three (3) premium years. Note: An EMR
is issued to your company annually by your Workers' Compensation Insurance carrier.
Current Year:______
Previous Year:______
.66 Year Prior to Previous Year:_______.
.65
.72
If your EMR for any of these three (3) years is or was 1.00 or higher, you may, if you
wish, attach a letter of explanation. N/A
47. Within the last five (5) years, has there ever been a period when your company had
employees but was without workers' compensation insurance or a state-approved selfor No X . If the answer is "Yes," please explain the reason for the
insurance? Yes
absence of workers' compensation insurance on a separate signed page. If the
answer is "No," please provide a statement by your current workers' compensation
insurance carrier that verifies periods of workers' compensation insurance coverage
for the past five (5) years. (If your company has been in the construction business for
less than five (5) years, provide a statement by your workers' compensation insurance
carrier verifying continuous workers' compensation insurance coverage for the period
that your company has been in the construction business.) N/A
48. List the top five references in the following format:
Reference #1
District or Entity: City of San Diego | Emergency Repair Montezuma Road Strom Drain
Phone No.: 619-533-3156
Address: 202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101
Name of Contact: Jess Arcillas, Project Manager
Scope of Work: Installation of new 66-inch RCP storm drain for failed 66-inch existing CMP line
Dollar Amount: & sink hole repair.
$5 MM

Reference #2
District or Entity: Encina Wastewater Authority | Primary Effluent Conveyance Rehabilitation Project
5
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TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
STATEMENT OF CONTRACTOR’S QUALIFICATIONS
Phone No.: 760-268-8843
Address: 6200 Avenida Encinas, Carlsbad, CA 92011
Name of Contact: James Kearns, Capital Projects Manager
Scope of Work: Concrete repairs, concrete coatings and replacement of gates and cover plates.
Dollar Amount: $4.6 MM
Reference #3
District or Entity: Orange County Sanitation District | Master Services Contract 2018-2019
Phone No.: 714-593-7549
Address: 10844 Ellis Ave, Fountain Valley, CA 92708
Name of Contact: Cori Voss, Senior Buyer
Scope of Work: General work for mechanical systems, piping systems, electrical systems,
Dollar Amount: instrumentation systems, structural repair and replacements, etc.
Each project (Task Order) cannot exceed $300,000

Reference #4
District or Entity: City of Phoenix | Union Hills WTP Phase 1 Filter Mod JOC (on-going)
Phone No.: 602-534-4825
Address: 200 W. Washington Street, Phoenix, AZ 85003
Name of Contact: Jorge Navarro, City Project Manager
Scope of Work: Replace existing PLCs located in the plants Filter MOD 1 and MOD 1A.
Dollar Amount: $1.4 MM
Reference #5
District or Entity: Eastern Municipal Water District | As-Needed Facilities Mechanical
Phone No.: 951-928-3777 ext. 6246
Address: 2270 Trumble Rd, Perris, CA 92570
Name of Contact: Daniel Howell, Senior Director of Administrative Services
Scope of Work Perform as-needed facilities mechanical construction services for emergency and
Dollar Amount: non-emergency work within EMWD's service area.
On-going
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STATEMENT OF CONTRACTOR’S QUALIFICATIONS
CONDENSED CURRENT FINANCIAL REPORT
Condition at close of business on: December 31
(b) In bank $ 1,982,245

20 19

1.

Cash: (a) On hand $

(c) Elsewhere $

2.

Notes receivable: (a) Due within ninety (90) days
(b) Due after ninety (90) days
(c) Past due

3.

Accounts receivable from completed contracts, exclusive of claims not approved
for payment: $9,252,600

4.

Sums earned on uncompleted contracts as shown by Engineer's or Architect's
estimate.
(a) Amount receivable after deducting retainage $23,628,042
(b) Retainage to date, due upon completion of contracts $5,432,906

5.

Accounts receivable from sources other than construction contracts: $2,752

6.

Deposit for bids or other guarantees:
(a) Recoverable within ninety (90) days
(b) Recoverable after ninety (90) days

7.

Interest accrued on loans, securities, etc.:

8.

Real Estate:

9.

Stocks and Bonds: (a) Listed - Present market value
(b) Unlisted - Present value

(a) Used for business purposes
(b) Not used for business purposes

10. Materials in stock not included in Item 4:
(a) For uncompleted contracts (present value)
(b) Other materials (present value)
11. Equipment, book value: $1,851,076
12. Furniture and fixtures, book value: $43,473
13. Other assets: $739,273
TOTAL ASSETS: $42,932,367
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STATEMENT OF CONTRACTOR’S QUALIFICATIONS
LIABILITIES
1.

Notes Payable:

(a) To banks regular $1,000,000
(b) To banks for certified checks
(c) To others for equipment obligations $3,725,824
(d) To others exclusive of equipment obligations $1,920,000

2.

Accts. Payable*: (a) Net past due $21,806,133
(b) Past due

3.

Real estate encumbrances

4.

Other liabilities* $7,694,281
*Includes all amounts owing subcontractors for all work in place and accepted or completed and
uncompleted contracts, including retainage.

5.

Reserves: $745,617

6.

Capital stock paid up: (a) Common $6,517
(b) Common
(c) Preferred

7.

Surplus (net worth)

Earned $ 6,033,995
Unearned $

TOTAL LIABILITIES $ 42,932,367
CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
DOLLARS AND CENTS
1.

Liability on notes receivable, discounted, or sold 0.00

2.

Liability on accounts receivable, pledged, assigned, or sold 0.00

3.

Liability as bondsmen 0.00

4.

Liability as guarantor on contracts or on accounts of others 0.00

5.

Other contingent liabilities 0.00

TOTAL CONTINGENT LIABILITIES 0.00
*Attach additional sheets giving the information.
I:\engr\Gen\Time and Materials Contract\2014 General Contractor\Exhibit B - Statement of Contractor Qualifications.doc
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TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
EQUIPMENT RATE SCHEDULE

Please find labor rates and Filanc owned equipment at the end of this section. For T&M Equipment Rates
Filanc will charge T&M at the current Caltrans rate.
HOURLY MAINTAINED
AND OPERATED

DAILY (BARE)

EXCAVATORS
385L CAT
365 II CAT
350L CAT
345B CAT
345C CAT
330CL CAL
328CR CAT
325BL CAT
320CL CAT
314CCR CAT
305CR CAT

Note: Excavators are equipped with Quick Couplers;
Machines include operator only
BACKHOE LOADER
416 CAT
420 CAT
430D CAT
446D CAT

EXCAVATOR/BACKHOE ATTACHMENTS
Auger with 305
8000# Breaker
750# Breaker
500# Breaker
Concrete Cruncher
Bedding Conveyor
Blade Attachment
Claw with Thumb
Compaction Wheel (excavator)
Compaction Wheel (backhoe)
Ripper (365/385)
Ripper (345/350)
Skeleton Bucket
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EQUIPMENT RATE SCHEDULE

HOURLY MAINTAINED
AND OPERATED

DAILY (BARE)

LOADERS
966G CAT
950G/H CAT
938G CAT
928G CAT
IT14G CAT
246/248 CAT SKID STEER (with attachments)
277 CAT SKID STEER (with attachments)
Pavement Profiler (248 attachment plus teeth)

DOZERS
D6M CAT

COMPACTION EQUIPMENT
18' Bee Gee Scraper (no puller)
84" Vibratory Roller
850 Rex Compactor
4X4 Sheepsfoot
5X5 Sheepsfoot
Towne Disk

BLADES
12G CAT

CRANES
15 Ton R/T
15 Ton Boom Truck

WATER TRUCKS AND EQUIPMENT
4,000 Gallon (3 axle)
2,000 Gallon (2 axle)
10,000 Water Tower
Stand Pipe
Rain Gun
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EQUIPMENT RATE SCHEDULE

HOURLY MAINTAINED
AND OPERATED

DAILY (BARE)

OTHER EQUIPMENT
CC135 Vermer Rock Saw (with Teeth)
Forklift 7000#
Skytrak Telescopic Forklift

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
60 KW Generator *
25 KW Generator *
3.5 KW Generator *
3 Phase Cord (100')
1 Phase Cord (100')
50 Amp Tenpower (100')
Tenpower Box
Light Tower

* Generators Based on 8 hour days
WATER PUMPS AND ACCESSORIES
4" Trash Pump
3" Pump
1-1/2" to 2" Pump
4" Submersible Pump
3" Submersible Pump
2" Submersible Pump
2-1/2" Fire Hose (50')
1-1/2" Fire Hose (50')
6" Steel Highline (40')
Water Test Pump

LABOR AND EQUIPMENT
Superintendent with Truck
Foreman
Foreman (with Truck and Tools)
Operator/Oiler
Grade Checker
Truck Driver
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(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
EQUIPMENT RATE SCHEDULE

HOURLY MAINTAINED
AND OPERATED

Laborer/Pipelayer
Carpenter
Concrete Structure Truck (with Tools, no Labor)
1 Ton Truck (with Tools, no Labor)
Pick-up (no Labor)
Mechanic/Welder Shop Rate
Mechanic and Truck
Welder and Truck
Three Axle Lube Truck (with Labor)
Two Axle Lube Truck (with Labor)

DAILY (BARE)

TRUCKS AND TRAILERS
Truck and Pup
10 Wheel Dump
Semi-End/Side Dump
Semi-End Dump/High Side
Truck Tractor (with 40' Flat)
Truck Tractor (with Trash Container, plus Dump Fees)
6 Yard Dump (Bobtail)
16' Flat Bed
1 Ton Flat Delivery Truck
Tilt Bed Equipment Trailer

LOW BEDS
5 Axle Legal Weight Dovetail (3 hour minimum)
5 Axle Legal Weight
5 Axle Green Weight
5 Axle Purple Weight
7 Axle
Pilot Car
Additional charge for moving permits

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
Air Compressor 100 to 185 cfm
Arrow Board
Message Board
HDPE Fusion Machine
Blower
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HOURLY MAINTAINED
AND OPERATED

Bedding Box
Cement Mixer 1 Sack
Concrete Bucket
Concrete Vibrator
Concrete Hydraulic Saw (with Chain Wear)
Cutoff Saw (with Blades)
Fall Safety Equipment (with Tripod)
Gas Detector
Impact Wrenches (1")
Impact Wrenches (3/4")
Laser and Accessories
Metal Detector
Power Trowel
Ramset Gun (with shots)
Rotohammer (with bits)
Sandblaster
Sewer Leak Testing Equipment
Scissor Lift 48"
Tack Sprayer (with Oil)
Trench Plates
Trench Boxes/Shields (per section)
Trench Box Manhole (per section)
Trench Shoring
Vibrating Plate
Wacker Tamper
Water Service Freeze Kit
Wayne Ball Equipment
Welder 200 Amp
Wet Tapping Machine
Rock Screen/Grizzly (non-power)

DAILY (BARE)

I:\engr\Gen\Time and Materials Contract\2014 General Contractor\Exhibit C - Equipment Rate Schedule - 9-19-14
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On-Call Time & Materials General Construction Services Proposal

Billing Rates
Time and Materials Billing Rates
Please find labor rates below and Filanc owned equipment following this page. For T&M Equipment
Rates Filanc will charge T&M at the current Caltrans rate.

Sweetwater On-Call Billing Rates

Labor Classifications
CARPENTER - FOREMAN
CARPENTER - JOURNEYMAN
LABORER-FOREMAN
LABORER - JOURNEYMAN - GROUP 4 (PIPELAYER)
CEMENT MASON FOREMAN
CEMENT MASON JOURNEYMAN
OPERATING ENGINEER - GRP 8 FOREMAN
OPERATING ENGINEER- GRP 8
OPERATING ENGINEER - GRP 10 CRANE (51 to 100T)
PROJECT ENGINEER
PROJECT MANAGER/SUPERINTENDENT

Standard
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

105.22
100.51
96.47
93.34
101.05
96.35
126.65
123.52
125.81
110.00
140.00

OT
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

141.54
134.48
127.74
123.04
132.41
125.35
167.36
162.66
166.09
N/A
N/A

Rates above include all contractor insurance and markups.

Sweetwater Authority Request for Proposal

J.R. Filanc Construction Company, Inc.
Schedule of Owned Equipment
As of January 7, 2020
Description
SUL-AIR Comp 185DPQ-JD
SUL-AIR Comp 185DPQ-JD
SULLIVAN-PALATEK D185Q
SUL-AIR Comp 185DPQ-JD
SUL-AIR Comp 185DPQ-CAT CARB
SULLIVAN-PALATEK D185 P3JD
48" Power Trowl
36" Power Trowl
4' Ellis Steel Ply Form
Ampac
"Entek 36"" Compation wheel"
SP 25/Rammax trench rolller
COMPACTION EQUI 48EXCOMP
Wacker 32" Trench Roller
JD Dozer 450H
JD Dozer 750J
CAT Dozer D6K2XLT Track Type Tractor
CAT Sweeper Attachments
CAT Sweeper Attachment
Cat Fork lift
Cat Fork lift
Gradall Fork Lift
Ingersol Rand Reachlift
Gradall Fork Lift
Skytrak Fork Lift
Gradall Fork Lift
Gradall Fork Lift
Telehandler
Telehandler
Light Tower LT-12D
Light Tower LT400-213
Light Tower LT400-114
Light Tower LT400-206
CAT 60KW gen set XQ60
Light Tower MLT3080
Generator DCA25SSIU2
JD Backhoe 410E
Cat Trackhoe 320CL
JD Backhoe 410G
JD Backhoe 410G 4X4
Cat Trackhoe 320CL
JD Backhoe 410G 4X4
JD Backhoe 410G 4X4

Make
Model
Sullair
185DPQ-JD
Sullair
185DPQ-JD SMM-ON2
Sullivan-Palatek
D185Q
Sullair
185DPQ-JD
Sullair
185DPQ-CAT CARB
Sullivan-Palatek
D185 P3JD
0
0
0
0
Ellis
0
Ampac
P33
Entek
WE364
Multiquip
33/24 HHMR
American Compation
2011 AC
Wacker
0
John Deere
450H
John Deere
750J
CAT
D6K2
CAT
BU118
CAT
BU118
Caterpillar
GP25
Caterpillar
R80
Gradall
534D10-45
Ingersoll Rand
VR-843
Gradall
534D10-45
Skytrak
10054
Gradall
534D10-45
Gradall
534D9-45
CAT
TL1055 SMM-OFH
CAT
TL943
0
LT-12D
0
NLPRO35812
0
NLPRO35812
0
NLPRO27581
Caterpillar
XQ60
88846, 88847, 88848, 88849
MLT3080
Multiquip
#N/A
John Deere
410E
Caterpillar
320CL
John Deere
410G
John Deere
410G 4X4
Caterpillar
320CL
John Deere
410G 4X4 SMM-ON2
John Deere
410G 4X4

Year
2005
2005
2006
2006
2007
2011
0
0
0
2003
2005
2007
2011
2006
2001
2006
2019
0
0
1997
1998
2005
2005
2004
2003
2003
2003
2010
2008
2006
2006
2006
2006
2005
2008
2019
2000
2002
2003
2005
2005
2005
2006

JD Backhoe 410G 4X4
John Deere
410G 4X4
2006
JD Backhoe 410J 4X4
John Deere
410J 4X4
2010
Cat Trackhoe 345C L
Caterpillar
345C L SMM-OFH
2008
JD Backhoe 410J 4X4
John Deere
410J 4X4
2010
Cat 336E Excavator
CAT
336E
2014
Bobcat 337 Mini Excavator
Bobcat
337
2006
Linkbelt 350X3 Excavator
Linkbelt
350
2014
Cat 325FL CR Hydraulic Excavator
Caterpillar
325FL CR
2017
Cat 305.5E2
Caterpillar
30550
2019
Wheel Loader 950G
Caterpillar
950G SMM-0FH
2001
Wheel Loader 950G
Caterpillar
950G SMM-0FH
2001
Cat Skid Steer
Caterpillar
226B
2005
Cat Skid Steer
Caterpillar
226B
2005
Cat Skid Steer
Caterpillar
226B
2005
Cat Wheel Ldr
Caterpillar
950H
2007
Cat Wheel Ldr 966
Caterpillar
966H
2007
Cat Wheel Ldr
Caterpillar
950H
2009
CAT Skidsteer & Loader 259B3
Caterpillar
259B3
2012
CAT Skidsteer & Loader 259B3
Caterpillar
259B3
2012
CAT 950H Wheel Loader
Caterpillar
950H CBQ V
2009
CAT 950H Wheel Loader
Caterpillar
950H CBQ V
2009
CAT 259D
Caterpillar
259D
2018
RAD 10GX Torque Wrench
766770, 766734
rad 10gx
2008
HORIZONTAL BAND-SAW
0
RF-1319-DR
2004
WALK BEHIND SAW
0
Honda 13HP
2004
ROLLING SCREED
0
RTF010
2004
IRON WORKER
0
UNIHYDRO
2003
Shelving for yard
0
0
2004
Shelving for yard
0
0
2004
Norberg Mobile Screen Plant
Nordberg
ST170
2002
Vertical End Mill
0
FTV-2
0
Kawasaki
Kawasaki
KAF400A7F
2007
Watertrail
0
500 Gallon
2007
COMP WHEEL FOR EXCAVATOR
American Compation
CSS10-348
0
ASHBROOK BELL PRESSES
Ashbrook
2 meter
0
Ground Heater
0
0
2002
Trailer Mounted Backhoe
0
0
0
Victaulic Grooving Machine
Victaulic
0
0
Kawasaki - Engine No. FJ400DE124372
Kawasaki
Mule610, KAF400AFF 2015
Asphalt Zipper
Asphalt Zipper
AZ500-B260hp
2014
Leeboy Tack trailer
Leeboy
L150T
2017
Self Dumping Bin
Jcrane
SB20
2019
2019 Trimble Earthworks Equipment & GPS System; Trimble
Base & Rover Siteworks; Machine Control Earthworks
2019
JLG Scizzor lift
JLG
2646-E2
1999
JLG Scizzor lift
JLG
2646E
1997
JLG 19` Platform Lift
JLG
1932E2
0
JLG 19` Platform Lift
JLG
1932E2
0
JLG 19` Platform Lift
JLG
1932E2
0

19` SCISSOR LIFT
19` SCISSOR LIFT
19` SCISSOR LIFT
19` SCISSOR LIFT
19` SCISSOR LIFT
JLG boom lift
Chevy Silverado
Chevy Colorado
Chevy Colorado
Chevy 1500
Chevy Colorado Ext Cab LT
Chevy Colorado
Chevy Colorado
Ford F-150
Ford F-150
Chevy 1500
GMC PU
Chevy PU
Ford PU
Ford PU
Ford PU (Non-Op)
GMC PU
GMC PU
Chevy-PU
Chevy PU
Chevy PU
Chevy PU
Chevy PU
Ford
Chevrolet
Chevy 1500
CHEVY PU
CHEVY
CHEVY
Chevy
CHEVY
CHEVY
CHEVY
CHEVY
CHEVY
CHEVY
Ford Truck
Chevy Truck
Chevy Truck
Ford Truck
Ford Truck
Chevy Truck
CHEVY - Tows Ditch Witch

0
0
0
0
0
JLG
Chevy
Chevrolet
Chevrolet
Chevrolet
Chevrolet
Chevrolet
Chevrolet
FORD
FORD
Chevrolet
GMC
Chevy
Ford
Ford
Ford
GMC
GMC
Chevy
Chevy
Chevy
Chevy
Chevy
Ford
Chevy
Chevy
Chevy
Chevy
Chevy
Chevy
Chevy
Chevy
Chevy
Chevy
Chevy
Chevy
Ford
Chevy
Chevy
Ford
Ford
Chevy
Chevy

SJIII3219
SJIII3219
SJIII3219
SJIII3219
SJIII3219
40H
1500
Colorado
Colorado
1500
Colorado
Colorado
Colorado
F-150
F-150
1500
C-1500 PU
1500
F-250
F-150
F-150
SIERRA 1500 EXT
1500 sierra
1500
Colorado
Colorado
Colorado
C-1500-PU
F150
1500
Silverado 1500
K1500 SILVERADO
C1500
C1500
1500
1500
2500
1500
2500
PK
C1500
F-450 UTIL
C-3500 UTIL
3500 UTIL
F-450 UTIL
F-750 UTIL
3500 UTIL
3500HD

0
0
0
0
0
2000
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2019
2002
2005
2006
2006
2006
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
1998
2008
2008
2007
2004
2006
2009
2009
2005
2004
2003
2005
2006
1999
2003
2004
2006
2006
2007
2002

CHEV 3500
Ford Truck
Chevy Truck
GMC Truck
Chevy 3500
Chevrolet Silverado 3500
Peterbilt 367 Tractor
Chevy 2500HD
"20` ""A"" Grade Container"
8x20 Storage Container
8x20 Storage Container
8x20 Storage Container
8x20 Storage Container
8x20 Storage Container
8x20 Storage Container
8x20 Storage Container
8x20 Storage Container
8x20 Storage Container
40` Storage Container w/Roll up Doors
Volvo ART Dump
Volvo ART Dump
Peterbuilt Dump
Freightliner
Ford
Peterbuilt Boom Trk
Peterbuilt Boom Trk
Ford Boom Trk **NON-OP**
Ford Boom Trk
Lorain Rt. Crane
Lorain Rt. Crane
Lorain Rt. Crane
P&H 650ATC Truck crane
TEREX RT 160
TEREX RT 160
TEREX RT 780
P&H 790TC 90ton Truck Crane
P&H 790TC 90ton Truck Crane
P&H 790BTC 90ton Truck Crane
P&H 790BTC 90ton Truck Crane
P&H 790BTC 90ton Truck Crane
Budd Trailer
Zieman Trailer
Haulm Trlr
Fruehauf
24' Tilt Bed Trailer
16' Trailer Route 66
Rackley Lowboy Trailer
Rackley Lowboy Trailer

Chevy
Ford
Chevy
GMC
Chevy
Chevrolet
Peterbilt
Chevrolet
0
Aztec
0
Aztec
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Volvo
Volvo
Peterbilt
0
Ford
Peterbilt
Peterbilt
Ford
Ford
Lorain
Lorain
Lorain
P&H
Terex
Terex
Terex
P&H
P&H
P&H
P&H
P&H
Budd
Zieman
Haulm
0
Tilt Bed
0
Rackley
Rackley

3500 UTIL
F450
2500
Truck
3500
3500HD
367 Tractor
Silverado 2500HD
NIPPON STRICK CO.
AZTEC
JS
AZTEC
Martin Containers
AZTEC
0
0
0
0
0
A35-C
A35-C
335
FL70/M2
F750
379
379
F-800
F-800
LRT 275
LRT 275
LRT 275D
650 ATC
RT 160
RT 160
RT780 SMM-OFH
790TC
790TC
790 BTC
790 BTC
790 BTC
40` Flatbed
Beaver Tail
Carrier
45`van
8320
0
Lowbed
Lowbed

2009
2000
2014
2003
2015
2013
2020
2019
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
0
2000
2000
2006
2005
2007
1999
1999
1998
1998
1985
1985
1988
1974
2001
2001
2006
1978
1978
1980
1980
1980
1979
1999
2005
1979
2006
2007
2019
2019

Featherlite Utility Trailer 8.5x22
RO-Terex
SPI Off.Trlr
CAVCO SM1260RR
Lincoln D.C Welder
Trailblazer Welding Mach
Millermatic 1/3PHZ Welder - SHOP
Trailer Mounted Miller Welder
Lincoln D.C Welder
Trailer Mounted Diesel Welder
Miller Welder
Miller Welder
Miller Welder
Miller Welder
Miller Welder
Water Pump
Water Pump
Water Pump
Jeep Wrangler Rubicon
Ford Edge
Chevy SUV Suburban
Chevrolet Malibu
Ford Edge
Toyota 4 Runner
Acura SUV MDX
CHEVY Tahoe
Toyota PRIUS
FORD EDGE
FORD EDGE
Chevy Malibu
Chevy Suburban
GMC PU **NON-OP**
GMC PU
Chevy 1500
GMC Sierra 1500 truck
Chevy Colorado
Chevy 1500
Chevy Colorado
Chevy 1500
Chevy Colorado
Chevy Silverado
Chevy PU
Chevy PU
Chevy PU
Toyota PU (Shop Truck)
Toyota PU

Featherlite
Terex
0
0
Lincoln
Trailblazer
Miller
Miller
Lincoln
Miller
Miller
Miller
Miller
Miller
Miller
0
0
0
Jeep
Ford
Chevy
Chevy
Ford
Toyota
Acura
Chevy
Toyota
Ford
Ford
Chevy
Chevy
GMC
GMC
Chevy
GMC
Chevrolet
Chevy
Chevy
Chevy
Chevy
Chevy
Chevy
Chevy
Chevy
Toyota
Toyota

3182
2851 Terex
63x12
12x60
SA250
350 Pro
350P
300 Pro
SA 250
300 Pro
XMT 350
Bobcat 250
300 Pro
Bobcat 250
Bobcat 250
CD 150 BS
CD 150 BS
CD 225 M
Wrangler Rubicon
Edge
Suburban
Malibu
Edge
4 Runner
MDX
Tahoe
PRIUS
EDGE
EDGE
Malibu
Suburban
1500
C-1500 Sierra
Silverado 1500
SIERRA 1500
Colorado
Silverado 1500
Colorado
1500
Colorado
Silverado
C-1500 PU
C-1500 PU
C-1500 PU
Tacoma
Tacoma

2020
0
1998
1998
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2006
0
2000
2000
2002
2004
2007
2008
2008
2008
2017
2009
2009
2010
2011
2011
2012
2016
2005
2005
2014
2003
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003

EXHIBIT D

TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
SAMPLE JOB DESCRIPTION
It is 10:00 p.m. on Thursday, December 24, and the 16-inch asbestos cement (AC) pipe
in National City Boulevard has developed a major leak located just north of the westbound SR-54 off ramp, flooding the entire street and covering it with mud. Your
company receives a phone call from Sweetwater Authority’s Construction Manager
asking you to mobilize, repair the leak and reactivate the main.
Response:
Filanc would use the following approach to confirm the scope, coordinate mobilization of labor and
equipment, and perform the repair:
1.First, Filanc would verify if Sweetwater Authority (Sweetwater) requires an immediate emergency
response or if the line can be isolated and mobilization can occur on the following day. We would
request as-built drawings and any site photos from Sweetwater operations and coordinate a site visit
if necessary. After gaining an understanding of the work scope and area, we would request to schedule
the first possible meeting with the onsite contractor and Sweetwater to mitigate potential conflicts during
the emergency repairs and develop a safe work plan.
2.Filanc would then coordinate our internal and external resources to mobilize on site. Based on the
description provided, we would need a part time superintendent/Project Manager, an operator and
laborer to complete the repairs. We would anticipate requiring a) a walk behind saw, compressor and
jackhammer to perform asphalt and concrete demolition prior to excavation, b) a backhoe, skid steer,
a 10-yard dumpster, and speed shores to perform the excavation and remove spoils, and c) temporary
fencing, caution tape and delineators to secure the area during non-work hours. After the failed joint is
excavated and exposed, we would purchase and install the required pipe, fittings, and repair couplings,
and depending on the specifics of the excavation, we would coordinate the decision with Sweetwater to
either backfill and compact with the existing excavated material or provide a slurry backfill. A paving
subcontractor would be brought in to repair the asphalt.
3.Based on the uncertain conditions with this emergency project, we would recommend performing the
work on a time and material basis. If necessary, prior the start of work, we could provide a not-to-exceed
price based on a realistic worst-case scenario.

I:\engr\Gen\Time and Materials Contract\2020 General Contractor\Exhibit D - Sample Job Description_rrm.doc

EXHIBIT D

EXHIBIT E
TIME AND MATERIALS CONTRACT
(GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
Include the completed forms from this Exhibit E with the submittal in response to the
Request for Proposals:
•

Contractor’s Certificate Regarding Workers’ Compensation form.

•

Iran Contracting Act Certification form.

•

Public Works Contractor Registration Certification form.

•

Noncollusion Declaration

1
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EXHIBIT F

ON-CALL CONTRACT FOR GENERAL CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
THIS CONTRACT, No. ___, is made this ___ day of _____, 2020, in the County of San
Diego, State of California, by and between Sweetwater Authority hereinafter called the
“Authority”, and _______________________, hereinafter called “Contractor”. The Authority and
Contractor may be collectively referred to as the “Parties” and individually as a “Party.”
RECITALS
1. The Authority is a public agency of the State of California and is in need of general
construction services on an as-needed on-call basis.
2. Contractor has the necessary qualifications to provide such services, and is a licensed
contractor pursuant to the Business and Professions Code and shall be licensed in the following
appropriate classification of contractor’s license, for the work described in this Contract, and
must maintain the license throughout the duration of the Contract: Class A.
3. The Parties desire to enter into this On-Call Contract (“Contract”) for the purpose of setting
forth the terms and conditions upon which Contractor shall render certain services to the
Authority.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE PARTIES HERETO HEREBY AGREE AS FOLLOWS:
ARTICLE 1 -SCOPE OF WORK.
The Authority desires to engage Contractor on an on-call basis. To this end, the Authority will
issue individual Task Orders which incorporate proposals submitted by Contractor more
particularly describing the Work to be performed by Contractor during the term of this Contract
(“Task Order”). The Contractor shall provide all labor, materials, equipment, tools, utility
services, and transportation to complete all of the work required within the time stipulated in and
in strict compliance with the Contract Documents and the Task Order(s) to be issued pursuant to
this Contract. Contractor and its surety shall be liable to the Authority for any damages arising as
a result of the Contractor’s failure to comply with this obligation.
ARTICLE 2 -TASK ORDERS.
The Authority may, from time to time, authorize certain work by issuing a Task Order to Contractor
and the provisions of this Contract shall apply to all such Task Orders. The Task Order shall be in
such form and content as set forth on Attachment “A” attached hereto and by this reference
incorporated herein. Contractor shall not perform and the Authority shall not be liable for any
services performed by Contractor unless authorized in writing by the Authority. The cost and
means of compensation for of such Task Order and any completion date that might be required
thereby shall be mutually agreed upon in writing as set forth in each Task Order.
ARTICLE 3 -TIME FOR COMPLETION.
It is agreed that timely completion is of critical importance in completing this work and the time
1
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limit for the completion of the Work shall be determined as each Task Order is assigned to the
Contractor. Contractor shall complete the Work identified in each Task Order in accordance with
the schedule and timing requirements set forth in the Task Order.
ARTICLE 4 -TERM OF CONTRACT.
The term of the Contract will be for one year from the date of this Contract. The Contract may be
renewed on an annual basis for a total contract time of up to five (5) years if the Contractor
demonstrates satisfactory performance.
ARTICLE 5 -CONTRACT PRICE.
The Authority agrees to pay, and the Contractor agrees to accept as full payment for the work
agreed to be performed, the prices set forth in each Task Order, in the manner and with such
additions or deductions as are provided for in this Contract.
ARTICLE 6 -COMPONENT PARTS OF THE CONTRACT.
The “Contract Documents” include the following:
Request for Proposal
Contractor Proposal
Contractor’s Certificate Regarding Workers’ Compensation
Contract
Performance Bond
Payment Bond
Executed Task Orders
General Conditions
Sweetwater Authority Standard Specifications for Construction of Water Facilities
Standard Specifications for Public Works Construction, latest edition (“Greenbook”)
(Excluding Sections 1-9 in their entirety)
Any other documents contained in or incorporated into the Contract
The Contactor shall complete the Work in strict accordance with all of the Contract Documents.
All of the Contract Documents are intended to be complementary. Work required by one of the
Contract Documents and not by others shall be done as if required by all. This Contract shall
supersede any prior agreement of the Parties.
ARTICLE 7 -PROVISIONS REQUIRED BY LAW.
Each and every provision of law required to be included in these Contract Documents shall be
deemed to be included in these Contract Documents. The Contractor shall comply with all
requirements of the California Labor Code applicable to this Project.
ARTICLE 8 -INDEMNIFICATION.
Contractor shall provide indemnification and defense to the Authority as set forth in the General
Conditions.
2
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ARTICLE 9 -PREVAILING WAGES.
Contractor shall be required to pay the prevailing rate of wages in accordance with the Labor Code
which such rates shall be made available at the Authority’s Engineering Department or may be
obtained online at http//www.dir.ca.gov/dslr and which must be posted at the job site.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Contract has been duly executed by the above-named
parties, on the day and year above written.
SWEETWATER AUTHORITY
Name of Contractor
By
_____________________________________

By______________________________
Patricia “Tish” Berge,
General Manager

Name and Title:
__________________________

Date: ____________________________

License No.
_____________________________
Date:
__________________________________

(Corporate Seal)

(ALL SIGNATURES MUST BE
NOTARIZED AND CORPORATE
SEALS AFFIXED, IF APPLICABLE)
Approved as to form this _____________day of

3
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(Attorney for Sweetwater Authority)

END OF CONTRACT
CALIFORNIA ALL-PURPOSE ACKNOWLEDGMENT

CIVIL CODE § 1189

A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies only the identity of the
individual who signed the document to which this certificate is attached, and not the
truthfulness, accuracy, or validity of that document.
State of California

)

County of ___________________________ )
On

______________________
Date

before me,
Here Insert Name and Title of the Officer

personally appeared
Name(s) of Signer(s)

who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in
his/her/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the
person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the
laws of the State of California that the foregoing
paragraph is true and correct.
WITNESS my hand and official seal.

Signature
Signature of Notary Public
Place Notary Seal Above

4
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NOTE:

This acknowledgment is to be completed for Contractor/Principal.

5
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PERFORMANCE BOND
KNOW ALL PERSONS BY THESE PRESENTS:
THAT WHEREAS, Sweetwater Authority (hereinafter referred to as the “Authority”) has
awarded to ______________________(hereinafter referred to as the “Contractor”) an ON-CALL
CONTRACT FOR GENERAL CONSTRUCTION SERVICES (hereinafter referred to as the
“Contract”).
WHEREAS, the work to be performed by the Contractor is generally set forth in the
Contract Documents referenced in Article 6 of the Contract dated _________________,
(hereinafter referred to as “Contract Documents”), the terms and conditions of which are expressly
incorporated herein by reference; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to the Contract Documents, the Authority may award work as
generally described in the Contract Documents for specific on call projects required by the
Authority and as shall be set forth in task orders to be executed by the Contractor and Authority
(“Task Orders”) pursuant to the terms of the Contract Documents (each, a “Project”); and
WHEREAS, the Contractor is required by said Contract Documents to perform the terms
thereof and to furnish a bond for the faithful performance of said Contract Documents, including
all Task Orders for Projects as may be issued pursuant to the Contract Documents.
NOW, THEREFORE, we, _________________________________________________,
the undersigned Contractor and ___________________________________________________
as Surety, a corporation organized and duly authorized to transact business under the laws of the
State of California, are held and firmly bound unto the Authority in the sum of two hundred and
fifty thousand dollars, ($250,000), for which amount well and truly to be made, we bind ourselves,
our heirs, executors and administrators, successors and assigns, jointly and severally, firmly by
these presents.
THE CONDITION OF THIS OBLIGATION IS SUCH, that, if the Contractor, his or its
heirs, executors, administrators, successors or assigns, shall in all things stand to and abide by, and
well and truly keep and perform the covenants, conditions and agreements in the Contract
Documents including all Task Orders issued pursuant thereto and any alteration thereof made as
therein provided, on its part, to be kept and performed at the time and in the manner therein
specified, and in all respects according to their intent and meaning; and shall faithfully fulfill all
obligations including the one-year guarantee of all materials and workmanship; and shall
indemnify and save harmless the Authority, its officers and agents, as stipulated in said Contract
Documents, then this obligation shall become null and void; otherwise it shall be and remain in
full force and effect.
As a condition precedent to the satisfactory completion of the Contract Documents, unless
otherwise provided for in the Contract Documents, the above obligation shall hold good for a
period of one (1) year after the acceptance of the work by the Authority, during which time if
Contractor shall fail to make full, complete, and satisfactory repair and replacements and totally
protect the Authority from loss or damage resulting from or caused by defective materials or faulty
6
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workmanship the above obligation in penal sum thereof shall remain in full force and effect.
However, anything in this paragraph to the contrary notwithstanding, the obligations of Surety
hereunder shall continue so long as any obligation of Contractor remains. Nothing herein shall
limit the Authority’s rights or the Contractor or Surety’s obligations under the Contract, law or
equity, including, but not limited to, California Code of Civil Procedure section 337.15.
Whenever Contractor shall be, and is declared by the Authority to be, in default under the
Contract Documents, the Surety shall remedy the default pursuant to the Contract Documents, or
shall promptly, at the Authority’s option:
(1)

Take over and complete the Project in accordance with all terms and conditions in
the Contract Documents, including the relevant Task Order; or

(2)

Obtain a Bid or Bids for completing the Project in accordance with all terms and
conditions in the Contract Documents including the relevant Task Order and upon
determination by Surety of the lowest responsive and responsible Bidder, arrange
for a Contract between such Bidder, the Surety and the Authority, and make
available as work progresses sufficient funds to pay the cost of completion of the
Project, less the balance of the contract price, including other costs and damages
for which Surety may be liable. The term “balance of the contract price” as used in
this paragraph shall mean the total amount payable to Contractor by the Authority
under the Contract and any modification thereto, less any amount previously paid
by the Authority to the Contractor and any other set offs pursuant to the Contract
Documents.

(3)

Permit the Authority to complete the Project in any manner consistent with
California law and make available as work progresses sufficient funds to pay the
cost of completion of the Project, less the balance of the contract price, including
other costs and damages for which Surety may be liable. The term “balance of the
contract price” as used in this paragraph shall mean the total amount payable to
Contractor by the Authority under the Contract and any modification thereto, less
any amount previously paid by the Authority to the Contractor and any other set
offs pursuant to the Contract Documents.

Surety expressly agrees that the Authority may reject any contractor or subcontractor which
may be proposed by Surety in fulfillment of its obligations in the event of default by the Contractor.
Surety shall not utilize Contractor in completing the Project nor shall Surety accept a Bid
from Contractor for completion of the Project if the Authority, when declaring the Contractor in
default, notifies Surety of the Authority’s objection to Contractor’s further participation in the
completion of the Project.
The Surety, for value received, hereby stipulates and agrees that no change, extension of
time, alteration or addition to the terms of the Contract Documents, any Task Order issued pursuant
thereto or to any Project to be performed thereunder shall in any way affect its obligations on this
7
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bond, and it does hereby waive notice of any such change, extension of time, alteration or addition
to the terms of the Contract Documents, any Task Order or to any Project.
[CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have hereunto set our hands and seals this _______ day of
______________, 20__.
(Corporate Seal)
Contractor/ Principal
By
Title
(Attach Acknowledgment Form)
(Corporate Seal)
Surety
By
Attorney-in-Fact
(Attach Attorney-in-Fact Certificate)
Title
Signatures of those signing for the Contractor and Surety must be notarized and evidence of
corporate authority attached.
The rate of premium on this bond is ____________ per thousand. The total amount of premium
charges, $_______________________________.
(The above must be filled in by corporate attorney.)
THIS IS A REQUIRED FORM
Any claims under this bond may be addressed to:
(Name, Address and Telephone number of
Surety)

(Name, Address and Telephone number of Agent
or Representative for service of process in
California, if different from above)

9
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CALIFORNIA ALL-PURPOSE ACKNOWLEDGMENT

CIVIL CODE § 1189

A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies only the identity of the
individual who signed the document to which this certificate is attached, and not the
truthfulness, accuracy, or validity of that document.
State of California

)

County of ___________________________ )
On

______________________
Date

before me,
Here Insert Name and Title of the Officer

personally appeared
Name(s) of Signer(s)

who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in
his/her/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the
person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the
laws of the State of California that the foregoing
paragraph is true and correct.
WITNESS my hand and official seal.

Signature
Signature of Notary Public
Place Notary Seal Above

NOTE:

This acknowledgment is to be completed for Contractor/Principal.
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PERFORMANCE BOND

CALIFORNIA ALL-PURPOSE ACKNOWLEDGMENT

CIVIL CODE § 1189

A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies only the identity of the
individual who signed the document to which this certificate is attached, and not the
truthfulness, accuracy, or validity of that document.
State of California

)

County of ___________________________ )
On

______________________
Date

before me,
Here Insert Name and Title of the Officer

personally appeared
Name(s) of Signer(s)

who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in
his/her/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the
person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the
laws of the State of California that the foregoing
paragraph is true and correct.
WITNESS my hand and official seal.

Signature
Signature of Notary Public
Place Notary Seal Above

NOTE:

This acknowledgment is to be completed for the Attorney-in-Fact. The Power-ofAttorney to local representatives of the bonding company must also be attached.
END OF PERFORMANCE BOND
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PERFORMANCE BOND

PAYMENT BOND
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS that:
WHEREAS, Sweetwater Authority (hereinafter designated as the “Authority”), by action
taken or a resolution passed _________________ has awarded to ______________________.
hereinafter designated as the “Principal,” a contract for the work described as follows: ON-CALL
CONTRACT FOR GENERAL CONSTRUCTION SERVICES (the “Contract”); and
WHEREAS, said Principal is required to furnish a bond in connection with said Contract;
providing that if said Principal or any of its Subcontractors shall fail to pay for any materials,
provisions, provender, equipment, or other supplies used in, upon, for or about the performance of
the work contracted to be done, or for any work or labor done thereon of any kind, or for amounts
due under the Unemployment Insurance Code or for any amounts required to be deducted,
withheld, and paid over to the Employment Development Department from the wages of
employees of said Principal and its Subcontractors with respect to such work or labor the Surety
on this bond will pay for the same to the extent hereinafter set forth.
NOW THEREFORE, we, the Principal and ___________________________________ as
Surety, are held and firmly bound unto the Authority in the penal sum two hundred and fifty
thousand dollars ($250,000) lawful money of the United States of America, for the payment of
which sum well and truly to be made, we bind ourselves, our heirs, executors, administrators,
successors and assigns, jointly and severally, firmly by these presents.
THE CONDITION OF THIS OBLIGATION IS SUCH that if said Principal, his or its
subcontractors, heirs, executors, administrators, successors or assigns, shall fail to pay any of the
persons named in section 9100 of the Civil Code, fail to pay for any materials, provisions or other
supplies, used in, upon, for or about the performance of the work contracted to be done, or for any
work or labor thereon of any kind, or amounts due under the Unemployment Insurance Code with
respect to work or labor performed under the contract, or for any amounts required to be deducted,
withheld, and paid over to the Employment Development Department or Franchise Tax Board
from the wages of employees of the contractor and his or its subcontractors pursuant to section
18663 of the Revenue and Taxation Code, with respect to such work and labor the Surety or
Sureties will pay for the same, in an amount not exceeding the sum herein above specified, and
also, in case suit is brought upon this bond, all litigation expenses incurred by the Authority in
such suit, including reasonable attorneys’ fees, court costs, expert witness fees and investigation
expenses.
This bond shall inure to the benefit of any of the persons named in section 9100 of the Civil
Code so as to give a right of action to such persons or their assigns in any suit brought upon this
bond.
It is further stipulated and agreed that the Surety on this bond shall not be exonerated or
released from the obligation of this bond by any change, extension of time for performance,
addition, alteration or modification in, to, or of any contract, plans, specifications, or agreement
pertaining or relating to any scheme or work of improvement herein above described, or pertaining
or relating to the furnishing of labor, materials, or equipment therefore, nor by any change or
12
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modification of any terms of payment or extension of the time for any payment pertaining or
relating to any scheme or work of improvement herein above described, nor by any rescission or
attempted rescission or attempted rescission of the contract, agreement or bond, nor by any
conditions precedent or subsequent in the bond attempting to limit the right of recovery of
claimants otherwise entitled to recover under any such contract or agreement or under the bond,
nor by any fraud practiced by any person other than the claimant seeking to recover on the bond
and that this bond be construed most strongly against the Surety and in favor of all persons for
whose benefit such bond is given, and under no circumstances shall Surety be released from
liability to those for whose benefit such bond has been given, by reason of any breach of contract
between the owner or the Authority and original contractor or on the part of any obligee named in
such bond, but the sole conditions of recovery shall be that claimant is a person described in section
9100 of the Civil Code, and has not been paid the full amount of his or its claim and that Surety
does hereby waive notice of any such change, extension of time, addition, alteration or
modification herein mentioned and the provisions of sections 2819 and 2845 of the California Civil
Code.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have hereunto set our hands and seals this _______ day of
______________, 20__.

(Corporate Seal)
Contractor/ Principal
By
Title
(Attach Acknowledgment Form)
(Corporate Seal)
Surety
By
Attorney-in-Fact
(Attach Attorney-in-Fact Certificate)
Title
Signatures of those signing for the Contractor and Surety must be notarized and evidence of
corporate authority attached.
CALIFORNIA ALL-PURPOSE ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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CIVIL CODE § 1189
PAYMENT BOND

A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies only the identity of the
individual who signed the document to which this certificate is attached, and not the
truthfulness, accuracy, or validity of that document.
State of California

)

County of ___________________________ )
On

______________________
Date

before me,
Here Insert Name and Title of the Officer

personally appeared
Name(s) of Signer(s)

who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in
his/her/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the
person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the
laws of the State of California that the foregoing
paragraph is true and correct.
WITNESS my hand and official seal.

Signature
Signature of Notary Public
Place Notary Seal Above

NOTE:

This acknowledgment is to be completed for Contractor/Principal.
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PAYMENT BOND

CALIFORNIA ALL-PURPOSE ACKNOWLEDGMENT

CIVIL CODE § 1189

A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies only the identity of the
individual who signed the document to which this certificate is attached, and not the
truthfulness, accuracy, or validity of that document.
State of California

)

County of ___________________________ )
On

______________________
Date

before me,
Here Insert Name and Title of the Officer

personally appeared
Name(s) of Signer(s)

who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in
his/her/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the
person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the
laws of the State of California that the foregoing
paragraph is true and correct.
WITNESS my hand and official seal.

Signature
Signature of Notary Public
Place Notary Seal Above

NOTE:

This acknowledgment is to be completed for the Attorney-in-Fact. The Power-ofAttorney to local representatives of the bonding company must also be attached.
END OF PAYMENT BOND
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PAYMENT BOND

On-Call Time & Materials General Construction Services Proposal

Attachment A
Exhibit B Time and Materials Contract
Statement of Contractor’s Qualifications

#9. List the company’s bonding capacity and general liability insurance for the last five years:

Please find letters from Filanc’s bonding and insurance companies stating our bonding capacity and
general liability insurance for the last five years.

Sweetwater Authority Request for Proposal

Everest National Insurance Company
461 5th Avenue – 4th Floor
New York, N.Y. 10017
Tel: (646) 828-5001

May 4, 2020
Sweetwater Authority
RE:

J.R. Filanc Construction Company, Inc.
On-Call Time and Materials General Construction Services

To Whom It May Concern:
J.R. Filanc Construction Company, Inc. is a highly regarded and valued surety account of Everest
Reinsurance Company (Surety). Everest Reinsurance Company is rated A+ by AM Best and are among the
highest of any insurance and financial services organization in the world. Additionally, Everest is listed in the
U.S. Department of the Treasury acceptance report with an underwriting limit of $150,955,000. We are willing
to provide bonding support to J.R. Filanc Construction Company, Inc. on projects in an amount up to
$50,000,000 single / $100,000,000 aggregate; this would not preclude consideration of projects in excess of
the above amount.
Please note that the decision to issue performance and payment bonds is a matter between J.R. Filanc
Construction Company, Inc. and the Surety, and will be subject to review and approval of the contract
terms and conditions, the bond forms, confirmation of adequate project financing, and the application of
such other underwriting criteria as may be pertinent at the time such bonds are requested
This letter is not an assumption of liability, nor is it a bid bond or a performance bond. It is issued as a
bonding reference requested from us by J.R. Filanc Construction Company, Inc.
Sincerely,
Everest Reinsurance Company
,
Lawrence F. McMahon, Attorney-In-Fact
Alliant Insurance Services, Inc.
701 B Street, 6th Floor, San Diego, CA 92101
619-238-1828
(Seal)

May 4

20

May 8, 2020

J.R. Filanc Construction Company, Inc.
740 N. Andreasen Drive
Escondido, CA 92029
RE:

PN‐2020‐086 Sweetwater Authority ‐ On‐Call T&M General Construction Services

To Whom It May Concern,
This letter confirms the following General Liability insurance for J.R. Filanc Construction Company, Inc.
for the past five years:
POLICY PERIOD

CARRIER NAME

POLICY NUMBER

01/01/2020 - 01/01/2021

Zurich American Insurance Company

GLO367700215

01/01/2019 - 01/01/2020

Zurich American Insurance Company

GLO367700214

01/01/2018 - 01/01/2019

Zurich American Insurance Company

GLO367700213

01/01/2017 - 01/01/2018

Zurich American Insurance Company

GLO367700212

01/01/2016 - 01/01/2017

Zurich American Insurance Company

GLO367700211

Should you have any questions or need additional information, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Wise
Jennifer Wise
Client Manager
Phone: (858)875‐6586
Email: jennifer.wise@marshmma.com

On-Call Time & Materials General Construction Services Proposal

Attachment B
Exhibit B Time and Materials Contract
Statement of Contractor’s Qualifications

#10. List all applicable references, primarily from other public agencies that the company has
had as clients:

The following is a select list of applicable references from public agencies that Filanc has had as clients:
Public Agency

Owner Contact

Phone Number

Sweetwater Authority

Jennifer Sabine, Assistant General Manager

619-420-1413

City of San Diego

Jess Arcillas, Management Intern

619-533-3156

Encina Wastewater Authority

James Kearns, Capital Project Manager

760-268-8843

City of Phoenix

Jorge Navarro, City Project Manager

602-534-4825

City of Peoria

Daniel Kiel, City Project Manager

623-773-7982

Inland Empire Utilities Agency

Travis Sprague, Project Manager

909-993-1942

San Elijo Joint Powers Authority Mike Konicke, Associate Engineer

760-753-6203
ext. 77

City of Corona

Carolyn Appelt, Purchasing Specialist

951-279-3620

Orange County Sanitation District

Cori Voss, Senior Buyer

714-593-7549

Eastern Municipal Water District

Daniel Howell, Senior Director of Administrative Services

951-928-3777
ext. 6246

Olivenhain Municipal Water
District

John Onkka, Water Reclamation Facilities
Supervisor

760-632-4642

Sweetwater Authority Request for Proposal

On-Call Time & Materials General Construction Services Proposal

Attachment C
Exhibit B Time and Materials Contract
Statement of Contractor’s Qualifications

#11. Contracts in progress with current completion schedule (percent of work remaining) and
gross dollar amount of each contract:

Below is a list of Filanc’s major construction contracts currently in progress.
Project Name, Location

Project Owner

Percent Complete

Santa Margarita River Conjunctive Use Project Facilities, Fallbrook, CA

Fallbrook Public Utili- 25%
ties Agency

Gross Dollar Amount
$54.4 MM

Microfiltration Reverse Osmo- City of Escondido
sis (MFRO) Project, Escondido, CA

5%

$45 MM

Water Treatment Plant Project, Lemoore, CA

City of Lemoore

40%

$34

Morro Bay Water Reclamation Facility

City of Morro Bay

12%

67 MM

Sweetwater Authority Request for Proposal

On-Call Time & Materials General Construction Services Proposal

Attachment D
Exhibit B Time and Materials Contract
Statement of Contractor’s Qualifications

#15. List of major facilities constructed by your company, including approximate cost:

Project Name, Location

Project Owner

Completion Date

Gross Dollar Amount

San Elijo Land Outfall Replacement Project, Cardiff by the Sea, CA

San Elijo Joint Powers
Authority

6/2018

$8.9 MM

Phase 2 BNR/Tertiary
Treatment Project, Modesto, CA

City of Modesto

6/2016

$103.5 MM

Encina FY 2015 Major
Plant Rehabilitation Project, Carlsbad, CA

Encina Wastewater Authority

6/2018

$11.5 MM

Alternative Fuel Receiving Facilities (DB), Carlsbad, CA

Encina Wastewater Authority

6/2015

$2.5 MM

Well No. 9 Advanced Well
Head Treatment, Signal
Hill, CA

City of Signal Hill

6/2017

$6.9 MM

Northern Regional Tertiary Plant (NRTTP), Camp
Pendleton, CA

US Navy Southwest Division, NAVFAC

7/2015

$115.5 MM

Sludge Digester Rehabilitation, Fountain Valley,
CA

Orange County Sanitation District

10/2017

$43 MM

Sweetwater Authority Request for Proposal

On-Call Time & Materials General Construction Services Proposal

Attachment E
Exhibit B Time and Materials Contract
Statement of Contractor’s Qualifications

#17. Experience in construction work similar to this time and materials project:

Filanc R&M was created over 20 years ago to provide our clients with an efficient means to contract
for “first responder” on-call, emergencies, repair, maintenance, and small construction projects. We
specifically offer the speedy response and flexibility that the Authority needs for on-call, emergencies
and smaller projects and when necessary, can bring the full resources of our Construction Services
Division. We are prepared to participate as a “First Responder” in a public emergency for Sweetwater
Authority.
The following are client contracts where Filanc has provided as-needed and emergency response services:
City of San Diego
•
•
•

On-call Emergency Services Contract 2012-2017
Multiple Award Design-Build Contracts for water, wastewater and stormwater pipeline projects
As-needed Design-Build Services, Public Utilities Department, 2009-2011

Other Agencies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eastern Municipal Water District (EMWD) As-Needed Facilities Mechanical Contract, 20182020
City of Phoenix, Job Order Contract, 2007-2018
Orange County Sanitation District (OCSD) Master Service Contract, 2018-2019
Orange County Sanitation District (OCSD) Master Service Contract, 2015
Inland Empire Utilities Agency (IEUA) As-Needed Emergency Services Contract, 2018
Inland Empire Utilities Agency (IEUA) On-call Maintenance, 2005-2011
City of Anaheim Master Agreement, including immediate response services, 2006-2007
City of Riverside Master Agreement, 2005-2006
Eastern Municipal Water District (EMWD), Annual Agreement, 2003-2006

Sweetwater Authority Request for Proposal

On-Call Time & Materials General Construction Services Proposal

Attachment F
Exhibit B Time and Materials Contract
Statement of Contractor’s Qualifications

#18. List names, background, and experience of the principal members of your personnel, including officers:

Name
Mark Filanc

Position
CEO

Years
with Co.
39

% Ownership
91.08%

Education/Registration
M.S., Civil Engineering
B.S., Civil Engineering
Professional Engineer, Civil:
CA No. C34631

Omar Rodea

President

22

.42%

B.S., Civil Engineering
Professional Engineer, Civil:
CA No. C62854

David Kiess

Vice President

36

1.99%

Professional Affiliations: Associated General Contractors of America; American
Public Works Association;
CA Environment Association

Bob Zaiser

Vice President

14

1.76%

B.S., Civil and Environmental Engineering

Vincent Diaz

Vice President

32

1.69%

Coursework in Engineering
Technology and Construction Management

Norbert Schulz

Vice President

11

.53%

MBA, University of Redlands
M.S., Oceanography

Sweetwater Authority Request for Proposal

B.S., Geology
Gary Silverman

Vice President

9

0%

M.S., Civil Engineering
B.S., Civil Engineering
Professional Engineer, Civil:
CA No. C42969; AZ No.
27883; NM No. 13643; CO
No. 45659; NV No. 22092;
WY No. 16475

Linda Stangel

Secretary/Treasurer

1

0%

B.S., Accounting

On-Call Time & Materials General Construction Services Proposal

Attachment G
Exhibit B Time and Materials Contract
Statement of Contractor’s Qualifications

#20. Attach Resumes of all related personnel to be permanently assigned to the Authority’s
work.

Please see resumes of all related personnel to be permanently assigned to the Authority’s work following this page.

Sweetwater Authority Request for Proposal

David J. Kiess
Project Principal

David has been with J.R. Filanc Construction Company since 1984 where he has
advanced to his current position as Vice President. He directs all operations in our
Repair & Maintenance Division, through which he has employed innovative valueengineering ideas and saved owners of water and wastewater treatment plants
hundreds of thousands of dollars. The Repair & Maintenance Division specializes
in making emergency repairs, completing scheduled repairs, and performing
maintenance for wastewater and water treatment plants and related facilities.
With his many years of experience at Filanc, Mr. Kiess has helped our clients solve
problems efficiently and cost effectively. His role as Director of Operations involves
providing the planning, resources, and supervision for the Repair & Maintenance
Division. David is also an instructor for our company’s Supervisory Training Program,
and a shareholder of the company.
Prior to becoming Vice President David participated in the civil and mechanical
design and engineering of many large projects. He also supervised the engineering
and drafting departments. His responsibilities included estimating for the company,
performing value engineering and constructability reviews of preliminary design plans,
coordination of project scheduling, and coordination of equipment. He prepared RFIs
and change orders and coordinated any field changes with the Engineer/Owner.
OCSD 7-Pack: Digester G&S Valve
Replacement & Pipe, Orange County
Sanitation District, California
Project Executive. $253,000. The work
involved labor and materials for the valve
replacement and repairs on Orange
County Sanitation District’s digesters G &
S at Plant #2.
EMWD Pump Electrification Project
(Design-Build), Eastern Municipal Water
District, Moreno Valley, California
Project Executive. $3.5 million. David’s
duties included ensuring the availability
of construction resources, planning,
negotiations, purchase orders and
subcontracts, owner/client relations,
value engineering, interfacing with design
engineers, preparing estimates, budgets
and change orders, quality assurance/
quality control, and attending project
meetings. Work consisted of converting

internal combustion engine-driven
equipment to electric motor-driven
equipment.
Los Coyotes Water Reclamation Plant
Stage 2 Return Activated Sludge Piping
Replacement, LA County Sanitation
District, California
Project Executive. $1 million. This project
included the removal of existing carbon
steel piping and pipe supports to be
replaced with new pipe supports, RFP
piping, valves, and electrical work.
OCSD 7-Pack: Cen. Gen. Hot Water
Bracing at Plant #1, Orange County
Sanitation District, California
Project Executive. $94,784. Construction
included the removal of failed expansion
joints with hard piping and medications of
existing bracing.

Experience
38 years

Joined Firm
1984

Professional
Affiliations
• Associated General
Contractors of America
• American Public Works
Association
• California Environment
Association
• Vistage

David J. Kiess
Project Principal

SOCWA Miscellaneous
Improvements Project, South
Orange County Wastewater
Authority, California
Project Executive. $4,181,205.
The work involved miscellaneous
mechanical, roofing, electrical, and
HVAC improvements.
Santa Ana Station Refurbishment,
Mesa Water District, California
Project Executive. $1 million.
Construction invovled upgrades
on pressure reducing valves,
replacement of butterfly valves
and blower, installation of new
dismantling joints, and coating
repairs within the pressure reducing
station. In addition, work included
site improvements to the exterior of
the station.
MacArthur Pump Station Valve
Replacement, Orange County
Sanitation District, California
Project Executive. $61,552.
The project involved the removal
and replacement of two valves
inside of a forcemain valve vault,
implementing a flow bypass system
such that service is not interrupted
during the work.
OCSD Biogas Pilot System Upgrade,
Orange County Sanitation District,
California
Project Executive. $75,745. This
project was the upgrade to a biogas
pilot system at Orange County
Sanitation District’s Plant 2. Work
involved set and level of the pilot
system, connecting the digester
gas inlet/outlet, connect the water
inlet/outlet, connect to the existing
breaker, and installation of a carbon
scrubber vessel. Additionally, crews
were responsible to remobilize
after 90 days to deconstruction the
upgrade and return it to the original
configuration.

Grit Washer Project, Western
Riverside County Regional
Wastewater Authority, California
Project Executive. $184,644. This
project included site demolition
and removal of existing equipment,
installation of Owner-furnished grit
washer and ancillary equipment.
Secondary Clarifiers 1 & 2
Rehabilitation, Western Riverside
County Regional Wastewater
Authority, California
Project Executive. $966,808 This
project involved the rehabilitation of
Clarifiers 1 & 2. The rehabilitation
included coating repair, electrical
repair, concrete repair, and
mechanical repairs.
Los Coyotes Water Reclamation
Plant, LA County Sanitation District,
California
Project Executive. $560,063.
This project included the removal
and disposal of existing carbon
steel return activated sludge (RAS)
piping, installation of new/exiting
pipe supports, drain bypass piping,
installation of new RFP piping,
installation of new stage separation
valves, actuators, and electrical
work.
Encina 2015 Major Plant
Rehabilitation Project, Encina
Wastewater Authority, Carlsbad,
California
Principal-in-Charge. $10.8
million. Work consisted of drying
safety improvements, including
the replacement of indoor dust
collection bag house with a
wet scrubber, replacement of
outdoor bag house explosion
panel with Q-Rohr type explosion
venting, installation of isolation
devices, nitrogen injection ports,
recycle bin emptying and refilling
improvements, carbon monoxide

monitoring. Work also included
aeration basin rehabilitation,
replacement of the 3WHP piping
in each of the four aeration
basins, repair of the influent feed
channels, replacement of the
influent feed, effluent and drainage
gates, blocking off the step feed
gates, replacement of an aeration
basin, modifications to aeration air
piping and other piping around the
aeration basins and modifications
to the scum pit digester gas system
modifications, miscellaneous
mechanical modifications,
miscellaneous electrical and
instrumentation modifications,
power building mezzanine
extension, and appurtenant work.
Aeration Panel Replacement,
Eastern Municipal Water District,
Temecula/Moreno Valley/Perris
Valley, California
Principal-in-Charge. $700,000.
This project for Eastern Municipal
Water District consisted of the
replacement of existing aeration
panel parts at the Temecula Valley
Regional Water Reclamation Facility
(RWRF), Moreno Valley RWRF, and
Perris Valley RWRF.
Aeration Basin Diffuser
Replacement, Orange County
Sanitation District, Fountain Valley,
California
Principal-in-Charge. $1 million. This
project involved the removal and
replacement of the 60,048 aeration
basin membrane diffusers and
associated components at aeration
basins 1-10 located at Plant 1. The
project was divided into two phases;
the aeration basins and membrane
assemblies. Work on the aeration
basins included pumping down
and cleaning aeration basins 1-10
and the membrane assemblies
portion included the removal of

David J. Kiess
Project Principal

the designated existing diffuser
membrane assemblies and the
replacement of new membrane
diffuser assemblies comprised of a
diffuser membrane, integral O-ring
gaskets, and a retainer ring.
MBC Biosolids Screen and Blending
Tank Improvements, City of San
Diego, California
Project Manager. $725,856. This
Phase II, design-build project,
modified San Diego’s Metropolitan
Biosolids Center (MBC) digester
feed system which resulted in lower
operational and maintenance
costs for the City while minimizing
potential overflow problems.
Work included replacing existing
thickened sludge (TSL) feed
pumps with larger capacity pumps;
bypassing the biosolids screens,
blending tanks and digester feed
pumps; and realigning the existing
TSL piping to allow direct pumping
from the TSL wetwell to the
digesters. Work was conducted in
an operational plant and involved
numerous planned tie-ins and
complex coordination with plant
staff.
Anaergia Escondido Bioenergy
Facility (Design-Build), Escondido,
California
Principal-in-Charge. $860,541.
Filanc was selected to construct
a cogeneration facility fueled by
digester gas at the City of Escondido
Hale Avenue Resource Recovery
Facility (HAARF).
Encina Ocean Outfall Emergency
Repair, Encina Wastewater
Authority, Carlsbad, California
Principal-in-Charge. $180,700.
David coordinated labor, material,
and equipment line protection for
the Encina Ocean Outfall Emergency
Repair project. Filanc conducted an
operation to keep the Pacific Ocean

at bay for two weeks while our crew
installed a massive concrete cap
over a cracked piece of 48-inch pipe
that was installed in 1972, all while
that pipe remained in service.
The project was governed by the
high tides so work could only
be performed during low tide.
The emergency repair occurred
simultaneously with a roadway
project causing Filanc to work
within the limits of the existing work
site, to not slow down the roadway
project as it was time sensitive in
getting the Pacific Coast Highway
back in service. Filanc worked with
an engineer that specialized in
coastal outfall design. The team
carefully worked around the outfall
line, which needed to be exposed
to continue work during low tide
hours and then buried during high
tide. Sheet pile was installed on
each side of the line and vibration
monitoring was conducted while
driving in the sheet pile. The repair
was completed in only two weeks
thanks to the teamwork of the
owner, regulators, and the Filanc
construction crew.
Encina Influent Pipeline Emergency
Repair, Encina Wastewater
Authority, Carlsbad, California
Principal-in-Charge. $678,400.
Encina Wastewater Authority’s
(EWA’s) main sewer influent
pipeline collapsed and selected
Filanc to complete the emergency
repair. David coordinated Filanc’s
resources to quickly mobilized and
install a 30 million gallons per day
(MGD) bypass pumping operation
to prevent raw sewage from flowing
into the Pacific Ocean all while
maintaining facility operations.
David headed up the 24/7
operation to excavate and remove
the damaged pipeline and install
the new pipeline and backfill. The
repair was completed in only 12

days thanks to the teamwork of the
Carlsbad Public Works Department,
the design engineers, and the
Filanc construction crew led by
David Kiess. Incidental pipelines
and structures that were damaged
in the area were repaired and the
grade brought back to its original
condition.
City of San Diego MBC Dewatering
Centrifuges (Design-Build), San
Diego, California
Principal-in-Charge. $11.5 million.
This design-build project included
the removal and salvage of existing
centrifuges, and the installation of
two new centrifuge fee lines and
six new dewatering centrifuges.
Work also included the demolition
of equipment concrete pads,
piping, wiring, electrical panels, and
miscellaneous appurtenances.
North City Cogeneration Facility
Expansion Site Development
(Design-Build), City of San Diego,
California
Project Director. $1.5 million.
David oversaw the design-build
process for this project. His duties
included ensuring the availability of
construction resources, planning,
negotiations, purchase orders
and subcontracts, owner/client
relations, value engineering,
interfacing with design engineers,
preparing estimates, budgets and
change orders, quality assurance/
quality control, and attending project
meetings.
MBC Centrate Collection Upgrades
(Design-Build), City of San Diego,
California
Project Manager. $1.8 million.
David worked on this Phase III
design-build project for the City
of San Diego which upgraded the
Centrate Collection system by
replacing the foul air ducting and

David J. Kiess
Project Principal

the undersized centrate headers.
Following construction, Filanc
performed final integration and
cleaning of the completed system.
Construction activities avoided
interruption of the dewatering
process, therefore all centrate flows
were diverted prior to upgrading the
header.
MBC Chemical Storage and
Handling System, City of San Diego,
California
Project Manager. $272,524. David
completed Phase I of San Diego’s
Metropolitan Biosolids Center
(MBC) contract for various piping
and mechanical projects. This
phase corrected the operational,
maintenance, safety and process
design problems being encountered
by staff at the plant by improving
MBC’s chemical feed systems
and odor control facility. The work
included replacing the outdated
motorized pump valves and
installing replacement manual
valves with locking mechanisms;
installing new piping to the chemical
metering and transfer pumps and
installing four new pumps for the
electrical feed system. Additionally,
controls and piping for the electrical
feed system was reconfigured.

Jim Roessling, PE, PMP, CCM,
DBIA
General Manager Pipeline Division

Jim has over 25 years’ experience and exemplary qualifications to manage and
complete heavy civil, higher education, commercial, and industrial construction
projects. He has a demonstrated track record of completing projects on-time and
on-budget while maintaining productive working relationships with architects,
engineers, subcontractors, and customers. Jim serves as Filanc’s General Manager of
the Pipeline Division responsible for the daily operations issues for pipeline projects.
These issues include, among many other duties, supervising all superintendents,
directing the implementation of schedules to assist in the management of field
resources, providing input and review of construction schedules and maintaining
effective communications with owners, owner’s representatives and engineers. Jim
also serves as the cost estimator for all of the pipeline projects and serves as the
GMP cost estimator on all design-build and construction manager ar-rish (CMAR)
projects.

Education
M.S., Engineering
Construction Management,
1996
B.S., Civil Engineering,
1995

Registration
Professional Engineer
• Civil Engineer (MA and
CT)

Experience
25 years

Montezuma Road Emergency Strom
Drain (Design-Build), City of San Diego,
California
General Manager Pipeline Division. $5
million. Jim was responsible for overall
project management and field work and
buying out open trades to complete the
project. This project invovled the design
and construction of the installation
of new 66-inch RCP storm drain that
replaced the failed 66-inch existing CMP
line & sink hole repair. Construction
invovled the installation of 300 linear feet
(LF) of 66-inch RCP & 40LF 18-inch RCP,
250 LF of 96-inch tunneling operations,
excavations, soldier beam & lagging
shoring, and concrete vault structures
at multiple pits 33-foot to 40-foot in
depth. Additionally, construction invovled
dewatering, traffic control, installation
of 80 LF 8-inch watermain, 300 LF of
slurry abandonment of existing 66-inch
storm drain, soil pressure grouting
sink hole areas, paving, and sitework
improvements.

RP-1 Primary Effluent Conveyance
Improvements Phase II Project, Inland
Empire Utilities Agency, Ontario,
California
General Manager Pipeline Division.
$1.8 million. Jim was responsible for
overall project management and field
work including schedule updates and
change orders. This project involved the
installation of 30-inch CMLC pipeline,
pump station demolition and painting.
Santa Margarita Conjunctive Use
Facilities Project, Fallbrook Public Utility
District, Fallbrook, California
Pipeline Superintendent. $54 million.
Construction of this project consisted
of two pump stations, reverse osmosis
(RO) filter process area and control room,
three various pipeline segments totaling
11,700 lineal feet (LF) of 24-inch CMLC,
20,000 LF of yard pipe, 7,100 square
feet (SF) of buildings including two pump
stations,, and one chemical storage
facility. Additionally, work included five
steel tanks, the largest being a 4-milliongallon steel potable water reservoir.

Joined Firm
2020

Certifications
• Project Management
Professional
Certification (PMP)
• Certified Construction
Manager (CCM)
• Design-Build of
Institute of America
(DBIA)

Organizational
Leadership
• City of Holyoke
Planning (Past Board
Member
• American Society
of Civil Engineers/
ASCE (Past President
Western MA)
• Holyoke’s Waste Water
System Committee

Jim Roessling, PE, PMP, CCM, DBIA
General Manager Pipelline Division
Previous Employment
San Diego State University Aztec
Stadium (Design-Build), San Diego,
California
Senior Project Manager. $310
million. Performed preconstruction
services and management of
foundations, earthwork, wet
utilities, excavation, demolition, site
concrete, and landscaping packages
(Clark Construction).
UCSD North Torrey Pines Living and
Learning Project - NTPLL (DesignBuild), San Diego, California
Senior Project Manager.
$490 million. Responsible for
preconstruction services and
comprehensive management of
demolition, earthwork, excavation,
site utilities, potable water,
reclaimed water, storm drain, and
sanitary sewer. Additionally, Jim
managed structural concrete/steel,
site concrete, miscellaneous metals,
and landscaping. Worked on the
project from design management,
preconstruction budgeting,
subcontract scoping/buyout through
construction. (Clark Construction)
UCSD West Campus Potable Water
Pump Station (Subpart of NTPLL
Project), San Diego, California
Senior Project Manager. The
project involved the installation
of a atemporary and permanent
2 million gallons per day (MGD)
domestic water pump stations.
Ancillary work included reclaimed
water, potable water and sanitary
sewer lines.

Project Manager/
Coordinator (Daniel
O’Connel’s Sons)
Fully accountable for leveraging
excellent communication, problem

solving, and project management
abilities to support all aspects
of the project management
lifecycle. Manage on-time and
on-budget completion of heavy
civil, wastewater, biosolids facilities,
and academic building renovation
projects from initiation to close
including project and resource
planning, scheduling, execution
and control, tracking/reporting, and
stakeholder communication.
• Directly accountable for
coordinating, managing,
and communicating with
subcontractors, equipment
vendors, tradesmen,
mechanical contractors, design/
build teams, and municipal
owners throughout construction
projects.
• Maintain productive
relationships and open
communication with crossfunctional team members
throughout the project lifecycle
to ensure that all project
deliverables, requirements,
timelines, and objectives are
obtained.
• Held responsible for startup
activities, negotiating change
orders, leading project
meetings, coordinating project
document control, launching
BIM development, and
managing buyout and closeout
activities and requirements.
• Meet with project stakeholders
regularly to review plans,
analyze project needs and
discuss scope of projects,
• Project Manager/Project
Engineer, Baystate
Environmental Consultants, East
Longmeadow, MA 2000 – 2006
Maintained full responsibility for
providing day-to-day anticipate
any potential roadblocks,
determine project performance

•

•

•

•

metrics, and to establish
timelines/plans.
Demonstrated exemplary
analytical, business, and critical
thinking skills to develop,
conduct, and coordinate high
level analyses and to complete
reports and presentations
that facilitate critical project
decision-making.
Identify/provide additional
assistance as needed to
support efficient day-to-day
operations and regularly interact
with management team to
establish goals/objectives and
to update them on the status of
projects or any issues.
Established a successful
track record of managing and
completing multiple activities
within tight deadlines and
constraints, taking initiative to
work on challenging projects,
and contributing to overall
business success.
Recognized by management
for anticipating problems,
presenting effective solutions/
recommendations, team
collaboration and leadership,
achieving/exceeding project
expectations, and for delivering
outstanding results.

Projects Managed or
Coordinated:
Amherst College Greenway
Dormitories ($62M), Detroit
Biosolids Drying Facility ($132M)
Uconn Arjona Building Renovation
($13M), Blackstone WWTP Phase
3 Upgrades ($23M), Cumberland
Biosolids Drying Facility ($11M),
Indian Orchard Pump Station
($17M), and Palmer Dam Water
Treatment Plan ($20M)
Project Manager/Project
Engineer, Baystate Environmental

Jim Roessling, PE, PMP, CCM, DBIA
General Manager Pipelline Division
Consultants, East Longmeadow,
MA 2000 – 2006 Maintained full
responsibility for providing day-to-day
leadership, resource management,
and project scheduling,
coordination, and oversight for big
box, commercial, public sector,
residential, and retail development
projects.
•

Led and coordinated four to five
person teams from preliminary
design to construction phase
services, performed site
evaluations, planning and design,
and permitting, and maintained
open communication with all
stakeholders.

•

Reviewed property for impact
of zoning, engineering, and
environmental permitting issues,
provided budget, build out options,
and break even analysis, and
developed construction project
specifications and documents.

•

Accountability for designing
stormwater management systems
and writing Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plans for compliance
with NPDES regulations on several
residential and commercial
construction projects.

•

Consistently contributed
to improved efficiency and
productivity, cost effectiveness, and
company success via operational,
process, and procedural
enhancements, effective project
leadership, and exceeding project
goals.

•

Successfully project managed
multiple projects including a $40M
240 condo unit for Gardens of
Wilbraham in Wilbraham, MA and
a $13M 140,000 square foot
Chicopee Market Place Retail
Center in Chicopee, MA

Project Engineer, Metrowest
Engineering, Framingham, MA 1998
– 2000 Direct accountability for
using analytical, problem solving,

presentation, communication, and
project management skills to manage
the design of multiple residential and
industrial projects from development
to construction. Presented designs
in front of town planning boards and
conservation commissions, wrote
hydrology reports, construction
specifications, and business proposals,
managed new client calls, and oversaw
the scheduling of field crews.
•

Held responsible for drainage
analysis, site hydrology, site
grading, septic design, and pump
designs, performing soil testing and
construction inspection, and for
filing of NPDES permits and various
MADEP applications.

•

Developed and managed project
plans and timelines, worked with
team members and trades to
understand any issues, focused
on bringing problems to resolution,
and escalated as necessary to
meet critical project deadlines.

•

Applied well-developed
organizational skills along with
ability to effectively evaluate and
prioritize workload, schedules, and
projects to achieve company goals/
objectives and to consistently
deliver measurable results.

•

Monitored, tracked, and analyzed
overall performance and
operations to ensure adherence
to the highest levels of customer
service/satisfaction, productivity,
efficiency, cost effectiveness, and
quality standards at all times.

John Mabon

Pipeline Project Manager/Estimator

John has 25 years’ experience with bidding and managing municipal and private
utility work. He has full knowledge of the means and methods of piping systems,
shoring, concrete operations, site improvements, crew set-ups and management
for these operations. He has been involved in business development with municipal
and private clients to review work parameters and costs associated with the means
& methods for their work. John’s full knowledge of piping systems (DI, Steel/ CMLC,
HDPE, C900/905, FRP, Hydronic, SDR 35 & Clay), dewatering, sewer by-passing,
shoring, concrete operations, site improvements, crew set-ups and management for
these operations. His project management responsibilities were contracts, budgets,
implementation of operations, identification of changed conditions and change order
negotiations, scheduling, purchase agreements, correspondence, and mechanical
layouts.
RP-1 Primary Effluent Conveyance
Improvements Phase II Project, Inland
Empire Utilities Agency, Ontario,
California
Project Manager/Estimator. $1.8 million.
Bid and managed this pipeline project
that involved the installation of 30-inch
CMLC pipeline, pump station demolition
and painting.
Montezuma Road Emergency Strom
Drain (Design-Build), City of San Diego,
California
Project Engineer. $5 million. This project
invovled the design and construction of
the installation of new 66-inch RCP storm
drain that replaced the failed 66-inch
existing CMP line & sink hole repair.
Construction invovled the installation
of 300 linear feet (LF) of 66-inch RCP
& 40LF 18-inch RCP, 250 LF of 96-inch
tunneling operations, excavations, soldier
beam & lagging shoring, and
concrete vault structures at multiple pits
33-foot to 40-foot in depth. Additionally,
construction invovled dewatering, traffic
control, installation of 80 LF 8-inch
watermain, 300 LF of slurry abandonment
of existing 66-inch storm drain, soil

pressure grouting sink hole areas, paving,
and sitework improvements.
Corona Airport Waterline, City of San
Corona, California
Project Manager/Estimator. $415,000.
Bid and managed this pipeline project
that involved the installation of 8-inch
potable waterline in Butterfield Drive
extending to Smith Avenue, approximately
4,220 feet.
College of the Desert Phase 3
Infrastructure, College of the Desert,
Palm Desert, California
Project Manager/Estimator. $3.5 million.
This was an underground piping project
for the fiberglass piping hydronic system,
C900 domestic water piping and sewer
improvements including CIPP lining for the
College Campus.
Mid-City Exposition Light Rail Project, Los
Angeles Department of Water and Power,
Los Angeles California
Project Manager/Estimator. $2.5 million.
This underground piping project was water
im-provements and casing protection prior
to the improvements for the Light Rail

Education
BS Construction
Management, Colorado
State University, 1993

Experience
27 years

Joined Firm
2018

Computer Knowledge
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Winbid 2020
Hard Dollar
HCSS
Sure Track
Plan Swift
Blue Beam
Adobe Acrobat Pro
MS Project
MS Office

John Mabon

Pipeline Project Manager/Estimator
Lines in Los Ange-les. Work included
6-inch to 12-inch CMLC pipelines,
protective steel casings at track
areas along with appurtenance work
(blow offs, water services, hydrants,
air vac’s).
Kiewit I-405/Sepulveda Widening
Project, Metropolitan tansit
Authority, Los Angeles, California
Project Manager/Estimator. $17
million. This project involved the
installation of 18-inch sewer, sewer
by-passes, domestic water lines,
storm drain piping & structures,
tunneling (boring & pipe jacking)
and paving. Excavations used
multiple shoring systems including
soldier beam & plate, hydraulic
shoring and trench shields.
Previous Employment
Estimator. 2014-2018. Bid
multifamily, single family, public
works, and light commercial
projects. My primary focus has been
bidding the light commercial work
and multifamily work to allow BPC
to diversify our operations outside
of our “bread & butter” single family
work in the current construction
market. My work includes, bidding,
meeting with clients, setting up
budgets, handing off work to project
management staff. Time to time
prepare large change orders for
project management staff.
Sr. Estimator/Project Manager.
2008-2014. Successfully bid and
project managed multiple municipal
projects from Los Angeles to Palm
Desert area. Projects involved
upgrading and or replacing water,
sewer, storm drain systems,
tunneling, pipe lining and site work
improvements. Projects were hard
bid to municipal agencies and or
to design builder. Work involved
demolition, excavations ranging
from 5-feet to 28-feet deep, pipe

systems, concrete structures and
surface improvements.
Sr. Estimator/Project Manager.
2008-2008. Bid and managed
municipal and private projects.
Projects involved landfill gas
collection systems, sewer relocation
on military base and private storm
water improvements for home
development and light commercial.
Sr. Estimator/project Manager.
2002-2007. Bid and managed
municipal and private works utility
projects. Municipal projects ranged
from pump stations, to sewer/
water back bone pipelines. Private
development involved sewer, water,
storm drain utility installation for
new housing developments.
Estimator/Project Manager. 19992002. Pump Stations, Flow Control
Facilities, & Pipelines
Lead Project Engineer. 1996-1999.
Pump Station & Pipelines.
Project Engineer. 1994-1996.
North City Water Reclamation Plant
& South Bay International Waste
Water Plant.

Mark Filanc Jr.

Project Manager/Project Engineer

Mark has experience as a Project Engineer project engineer on jobs of up to
$31.7 million in contract size. His duties include design/constructability review of
construction drawings for multiple scopes of work including; open trench-piping,
jack and bore piping, hydraulic directional drill piping, pump station construction
and wire-wound prestressed-concrete water tank construction, writing Requests for
Information (RFIs), processing submittals and Operations and Maintenance Manuals
(O&Ms), coordination with the owner’s inspectors and subcontractors, QA/QC support
and coordination, procurement of equipment and materials, purchase orders,
construction layout and land surveying.
Montezuma Road Emergency Strom
Drain (Design-Build), City of San Diego,
California
Project Engineer. $5 million. This project
invovled the design and construction of
the installation of new 66-inch RCP storm
drain that replaced the failed 66-inch
existing CMP line & sink hole repair.
Construction invovled the installation
of 300 linear feet (LF) of 66-inch RCP
& 40LF 18-inch RCP, 250 LF of 96-inch
tunneling operations, excavations, soldier
beam & lagging shoring, and
concrete vault structures at multiple
pits 33-foot to 40-foot in depth.
Additionally, construction invovled
dewatering, traffic control, installation
of 80 LF 8-inch watermain, 300 LF of
slurry abandonment of existing 66-inch
storm drain, soil pressure grouting
sink hole areas, paving, and sitework
improvements.
Camp Pendleton Raw Water Pipeline
P-1220 US Navy Southwest Division
NAVFAC, Camp Pendleton, California
Project Engineer. $31.7 million. Mark
worked to maintain constructability by
providing support to craft workers and
managed construction documents for
this design-bid-build project. The P-1220

Raw Water Pipeline is in support of Public
Law 111-11 at Marine Corps Base Camp
Pendleton (MCBCP), California. The
general scope of work is the construction
of facilities needed to implement and
fulfill a joint water agreement between
MCBCP and the Fallbrook Public Utility
District (FPUD), providing a “physical
solution” to sixty years of water rights
litigation. Construction included facilities
needed to effectively produce, diver,
transport, store, measure and deliver raw
water from the MCBCP portions of the
Santa Margarita River (SMR) to the FPUD
service area boundary via a raw water
pipeline.
RP-1 Primary Effluent Conveyance
Improvements Phase II Project, Inland
Empire Utilities Agency, Ontario,
California
Project Engineer. $1.8 million. Bid
and managed this pipeline project that
involved the installation of 30-inch CMLC
pipeline, pump station demolition and
painting.
Upas Street Potable Water CMAR, City of
San Diego, California
Project Engineer. $28.6 million. Mark
supervised a group of contractors to
install three miles of 16-inch CML&TC

Education
B.A., Communication,
University of Colorado
Boulder, 2014

Experience
8 years

Joined Firm
2016

Certifications
• OSHA 30 Competent
Person Training
• OSHA 40 Competent
Person Training
• EM-385 Military Safety
Training
• AGC’s Project Manager
Course Certificate

Mark Filanc Jr.

Project Manager/Project Engineer
pipeline. He was responsible for
RFI and submittal evaluation, plan
review, subcontracting, public
relations, and field management.
Filanc was selected by the City
of San Diego to perform its first
public utilities project under a
Construction Manager at Risk
(CMAR) contract. The project
included the replacement of existing
cast iron distribution mains with
new PVC water mains on Park Blvd
and Fifth Avenue between Upas
and Robinson Streets including
appurtenances, water services,
fire hydrants, existing water main
abandonment, resurfacing and
ADA-compliant pedestrian curb
ramps. horizontal directional drilling
(HDD) was required to tunnel
beneath State Rt 163 and Interstate
5. The total length of the project
was approximately 28,500 feet (5.4
miles), of which 22,184 feet was
cast iron replacement and 3,730
feet of cast iron was abandoned.
The CMAR scope included
preconstruction services,
construction management,
coordination of subcontractors and
city forces, coordination of public
outreach, scheduling, start-up, and
close out services. The final GMP
was the total of three separate GMP
phases that were scoped, estimated
and bid in collaboration with the
City. The phasing was required to
address City construction moratoria,
phased funding, equal opportunity
local business outreach and
contracting.
Lofty Trail Emergency Storm Drain
Repair Project, City of San Diego,
California
Project Engineer. $450,000. Mark
managed the repair of a sink hole
and storm drain system for the City
of San Diego. He was responsible
for hiring and dispatching crews and
all project documentation.

This project was the emergency repair
of 18-inch CMP pipeline & ground
remediation.

Hector Garcia
Pipeline Superintendent

Oscar is a Superintendent for FIlanc specializing in pipeline work. He has experience
working on projects ranging from $1.2 million to $22 million in contract value.
His duties include administering the Quality Assurance/Quality Control Program,
furnishing technical engineering and construction expertise, coordinating
construction equipment resources, making personnel decisions, and interfacing with
project owners. He is responsible for field safety, coordinating project scheduling,
reviewing project costs, managing pipeline crews, and reporting the status of field
operations to the Project Manager.
Emergency Services for La Jolla Beach
Access Stair Replacement, City of San
Diego, California
Superintendent. $250,000. The work
consisted of the reconstruction of the
stairway located within the existing City
easement between 100 and 202 Coast
Boulevard that provides access to the
beach. Filanc removed the existing
stairway and landings attached to
the sea wall at 100 Coast Boulevard.
Construction included the installation
of a new stairway and the appropriate
number of landings to be determined
during design. Filanc constructed the
stairway and landing to current building
code and provided a traffic control plan
working drawing and a WPCP plan
that was approved by the City prior to
construction.
Emergency Services for Eberly Court
Storm Drain Repair, City of San Diego,
California
Superintendent $250,000. The work
involved furnishing labor, materials,
equipment, services, and other
incidental works and appurtenances
for the purpose of designing and
constructing this emergency project at
the direction of the City Engineer. Work
included the inspection and patch repair
of the damaged portions of the RCP

storm drain. Filanc installed soil shields
to stabilize the sinkhole and gain access
into the pipe. The crown of the pipe was
cut to allow crews to enter the pipe and
inspect the integrity. Work also included
the patch and fill of voids with cement
mortar mixture as they are encountered.
Approximately 430 linear feet (LF) will be
lined with a Cured-in-Place (CIPP) lining
per using polyester resin. Once the pie
is repaired, the removed crown will be
secured with epoxy and surrounding soil
compacted. Geocon shall be retained to
test the surrounding soils for corrosively.
The contractor will be tasked with
diverting the flow through the duration of
the repair.
Upas Street Potable Water Pipeline
Replacement Construction Manager at
Risk, City of San Diego California
Superintendent. $28 million. This
project involved the replacement of
approximately six miles of aging 16-inch
– 30-inch cast iron pipeline through
downtown San Diego. Construction
included performance of horizontal
directional drilling (HDD) beneath
the 163 Freeway and Interstate 5,
replacement of pressure reducing
stations and installation of pedestrian
curb-ramps to comply with ADA
requirements.

Experience
37 years

Joined Firm
2016

Hector Garcia
Pipeline Superintendent

P-1045 New Potable Water
Conveyance (Design-Build), US
Navy Southwest Division, Camp
Pendleton, California
Lead Project Foreman. $57
million/Served as the Lead Project
Foreman for this design-build
project. Filanc developed the design
and construction of 24 miles of
20-inch and 12-inch fused HDPE
pipeline, three booster stations
and a three million gallon (MG)
pre-stressed concrete reservoir. This
was an important water reliability
project for the Base, connecting
their northern and southern water
systems and providing means to
reliably serve water in an emergency
condition such as a large wildfire
or an earthquake. Technical
challenges for the project included
seven horizontal directional drill
(HDD) crossings of creeks, deep
culverts, environmentally and
culturally sensitive areas and
Interstate 5. Many institutional
challenges inherent to working on
an environmentally sensitive, active
military facility were also present.
Mr. Garcia managed the HDD
subcontractor on multiple bores of
up to 3,300 linear feet (LF).
Padre Dam Eastern Service Area
Secondary Connection, Padre Dam
Municipal Water District, Santee, CA
Lead Project Foreman. $14.9
million. The scope of work included
construction of a 12 million gallon
per day (MGD) potable water pump
station, 1.75 million gallon (MG)
prestressed concrete reservoir, flow
control facility, approximately 6,000
linear feet (LF) of 20-inch CML&C
welded steel pipe, and a tunnel
crossing at Interstate 8, an 8-inch
CML&C welded steel pipe inside
an existing 16-inch steel casing
at Viewside Lane, and 36-inch
CML&TC steel pipe at Woodside
Avenue.

Camp Pendleton Raw Water
Pipeline P-1220 US Navy
Southwest Division NAVFAC, Camp
Pendleton, California
Lead Project Foreman. $31.7
million. This design-bid-build project
P-1220 Raw Water Pipeline is in
support of Public Law 111-11 at
Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton
(MCBCP), California. The general
scope of work is the construction
of facilities needed to implement
and fulfill a joint water agreement
between MCBCP and the Fallbrook
Public Utility District (FPUD),
providing a “physical solution” to
sixty years of water rights litigation.
Construction included facilities
needed to effectively produce,
diver, transport, store, measure and
deliver raw water from the MCBCP
portions of the Santa Margarita
River (SMR) to the FPUD service
area boundary via a raw water
pipeline.
Woods Valley Ranch WRF
Expansion Project - South Village
Collection System, Valley Center
Municipal Water District, California
Lead Project Foreman. $1.6
million. Filanc was selected to
complete the construction of this
water recycling facility expansion
project. This project involved
Filanc crews to excavate, lay, and
backfill 8,800 LF of low pressure
wastewater pipe including thrust
restraints, fittings, encasements and
cleanouts; excavate, lay, and backfill
5,300 LF of wastewater force main
including thrust restraints, fittings,
encasements and cleanouts; furnish
and install combination sewage
air valves, complete and in place
in various locations; furnish and
install clean outs, complete and in
place in various locations; furnish
and install blow offs, complete and
in place in various locations; furnish
and install low pressure wastewater

service laterals, complete and in
place; relocate existing water service
lines; and traffic control.
Beavercreek Pipeline Replacement
Project, Fallbrook Public Utility
District, California
Lead Project Foreman. $1.5
million. Water pipeline replacement
including but not limited to the
construction of a new 16-inch
cement-mortar-lined and coated
steel pipe (CML&C); abandon in
place the existing 12-inch pipeline;
construct new 16-inch PRS valve
vault and abandon in place existing
12-inch PRS valve vault. Other work
includes traffic control, concrete
anchor, thrust blocks, reinstatement
of sidewalk, curb and gutters,
fencing, asphalt concrete paving,
striping and markings.
Previous Experience
2008-2016 Foreman
Superintendent. During this
time period Hector served as
the Foreman Superintendent for
multiple pipeline projects. This
$22 million BMR Wet/Dry project
included crews of 56 men including
foreman, laborers, pipe layers and
heavy equipment operators. This
project involved 160,000 feet of
pipe, 4-inch to 60-inch diameter
pipe, sewer, water, storm drains,
PVC, RCP, and CML&C pipe.
He held the same role on a
Reclaim Water Project in Rancho
Penasquitos. The project was valued
at $8 million and involved 18,000
feet of 24-inch PVC pipe.
Hector supervised this $12.5 million
Sewer Project of about 300 feet
of 30-inch sewer main, starting at
27-feet to 10-feet, with boring pads
under the 111 Freeway.

Hector Garcia
Pipeline Superintendent

2003-2008 General
Superintendent. From 2003-2008
Hector served as the General
Superintendent on the following
projects:
This $3 million project for the Border
Patrol included the installation
of 20-foot deep sewer line and
consisted of dewatering, installation
of manholes, paving, and
installation of traffic control.
This $1.2 million project for DR
Horton/Continental Homes involved
the installation of sewer, water
and storm drains including all
appurtenances.
This Zone of Benefit #8 Pipeline
project for Rancho California Water
District is valued at $4.5 million.
Work included the construction of
608 LF of 8-inch AWWA cement
mortar line and cement mortar
coated welded steel pipe, 25,000
LF of 12-inch AWWA cement mortar
lined and cement mortar coated
welded steel pipe, three 24-inch
diameter by jack and bore (360
LF, 59 LF and 57 LF) including all
appurtenances.
This $3.5 million project for the
City of San Diego, included the
construction of Miramar Pipeline
Improvement Phase OO. This project
consisted of the rehabilitation of
existing 52-inch transmission water
main, replacing, and abandoning
the existing 51-inch water main in
the canyon to the street right-of-way
with 54-inch welded steel pipe
CML&C, restoring the putting green
area per U.S.A Golf Association
standards for greens, and all other
work and appurtenances.
This $5.5 million project for City
of San Diego. Construction of the
Deerfield Water Pump Station
Plant and Transmission Pipelines
consisted of demolishing an existing
pump station at the Hillsdale Site,
construction of a new pump station

including two transmission pipeline
segments at the Deerfield site.
1997-2003 Leadman/Foreman.
Served as the Leadman/Foreman
for Housing Tract (Yorba Linda):
Job Value 9.5 million. Construction
of water, sewer and storm drains.
Installation of clay, pvc and rcp pipe;
clay 4” to 18”, pvc (sdr 35) 4” to
12”, rcp 18” to 84”.
Sewer Installation (Rubidoux Water
District): Job Value 5.6 million.
3,500 feet of 30” fused HDPE
pipeline. 3,500 feet of 14” fused
HDPE pipeline, connected from east
to west for future sewer treatment
plant, directional boring to cross
river, 4,000 feet of 12” gravity
sewer.
Twin Reservoir (Coachella): Job
value 12 million. 12,000 feet of 48”
ductal iron pipe, with 8 detention
basins for the storage of irrigation
water.
1988-1997 Pipelayer/Leadman.
Served as the Pipelayer/Leadman
for sewer, water, and storm drain
pipe.
1986-1988 Laborer/Pipelayer
Served as the General Laborer and
Pipe Layer for sewer, water, and
storm drain pipe.
1983-1986 General Laborer.
Served as the General Laborer for
pipeline sewer, water, storm drain
and concrete.
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#24. Credit Available. Furnish written evidence.

Please see a letter from Filanc’s banking institution stating our available credit following this page.
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550 West “C” Street
Suite 100
San Diego, CA 92101
619.233.2500

May 14, 2020

To Whom It May Concern,
Torrey Pines Bank has enjoyed our banking relationship with J. R. Filanc Construction Company, Inc. (“Filanc”)
since June, 2003. Filanc has maintained both deposit and loan accounts with Torrey Pines Bank since June,
2003.
Filanc’s loan relationship with Torrey Pines Bank includes a revolving line of credit in the low, seven-figure range
and various term loans with aggregated balances in the low seven-figure range. The line of credit has a one
year term and has been in place since 2003. All outstanding credit facilities have been paid as agreed.
Filanc’s current deposit relationship is in the mid seven-figure range. All deposit accounts have been handled
in a satisfactory manner.

Sincerely,

Oliver Craig
Vice President
(619) 233-2577

A division of Western Alliance Bank. Member FDIC.
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#25. Attach banking and other references.

Banking Reference
Torrey Pines Bank
550 West C Street, #100, San Diego, CA 92101
619-233-2500
Oliver Craig, AVP
Surety Reference
Everest Reinsurance Company
461 5th Avenue, 4th Floor, New York, NY 10017
646-828-5001
Jonathan Monsor, Director, Regional Manager
Insurance Reference
Zurich American Insurance Company
1299 Zurich Way, Schaumburg, IL 60196-1056
847-605-6141
Insurance Agent: Marsh & McLennan Agency | Merchanti Mongold
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#27. Statement of approach and understanding of the on-call services required under this contract, with key personnel listed:

Project Approach & Understanding
Serving as a general contractor, Filanc has completed hundreds of water and wastewater utility
projects of every size, scope, type, and complexity including projects that are similar to the
Emergency Construction Services Contract. We
have a proven 65-year record of high-quality
construction and timely completion.
As a result, Filanc has become a preferred
source for municipalities and private concerns
for On-Call and emergency repairs.
The characteristics of on-call construction services for water and wastewater utilities infrastructure often include small, simultaneous,
emergency response, verbal direction, and/or
unknown site conditions. These conditions require a contractor to have the systems and procedures in place to address issues as they arise.
The Filanc team has the experience, authority
and the systems and procedures in place to address issues immediately. Most issues are related to continued operations and maintenance

of a pipeline, plant process, safety and regulatory systems, which can all be managed with the
systems below.
Project Understanding and Approach: Filanc’s
project team will work closely with the Authority’s design team and operations staff to assist
in developing project scopes, budgets and constructability reviews on projects. We will identify
potential interruptions to service or operations,
long-lead equipment deliveries and site-specific
safety concerns in order to understand the Authority’s expectations.
Maintenance of Plant Operations (MOPO): Any
scheduled interference necessary to accomplish
construction activities will be carefully scheduled with the Authority. Filanc will collaborate
with the Authority’s design team and operations
staff in MOPO planning processes to develop a
specific plan to address scheduling of project
activities, durations of shutdowns, chemical
handling and P.P.E. requirements for working
with chemicals, bypassing of processes, electrical safety, as well as safety of all Authority,
Filanc and subcontractor employees. A detailed
Sweetwater Authority Request for Proposal
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plan will be developed and submitted to the Authority for approval prior to any construction activities.
Open Communication: Open and frequent communication is crucial among all stakeholders to
the success of every project. For decades, Filanc
has engaged in formal and informal partnering
to establish trust and facilitate collaboration
with Stakeholders to improve project outcomes.
Regularly scheduled progress meetings will be
conducted to discuss the status of contract projects, weekly site meetings with staff will held to
discuss current and upcoming construction activities, to ensure they are informed of possible
interruptions and hazards within the construction site.
Responsiveness: Filanc management and employees are dedicated to fulfilling project commitments no matter what the challenges are.
We respond to every request for scope meetings, price proposals for small and large projects
and provide feedback in a timely matter. We are
flexible in delivering our services to meet and
exceed customer’s expectations.
After reviewing the information provided in this
prequalification package, we are certain that
you will clearly see that our team offers an unmatched depth and breadth of experience. Our
proposed team and approach addresses every
need of the contract, and will exceed the expectations of the Authority in terms of on-call response.

Project Management
David Kiess – Project Executive
David is the Vice President, Repair and Maintenance Division. His role as Vice President involves providing support to the division managers, executing contract documents, assisting
with negotiating terms for subcontracts and purchase orders, planning and providing required
resources and supervision for each division, pro-

vides assistance with constructability and bid reviews to ensure all scopes are complete and encumbered in the final estimate.
Mr. Kiess’ role for this project will be supporting
Luis Reyes, PE to ensure all resources required
for the project are available, assist with constructability and bid reviews, assist in negotiating contract terms for subcontracts and purchase orders.
Jim Roessling – Project Manager
Jim is the General Manager, Pipeline Division.
Jim will provide Project Management duties for
this project. Mr. Roessling has over 25 years of
experience in the construction industry with an
emphasis on utilities and facilities projects. As
the General Manager with Filanc, he has been
responsible for pipeline projects, recently completed the $5 million City of San Diego’s Montezuma Road Emergency Storm Drain Repair project, and previously to joining Filanc, served as
the Project Manager working on projects up to
$300 million in value. Jim is skilled at communicating project status with all members of the
Project Team and has the ability to identify and
propose solutions to potential issues in order to
maintain project goals.
John Mabon – Assistant Project Manager
John is Filanc’s Pipeline Manager/Estimator.
John has 27 years’ experience with bidding and
managing municipal and private utility work. He
has full knowledge of the means and methods
of piping systems, shoring, concrete operations,
site improvements, crew set-ups and management for these operations. He will be assisting
with overall project management, reporting to
Jim Roessling, and responsible for implementation of operations, budgets, identification of
changed conditions and change order negotiations, scheduling, and purchase agreements.
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Mark Filanc Jr. – Project Engineer
Mark has been in the construction industry for
nearly 10 years and has experience as a project
engineer on jobs ranging from $450,000 up to
$31 million in contract size. His duties include
coordination with owner’s inspectors and subcontractors, QA/QC support and coordination,
sub-mittal preparation, procurement of equipment and materials, budget creation and management, purchase orders, lift drawings for process pipe systems and concrete ordering
materials and working with engineers on value
engineering and constructability improvements.
Hector Garcia – Superintendent
Hector will be the on-site Superintendent reporting directly to the Project Manager. He will be responsible for coordinating and supervising field
construction and will direct all field personnel to
achieve project completion on schedule and
within contract specifications. Hector has 37
years of experience in the industry. He is committed to leading teams through the exchange
of knowledge, experience and goal sharing to
optimize strategies and operational activities.
He manages Filanc’s self-performing crews and
subcontractors in all trades. He performs project
documentation controls, budget management,
project safety audits, risk analysis and interpretation of plans and specs. During construction
he will oversee all field and craft labor, subcontractors, construction quality and safety.
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Attachment K
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Statement of Contractor’s Qualifications

#25. Attach banking and other references.

Please find Filanc’s Safety Program Summary following this page.
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J. R. Filanc Construction Company
Safety Program Summary

J. R. Filanc Construction Company (Filanc) is committed to the reduction of personal injuries,
occupational illnesses and damage to equipment and property in all of its operations; to the
protection of the general public whenever it comes in contact with the Company’s work; and
to the prevention of pollution and environmental degradation.
The Filanc’s Safety Director oversees all safety procedures, policies and training for the
company, and regularly visits each job site to provide guidance and oversight on safety.
Project Managers and Superintendents bear the day-to-day responsibility for safety at the
job site and conduct regular safety demonstrations, tailgate trainings, etc. On larger
projects, an independent safety official may be hired. Employees are responsible for the
following:
1. Follow all Filanc safety and health requirements and safe work practices, including
using personal protective equipment where required, and complete all required
safety and health training.
2. Report to their Supervisor any unsafe or unhealthy conditions with the work site. It is
the policy of Filanc to encourage all employees to report hazards existing at their
worksite to their Supervisor or the Responsible Person so that corrective action can
be taken in a timely manner.
The number of safe hours worked is tracked for every project and are posted prominently at
the job site. All employees at a given job site are rewarded for the achievement of safety
milestones.
Filanc has established a Substance Abuse Policy to maintain a safe and healthful working
environment for all employees and subcontractors, as well as the general public. All Filanc
employees must pass a pre-employment drug & alcohol test prior to starting work.
New employees are provided orientation concerning the safety requirements, job rules and
job conditions prior to assignment to a crew. The purpose of the orientation is to welcome
the new employee to the project, explain our safety program and expectations, and
encourage the new employee to be an active participant in the safety program.
All Filanc employees are issued the proper safety and personal protective equipment prior to
starting work; they are also given additional instructions on the proper use of any safety
equipment.

Filanc’s IIPP (Injury Illness Prevention Program) includes programs outlining safety
procedures in:
• Office safety
• Hazard Communication
• Crane(s)
• Excavations
• Forklifts
• Heat Illness
• Fall Protection
• Hand & Power Tools
• Injury Prevention
• Lockout/Tag Out
• Scaffolding
• Confined Space
• Job Safety Analysis
• Fire Prevention
• Electrical
• Ladders
• Respiratory Protection
• Heavy Equipment
• Disciplinary Policy
• Concrete Work
• Code of Safety Practices
• Welding
All of our safety requirements are passed on to each subcontractor and they are
accountable to enforce and maintain a safe work environment.
Filanc has an outstanding safety and health and environmental protection record and is
proud of its achievements in protecting the environment we live and work in, as well as its
proactive approach to incident, injury and illness prevention. However, to maintain that
record, every Filanc employee and subcontractor must take personal responsibility to create
and maintain a safe and productive working environment.
The Company’s objective is the elimination of all preventable incidents and environmental
incidents from our operations. A good environmental, safety, and health record indicates
superior management and superior workforce; it promotes business and contributes to the
continuous growth and success of the Company.
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#29. Attach the Contractor’s Quality Assurance Plant (QAP) and Quality Control Plan:

Please see Filanc’s Quality Assurance/Quality Control Program Overview following this page.
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J. R. Filanc Construction Company
Quality Assurance/Quality Control Program Overview

Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) Program Overview
Filanc is dedicated to superior quality construction that meets or exceeds the standards of
the Owner. Filanc shall work in concert with the Owner to ensure that all goals for quality are
achieved. The Filanc QA/QC Manager (QC Manager) has the responsibility of ensuring that
quality goals are met in each of the areas of project administration, project engineering,
construction and start-up and testing. The QC Manager reports directly to the Project
Executive. The QC Manager has the ability to direct the removal and replacement of any
defective work found within the project. The QC Manager will utilize a combination of the
contract documents and the Filanc QA/QC Plan during his duties on the project. The Filanc
QA/QC Plan is designed to be used in addition to the subcontractors’ QA/QC Programs. The
plan has been designed so applicable sections can be issued to Filanc’s subcontractors as a
supplement to their own QA/QC programs.
QA/QC Organizational Line of Authority
Project Executive
The Project Executive is ultimately responsible for the implementation of all construction
and quality control functions on the project. Most of these functions are delegated to
subordinates, in writing, directing them to enforce all contract document requirements. He is
also responsible for the oversight and direction of the QC Manager.
QC Manager
The QC Manager is appointed by the Project Executive, in writing, to assume all QA/QC
responsibilities on the project. He has the authority to direct the removal and replacement of
any defective work on the project. His main duties include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inspects and approves all equipment, gauges and instruments as they arrive at the
job site
Manages and documents all quality testing activities, complaints and corrective
actions
Manages identification and disposition of non-conforming products; leads and
documents corrective and preventive actions
Ensures compliance between the Filanc QA/QC Plan and subcontractors’ QA/QC
plans
Receives, approves, and tracks, via a submittal log, all required submittal packages
that are to be sent to the Owner
Maintains as-built drawings, specifications, and changes and modifications on a daily
basis
Ensures proper document control and revision status among all affected trades
(subs)

•
•

Organizes, prepares and submits all permits, including, but not limited to excavation
and confined space entry
Coordinates all special inspections as required

In addition, the QC Manager’s main responsibilities include, but are not limited to, those set
forth by the Owner.
Project Engineer(s)
The project engineer(s) will work with the QC Manager to ensure that quality and safety are
paramount on the project. Because of their daily interactions and involvement with ongoing
construction, the project engineer(s) will be the most familiar with their respective
system/subsystem(s) and will be the most able to spot quality/safety deficiencies as they
arise.
Submittal Assistant
A Filanc employee located at the corporate office will act as a submittal assistant to the QC
Manager.
Components of QA/QC Plan and Demonstrated Effects
The QC Manager has the overall responsibility for the quality assurance and will document
all testing reports, including: equipment inspections; earthwork testing; electrical installation
and loop testing; structural tests; equipment installation; pumps and piping systems; paint
and coatings testing; and special inspections. Documentation will include signatures from all
parties including Filanc personnel, owner representatives and any third-party inspectors and
testing engineers employed to assure quality. This documentation will be shared with the
Owner for quality assurance.
The goal of the quality control program is to ensure that the entire project is constructed
safely, efficiently, and in conformance with the applicable contract documents. The Filanc
QA/QC Plan incorporates numerous tests to ensure durability and mitigate the need for
future repairs. This extends ultimately through every subcontractor and includes
organizations who supply material for this project. Every individual working at the project site
will be aware of his or her contribution to quality. It shall be the responsibility of the QC
Manager to discern how the various provisions of this program are applied.

